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ADDENDA ET CORRIGENDUM.

Page 162, note {n),for "429," read "492."

Page 336, note (y), add : " According to Re Du7isany, [1906]

1 Off. 578, following Hilbers v. Parkinson, 25

Ch. D. 200, an estate tail is not bound by the

covenant ; but consider the objections to these

decisions advanced in 50 Sol. J. 570, 591."

Page 520, note (m), add: "The Finance Act, 1894, s. 1,

exempts property chargeable with Estate Duty

from Succession and Legacy Duties at 1 percent.,

and from the additional succession duty at a

half per cent, chargeable under the Customs and

Inland Eevenue Act, 1888, s. 21."



INTEODUCTION TO CONVEYANCING.

CHAPTER I.

USES {a).

It was said by an eminent lawyer {b) that " even now a

common pm-cliase deed of a piece of freehold land cannot

be explained without going back to the reign of Henry VIII.,"

that is, to the "Statute of Uses" (27 Hen. 8, c. 10), which

effected a revolution in conveyancing, and therefore requires

the most careful consideration by the student. In order

to understand the clianges that it brought about, it is

necessary to bear in mind the methods by which real

property was conveyed before the statute, and the nature

of uses.

Before the statute freehold interests in possession in Convey-

corporeal hereditaments were conveyed by feoffment, fine, or operating

recovery, or by a release founded on a common law lease for
^,^^^"^^1,^

years perfected by entry ; incorporeal hereditaments (includ- statute of

ing remainders or reversions in corporeal hereditaments) were

conveyed by fine, recovery, or deed of grant, followed, in the

case of the grant of a seignory, rent, remainder, or reversion,

(«) The First Edition of tlio Law of Ecal Property," by Sir

Work contained a short historical
Kenelm Digby.

„ , , , ,
(h) The late Mr. Joshua

summary of the law oi real pro- „,.„. ^ ^ -nr -d -n'
Williams, Q.C. ; see Wms. K. P.

perty. The student is referred
in the chapter " Of an Estate for

for this to "The History of the Life," orf 77»Y.

E.l ('. ') W 1



4. USES.

by the attornment of the tenant in possession (Shep. Touch.

253), the necessity for which was done away with by 4 Anne,

c. 16, s. 9.

Feoff. The most common method of conveying a freehold estate

ment. j^ posscssion in corporeal hereditaments was to make a

Feoffment^ which consisted, strictly speaking (Goodeve, R. P.

357), in ''livery of seisin" alone, i.e., delivery by the feoffor

to the feoffee of possession of the land. This was effected

by delivery upon the land of some part of the property,

as a turf, a branch or twig of a tree, or the handle or

fastening of the door of the house, in the name and as a

symbol of the whole ; and although it was usual to execute

a deed called a " charter of feoffment " (see the form in

Stud. Prec. Pt. II. p. 128), for the purpose of explaining

the transaction and declaring what estate the feoffee was to

take, still the estate passed by the livery of seisin and not by

the deed. There could, of course, be no livery of seisin in

the case of incorporeal hereditaments, and the usual method

of conveying them was a deed of grant. Hence the dis-

tinction that corporeal hereditaments " lie in livery," that is,

can be physically delivered, while incorporeal hereditaments

"lie in grant," i.e., cannot be physically delivered. The

;
reader will observe that land is the only hereditament of

which the possession can be physically delivered to another.

You cannot physically deliver an advowson or an annuity
;

you can deliver a " gale " or yearly payment of the annuity,

but that is not the annuity itself.

Thus the important distinction in conveyancing between

corporeal and incorporeal hereditaments (c) consisted in this

—tliat corporeal hereditaments could be conveyed by

delivering possession of them, or part of them in the name

of tlie whole, while this could not be done in the case of

an incorporeal hereditament. There was one important

exception to this rule, viz., that where the person in posses-

sion was tenant for a term of years only, the reversioner

(c) See as to this distinction, Goodeve, E. P. 12.
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could with his consent convey the reversion by entering on

the land and making /itrr// of it. (See further as to

feoffments, jwsf, ]d. 80.)

It is not necessary to give any full explanation of fines Fine or re-

or recoveries, as they were abolished by " The Fines and ^^"^^^y-

Eecoveries Act, 1833 " (3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 74). A fine was

a fictitious action brought for the recovery of real estate by

the person to whom it was to be conveyed, called the

coniisec, against the person who was to convey it, called

the conusor. At a certain stage of the proceedings the

action was compromised on the terms of the property

vesting in the conusee. A recovery was a fictitious action

for the recovery of real estate brought by the person to

whom it was intended to be conveyed, called the demandaiif,

against the person who was to convey it, or more generally

against some person to whom it had been conveyed for the

purposes of the recovery, called the toiant to the jinvcipc.

The suit ran through all its stages, ending with a writ '

directing the sheriff to give seisin to the demandant. The

student will find an interesting account of this subject in

Sir F. Pollock's " Land Laws," ch. iv. ; and if he wishes for

more information he will find it in Shep. Touch., chap. 2,

or in any edition of Blackstone's Commentaries published

prior to 1833 (f/) ; but he may for most purposes be satisfied

in regarding fines and recoveries as common assurances

which passed the legal interest.

As to the lease and release. A release is a deed which Lease and

enlarges an estate abeady existing. Thus, if a man be
^^^^^'^\^)'

tenant for life or for years, the reversioner may by deed

release to the tenant all his (the reversioner's) estate, so

that the tenant becomes entitled to it, and his owti estate

((?) See also Goodeve, E. P. 84 (e) Mentioned Y. B. 11 Hen. 4,

et seq., and the forms of Fine and f. 33, pi. 61 ; 31 Ass., pi. 25 ; and

Eecovery in Stud. Prec. 131, 136. as to the necessity of entry by the

The practitioner may also consult lessee, 47 Ed. 3, pi. 76 ; Barker v.

2 P. & M. Hist. p. 94 et seq.

;

Keat, 2 Mod. 249.

ChalUs, E. P. 276, 279.

1 (2)
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it, Suppose, therefore, that a mau seised in

fee grants a lease for years and the lessee enters (for before

entry a lessee at Common Law has no estate in the land, but

merely what is called an interesse termini (/) ), the reversioner

can afterwards by deed release all his estate to the lessee,

who thereupon becomes seised in fee. No livery of seisin

was ever necessary, the lessee being already in possession.

(Co. Lit. 270 a. See further, post, p. 14.)

In conveyances by feoffment, fine, or recovery, the change

of possession was notorious ; and in the case of lease and

release the conveyance was made to a man who already had

possession of, and was therefore known to have some interest

in, the land : each of these conveyances operated at Common
Law, i.e., passed the legal seisin. We now pass to the con-

sideration of conveyances of the use only, or, as we should

now say, operating in Equity only.

Suppose that a man sold lands for money, received the

money, and refused to make any conveyance. This was

clearly against morality. The Common Law Courts could

make him pay damages to the purchaser for the breach of

contract, but it does not appear that they had any power

of making him perform his bargain. The Court of Chancery,

however, said that he must act honestly and perform his

bargain, and declared that he was seised " to the use of" or,

as we sliould now say, " in trust for" the purchaser. The

legal interest remained in the vendor, who was still the

tenant by the common law, and as such liable to perform

all the services to the lord, while the purchaser was put into

possession by the Court of Chancery, and was entitled to

receive all the profits. Under these circumstances the

vendor was generally very willing to make a legal conve}'-

ance to the purchaser.

The nest step was simple ; when a vendor wished to

convey secretly, he executed a deed by which, for a pecu-

niary consideration, he bargained and sold liis land to the

(/) Goodeve, R. P. 162.
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purchaser. This, it will be observed, created no legal

interest in the purchaser, but gave hini a right, called " the

use,'\enforceable in the Court of Chancery, to take possession

of the land.

By degrees the plan was adopted of conveying the land Convey-

by a common law assurance

—

i.e., by feoffment, fine, or feoffees to

recovery—to trustees, as we should now call them, or to "s^^-

"feoffees," as you will find them called in the books, as

joint tenants " Z'o the use of" the rightful owner, who was

called the cestni^ 9^^Mse. The effect was that the feoffees

were compelled by the Court of Chancery to deal with the

land in accordance with the wishes of the rightful owner, the

cedui que use, and that on his death the use descended to

his heir, while, as neither he nor the heir had any legal

interest, the feudal incidents of tenure, which were very

burdensome in the case of an heir being a minor and taking

by descent, did not attach. If one of the feoffees died, the

land remained vested in the surviving feoffees, who were

already seised of the land, and therefore the burdensome

incidents of tenure which attached at the time of death, in

cases where it involved the succession of a new tenant, were

avoided. The cestui que use could convey the use without

any publicity. Before the 20th July, 1540 (from which

date the Statute of Wills, 32 Hen. 8, c. 1, took effect), no

man, except in some places by special custom, could devise

his land, but he could devise the use : which gave the

beneficial interest to the devisee.

Again, when a man wished to convey to a near relation, Covenant

he could covenant to stand seised to his use (see form in eei8ed(^).

Stud. Free. 146), and in this case the consideration of

natural affection was held sufficient to raise a use in favour

of the covenantee, i.e., the covenant operated as an equitable

conveyance.

The definition of a use given in Chiidlcif/h's Case Uses.

(1 Eep. 120 a) is : "A use is a trust or confidence, which

((/) See further, post, p. 82.
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is not issuing out of land, but as a thing collateral annexed

in privity to the estate, and to the person touching the land :

scilicet, that ceduy que iise shall take the profits, and that

the ter-tenant [_i.e., the feoffee] shall make estates according

to his direction. So that ho who hath a use hath not Jus

neque in re neqne ad rem, but only a confidence and trust

for which he hath no remedy by the common law, but his

remedy was ouly by subpoena in Chancery "
(//).

" Juf! in re " means a proprietary right ; ^'Jus ad rem," a

personal right of action.; and the sense is that cestui que use

had no rights recognised by a Court of Common Law ; he

had neither an estate nor a right of action at Common Law
against the feoffee ; for " use is nothing for which remedy

is given by the course of the common law" [i). He had

only a personal remedy in Chancery against the feoffee.

Observe (1st), that the use is "collateral" to the land,

i.e., it is not annexed to the possession of the land, but to

the estate of the feoffee
;

(2nd), that it is annexed to the

person of the feoffee so long as he holds the legal estate;

and any person claiming under the feoffee (except a purchaser

for value without notice), or, as it is sometimes said, any

In "in the One in " in the per " {k) {e.g., his heir-at-law), was liable to
'^^^'

perform the use, for such a person takes the very estate of

the feoffee. But any one who does not take the estate that

was in the feoffee, but claims by title paramount to the

feoffee (and those claiming under him), i.e., any one in " in

In "in the the post " (e.^., his widow claiming her dower, his lord

claiming by escheat), took the land discharged from the

use, for there is no privity of estate in such cases. (See

Butler's note, Co. Lit. 271 h, i. II. ; and 1 Eep. 122 a,

(7t) See the notes to TyrreWs Uses, Digby, E. P., Pt. II., and

Case (Dy. 15o a) in Tud. L. C. 2 Bl. Comm. 327.

E. P. ; Challis E. P. 350; 2 P. & ^') ^°^^'^ Eeading on Stat, of

Ar TT- «. oor« 1 + +T,
Uses

;
see 1 Cruise, Dig. 336.

M. Hist. 226: and, as to tho /?> a ^ ,,- ,, „
(A-j As to " in the per and "in

original and early history of the post " see 4 L. Q. E. 362.

post
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139 b; Fearne, C. R. 291, note (//) ; 1 Cruise, Dig. Caps.

2 & 3.) Hence it was usual to make several feoffees to uses,

so that dower should not attach, and to avoid escheat on the

death of a feoffee.

Several Acts were passed (1 Kic. 2, c. 9 ; 4 Hen. 4, c. 7

;

11 Hen. 6, c, 5 ; 1 Ric. 3, c. 1 ; 1 Hen. 7, c. 1, and others)

to restore the ancient publicity of conveyances ; hut we will

pass to the Statute of Uses (27 Hen. 8, c. 10).

It is impossible to over-estimate the importance of a statute of

thorough knowledge of this statute, which, as to real ^535— 6^

property, is the foundation of modern conveyancing.

The 1st section recites the evils which had arisen from

feoffments to uses. This recital is well worth perusing (/)

;

and if the reader will take the trouble to understand each

word contained in it (all of which he will find explained in

Blackstone) {m), he will have a very fair knowledge of old

law. The section proceeds to enact to the effect following

:

Where any person or persons is, or are, seised of any manors,

lands, tenements, rents, services, reversions, remainders, or

other hereditaments, to the use, confidence, or trust of any

other person or persons, or of any body politic [n) .... the

latter shall be seised and deemed in lawful seisin, estate, and

possession of and in the same hereditaments, to all intents

and purposes, of and in such like estates as they had, or shall

have, in the use, trust, and confidence. And the estate, title,

right, and possession of the former shall bp in the latter after

such quality, manner, form, and condition as they had before

in or to the use, confidence, or trust that was in them.

This section speaks of persons being " seised," i.e., having

estates of freehold (for life, in tail, or in fee simple) in posses-

sion ; and as no copyholder or leaseholder for a term of years

is strictly speaking "seised "
(0), uses declared on the estate

(?) It is set out ill Goodeve, («) I.e., a corporation.

R. P. 253, note (m). (o) The student may be unable

(m) 2 Bl. Comm. 327. The to reconcile the statement in the

statute is printed in Digby, E. P., text with the form of recital

eh. vii. common in assui'ances of copy-
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of a copyholder or termor confer equitable interests only, as

the Act does not apply to them. A term of years can be

created by a declaration of use on an estate of freehold, e.g.,

land can be conveyed to A. in fee simple to the use of B. for

21 years.

It will be observed that there are two branches of the

section ; the first dealing with the use, the second dealing

with the estate of the person who stands seised to the uses.

By the first, the use is turned into a legal estate : by the

second, the estate of the feoffee, or person who stands seised

to the use, is taken out of him and vested in the cestui que use

for the estate that he had in the use. Now, as the use was

annexed to the estate of the person seised to the use, the

right of the cedui que use to the rents and profits could exist

only so long as that estate subsisted. It follows that the

legal estate, into which, by the first branch of the rule, the

use is converted, cannot be greater than the estate of the

person seised to the use ; for the ccdui que use is to be seised

" of the like estate as he had in the use" : and that, by the

second branch, only so much of the estate of the person

seised to the use is taken out of him and vested in cestui que

use as is co-extensive with the use. To take examples:

—

Where the limitations are " to A. and his heirs to the use of

hold: "Whereas A. is seised of quired the meaning of ownership.

Blackacre for an estate in fee In pleading seisin of things of

simple at the will ot the Lord which a man could have physical

according to the custom of the possession the form was that " A.

Manor of X." The explanation is was seised in his demesne as of

that originally the word " seised
" fee"; while where he could not

was applied equally to chattels have physical possession the form

and real estate, and meant " pos- was that "A. was seised as of fee."

sessed" (Goodeve, E. P. 156, In both of these cases the pleader

note (z) ), and that " seised " was states that A. was seised, i.e.,

not restricted to the possession of owner in fee, and in the former

a freeholder till long after the case he adds "in his demesne,"

forms of i)lcading from which the i.e., possession. See Co. Lit. 17 a;

recital is derived were established. Plowd. 191.

The word " seisin " gradually ac-
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B. and liis heirs," by virtue of the first branch of the rule,

the use to B. and his heirs is turned into a legal fee simple,

and by the second branch, A.'s estate in fee simple is taken

out of A. and vested in B. for the estate that B. had in the

use, i.e., the whole fee simple is vested in B. and nothing

remains in A. Where the limitations are " to A. and his

heirs to the use of B. and the heirs of his body," B.'s estate

in the use by the first branch is tiu-ned into a legal estate

tail, and, by the second branch, part of A.'s estate in fee

simple is taken out of A. and vested in B. for the estate that

B. had in the use, i.e., an estate tail, and the residue of the

fee simple is left in A. Where the limitations are " to A. for

life to the use of B. and his heirs," B. takes an estate to him
and his heu's in the use for the life of A., and by the first branch

this is turned into a legal estate ^j«(r autre vie, while under the

second branch, A.'s life estate is taken out of A. and vested

in B. ; and the result is that B. takes a descendible freehold

determinable on A.'s death, for it is obvious that the use /

could not extend beyond the estate of the feoffee to uses.

Where the limitations are " to A. and his heirs to the use of

B. for 100 years, with remainder to the use of C. for life,

with remainder to the use of D. and his heirs," by virtue of

the first branch, B., C, and D. take the same legal estates as

they took in the use, while by the second branch of the rule

A.'s estate in fee simple is taken out of A. and vested in

them for similar estates, thus leaving nothing in A.

The statute says nothing as to the time when the uses are Declara-

to be declared. They may be declared either before or after *'"° °^

the legal estate is vested in the person who stands seised to

the use. When fines and recoveries were used, it was a

common practice to declare by deed before the fine was

levied, or the recovery was suffered, to what uses tlie conusee

or demandant should stand seised {p). The instant that

{p) For examples of these deeds "to load the uses," see Barton's

Conveyancing, vol. ii. p. 52 ; and Wilde's Supplement to Barton,

vol. iii. p. SIO.
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the legal estate became vested in him by the fine or recovery

it passed out of him by virtue of the second branch of the

clause imder consideration into the cestui que use.

The power of declaring the uses after the property has

1 become vested in the person who stands seised to the uses is

of the utmost importance in modern conveyancing. Suppose

' that the limitations are " to A. and his heirs to such uses as

B. shall appoint ; and subject thereto, to the use of C. and

his heii's." The effect of the conveyance is to vest a fee

simple in C, subject to be defeated wholly or partially by

any appointment, i.e., declaration of uses, that B. may make.

If B. appoints the uses " to D, and his heirs," D. becomes

seised in fee simple and C.'s estate is defeated. If B. declares

the uses "to D. for life," C.'s estate is postponed so as to

admit D.'s estate, and the effect is that D. becomes seised for

life with the remainder to C. in fee.

Except in the simple case of a conveyance in fee, the

declaration of uses forms a most important part of the

conveyance : and, in order that tlie legal estate may pass by

virtue of the statute according to the uses declared, two things

are necessary : first, that some one should be seised to the use

of some ot/ier person ; and, secondly, that the conveyance to

the grantee to uses should neither operate under the Statute

of Uses nor contain a declaration of the use in favour of

I himself {post, p. 12) ; for on the construction of the statute it

is held that a use cannot be limited on a use (Tf/nrll's Case,

By. 155; 1 Tud. L. C. R. P.). Thus in a feoffment, or a

release founded on a lease for a year (which may either be a

common law lease perfected by entry, or a bargain and sale

for a year operating under the statute, post, -p. 14) " to A.

and his heirs to the use of B. and his heirs," the conveyance

to A. operates at common law, not under the statute, and the

statute vests the legal estate in B. But if the feoffment or

release were made " to A. and his heirs to the use of B. and

his heirs to the use of C. and his heirs," B. would become

seised by virtue of the statute, and tlie operation of the

statute would then stop, so that C. would take an equitable
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estate only, A bargain and sale operating under the Statute

of Uses " to A. and his heirs to the use of B. and his heirs,"

or a covenant to stand seised " to the use of A. and his heirs

to the use of B. and his heu"s," leaves the legal estate in A.

;

for the statute has produced all its effect in clothing the use

raised in favour of A. with the legal estate : so that, if any
fui'ther uses are declared, they give equitable interests only.

The conveyance to the person on whose seisin the uses are

to be declared may be made either by the instrument con-

taining the declaration of uses, or by a separate instrument.

Thus, in a conveyance by lease and release, the release

contains the declaration of uses ; but in the case of a fine or

recovery, the declaration of uses was always made by an

independent instrument, either before or after the fine was
levied or the recovery suffered.

As above stated, the statute has no effect unless there are

at least two persons, one seised to the use of the other.

Thus, a feoffment " to A. and his heirs to the use of B. and
his heirs," before the statute, made A. seised in fee, as

trustee, as we should now call him, for B., while B. took the

use, a mere equitable interest which could be enforced in the

Court of Chancery only. Since the statute the same feoff-

ment would vest the legal estate in B., who would, in the

eye of the law, become immediately seised in fee.

In the common case of a conveyance " to A. and his heirs

to the use of A. and his heirs," or " unto and to the use of

A. and his heirs," A. takes the fee at Common Law and not

by the Statute of Uses (q), because he is not seised to the use

of another. Where, however, on a conveyance to A. and his

heirs operating at Common Law, uses are declared on A.'s

seisin in favour of A. jointly with other persons, or to A. for

a less estate than he takes at Common Law, the uses will be

executed by the Statute of Uses (>•) . Thus, on a conveyance

to B. and C. and thek heirs to the use of A., B. and C. and

(g) See Savill v. Bethell, [1902] 2 Ch. 523.

(r) Norton on Deeds, 363.
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their heirs as tenants in common, B. and C. as well as A.

take legal estates under the Statute of Uses {s). Similarly,

on a conveyance to A. and his heirs to the use of A. and the

heirs of his body with remainder to B. and his heirs, A.

takes an estate tail under the Statute of Uses and not at

Common Law. Hence, in the case of a conveyance " unto

and to the use of A. and his heirs," the words "to the

use," &c. are, if the conveyance he for value, mere sur-

plusage.

The reader must not, however, suppose that it is suggested

that he should leave them out. When a form of words has

been sanctioned by long- continued usage, for the purpose of

expressing some particular meaning, the very fact of changing

the form raises a presumption that the di-aftsman wishes to

express some other meaning; any alteration in a common

form is therefore full of danger, and is to be avoided by

I
every young practitioner. Although, if the conveyance he for

value, the words " to the use," &c. are mere surplusage, this

is not the case in a conveyance without consideration, for

then, if there be no declaration of use, the law implies, as it

would have done before the Statute of Uses, a use in favour

of the person convejiug, and consequently the legal estate

goes back or " results " to him by force of the statute, and

the conveyance is ineffectual {t). Moreover, although in the

case of a conveyance unto to and to the use of A. and his

heirs, A. is in at Common Law and not by the Statute of

Uses (w), still any uses declared on A.'s seisin will confer

equitable estates only. Various explanations have been

given of this doctrine {x). Perhajis the simplest is that the

express declaration of tlie use in favour of A. shows conclu-

sively that he is not intended to be seised to the use of anotlier

within the meaning of the statute.

(«) Lowcock V. Overseers of

Bromjhton, 12 Q. B. D. 369.

it) Norton on Deeds, 373.

(m) Ante, p. 7.

(x) Cf . 3 Byth. by Sweet, p. 220

;

1 Sanders on Uses (4th ed.), p. 91

;

Dav. Free. (3rded.), vol. ii. Part 1,

p. 176.
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The 3rd section (//) of the Statute of Uses enacts that when

a person is seised of land, &c., to the use that some one else

shall take a rent-charge, the latter shall be in actual possession

of the rent.

A common example is a jointure rent-charge (2 K. & E.

597, and Stud. Prec. 87).

The 4th and 5th sections are sometimes of use when

a rent-charge is created for the purpose of giving a qualifi-

cation for the magistracy {z) . If the grant is made at

Common Law, the grantee does not come into possession

of his rent-charge till some payment has actually been made.

If it is necessary to put him into possession at once, and the

state of the title affords no objection, this can be done by

limiting the land "to K. and his heu's to the use that A. B.

shall receive a rent-charge, issuing," &c., and subject thereto

to the old uses {a) .

We now come to the Statute of Inrolment of Bargains Statute of

and Sales (27 Hen. 8, c. Iti). The reader will observe that j^^^ts

if, prior to the Statute of Uses, A., seised in fee, bargained (io3.5— 6).

and sold his land to B. for a pecuniary consideration,

although no estate passed at law, the effect was to raise a

use or trust for B. which the Court of Chancery enforced.

The effect, therefore, of the Statute of Uses, which gave the

seisin to the cestui que use, was to enable any one to convey

his legal estate in land by a secret bargain and sale. For

the purpose of preventing this the Statute of Inrolments

(27 Hen. 8, c. 16) enacted {b) that no hereditaments should

pass from one to another whereby any estate of inhrrifanee

or freehold should be made or take effect in any person, or

any use thereof to be made, by reason only of any bargain

and sale thereof, unless the same were by writing indented,

(?/) In some editions of the («) Hcdis v. Blaln, IS C. ]3,

Statutes, this section is printed as N. S. 90 ; Loivcock v. Overseers of

the 4th and 5th. Broughton, 12 Q. B. D. 369.

(z) Or, formerly, to create a (ft) See the text of this statute

vote; but this was put an end to in Digby, R. P., ch. vii. p. 366.

by 48 Vict. c. 3, s. 4.
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sealed, and inroUed within six months of the date, as in the

Act mentioned, " to the intent that every party that hath to

do therewith may resort and see the effect and tenor of every

such writing so inroUed."

Want of inrolment only renders a conveyance ineffectual

so far as it operates as a bargain and sale, but does not

deprive it of any efficacy it may have as a deed of grant at

Common Law (c). This appears to be the reason why it was

usual, in a conveyance by bargain and sale of freeholds, to

declare uses in favour of the purchaser (d), which, of course,

was not strictly necessary, as the very fact of a bargain and

sale raised them by implication, while if there was in fact no

consideration, no use would be raised in favour of the pur-

chaser even though expressly declared in his favour {e). If

by accident the deed was not properly inroUed, there was

still a chance that the deed might operate as a common law

deed of grant owing to there being some outstanding estate,

such as a term of years or a life estate, so that the estate of

the vendor was not in possession but an incorporeal heredita-

ment, and as such capable of being conveyed by deed of

grant ; and in such a case, being a common law deed of

grant, it was proper to declare the uses for the reasons given

above {ante, p. 12).

Lease and It appeared as if the Legislature had effectually provided

after the fo^ the publicity of all purchase-deeds relating to land ; but
Statute of ^]^Q ingenuity of la^vyers soon baffled them, and invented the

celebrated conveyance by way of Lease and Eelease.

The operation of a lease and release before the Statute of

Uses has already been described. Then a common law

lease was made to the purchaser, who actually entered on

the land ; a release operating at Common Law was then

made to him by the vendor. It has also been stated, that

the Court of Chancery held that a bargain and sale for

(c) 2 Sanders on Uses (4th ed.), (e) Gilbert on Uses, by Sugden,

p. 33 et seq. 415.

[d) See form 2, lb. p. 128.
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value operated as a declaration of the use. The Statute of '

Inrolments does not apply to interests less than a freehold, i

and therefore a bargain and sale for a year or a term of

years took effect, notwithstanding the Act, i.e., without

inrolment. But as it took effect as the declaration of a use,

the Statute of Uses applied to it, and the lessee, immediately

after the execution of the bargain and sale, became in

possession by virtue of the statute ; and being in pos-

session, he could take a release of the reversion (/). A
conveyance made in this manner by a bargain and sale for

a term operating under the Statute of Uses, followed by a

release operating at Common Law, forms the conveyance by

lease and release which may still be used, though in practice

it is obsolete.

The operative part of the bargain and sale, or lease for a

year, ran somewhat as follows :—" In consideration of five

shillings paid by the said \_2n(rchaficr~\ to the said \_vendor'] the

said [vendor^ doth bargain and sell unto the said \_purchaser~\,

his executors, administrators, and assigns, all those [_2xircek~\

to have and to hold the same, with the appurtenances, unto

the said
\^
purchase)'], his executors, administrators, and

assigns, from the day next before the day of the date of

these presents, for the term of one whole year next ensuing."

(See form in Stud. Prec. 141.)

Here, it will be observed, nothing is said about the use

;

but, as there is a valuable consideration, the use is implied

for the purpose of carrying out the declared intention of the

parties ; and the Statute of Uses puts the purchaser into

possession.

The operative parts of the release were :
—" The said

[^vendor'], in consideration of £
, doth hereby release

unto the said \_2)urc/iascr] and his heirs all those [^parcels'] to

hold the same, with their appurtenances, unto the said

\_purchaser'] and his heirs." Stopping here, the purchaser is

in by Common Law, so that any uses declared on his seisin

(/) See 2 Bl. Comm. 339 ; Goodeve, E. P. 368.
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will be executed by the Statute of Uses, i.e., will be turned

into legal estates : if the conveyance was to himself, the use

would be " to the use of the said \_2mrchaser'] his heirs and

assigns for ever." (See form in Stud. Prec. 143.)

All conveyances which do not take effect by virtue of the

Statute of CTses are said to operate by transmutation of

possession, for the conveyance itself transmutes the possession

of the land to the purchaser. (See on this Goodeve, R. P.

365
;

2^ost, P- 80.)

Bargains and sales and covenants to stand seised merely

operate as declarations of use by the conveying partj^ and

the possession of the land passes by force of the Statute of

Uses.

The Statute of Uses had another very important effect

—

an effect which was put forward as one of the grievances

sought to be redressed by the Pilgrimage of Grace, the great

northern rebellion, which took place shortly after the statute

was passed. Before the Statute of Uses no man could

(except in some places, by virtue of a custom) make a will of

land. The plan adopted was to make a feoffment to the

uses of the will, and then to devise the uses (Goodeve, P. P.

414). The effect of the Statute of Uses was entirely to

prevent this being done. For as there was no consideration

for the use, a use resulted back to the feoffor, and by force

of the statute he remained seised. Accordingly, one of the

grievances alleged by the rebels was, that now no man could

by will provide for his wife and younger sons. To remedy

this, the Statute of Wills was passed in 1540 (32 Hen. 8,

c. 1), which (as explained by the Act of 34 & 35 Hen. 8,

c. 5), inter alia, enabled a man to devise his lands held in

socage tenure, and two-thirds of his lands held by knight's

service. In 1660 all tenures, except copyholds, customary-

holds, and leaseholds, were by 12 Car. 2, c. 24, turned into

free and common socage.

The subsequent changes in the law of conveyancing that

are of importance to be borne in mind are the following :

—

1. The Statute of Frauds, 1677 (29 Car. 2, c. 3), made it
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necessary for all conveyances of real property (excepting

certain leases) to be in writing, the effect being to render a

feoffment with livery void, unless evidenced by writing.

{See post, p. 80.)

2. In 1833 fines and recoveries were abolished by " The
Fines and Recoveries Act, 1833 " (3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 74).

3. In 1841 an Act was passed rendering a release as

effectual for the conveyance of freehold estates as a lease and

release (4 & 5 Vict. c. 21). {See post, p. 81.)

4. Three years later an Act to simplify the transfer of

property was passed (7 & 8 Vict. c. 76), but was repealed the

year following by 8 & 9 Vict. c. 106.

5. " The Real Property Act, 1845 " (8 & 9 Vict. c. 106),

made all corporeal hereditaments lie in grant as well as in

livery, and provided that a feoffment, other than under a

custom by an infant, partitions, exchanges, leases, assign-

ments, and surrenders, with various exceptions, made after

the 1st of October, 1845, should be void at law unless bt/ deed.

(See post, p. 80.)

The principal Acts that have since been passed having

reference to conveyancing are

—

" The Vendor and Purchaser Act, 1874."

" The Conveyancing Acts, 1881, 1832 and 1892."

" The Settled Land Acts, 1882 to 1890."

'' The Married Women's Property Acts, 1882 and 1893."

" The Land Transfer Acts, 1875 and 1897."

And the more important provisions of such Acts are sub-

sequently dealt with. (See for tlie references to such provi-

sions the Index and Table of Statutes ; and as to the Land
Transfer Acts, 1875 and 1897, the Appondix.)

E.I.C.
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CHAPTER II.

ON THE INTERPRETATION OF LEGAL DOCUMENTS.

Statemeut
of the

general
problem.

Sign
should be
perma-
nent.

No one is likely to become a good draftsman {i.e., a person

whose drafts are precise and free from inconsistencies or

superfluous words, and therefore lucid) unless he understands

the principles by which a person perusing them will be

guided in interpreting them, that is, in endeavouring to

discover the author's meaning.

If a person has wishes or intentions which he wishes to

communicate to another, he does so by means of physical

signs addressed to the senses. There are many signs that

he can make use of ; they may be addressed to any of the

senses. Thus a blow, which is addi-essed to the sense of

touch, afPords strong indication that the person who gives the

blow is angry with the person struck. The sign may be

addressed to the eye, as where a man nods to another

;

the nod may mean "yes" or "no." The sign may be

addressed to the ear, as in the case of speech. Generall}^

signs are more readily interpreted when they are addressed

to two senses at once ; it is easier to understand a per-

son speaking to us if we can see the expression of his

face.

In all these examples the sign is fugitive, so that if we
wish subsequently to discover what wishes a man expressed

at a particular time, we cannot refer to the sign itself, for

it no longer exists ; all that we can do is to endeavour to

remember it, or to obtain such evidence concerning it as is

afforded by tlie memory of others.

It is obvious that if a man wislies to preserve an accm-ate

record of what his wishes or intentions were at a particular
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time, he sliould express liis wishes or intentions by signs that

are permanent. Then there can he no question in the future

as to what the signs were ; the only question that can arise

is what the signs menu. For example, it is not an un-

common thing to commemorate great national events by

erecting monuments in stone. The sign itself, the monu-

ment, is palpable ; the only difficulty is to discover what is

meant by it. Some antiquarians, for instance, believe that

Stonehenge is a monument raised to commemorate some

particular event in our history; no doubt this may be so,

but although the sign remains, we do not know what it

means.

The art of writing affords a most convenient method of Writing, a

expressing one's intentions by signs which are readily ^^i™^'^^^

preserved. A person accustomed to writing can express

himself as clearly as in ordinary conversation, and it is

probable that he will endeavour to express himself with

greater accuracy in writing than in conversation, for he

knows that, if he fails to express himself with accuracy in

writing, the error may be irreparable ; he may not learn that

he has been misunderstood, or he may not have the oppor-

tunity of explaining himself ; while a similar error made in

conversation would be detected and repaired immediately

;

for these reasons the expression of a man's intentions as

contained in writing is generally more accurate than that of

ordinary conversation.

The .law of England recognises the superior accm-acy Superior

p •• . 1 J p . . accuracy
01 writmg to spoken words as a means oi expressmg m- of writing

tentions, when it declares that if a contract is reduced into recog-

• 1 n 1 111 • •
nised by

writing, it shall be proved by that writing and nothing the law of

else ; or when it declares that no action shall be brought to
"'^"^

charge a person who has entered into contracts of certain

natures, imless they be reduced to writing : or that a

will must generally be in writing ; the object in all these

cases being to exclude uncertainty arising from trusting
[

to men's memory of what has been said, and to prevent
:

perjury.

2 (2)
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Meaning One word as to a source of confusion ; wc commonly speak

contract." 0^ ^ writing containing the expression of a contract as "the

contract." In strictness the phrase " the contract " applies

to the engagement between the parties, while the writing is

the expression of that engagement.

Expressed In the cases where a written instrument is the only
in en ions,

g^^^jg^^g ^]^^^ ^g -^r^j make use of for the purpose of ascer-

taining a man's intention when he wrote it, the sole question

for our consideration is what are his e.rpressed intentions ; a*

different thing, it wiU he observed, from his intentions, as he

may have had some intentions that he did not express ; or his

real intentions may have been something different from those

expressed in writing. The question always is, not what the

parties intended to sa}', but what is the meaning of that

which they have said, of the words which they have used in

the written document (a) .

The mean- »p}jg proposition that when we are interpreting a document
mgs 01 the '^.

. ...
-words we are seeking the WTi'iter s expressed intentions, is sometimes
emp oye

. g^^ngir^^g^^^ as follows :
" In interpreting a document we have

only to discover the meanings of the words employed." The

latter form of expression is not very accurate, because the

same word may be used in different meanings by different

persons or by the same person under different circumstances.

A sailor and a housemaid may mean things very different

by the same word " sheet." An eminent lawyer once

published a treatise on election, wliich treated of a doctrine

of theology, not as might have been expected of the equit-

able doctrine of election. Again, the words used to express

the same thing will be different when used by different

persons ; they will depend upon the circumstances, cha-

racter, and habits of the writer. A common instance is

afforded by the use of slang terms, for probably the language

used by a professional thief, in describing his adventures,

would be imintelligible to most educated men. Again, the

meaning which the ordinary usage of society affixes to a

(«) Sec Norton on Deeds, cli. iii., " Expressed Intentions."
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word ctanges with the lapse of time :
" Jolly," as used in

the " Faerie Uueeii," meant something different from what

it means now.

If every word bore at this present time only one meaning,

and had never borne a meaning different from that which it

now bears, it would no doubt be correct to say that the

meanings of the words employed by any writer are identical

with his expressed intentions. If we know accurately the

circumstances, character, and habits of a writer, we can

arrive with a high degree of probability at the meaning in

which ho used each word ; and that (it will be remarked)

will be sufficient for om- purpose ; for as it is evident from

the fact of the document existing that the writer desu'ed

to express some intention, we must put some interpretation

on it, and we shall have done our utmost when we have dis-

covered that it is more probable that the words used in it

were used by tlie author in some meanings than in any

others.

Unfortunately, although a writing may be preserved,

still the longer the time that has elapsed since the author

wrote it, the less certain can we be as to the meaning in

which he used his words. We have difficulty in ascertaining

his circumstances, character, and habits, and in default of

being able to do so, we are forced to put upon his words

the meanings which the ordinary usage of society affixed to

them at the time when he used them ; and we may be in

doubt as to what those meanings were, for, owing to the

changes produced by time, they may have been different

then from what they are now. "We are also uncertain

whether the words did not at that time bear a technical or

conventional sense, and whether they were not used by him

in that sense.

These considerations show tliat we cannot speak of a A-wordhae

word as having only one meaning: the problem that we more than

have to solve in any given case is to discover in which of ?°^ mean-

its meanings the autlior used it. When we have solved

this problem, when wo liave nffixcd to each word tlie mean-
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ing in wliieh it was employed by the author, then, and not

before, can wo say that the meaning of the words used by

the author is identical with liis expressed intentions.

Two We can call to our aid, as to the meaning in which the

e\ddenceas 'words were used, evidence of two different classes, extrinsic

to mean- evidence and infrimic evidence {h). By " extrinsic evidence"

words. is meant evidence not contained in the document ;
" intrinsic

evidence " is evidence derived from the contents of the

document.

Since the object of interpretation of a writing always is to

ascertain the expressed meaning or intention of the writer, it

is not allowable (for purposes of interpretation) to adduce

any evidence to prove an unexpressed intention varying from

that which the words used import. Interpreters have to

deal with the written expression of the writer's intention,

and Courts of Law to carry into effect what he lias written,

not what it may be surmised, on however probable grounds,

that he intended only to write. One has to consider the

meaning of the words used, not what one may guess to be

the intention of the parties.

Extrinsic g^t for the purpose of applying the instrument to the

facts, and determining what passes by it and who take

an interest under it, evidence is admissible of every material

fact that will enable the Court to identif}^ the person or

thing mentioned in the instrument, and to place the Court,

whose province it is to declare the meaning of the words of

the instrument, as near as may be in the situation of the

parties to it ; for the meaning of words varies according to

the circumstances with respect to which they were used.

But no extrinsic evidence of the intention of a party to the

instrument, from his declarations or statements, whether at

the time of his executing the instrument, or before or after

that time, is admissible; the duty of the Court being to

declare the meaning of what is written in the instrument,

not of what was intended to be written.

(/<) See Norton on Deeds, oh. iv. and v.
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The distinction, therefore, must always be carefully borne

in mind between (a) evidence to show what the intention is

which is expressed in the instrument; and (b) evidence to

prove an intention expressed otherwise than by the written

words of the instrument itself. The latter has been called

" direct evidence of intention," i.e., of intention not expressed

by the wiiting itself ; and sometimes it is referred to as

" parol evidence " merely, a phrase which is misleading,

because it is applicable also to extrinsic evidence as to the

circumstances, the position and relations of the parties, which

is admissible in order to explain the meaning of the written

words.

" Intrinsic evidence " consists of such indications of the Intrinsic

meaning of particular words or phrases, used in the writing,

as are derived from a consideration of the whole context or

contents of the writing itself. For instance, suppose a

testator in one part of his will uses the phrase " issue of A.,"

which, in its proper sense, includes all descendants of A.,

but we find in another part of the will a reference to A. as

the "father" of the said issue, from this we infer that by
" issue " the testator meant only children of A. The author

of the instrument, in such a case, is, it is said, "his own

dictionary."

But " direct evidence of intention " is evidence of inten- Direct

tion as an independent fact, apart from the intention ex-
pj'{jf°°®

pressed in and evidenced by the writing. For example: tion.

suppose a will contains an express gift of a house to " my
son John." Evidence would not be admissible to show that

the testator, even just before he executed the will, said that

he intended to give that house to his son William, or that

he gave instructions that his will should contain a gift of the

house to his son William.

Of course, the admissibility of evidence in order to inter- Evidence

pret an instrument must be distingiiished from its admissi- ^ ^^'^^ ^'

bility in order to rectify the instrument on the ground of

mistake or fraud, i.e., to show that the instrument as

executed is not in accordance with the real intentions of its
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author. Evidence in such cases is admitted, not for the

purpose of interpreting- the written document as it stands,

but to show that tlie written document ought to be different

from that which it actually is (c). But " interpretation has

to deal not with conjectured but with manifest intent, and a

supposed intent which the parties have not included in theii-

chosen and manifest form of expression cannot, save for

exceptional causes, be regarded" (Pollock, Contr. 247) {(/).

From these considerations it will be apparent that when

we wish to interpret a document, that is, to discover the

meanings in which the author used the words in it, we must

endeavour to discover his circumstances, character, and

habits at the time of writing. In other words, we must

discover to what class of society he belonged, the time at

which he wrote, the meaning in which his words would have

been used at that time by persons of that class ; and, having

regard to his character and habits, whether he used them in

a different meaning ; whether it is probable, having regard

to the subject-matter of the document, that they were used

in a scientific or technical sense ; whether the document

was a private document, by which is meant a document

addressed to a limited class of persons only ; and, if so,

whether the words bear a special meaning, having regard to

the status of the persons addressed. We may properly

admit both extrinsic and intrinsic evidence to enable us to

ascertain any of these facts. We must not, however, admit

extrinsic evidence of declarations of the author that any of

his words should bear a special meaning in the document

(c) Norton on Deeds, 137
; good marketable title by reason

Pollock, Contr. oil. of the existence of restrictive

{d) See for example, Cuio v. covenants, was held not admissible

Thompson, 9 Q. B. D. 61G, where, for the purpose of modifying the

on a sale of houses, there was an express contract ; but Lindley,

express contract to make a good L. J., observed that such evidence

marketable title. Evidence that would bo admissible in an action

the piu'chaser knew at the time of to reform the contract, though not

the contract that there was not a for the purpose of construing it.
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under consideration ; for that would be to admit evidence

to prove an intention on his part not expressed in the

document ; or, in other words, we should not be interpreting

the document alone, we should be interpreting it together

Avith other expressed intentions of the author. When, how-
over, wo admit extrinsic evidence of circumstances for the

pm-pose of showing that the words employed bear a special

meaning having regard to the persons to whom the document
is addressed, we are not seeking for evidence of intentions

of the author not expressed in the document ; for, as already-

stated, the status of the persons to wliom the document is

addressed forms an important element in determining the

meaning of words. For instance, if A. writes to B., " I
will come to see you at the House," the place meant would
probably be the House of Commons, if B. was a Member of

Parliament ; but if B. was a member of the Stock Exchange,
which is commonly referred to by its members as "the
House," the Stock Exchange would probably be the place

intended.

The reader will now be able to understand the rules for

the application of extrinsic evidence to the interpretation

of documents.

Rule I. When the words used in a document are in their Rules for

primary meanings unambiguous, and when such meanings
^\l

^^'

.

are not excluded by the context, and are sensible with "f ex-

reference to the cii-cumstances in which the author was i)laced evSencc.

at the time of writing, including in such circumstances the

status of the persons to whom the document was addressed,

such primary meanings must be taken to be those in which
the author used them.

Eule II. Extrinsic evidence is admissible for the pm-pose :

of determining the primary meanings of the words employed,
'

but not for any other purpose whatsoever.

These rules require the following explanatory observations :

1st. By "primary," sometimes called "literal" meaning,
i>riinarr

we mean not the primary etymological meaning, but the meauing.

meaning usually affixed to the words at tlie time when the
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Technical
lano-uasre.

Example.

author wrote by persons of the class to wliich he belonged,

as modified by his personal character, or the meaning in

which the words would have been used by such persons,

having regard to the circumstances in whicli the author

was placed at the time of writing, or the meaning whicli it

can be conclusively shown he was in the habit of affixing to

them.

Of course, as was said by Sir Gr. Jessel, M.E.
(
Wallis v.

Smith, 21 Ch. D. 243, at p. 254), if cases have laid down a

rule that in certain events words are to have a particular

meaning, and that has become a settled rule, it may be

assumed that persons in framing written instruments have

had regard to settled law, and may have pm"posely used

words which, though on the face of them they have a

different meaning, they know, by reason of the decided cases,

must bear a particular or special meaning.

2nd. If technical or scientific words occur in a document

relating to the art or science to which they belong, the

teclmical or scientific must be considered to be the primary

meaning.

For instance, if some word or phrase of ascertained

meaning in law occui-s in a deed, such meaning must be

conclusively affixed to it. Most laymen who are silly

enough to draw their own wills offend against this rule.

Instead of attempting to state their wishes in common

language, they constantly go out of their way to employ

technical words which they do not understand. A common
blunder is to use the word " issue " when " children " are

meant. " Issue " is a technical word, whicli exactly corre-

sponds to " descendants "
; so that the interpretation put on

such a will generally is different from what the testator

intended. One amusing instance has been handed down by

tradition. A layman drawing his own will looked at his

marriage settlement, and finding after every gift the words

"but in trust only," considered that they were words of great

efficacy, and inserted them in several places in his will, the

result being to disappoint all the objects of his bounty.
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3rd, If words in a private document bear a special mean- Private

ing, regard being had to the persons to whom they are cent's,

addressed, the special must be considered as the primary

meaning.

This observation is sometimes of use in interpreting letters.

It does not apply to. ordinary legal documents wliich, in

contemplation of law, are addressed to all the world. Con-

sider the commencement of a deed-poll :
" To all to

whom these presents shall come ;

" and that an indenture

" Witnesseth," «.<'., preserves testimony for the use of any

person who requires it.

4th. By the words " sensible with reference to the external

circumstances," it is not meant that the external circum-

stances render it more or less reasonable or probable that the

primary meaning of the words used is that which the author

affixed to them ; it is enough if they do not exclude it, or, in

other words, if they do not deprive the words of all reason-

able application according to such primary meaning.

Sometimes it happens that a public document is incor- incorpo-

porated into another document ; and then the questions arise,
r^t^d pub-

Are we to consider the time of the adoption, or the time of ments.

the composition of the adopted document, as " ihe time of

^vriting " ? and Are we to consider the circumstances of the

original author, or those of the person who has adopted it, as

the " circumstances " under our rule ?

It is evident that the person who adopts a public docu- Popular

ment does not necessarily employ the words in it in the "f'"^"!"?-

same meanings as those in which he would have used them

in an original document. There are two other meanings in

which he may have used them, viz., in their primary mean-

ing, as employed in the adopted document, or in their

popular meaning. By popular meaning is understood the

interpretation that has been put upon the words in that

particular document by general consent ; for we find that

a public document is constantly interpreted by persons

ignorant or careless of the true rules of interpretation, until

after the lapse of a certain time common usage may affix to
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some of the words or pkrases contained in it a special

meaning not necessarily the same as that which they bore

when first written, or as that which they would have home

if used in an original composition by the person who has

adopted them. The strong presumption is that he has

affixed the popidar meaning to such- of the words as have

acquired it : for he knows that the document which he is

composing will be interpreted by persons who are acquainted

with the earlier document and the popular meaning of the

words in it, and who ai-e likely therefore to affix that mean-

ing to them : while, if the words have acquired no such

meaning, in other words, if the adopted document has

habitually been interpreted correctly, the presumption still

is that the person adopting it uses it in the sense in which

it is habitually interpreted ; in other words, he affixes the

same meanings to the words as those at which he would have

arrived had he applied oui' rules to the interpretation of the

adopted document. These considerations lead to the fifth

explanatory observation.

5th. The primary meaning of the words in an adopted

public document is their popular meaning. But if they

have acquired no such meaning, or if the cu'cumstances of

the person who has adopted them are such as to rebut the

presumption of his acquaintance with them, their primary

meaning is to be ascertained having regard to the external

circumstances and time of writing of tlie author of the

adopted docimient.

Statute?. The rule as to adopted documents has two important

practical bearings. We very often find that a modern Act

of Parliament adopts in great part the language of an older

Act on the same subject which may have received judicial

interpretation ; such interpretation (even if incorrect) is an

authoritative interpretation, and the meaning which the

words bear according to it is the '' popular " meaning within

the meaning of the last observation. When, therefore, we
find clau-es inserted in an Act taken from an older Act, we
sliould endeavour to ascertain if there has been any judicial
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decision as to their meanings in the older Act, and if this he

the case, we must (subject to the application of Eule IV.,

2)ost) conclusively assume that the Legislature used the

words in the meaning affixed to them by the decision. {Ex

parte Campbe/l, L. R. 5 Ch. 703.) And on the other hand,

if we find the clauses slightly altered, it affords some

presumption that they were not intended to bear tliat

meaning.

The common forms used by conveyancers are public Common

documents. They have been brought into their present
°^'"^"

shape by the efforts of generations of conveyancers, and

while they have been modified from time to time in conse-

quence of changes in the law, they remain substantially

what they were many years ago. The meaning affixed to

them by the usage of conveyancers, is the " popular

"

meaning in the sense in which that phrase is used in the

fifth observation. It follows that, where a draftsman wishes
'

to express a meaning which can be expressed by a common

form, he should always employ it, for all lawyers will put a
j

eoiTeet interpretation on his language, without hesitation ;

while, if he endeavours to express the same meaning in a

different form of words, he raises a presumption against

that meaning, owing to his employment of unusual language,

and he causes an unnecessary expenditure of time and labour

to the person perusing the draft. Many students beginning

conveyancing object to the common forms on account of the

apparently ungainly language in which they are expressed

;

but a more careful study will, in most cases, show the reason

for the employment of every word in them ; and, even if the

student could express the same meaning more concisely and

elegantly, there would be danger in doing so, for the reasons

above stated.

The author strongly advises the student to study the

common forms very carefully, so as to understand the

general scheme on which each one of them is founded, and

the reasons which have led conveyancers to choose the words

in which they are generally expressed.
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The case of an adopted private document is rather diffe-

rent, for, although we may be acquainted with the position

of the person who adopts it, we may be ignorant of the

existence of the earlier document, and of the position of its

author ; it follows that in the interpretation of an adopted

private document, we must take the time of adoption for

"the time of writing," and must consider "the external

circumstances " of the person adopting the earlier document,

and not those of its original author. These considerations

lead us to the sixth explanatory observation,

6tli. The primary meaning of the words in an adopted

private document must be ascertained, having regard to the

circumstances of the person who has adopted them at the

time of adoption.

The next question for oui' consideration is the following

:

" What intrinsic evidence, that is, what evidence derived

from the consideration of the document itself, can we obtain

as to the meaning which the author has affixed to his words ?
"

It is obvious that intrinsic evidence will often give informa-

tion as to the time of writing and circumstances of the

writer, and that with greater certainty than extrinsic evi-

dence ; or, to use the language that we have hitherto

adopted, intrinsic evidence will enable us to discover the

primary meaning of the words employed. But the more

important use of intrinsic evidence is for the purpose of

removing apparent inconsistencies or contradictions. It may
happen that when we affix the primary meanings to the

words employed, we arrive at inconsistent or contradictory

intentions on the part of the autlior. We are therefore led

to suppose that he has employed some of his words at least

in other meanings ; for it is reasonable to suppose that

he intended that the whole of the document should be

consistent, and that he has used each of his words in such

a meaning as will have this effect. To discover, therefore.

(p) See Xorton on Deeds, ch. v. p. 70.
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the author's intentious, wo must endeavour to affix to some

of the words employed such other of the meanings n-hivh

they properly hear as will remove the apparent inconsisten-

cies and contradictions. We must study, therefore, tlie

whole of the document before we endeavour to place the

final interpretation on any part of it, and must not consider
)

any word or phrase isolated from the context. We must
'

remember that the author may have employed the same

word in different meanings in different parts of the same

document, and that the context will be our only guide to

discover such meanings. If a word occurs that bears a

scientific or technical meaning, the context may alter or

control it.

These considerations lead us to the following rules for the

employment of intrinsic evidence :

—

Rule III. Intrinsic evidence is admissible for the purpose Rules for

of discovering the primary meaning of the words employed. ^nt°of

Rule IV. When the primary meaning of any word is
intrinsic

excluded by the context, we must affix to that word such of

the meanings which it properly bears, as will enable us to

collect uniform and consistent intentions from every part of

the document.

A striking example of the meaning of a word being-

determined by the context is afforded by the phrase " The
Scriptures" as used in the New Testament : the phrase used

elsewhere includes the whole of the New Testament, but tlie

phrase when used in the New Testament itself does not

include any part of it.

The rule which we have just considered is of special

importance when we are interpreting an adopted public

document. Although, as we have seen, the presumption in

such a case is that the person who adopted it intended to

retain in their popular meanings such of the words as have

acquired them, yet the context may show either that he

intended them to bear the meanings which Avere their

primary meaning at the date of the composition of the earlier

document, or that he intended them to bear the meanings
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which they would have home if they had stood in a docu-

ment composed hy him at the time of adoption. The context

may also rebut the presumption that he intended the words

in the adopted document, which had not acquired a popular

meaning, to hear the meanings wliieh they bore at the date

of the original composition of the earlier document, and may
show that he intended them to bear the meanings which

they would have borne if they had stood in a document

composed by him at the time of adoption,

Diffi- The difficulties that we shall encounter in the application
culties .

caused by of ^^e foregoing rules are not caused by the author of the
*^® document, but arise solely from the difficulty of obtaining

the necessary evidence. We now come to difficulties of a

totally different class, viz., those caused by the author

himself. He may not have had sufficient clearness of con-

ception to form definite intentions, or sufficient mastery

over language to express them ; he may also have changed

his mind during the composition of the document ; or again,

he may have misled us through ignorance of the meanings

that we should be led by our rules to affix to his words, and

his language may, for one or other of these reasons, contain

contradictions or ambiguities.

If the document under consideration has been in part

adopted from an earlier document, ambiguities and contra-

dictions may arise from the fact that the person who has

adopted it was ignorant of the rules by which he ought to

construe (he adopted document, or from his being ignorant

of the popular meaning which some of the words in it may
have acquired.

Contra- In cases where a document contains apparent contradic-

tions, we are sometimes able to reconcile them by the use

of further evidence as to the circumstances and time of

writing of the author; hut when this is not the case, we

must reject all but one of the inconsistent statements if

we are to give any effect to the document. The question

arises, which of them is to be rejected, which retained ? and

it is of importance to remember, in seeking the answer to

dictions.
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this question, that it is not properly speaking a question of

interpretation, but a question as to what is the subject-

matter to bo interpreted. "We have first to ap])ly our rules

of interpretation to ascertain what intentions are expressed

in the document, and, if we find that those intentions are

inconsistent, we have further to consider which of them is

most probably the intention which the author desired to

express. The Law of England contains rules as to which

of inconsistent intentions expressed in legal documents to

reject, which to prefer; but they are too difficult for an

elementary treatise.

We now have to consider the ease of ambiguities. Ambignii-

Ambiguities may be divided into two classes. An ambi-
'*^^*

g-uity of the first class, called a " patent " ambiguity, occurs

when the intentions of the author, as expressed on the face

of the document, are ambiguous. An ambiguity of the

second class, called a " latent " ambiguity, occurs when the

intentions of the author, as expressed on the face of the docu-

ment, are free from ambiguity, and the ambiguity becomes

manifest only when we consider some of his circumstances at

the time of writing. In either of these cases the aDibiguity

may sometimes be removed by affixing to the words their

meanings as determined by our rules ; but, if this cannot be

done, our rules fail and they do not enable us to ascertain

the intentions of the author.

As an example of a patent ambiguity, suppose that a man Tatent

writes in a letter, " I give my dog Ranger to my nephew f™itv,

John or Thomas." Here the writer has on the face of his

letter expressed ambiguous intentions. He appears to be

halting between two intentions. Tlie ambiguity may dis-

appear when we consider the circumstances of the writer at

the time of writing. It might, for instance, appear that

John or Thomas were two names by which the same

person was known to him at that time. But if, on the

other hand, it should a})pear that John and Thomas were

different persons, we should be unable to place any certain

meaning on the words employed, or, in otlier words, we

E.T.f.
'^
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slimild be unable to ascertain the expressed intentions of the

writer ; and in this case direct evidence of the intention of

the writer is inadmissible.

Latent As an example of a latent ambiguity, suppose that the

guitv. ™fin had stated in his letter, " I give my dog Ranger to my
nephew Robert." He has expressed an intention free from

ambiguity on the face of the document. Wo find, however,

when we come to investigate his circumstances at the time

of writing, that he had two nephews, Robert Smith and

Robert Jones. If we cannot discover fm-ther evidence as

to his circumstances, our rule fails to remove the ambiguity,

and we fail to discover the writer's expressed intentions.

But suppose that, on further inquiry, we find that Jones had

sailed for New Zealand many years before the date of the

letter, that he had never been heard of again prior to that

date, and that the writer of the letter had gone into mourning

for him, though it had since been ascertained that he was

living at that date. Suppose, further, that Robert Smith

had, prior to and at the date of the letter, been on terms of

intimacy with the writer, and had habituall}^ been called

"nephew Robert " by him, such evidence would be properly

admissible under our rules to show that by the words

" nephew Robert " the writer meant Robert Smith. But,

according to the rules abeady laid down, we should not

admit direct evidence of the writer's intentions to benefit

Smith, sue] I as declarations made by him at the time of

writing his letter ; for tliat would be to admit evidence of an

unexpressed intention.

Excep- There is, however, a very important exception to the

principle that we are not at liberty to adduce evidence as

to the meaning that the writer affixed to his words in the

particular document under consideration, as distinguished

from the meaning tliat he generally affixed to them. This

exception, which is sometimes called the rule as to equivoca-

tion, is the following

:

Equivo- Ride V. Where there is an equivocation, that is, where

the person or thiug intended is described in terms applicable

tional

case.

cation.
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indifferently to more tlian one p(>i'son or thing, direct

evidence of intention is admissible to prove which of them
was intended. {Lord Chcyneifs Case, 5 Eep. 68 a ; Jonen

V. Neicmaii, 1 Wm. Bl. 60 ; Norton on Deeds, 104.)

To consider the example given above : suppose that on

inquiry it turned out that the writer had two nephews both

called Robert, both living in London, and both on equal

terms of intimacy with him : suppose, further, that the

context does not show which of the two was intended ; then

our ordinary rules fail us, and we are allowed to adduce

direct evidence of intention as to which of the two was

meant. 8ueli evidence might take the form of a parol

declaration by the writer that he intended to give the dog

to Robert Jones.

It must be observed that much confusion has been intro- Sources of

duced into the theory of interpretation from attention not
confusion,

having been paid to the fact that, when a latent ambiguity

can be removed by the consideration of all the circumstances

of the writer at the time of writing, the necessity for having

recourse to the exceptional rule as to the admission of direct

evidence of intention in cases of equivocation does not arise

;

and that, when a latent ambiguity cannot be removed by

evidence admissible under the first four rules, and we admit

direct evidence as to the writer's intentions, the case is, as

already mentioned, exceptional ; for we then admit extrinsic

evidence to show that the writer affixed a special meaning to

his words in the particular document under consideration.

A further source of confusion arises from the fact that, Further

as almost every word may bear more than one meaning, it confusion,

is in a sense ambiguous ; and the reader will find statements

in text-books and even in judicial decisions tliat parol, by

which is meant extrinsic, evidence is only admissible for the

purpose of clearing up ambiguities. The true rules are,

'

as above pointed out, that extrinsic evidence of circum-

stances is admissible for determining the primary meanings

of the words employed, and direct evidence of intention to

3 (2)
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determine, in the case of equivocation, which of the persons

or things was intended, but only in that case.

Sometimes the description of a person or thing given in

a document does not apply accurately to any known person

or thing, though it is partially applicable to two or more

persons or tilings. This case must be carefully distinguished

from that of a patent ambiguity with which it is sometimes

confounded. The rules as to the interpretation of in-

accurate descriptions are not adapted to any elementary

treatise.

The process of interpretation, as thus described, is a

tentative process. When a document is placed in our hands,

we at once obtain some information as to the time of writing

from the character of the letters and the nature of the fabric

on which it is written. But we can obtain no intrinsic

evidence from the language employed till we have put some

interpretation on it. In order to do so we must seek the

primary meanings of tlie words employed in conformity with

the rules above laid down, assuming, in the absence of

extrinsic evidence, such circumstances and time of writing

of the author as shall not be inconsistent with the intrinsic

evidence already obtained. As soon as we have affixed

meanings to the words, we are able to place some interpre-

tation on the document ; and, from the intrinsic evidence

that we derive from its perusal, we are able to correct our

opinions as to the circumstances and time of writing of the

author, and are thus led to modify some of the meanings

already affixed to the words ; we are also led to modify

them so as to ondeavoui' to obtain a uniform and consistent

sense from the whole document. If contradictions or

ambiguities should now appear, we are thrown back on

extrin^ii' evidence; but the very fact of reconciling contra-

dictions and clearing up ambiguities may alter the intrinsic

evidence and lead to some further modifications in the

meanings v/hicli we affix to the words employed.

It is important to remember that, if we wish to interpret

a document correctly, we must dismiss any preconceived
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opinions as to the intentions of the author ; wo must he on

our guard against the grave error of substituting the inten-

tions which in our opinion the author ought to have held

for those which we find expressed in the document before

us. For the autlior may have composed the document for

the very purpose of showing that he did not hold certain

opinions which ho was generally, to his own knowledge,

considered to hold. When the document relates to a subject

in which we are deeply interested, the temptation to fall into

this error becomes strong ; and, if it relates to a subject

which is not only one in which we are deeply interested,

but is one which we habitually talk about, this temptation

may become irresistible. " Some ideas," it has been said,

'* are by frequency and strength of association, so closely

connected that they cannot be separated." A man who
habitually expresses certain intentions in a definite form of

words becomes at last unable to conceive the possibility

of another man using that form to express any other inten-

tions.

The student is recommended to consult Wigram on

Extrinsic Evidence ; and Norton on Deeds, chapters iii., iv.,

v., vi. and viii.
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CHAPTEK III.

ON THE PREPARATION OF ASSURANCES.

Duty of The duty of the draftsman is to express the intentions of the

fo'Sj^ss parties clearly and concisely in technical language. With a

intentions yjew to this object he should first form a clear idea of what

plrt^ies. those intentions are. It is, however, extremely difficult in

some cases to discover what the parties wish, owing to the

instructions being imperfect, obscure, or ambiguous; more-

over, their intentions may offend against some rule of law.

In all these cases the draftsman must be guided by common

sense and experience.

It is a convenient practice to put a note on the margin of

those parts of the draft that are not strictly in accordance

with the instructions, calling attention to the discrepancy.

As an example : In most cases, where a lady takes the first

life interest under a marriage settlement, it is intended that

she should be restrained from anticipation, while in the

instructions nothing may be said as to the restraint. In

this case the draftsman may follow the instructions strictly,

or he may (if he thinks that the words " without power of

anticipation " have been omitted by error) add the restraint

on anticipation; but he would be acting most improperly

were he not to call attention to the fact. When the draft is

finished, the instructions should be read over again, so as to

ascertain that it is in accordance witli tliem.

Do the in- When the draftsman has satisfied himself that he clearly

structions understands the intentions of the parties, he should, in the
ofrend • . ,• a j •

i.

against next placB, consider whether these mtentions ottend agamst

ofUw ''^ any rule of law. A testator may wish to tie up his pro-

perty for a period that would infringe the rules against
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perpetuities, or lie may wish to make au inalienable provision

for an extravagant son, in both of which cases his intentions

would be contrary to law. In cases similar to these, where

the instructions cannot be carried out owing to their offending

against some rule of law, it becomes a subject for consideration

whether the rule of law can be avoided, and, if not, how nearly

the law allows the instructions to be carried out. For instance,

in the second case mentioned, the provision may be made by

means of a discretionary trust, an artifice the nature of which

will be explained in the chapter on marriage settlements;

while in the former case it would be a question for the

draftsman whether he should settle the draft, departing from

the instructions so far as may be necessary to make the pro-

visions of the instrument in accordance with law, or should

send back for fresh instructions. As a general rule, it is

more convenient to prepare the draft in the manner which

will, in all probability, be adopted, without waiting for further

instructions, for, if this meets the client's wishes, time and

expense will be saved.

When the draftsman has formed a clear idea as to what

are the intentions of the parties, how far they are lawful, and,

if unlawful, how they should be modified, he is in a position

to prepare the draft. His duty now is to translate the

intentions of the parties (modified, if necessary, so as not to

be unlawful) into technical language, arranged in the order

commonly adopted for the purpose.

He will facilitate his operations by sketching out the The draft

T n 1 J 1
phonld be

frame of his draft in his mmd before he puts pen to paper, sketched

Before he does so, a perusal of precedents on similar subjects mentally.

in any good collection will -generally enable him to hit upon

the most convenient scheme. There is another advantage

in perusing printed precedents at this stage of the work,

viz., that it lessens the risk of the omission of some clause

which, though not mentioned in the instructions, should be

inserted. For example, the instructions might be "To

prepare a mortgage for £ at £ per cent, on the

house, the title to which is shown in the accompanying
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aLstraet." Nothing' is said about covenants by the mortgagor

for title, but the draftsman would, as a matter of course,

insert words which imply them.

Skek'toa ^s soou as the general frame of the draft has been deter-

mined, the draftsman may proceed to the actual preparation

of it. A very good method is to frame a skeleton draft before

he begins to draw, noting at what page in the book of pre-

cedents that he uses each clause will be foimd. Thus, suppose

the ordinary case of a conveyance by a mortgagor and mort-

gagee to a purchaser. (See Stud. Prec. p. 7.) The skeleton

draft might run as follows :

Parties A. 1st—B. 2nd—C. 3rd.

Recitals.

1. Mortgage in fee for 1,000/. A. to B.

2. Contract for sale for 1,500/. A. to C.

3. Principal due, interest paid
;
principal to be paid off

out of purchase-money; B. to join.

Witnessing clauses.

1. In consideration of 1,000/. to B. ; and of 500/. to A.,

paid by C. Eeceipt.

2. A. "as beneficial owTier," and B. "as mortgagee,"

grant to C. parcels.

3. Habendum " unto and to the use of " C. in fee simple

free from the mortgage.

In such a simple case as that given for an example it would

hardly be necessary for any one, except a mere beginner, to

prepare a skeleton draft, but the practice is in difficult cases

often of use even to a person of experience.

It is sometimes convenient to mark in the margin of each

clause of the instructions, where they are complicated, the

number of the corresponding clause of the skeleton draft, so

as to guard against tlie accidental omission of anything

intended to l)e provided for.

Begin each It is a convenient practice in complicated cases to begin

separatir
^ ®^^^ clausc on a separate sheet, to fold it up separately, and

sheet. to endorse a reference to the skeleton draft.
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1

ThcbO suggestions are of special value wlieii part of the

draft has to be prepared by pupils or clerks. Jb'or when the

skeleton draft has been carefully framed, it is unlikely that

pupils of even small experience will adopt the wrong

common forms when they draw the clauses ; and if they

should, the fact of each clause beginning on a separate

sheet would facilitate the substitution of the appropriate

clause.

If the skeleton draft has been carefully framed, it is un- Altera

-

likely that the frame of the draft will require much alteration
; j °"f1

^"'

but if it should, the clauses already prepared should be

resettled with the greatest care ; for it is evident that a slight

change in one part of the draft may alter the meanings

of the words in another part, or even render them un-

intelligible.

For example, suppose that, as the draft originally stood,

there were four witnessing parts, which, by a subsequent

alteration, w^ere reduced to three ; there Avould be a con-

siderable risk of retaining a reference to " the hereditaments

and premises fourthly hereinbefore conveyed." Or again,

suppose that the parcels or incumbrances were described in

several schedules referred to in the body of the deed by

numbers ; there would be considerable risk, if on resettling

the draft the numbers of the schedules were altered, of

omitting to make corresponding alterations in the body of

the deed.

Where there is more than one party to a deed, the

practice of the profession determines whose solicitor is to

prepare the draft conveyance to be submitted to the

solicitor of the other parties. It is the duty of the solicitor

of a pui'chaser, mortgagee, or lessor to prepare the draft

and to submit it for approval to the solicitor of the vendor,

mortgagor, or lessee. The latter solicitor, and the counsel,

if any, whom he instructs to settle and approve of the di-aft,

must remember that it is no part of his duty to give lessons

in conveyancing to the practitioner whose draft lie lias to

settle ; the only alterations that he is entitled to make in
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the draft are such as will render it certain that his client

conveys the property that he has undertaken to convey, and

nothing more, and that he only takes upon himself the

obligations that he is bound either by express contract or

by law to take upon himself. If he makes any alterations

it is usual and convenient to state in the margin the reason

for making them, as if this is not done and the reason is

not evident, a correspondence between the solicitors as to

the propriety of the alterations may take place, thus causing

delay and consequent expense. While it can hardly be

said that stating reasons for alterations is absolutely incum-

bent on the draftsman, no sensible practitioner in either

branch of the profession habitually omits to state them.

The only exception to the rules above laid down as to

alterations is where a solicitor sends a draft drawn by him-

self to counsel to settle on behalf of his (the solicitor's)

client, as the approval in the usual form of the draft signed

by counsel [post, p. 46) is a sufficient guarantee that in

his opinion the alterations are proper for the purpose of

carrying out his instructions. But even in this case it will

generally be found convenient to give the reasons for the

alterations.

Drawing It is hardly necessary to point out the impropriety of

inserting or omitting anything without having a reason for

it. The unnecessary insertion of a clause is likely to give a

great deal of unnecessary trouble to any one perusing the

draft ; he will assume that there was some reason for the

insertion, and ^vill vainly try to discover what that reason

was. On the other hand, the improper omission of a clause

may either render the draft unintelligible, or may prevent it

from having the desired operation.

Suppose, for instance, that the draft is a conveyance under

an express power of sale contained in a strict settlement on

A. for life, with remainders in tail to his sons and daughters

in the usual manner, with remainder to B. for life, with

remainders over ; the power to be exercised by the trustees

witli the consent of the tenant for life for the time being

;

at random.
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and that A. (the first tenant for life) liaving died witliout

issue, B, (the second tenant for life) is in possession. In

this case what we really want to show is that the power can

now be exercised by persons who are parties to the con-

veyance, i.e., by the trustees and present tenant for life.

Our recitals, therefore, should set forth the limitations of

the settlement so far as, and including-, the limitations to B.,

and the power of sale ; and should be continued by stating

the death of A., without issue. It would be unnecessary to

set out any limitations subsequent to that of the life estate

to B., for the knowledge of such limitations would be useless

to any one perusing the deed. Generally, indeed, they are

shortly noticed as follows :
•' With divers remainders over."

Suppose, on the other hand, the draftsman were to omit

the recital of the death of the first tenant for life, the draft

would be most incorrectly framed, as on the face of it it

would appear that the necessary consent had not been

obtained.

The young di-aftsman is warned against writing on both Draft not

sides of the paper or placing his lines too close together, for ^Jitentoo
if he does so, he will have great difficulty in making any closely.

alterations which may become necessary. This is of special

importance when the draft has to be settled by another

person. The author was acquainted with a counsel of

eminence, who, if a draft too closely written was sent to

him to be settled, had it ro-copied on wide lines before he

touched it. The practice is to jjut about two folios [i.e.,

144 words) on a page. Should the draftsman have to re-

settle a draft prepared by some one else, he will find it con-

venient to make his alterations in pencil in the first instance,

and afterwards to write them in coloured ink, so as to show

that the person who prepared the draft is not responsible for

them.

Unnecessary statements are constantly made by careless Common

or unskilful draftsmen ; the most common instances are the fmrkflful

following :
draftsmen.

Fird. They state conclusions of law. This is unneees-
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sary, for we presume that any one perusing the draft will

know what the law is. But a departure from this rule is

occasionally allowable ; for example, it sometimes greatly

conduces to clearness if the net result of a long series of

recitals is stated shortly.

In the following examj)les unnecessary words are printed

in italic>< ; the student is advised to discover for himself why

they are imnecessary

:

" A. B. died, leaving C. D., his only son a}id heir-at-law.^^

" The said sum of £ \_a mortgage debt^ was not paid on

the day appointed for the day of payment thereof, ic/ierebt/

the catatc of the said [inortgagee'] beeame absolute at law, but

redeemable in equity.''^

Second. They state conclusions as to facts. This state-

ment may he either in a positive or negative form. As for

instance stating that

" A. B. died, leaving C. D. his heir-at-law, A/yy^ survicing ;^^

or stating that persons took " as tenants in common and not

as joint tenants.''''

Third. They deny that facts happened. It is obvious

that, as a general rule, a negative statement is unnecessary,

for we always presume that when a certain state of things

is mentioned as existing, it remains the same unless some

change is mentioned.

A negative event should, as a general rule, only be stated

where the non-existence of a particular event is important

for our purpose. Thus in the examj)le {ante, p. 42) it is

necessary to state that the first tenant for life died without

issue, because, if there were issue alive, B. would not be

tenant for life, and therefore his consent would not be

necessary to the exercise of the power.

In some few cases it is the practice to state a negative

;

as for example if we recite a will, we recite that the testator

died without having revoked or altered it ; and where there

is a power of appointment to be exercised in favour of

children, we sometimes deny that there has been any prior

exercise of the power.
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The student wlio desires to become a good draftsman may Book r.f

turn any good book of precedents into an exercise book in canboused

the following manner : Let him make a careful analysis ^^ •^xcrcise

of a precedent, so as in fact to form the skeleton draft from

which it might have been prepared. In a short time, when
he has forgotten the actual wording of the draft, let him try

to reproduce it from the skeleton draft and a book of

common forms. Let him not be discouraged if his early

attempts are failures, for nothing but practice can make an

expert draftsman.

When he can reproduce the precedents with tolerabln

facility from the skeleton draft, let him frame the instrm-

tions on which, in his opinion, the skeleton draft might

have been founded, and endeavour to reproduce the prece-

dent from the instructions only. Two students working-

together might greatly imj^rove on this method, one framing

the skeleton draft, the other reproducing the precedent, as in

this case no assistance would be given by memory.

Another excellent plan is to take some particular clauso,

the express power of sale formerly inserted in a mortgage

deed for instance, and, having made a careful analysis of the

variations in form that occur in the different precedents, to

endeavour to discover the reason for them.

After the draft has had a back (or blank sheet) added to Indorse

it, and has been tied and the pages have been numbered, tlic

draftsman indorses a short title on the back, thus

:

" Mr. A. B. and his mortgagees

to

Mr. C. D.

Draft Conveyance of the Sutton Marsh Estate."

" Draft appointment by A. I>. and C. his wife, in

exercise of a power contained in their marriage settlement,

of 10,000/. consols to Miss D. B. on her marriage with

Mr. E. F."
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Counsel states his approval of the draft in some such form

as the following :

'* I have settled and do approve of this draft on behalf of

Mr. [subject to my notes in the margin]." This is the

form used by the person who fu'st settles the draft, as for

example where counsel for a pm'chaser settles the draft

conveyance.

"I have settled and do approve of this draft on behalf

of Mr. , subject to my alterations in red ink." This is

the form used by a person who settles a draft whicli has been

already settled by another person, as for example where

counsel for the vendors settles the draft conveyance already

settled by counsel for the purchaser.

" I have resettled and do approve of this draft on behalf

of the parties of the first and third parts in accordance with

the instructions of the day of , 190—, and subject

to my opinion in fold." This is the form used by a person

who settles a draft previously settled by him.

He signs the approval, adding the date.

The first two forms are those used when the draft is sent

to the opposite party.

Owing to the risk of verbal instructions being misunder-

stood, it is a convenient practice in settling a draft from

oral instructions to call special attention to the fact, as

follows

:

" I have resettled and do approve of this di-aft on behalf

of all parties, in accordance with the oral instructions

given to me by Mr. in conference on the day

of ."
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CHAPTER IV.

DEEDS [a).

It is not very easy to define a deed. Coke states the Deed

requisites of a deed to be, " first, writing ; secondly, in
^^"'*®'l-

parcliment or paper ; thirdly, a person able to contract

;

foui'thly, by a sufficient name ; fifthly, a person able to be

contracted with ; sixthly, by a sufficient name ; seventhly, a

thing to be contracted for ; eighthly, apt words required by

law ; ninthly, sealing ; and tenthly, delivery." (Co. Lit.

35 b.) Again, he says, " a deed signifieth in the common
law an instrument consisting of three things, viz., writing,

sealing, and delivery, comprehending a bargain between

party and party." (Co. Lit. 171 b.) An interesting discussion

as to what amounts to a deed will be found in licr/. v.

Morton, L. R. 2 C. C. E. 22, where Bovill, C.J., says, " In

some of the definitions given a deed is described as being

something of the nature of a contract. But the term is

clearly not confined to contracts. A charter of feoffment,

for instance, is a deed : so is a gift or grant, a power of

attorney, a release, or a disclaimer. I would go further,

and say that any instrimient delivered as a deed, and whicli

either itself passes an interest or property, or is in affirm-

ance or confirmation of something whereby an interest or

property passes, is a deed. . . . Many documents under

seal are not deeds, for instance, an award, though sealed " (b).

(a) As to the form and execu- 14M. &"W. 408. See fui-ther as to

tion of deeds, see Norton on Deeds, deeds generally, Cruise's Digest,

eh. i. vol. iv., Title xxxii., Deed, ch. i.

(/>) Or a magistrate's warrant

;

ss. 16 et seq. ; ih. ch. ii. ; and Shep.

per Parke, B., Chanter v. Johnson, Touch. 50.
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I

The authorities appear to be agreed that a deed must be

wi'itten on parchment or paper, sealed, and delivered.

Seal or In old times very few people could write, and accordingly

in'^oid

^^^ most people, when they wished to signify their assent to any
times. document, eitlier put their mark to it in the form of a cross,

as now done by the illiterate, or affixed a seal to it. The

former plan appears to have been a practice among the

Saxons, the latter among the Normans ; and as, after the

Conquest, the judges were Normans, they introduced the

latter practice, i.e., that of using a seal, into this country {().

As, in old times, writing was used only for matters of im-

portance, the fact of sealing a document remained, even after

the art of writing had become common, an indication tliat

the document was of importance. And, accordingly, to this

day, a document under seal is considered in law of greater

importance than one not under seal.

The reader need hardly be reminded that it is necessary

that the seal should have been affixed with the intention that

the document should operate as a deed ; that a seal affixed

merely for the purpose of keeping the document secret, as in

the case of a letter going through the post, will not render it

a deed contrary to the wish of the person sealing it. In old

times every man had his own distinctive seal, but in practice

at present the seals are affixed by the law stationer, and only

touched by the parties. Sometimes, indeed, in the case of a

marriage settlement, some of the parties to the deed have a

fancy for sealing it with their own seals. The solicitor wit-

nessing the execution of such a deed will see that those people

who use their own seals put them in the proj)er place, which,

where the deed consists of more than one skin of parchment

or sheet of paper, is on the strings that tie the different skins

of parchment or sheets of paper together. The reason of this

place being adopted for tlio seal appears to be the belief that

it throws difficulty in the way of a fraudulent substitution of

one skin for another.

(c) See Kemble, Cod. Diplom., I. pp. 90 et seq. ; Pollock on the Land

Laws, p. 75 et seq.
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To constitute a seal neither wax, wafer, nor probably even
an impression is requisite ; merelj^ touching- the parchment
with the seal or the end of a ruler is sufficient (r/).

There is no need to make use of any particular form in What
the delivery (Co. Lit. 3G a, 49 h ; Smith v. Adkim, L. E. 14 ^'[^0"^"

Eq. 402; Shep. Touch. 57, 08). The usual custom is to

touch the seal and say, " I deliver this as my act and deed."
But any word or sign showing an intention to deliver the

instrument will do. Thus actual physical delivery (handing
over) to one of the parties or his solicitor is sufficient; or

saying to him "take this," ''this will serve," or the like,

will suffice (<;). Merely throwing the deed on the table

would not be a delivery, as the act would be equivocal ; but
throwing it on the table towards the other party, or allowing

him to take it up, would clearly show the intention. In
practice it often happens that a man delivers the deed in

the presence of his own solicitor only, and possibly retains it

in his own possession. The question whether this is intended

to operate as an absolute delivery, or as a delivery to take

effect on the performance of a condition, is entirely a matter

of fact to be ascertained from all the surrounding circum-

stances (/).

When the deed is delivered to some person uotja, party to Escrow.

it (Co. Lit. 36rt)(r/), to take effect in certain events, it

is called an escrow (Shep. Touch. 58) {h). The modern
eases show that a deed may be an escrow although it was

not expressly stated at the time of the delivery that the

id) Per Bovill, C.J., lie Hand!- L. E. 2 H. L. 296; Watkins v.

lands, L. E. 6 C. P. 411. See iV^asA, L. E. 20 Eq. 262.

National Provincial Bank of Eng- (g) Whiddon^s Case, Noy, 6
;

land V. Jackson, 33 Ch. D. 1

;

S. C, sub nom. Whi/ddo7i's Case,

Norton on Deeds, p. 6 et seq. Cro. El. 520.

(A) Walkins v. Nash, L. E. 20
(e) \cnos V. Wickham, L. E. 2 j, .,g2 : 2^ash v. Flgn, 1 J. &Lat.

H. L. 296, at p. 312. i,l ,-- j^-

1

,- ,, ,-
' ^ 162, lio; Kiducr v. Keith, lo

(/) Ihnvkcr V. Burdekin, 11 M. C. B. N. S. 35, 43; Millership v.

& W. 128; Xenos y. Wickham, Brookes, '> 11. & N. 197.

E.I.C. 4
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delivery was conditional (/) , or although it was delivered to

the solicitor of the grantee {k), or to one of several grantees,

provided that the intention that the delivery was conditional

appears clearly. An example of a deed delivered as an escrow

is where a person executes and delivers a deed to his solicitor

to he exchanged against the purchase-money when paid hy

a purchaser, or against the counterpart of a lease when

executed hy the lessee. " It would be monstrous," says

Eomilly, M.R. {Walker v. Warr, 8fc. Raihvay Co., 30 Beav.

58), "for the purchaser to be allowed to say to the seller,

' You have executed the deed, and therefore I need not pay

the purchase-money; and I have got the legal estate, and

you must enforce payment of the purchase-money as best you

can.' " His Honour was of opinion that in such a case the

legal estate did not pass till the deed was handed over. In

practice it would be a mse precaution for the solicitor, in

cases where there is any serious doubt as to the ability of

the purchaser, or as to the honesty of the intended lessee,

to make his client deliver the deed as an escrow, to take

effect as a deed upon the money being paid or the counter-

part being delivered up ; for Williams, J. (in Kidner v.

Keith, 15 C. B. N. S. 40), says, "in the ordinary case of a

deed executed, and left with the party's attorney, unless it is

delivered to the attorney as an escrow not to be delivered

until the consideration money is paid, or some other condi-

tion performed, it operates as a perfect deed."

Execu- A purchaser cannot insist on the vendor executing, i.e.,

sealing and delivering the conveyance in the presence of

himself or his own solicitor ; but if such a request be made,

the vendor will act wisely in acceding to it, as the purchaser

is entitled to have the execution attested by a person appointed

b}^ him, who may be his solicitor (C. A. 1881, s. 8 ; as to the

law before 1882, see Viney v. Chaplin, 2 De G. & J. 468
;

Essex V. DanieU, L. R. 10 C. P. 538).

(/) Murray v. Stair, 2 B. & C. Eq. 262 ; London Freehold, &c.

82. Property Co. v. Suffidd, [1897] 2

(A) Wathius V. Na»h. L. E. 20 Ch. 008.

tion
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Although at common law the attestation of a deed is Attcsta-

not necessary (/) to its validity (Co. Lit. 7 a; Garrett v.
*'""'

Lister, 1 Lev. 25), in practice a deed is executed in the

presence of one or more witnesses who attest it (as to the

statutes requiring special attention, see Taylor on Evidence,

sect. 1110), The witness should add his "addition," i.e.,

his address and description, so that he can readily be traced

if it should become necessary to prove the fact of execution.

If a deed is made in exercise of a power, the terms of Power,

which require special formalities in the execution of the

deed, the deed may be executed either with the prescribed

formalities, or in the presence of and attested by two or

more witnesses in the manner in which deeds are ordinarily

executed and attested, notwithstanding that special formali-

ties were required by the terms of the power (the Law of

Property Amendment Act, 1859 (22 & 213 Yict. c. 35), s. 12).

Where any special formalities are required, the draftsman

should always make a note in the margin calling attention to

the fact.

An erasure or interlineation in any document should be Erasure.

initialled immediately before the execution by the parties

and witnesses (/>?). Erasures should always be made in ink

{!) The case of a will is different, presence of the testator, but no

owing to the positive enactment form of attestation shall he neces-

of the ninth section of the Wills sary." The only safe method of

Act, which declares '

' that no will executing a will is for the testator

shall be valid unless it shall be in and the intended witnesses to be

writing, and executed in manner assembled before the testator

hereinafter mentioned : (that is to begins to sign his name, and for

say,) it shall be signed at the foot the witnesses to subscribe immc-
or end thereof by the testator, diately after him, withoiit anyone

or by some other person in his leaving the room,

presence and by his direction; and (m) Alterations or interlinca-

such signature shall be made or tions in a deed are presumed, in

acknowledged by the testator in the absence of evidence to the
the presence of two or more wit- contrarj^ to have been made prior

nesses present at the same time, to execution : Norton on Deeds,
and such witnesses shall attest and ch. ii. 26.

shall subscribe the will in the

4 (2)
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by drawing a line through the words intended to he omitted,

so as to leave such words legible, and should not be made

with a penknife or with an ink-eraser. If an alteration is

made in the former way, a person examining the document

can see for himself what alteration has been made and how
often the document has been altered. If an alteration has

been made in either of the latter ways, this is not the case.

A person perusing an abstract in which an erasm-e made in

either of the latter ways appears, should call attention to the

fact, and require that the correct words should be inserted or

wiitten in the margin.

Deeds are divided into indentures and deeds poll (4 Cruise,

Dig., p. 8 ; Shep. Touch. 50 ; Co. Lit. 229 a).

ladenturo. By an indenture was originally meant a deed having the

top of the paper or parchment cut and indented. In old

times when the deed was in two parts, they were both

wi'itten on the same skin, which was afterwards cut through

in a wavy manner ; and generally before the parts were cut

asunder, a word was written along the line of division in

such a manner that it was cut through, so that afterwards it

could be seen that the two parts were wliat they professed to

be by their fitting into each other. These two parts were

called " counterparts " or " counterpanes," and when put

together constituted the contract by deed. Now counter-

parts are not written on the same skin, and in practice the

part executed by the person from whom the estate moves is

called " the original," and the part executed by the person

accepting the estate is called " the counterpart." When
both parts are executed by all parties, they are called

" duplicate originals " (2 Man. & Gr. 518, n. (/>)). Gradually

the custom of indenting a deed has died out ; and now, b}^

" an indenture " we only mean a deed that has parties of

more than one part, an expression which will be explained

hereafter. The effect of *' The Real Property Act, 1845 "

(8 & 9 Vict. c. 106, s. 5) is to render it unnecessary for a

deed purporting to bo an indenture to be actually indented.

For some time before this Act was passed the rule as to an
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indenture being actually indented had been disregarded.

Some judge, on its being argued that a so-called indenture

could not take effect because it was not actually indented,

asked to see the deed, took it, and looked along the top. He
found, he said, that the top was not a mathematically

straight line ; he therefore determined that it was an
indenture.

Deeds poll are so called because they were formerly polled Deeds

or cut even at the head. The term is now applied to deeds P"^^*

where the j)ersons executing are all of one part. The
greater part of deeds poll are powers of attorney or deeds

exercising powers in a settlement or will, as, for instance, a

deed appointing a portion (see a form in Stud. Prec. p. 102).

It is the invariable practice to put a date to a deed. In Date,

indentures the date is placed at the beginning, in deeds poll

at the end, in the testimonium clause. As, however, " deeds,

in point of obligatory force with a view to priority of title,

take effect from, and therefore have relation to, the time,

not of their date but of their delivery" (Sliep. Touch. 72),

it follows that if the date be impossible (Co. Lit. 46 /*), or

be omitted, or if the date stated in the deed be different from

that of the time of delivery {GodilarcVs Case, 2 Hej^. 4 b), the

deed takes effect from the latter time (n).

As a matter of convenience, the name of every person Parties,

whose intentions are expressed by any instrument should

be formally stated. When all the persons have identical

intentions, they generally express them by means of a deed

poll ; but when this is not the case, they do so by means of

an indenture, and are said to be made parties to it ; those

who have identical intentions being made parties of the

same part. The phrase " identical intentions " requires a

little explanation. In a common contract for sale from A. to

B., although at first sight it may appear that the intentions

(h) See Norton on Deeds, ch, x. ; cuted in the order which will

and as to the presumption that effectuate the ptu*poso of the

deeds of the same date were oxe- parties, ih. p. 7S.
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of A. and B. are the same, yet this is not really the case

;

for A.'s intention is to part with his property and receive

money, wliile B. desires to part with his money and receive

property. Their intentions are different; and accordingly,

in the deed declaring theii^ intentions, they would be made

parties of different parts ; while, on the other hand, if the

sale were made to two persons, B. and C, as trustees, for

instance, they would have identical intentions differing from

those of A. : so that A. would he of one part, B. and C. of

the other.

The date and names of the parties are stated at the

beginning of an indentui'e in the following form :

—

" This Indenture, made the day of ,
19

,

between A. B. of , Esq., of the first part ; C. D. of ,

Esq., and E. F. of , Gent., of the second part; and

l^ L, of , Esq., of the third part."

The parties are expressed to be of as many parts as are

necessary, the parties of the last part being introduced by

the word " and." If the parties be of two parts only, they

are said to be " of the one part " and " of the other part."

Formerly no person could take an immediate estate under an

indenture between parties, unless he was named as one of the

parties to it (Co. Lit. 231 a) ; but he coidd take a remainder

{ibid.), or a use {Sammes's Case, 13 Eep. 55), and therefore the

benefit of a trust, without being named as a party. But by the

Eeal Property Act, 1845 (8 & 9 Vict. c. 106, s. 5), under an

indenture executed after the 1st October, 1845, an immediate

estate or interest in any hereditaments and the benefit of a

condition or covenant respecting any hereditaments may be

taken, although the taker thereof be not named a party to

the indenture. This is, however, one of the many cases in

which a change in the rule of law does not alter the rule

of practice. It is still a rule of practice to make every

iierson a party wlio takes an immediate estate or interest in

hereditaments, or the lienefit of any condition or covenant

respecting them ; Imt the latter branch of the rule is subject
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to some exceptions. It is to be noted that the Act relates

only to " hereditaments" (nn).

The formal method of stating the parties to a deed poll

varies according as it does or does not contain recitals ; in

the former case it begins, " To all to whom these presents

shall come, A. B., of, &c., sendeth greeting "
; in the latter

case it begins, " Know all men by these presents that I,

A. B., of, &c.," the date being in each case mentioned in

the testimonium clause.

In contracts not under seal the form is immaterial, but

when they are prepared in a formal manner, the commence-

ment is generally the same as that of an indenture, sub-

stituting the words "Memorandum of agreement," or

" Articles of agreement " for " This indenture." Where the

contract is long, and is, according to a usual and convenient

practice in such cases, divided into numbered paragraphs,

the heading " articles of agreement " is more often used

than " memorandum of agreement," but the difference is

entirely immaterial.

The parties to a deed are always described by their names Addi-

and " additions," that is, their dwelling-places and qualities *'""^ ^''^•

or descriptions. There is no strict rule as to the minuteness

of description necessary ; all that is required is to describe

the parties with such a degree of accuracy that no confusion

will arise (j)). Generally, if a person lives in the country, a

description, as " of the parish of , in the county of

," is sufficient. On the other hand, you generally state

the street and number in the street of any one living in

a town, e.g., '' of No. 118, John Street, in tlie parish of

St. Mary, in the city of London." When a party to the

deed was party to a former deed which related to the same

property, but in which he was described differently, we

{nn) Norton on Deeds, 24.

(o) See 9 Encycl. Free, under "Parties" for descriptions of par-

ticular persons and Government offices.

[p) See Norton on Deeds, 177.
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generally give both tlie present and the former description,

thus :

—

"John Smith, of No. 118, John Street, in the parish of

St. Mary, in the city of London, but formerly of the parish

of Tonbridge, in the county of Kent."

The quality of each party is stated after his dwelling-

place with a reasonable degree of accuracy, but subject to

the usual exception that a gentleman is generally called

an Esquire (</) whether he be so strictly speaking or not.

Examples—Sir John Dacres, of Dacre Hall, in the county

of Middlesex, Baronet; William Lumley, of 152, Suffolk

Street, in the city of Westminster, Esquire.

In the case of a peer, peeress, or person holding a title by

courtesy, the dwelling-place is usually omitted. A peer is

described by the proper prefix according to his rank ; "the

most noble " in the case of a duke ; "the most honourable
"

in that of a marquis ;
" the right honourable " in that of

any other peer ; followed by his Christian name and title,

thus :
" The Most Noble Ai-thur, Duke of Wellington."

The phrase " courtesy title " appears to require some

explanation. The eldest son of a duke, marquis, or earl, is

entitled by the courtesy of England to assume one of his

father's inferior titles, while the younger sous of dukes and

marquises, and the daughters of dukes, marquises, and earls,

are entitled by the courtesy to prefix the title Lord or Lady

to their names. There appears to be some difference of usage

in the method of describing persons who bear courtesy titles.

In all cases they are described both by their true description

and by their courtesy title. Bearing in mind that every

child of a peer is entitled to the prefix " honourable," and

that the usage of conveyancers is to prefix the words " right

honourable " to every person bearing a title by courtesy, the

better plan appears to be to describe the person as " the right

honourable," giving both Christian and surname, adding

{q) As to the meaning of "Esquire," see 1 Byth, by Eob. T9.3, note.
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"conimouly called," and his title. Thus, Lord Edgar
Algernon Robert Cecil being a younger son of a marquis,

and Earl Percy being the eldest son of a duke, they would
be described as follows :

" The Right Honourable Edgar
Algernon Robert Cecil, commonly called Lord Edgar
Algernon Robert Cecil," " The Right Honourable Henry
Algernon Greorge Percy, commonly called Earl Percy "

; but

some conveyancers describe persons having courtesy titles

exactly in the same manner as they describe persons who are

allowed by the usage of society to assume titles to which they

have no legal right.

This usage authorises the assumption by the children of Titles

a person who bears the courtesy title of a peer of the same
^"j^thoiit

titles as if their father had actually been a peer. But in any strict

this ease they are not, strictly speaking, houourables, and it °

appears the better com-se to describe them first as if they had

no title, followed b}" the title with the prefix right honom'able.

Thus the eldest son of the late Earl Grosvenor, being the

grandson of a duke, would be described as " Hugh Richard

Arthur Grrosvenor, Esq., commonly called the Right

Honourable Viscount Belgrave." Similarly the usage of

society authorises a commoner who marries a peer, and after

his death marries a commoner (r) , to retain the title that she

acquired by her first marriage. Thus the widow of the sixth

Duke of Manchester married Sir Stevenson Arthur Black-

wood, K.C.B., and her proper description would be "Harriet

Sydney, the wife of Sir Stevenson Arthur Blackwood, K.C.B.,

commonly called the Most Noble the Duchess of Man-

chester."

The ^vife of a baronet or knight is described by " Dame " wife or

prefixed to her Christian and surnames; example—Dame ^^ronotor

Alice Smith. If she marries again after the death of her knight.

husband, according to the usage of society she retains her

title unless her second mamage confers a higher title on her.

(r) The Duchess of SnffoWs Case, 4 Leon. 196; Dy. 79; Ow. 81.
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Privy Privy Councillors are entitled to the prefix " right

ciliors. honourable." Example—" The Eight Honourable Ai-thur

James Balfour, of Whittinghame, in the county of Had-

dington, N.B."
Bishop. A bishop is described as " The Eight Eeverend Father in

God (s), Thomas, by Divine Permission Lord Bishop of ."

Sometimes tedious genealogical recitals can be avoided by

affixing a statement of relationship in the description of the

parties, but this method is not to be recommended.

Divorced When a woman who has been divorced, either on her own

j)6tition or on that of her husband, is a party, there is

Change of Occasionally some difficulty in describing her. It should be
name.

remembered that, while a Christian name cannot be altered,

except possibly at confirmation (Co. Lit. 3 a), a surname

can be altered or assumed at the pleasure of the party {Doe

d. Litscombe v. Yates, 5 Barn. & Aid. o44 ; Du Boulay v.

Du Boulay, L. E. 2 P. C. 430), so that the surname is a

name of reputation only ; and accordingly a woman who

has been divorced is correctly described after the divorce

by the surname that she bore immediately before it, i.e., by

her husband's name. The husband cannot, as is sometimes

erroneously believed, insist on her resuming her maiden

name (f) ; and if slie resumes her maiden name, it may be

some time before she re-acquii-es it as a name by reputation

{Feiidnll V. Goldsmid, 2 P. D. 263). It appears therefore

proper, if she wishes to resume her maiden name, and is

made a party to a deed shortly after the divorce, to describe

her by both surnames, thus—" A. B., lately A. C." If

there is any reason for showing that she was formerly a

married woman, she may be described as " late the wife of

D. C." ; but in most cases this will not be necessary. She

may be described by her business ; or, if she has none, as

" landed proprietor," " fundholder," or the like.

(s) For the Bishop of Duiham {t) Earl Cowley v. Countess Coiv-

substitute " Providence " for ley, [1901] A. C. 450, 460.

" permission."
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Partners should be described both individually and by Partners,

their firm name, thus—"A., of &c., and B., of &c., carrying

on business in copartnership at under the style and firm

of "(«).

Occasionally we annex to the description of each party the Parties by

character in which he acts, and afterwards call him by that ^"terpre-

. mi •
tation.

name throughout the instrument. Thus m a conveyance by

a vendor, his trustees, and mortgagees, to a railway company,

the parties might run as follows :

—

" This indentm'e, made, &c., between A. B., of , Esq,

(hereinafter called ' the vendor '), of the first part ; C. D., of

, Esq., and E, F., of , Esq, (hereinafter called 'the

mortgagees'), of the second part ; G, H., of , Esq,, and

K. L., of , Esq, (hereinafter called 'the trustees'), of

the third part ; and the North and South Junction Railway

Company (hereinafter called 'the Company'), of the fourth

part,"

Then, wherever in the deed we should, if we had not

adopted this plan, have used the names of the mortgagees,

C, D. and E, F,, we should simply say, " the mortgagees "
;

and so as to the other parties.

Nothing but practice will enable the student to determine

when this plan is likely to be of use.

The order in which the parties are arranged is very much Order of

a matter of practice, and will best be learnt by carefully ^^^ ^^^'

studying all the properly drawn deeds to which the student

can gain access. Usually in a conveyance the conveying

parties come before those to whom the interest is convej'ed

;

the persons having the legal estate, whether owners, trustees,

or mortgagees, come first ; they are followed by incum-

brancers, such as second mortgagees, annuitants ; the person

entitled to the beneficial interest subject to the charges,

coming after his incumbrancers ; the persons to whom the

{u) But a conveyance of free- estate to all the individual part-

holds to a partnership by its firm ners as joint tenants : J {></// v.

name alone will pass the legal Tl'., [1905] 2 Ch. 349.
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conveyance is made coming after those who convey ; trustees,

inserted for the interest of the persons to whom the convey-

ance is made, generally come last of all.

Thus, in the ease of a conveyance by mortgagor and first

and second mortgagee, according to the rule the order is :

—

1st, Fu'st mortgagee ; 2nd, second mortgagee ; 3rd,

vendor ; 4th, purchaser.

Here the first mortgagee comes first as having the legal

estate, and the vendor comes last of the convepng parties.

But in this case many practitioners make the vendor the

party of the first part (this latter plan is adopted throughout

K. & E.). Thus in the ease of a conveyance to a purchaser

keeping alive an incumbrance paid off as a protection against

concealed incumbrances the order is, 1st, Mortgagor; 2nd,

mortgagee ; 3rd, purchaser ; 4th, trustee for pm-chaser (see

1 K. & E. p. 486).

Endorse-! Where a deed is endorsed on another deed, any person

who is a party to or is mentioned in the endorsed deed, and

is also a party to or is mentioned in the deed on which it is

endorsed, is described in the first place where his name is

mentioned in the endorsed deed as " the within-named

A. B." and afterwards as the " said A. B." The princijtal

deed will be referred to in the first place where it occurs

as the " within written " indenture or deed poll, as the

case may be, and afterwards as the " said " indenture

or deed poll. If more than one deed is endorsed on the same

deed, a person who is a party to or is mentioned in a subse-

quently endorsed deed and is also a party to or mentioned in

one of the earlier endorsed deeds, is described as " the above-

named A. B." If reference is to be made to a prior endorsed

deed, it will in the first place where it occurs be to the

" above written " indenture or deed poll.

Supple- The C. A. 1881, s. 53, provides that "A deed expressed

deeds! to be Supplemental to a previous deed, or directed to be read

as an annex thereto, shall, as far as may be, be read and

have effect as if the deed so expressed or directed were made

deed
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by way of indorsement on the previous deed, or contained a

full recital thereof."

Considerable brevity can be obtained by adopting those

provisions. The recital may be " Whereas these presents are

supplemental to an indenture, dated, &c., hereinafter referred

to as the principal indenture " \_or, if there (ur neveral j))'hicipal

indentares, " the first principal indenture," or " the mortgage

of 1897," or (IS the case may he'] " whereby the hereditaments

hereby assured were conveyed to the said Z. in fee simple by

way of mortgage to secure the payment of the principal sum
of £ and interest to the said Z. by the said X." (See for

other forms 1 K. & E. p. 404, and note, p. 650.) Where all

the principal indentures are handed over to the person w ho

takes under the supplemental deed, no difficulty is likely to

arise owing to the recital not being sufficiently full, as in case

of doubt he will be able to refer to them, but if that is not

the case it is often advantageous to insert full recitals, owing

to the delay and expense which may be incurred if it

should become necessary to inspect deeds in the custod}' of a

stranger.

Where a party to a supplemental indentiu'e is a party to Dcscrip-

the principal indenture he may be described in the former as
J^i!^o"i^ jn

"A., being the person of that name who is a party of the i-uppit-

part to an indenture hereinafter called the principal ^eed.

indenture." Where a party to a supplemental indenture is

mentioned in but was not a party to the principal indenture,

add after his description " being the person of that name wlio

is mentioned in the indenture hereinafter called the principal

indenture." AYhere a person who is a party to or is men-

tioned in the principal indenture is not a party but is

mentioned in a supplemental indenture, add to his name in

the first place that it occurs in the latter, " being the person

of that name who is a party of the part to " or " is

mentioned in the principal indenture."

The framing of recitals is sometimes a very difficult task. Rec!-
^

tal3(»).

(f) See Norton ou Deeds, ch. xi., " Eecitals."
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They should be as concise as is compatible with their being

intelligible and aecui-ate. It need hardly be stated that

accuracy is of paramount importance, having regard to the

provisions of the V. & P. A. 1874 (:}7 & 38 Vict, c, 78), and

: to the doctrine of estoppel. The V. & P. A. 1874 (s. 2),

provides that, on a contract for a sale of land, recitals, state-

ments, and descriptions of facts, matters, and parties contained

in deeds, instruments. Acts of Parliament, or statutory decla-

rations, twenty years old at the date of the contract, shall,

unless proved to be inaccurate, be taken to be sufficient

evidence of the truth of the matters stated. \Bee Bolton v.

Londoji l^cJiooJ Board, 7 Cli. D. 766.)

Estoppel. Coke gives the following definition of estoppel :
'' It is

called an estoppel or conclusion, because a man's own act or

acceptance stoppeth or closeth up his mouth to alleago or

plead the truth " (Co. Lit. 352 a) (./).

The doctrine rests partly on the duty of every man to

/ speak the truth, and partly on the policy of the law, which

I
will not allow a man to make a solemn statement on the

;
faith of which he knows that another will act, and then to

deny the truth of his statement. Every recital in a deed

must be taken as a solemn statement, on which some of

the parties are intended to act. Thus, for instance, in a

common purchase deed, a recital that the vendor is seised

in fee nmst be taken as his statement on which he intends

the purchaser to act. And it would operate as monstrous

injustice for the vendor afterwards to be allowed to allege

that he was not seised in fee at the date of the deed, but

that he had since become so, and to allow him to recover

the land by his new title. Thus, if he alleged that the

land did not belong to him at the time when he professed

to sell it, and that he had since bought it from the true

owner, the purchaser from him would in an action of

ejectment produce the deed, and although the vendor's

present story might be quite true, he would be edopped, i.e.,

(ar) Norton on Deeds, HH.
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dopped, prevented, from setting up any title incompatible

with that which he had solemnly asserted. But such a
recital is no estoppel in an action which is not founded
on the deed itself, but in which the question of the vendor's

title incidentally comes in question, whether the action

be between the parties to the deed, or between the vendor

and a stranger. {Carpenter v. Bidler, 8 M. & W. 209 ; £j^:

parte Morgan, 2 Ch. D. 72.)

In order that a recital may operate by estoppel it must be '

clear and unambiguous {//) : for instance, a recital tliat a

vendor " is seised or otherwise well entitled to " the property

does not estop a person claiming under the vendor from
denying that he had the legal estate ; for it will be observed

that the recital only amounts to a statement tliat he had an
estate either at law or at equity, {Heath v. Crealock, L. R.

10 Ch. 22 ; General Finance, 8fc. Co. v. Liberator, 8^c. Society,

10 Ch. D. 15 ; Onward Building Soc. v. Smithson, [1893] 1

Ch. 1.)

Many students fall into the error of thinking that there is Recitals,

but one form of reciting a particular deed. This is not so

;

the form of the recital depends upon the nature and object

of the deed in which it is contained. Compare the recitals

of a mortgage in a conveyance by the mortgagor and mort-

gagee (Stud. Prec. 7), in a conveyance by the mortgagee

under his power of sale (Stud. Prec. 9), and in a transfer of

the mortgage (Stud. Prec. 68).

A recital is not a necessary part of a deed ; and if there is

a discrepancy between the recitals and the operative clauses,

and the latter are clear and unambiguous, the recitals will

not control them (;:). For instance, if a purchase deed cou-

{y) By which, is meant not that by the person to whom it is ad-

the language must be such that dressed
;
per Bowen, L.J., Low v.

it cannot possibly be oj^en to ,, . rioqi-i •? r'V. f in-
different constructions, but that it

'
•

' F-
?

must be such as will be reasonably
^^nd per Kay, L.J., //;/,/. 113.

understood in a particular sense (z) Norton on Deeds, 181.
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Recitals

generally

in ehrono-
log-ical

order.

Two
classes of

I

recitals.

Narrative.

tains a recital of a contract for sale free from incumbrances,

and covenants for title implied by tbe vendor conveying " as

beneficial owner " (a), or, if express, so framed that the

vendor covenants only against the acts of himself and persons

through whom he derives title otherwise than by purchase

for value (/;), the generality of the recital will not operate so

as to enlarge the covenant, and render it a covenant against

incumbrances created by his vendor. On the other hand, if

the operative clauses be obscure or ambiguous, they may be

explained by the recitals (e)

.

In most cases it is convenient to arrange the recitals in

chronological order. The exceptions may be ranged under

the following heads :

—

1st. Where the deed has reference to more than one dis-

tinct property : in wliich case it is convenient to trace the

dealings ^\ith each property separately down to the time

when all the properties were first dealt with together. Thus,

in a deed of exchange, the dealings with the two properties

should be kept entirely distinct.

2nd. "Where the deed deals with several estates or interests

in the same property, which estates or interests have always

been dealt with separately. Thus, where a term has always

been kept distinct from the fee, and they are dealt with in

the same conveyance, the recitals respecting them may very

conveniently be kept distinct.

Eecitals are divided into narrative recitals, which are either

general or particular, and introductonj recitals {d).

The narrative recitals are so framed as to show the nature

of the interest intended to be dealt with. If the person who

conveys the property is seised in fee, they commence with

the recital of his seisin, or with the deed by whicli the pro-

perty was conveyed to him ; or, if he be a copyholder seised

(a) See the C. A. 1881, 8. 7,

post, p. 113.

[h) See David v. Salin, [1893]

1 eh. 523, at p. 532.

(c) Norton on Deeds, p. 185.

{d) See for examples Stud. Prec.

5, and 1 K. & E. pp. 407 tt seq.,

and further as to recitals, post,

p. 88.
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of a customary estate of inheritance, they commence with his

admission. In other cases they generally commence with

the creation of his interest, and trace all the dealings with it

down to the time of the execution of the deed in preparation.

If the first of them he a deed, it is unnecessary, as a general

rule, to show why or by whom the interest was created, and

the recital is called a general recital.

Example.—"Whereas, "hj an indenture dated, &c., and made
between and , the hereditaments hereby granted

were assured to the use of the said A. B., his heirs and assigns

for ever," or " to the use of the said A. B.- in fee simple."

All that appears from this recital is, that the heredita-

ments in question were at a certain date conveyed in fee

simple to A. B. ; no information is given as to who conveyed

them, or as to what were his motives " for doing so, or as to

the manner in which they were conveyed.

The creation of A. B.'s estate having been shown, we must

in the next recital, not only state that his interest became

vested, or partially vested in some one else, but show how it

became so vested: and the recital is called a particular recital.

For example, the next recital might be :

—

" And whereas by an indenture dated, &c., and expressed

to be made between [parties'] in consideration of the sum
of £ paid by the said C. D. to the said A. B., the said

A. B. granted the said hereditaments unto and to the use

of the said C. D., his heirs and assigns, subject to a proviso

for redemption of the same premises on payment by the

said A. B., his heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns,

to the said C. D., his executors, administrators, or assigns,

of the sum of £ , with interest thereon in the meantime

at the rate and on the day therein mentioned."

The following appear to be the principal exceptions to the

rule that the first of the narrative recitals should be general

:

1st. Where the first recital is a will. Here, as everything

that passes is derived from the bounty of the testator, it

would be absurd to make the recital general in form.

E.T.C. o
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Reference
to parcels.

Introduc-
tory
recitals.

2nd, Where the property dealt with is leasehold, and it is

necessary to show who the lessor is.

3rd. Where the first recital is a recital of a mortgage

deed. But wliere there were in the mortgage deed several

conveying parties besides the mortgagor, the recital is often

made general in form.

The parcels are referred to in the recitals as " the heredita-

ments hereby assured," or as "the messuage or dwelling-

house (or ' piece or parcel of land,' or as the case may

be) and hereditaments hereby assured," or
"

' granted,'

'appointed,' 'assigned,' or ' demised' " (^), as the case

requires : or, if the deed relates to copyholds and contains a

covenant to surrender, as " the and hereditaments

hereby covenanted to be surrendered." If there are several

witnessing clauses, say, " the and hereditaments first

hereinafter expressed to be hereby granted.''^ Where this

plan is adopted, the parcels should generally in all subse-

quent parts of the deed be referred to by the same words.

It will be observed that copyholds cannot be described in this

manner in a deed which follows the surrender and contains

no assurance of them. Where the deed contains an assur-

ance of hereditaments of more than one tenure, they can

be collectively referred to as "the hereditaments hereby

' assured,' ' mortgaged,' or ' settled,' " as the case requires,

instead of using the longer form, " the hereditaments herein-

after expressed to be hereby granted and assigned and

covenanted to be surrendered respectively." If it should

be necessary to refer to the hereditaments of different

tenures separately, say, " the freehokl hereditaments hereby

assurccV^ (/).

The introductory recitals are so framed as to explain

what is intended to be done by the deed. Care should

(e) Formerly it was the practice

to say "hereinafter expressed to

be hereby granted " or '
' demised."

(/) For the form of reference

to the parcels in the recitals on

an assignment of leaseholds, see

post, p. 129.
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always be taken to make them correspond exactly with what
is subsequently done in the operative part of the deed.

Thus in a purchase deed the recital may be, " Whereas the

said A. B. has agreed with the said C. D. for the sale to him
of the said hereditaments in fee simple in possession and

free from incumbrances for the sum of £ ." Care must

be taken not to refer to any auction or to any preliminary

contract in writing by which the bargain was made, as such

a reference would put notice of it on the title, unless the

auction or contract is material to the title. (See an examjile

of this, 1 K. & E. 577.)

If the deed be a marriage settlement, the introductory

recital may run :
—" And whereas upon the treaty for the

said intended marriage it was agreed that the said

should assign \_description of property ami(jncd'\ to the said

\i.rudeeii\^ upon the trusts, and with and subject to the

powers and provisions hereinafter declared and contained

concerning the same."

Where it is intended that the deed shall operate as the "Whcio a

execution of an express power, generally speaking, the deed "^^^
^^

by which the power is created should be recited in the exercised,

narrative recitals, so as to show the creation of the power,

and the introductory recital should state that what is

intended to be done is intended to be done in execution of

the power. Thus, if a mortgagee sells under an express

power of sale contained in the mortgage deed, the conveyance

will recite the mortgage deed, including the power of sale,

and the introductory recital may run as follows :

—

"And whereas the said [_mortgagfe'], in exercise of the

said power contained in the said indenture of the day

of , has agreed with the said [purchaser'] for the sale to

him of the hereditaments hereby granted, and the inheritance

thereof in fee simple in possession at the price of £ ."

There are two very different schemes for framing recitals. Two
*'

1 1 • 1 schemes

In the one, which was till lately the more usual and is the for

easier method, they commence with a clear root of title,
recitals.

and are thence continued down in regular order to the time '

rj (2)
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of the conveyance. In the other, which is now adopted by

most of the leading conveyancers where the state of the title

admits of it, because, when well done, it makes a draft very

concise and intelligible, the draftsman states the effect only

of the deeds and circumstances on which the existing state of

the title depends.

For example, suppose we have to prepare a conveyance

of laud, which has been conveyed to uses to bar dower in

favour of the vendor, and has subsequently been mortgaged

several times by him, the recitals framed according to the

former scheme would run as follows :

—

" Whereas by an indenture dated the 3rd day of July,

1860, and made between A. B., of the first part, the said

0. D, (vendor), of the second part, and E, F. {dower trustee),

of the third part, the hereditaments hereby appointed and

granted were assured to such uses, for such estates, and in

such manner as the said C. D. should by deed appoint, and in

default of and until any such apjiointment, and so far as no

such appointment should extend, to the use of the said C. D.

and his assigns during his life, with remainder to the use of

the said E. F. and his heirs during the life of the said C. D.

in trust for the said C. D. and his assigns, with remainder

to the use of the said C. D., his heirs and assigns for ever
;

And whereas by an indentiu'e dated the day of
,

and expressed to be made between the said C. D. of the

one part, and the said Gr. H. of the other part, in considera-

tion of the sum of £ , paid by the said G. H. to the

said C. D., the said C. D., in exercise of the power limited

to him by the hereinbefore recited indenture, appointed and

also granted and confirmed the hereditaments hereinafter

expressed to be hereby appointed and granted, unto and

to the use of the said (i. H., his heirs and assigns, subject

to a proviso for the redemption thereof by the said C. D,,

his heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns, on payment

by him or them to the said G. H., his executors, adminis-

trators, or assigns, of the sum of £
, with interest for

the same in the meantime at the rate and on the dov therein
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mentioned ; And whereas the said principal sum of £
,
Of state of

and no more, is now owing on the security of the lastly aXtf*^*^

hereinbefore recited indenture, but all interest thereon has

been paid up to the date of these presents"
;
{Tlien follow

Htmilar recitnh of a mortgage to I. K. for £ , and of the

state of the mortgage debt ; of a mortgage to L. M. for £ ,

ami of the state of the mortgage debt;) "And w^hereas the Of con-

said 0. D. has agreed to sell to the said T. Z., at the price !^[j|!*^

of £ , the fee simple in possession, free from incum-

brances of the said hereditaments hereby appointed ; And Of agree-

whereas upon the treaty for the said sale, it was agreed that mortjra-

the sum of £ , part of the said purchase money of gees shall

£
, should be paid to the said G, H. in satisfaction of and join

the debt owing- to him as aforesaid, and that the sum of ^",?°'^'

£
, further part of the said purchase money of £

,

should be paid to the said I, K. in satisfaction of the debt

owing to him as aforesaid, and that the sum of £
,

further part of the said purchase money of £
, should

be paid to the said L. M. in satisfaction of the debt owing

to him as aforesaid, and that the said G. H., I. K., and

L. M. should respectively join in these presents in manner

hereinafter appearing."

[See also the form of conveyance by mortgagor and

mortgagee in Stud. Prec. 7.]

According to the second method above described the

recitals might run as follows :

—

" Whereas by the effect of the indenture, described in the

first schedule hereto, the hereditaments hereby assured, stand

limited to uses to bar dower in favour of the said C. D.,

subject only to the several principal sums secured by way of

mortgage mentioned in the second schedule hereto, and to the

interest thereon, and to the securities for the same respectively

which are now respectively vested in the parties hereto of the

first three parts [if the schedule of mortgages be in a tabular

form, say, which are now vested in the persons respectively

mentioned in the fourth column of the second schedule

hereto], and all interest on the same several sums has been
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paid up to the date of these presents, and the legal estate in

fee simple in the said hereditaments is vested in the said

G. H. as mortgagee by virtue of the indentm-e of the day

of , mentioned in the second schedule hereto ; And
whereas the said C. D. has agreed to sell to the said Y. Z., at

the price of £ , the fee simple in possession of the said

hereditaments free from incumbrances ; And whereas upon

the treaty fur the said sale it was agreed that the said several

mortgage debts specified in the said second schedule should

be paid off out of the said purchase money, and that the

several mortgagees should join in these presents in manner

hereinafter appearing."

The schedules would stand as follows :

—

The First Schedule above referred to.

'* 3rd July, 1860. Indenture of this date made between

A. B. of the first part, C. D. of the second part, and E. F. of

the third part."

The Second Schedule above re/erred to.

" The sum of £ secured by an indenture of mortgage,

dated the day of , and made between C. D. of the

one part, and G. H. of the other part.

" The sum of £ secured by an indenture of mortgage,

dated the day of , and made between C. D. of the

one part, and I. K. of the other part."
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Similar statement of mortgage debt secured to L. M.

Where there are several mortgages, the second schedule

may conveniently assume the following tabular form :

—

TJie Second Schedule above referred to.

Amount of
Principal.

Date of
Mortgage Deed.

Nnmes of
Parties.

Names of Persons in whom
the jnortgage debts and
securities are now vested.

£10,000 let of July,

1860.

1. CD.
2. a. H.

a. H.

£15,000 3rd of March,
1865.

1. C D.
2. I. K.

I. K.

£5,000 1st of September,
1880.

1. CD.
2. L. M.

L. M.

It is the practice of some of the leading conveyancers to Recitals

-. .,, .,,..1 CI SI • L sometimes
dispense with recitals m simple cases, buppose, lor instance, omitted,

that the recitals are omitted in a conveyance on a sale under

a power, reference would he made to the power in the opera-

tive part, which would run as follows :

—

" The said A. B., in exercise of a power of sale contained

in an indenture dated, &c., and of every other power him

enabling, doth hereby appoint, &c."

Although this method of framing assurances is occasion-

ally convenient in the hands of a skilful draftsman, it must

be used very carefully, as there is very considerable risk of

its causing the draft to be obscure.

It should be noted that in recitals of deeds of even date Deeds of

the words "has" and "shall" are used instead of "had"
^'''°

and " should." For example, the recital of a conveyance in

trust for sale of even date with the indenture in which it is

recited would be, that " by an indenture of even date here-

with, the said A. has assui^ed certain hereditaments to B.
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Opeiative
clauses.

Valuable
considera-

tion.

aud C. iu fee simple ou trust that they shall, &c." ; while if

the recital was not contained in an indenture of even date,

the form would be " the said A. assured, &c. on trust that

they should, &c."

The form of operative clauses necessarily varies according

to the nature of the deed, and will be treated of in the dis-

cussion of the different classes of deeds (seej^ost, p. 91).

Deeds and contracts are made either for consideration (^7),

which may be " valuable " or " good," or without con-

f^ideration, in which case they are called " voluntary."

It requires some thought to understand what amounts

to a valuable consideration, or, as it might with greater

propriety be called, a consideration valid at law for all pur-

poses. Moneyj^arriage, doing, something which is trouble-

some to oneself, or of use to the other party to the contract,

are all valuable considerations (/«) . Thus, if I promise to

give you money, but you do not agree in consideration of

such payment to do or forbear something at my request,

there is no consideration for my promise, and the law will

not give you damages if I fail to fulfil it, unless it is made

by deed. But if I were to agree with you to give you five

shillings if you would walk half a mile, and you were to

perform your part of the contract, there would be a con-

sideration for my promise, viz., the trouble that you would

have taken in walking the half-mile. If I Avere to promise

to give you dinner at my house if you would come at a

certain time, and you were to come, there would be a binding

contract, the consideration for the dinner being the trouble

that you would have had in coming. On the other hand, if

we were to agree that I should at my expense send to you at

your house a dinner from the cook's shop, there would be no

{g) See Norton on Deeds, 200.

{h) "A valuable consideration,

in the sense of tlie law, may con-

sist either in some right, interest,

profit, or benefit accruing to the

one party, or some forbearance,

detriment, loss, or responsibility,

given, suffered, or undertaken, by

the other " ; Carrie v. Misa, L. E.

10 Ex. at p. 162.
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consideration nioviug- from you, and the law would not Iiold

me to my promise. But, in the latter case, if I engaged

under seal, that is, by deed, to send you the dinner, the fact

of the contract being made by deed would do away with the

necessity of any consideration, and I should be bound.

In the absence of fraud no inquiry is admitted as to the

adequacy of the consideration. {Wcsf/alr v. A(/(iuis, 5 C. B.

N. S. 248, at p. 265 ; Pollock, Contr. 176 d seq.)

" Good consideration " merely means the motive of natural Good cuu-

affection towards relations, and has no validity against credi-
^'^^^^"^^""•

tors or pui'chasers. The only effect of it is to raise the use

in covenants to stand seised (/).

The doctrine of consideration may be stated, shortly, as iiecapitu-

follows :— if
i"" "f

the doc-

Every simple contract requires a valuable consideration to trine of

L •! conside-
support it.

^ ^

^.^tions.

A contract under seal does not require any consideration

to support it as between the parties. But if there be no

valuable consideration, it may possibly be void as against

third parties under the 13 Eliz. c. 5, and 27 Eliz. c. 4.

Either a valuable or a good consideration is sufficient to Conside-

raise a use, or to prevent a resulting use. ration

, . . . . ,
necessary

The subject is explained in a very lucid manner in to raise a

Leake's Law of Contracts, ch. i. s. 1. See also Pollock,
^®'

Contr. ch. iv. p. 168 ; and Norton on Deeds, ch. xii.

p. 2U0.

There are two reasons why we always express the con-

sideration in a conveyance.

The first depends upon the doctrines of Equity as to

raising a use. If, before the Statute of Uses, one man
enfeoffed another, the Court of Chancery held tliat, unless

the motive was one which was adequate, the feoffor remained

entitled to the use; in other words, that the use "resulted"

to the feoffor {ante, p. 12). On the other hand, if the motive

was adequate, if the feoffment was made for consideration,

(?;) See Leake, Law of Prop, in Land, 109, 110.

/
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whether valuable or good, the use enured to the feoffee. It

will be remembered {/:) that the statute has not altered the

nature of a use ; all that it does is to clothe the use with the

legal estate. So at this day, if any conveyance operating by

transmutation of possession, i.e., not operating under the

Statute of Uses (see Goodeve, K. P. 366), and containing no

declaration of uses, were to be made without consideration,

there would be a resulting use to the person who conveyed,

so that he would retain the legal estate ; though, if the con-

veyance contained a declaration of uses, the cestui que use

would, by force of the statute, take the legal estate. On the

other hand, if a conveyance which could only operate by \Ti'tue

of the Statute of Uses, were to be made without consideration,

no use would be raised, and therefore nothing would pass.

' The second reason for expressing the consideration in a

deed is that certain contracts not made for a valuable con-

sideration may, though binding on the parties, be void as

against persons who are not parties ; and, although you are

always at liberty to prove the true consideration when it has

not been expressed in the deed (/), the fact of its not being

stated gives rise to the necessity of the proof.

Convey- The effect of the statute 13 Eliz. c. 5, made perpetual by

asTLlnst 29 Eliz. c. 5, is to render any conveyance made by a man in

creditors, debt to such an amount that he has not ample means to pay

his debts void against his creditors, unless the conveyance be

bond fide and for a valuable consideration. (See Goodeve, E,. P.

56 et scq. ; Holmes v. Penney, 3 K. & J. 90.)

Voluntary Thus, if a man after his maniage makes a settlement on

ancr^" ^is wife and children, merely on account of his natural love

and affection for them (which does not constitute a valuable

consideration), it is liable to be set aside by his creditors,

whether it be of real or personal property.

If it be of real property, the settlor could, till lately, sell

the property for value, just as if he had not settled it.

[k) Ante, p. 51, and see Leake, ch. iii. Sect. II. p. 105.

Law of Prop, in Land, Pt. I. (Z) See Norton on Deeds, p. 201.
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This was the result of the 27 Eliz. c. 4, which made void

as against purchasers for value, conveyances of lands made
with intent to defraud and deceive purchasers. By a judicial

interpretation of the statute it became establislied as a rule

of law that, if a man made a voluntary conveyance of lands

to A., and then made a conveyance of the same lands for

valuable consideration to B., the voluntary conveyance to

A. was fraudulent and void under the statute against B.

This doctrine rested on the ground that " by selling the

property for a valuable consideration, the seller so entirely

repudiates the former voluntary conveyance and sliows his

intention to sell, as that it shall be taken conclusively

against him and the person to whom he conveyed " {sc. by

the voluntary conveyance), "that such intention existed

when he made the [voluntary] conveyance, and that it was

made in order to defeat the purchaser" {in). This "forced

and harsh construction," as it has been called (>;), is now .

displaced by the Voluntary Conveyances Act, 1893 (56 & 57

Yict. c. 21), which enacts that (o) no voluntary conveyance

of lands, whether made before or after the passing of the

Act (29th June, 1893), if in fact made bond fide and without

any fraudulent intent, shall be deemed fraudulent within

27 Eliz. c. 4, by reason of any subsequent purchase for

value, or be defeated under that Act by a conveyance made

upon any such purchase. (The Act 27 Eliz. c. 4, is not

repealed.)

Where there has been a voluntary settlement made before

29th June, 1893 {Clarke v. Willott, L. E. 7 Ex. 313), there

is considerable difficulty in accepting a title deduced either

through persons claiming under the voluntary settlement or

through the settlor himself. On the one hand, it is not

[m) Doe d. NewnKui v. Rmhuni, S"0, per Cockburu, C.J.

17Q. B. 724. See Goodeve, E. P. (o) Subject (s. 3) to cases in

58, and 2 Vaizey on Settlements, whicli there have been dealings

1538 et seq. for value with the land before

(«.) Clarke v. Wright, 6 H. & N. 29th June, 1893.
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safe to take a conveyance from persons claiming under the

settlement, because the settlor may subsequently, before

29th June, 1893, have dealt with the property for value, and

thus defeated the settlement ; and, on the other hand, it was

not safe to take a conveyance from the settlor though made

for value, before 29th June, 1893, because it might turn out

that there was in fact a valuable consideration for the settle-

ment, though it was apparently voluntary, or that the

beneficiaries claiming under the settlement had dealt with

theii* interests for value, and thus the settlement might take

effect, or partial effect, against a subsequent purchaser for

value from the settlor (j))-

The Bankruptcy Act, 1883 (46 & 47 Vict. c. 52), s. 47,

provides that any " settlement " {i.e., any conveyance or

transfer) of property, not being (1) a settlement made before

and in consideration of marriage, or (2) made in favour of a

purchaser (q) or incumbrancer in good faith and for valuable

consideration, or (3) a settlement on the wife or childi'en

of the settlor of property accruing to him after marriage in

right of his wife, shall, if the settlor becomes bankrupt within

tifo years after the date of the settlement, be void as against

the trustee in bankruptcy, and shall, if the settlor becomes

bankrupt at any subsequent time within ten years after the

date of the settlement, be void as against the trustee in bank-

ruptcy, unless the parties claiming under the settlement can

prove that the settlor was, at the time of making tbe settle-

ment, able to pay all his debts without the aid of the pro-

perty comprised in the settlement, and that the interest of the

settlor in such property had passed to the trustee of the

settlement on the execution thereof. But a conveyance for

value by a person claiming under the voluntary settlement

to a person who has no knowledge of the insolvency of the

settlor, is valid against the trustee in bankruptcy notwith-

(p) Clarke v. WiUott, L. E. 7 Ex. 313.

[q) I.e., a purchaser in the commercial sense : Re Parry, [1904]

1 K. B. 120.
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standing this section, as on the construction of the Act

'* void " means " voidable " (r).

Formerly it was usual to state the payment to every con- Nominal

veying party of a nominal pecuniary consideration. This
tfoQ^'^^'^

"

practice is now obsolete, except where a freeholder wishes to

create a term in favour- of trustees ; for, in the absence of the

consideration, raising a use in their favour, which becomes

an estate in possession by virtue of the Statute of Uses, they

would only have an " infcrcsse fermini " till they entered.

In other cases it can do no good.

The consideration is always stated in words at length in Considera-

the first witnessing clause ; and, where there is more than pressed m
one witnessing clause, it is referred to in the subsequent words,

witnessing clauses as "the consideration aforesaid." The

consideration, in the simple case of one vendor* and one

purchaser, may be expressed as follows, "in consideration

of the sum of £
, now paid to the said [vendor] by the

said [jjurchaser'] ;
" and is generally followed by a simple Tccceipt

receipt clause in a parenthesis, " the receipt whereof is hereby ^'''

acknowledged "
; or "the receipt whereof the said [ren dor]

doth hereby acknowledge." Till lately it was customary to

follow the receipt by a formal discharge (see the old fomi in

Stud. Free. 128) ; but as this is unnecessary, it is better

omitted.

The Stamp Act, 1891 (54 & 55 Vict. c. 39), s. 5, imposes

a penalty of £10 on any person who with intent to defraud

the Crown executes or is employed or concerned in or about

the execution or preparation of any instrument in which all

the facts and circumstances affecting the liability of the

instrument to or the amount of ad raloretn duty chargeable

(r) Re Vansittart, [1893] 2 Q. B. over incumbrancers subsequent to

377 ; i?e Brail, ibid. ;58l ; ap- the settlement. Sanguinett! v.

proved by the Court of Appeal Stucheys Baukwc/ Co., [1895] 1

in Be Carter and Kenderdinr, Ch. 176 ;
approved in Be Faru-

[1897] 1 Cb. 776. AVbere the /mm, [1895] 2 Ch. 799.

settlement is set aside the trustee (g) Norton on Deeds, 207.

in bankruptcy gains uo ])riority
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are not fully and truly set forth. The effect of this is to

impose a penalty on intentional omission to state the con-

sideration.

Testimo- The testimonium and attestation, which are not necessary

atresia- P^rts of the deed (f), are rarely inserted by the draftsman,

tion(M). unless they are required to be of a special form. In cases

where it is necessary to have the execution of the deed

attested in some particular manner, it is improper to refer to

it in the operative part of the deed, though this is sometimes

done by the words :
—" doth hereby by this indenture, the

execution and delivery whereof are intended to be attested

by two credible witnesses." The insertion of these words is

quite useless ; for the mere intention to have the execution

of a deed witnessed in a particular manner is a different

thing from having it actually done ; and the words, being

useless, should, according to the general rule, be omitted.

In those cases where the deed has to be executed in a

particular manner, attention should be called to the point by

a marginal note on the draft.

{t) Co. Lit. la; Burdett v. Spilsbury, 6 Man. & Gr. 457 ; Oarrett

V. Lister, 1 Lev. 25 ; Shep. Touch. 55.

(h) Norton on Deeds, 2L
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CHAPTER V.

PURCHASE DEEDS OF INTERESTS IN LAND.

We propose to discuss in this chapter conveyances ; first, on

the sale of freeholds, and second, on the sale of other inte-

rests in land, by a person under no disability; and to

consider, subsequently, how the form of the conveyance

depends on the status of the conveying parties.

Conveyances of freeholds of the following classes are still Kinds of

to be met with in abstracts :

—

convey-
ances.

1. Feoffment with livery.

2. Lease and Release.

3. Bargain and Sale, inroUed under 27 Hen. 8, c. 16.

4. Covenant to stand seised.

5. A release made in pursuance of an Act of Parliament

intituled An Act for rendering a release as effectual for the

Conveyance of Freehold Estates as a Lease and Release by
the same parties. See 4 & 5 Vict. c. 21 (repealed by the

Statute Law Revision Act, 1874 (No. 2)).

6. A deed of grant.

7. An appointment under a power, which includes a

bargain and sale by an executor.

8. Fines.

9. Recoveries.

But although all these, except the fifth and last two, may
be used at the present day, conveyancers rarely employ any

except a deed of grant, or an appointment under a power.

Assurances of freeholds may be divided into two classes

:

—
-first, where the legal estate passes without the oj)eration

of the Statute of Uses ; and second, where tlie conveyance

operates as a declaration of the use only, so that the legal

estate passes by virtue of the Statute of Uses. Assurances
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" Trans-
Tniitation

of posses-

siou."

FeofE-

inent.

Tortious
operation

of feoff-

ment.

of the former class are said to operate by "transmutation

of possession " (see this fully discussed, Goodeve, E. P. 365).

The distinction is important for conveyancing purposes.

Where a conveyance operating by transmutation of possession

is made to A. in fee simple, and uses are declared on his

seisin in favour of B., B. takes the legal estate by virtue of the

Statute of Uses ; but if the conveyance to A. merely operates

as a declaration of the use, so that A. takes the legal estate

by virtue of the Statute of Uses, and uses are by the same

conveyance declared in favour of B., B.'s estate is equitable

only, for " there cannot be a use upon a use " {ante, p. 10).

First.—A feoffment with livery. This is the best possible

example of a conveyance operating by transmutation of

possession, because the conveyance is effected by the livery,

i.e., by the delivery of seisin or change of possession only.

The accompanying deed, called a charter of feoffment, was

formerly of use only as bearing witness of what had already

happened, and accordingly the operative words were in the

past tense, but were repeated in the present tense, for the

sake of confirming the feoffment. " The \_feqffo)-'] hath

granted, enfeoffed, and confirmed, and by these presents

doth grant, enfeoff, and confirm unto," &c. (See form in

Stud. Prec. 128.)

The Statute of Frauds (29 Car. 2, c. 3) rendered it

necessary that a writing should be signed by the feoffor or

his agent duly appointed : and the Eeal Property Act, 1845

(8 & 9 Vict. c. 106), renders every feoffment (except a

feoffment made under a custom by an infant) void unless

evidenced by deed.

Formerly, if a tenant for life or years made a feoffment,

or even, it is said (4 Byth. by Sweet, '' Feoffment," 43), if

a person having no estate or interest in the land, but mere

naked possession, made a feoffment, the feoffee acquired a fee

simple {a). This operation of a feoffment, called a " tortious
"

(a) A disseisee might in certain cases re-acquire his seisin by entry

or action.
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operation {Taylor d. Afki/UH v. Horde, 2 Sm. L. C), was
made use of in conveyancing for various i:)urposes (which are

discussed in 4 Byth. by Sweet, " Feoffment "), but, as this

operation has been abolished by the Real Property Act, 1845,

it is unnecessary to discuss it here (b).

It is, perhaps, necessary to remind the reader that, while

a feoffment can be made of corporeal hereditaments only, a

feoffment of corporeal hereditaments wall pass incorporeal

hereditaments appurtenant to them. The object of using

the word " grant " in the charter of feoffment was to pass

any incorporeal hereditaments, which, not being strictly

appurtenant to the land, did not pass by the feoffment.

Butler, Co. Lit. 384 a, n.

As a feoffment is a conveyance operating at Common
Law, uses declared on the seisin of the feoffee in favour of

other persons will confer legal estates on them by virtue of

the Statute of Uses.

Second.—A conveyance by lease and release (Stud. Prec. Lease and

141). The operation of this has already been described ^^ ^^^^'

{ante, p. 14). It was the most common form of conveyance

until the year 1841, when it fell into disuse, as by 4 & 5

Yict. c. 21, a release expressed to be made in pursuance of

tlie Act (see form in Stud. Prec. 145) had the same effect as

a release founded on a lease for a year. As the release operates

at Common Law, uses declared on the seisin of the releasee in

favour of other persons will confer legal estates on them.

Third.—A bargain and sale inrolled under 27 Hen. 8, Bargain

c. 16. The effect of this has been already explained {ante,

p. 13). It must be remembered that as the operation of a
j

conveyance by bargain and sale inrolled depends upon the
j

Statute of Uses, if any uses are declared on the seisin of the
|

bargainee, these being uses upon a use are not executed by

the statute, and the cestui que nse will take an equitable

estate only.

(6) See Leake, Law of Prop, iu Land, 57 : Challis, E. 1'. ;371.

E.T.C. ^
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Covenant FouHh.—A covenant to stand seised. (See form in

seised. Stud. Prec. 146.) Here the consideration is natural love

and ajffection, which, as already pointed out {ante, p. 73), is

sufficient consideration to support a use.

As has already been stated, a bargain and sale inrolled,

and a covenant to stand seised, differ in their operation from

the other modes of conveyance. Before the Statute of Uses

no estate passed by a bargain and sale, or a covenant to

stand seised ; all that passed was " a use," that is, a trust

enforceable in Equity. A bargain and sale, it will be

remembered, was simply a contract to sell land for money,

while a covenant to stand seised was where a man wished

to provide for his relations, and covenanted that on account

of his " natural love and affection " he would stand seised to

their use. In neither of these cases did any legal interest

in the land pass ; only the use passed ; but when the Statute

of Uses came into operation, it transferred the legal estate

to the cestui que use, the person who was entitled to enjoy

the use.

Fifth.—The statutory release under 4 & 5 Yict. c. 21, had

the same effect as a release founded on a lease.

Grant. Sixth.—A deed of grant, which was formerly the proper

i

method of conveying remainders and reversions, and other

incorporeal hereditaments, has now (owing to the Real

Property Act, 1845 (8 & 9 Vict. c. 106), which enacts that

all corporeal hereditaments shall lie in grant) superseded all

, other deeds for the purpose of conveying estates of freehold

(whether in corporeal or incorporeal hereditaments), except a

\ bargain and sale by executors at Common Law, and an

appointment under a power.

In a well-known text-book, a grant to uses is classed

among the deeds that take effect under the Statute of Uses.

This is an error, for the effect of the deed in conveying the

legal estate in corporeal hereditaments depends upon the

Real Property Act, 1845, not upon the Statute of Uses. No
doubt uses may be declared on the seisin of the grantee, and

then the Statute of Uses vests the legal estate in the cestui
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(J
lie use, if he be a different person from the grantee. But,

according to the classification commonly adopted by convey-

ancers, a deed of grant is one that operates by transmutation

of possession, as distinguished from one which takes effect

under the Statute of Uses.

Owing to the effect of a deed of grant in conveying Deeds

remainders and reversions, it sometimes happened that when ^•^^**^'"^'^
'

_

t^t grants so

a charter of feoffment was made without livery of seisin, or a ft** to take

bargain and sale was not inroUed within the proper time ((/),
^

^^

or the lease for a year was omitted in a conveyance by lease

and release, the conveyance, apparently imperfect, conveyed

the property ; for it might happen that, owing to the existence

of a term of j^ears or some other estate preceding that of the

grantor, his interest was reversionary ; and even the existence

of a yearly tenancy was sufficient to render it such. "When-

ever this occurred, any deed intended to convey the immediate

freehold in possession, but failing to do so in the mode in-

tended, was construed as a deed of grant, so as to pass the

grantor's reversionary interest, if, by putting this construction

on it, the intention of the parties could be carried out ; and

now that corporeal hereditaments lie in grant, a similar con-

struction will be placed on any inaccurately expressed

assurance, whether the grantor's interest is reversionary or

not, if, by such construction, the property will pass according

to the intention of the parties.

Seventh.—There are two classes of powers under wliich Appoint-

an appointment may be made, viz., (1) powers operating under

merely by way of declaration of uses, and (2) powers P*^*^'*

operating at law (Goodeve, E. P. 273). The distinction

between them is of importance, for an appointment made

under a power of class (1) does not operate by way of

transmutation of possession, while an aj^pointment made

under a power of class (2) does so operate. In other words,

if uses are declared on the seisin of the appointee, and the

power is of class (1), the ceHtui que use takes an equitable

(c) See Norton on Deeds, p. 49. ((/) Ante, p. 14.

6 (2)

i-ers.
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estate only ; while if the power is of class (2) he takes the

legal estate by virtue of the Statute of Uses. The manner

in which an appointment under a power of class (1) operates

is discussed ante, p. 10.

Powers operating at law may be divided into powers which

operate at the common law, and those which operate by

virtue of a statute.

Common The only example of a power of the former class occurs

powers where a testator by his will authorises his executors to sell

barsain his freehold lands, but does not devise the land to them,

executor. •^ conveyance made by the executors under this power

is called " a bargain and sale by executors " (e). This is a

very old form of conveyance. Although lands could not

generally be devised by will before the Statute of Wills

(32 Hen. 8, c. 1), they could in some places be devised

under a custom. And wherever this custom existed, it

enabled a man to devise that his land should be sold by his

executors. They had then a right or power by the custom

to sell and convey the land ; they could not make a feoff-

ment because they had no estate in or possession of the land

:

so they executed a deed conveying the land, which, it will be

remembered, had not been devised to them, and therefore did

not belong to them. After the Statute of Wills rendered

lands generally devisable, the rule of law allowing executors

to convey on a devise that they should sell the lands remained

in force. As the bargainee or person to whom the land was

conveyed was in at Common Law, uses declared on his seisin

were executed by the Statute of Uses. The operative words

^generally used were "bargain and sell." This form of

bargain and sale is quite distinct from a bargain and sale

operating under the Statute of Uses {ante, p. 13), and there-

fore did not require inrolment (/) . In the case of persons

dying after 1897, this form of conveyance is rendered

obsolete by the powers conferred on executors by Part I. of

the Land Transfer Act, 187^ (Goodeve, E. P., c. 6).

('0 See form in Stud. Prec. p.^16. (/) 3 Bytli. by Sweet, 23S.
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The distinction between the case of a devise that the

executors shall sell the land, and a devise of lands to the

executors to be sold, is one of the utmost importance. In
the first case there is merely a power operating at Common
Law, and the land, in the case of persons dying before 1898,
descended to the heir-at-law until the sale took place. The
power could formerly be exercised only by all the executors,

so that if one executor renounced, the lands could not be
sold ; but the Act 21 Hen. 8, c. 4, enables the executors who
prove the will to exercise the power (Butler, Co. Lit. 113 r/, n.).

In the second case, the estate in the land passes to the

executors (not in that capacity, but as trustees) as joint

tenants
;
the power is an equitable one only, and is annexed

to the estate, so that if one disclaims the estate, the others

can sell {Nlcloson v. WorchicoHh, 2 Swanst. 365). As

'

regards powers and trusts created since 1881, the C. A. 1881,

s, 38, provides that when a power or trust, created after 1881,

is given to two or more executors or trustees jointly, then,

unless the contrary is expressed in the instrument creating]

tlie trust, the same may be exercised or performed by thei

survivors or survivor.

By various statutes j)Ower is confen'ed on persons who statnton-

have "limited interests" in the land, i.e., estates less than P"^^
'''"''•

a fee simple, or even on persons who have no estates in the

land, to convey the fee simple to a purchaser. The most

important of these statutes are the Lands Clauses Consoli-

dation Act, 1845 (8 & 9 Vict. c. 18), and the amending Acts

23 & 24 Vict. c. 106, 32 & 33 Vict. c. 18, and 46 & 47 Vict.

c. 15, and the S. L. Acts, 1882 to 1890.

Sometimes it is thought proper by Parliament to enable Lands

persons or a company to purchase land for the purpose of cjiisdkla-

some undertaking, such as a railway, which will be for the tion Act

,

advantage of the public. In such cases it may happen

that there is no person able to convey the land required for

the undertaking, and, even if such person exists, he may
be unwilling to sell it. It is therefore necessary to give a

statutory power to the " promoters of the undertaking " to
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purchase land, whether the owner is willing to sell or

not, and also to enable a limited owner to convey. It was

formerly the practice to embody provisions of this nature

in the Act which enabled the undertaking to be carried

out. But in 1845 the Lands Clauses Consolidation Act,

1845 (8 & 9 Vict. c. 18), was passed containing provisions

of this nature which are incorporated by reference in the

Act (called the *' special Act ") authorising the undertaking

to bs carried out. It is impossible in a book of this nature

to discuss these provisions in detail ; but the general scope

of the Act is as follows :

—

Power is given to the " owner " of the land, meaning

thereby not only the owner in fee simple but certain other

persons (defined in s. 7), to sell and convey the land {(/) to the

promoters of the undertaking ; and there are provisions for

securing that the sale shall be made at a j^roper price. If

the price cannot be agreed upon, it is to be determined by
arbitration or by a jury ; and, if the owner declines to

convey, or if he fails to show title, or if he cannot be found,

the promoters of the undertaking can, on payment of the

money into the Bank to the credit of the Paymaster-General,

vest the lands in themselves by means of a deed poll in the

statutory form. In all cases where the owner is not abso-

lutely entitled to the purchase money, and it amounts to

or (s. 69) exceeds £200, it has to be paid into the Bank.

There are provisions for making orders of Court as to invest-

ment of the money so paid in, payment of the income of

such investments to persons having limited interests, and

payment out of the capital to any persons becoming absolutely

entitled to the fund in the Bank. If the purchase money
is less than £2U0 and exceeds £20, it may, with the consent

of the promoters of the undertaking, be paid to two trustees

to be nominated by the owner, and it is to be applied in the

same manner as money paid into the Bank, but without the

{g) New easements cannot be Co. \. Swindon, Ac, Ely. Co., 9 \-p^.

acquired nncler the Act. G.W.Rhj. Cas. p. 787.
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necessity of obtaining an order of Court for such application.

If the purchase money does not exceed £20, it is to be paid

to the person entitled to the rents and profits for his own
use, though he may be only a limited owner.

A discussion of the S. L. Acts will be ionnd po:st, Ch. XI.,

Part III.

In framing a deed to take effect as an appointment, the

recitals (if any) should show that those events have happened
which render the power capable of being exercised, and who
is able to exercise it.

Eighth and Ninth.—A short explanation of the operation Fines and

of fines and recoveries will be found ante, p. 3, and in any ^^^^o^'^"^^^-

old edition of Blackstone's Commentaries, and in Sheppard's

Touchstone. It suffices here to remark that each of them
operated so as to convey the legal estate, and that it was tlie

custom to execute either before or after the fine was levied,

and before the recovery was suffered, a " deed to lead the

uses," i.e., to declare the uses to which the lands which .

passed by the fine or recovery should be held. The joint
'

effect of the fine or recovery and the deed was to vest the

legal estate in the cestui que nse.

Prior to 1882, an ordinary deed of grant of freeholds Deed of

consisted of the following parts :

—

grant.

1. The date.

2. The parties.

3. The recitals.

4. The consideration.

5. The receipt.

6. The operative words of conveyance, and the name of the

grantee, i.e., the person to whom the conveyance was made.

7. The parcels, general words, and " all the estate

"

clause.

8. Exceptions and reservations.

(The preceding clauses are called the "premises" of the

deed.)

9. The habendum.

10. The declaration of uses.
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11. The covenants for title.

12. The testimonium.

13. The attestation.

14. The indorsed receipt.

In deeds since 1881 it is usual to omit the " general

•words " and " estate clause " in reliance on the provisions of

the C. A. 1881, ss. 6, 63, and to imply the covenants for

title by using the appropriate words under s. 7. The

indorsed receipt may be omitted in reliance on s. 54.

The principal questions arising on the first four and the

eleventh and twelfth parts have already been discussed in

Chapter IV.

Reci- 3. In simple cases recitals ai-e omitted. If they are

inserted, it is advantageous, in most cases, to recite the last

conveyance by which the parcels were conveyed, for this

greatly facilitates the identification of the property. In

such a recital the parcels were formerly described as " the

hereditaments hereinafter expressed to be hereby granted,"

but according to the modern practice as "the hereditaments

hereby granted " or " assured."

In framing the narrative recitals the di'aftsman must show

that the entire legal and equitable fee is vested in the parties

who convey ; or, in cases where the sale is made by order of

the Court, or by a person exercising an express or statutory

power of sale, he must show such a state of facts as gives

jurisdiction to the Court to make the order, or enables the

power to be exercised.

In the ordinary case the introductory recital merelj'' states

that " the said [fe«c?or] has agreed with the said
\_
purchaser']

for the sale to him, for the sum of £ , of the hereditaments

hereby granted in fee simple in possession free from inciun-

brances."

If the sale be made under a power, the recital may nm,
" the said [re«c^or] has by virtue of the said recited power

agreed to sell," &c. If it be made under a statutory power,

(/i) See further, ante, p. 61 d seq.
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it may run, " by virtue of tlu; ])owers conferred on him by
the S. L. Acts, 1882 to 1890," or as the case may be.

Ill cases where the pmx-hase is made by trustees, and
where this necessarily appears on the face of the conveyance,

it is more convenient to state the agreement as one " for the

purchase.''

As before noticed (p. 63), the generality of the recital

that the property is sold free from incumbrances does not

enlarge the express or implied qualified covenant against

incumbrances ; and therefore no trustee or mortgagee need

fear to allow such a recital to be inserted in the deed.

Where the property is intended to be conveyed subject to

incumbrances, their existence should generally be recited;

but it depends upon circumstances whether or not it is

desirable to show how they arose. In these cases the contract

should be stated to be for the sale " free from incumbrances,

except the said * mortgage,' or as the case may be," where
the incumbrances have been recited, and where they have not

been recited, " free from incumbrances except as hereinafter

mentioned." If no recitals are inserted in the deed, the

incumbrances should be noticed in the habendum (1 K. & E.

431).

Formerly it happened occasionally, in badly drawn deeds,

that no notice was taken of the incumbrances in the recitals

or habendum ; they were mentioned only in the covenants

for title.

5 and 14. Where the consideration is money, the statement Receipt,

of it is followed by the receipt clause, which was formerly

followed by a formal discharge for the money (see form in

Stud. Prec. 128) ; as this discharge is utterly useless, it has

fallen into disuse and should be omitted. The effect of the

receipt is, at law, to prevent or estoj) the person \\ho states

that he has received the money from showing that tlie money
was not paid. But in Equity this is not the case ; for neither

the receipt in the body of the deed
(
Winfer v. Lonl Anson,

3 Russ. 488), nor the indorsed receipt, both at law and in

Equity {Sfraton v. Masfall, 2 T. R. 366), prevents the person
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who acknowledged the receipt from showing in Equity that

the money was not paid. The rule is applied against the

purchaser, against all persons claiming under him with notice

that the money has not been paid, and in some cases against

persons claiming under him without notice (Dart, Y. & P.

730). Where, however, both receipts were in the usual

form, a sub-purchaser or sub-mortgagee who acquired the

legal estate, and obtained the title deeds, was not obliged

to inquire further; for, if the rule were different, no one

would have been safe in making a purchase {i).

The rule which required both receipts has been modified

as to deeds executed since 1881 by the C. A. 1881, ss. 54, 55,

which provide that a receipt in the body of a deed shall be

a sufficient discharge for the consideration without any

further receipt being indorsed on the deed, and that a receipt,

either in the body of the deed or indorsed thereon, shall, in

favour of a subsequent purchaser (see the definition of

" purchaser," s. 2, viii.), without notice that the consideration

was not paid, be sufficient evidence of payment.

There appears, therefore, now to be no reason for indorsing

a receipt, except where, as in the case of companies, it is the

practice to indorse a receipt signed by an official, or when,

as in the case of purchases made imder an order of Court,

it is the practice to execute the conveyance before the money

is paid.

Formerly payment to the solicitor for the vendor was

not a valid payment in the absence of express authority

from the vendor to the solicitor to receive the purchase

money (Dart, V. & P. 682), and this was so even if the

solicitor handed over the purchase deed executed by the

vendor with the indorsed receipt signed by the vendor. The

rule is now altered by the C. A. 1881, s. 56, which provides

that the production by a solicitor of a deed containing

a receipt, or having an indorsed receipt (the deed being

(/) White V. Wakefield, 7 Sim. 401

161.

Bicl-erton v. Walker, 31 Ch. D.
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executed, or the indorsed receipt being signed, by the person

entitled to give a receipt), shall be a sufficient authority for

the payment of the consideration to the solicitor. The Act
appears to apply only to eases where a valid authority could

have been given to the solicitor prior to the Act ; so that it

did not authorise the payment of trust money to a solicitor,

as it was doubtful whether trustees could authorise the pay-

ment of trust money to him (Dart, Y. & P. Gth ed. p. 745
;

Dav. Prec. Vol. II., part i., p. 331, note. Vol. III., p. 223^

note ; Re Bellamy and Metropolitan Board of Works, 24 Ch. D.
387). But by the Trustee Act, 1893 (56 & 57 Vict. c. 53),

s. 17, repealing and re-enacting the Trustee Act, 1888 (s. 2),

a trustee may authorise his solicitor to receive money by
permitting the solicitor to have the custody of and to produce

a deed containing a receipt (/.•).

In cases where parts of the purchase money are to be paid

to several persons, as where mortgagees are to be paid off out

of the purchase money, it must not be supposed that the

solicitor of the person who last executes the deed can, as

having possession of the deed, give a receipt for the entire

purchase money, for it has been laid down that the solicitor

cannot give a receipt unless he is acting for the party to

whom the money is expressed to be paid (see 40 Ch. D.
i

p. 494, per North, J.).

6. As to the operative words. Operative

It used to be the universal practice, and still is the
"^°"^'^^-

practice of unskilful draftsmen, to use a great many words

without having regard to their true meaning, and also to use

them both in the past and present tense ; thus, in a release

founded on a lease for a year, the words used were :
" He

the said A. B. hath granted, bargained, sold, aliened, released,

{k) See Day v. Woolwich Equit- Br Ildling and Merton, [1893]

ahle Building Society, 40 Ch. D. ."> Ch. 269, where a mere general

491, where it was held that it is power of attorney to execute deeds

not enough for the solicitor to and transfer property was held not

have the deed in his office with- sufficient,

out actually producing it ; and
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and confirmed, and by these presents doth grant, bargain, sell,

alien, release, and coufii-m." The practice of using both

tenses appears to have been adopted from the practice in a

charter of feoffment, where, as already mentioned, this was

commonly done. In the instance given all the words, with

the exception of " grant and release," are simple surplusage
;

and in the recital of such a deed these would be the only

operative words mentioned.

The occasions for the employment of the various operative

words are the following :

—

"Appoint," in the execution of a power: if the power

contains any special words, they are commonly followed.

" Assign," in a conveyance of personalty.

" Alien " (now disused), absolutely parting with an estate.

" Enfeoff," in a charter of feoffment.

" Confirm," where there has been a previous conveyance

to the grantee, and it is intended to confirm it.

" Convey," may be used in a conveyance of projjerty of

any nature. It is sometimes erroneously believed to have

some statutory effect owing to its being used in the 4th

Schedule to the C. A. 1881.

The word " Grant," formerly the proper word for conveying free-

holds not lying in livery (see Shep. Touch. 228). As since

the 1st October, 1845, all corporeal hereditaments lie in

grant (see the Eeal Property Act, 1845, 8 &9 Vict. c. 106),

the word '* grant " is the operative word now generally used

in any conveyance of freeholds; although by the C. A. 1881,

s. 49, it is declared that "the use of the word grant is not

necessary in order to convey tenements or hereditaments

corporeal or incorporeal."

It is sometimes stated that at Common Law the word
" grant " raised implied covenants for title on the part of the

grantor. This broad statement of the effect of the word is

erroneous. (See Butler, Co. Lit. 384 a, n.) The error being

prevalent, it was enacted by the Real Property Act, 1845

(8 & 9 Vict. c. 106), s. 4, that the word should not imply

any covenant, except so far as it should imply a covenant by

iirrant.
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force of any Act of Parliament. The word " grant" implies,

in favour of a purchaser, covenants for title in a conveyance .

hy the promoters of an undertaking under the Lands Clauses I

Consolidation Act, 1845 (8 & 9 Vict. c. .18), s. 132 ; and in !

conveyances to the Governors of Queen Anne's Bount}^,

under the Queen Anne's Bounty Act, 1838 (1 & 2 Vict.

c. 20), s. 22, unless, in either case, the implication is expressly

negatived by the conveyance (/).

When trustees are conveying parties, unskilled draftsmen

sometimes add, after the word "grant,'' '^ bi/ icay of convey-

ance only, and not by way of warranty.''' The words are

utterly useless, and ought always to be omitted. However,

when they are inserted by the advisers of the trustees, it is

not worth while to strike them out {ante, p. 41).

*' Surrender," in the conveyance of a term or of a particular

estate, to the intent that it may merge.

" Eelease," in the conveyance of a remainder or reversion

to the person in possession, or where one joint tenant releases

his estate to another (Co. Lit. 9 b) ; or to release either

property or a person from any claim.

" Eemise, release, and quit-claim," the old form ol:

releasing property from a claim.

"Acquit, release, and quit-claim," the old form of

releasing a person from a claim.

" Demise," formerly " demise, lease, and to farm let," the

word used in granting a term.

"Dispose of," sometimes used in a conveyance by a

married woman by deed acknowledged, and by a tenant in

(Z) The words " grant, bargain, purchaser. But these Acts are ro-

and sell," in bargains and sales of pealed by the Yorkshire Registries

hereditaments inrolled under the Act, 1884 (47 & 48 Vict. c. 54),

Yorkshire Registry Acts, 6 Anne, which contains no similar provi-

c. 35, ss. 30 and 34, and 8 Geo. 2, sion. So under the Joint Stock

c. 6, s. 35, implied the usual Companies Act, 1856 (19 & '20

covenants for title in favour of a Vict. c. 47), s. 46, now repealed.
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Name of

purchaser
in pre-

mises.

Parcels.

tail in a disentailing assurance, under the supposition that it

has some statutory force {m) .

" Bargain and sell," where a pecuniary consideration

passes, and it is intended to raise a use. If the deed

be iurolled under the Statute of Inrolments, a freehold

interest, otherwise only a term, can pass. Bargains and

sales taking efPect under the Statute of Uses are now rarely

used, except where a freeholder creates a mortgage term.

If he uses the words *' bargain and sell," the mortgagee

acquires possession for the term by virtue of the statute,

without its being necessary to inrol the deed, or for him to

enter {ajite, p. 13).

" Bargain and sell " used by executors selling under a

Common Law power (aiife, p. 84).

It used to be the practice to add to the name of the

person to whom the conveyance is made in the premises {i.e.,

the part of the deed before the habcndtuji ; Shep. Touch. 75),

words of limitation stating the nature of the estate that he

takes, wbich, if lie be a grantee to uses, is generally an estate

in fee simple ; but this is not necessary, and such words are

now omitted, for the object of stating the name of the pur-

chaser in the premises is to show who the purchaser is, not

what estate he is to take (Norton on Deeds, 279). Thus the

proper way to limit a fee simjile is to convey "to A."—not

to A. and his heirs—the parcels, to hold "to A. and his

heirs," or " to A. in fee simple " {n).

7. The parcels are generally inserted iu the operative part

of the deed, although iu some cases, as in the assignment or

surrender of a lease (Stud. Prec. 31), the transfer of a mort-

gage not by indorsement (ihid. 63), a disentailing assurance

{rn) The reason appears to be

that "dispose of" are the words

used in the enabling sections of

the Fines and Recoveries Act,

1833 (3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 74), ss. 15,

77.

{n) See the cases where the

estate, if any, limited to the

grantee in the " premises " differs

from that limited to him in the

habendum collected in Norton on

Deeds, 290 et seg.
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{ibid. 79), or the appointment of a new trustee, they may be

more conveniently set out, if at all, in the recital of the

lease, mortgage, or settlement, and be convej-ed by reference.

Parcels should generally be described according to their

quality, as arable, woodland, and the like, their quantity,

i.e., according to the statute measurement, with their abuttals,

and the names of the occupiers. The description may either

be given only in the body of the deed, or (which is gener-

ally more convenient) with the aid of a schedule to the

deed, and a map drawn on the deed (1 K. & E. 417;

Stud. Prec. 48). In cases where intermixed or adjacent

land, held on different titles, is dealt with by the same deed,

the use of several schedules will generally be found to facili-

tate the di'aftsman's task.

The parcels are generally copied from the last conveyance.

In this case, if (as generally happens) the several parcels are

described as being in the possession of named persons, care

should be taken that any changes of occupancy are noticed.

Generally it is unnecessary to retain the names of all the

former occupiers, but it is convenient to retain the name of

the occupier mentioned in the last conveyance as well as that

of the present tenant. The language may be, " late in the

occupation of A. B., but now of C. D." ; or, if there have

been intermediate tenants—" formerly in the occupation of

A. B., but now of C. D." It is hardly necessary to say that

the property ought not to be described by occupancy alone,

for, if that be done, nothing passes except that which is

occupied according to the description, a matter as to which

it may be difficult to obtain evidence on the occasion of a

future sale or mortgage. Attention to details of this nature

is extremely irksome, but it is essential. In the case of

a large property it may be desirable to have the parcels

in the draft conveyance compared with the existing rent

roll.

Sometimes the property has become so much altered since

the last description in a conveyance that an entirely new

description has to be framed. In this case the new and old
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descriptions should be connected together, so as to preserve

evidence of identity (1 K. & E. 418).

Where the entirety of a property is conveyed by an old

description and also by a modern description, some words

should be inserted for the purpose of showing that the

generality of tlie old description is not to be limited by the

modern description ; but where part only of a larger property

is conveyed, it will generally be proper to state that the

modern description shall not be enlarged by the generality

of the old description.

Where the land is divided into farms, it is sometimes

convenient to add columns in the schedule showing the

amount of rent and the natm-e of the tenancy. This may

conveniently be done as follows :

—

^S2

37

38

39
40
41

53
54

55
56

57
58

59

Name.

Beaconfield

Beaconshaw
Brookland
Big Brookland . .

.

Starve Crow Piece

Spratsfield

Spratsbarn
The Great Meadow
The Forty Acres .

.

Leaseowes
Ridge Field

Great Ridge Field.

Quality.

Old Hall Faem.

Meadow
Wood.,
Arable
Pasture
Axable

13 2 3

7 1

6 3 2

7 3 2

5 1 13

40 2 20

i'g

K £35

Nature of
Tenancy.

Yearly
Tenancy.

New Hall Faem.

Meadow .

.

7 3 2

Do. .. 1 3

Arable .

.

50 3 2

Do. .. 39 1 13 3
CO

t>5
Do. .. 30 2 £150

Do. .. 15 1 2 s
Do. .. 16 3 3 g

160 2 25

Lease for

seven years

from
Midsummer,

1878.

It is proper alwaj^s to refer to the same set of parcels in

exactly the same words. Thus, if they are described as

"messuages and lands" in one place, they should not be
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described as " farms and hereditaments " in another. If

this is not attended to, a good deal of trouble may be

occasioned to a person reading the deed hastily for the

purpose of ascertaining what was done with any particular

parcel.

On the purchase of a very large property it will often be

found that different parts of it are held on different titles.

Generally, owing to the improvements that every new
purchaser makes, by turning roads, grubbing fences, and

the like, it soon becomes difficult, or even impossible, to

distinguish the different parts ; a fact which may give rise

to considerable trouble and expense on any future dealings

with the property.

This may be avoided by procuring the ordnance maps in Maps,

which the several parts of the property are delineated, and

having them coloured with reference to the different titles

on which the property is held.

In the old editions of the ordnance maps on the 25-inch

scale, which is the scale commonly used in conveyancing, the

acreage was given in a book of reference, while in the current

edition there is no book of reference and the acreage is

marked on the map itself.

It should be remembered that the acreage given in the

books of reference, or now on the map itself, is measured to

the centre of the hedge, without taking into consideration to

which field the hedge and ditch belong.

Serious inconvenience arises from the fact that the numbers

by which the fields, &c. are denoted are not the same in all

editions. If therefore the parcels are described by reference

to the numbers only, the edition which is used should be

stated.

It is hardly necessary to state that on the examination of .

an abstract with the deeds the parcels should be examined I

with most scrupulous attention.

In a subsequent part of the deed the parcels may be

referred to as " the hereditaments and premises hereby

E.I.C. 7
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granted," or " first liereinbefore released," as the case may

be, or " hereby assui^ed." See ante, p. 69.

Sometimes lands of different tenm'es are intermixed and

the parcels of different tenures cannot be distinguished. In

such cases, in the conveyance of the freeholds, the parcels

are described as " All such and so many and such parts and

part of the several hereditaments hereinafter described as

are of fi-eehold tenure " ; while in the conveyance of the

copyholds or leaseholds similar words, with the substitution

of " copyhold " or " leasehold " for " freehold," will be used.

General In deeds prior to 1882 the "general words" follow the
words (o).

parcels. They were added for the purpose of passing ease-

ments, profits a jirenchr and other rights which, though

habitually enjoyed wiih. the parcels, were not legally

appendant or appiu-tenant to them. In deeds since 1881

the general words are omitted in reliance on the C. A.

1881, s. 6, which provides that in a conveyance of " land,"

of " land having houses or buildings thereon," or of " a

manor," the appropriate general words shall be implied,

unless a contrary intention is expressed in the conveyance {p)

.

It will be observed that the Act does not, except in the case

of a manor, mention "mines and minerals," but this is

immaterial, as they pass by the conveyance of the land,

except in conveyances to railway companies, where they are

excepted unless expressly mentioned (Railways Clauses Con-

solidation Act, 1845, 8 & 9 Yict. c. 20, s. 77), and in

conveyances under the Waterworks Clauses Act, 1847

(10 & 11 Vict. c. 17, s. 18), and except in the case of

copyholds {q)

.

(o) See Norton on Deeds, 249 tracted to grant, the latter may
et seq., and forms in Stud. Prec. 2, restrict them : Be Peck and School

n. {d), 129. Board for London, [1893] 2 Ch.

{p) The section does not apply 315; Be Hughes and Ashley
, [1900]

to a contract for sale ; and there- 2 Ch. 595.

fore, if the general words implied {q) A conveyance of copyholds

by the section would confer rights passes the cojyi/hoJd intej-est in. the

wider than thp vendor has con- minerals, /.f. (in effect), the pos-
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Easements and profits a prendre are generally rights Ease-

enjoyed by a person as the owner o£ a particular piece of ^^"p^,

land as appurtenant thereto. It appears that a profit a

prendre {s) (see Goodeve, E. P. 335), can exist in gross, i.e.,

can be enjoyed irrespective of the ownership of particular

land ; but such existence is rare, and the following remarks

will not apply to easements or profits d prendre in gross.

Where the owner of land (or the occupier as claiming

under him) has a right to do something on his neighbour's

land, as to walk along it by a way not open to the public,

or to pasture his cattle on it, or to prevent the neighbour

from doing something on the neighbour's land, as blocking

up a ditch for instance, the right is called an easement or a

profit d prendre ; the distinction being that a right (such as

a right of way) in respect of which the person entitled to

exercise the right can only use his neighbour's soil without

taking any profit out of it, is an easement ; while a right,

such as that of pasturing his cattle, in respect of which he

does derive profit out of his neighbour's soil, is a profit
^

a prendre.

It will be remarked that the existence of such rights (so

far as they are not in gross) supposes the existence of, and

a relation between, two tenements. {Mounsei/ v. Ismay, 1

H. & C. 729 ; 3 H. & C. 486.) The tenement in respect of
|

which the right of enjoyment exists is called the " dominant

tenement," the other is the " servient tenement." An ease- pefinition

ment may be defined as "an incorporeal right imposed for ^^g^^^^'

the benefit of a tenement over corporeal property, but giving

no right to the participation in the profits of it"(;'). An

session, as of a tenant at will, but 1 90, citing BangeletjY. Midland Ry.

the copyholder cannot work them Co., L. E. 3 Ch. 311, per Cairns, C.

unless there is a special custom. {t) Easements and profits u

(r) See Goodeve, E. P. 331. prendre are incorporeal rights

(s) See Shuttleworth v. Le " because the owner has not pos-

Flemint/, 19 C. B. N. S. 687. But session of the land which is the

probably an easement cannot be in corporeul subject of property, but

gross ; see Leake, Uses and Prof. only the use of it for certain i)ur-

7(2)
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easement can exist only by virtae of a grant by the owner

of the servient tenement, which grant may be either express

or implied, or by prescription or custom, words which require

some explanation.

Prescrip- j^ [^ evident that, if any right of property is enjoyed

custom. uninterruptedly for a great many years, the presumption

becomes very strong that the person enjoying it is lawfully

the owner of it.

Where the right of property thus enjoyed is an incor-

poreal hereditament, and has been enjoyed uninterruptedly

for so long a time by the person claiming it and his pre-

decessors, or by a class of whom he is one, that the law

I

recognises the right owing to the length of user only, he

is said to have a title by prescription or custom. The dis-

tinction (u) is that a custom means a local usage, not a

I

right belonging to a particular person ; while a right by

I prescription belongs to a particular person or to the person

\ who is owner of particular lands. {Hanmcr v. Chance, 4

De Gr, J. & S. 626.) The examples given in Co. Lit. 113 h

(cited in Groodeve, R, P. 335) will render this clear. Where
a man seised in fee of the Manor of Dale pleads that he

and his ancestors and all those whose estate he hath in the

said manor, have time out of mind of man had and used

to have common of pasture in such a place, being land of

another, as pertaining to the said manor, this is prescription.

But where, on the other hand, a coj)yholder of the Manor
of Dale pleads that within the said manor there is and hath

been such a custom time out of mind of man used, that all

the copyholders of the said manor have had and used to

have common of pastm-e in such a waste of the lord, parcel

of the said manor : this is not prescription, but a custom.

{Warrick v. Quern's College, Oxford, L. R. 10 Eq. 105) {x).

poses, or some profit derived from Fowler, [1892] 1 Q. B. at p. 181.

it, -wliilst it remains in the posses- {u) See Leake, Uses and Prof,

sion of another " (Leake, Uses and 551

.

Prof. 185); and per Kay, L. J., [x) See further as to the nature

Metropolitan Eaihcay Co. v. of prescription, Angus r. Dalton,
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A profit a prendre can be claimed by grant or prescription,

but not by custom, except where copyholders claim it out
of the lord's waste {Rogers v. Brenton, 10 Q. B. 26) ; one
reason apparently being that the persons claiming by custom
might become so numerous as to take all the profit of the

m\\{y).

If the same person becomes owner of both servient and ijjnity of

dominant tenements, the easement is destroyed, and the
*'*^®'

exercise by him over the former servient tenement of a

right which, before the unity of the title, was an easement,

ceases to be an easement, and is referable only to the exercise

of the right of property in the servient tenement (s) . But, if

he continues to exercise the right, it remains by reputation

an easement annexed to the former dominant tenement.

Although easements, strictly so called, pass without express

words by the conveyance of the dominant tenement (Norton

on Deeds, 250 et seq.), yet mere "reputed" or quasi easements

did not, before 1882, pass without express words. The words
" with all ways thereto appurtenant " were not sufficient ; and

accordingly any well-drawn form of general words comprised

not only rights, easements, and appurtenances strictly so

called, but also those which belonged by reputation to the

property or were enjoyed therewith. (See form in Stud.

Free. 129.) And the " general words " implied (in convey-

ances after 1882) by s. 6 of the C. A. 1881, include " ease-

ments, rights, and advantages appertaining or reputed to

appertain to the land, or at the time of eonceijance demised,

occupied, or enjoyed with, or reputed or known as part or

parcel of, or appurtenant to, the land, or any part thereof."

3 Q. B. D. 85, at pp. 90, 103, 104 ; easement : iUd. 562 ; Race v.

S. C, 4 Q. B. D. 162, and 6 App. Ward, 4 El. «& Bl. 702. SeeiZ. H.
Cas. 740, at p. 818 ; Carson, E. P.

j^^^^^^j^^ ^ g^^^^^ j-^^^ ^ ^_ ^.^^^^.^^^

^^^^'^^'i^'^l-
.& ,SW., [1898] 2 Q. B. 608.

(tj) Leake, Uses and Prof. 560. , . ^ , _^ , -r, .

Tx 1 no, 4. J ii, 4. •„! + ^-^ (2) Leake, Uses and Prof. 310;
It should be noted tnat a rignt to ^

•' '

take water from tlie land of another see per Fry, J.
,
Bolton v. Bolton,

is not a profit « prendre but an 11 Ch. D. at p. 970.
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If the owner of two closes A. and B. habitually uses some

right over B. in respect of A., which if A. and B. belonged

to different persons would be an easement, and then conveys

A., the question whether the right passes depends partly

upon whether it be continuous or discontinuous, apparent

or non-apparent, and partly upon whether its user is reason-

ably necessary for the enjoyment of the land purchased ; and

therefore, if it is intendecJ to pass, it should be expressly

mentioned in the conveyance. (See Bayley v. G. W. Ry. Co.,

26 Ch. D. 434 ; Norton on Deeds, 256 ; Goodeve, E. P. 346.)

An equitable right in the nature of an easement {Angus v.

JJalton, 6 App. Gas. at p. 782) would probably pass by the

conveyance of the dominant tenement ; but it is safer to

mention it.

All estate 111 deeds prior to 1882 the " all estate " clause follows the

clause (rt). general words (see forms in Stud. Free. 2, n. {d), and 129).

This, though invariably inserted, except in appointments,

wills, codicils, and in demises for years, was useless. As
to the effect of the clause when a conveying party had an

interest in the property not apparent on the face of the

conveyance, see JJrew v. Lord Norbury, 3 J, & Lat. 267, and

Neaine v. Moorsom, L. E. 3 Eq. 91.

The clause is now always omitted in rehance on the C. A.

1881, s. 63(6), which provides that every conveyance (since

1881) shall pass "all the estate, right, title, interest, claim,

and demand which the conveying parties respectively have

in, to, or on the property conveyed ... or which they

respectively have power to convey in, to, or on the same,"

unless a contrary intention is expressed in the conveyance.

The context of the conveyance may sufficiently express "the

(«) As to the construction of of the application of this clause,

the '
' aU estate clause, " see Norton ^liere a mortgage deed purporting

T) A o'lx
^^ P^^® ^^ ^^® simple was held to

pass a lease which was the only

(6) See Thellussoii v. Liddard, interest of the mortgagor in the

[1900] 2 Ch. 635, for an example land.
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contrtiiy inteution," as in the case of a lease for years by a

person seised in fee.

If any exceptions are intended to be made out of the

property assured, they follow the " all estate " clause.

The distinction between exceptions and reservations, which

are constantly confounded, is the following. (Shep. Touch.

78—80.)

8. An exception is a clause whereby the vendor excepts Excep-

something out of the thing granted (c) . It follows that the
*^°°'

thing excepted must be in existence at the time of the

conveyance as part of the thing granted. It is always:

presumed to have been inserted for the benefit of the grantor,

and will therefore be construed in favour of the grantee (d).

A reservation is a clause whereby the vendor reserves some Resen-a-

new thing to himself out of the thing granted. It follows ^°°'

that the thing reserved is not in existence at the time the

grant is made {e). {See post, p. 255.)
'

Thus a grant of " all my lands in Essex, except my manor

of Dale " (Dale being in Essex) is an example of an excep-

tion (./). A grant of land "rendering" or "yielding" a

rose yearly or a rent quarterly, is an example of a reservation.

A reservation must take effect out of a corporeal hereditament,

so that a distress can be taken in case it be not rendered ; but

it can be reserved out of a remainder or reversion in corj)oreal

hereditaments, for, although no distress can be made during

the continuance of the particular estate, distress can be made

for all arrears on its determination.

The only reservation strictly so called which practically

occurs in modern conveyances is a rent, but when a rent is

(c) Co. Lit. 47 a; Samiders's {d) Huvill v. Bethell, [1902] 2

Cose, 5 Eep. 12 «. As to tlic Ch. 523.

construction of an exception, see (<) Co. Lit. Al a.

Wiltshire v. James, Dy. 58 h; (/) So a conveyance of lands

Bullen V. Denning, 5 B. & C. 850
;

" except and reserved the coals in

Doe d. Douglas v. Loch, 2 A. & E. the lands" : Cardiganv. Armitage,

705, at p. 743. ^ B. & C. 197 (see at pp. 2()«. 207.)
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intended to be made payable to the grantor of freeholds it is

in practice secured by a limitation of the use {()) instead of by
a reservation. An easement, profit a prendre, or other right

over the land is sometimes expressed to be reserved to the

grantor. In this case there is no reservation strictly so

I called, but the easement, &c. takes eflfect as a re-grant by the

^ purchaser {h) if the deed is executed by him. The effect at

law where the deed is not so executed is doubtful (/) ;
possibly

it may be valid under the doctrine that a person taking any
benefit under a deed is bound at law to give effect to all its

provisions (/.•). It is good in Equity whether it is executed

by the purchaser or not (/). It is therefore proper where a

right of this nature is to be reserved to the vendor, for the

purchaser to execute the conveyance or a counterpart, or, if

this is impossible or difficult, to create the easement, &c. b}^

way of use (w?).

Haben- 9. The clause beginning "to have and to hold" is the

tol^n^"*^
habendum and tenendum combined, and is generally called

dum («). the habendum. In modern deeds the words " to have and "

are often omitted. The tenendum was of use before the

passing of the Statute of Quia EmptoreH to state whether the

purchaser was to hold of the vendor or of his lord ; but it is

now useless. The effect of the whole clause is to mark out

the estate or amount of interest taken by the purchaser, as

"to A. and his heii's." If the conveyance stopped here, it

would take effect at Common Law ; if there was a considera-

tion, the pm^chaser would be entitled to the use ; and if there

was no consideration, there would be an implied, or as it is

called, a resulting use to the grantor. But the invariable

practice is to declare uses on A.'s seisin. If the uses so

{()) See2)ost,-p. 272. Ch. 605.

{h) Doe d. Douglas v. Lock, 2 [ra) C. A. 1881, s. 62.

A. & E. 705. (»,) As to the construction of the

(?) See the cases collected, habendum, see Norton on Deeds,
Norton on Deeds, 246. 279 et seq. As to the form, see

{k) See^osf, p. 165, note (5). Stud. Prec. passim; 1 K. & E.

(/) Mai/ V. BelhviUe, [1905] 2 431.
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declared do not exhaust the whole of A.'s seisin, tliere is

{2)}'o tanto) a resulting use for the grantor (o).

Formerly the principal heads of the parcels were usually-

repeated in the habendum, as " all those manors, lordsliips,

or reputed manors or lordships, messuages, farms, lands,

and hereditaments, and all other the premises hereinbefore

expressed to be hereby granted ;
" where the words " all

other, &c.," refer to anything passing under the general

words, and would pass any head of the parcels which had

been accidentally omitted in the prior enumeration ; but the

modern plan is to say " the said premises " or " the same "

only.

When the conveyance is made subject to or free from

estates or incumbrances, they should be noted in the

habendum ; as, for instance, " to hold unto the said
,

his heirs and assigns, subject to an indenture of lease,

dated, &c., whereby the same premises were demised to
,

his executors, administrators, and assigns for a term of

years from the day of , at a J^early rent of £ ;

"

or "to hold the said hereditaments unto the said , free

from all right or equity of redemption under the said recited

indenture of mortgage." (See other examples, 1 K. & E.

432 d seq.; Stud. Free. 43, 51.)

Where the conveyance merely operates as the declaration

of the use, no habendum is inserted, the Common Law
seisin is already vested in some one, and the sole object

of the conveyance is to state to what uses he is to hold

the land.

In deeds before 1882 it was necessary in a limitation to Limita-

A. in fee simple to use the words " A. and his heirs," or ^j",^ /^
^^^

" A., his heirs and assigns." A limitation to " A. and his

heir" (in the singular), to "A. (»• his heirs," or "to A. in

fee simple," gave to A. an estate for his own life only (;;).

But in deeds since 1881, it is sufficient to say, "to A. in fee
[

simple." (See the C. A. 1881, s. 51.) A limitation, liow-

(o) Norton on Deeds, 316. [p) See Norton on Deedt;, 299.
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ever, to " A. in fee " is not sufficient, and \vill only pass a

life estate {q).

To cor- The proper form of limitation in fee simple to A., a

corporation sole, is " to A. and his successors
;

" to B.,

a corporation aggregate, is " to B.," or '' to B. and their

assigns " {>•) ; but bv a common inaccm^acy, which has

received the sanction of Parliament in the Lands Clauses

Consolidation Act, 1845, the words "and their successors"

are often used in the latter case.

Declara- 10. In the Ordinary case of a conveyance to the purchaser

use!
° ^ ^^ ^^® simple, the use is always declared in his favour in some

such form as this :
" Unto and to the use of A. and his heirs,"

or " to hold the same to A. and his heirs to the use of A. and
' his heirs." The declaration of the use, though not strictly

• necessary in this case, is always inserted for the reasons

stated above {rnife, p. 11).

Rent- Sometimes, instead of a lump sum being paid to the
arge.

yendor, land is sold in consideration of a perpetual rent-

charge (usually called a " fee farm rent ") reserved to him.

In practice the rent, instead of being reserved to the vendor

f by way of a reservation, is always limited to him by way of

' use (.s), and the habendum and declaration of the use will take

some such form as the following :
—'* To hold the same unto

the purchaser, his heirs and assigns," or " unto the pm-chaser

in fee simple," " to the use that the vendor, his heirs and

assigns, shall receive a perpetual yearly rent-charge of £
,

to commence from the date of these presents, and to be

charged upon and issuing out of the premises hereby granted

. . . and subject and charged as aforesaid to the use of the

said purchaser, his heirs and assigns for ever."

As explained above {anfc, p. 13), the vendor takes a legal

estate in the rent by vii-tue of the Statute of Uses. In deeds

before 1882 the limitation of the rent was followed by a

(g) Be Ethel and Mitchells, [1901] on Deeds, 302.

1 Ch. 945. (*) For an exception to this, see

(r) Goodeve, E. P. 35 ; Norton 1 Tv. & E. 595.
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limitation of a power of distress to the vendor in case the rent

was in arrear for twentv-one days, and a power to him in

case of the rent being in arrear for forty days, to enter on

and to take the rents and profits of tlie land until the arrears

of rent and his costs were satisfied.

Before the statute of Qxia Euqjtores (18 Edw. 1, e. 1), if Rent-
service.

a man (Co. Lit. 143 a) made a feoffment in fee simple, with

or without a deed, he might reserve to himself and liis heirs

a rent in fee simple. This would be " rent-service," for the

feoffee would hold his land of the feoffor by the service

{inter alia) of paying the rent ; and, if he neglected to do

so, the feoffor might distrain of common right. After the

statute no service could be reserved on parting with the fee,

because there is no tenure between the parties ; but if an

alienation be made by deed, and by the same deed the

feoffor or grantor reserves rent, with power to distrain in

case of non-payment, the rent is called a rent-charge (Co. Rent-

Lit. 143 h), because the land is charged with it, and by ^ ^S^'^

vu'tue of the deed it can be distrained for. If the clause of

distress be omitted, the rent is a mere "rent-seek," that is,

rent for the recovery of which there is no power of distress,

either by the rules of Common Law, or by the agreement

of the parties. A power of distress is given by the Land-

lord and Tenant Act, 1730 (4 Geo. 2, c. 28), s. 5, to the

owners of rent-seek. Although the effect of this statute Rent-

was to render it, strictly speaking, unnecessary to insert a

power of distress when a rent is created, it was invariably

inserted in deeds before 1882, except vrhere it was reserved

on the creation of a term, or where the rent-charge was

created for the purpose of qualifying a man to vote (2 & 3

Will. 4, c. 88 ; see 48 Vict. c. 3, s. 4), or to hold some office,

such as the office of a magistrate (18 Geo. 2, c. 20). {Dodds

V. Thompson, L. E. 1 C. P. 133) {t).

The C. A. 1881, s. 44, confers on any person entitled. Powers of

distress

{t) As to rents, see Leake, Uses and Prof., ch. iii. pp. 372

ct seq.
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and entry under an instrument coming into operation after 1881, to

C. A.
" receive out of any land, or out of the income of any land,

1881, any annual sum, payable half-yearly or otherwise, whether

charged on the land or on the income of the land, and

whether by way of rent-charge or otherwise, not being rent

incident to a reversion," subject to all prior interests, the

remedies following " as far as they might have been conferred

by the instrument under which the annual sum arises," unless

a contrary intention is expressed therein : namely, on non-

payment of the annuity for twenty-one days a power of

distress, on non-payment of the annuity for forty days a

power to enter on and hold the land until all arrears are fully

paid (ii), and a power to limit a term to secure the annuity.

In reliance on these provisions it is now the practice to omit

the powers of distress and entry and the term for securing a

rent-charge.

It will be observed that these remedies are only conferred

by the Act " as far as they might have been conferred by the

instrument under which the annual sum arises " ; hence the

power of entry limiting a term to trustees, unless restricted so

as only to be exercisable during lives in being and twenty-

one years after the deatli of the survivor, may be void as

infringing the rule against perpetuities (.r) . The danger may
be avoided by jirovidmg that " the powers of entry on,

holding, taking the income of and demising the said premises

by these presents and the C. A. 1881, conferred on the

said vendor, his heirs and assigns, shall be exercisable only

during the life of the survivor of the issue now living of Her
late Majesty Queen Yictoria, and twenty-one years after the

death of such survivor, and during such further period, if any,

afi shall be laufnl." The words in italics will prevent the

clause from operating should it be ultimately decided that

PoTver of

re-entr\'

should be

restricted

as to per-

petuities.

(m) See as to tlie power of tiie

Court to grant relief to a lessee

against a lessor enforcing his

right of re-entry, the C. A.

1881, s. 14, and post, pp. 2o-i d
seq.

{x) See post, p. 125 ; and

Goodeve, R. P. 198, 303.
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1

the [lOwcr of entry conferred, by the Act does not infringe the

rule as to perpetuities. _J—
This ap])ears to be a proper place for giving some explana- Bower

tion of the "uses to bar dower." (See the form in Stud. ^ '*^^-

Prec. 143.) If at any time during coverture a husband,

married on or before 1st January, 1834, is solely seised of

any estate of inheritance in lands which any issue that he

might have by his wife could possibly inherit, she becomes

entitled on his death (whether in fact he had such issue or

not) to have an equal third part of the lands allotted to her,

and to enjoy them during her life. This right of the widow

is called dower (see Goodeve, E,. P. 104 et -sw/.). If the

right has once attached, it cannot be defeated by any con-

veyance or act of the husband alone. Before 1834 it could

only be released by means of a fine, in which the wife joined,

or by a recovery in which she was vouched. After 1833 it

can only be released by a deed made by the \^ife with the

concurrence of her husband, and acknowledged by her pur-

suant to the Fines and Recoveries Act, 1833 (3 & 4 Will. 4,

c. 74, s. 77).

Yarious plans were adopted to evade the law ; the earliest

was to take a conveyance of any lands which the husband

purchased to himself and a trustee. Then the husband was

not solely seised so long as the trustee lived, and therefore, if

he predeceased the trustee, dower never attached. The dis-

advantages were that, if the trustee died before tlie husband,

the latter became solely seised and dower attached ; while, if

the trustee sui'vived, the legal estate remained in him and

had to be reconveyed ; and the husband could not make a

conveyance during his Hfetime without the trustee joining

in it.

The next plan adopted was to limit an estate to the use of

the husband for life, with remainder, after the determination

of that estate by any means in his lifetime, to a trustee and

his heirs during the husband's life, in trust for the husband,

with remainder to the husband in fee. In this scheme the

husband never becomes seised of an estate of inheritance;
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for, though he has the inheritance, it is iu remainder after

his own death ; and the life interest of the husband is pre-

vented from merging in this remainder by the interposed

estate of the trustee. Supposing that, dming the husband's

life, his estate becomes forfeited, then the trustee's legal

estate vests in possession during the husband's life. The

husband has in himself the whole beneficial interest ; but, if

he attempts to sell, part of the legal estate is outstanding in

the trustee, who has to join in the conveyance. {Co/iardy.

JRoe, 4 De Gr. & J. 525.) In order to obviate the necessity

of his joining, the plan was adopted of giving the husband

a power of appointment over-riding all these limitations.

(Stud. Prec. 144.)

The reader will remember {auie, p. 9) that it was not

' necessary for a declaration of use to be made simultaneously

with the raising of the seisin to feed the uses, or, in other

words, with some person becoming seised to the uses.

Indeed, from the nature of the case, the uses declared on

a fine or feoffment must have been declared before or after

the fine was levied or the feoffment made ; and sometimes,

instead of declaring all tlie uses at the same time, liberty

was reserved by the instrument declaring the uses for some

person to declare uses in substitution for those then declared.

This liberty was called a power, or power of appointment.

The uses when declared were fed by the original seisin.

The effect then of giving to a purchaser a power of appoint-

ment paramount to all the limitations in the deed was to

enable him to declare a use in favour of any one else. He
might declare the uses in favour of whomsoever he chose,

and such person immediately took the legal estate, the use

being fed from the old seisin. It was, however, the practice

for a husband futitled by virtue of the common uses to bar

dower (under which he had an estate or estates as well as a

power to appoint) not only to convey by appointment, but

also to convey by some other method, such as lease and

release, or bargain and sale, so as to convey all his estate.

The only case in which uses to bar dower should be
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inserted in a pm-chase deed is where the purchaser was
maiTied on or before 1st January, 1834, to a wife still

living, a case which obviously can hardly now occur. Where
the purchaser was married after that day, the dower uses do
not bar his wife's dower (//), though a declaration that his

widow shall not be entitled to dower does bar it (;:) ; but as,

by virtue of the Dower Act, 1833 (3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 105), he
,

can dispose of his land by deed or will free from her dower, /

this declaration should never be inserted, for, if he die

intestate, his widow appears to be entitled, morally, to as

much consideration as his heir.

11. The covenants for title are of considerable, thougli. Covenants

perhaps, of over-rated importance to the purchaser. Dis- ^o^ title.

putes constantly arise as to what covenants shall be entered

into when the vendor is not absolute owner. The solicitor

should always be careful to see that the proper covenants,

whether expressed, or implied by virtue of the C. A. 1881, /

are inserted in the draft, for he may render himself per-

sonally liable in damages towards his client if, when acting

for the vendor, he allows him to enter into unusual covenants

{Sfannard Y. UlUtJwrno, 10 Bing. 491); or if, when acting

for a piu-chaser, he does not insist on the vendor's entering

into those that are usual.

The student should render himself familiar with the Express

express covenants for title («), though they are now rarely ^"^^^^

if ever made use of. When they are inserted, the purchaser

is entitled to the foui" following covenants to be entered
(

into by the vendor: (1) for right to convey, (2) for quiet

enjoyment, (3) freedom from incumbrances, and (4) for further

assurance. The vendor has a right to qualify them so that

they shall not extend to the acts and omissions of the whole

world, but only to the acts and omissions of such of the

{y) Fry v. Noble, 7 De G. M. & (a) As to the construction, see

""• ^°'' Norton on Deeds, 563 et seq. As
(.) The Dower Act, 1833 (3 & 4

^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ covenants, see
WiU. 4, c. 105), ss. 6, 7. See
n T> -r> c<i i o/^.i Stnu. Free. 3, n. (n).
Carson, R. P. Stat. 362. ^ ^
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persons imder whom he claims as have not themselves

entered into proper covenants, i.e., the persons through

whom he claims who took by descent or devise, or as they

are generally called, " his ancestors and testators," and

persons claiming under them. It follows that a vendor, who

has received the property by devise or inheritance from his

father who was a purchaser for value, covenants against the

acts and omissions of himself and his father and persons

claiming under them, the purchaser being entitled, as " an

assign," to the benefit of the covenants entered into with

the father on his purchase (see Goodeve, R. P. 170, note {y) ).

Formerly, these four covenants were preceded by a covenant

that the vendor was seised in fee, but this is now always

omitted.

The covenant for right to convey is qualified by the

words, " notwithstanding anything by [the vendor and those

penons whose acts and omissions are intended to be guarded

\ again st~\ done, omitted, or knowingly suffered ;
" where the

' word " done " has reference to positive acts of commission,

as the execution of a deed, the creation of a charge

;

" omitted " has reference to such matters as the omission to

execute a deed with the required formalities, or the omission

to bar an estate tail; " suifered " has reference to bank-

ruptcy, or some wrongdoer having been allowed to take

! possession. It should be noticed, that if this covenant is

I
ever broken, it is broken at the moment of executing the

' conveyance ; and also that the qualifying words prevent

the covenants from being an absolute warranty of title

;

see Darid v. Sahin, [1893] 1 Ch. 523, at pp. 531, 532 ; and

Goodeve, E. P. 171.

The covenant for quiet enjoyment is " without inteiTuption

or disturbance by the covenantor, or any person claiming

through or in trust for him, or any of his ancestors or

testators." The word " lawful " is sometimes inserted before

" interruption," but it is unnecessary, as the covenant would

not be held to apply to an unlawful disturbance {b).

{h) Norton on Deeds, 560.
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The covenants against incumbrances (r) and for furtlier

assurance require no particular remarks. The covenant
extends to those incumbrances of wliich the purchaser has
notice (d).

Where there was a grantee to uses, the covenants were
entered into with him as having tlie legal estate ; they would
then run with the land for the benefit of the persons in whom
the statute executes the uses.

Where trustees or mortgagees concur in the conveyance,
the covenant may run, "that the said [rendor], and the
said [triisffcs], now have power, &c.," or "that the said

[vendor'] with the concurrence of the said [trustees'] now has
power, &c,"

The 0. A. 1881 (s. 7) contains provisions for implying Implied

covenants for title and fui-ther assurance by the insertion of naitg
the appropriate statutory words in a conveyance by deed, not
being a lease at a rent, and not being a customary assurance,

other than a deed, conferring the right to admittance to

cojiyhold or customary land (s. 7, sub-s. 5).

In the case of a conveyance for raltie the usual covenants

are implied by a person "who conveys and is expressed to i / o
convey, as beneficial owner" (sub-s. 1 A), "as regards the 1

f^ '^^'

subject-matter expressed to be conveyed by him." It should
'

be noted that the covenants are not implied by conveying
" as beneficial ovmer " unless the conveyance be for valuable

consideration. (C. A. 1881, s. 7, sub-s. 1, (A), (B).)

In order to imply covenants by A. he must expressly

convey " as beneficial owner," as follows :
" The said A. as

beneficial owner doth hereby grant, &c." In this case, A.'s

covenants relate to all the property conveyed. On the other

hand, if the deed contains merely a recital that A. is seised

in fee, or that he is beneficial owner, but in the operative part

(c) Astotlie measure of damages (d) Page v. Midland 'Railwaij

for breach of this covenant, see Co., [1894] 1 Ch.ll; Great Western

Turner v. 3fnon, [1901] 2 Ch. Railway Co. v. Fisher, [1905] 1

825. Ch. 31G.

E.I.C. 8
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he does not convej " as beneficial owner," as, for instance, if

the words are, " the said A. doth hereby, &c.," no covenants

by A. are implied. But if A. conveys by the direction of

B. " directing as beneficial owner," covenants for title by B.

are implied. (C. A. 1881, s. 7, sub-s. 2.)

The covenants by A. relate only to the property that A.

is expressed to convey " as beneficial owner
;

" and, even if

A. has no interest in the property, yet if he conveys " as

beneficial owner," covenants by him will be implied {e).

Thus, if the recitals show that A. is seised in fee, and

the operative part runs, "the said A. doth hereby grant

and the said B. as beneficial owner doth hereby grant and

confirm, &c.," no covenants by A. are implied, but cove-

nants by B. are implied. This affords a convenient method

of restricting the covenants, of the several conveying parties

in cases where it is intended so to do. Thus, if the

words are, "the said A. and B., each of them conveying as

beneficial owner of one undivided moiety of the heredita-

ments hereby assured, do respectively hereby grant," the

covenants of A. and B. respectively relate to one moiety of

the property only. Again, if the words are, " the said A. as

beneficial owner, as to the estate for his life in the heredita-

ments hereby assured, and the said B. as beneficial owner as

to the reversion in fee simple expectant on the life estate of

the said A., do hereby respectively grant," the covenants by

A. relate to his life estate only, and those by B. to the rever-

sion in fee only (/). In cases where the interests of the

conveying parties are complicated and sufficiently appear by

the recitals, the words may be, " the said A., B., and C, each

of them conveying as beneficial owner of the respective share,

estate, or interest in the hereditaments hereby assm-ed to

which he is entitled as hereinbefore is recited, do respectively

(e) May v. Phitt, [1900] 1 Ch. ing the liability of n, tenant for

616. life under his implied covenants,

(/) See form of proviso restrict- in Stud. Prec. 13.
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hereby grant," where the covenants by each party relate only

to the share, &c., to which he is recited to be entitled.

The covenants for right to convey and quiet enjoyment

by the person expressed to convey " as beneficial owner

"

in a conveyance for value, not being a mortgage, extend

only to the acts and omissions of himself, and those of " any

person through whom he derives title otherwise than by i

purchase for value " (where " purchase for value " docs not

include a marriage settlement), i.e.., they extend to the acts

and omissions of himself and every ancestor, testator, or

settlor through whom he derives title since the last convey-

ance for value other than a marriage settlement. The words
" any person, &c.," have given rise to a doubt whether the

covenant does not extend to the acts of all the predecessors in

title not being purchasers for value ; but the student will

observe that a predecessor in title prior to the last conveyance

for value is a person through whom the person convenng

derives title through the subsequent purchase for value, so

that the doubt is ill-founded.

The first of the implied covenants is that the person

conveying as beneficial owner, "together with every other

person, if any, conveying by his direction," can convey.

These words present no difficulty ; but occasionally, at the

request of the vendor, some person may concur who cannot

properly be said to convey " by his direction," as in the case

of a mortgagee who is not fully paid off, and it would be

extremely foolish for such a person to refuse to convey

"by the direction" of the vendor; but if he should do so,

he may be made to convey " at the request of A. and for

the purpose only of implying covenants by A. for title and

further assurance, by the direction also of A. directing as

beneficial owner."

The student who has mastered the ordinary express

covenants for title, &c., will have little difficulty in under-

standing the form of implied covenants given in the Act,

s. 7 (1) A.
8 (2)
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Married If a married woman conveys expressly "as beneficial

owner," the implied covenants bind her separate estate

present and future {g). If the married woman conveys "as

beneficial owner," and her husband also conveys "as beneficial

owner," then by the 0. A. 1881, s. 7, sub-s. 3, the married

woman is deemed to convey " by the direction of the husband

directing as beneficial owner," and in addition to the cove-

nants implied by the wife's conveying " as beneficial owner,"

and by the husband conveying " as beneficial owner," a

covenant is implied by the husband in the same terms as the

covenant by the wife. The result is that three covenants are

implied, first, by the wife against the acts of herself, her

ancestors and testators ; accond, by the husband against the

acts of himself, his ancestors and testators ; tJiinl, by the

husband against the acts of the wife, her ancestors and

testators. If the property belongs to the wife, so that the

husband's interest (if any) is derived through her, the second

covenant includes the third. It will make it clearer to take

an example: Suppose that the wife inherited the property

from her father, who had purchased it for value; as the

property belongs to the wife, the only interest that the

husband takes is derived through her, and the covenants

become covenants by the wife against the acts of herself and

her father, covenants by the husband against the acts of him-

self, his wife, and her father, and covenants by the husband

against the acts of his wife and her father. As to the nature

of the interest that a husband takes in his wife's property,

see post, Chap. XI.

Covenants! Trustees or mortgagees who are conveying parties only

^^^^^^^®^ I covenant that they respectively have not incumbered.

gagees. The usual covenant against incumbrances {i.e., only incum-

brances created by the acts or omissions of the person who

conveys) is implied in any conveyance by a person who

conveys and is expressed to convey " as trustee " or "as

(,V) See the M. W. P. A. 1882 the M. W. P. A. J893 (56 & 57

(45 & 46 Vict. c. 75), s. 1 (3), and Vict. c. 63), s. 1.
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mortgagee," " as personal representative " of a deceased

person, or " as committee of a lunatic so found by in-

quisition," or " under an order of the High Court of Justice."

(See the C. A. 1881, s. 7 (1) F.)

In some cases, as, for example, where an annuitant

concurs in the conveyance, none of the statutory expressions

are strictly appropriate. There would, however, ho no im-

propriety in using any of the statutory words for the purpose

of implying the covenant by the annuitants; or a proviso

may be inserted " that the same covenant shall be deemed to

be implied by these presents on the part of the said A. (the

annuitant) as if he had been expressed to convey as trustee."

The covenants implied under C. A. 1881, s. 7, by conveying With

" as beneficial owner," or " as mortgagee," &c., are made with
Statutory"

the person to whom the conveyance is made ; or in a convey- covenants

ance to joint tenants with the persons jointly to whom the &,•. are'

conveyance is made, or in a conveyance to tenants in common ^°ir^i<^<l-

with each of the persons to whom the conveyance is made

(see sub-s. 1). By sub-s. 6 the benefit of the implied

covenant is annexed to the estate of the imphed covenantee,

and may be enforced by any person claiming under him ; the

effect being the same as if the covenant had, in the case

of freeholds of inheritance, been made with the implied

covenantee, " his heirs and assigns,"

In a conveyance to a grantee to uses the implied covenants

will be with the grantee to uses, and will run with the land

for the benefit of the persons in whom the statute executes

the use.

Lastly, it should be observed that, in the construction of
Jjj|°^^f"'^"

the implied covenants, words importing the singular or plural statutory

number, or the masculine gender, are to be read as also
^^J^^^.

importing the singular or plural number, or as extending to

females, (See the C. A. 1881, s. 64.)

Although it is the settled practice of conveyancers on sales

by trustees to make all the beneficiaries who have a substantial

interest in the proceeds of sale enter into covenants for title to

the extent of that interest, it is the rule that, on sales by the
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Coui't of real estate vested in trustees, if the trustees are com-

petent to give a discharge for the purchase money, the

beneficiaries are not to be required to enter into any cove-

Covenants nants (//). The question as to the form of the covenants to
by tenants -j^g entered into by a tenant for life on a sale by trustees with

his consent, has given rise to some discussion. Notwith-

standing the decision of Lord Romilly in EarJ Pouletf v.

Hood, L. R. 5 Eq. 115, the practice now appears to be settled

that, although the tenant for life must covenant in respect of

his life estate, yet, as regards the reversion, in which he has no

beneficial interest, his liability under the covenants should be

restricted to the acts of himself and persons claiming

under him. (Dart, V. & P. 571. See form, 1 K. & E.

253.)

Rights as The right to possess title deeds must be carefully dis-

tinguished from the right to have them produced when they

are in the possession of another person (/).

Right to Prima facie the person having the first estate of freehold

ofdtir"^ is entitled to the possession of the title deeds. Accordingly

deeds. the legal tenant for life (and at the present day an equitable

tenant for life, except where the trustees have active duties to

perform) [k) is (with some exceptions) entitled to hold them

;

but the Court will, in some cases, direct him to deposit them

in Court, as (1) where he has been guilty of misconduct, so

that the safety of the deeds is endangered; (2) where the

rights of others intervene, and it becomes necessary for the

Court to take charge of the deeds in order to administer the

property (/).

If one of several coparceners, tenants in common, or joint

{],) Cottrell V. CoUrell, L. E. 2 (k) i?e IT^/^Aes, [1893] 2Cli. 369;

Eq. 330. Garner v. Hannyngton, 22 Beav.

(i) See articles on the right to 630; Eoans y.Bicknell,6YeB. 174;

possess and the right to ijroduction Jie Burnahy, 42 Ch. D. 621; Re
of deeds in 33 Sol. J. 655, &c., Newen, [1894] 2 Ch. 297.

where the cases are collected. See {I) Leathes v. Leathes, 5 Ch. D.

also Leake, Uses and Prof. ch. ix. at p. 223 ; Ex parte Rogers, 26

pp. 124 et seq. Ch. D. 31.
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tenants, or the owner of one of several parcels of land hold

under a common title, obtains possession of the deeds, he is

entitled to retain them.

Where a man sold and conveyed land to another in fee

simple without warranty of title, all the deeds belonged at

Common Law to the purchaser unless the vendor retained

part of the property (m). This is embodied in the V. & P. A.

1874 (s, 2), which provides that "where the vendor retains

any part of an estate to which any documents of title relate,

he shall be entitled to retain such documents." A legal

mortgagee in fee has a right to the title deeds, and may

recover them by action {n), but where the mortgagee of free-

holds takes a term only he is not entitled to the title deeds

relating to the fee (o) . A legal mortgagee of leaseholds for

years is entitled to the lease and other documents relating to

the term(^;). The C. A. 1881, s. 21 (7), provides that, at

any time after the statutory power of sale has become exer-

cisable, the mortgagee may demand and recover from any

person who has not priority over the mortgage, any deeds

which a purchaser under the power of sale would be entitled

to demand and recover from the mortgagee.

A termor or annuitant is not entitled to the deeds relating

to the freehold (*7), and on the determination or surrender (/•)

of a lease, the reversioner is not entitled to have the lease

delivered up to him (s), and an expired lease is not a muni-

(m) Lord Buckhursfs Case, 1 {p) Hooper v. liamslottom, 6

Eep. 1 a ; Wright v. Itohotham, 33 Taunt. 12.

Ch. D. 106. A vendor is bound {q) Whitfield v. Faiisset, 1 Ves.

to obtixin at bis own expense all sen. 387 ; Harjjer v. Faulder, 4

deeds wbicb ougbt to be deHvered Madd. 129 ; Wehh v. Lymington,

to tbe purchaser : Re Duthij and 1 Eden, 8 ; 1 Dick. 298 ; 8 Ves.

Jesson, [1898] 1 Cb. 419. 322; Hothamy.Somerville, 5 Beav.

(m) Smith V. Chichester, 2 Dr. & 360.

War. 393; Manners v. Meiv, 29 (r) Knight v. Williams, [1901]

Cb. D. 725. 1 Cli- '-^56.

(o) Wiseman v. WestJand, 1 (s) Hall v. Ball, 3 Man. & Gr.

Y. & J. 117. 242.
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ineut of title {EhvoytJuj v. Sandford, 34 L. J. Ex. 42).

Where before the Judicature Acts there was a conflict as to

l^riority between incumbrancers, and one of them claiming

to be a pui'chaser for value mthout notice obtained the deeds,

and it was afterwards decided that some other person had
priority, the Court of Chancery would not take the deeds

from him (t) ; but it is otherwise under the Judicature Acts

{Mamiers v. Mew, 29 Ch. D. 725, 732). Thus where a

person has obtained the deeds by virtue of a supposed title

derived from a former holder of them, and it turns out that

the former holder had no title to the property, then, if a

third person establishes his title to the property, the Court

is bound to give effect to the legal right of such third person,

Eight to and to order the deeds to be given up to him (u). In some

of*tUle*^°^
cases, even in the absence of an express contract, a person

deeds. who is Owner of an estate in the land has an equitable right

to j)roduction of the deeds. Such cases are determined on

the principle that a person has a right to the production of

deeds if they affirmatively prove his title ; otherwise he has

no such right (.r)

.

A vested remainderman (y) is, but a contingent remainder-
' man (z) is not entitled to production of deeds in the possession

of the tenant for life for the purpose of enabling him to deal

with his reversionary interest.

One of several tenants in common (a), or one of several

persons holding different lands under the same title {b), has

{t) Heath v. Crealock, L. E. 10 at j). 158 ; Fickerimj v. Noyes, 1 B.

Ch. at p. 33 ; Waldij v. Oray, & C. 262 ; Bolton v. Corporation of

L. E. 20 Eq. 238 ; Thorpe v. Liverpool, 1 Myl. & K. at p. 91.

Holdsworth, L. E. 7 Eq. 139; (y) Beeves r. Beeves, 9 Mod. 128;

Hujit v. Elmes, 2 De G. F. & J. Davis v. Dysart, 20 Beav. 405
;

578. Pennell v. Dysart, 27 Beav. 542.

(m) Re Cooper, Cooper v. Vesey, {z) Noel v. Ward, 1 Madd. 322.

20 Ch. D. 611 ; Cottam v. E. C. (a) Lumhert v. Rogers, 2 Mer.

By. Co.,lJ. &H. 243; Re Lujham, at p. 490; Edmonds v. Foley, 30

[1893] 1 Ch. 352. Beav. 282.

(x) Compton v. Grey, 1 Y. & J. [h) Hercy v. Ferrers, 4 Beav. 97;
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an equitable right to production of the common title deeds.

Where a man pm^chases part of the lands to which title

deeds relate and the title deeds remain with the vendor, the

purchaser has an equitable right to production of the deeds

unless there is a contract, express or implied, to the con-

trary (c). Where a mortgage was made before 1882, and the

deeds were handed over to the mortgagee, the mortgagor

had no right to see them without paying the mortgagee his

principal, interest, and costs ((/) ; but, as regards mortgages

made after 1881, this rule has been altered by the C." A.

1881 (s, 16), which enables the mortgagor, while his right to

redeem subsists, at reasonable times and at his own cost, and

on payment of the mortgagee's costs and expenses in this

behalf, to inspect and make copies or abstracts of or extracts
'

from the documents of title in the possession of the mortgagee.

It is not, and never has been, the practice for the purchaser Cove-

to be contented with his equitable right to the production of produc-

title deeds retained by the vendor. On a sale before 1882, ^'^^^ '-^^^^

the vendor covenanted that he would, when required, and at tody.

the cost of the pm'chaser, unless prevented by fire, &c.,

produce the deeds not handed to the purchaser, and give

copies of them to the persons entitled to the land sold, and

that he would in the meantime keep them safe (see forms

in 1 K. & E. 451). These two covenants are generally

called the " covenant for production," but iu strictness the

first should be called the covenant for production, the latter

the covenant for safe custody, Sometimes, by special agree-

ment, the vendor was allowed to qualify the covenants by

inserting a proviso avoiding the covenant if he delivered the

deeds to any person lawfully entitled to the custod}^ thereof,

and, at his own expense, procured such person to execute and

Shore v. Collett, G. Coop. 234
;

(c) Fain v. J^er«, 2 Sim. & St.

AU.-Gen. v. Lamlc, 3 Y. »& C. Ex. 533 ; Barclay v. Raine, 1 Sim. &
162 ; AU.-Gen. of the Prince of St. 449 ; Sugd. V. & P. 472.

Wales V. Lamhe, 11 Beav. 213; ('/) Chichester v. /h)iec/aI/,L.R.

RiccardY.Inclosure Commissioners, 5 Cli. 497, 520; Leake, Uses and

4 El. &B1. 329. Trof. 131.
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Fiduciary
vendors.

Statutory-

provisions

for pro-

duction

and safe

custody.

deliver a similar covenant to the purcliaser. It may be

remarked that in practice this proviso was rather to the

advantage of the purchaser, as it was likely to enable him to

trace the deeds on their changing hands.

If the covenants for production and safe custody were

entered into by fiduciary vendors, the usual form of covenant

was altered, so as to prevent them from incurring any personal

liability under the covenants. For this purpose each of them

covenanted separately, so as to bind himself and his repre-

sentatives personally, only while having the actual custody of

the muniments of title, and so far as possible to bind them in

the hands of other people, to whom they might be delivered.

Some practitioners omitted in this case the covenant for safe

custody.

Whenever it was practicable, it was a wise precaution to

have notice of the covenant indorsed on the leading title

deeds retained by the vendor. This prevented any difficulty

in case it turned out that the covenants had been entered

into by some person who had not the legal estate, so that

they did not run with the land ; for the effect of the indorsed

notice was to bind the deeds in Equity.

The practice of giving covenants for production and safe

custody is generally superseded, since 1881, by the pro-

visions of the C. A. 1881, s. 9, which substitutes an

acknowledgment of the right to production and delivery of

documents for the covenant for production, and an under-

taking for safe custody for the covenant for safe custody

(as in Stud. Prec. p. 6). Neither the acknowledgment nor

the undertaking has any statutory effect unless it is given by

the person who " retains " the documents, i.e., has them in his

possession. This is a point to be attended to in practice, as

a person who gives an acknowledgment or undertaking without

having the documents in his possession may impose on himself

an onerous liability ; while the person to whom it is given

would not have the advantages arising from the statutory

effect of an acknowledgment or undertaking. The old form

of covenant should therefore be used where a vendor has to
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covenant for the production of documents in the hands of

another person, as a trustee or mortgagee. It sliould bo used

also if the documents relate to foreign land, or are retained

by a person having a foreign domicile, as in either of these

cases the Act may be held not to apply.

Both the acknowledgment and the undertaking bind tlie

documents in the possession or under the control of the

holder thereof for the time being ; and the obligations

created by the acknowledgment or undertaking have to be

performed by each holder so long as "he has possession or

control of " the documents : thus assimilating his liability to

that of a trustee entering into the usual restricted covenant.

The obligations imposed by an acknowledgment are to

be performed at the request in writing of the person to whom
it is given, or of any person claiming under him other than

a lessee at a rent. The obligations are, at the request and

costs of the persons entitled to the benefit of the acknowledg-

ment, to produce the documents for inspection and comparison

by him with abstracts or copies, and for proving or supporting

his title, and to deliver to him copies of or extracts from the

documents. The provisions as to costs render it proper, in

cases where an acknowledgment has to be given to a mort-

gagee, to make express provision for his costs. (See the form,

2 K. & E. 61.)

The obligation imposed by the "undertaking for safe

custody " is to keep the documents " safe, whole, uncancelled

and undefaced, unless prevented from so doing by fire or

other inevitable accident."

The practice of some of the leading solicitors in London, Tractice

in acting on covenants for production and statutory acknow- ducti(?n.'^'

ledgments, is merely to write to the solicitors who hold the

deeds, stating that they desire to inspect them on behalf of

A. B., who claims under such and such a deed, at the same

time offering to pay the costs of the inspection. An appoint-

ment to inspect the deeds is given as a matter of course : and

the actual production of the deed containing the covenant for
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production or acknowledgment is dispensed with, unless there

are suspicious circumstances.

The question sometimes arises whether it is desirable to

insert the covenant for production in the conveyance itself, or

to take it in a separate deed.

Formerly it was the practice, as a general rule, to take

the covenant for production by a separate deed. For, if the

covenant was in the conveyance, it w^as notice to any subse-

quent purchaser of the deeds mentioned in it, and this was

inconvenient, as after a lapse of time it might become difficult

to find them ; and in that case the fact of the covenant being

in the conveyance might prevent the purchaser from being

able to sell without restrictive conditions. This reason does

not exist since the C. A. 1881, s. 3 (3), which precludes any

requisition in respect of a document prior to the root of title

;

and it is now the usual practice to insert the statutory

acknowledgment and undertaking in the conveyance. It

appears, however, that, unless the schedule of documents is

short, so that the expense of making a copy of it is small, it

is better to have the acknowledgment in a separate instru-

ment, which may be under hand only on a 6c/. agreement

stamp, so as to enable the person inspecting the deeds to take

it with him, thus avoiding the expense of making a copy of

it. This is of special importance if there is likely to be any

objection to the conveyance itself being taken away from the

office where it is deposited.

Building Occasionally, where an estate is laid out for building,

covenants restricting the manner of dealing with the property

sold and that retained by the vendor, as, for instance, that

no house of less than a specified value shall be erected, or

covenants for the maintenance of roads, sewers, &c., are

inserted in the conveyance (e).

(e) See 1 K. & E. 316, Di.drid Lund Co. and Allday,

note ; and as to the rights and [1893] 1 Cli. 342, and the cases

liabilities created hy such cove- there cited by Stirling, J. See

nants as between the several also Davis v. Coriioratiun of
purchasers, Re Birmimjham and Leicester, [1894] 2 Ch. 208.

estate.
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It is no longer necessary for the covenantor to covenant Cuvc-

for liimself "and his heirs" according to the old practice, bfudf,^

for, by the 0. A. s. 59, every covenant, though not expressed ^^^^'^ "^'^

to bind the heirs, binds the heirs and real estate as well as

the executors and administrators and personal estate of the

covenantor ; but he should expressly covenant for " himself

and his assigns," as some of the covenants may not bind

the assigns unless they are expressly named. It was formerly

supposed that, whether the assigns were named or not, any

assign taking with notice was bound to perform the covenants

{Tulk V. Moxha//, 2 Ph. 774) ; but it is now decided that,

except as between landlord and tenant, this is only true as to

negative covenants, i.e., covenants not to do something, which

can be enforced by an injunction (./'). The performance of

the covenants, whether positive or negative, is often secm-ed

by a condition for re-entry on breach of covenant (see the

effect of this, and as to the power of the Court to relieve

against forfeiture, post, p. 253 et seq.) ; but it appears safer,

instead of inserting an absolute condition of re-entry, which

may be void as tending to a perpetuity {g), to restrict the

time during which re-entry may be made to lives in being,

and twenty-one years after the death of the survivor of such

lives, so as to be within the time allowed by the rules against

perpetuities (see Goodeve, E. P. 303, and ante, p. 108). Not- Assigns

withstanding the 0. A. 1881, s. 58 (1), whichprovides that ''a j^^^tee.

covenant relating to land of inheritance .... shall be deemed

to be made with the covenantee, his heirs and assigns, and shall

have effect as if heirs and assigns were expressed," it appears

proper to mention the " assigns " of the covenantee in cases

where they are to have the benefit of the covenants. Care

should also be taken to define the property for whose benefit

the covenants are imposed {Renals v. Coic/i.s/iaic, 9 Ch. D.

125; 11 Ch. D. 866), by covenanting with "A., his heirs

(/) Haywood v. The Brunswick Ch. D. 562 ;
Aiisterhernj v. Corp.

Buildinn Society, 8 Q. B. D. 403 ; of Oldham, 29 Ch. D. 7 JO.

L. dc S. W. By. Co. V. Gorr0n, 20 {g) Dunn y. Flood, 2oCh.D.G29.
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Restric-

tions on
the per-

sonal lia-

bility of

covenan-
tors.

Rever-
sion.

and assigns {h), the owner or owners for the time being of,

&e." (See further as to restrictive covenants, Goodeve, R. P.

170, note (//).)

The liability of a covenantor or his representatives for

breach of covenant, which may happen after the lapse of any

period from the date of the covenant (/), is somewliat onerous,

and may deter trustees from purchasing land comprised in a

building estate where the conditions require the pm-chaser to

enter into covenants with the vendor which may involve the

expenditure of money or restrict the user of the land. It is,

therefore, sometimes provided that the purchaser shall not be

liable in damages for breach of covenant. Such a proviso is

void (,/ ) unless it merely restricts the liability, as, for

example, by providing that the covenantor shall only be

liable while he owns the laud (/.), or unless the covenantee

has another remedy for the breach besides damages {I). It

follows that such a proviso, if added to a covenant the burden

of which does not run with the land, such as a covenant to

erect and maintain a fence, is void, but will be valid if it

merely provides that the covenantor shall not be liable in

damages after he has parted with the land, or is added to a

covenant, the burden of which runs with the land, such as a

covenant not to allow the land to be used for business pur-

poses, as in this case the covenantee has a remedy by
injunction.

Where the property intended to be conveyed is reversionary,

the recitals should show the origin and exact nature of the

interest intended to be conveyed.

As remainders and reversions always lay in grant, a deed

of grant was the appropriate mode of conveyance of them.

(7i) See as to who aro '
' assigns

"

•within such, a covenant, Everett v.

Remimiton, [1892] 3 Ch. 148.

(/) Witham V. Vane, reported

Challis, K. P. 401.

{j) Furmvall v. Coombes, o

Man. & Or. 736 ; 6 Scott, N. E.

522.

(A-) WiUiams v. Hathaway, 6

Ch. D. 544.

(/) Co. Lit. 14G a, 286 a and h.
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But inasmuch as, if the remainder or reversion became an

estate in possession before the execution of the deed, the

land would not pass by a grant made before the Real

Property Act, 1845 (8 & 9 Vict. c. 106), came into operation,

it became the practice to convey a remainder or reversion by

some conveyance, such as a lease and release or a bargain

and sale im'olled, which would pass freeholds in possession.

In a conveyance of a remainder or reversion it is the practice

to describe the parcels as if the estate were in possession, and

then in the habendum to show that it is subject to the pre-

ceding estates (see form in Stud. Prec. 42). This practice

arises from the doctrine, held by Preston (2 Prest. Abstr. 88),

but doubted by Davidson (1 Dav. Prec. 67), that, if the

remainder or reversion is described as such, and there is a

material error in the description, it will not pass, because

there is no such thing as that described in the parcels

;

whereas, if the land is described in the parcels as if it were in

possession, the effect of an error in the habendum is not to

prevent it from passing, but only to introduce some difficulty

in ascertaining what estate the purchaser is to take. It is

hardly necessary to observe that in such cases the draftsman

must be extremely careful to show distinctly what estate the

purchaser is intended to take. This remark is of very great

importance where the vendor has more than one estate in

remainder ; for, as he can convey the one estate without the

other, it is possible by careless conveyancing to pass the

wrong estate.

The conveyance of a reversion or remainder should contain Death

a covenant by either the vendor or the purchaser, as may be " ^^^'

agreed, for payment of the death duties which will become

payable when the reversion or remainder falls into possession,

unless they are compounded for (1 K. & E. 460). In

the absence of an agreement the purchaser of the reversion

must pay the duty {m) .

(ot) Cooper v. Treiuhy, 28 Beav. rule only applies whore the piir-

194; Re Bepington, [1904] 1 Ch. chaso is of a reversion as such.

811, a case of legacy duty. The Where it is a purchase for an
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Turcliase Till lately, unless the purchaser of a reversionary interest

sion at could show that he had given full value for it, the purchase
under ^.^g \{q})\q to he Set aside by the Court of Chancery ; and
value. ''

_
'^ '

the consequence was that reversionary interests were much
depreciated in the market, as every purchaser knew that,

unless he purchased by public auction, he ran the risk of a

Chancery suit. The law has now been altered by the Sales

of Eeversions Act, 1867 (31 Yict. c. 4), by which no bond

fide purchase without fraud or unfair dealing of a reversionary

interest is to be set aside merely on the ground of under

value ; but the Coui-t still affords protection to expectant

heirs. {Chesterfield v. Janssen, 1 W. & T. L. C. and notes;

Brenehley v. Higgins, 82 L. T. 143.)

Purchase When a reversion in land is purchased, it should be

eion sub'- remembered that the powers given to the tenant for life by
ject to i]^Q s_ L_ ^ 1882, cannot be released ; and that therefore

ofS.L. A. the land maybe sold before the reversion falls into posses-

sion, and thus the purchaser gets money instead of land.

In a case where the purchaser of the reversion wished to

enjoy the land itself, and the tenant for life threatened to

sell it to a stranger, the purchaser paid a good price for the

land into Court as an offer, and upon his undertaking not to

withdraw his offer, the tenant for life was ordered not to sell

(except by public auction), without communicating any other

offer made to him and giving the purchaser two days to con-

sider whether he would make any advance upon such other

offer {Whcehcright v. Walker, (1883) W. N. 154; 31 W. E.

912). The person who had purchased the reversion could

afford to give more than any one else on a sale by auction,

for, if he gave more than the full value, he would only lose

interest on the excess during the life of the tenant for life,

because eventually he would become entitled to the capital.

estate in possession, and title is vendors must pay the duty. See

made by tlie owners of life estates Re Kidd and Gibbon, [1893] 1

•with the concurrence of rever- Ch. 695 ; Re Langham, 60 L. J.

sioners or remaindermen, the Ch. 110; Dart, V. «S; P. 1233.
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Notice of the purcliase sliould always be given to the

trustees of the settlement for the i^urposes of the S. L. Acts,

though no priority is gained thereby (>?)• If this is not done,

and the land is afterwards sold by the tenant for life, there is

the risk of the trustees, on the death of the tenant for life,

paying the capital money arising from the sale to tlie re-

mainderman instead of the purchaser.

The effect of the Eeal Property Act, 1845 (8 & 9 Yict. Contiu-

c. lOG), s. 6, is to enable (as from the 1st October, 1845) " a
f^^^l^'

contingent, an executory and a future interest, and a possi-

bility coupled with an interest in any tenements or heredita-

ments of any tenure, whether the object of the gift or limi-

tation of such interest or possibiHty be or be not ascertained,

also a right of entry (o), whether immediate or futui*e, and
whether vested or contingent, into or upon any tenements or

hereditaments in England of any tenure," to be disposed of

by deed.

It is by no means clear whether a " right of entry " in this

section includes aright of entry for a forfeiture (;;). The
benefit of the right of re-entry in a lease for years is in-

sej^arably annexed to the reversion expectant on the term (q). i

In an assignment of leaseholds (r) the lease and the Lcai=;e-

devolution of title, if any, to the vendor are recited. Where ^°''^'^-

the dealings with the property since the lease are numerous,

they may be recited shortly as follows :
" Whereas, by wtue

of divers mesne assurances, acts, and operations in the law,

and events, and ultimately by an indenture, &c., the saicj

premises comprised in the said indentm-e of lease have

become absolutely vested in the said [vendor'] for all the

residue of the said term of years, subject to the rent

(h) 2 Dart, V. & P. 850. to the powers of the Court to

(o) See Kennedij v. Lyell, 15 relieve the lessee in case of for-

Q. B. D. 491. feiture, see^os^, p. 254.

(p) See this discussed, Goodcve, (r) See the form in Stud. Prec.

E. P. 196. 32. As to the law of assignments,

(?) C. A. 1881, ss. 10, 12. As see Goodevo, E. P. 369.

E.l.c, 9
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reserved by and the covenants and conditions contained in

the said lease." The parcels are generally set out in the

recital of the lease and are assigned by the description of

" all and singular the and hereditaments comprised in

[or expressed to be demised] by the said recited indentiu'e of

lease."

The covenants for title implied by a person assigning " as

beneficial owner " are similar, mutatis mntandis, to those

implied on a conveyance in fee, -with, the addition of a cove-

nant restricted in the same manner as the covenant for right

to convey {supra, p. Ill), that the lease is good, that the

rent has been paid, and that the covenants have been per-

formed up to the time of assignment. See the C. A. 1881,

s. 7, sub-s. (1), B. The purchaser also expressly covenants

with the vendor to perform and observe during the residue

of the term the covenants by the lessee contained in the

lease, and to indemnify him against them. These covenants

do not, however, entitle the vendor, even though he be the

original lessee, to enforce the specific performance of the

covenants contained in the lease. Then- object is to in-

demnify the vendor against his personal liability to the

lessor (s). If the vendor is the original lessee, he is liable in

damages to his landlord for a breach of the covenants by the

lessee occmring at any time during the term (f) ; and if he

is not the original lessee, he is bound to his vendor by the

covenants under discussion contained in the assignment to

him to indemnify his vendor during the whole term as from

the date of that assignment against his liability to the lessor

;

and, in either case, the liability is one from which it is

reasonable to relieve him when he parts with the property.

The covenants under discussion are not inserted where there

is no remaining liability on the part of tlie vendor after the

assignment under the covenants in the lease, as for instance

where it is a mortgage tenn at a peppercorn rent ; or where

he is a trustee in bankruptcy (u).

(s) Harris v. Hoots, rf:r., [1904]

2 Ch. 376.

{i) See Goodeve, E. P. 168.

{») Dart, V. & P. 581. Unless
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There is an implied covenant by each assignee to in- |
demnify the original lessee against breaches of covenant

'

during his own tenancy {Moule v. Garrett, L. R. 5 Ex 132 •

7 Ex. 101) (.r).

Where part only of the property comprised in a lease is Assign

-

to be sold, the conveyance may be prepared in either of two "an\,f
different manners. An assign of part of the property is 5<''inised

liable, during his ownership, to perform the covenants and
^""1'"*^-

pay the rent under the lease, and is liable to eviction if the
owner of the other part commits a breach of covenant ; but
an under-lessee is not liable to perform the covenants or pay
the rent under the head lease, though he is Hable to eviction

by the original lessor if the owner of the head lease commits
a breach of covenant.

If, then, the purchase comprises a small part only of the

property comprised in a lease, it is usually carried out by
means of an under-lease, so that the purchaser shall incur

no liability under the covenants comprised in the liead

lease. The vendor covenants with the purchaser to pay the

rent, i.e., the whole rent, reserved by the head lease, and
to perform the covenants comprised in it, so far as they

regard the land which he retains ; and the pm-ehaser enters

into fresh covenants with the vendor (which should always

be framed so as to comprise covenants similar to those

contained in the head lease) so far as regards the property

contained in the under-lease. On the other hand, where

the property sold forms a substantial part of the property in

the head lease, the conveyance is made by assignment ; and
the vendor and purchaser respectively covenant with each

other to perform the covenants contained in the head lease

so far as they relate to the property retained by or con\eyed

to the covenantor, and for payment of an ap^iortioned part

tlie trustee has been prevented (x) As to the liability of an
from disclaiming, and required equitable assign, see 1 K. & E.

to assign the lease: Ex parte 523.

Buxton, Re MiiUer, 15 Ch. D. 289.

9(2)
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Title to be
shown on
sale of

lease-

holds.

Copy-
holds (a)

of the rent. There should also be a power of re-entry

(restricted as to perpetuity) on breach of the covenant {y).

It was formerly the practice to insert a power of distress

enabling each party to distrain on the part of the property

belonging to the other, in respect of any costs or damages

occasioned by his breach of covenant. This scheme, however,

is at the present ineffectual owing to the operation of the

Bills of Sale Act, 1878 (41 & 42 Yict. c. 31), and the Bills of

Sale Act, 1882 (4;j & 46 Yict. c. 43), the former of which

(s. 6) provides that any power of distress given by way of

security for any debt is to be deemed a bill of sale, within

the meaning of the Act, of any personal chattels which may
be seized or taken under such power of distress ; while the

latter Act invalidates any bill of sale given as security for

money, unless it be in the form prescribed by the Act, a form

which an assignment of leaseholds at an apportioned rent

cannot comply with (;:).

Formerly a vendor entering into an open contract for the

sale of leaseholds was bound to show his lessor's title {Soutcr

V. Drake, 5 B. & Ad. 992) ; except in some cases stated in

Dart, cap. YIII. s. 3 ; but now he is not bound to show the

title to the freehold (Y. & P. A. 1874 (37 & 38 Yict. c. 78),

s. 2) ; nor, in the case of an under-lease, the title to the lease-

hold reversion (C. A. 1881, s. 3 (1) ). The purchaser of a

lease is to assume that it was duly granted, and the purchaser

of an under-lease that it and every superior lease was duly

I

granted, on the production in either case of the last receipt

for rent before completion, unless the contrary appears. The
obligation to show the lessor's title in the case of leaseholds

for lives remains unchanged.

The legal estate in copyholds passes by an admittance (h)

{y) Sec 1 K. & E. 566, 594
;

arde, p. 108.

(z) As to bills of sale, see Good-

eve, P. P. chap. vii.

(a) As to the law of copyholds,

see Goodeve, E. P. chap. xv.

(h) Any person who has a right

to be admitted can enforce it bj^

a writ of mandamus : Vaughan v.

Atkins, 5 Burr, at p. 2787 ; Rex

V. Eennett, 2 T. E. 197 ; Bex v.

Coggan, 6 East, 431 ; which will
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founded on a surrender; but a mere equitable interest
can be passed by a deed. As the covenants for title form
no part of the surrender, and cannot be implied in it by
the C. A. 1881, it is the practice to have a separate deed
containing or implying them, which may be executed either
before or after the sui-render. In the former case the deed
is called " a covenant to surrender " (c). The recitals, if any,
are of the vendor's title and the agreement for sale, and
the operative part consists of a covenant by the vendor,
" as beneficial owner," to surrender the land " to the use of
[t//c purchaser'] his heirs and assigns, to be holden of the
lord of the manor by copy of Court Roll, according to the
custom of the manor, by and under the rents, fines, suits,

and services, therefor due and of right accustomed," and
is followed by a declaration of trust for the purchaser till

surrender. As a covenant to suiTender copyholds is a eon-
^

veyance within the definition contained in the C, A. 1881,
s. 2 (v.), the usual covenants for title can be impKed by
using the words "as beneficial owner." If the deed is

subsequent to the surrender, it recites the surrender and
witnesses that, in consideration of the payment and receipt

of the purchase money (which are stated in tlie usual form),

the vendor covenants for title. In this case, as the deed is

not a conveyance within the definition in the C. A. 1881, the

be granted on Hs making out a estate as against the person right-

primd facie title. If two persons fully entitled to be admitted :

claim to be admitted, the steward Bight d. Wells v. Bawden, 3 East,

has no jimsdiction to decide 260. If the admittance is made
between them, but it is his duty in pursuance of, but not in ac-

to admit them both : Rex v. cordance with, the surrender, the

Hexham, 5 A. & E. 559. The title conferred by the surrender

duty of the lord in admitting is prevails : Wesfwick v. Wyer, 4

merely ministerial: lioe d. Noden Eep. 28 a ; Buxtintj v. Lepingmrll,

V. Griffits, 4 BuiT. at p. 1961. 4 Eep. 29 a.

No injvuy is done if he admits the (c) See the foim in Stud. Prec.
wrong person, as that person docs OQ

; 1 K. & E. 474.

not acquire by admittance any
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covenants for title eanuot be implied, but must be expressed

in the deed.

It is improper to pay the purchase-money before the

surrender is actually made ; for, if this were done, a subse-

quent purchaser without notice of the sale might, after the

payment of the purchase-money and before the sun-ender

was made, take a surrender for a valuable consideration.

In this case the subsequent purchaser would on his

admittance acquire the legal estate as from the date of his

sm-render ; and therefore, having an equal equity mth the

first pm-chaser, he would be prefen-ed to him, and the latter's

right to the property would be defeated.

It is understood that, to save trouble, the steward of the

manor will generally appoint the purchaser's solicitor his

deputy for the pui'pose of taking the surrender, on his account-

ing to the steward for the fees. The actual surrender and
admittance are usually prepared by the steward.

^^^^" Where the object of the conveyance is to create an

easement, it is, of course, proper to declare clearly what
the easement is, and what are the dominant and servient

tenements. For example, in the grant of a right of way (e),

the owner of the intended servient tenement, in considera-

tion, &c., " as beneficial owner," grants " unto the said

[owner of the intended dominant tenement^ his heirs and
assigns, full right and liberty from time to time, and at all

times hereafter, at his and their respective will and pleasure,

by day and night and for all puiq^oses to go, pass, and repass

\_here state how, as ' on foot or on horseback '] on and over a

certain road or way [describing it^ intersecting certain closes

caUed ."

Although it is convenient to insert recitals showing which

are to be the servient and dominant tenements, they may
be omitted, adding, after the fii-st mention of the owner of the

dominant tenement, his heirs and assigns, the words " owner

(cZ) As to the law of easements, (e) See the form 1 K. »& E.

see Goodeve, R, P. 335 d seq. G19.
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or owners of [the dominant tenement'] "
; and after tlie first

mention of the owner of tlie servient tenement, his heirs and

assigns, the words " owner or owners of [the servient tene-

menf]:'

It should be clearly stated who, if any one, is to keep the Repair of

way in repair. In the absence of express stipulation the ^^^"

owner of the servient tenement is under no obligation to

repair the road, but the owner of the easement has a right to

repau'it : Gerrard v. Cooke, 2 Bos. & P. N. R. 109 ; Weiccomen

V. Coulson, 6 Ch. D. at p. 143 ; Stockport Higluraij Board v.

Grant, 51 L. J. Q. B. 359. It must, however, be remem-

bered that the burden of a covenant to repair does not run

with the land.

Before 1882 an easement could not be created by a Easement

declaration of use; but as to deeds since 1881, the C. A.
]jjj;^y*|^j

^^

1881, s. 62, provides for the creation of an easement by aluse.

conveyance of freeholds to the use that a person shall enjoy f

the easement.

Sometimes, where the property sold is in mortgage, and Couv(^y-

the mortgage is paid off by the purchaser, the state of the Mortgagor

title renders it advisable to keep the mortgage on foot for and mort-

the benefit of the purchaser so as to protect his estate against

subsequent incumbrances. There are several methods of

doing this. According to the scheme given in 2 Dav. Free.

Part I., p. 324, the mortgage debt is assigned to a trustee

for the purchaser, and the property is conveyed to the same

trustee for better securing the mortgage money and subject

thereto on trust for the pm-chaser. The objection to this

plan is that it vests the legal estate in the trustee. Ac-

cording to the scheme given in 1 K. & E. 486, the

mortgage debt is assigned to a trustee on trust for the

purchaser and to dispose of the same as the pm-chaser

shall direct, and in the meantime to attend the inheritance

and to protect it against incumbrances, and the property is

conveyed to the purchaser subject to the mortgage debt.

According to another scheme the conveyance is made to the

pm-chaser discharged from the mortgage, with a proviso that
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Equity of

ledeinp-

tion.

the mortgage debt shall be considered as a subsisting charge

on the premises for the benefit of the purchaser and as a

protection against all mesne charges (/'). (See the form

of Eelease of Equity of Redemption to the mortgagee, 1 K.

& E. 524.)

The purchaser of an equity of redemption, i.e., of property

subject to a legal mortgage (g), is in a very dangerous posi-

tion, for the following reasons :

—

Eirst. There may be a second mortgage, the existence of

which is unknown to him. In this case, as he does not

acquire the legal estate, such mortgagee has priority over

him by virtue of the doctrine that where the equities are

equal, preference is given to priority of date ; but the pur-

chaser will obtain priority if he subsequently acquu-es the

legal estate (//).

Second. It is possible {post, p. 230) that the vendor may
have other land which is in mortgage at the time of the

sale. If this be the case, and the two mortgages, either are

at the time of the sale, or subsequently become, vested in the

same person, the purchaser will not be allowed to redeem

the purchased property unless he pays oif both mortgages [i).

This right, called " consolidation," is abolished by the C. A.

1881, s. 17, in cases where the mortgages are or one of them

is made after 1881 ; but only in cases where a contrary

intention is not expressed in one of the mortgage deeds.

It appears, then, that, in the absence of certainty that the

vendor has no other estate in mortgage at the time of sale,

or, if he has, that the mortgage on the other estate was dated

after 1881, and did not contain a provision giving the right

of consolidation, it is desirable to procm'e the concurrence of

(/) The presumption, in the

absence of any expression of in-

tention, is that the mortgage is

kept alive if it is to the advantage

of the person who pays it off that

it should subsist : see Adams \.

Angell, 5 Ch. D. 634 ; Re Pride,

[1891] 2 Ch. 135 ; Thorney. Cann,

[1895] A. 0. 11; Goodeve, E. P.

405 et seq.

{g) See Goodeve, E. P. 387, 405.

(h) See Goodeve, E. P. 403 et seq.

(i) See Goodeve, E. P. 408 et seq.
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the mortgagee of the purchased estate in the deed conve3duf^

the equity of redemption, for the purpose of waiving as

against the purchaser his right of consolidation. Where the

mortgagee concurs for this purpose, notice of the deed should

be endorsed on his mortgage deed so as to ensure a subse-

quent transferee of the mortgage having notice that the right I

of consolidation has been released (1 K. & E. 524).

If the mortgagee of the purchased estate concurs, the

deed will contain a release by him of the mortgagor's cove-

nants for payment and a substituted covenant by the pur-

chaser, or a mere release by the mortgagee of his right to

consolidation. If the mortgagee is not a party, it will

contain covenants by the purchaser to indemnify the vendor

against the debt (see form in Stud. Prec. xxiii. p. 51

;

1 K. & E. 522), an obligation which, independently of

contract, is implied by Equity on the purchase being com-

pleted (/.•), though the purchaser does not become personally

liable to the mortgagee (l).

When land is sold by the owner of the equity of redemp-

tion, the land may be discharged from the mortgage under

the C. A. 1881, s. 5, by which, where land subject to any

incumbrance, whether immediately payable or not, is sold,

the Court may, on payment into Court of an amount sufficient

in the opinion of the Court to provide for principal and

interest with a margin for contingencies, on the application

{k) Waring v. Ward, 7 Ves. at to him, by the purchaser of the

p. 337. If, after the conveyance equityof redemption, of the money

of the equity of redemption to a that he has been compelled to pay

purchaser, the mortgagee sues the to the mortgagee, the conveyance

original mortgagor on his cove- will not be absolute in farm, but

nant, the mortgagee must on will be "subject to the equity of

payment convey the legal estate redemption vested in any person

to the original mortgagor : Falmer other than the mortgagor
'

'
:
Fearce

V. Hendrie, 27 Beav. 349 ; 28 Beav. v. Morris, L. E. 5 Ch. 227.

341. But, as the mortgagor only
(/) Re Errlinjton, [1894] 1 Q. B.

requires the legal estate for the u,
purpose of securing the payment
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Couvey-
ance by
mortgagee
under a
power of

sale.

Sale l.y

personal

7eiiresen-

tatives of

mortga-
gee.

of either vendor or purchaser (either after or without notice

to any incumbrancer), declare the land to be freed from the

incumbrance, and make any order for conveyance, or vesting

proper, for giving effect to the sale. On a sale of settled

land an incumbrance may, with the consent of the incum-

brancer, be shifted to another part of the settled land under

the provisions of the S. L. A. 1882, ss. 5, 24. (See 2 K. & E.

256.)

Where the sale is made by a mortgagee under an express or

statutory power, the recitals {in) will comprise the mortgage

deed (setting out the conveyance subject to redemption), and,

also, if the sale is made under an express power, the authority

to sell, the clause protecting piirchasers from irregularities in

the sale, and the receipt clause. If the power of sale is

properly drawn, it will be unnecessary to recite in detail

the provision as to the events on which the power becomes

exercisable, or the state of the mortgage debt. The contract

for sale will be recited. The operative pai*t will contain a

conveyance by the mortgagee "as mortgagee," habendum free

from all equity of redemption or claims or demands under

the mortgage.

Where a sale is made by the personal representatives of a

mortgagee, the frame of the deed of conveyance depends

upon the time of his death. If he died before 1882, the

legal estate passed on his death to his heir or de^^.see. In

this case the recital of the power of sale will contain the

clause directing the heirs to concur ; and after the recital of

the mortgage will follow a recital of the will, if any, of the

mortgagee, stating the appointment of executors and the

devise of trust estates (if any), the death, probate, and if

there be no devise of trust estates, the heirship ; if no will,

the death, heirship, and grant of administration. In the

operative part the heir or devisee, " as mortgagee," grants

at the request of the personal representatives, who, " as

(m) Stud. Prec. 9.
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personal representatives of the mortgagee," grant and

confirm: see the 0. A. 1881, s. 7 (1) (F), anfc, p. 117. .

If tlio mortgagee died after 1881, the legal estate devolves I

on his personal representatives (C. A. 1881, s. 130), and the I

conveyance is made by them only (ii).

Where the sale is of copyholds and the vendor is a mort- Copy-

gagee, it is, generally speaking, necessary for the vendor to

be admitted, so as to be able to transfer the legal estate to

the purchaser by means of a surrender. In the conveyance

he generally covenants only to siu-render to the use of

the purchaser, instead of following the stricter form of

covenanting to be admitted and to surrender. If there are

no subsequent surrenders on the rolls, the fines due on the

surrender of the mortgagee can be saved by vacating tlie

original surrender and taking a new surrender from the

mortgagor ; but this course can rarely be adopted, as it is

most unlikely that a mortgagee will sell under his power at a

time when the equity of redemption is unincumbered, and

when therefore there are no subsequent surrenders.

By vii'tue of the S. L. A. 1882, a tenant for life (as Convey-

defined by s. 2) and any other limited owner (as defined by traan/

s. 58) can sell (s. 3) with the usual subsidiary powers (s. -4), for life,

and convey (ss. 20 and 55), and enter into preliminary

contracts (s. 31), for the sale of " the settled land "
: see s. 2.

The " principal mansion house and the pleasure grounds

and park and lands, if any, usually occupied therewith " are

not to be sold without the consent of the trustees of tlie

settlement or an order of Court ; but " where a house is

usually occupied as a farmhouse, or where the site of any

house and the pleasure grounds and park and lands, if

any, usually occupied therewith do not together exceed 25

acres," this provision does not apply (S. L. A. 1890, s. 10,

replacing S. L. A. 1882, s. 15, as to " the principal mansion

house and demesnes thereof and other lands usually

{)i) As to what becomes of the sonal representative, see Goodeve,

legal estate when there is no per- E. P. 123.
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occupied therewith "). The piu'chase money is to be paid,

at the option of the tenant for life, to the trustees of the

settlement or into Court (s. 22). The persons who are for

the time being, under a settlement, trustees with power of

sale, or of consent to or approval of the exercise of such a

power, or if there are no such persons, then the persons for

the time being declared bj the settlement to be the trustees

thereof for the purposes of the Act, are for the purposes of

the Act "trustees of the settlement" (s. 2 (8)). If there

are no such persons, it is provided by the S. L. A. 1890,

s. 16, that the following persons shall be trustees of the

settlement for the purposes of the S. L. Acts, viz. :
"

(1) The
persons (if any) who are for the time being under the

settlement trustees with power of or upon trust for sale of

any other land comprised in the settlement and subject to

the same limitations as the land to be sold, or vdth power of

consent to or approval of the exercise of such a power of

sale ; or, if there be no such persons, then (2) The persons

(if an}') who are for the time being imder the settlement

trustees witli future power of sale or under a future trust

for sale of the land to be sold, or with power of consent

to or approval of the exercise of such a future power of sale

and -u'hether the power or trust takes effect in all events or

not."

A tenant for life, v^'hen intending to make a sale, is bound

to give one calendar month's notice (which may be notice of

a general intention to sell : S. L. A. 1884, s. o) by regis-

tered letter (S. L. A. 1882, s. 45) to each of the trustees,

and also to their solicitor if any is known to him ; and at

the date of the notice there must be at least two trustees,

unless a contrary intention is expressed in the settlement.

See more as to the statutory powers of the tenant for life,

post, Chap. XI.

The conveyance by the tenant for life is effectual (s. 20 (1)

)

to pass the land sold, " including copyhold or customary or

leasehold land vested in trustees," " for the estate or interest

the subject of the settlement or for any less estate or interest."
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1

Tliis is a statutory power, which enables the tenant for life

to convey the land itself, not merely to declare the use : and,

in cases where the legal estate in freeholds or leaseholds

passed b}^ the settlement, and has not since been conveyed

away to secure money actually raised, to convey it, even if

it be vested in trustees. The conveyance by the tenant for

life passes the right to admittance in the case of copyholds

:

s. 20 (3). It will be observed that tlie trustees are not neces-

sary parties to a conveyance by the tenant for life (except for

the purpose of testifying their consent to the sale of a mansion

house, &c., where no order of Court has been obtained), as

the purchase money may be paid into Court ; and, even if it

be paid to the trustees, it is sufficient for them to give a

receipt for it, which need not be contained in the conveyance.

It is, however, the usual practice to make the trustees

parties where the money is to be j^aid to them ; in Avhich
i

case the conveyance will take the following form {o) . The

settlement and any subsequent events should be recited so

as to show that A. is tenant for life (or a person having the

powers of a tenant for life), and that B. and C. are "trustees

of the settlement " within the Act. In cases where brevity

is desired, the recital may run as follows :
" Whereas by

an indenture dated, &c., the hereditaments hereby assm-ed

were limited to certain uses under which the said A. is now

tenant for life in possession thereof, and the said indenture

contains a power of sale of the said hereditaments now

exercisable by the said B. and C. with the consent of the

said A. ;
" or " and the said B. and C. were thereby appointed

trustees thereof for the purposes of the 8. L. Acts, 1882 to

1890." The recital of the contract for sale will be that A.,

" in exercise of the powers vested in him by the S. L. Acts,

1882 to 1890 " (and, if the principal mansion house, &c., is

sold " with the consent of the said B. and C"), has agreed,

&c. ; or, if necessary, recite an order of Court giving general

power to sell the mansion house and subsequent agreement

(o) Stud. Tree. 18 ; 1 K. & E. 508.
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for sale, or a conditional agreement for sale and order of

Court approving of the agreement. It is not necessary to

recite that the notices under s. 45 were given. The con-

sideration will he expressed to he paid by the purchaser

" by the direction of the said A. to the said B. and C. as

such trustees as aforesaid ;
" the receipt will be given by

B. and C. A., " as beneficial owner, and in exercise of the

powers vested in him by the S. L. Acts, 1882 to 1890, and

of every other power, &c.," grants (or as the case may be),

adding, in the case of a conveyance of the mansion house,

&c., " with the consent hereby testified of the said B. and

C," or " with the approval of the Chancery Division (;;), as

appears by the hereinbefore recited order of the day

of ." The habendum will be " unto and to the use of

[the purc/iaser^j in fee simple ;
" and it is the practice to add

" discharged from all the limitations, powers, and provisions

of the said indenture of settlement, and from all estates,

interests, and charges subsisting or to arise thereunder ;

"

but this is not necessar}'. If the covenants implied by A.

conveying " as beneficial owner " extend to the acts of a

prior owner, a proviso should be added restricting them as

respects the reversion expectant on A.'s life estate to the

acts of A. and persons claiming under him {aufc, p. 118).

Convey- ' The S. L. A. does not take away or abridge an}' power

tni^tees Subsisting under a settlement exercisable by a tenant for life,

under a or by trustccs with liis consent, &c., or otherwise ; but, in case

of conflict between the provisions of the settlement and the

Act " relative to any matter in respect whereof the tenant for

life exercises, or contracts or intends to exercise any power

under the Act," the provisions of the Act prevail : and "the

consent of the tenant for life " is " necessary to the exercise

,by the trustees of the settlement or other person of any poicer

jconfen'ed by the settlement exercisable for any purpose pro-

Tided for in the Act" (s. 56), even if the settlement expressly

{p) See S. L. A. 18S2, s. 46 (1), and as to the jurisdiction of

County Coiirts, Ih. (10).

power.
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makes the powers of the trustees exercisable without tlie
j

consent of any other person. This provision as to powcrn of

sale must be distinguished from cases of trusts for sale : I

2)ost, p. 144.

The result is that no power of the settlement is destroyed, '

but no such power " which is exercisable for any purpose pro-

vided for in the Act " can be exercised without the consent of

the tenant for life, or, if two or more persons constitute the
'

tenant for life without the consent of one of such persons {q).

For instance, a power to trustees to raise money by mort-

gage, which is not a purpose provided for in the Act, remains

exercisable by them without the consent of the tenant for

life ; but a general power of sale given by the settlement to

trustees would be a purpose provided for by tlie Act, and

therefore could not be exercised without the consent of tlie

tenant for life. It appears j)robable that a power to sell for

a specific purpose not provided for in the Act, as to raise

charges, remains exercisable by the trustees without tlie

consent of the tenant for life (r).

Where a conveyance is made by trustees under an express

power of sale, the recitals should state the authority to sell

and convey ; or, if the trustees take no legal estate, the

authority to revoke the uses and declare fresh uses ; and

should also show that a state of things has happened which

authorises them to sell (s). If the trustees have the legal

estate, the conveyance takes effect out of their estate, and

they grant " as such trustees as aforesaid in exercise of the

said recited power and of every other power in this behalf

them enabling
;

" and, if a tenant for life has to conciu",

either on account of the terms of the power, or owing to the

provisions of the S. L. A., " with the consent of the said A.,

and (for the pui-pose only of implying covenants by the said

A. for title and further assurance) by the direction also of the

said A. directing as beneficial owner." (See aute, p. 115.)

{q) S. L. A. 1884, s. 6 (2). (r) See Wolst. Cmiv. Acts, 415.

(.s) Stud. Prec. p. 11.
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If the trustees have no estate, and convey freeholds by ^ii'tue

of a power, it mil be remembered that, whether the power is

stated to operate by way of revocation of use and new appoint-

ment or not, it operates as a declaration of use, and the legal

estate becomes vested in the purchaser by vu^tue of the

Statute of Uses, the new uses being fed by the seisin of the

grantee or devisee to uses. In this case, " in exercise of the

recited power, &c.," the trustees "revoke all the uses, trusts,

and limitations of the and hereditaments hereinafter

appointed, which are now subsisting and capable of taking

effect under the said settlement, and do hereby appoint tliat

the same shall remain and be to " the new uses.

Convey- The S. L. A. 1882, s. 63, extended the provisions of the

TtruS/ Act to settlements made by way of trust or du-ection for

sale. the sale of land, " and for the application or disposal of the

money to arise fi'om the sale, or the income of that money,

for the benefit of any person for his life, &c." The person

beneficially entitled to the income of the land until sale

is to be deemed to be tenant for life thereof, and the

trustees for sale are for purposes of the Act trustees of the

settlement.

This provision caused much inconvenience in cases where

the sale moneys were to be divided and each share was

settled, as it rendered the concurrence of the tenant for life

of each share necessary {t). To obviate this difficulty it was

provided by the S. L. A. 1884 (s. 6) that, in the case of a

' settlement within the meaning of s. 63 of S. L. A. 1882, any

consent not requii^ed by the terms of the settlement is not, by

force of anything contained in the Act of 1882, to be deemed

necessary to enalble the trustees of the settlement to execute

the trusts or powers of the settlement. By the same Act

(s. 7) the powers conferred on tenants for life by s. 03 of the

(Act of 1882 {i.e., when the settlement is by way of trn.st for

sale) are not to be exercised without the leave of the Court

;

the order giving leave may be registered and re-registered as

(0 Sec Be Ilardiiuj, [1891] 1 Oh. (50.
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a lis pendens against the trustees ; and while it is iu force, no

person other than the person having- the leave can execute

any trust or power created by the settlement for any pui'pose

for which leave is by the order given to exercise a power

conferred by the Act of 1882.

It follows that, where a conveyance is to be made under a

frusi for sale, and no order has been made by the Com-t

under the Act of 1884, the transaction is not affected by the i

S. L. Acts. The recitals will state the instrument creating

the trust, so far as to show the creation of the trust, and mth
what consents, if any, it is to be exercised. If necessary, any

changes in the trustees and consequent conveyances of the

legal estate will be stated. In the operative part the trustees

will convey " as trustees and in pursuance of the trust for

sale in the recited indenture (or will) contained." If the

consent of the tenant for life is requii-ed by the terms of the

trust, add " with the consent and by the direction of the said

A. directing as beneficial owner" {u).

On the other hand, where an order has been made by the

Court giving leave to the tenant for life to exercise the

statutory powers, the recitals will state the instrument

creating the trust for sale and the order. The tenant for

life will convey " as beneficial owner " and " by virtue of the

power conferred on him by the recited indenture (or will)

and order of Court." The rest of the conveyance will follow

the ordinary form of a conveyance by a tenant for life under

the powers of the S. L. Acts, 1882 to 1890.

Equitable interests in laud are conveyed in practice in the Equitable,.,,,, interests.

same manner as if they were legal estates ; but it sliouid be

remembered that any writing signed by a vendor expressing

his agreement to sell the property, together with the pajTuent

of the purchase money, is sufficient to transfer his equitable

interest to the purchaser (.r). Suppose, for instance, that, by

(«) As to the covenants for title (a-) See McCniyht v. Foahr,

to be givon by the tenant for life, L. E. 5 Ch. 604 ;
Shaw v. Fostn;

see ante, p. 1 IS. L. E- ^ H. L. .T.'l. It must be

E.I.C.
1"
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a deed containing a recital of an agreement for the sale of

two properties for a certain sum and a receipt for that sum,

one property only is conveyed to the purchaser, and the other

is omitted, an equitable interest in the latter passes.

Married The form of a conveyance of freeholds belonging to a

married woman depends upon whether the case falls within

the provisions of the M. W. P. A. 1882, or not.

In cases falling within the Act, i.e., where the woman was

married after 1882, or where, though she was married before

1883, her title, whether vested or contingent, and whether in

possession, reversion, or remainder (//), first accrued after 1882,

the conveyance will be in the same form as if she were a

feme sole ; but it is proper to show by recital the date of her

marriage, and if it was before 1883, the time when her title

accrued, so as to show that the Act applies. Occasionally the

husband concurs " as beneficial owner " in the conveyance,

so as to covenant for title {ante, p. 116), but this is unusual.

In cases not falling within the Act, i.e., where the woman
was married and her title accrued before 1883, her freeholds

are conveyed by her (by virtue of the Fines and Recoveries

Act, 1833, 3 & 4 WiU. 4, c. 74, ss. 77 et seq.) by deed in

which her husband concurs, and which is acknowledged by

her pursuant to the Act, as modified by the C. A. 1882, s. 7.

The form of the conveyance is the same as if she were a

feme sole, with the following exceptions, \iz., the contract

with the purchaser is stated to have been made by the

husband and wife, the purchase money is paid to the

remembered, however, that an simple that the Court would

equitable limitation by way of otherwise be justified in rectify-

trust executed has the same con- ing the instrument (Be Trinyhum,

struction as a legal limitation, and [1904] 2 Ch. 487), or the instru-

that therefore in this case a fee ment is executory [Re Oliver,

simple will not pass without the [1905] 1 Ch. 191). See Norton on

word "heirs" or "fee simple": Deeds, 329, 332.

Re Whiston, [1894] 1 Ch. 661; {ij) Reid v. Reid, 31 Ch.D. 402;
Re Irwin, [1904] 2 Ch. 752 ; unless ^g Dixon, 35 Ch. D. 4 ; i?e Parsons,

the context shows such an indis- 4,-; ch.^ X). 51.

putable intention to pass a fee
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husband and wife, who join in the receipt for it, and the

wife, " as beneficial owner with the concurrence of the said

\_hii.^hfi)td'\, grants, and the said \_//u.';bfim/'\ as beneficial owner

grants and confirms" (see aiifc, p. 116, as to what covenants

for title are implied)

.

As the purchase money ought not to be paid till the deed

has been acknowledged, it appears imj)roper to state in the

deed that it is intended to be acknowledged or to make

the husband covenant that the wife shall acknowledge it.

The draftsman ought to call attention to the necessity for

acknowledgment in the margin of the draft.

Formerly there was a serious difference of opinion between Man-ied

the Courts as to the proper method of conveying freeholds
separa°e^

forming the separate estate, either under an express trust or property,

by virtue of the M. W. P. A. 1870 (see post, p. 148), of a

woman who was married before 1883 (;:).

It is now settled that she can dispose of her equitable

interest as if she were a feme sole, i.e., by deed icithout

acknowledgment {a) ; and the legal estate, if outstanding in

trustees, must be conveyed by them in the usual manner

;

but, if there are no trustees, and the husband is at law seised

in fee in right of his wife, then, in order to pass the legal

estate, he must concur, and the deed must be acknowledged

by her. (See Goodeve, E. P. 69 ; 1 K. & E. 530, note {c).)

A manied woman is unable to dispose, by act i)ifer ri'ro.s, Restraint

of property which is her separate estate (either under an
p"ti

express trust or by virtue of the M. W. P. A. 1870, or the

M. W. P. A. 1882, see s. 19), where it is subject to a restraint

on anticipation ; but the Court may, where it appears to be for

her benefit, with her consent bind her interest in any property

notwithstanding the restraint : C. A. 1881, s. 39,

(2) See LecJimere v. Brotheridge, {a) AcJmns v. Gamhh, 12 Ir. Ch.

32 Beav. 353 ; HaU v. Waterhoust, ijep. 102 ; Taylor v. Meads, 4 De G.

5 Gifi. 64. See as to conveyances j_ ^ g_ -g-^ overruUng the earlier

bv married women, Goodeve, E. P.
•' cases,

70; 1 K. &E. 528, 531.

10 (2)

oil antici-

ion.
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Wife's
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holds.
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Married
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A wife's copyholds, in cases not falling within the

M. W. P. A. 1882, are generally conveyed by surrender by
herself and her husband, she being first separately examined

by the steward as to her consent ; but the custom as to the

mode of conveyance varies in different manors. In cases

falling within the Act, she can surrender without her

husband's concurrence.

In cases not falling within the M. W. P. A. 1882, a

husband can convey his wife's leaseholds in possession

without her concurrence ; and he can without her concurrence

convey her reversionary leasehold property if it be such as

may possibly fall into possession during the coverture : but

she should be a party to and acknowledge a deed purj)orting

to pass any equitable interest which she may have in lease-

holds. (Dart, Y. & P. 13. See 1 K & E. 565.)

The M. W. P. A. 1870 (33 & 34 Vict. c. 93 ; see Goodeve,

P. P. 402 (i), provided (s. 7) that a woman married after the

passing of the Act {i.e., 9th August, 1870) should hold as her

separate property any personal property devolving on her

as next of kin, or one of the next of kin, of an intestate, or

any sum of money not exceeding £200 (c) to which she should

become entitled under any deed or will ; and (s. 8) that

where any freehold, copyhold, or customaryhold property

should descend on her as heiress or co-heii-ess of an intestate,

the rents and profits of such property should belong to her

for her separate use {d ) . The conveyance of property to

which a woman became entitled under the Act is made
exactly in the same manner as if the property had been

assm-ed to her for her separate use without the intervention

of a trustee ; that is to say, the wife, with the concurrence of

the husband, conveys, in the case of freehold by deed acknow-

ledged, in the case of copyhold by siuTender on her separate

{h) This Act was repealed by

the M. W. P. A. 1882.

(c) This limit does not apply to

property taken under an intes-

tacy : Be Voss, 13 Ch. D. 504.

{d) This separate use affects

only the income, and not the fee :

Johnson v. Johnson, 35 Ch. I). 345.
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examination : in tliG case of leaseholds the husband alone

conveys ; but the wife must concur in each case for the pur-

pose of conveying her equitable interest and joining in the

receipt for the purchase money. This Act and the amending

Act of 1874 (37 & 38 Vict. c. 50) are now repealed by the

M. W. P. A. 1882, s. 22, but such repeal does not aiiect any

act done or right acquired while either of the repealed Acts

was in force.

The property (see the Bankruptcy Act, 1883, 46 & 47 Vict. Baukvupt.

c. 52, s. 44) , both real and personal, belonging to a bankrupt

at the commencement of the bankruptcy, or acquired by or de-

volving on him before his discharge ((/r^), ineluding the capacity

to exercise all powers (except the right of nomination to a

vacant ecclesiastical benefice) that the bankrupt could exercise

for his own benefit, vests in the trustee under the bankruptcy

(see s. 54) (e). The certificate of the Board of Trade is the

proper evidence of the appointment of the trustee. The

trustee can convey the bankrupt's freeholds exactly in the

same manner as if he were an ordinary trustee. Some

practitioners procure the bankrupt's concurrence, if possible,

but this appears to be useless, as his covenants for title must

be worthless, and the annulment of the bankruptcy would not

prejudice a sale previously made by the trustee (see s. 35).

The recitals in a conveyance by the trustee in bankruptcy

should state the adjudication of bankruptcy, the appointment

of the trustee, and also that the property comprised in the

conveyance belonged to the banki-upt at the date of the

adjudication, or (as the case may be) devolved on him after

it and before his discharge. The trustee " as trustee" grants,

and the bankrupt, if a party, " as beneficial owner " releases

(see form, IK & E. 526).

{dd) This will be so, if in the iu the case of realty, see Be New

case of personalty, the trustee Land Development Association and

reduces after-acquired property Graij, [1892] 2 Ch. 138.

into possession : see CoJien v. (0 See Goodeve, P. P. 322,

Mitchell, 25 Q. B. D. 262 ;
secus, 329.
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A conveyanee of the bankrupt's leaseholds by the trustee

is in the usual form, except that neither the bankrupt nor

the trustee is entitled to any covenant from the purchaser

to indemnify him against the covenants in the lease, as the

bankrupt will on his discharge become free from all liability

(see the Bankruptcy Act, 1883, s. 30 ; but see also ante,

p. 131, note), and the trustee is freed from all subsequent

liability (see 2 Dav. Prec. 624, note).

The copyholds of a bankrupt can be dealt with by the

trustee in bankruptcy in the same manner as if they had

been surrendered to such uses as the trustee should ap-

point (see s. 50 (4)). The trustee, therefore, need not be

admitted.

Pur- Where a conveyance is made to two purchasers as joint

whetlier
tenants, then if they advanced the purchase money in equal

joint shares, they are presumed to have intended to take their

tenants in chance of siu'vivorsliip, and accordingly they are joint tenants
common. ^^ Equity as well as at law {Robinson v. Preston, 4 K. & J.

505) ; but, if the purchase money was advanced in unequal

shares, or if the property was purchased for trading purposes,

or out of moneys belonging to them as partners, they are

considered as tenants in common in Equity. (See the notes

to Lake v. Craddoch, 2 W. & T. L. 0.)

Purchase A conveyance made to partners for the pui'poses of their

business should contain a recital that they are partners, and

of their '\^ish that the property should be conveyed to them
"in manner hereinafter appearing." The limitation will be

to " the use of the said \_2)artncrs~\ their heirs and assigns,

as joint tenants, in trust for the said \_2iartners'] their heirs

and assigns, as tenants in common as part of their partner-

ship estate" (./'). Sometimes an express power is added,

enabling the surviving partner to sell, mortgage, or lease

without the concurrence of the rej)resentative of the partner

first dying. (1 K. & E. 436.) And it seems useful to add
a power to the partners for the time being to appoint a

(/) See various forms of limitations discussed, 33 Sol. J. 102.

by part

ners
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new trustee in the place of any trustee who is not at the

time of appointment a member of the firm in the same

manner as if he were dead. (1 K. & E. 436.) The object

of this provision (which may not be understood by the

student until he has studied the chapter on Appointment of

New Trustees, })ost, Chap. XIII.) is to enable the legal estate

to be got in from a person who has ceased to be a trustee, or

from his representatives, without his or their concurrence,

by means of a vesting declaration under the Trustee Act,

1893, s. 12.



CHAPTER VI.

MORTGAGE DEEDS OF INTERESTS IN LAND.

There is considerable difficulty in framing any definition

of a mortgage wliieli would be intelligible to beginners

;

for under the common name of mortgage we include instru-

ments whicli operate in very different manners. But the

typical form of mortgage, that of a mortgage in fee, may
be described as a conveyance of land to a creditor subject

to a proviso (see form in Stud. Prec. 54) for reconveyance

on payment of the debt and interest on a day named in

the proviso. The effect of such a mortgage at law, is that,

if the money is not paid on the day so appointed, the

creditor (who is called the mortgagee) becomes absolute

owner of the land. But, in Equity, the time named for pay-

ment is not considered as of the essence of the contract,

and the estate may be " redeemed " and a reconveyance

compelled afterwards ; for the debtor (who is called the

mortgagor) is considered to remain the owner, and the

rights of the mortgagee over the land are merely those

necessary for enforcing payment of the debt {b). In old

times a mortgage was defined (see Co. Lit. 205 a) as a

feoffment in fee, upon condition to be void if the feoffor

or his heirs should on a fixed day pay the debt and interest

to the feoffee or his representatives. At law, the effect of

performing the condition, by payment on the day, was to

defeat the feoffment and to restore the mortgagor to his

(a) Goodeve, E. P. 382. aiDpointed for pajTnent is called Hs
[h) This equitable right of the "equityof redemption" (Goodeve,

mortgagor to redeem after the day E. P. 387).
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origiual estate, while uon-pajnient on the Jay gave to tlie

mortgagee an estate in fee discharged from the condition.

As, however, at the present time mortgages are rarely if ever
,

made by a conveyance upon condition, but are always made
by a conveyance subject to a proviso for reconveyance called

the proviso for redemption, we will confine our attention
\

entirely to mortgages made in the latter manner.

The doctrines of Equity have given a very different mean-

ing to a mortgage from that which it bore in Littleton's

time, when (as has been stated) the mortgagee would acquire

the estate absolutely on non-payment of the money on the

appointed day. Now, on the contrary, Equity lays down

the rule that a mortgage cannot by any bargain entered into

between the parties at the time of making the mortgage be

made irredeemable—a doctrine sometimes stated as follows :i

" Once a mortgage always a mortgage."

On the other hand, a vendor can convey land to a pur- Sale with

chaser subject to a power of repurchase by the vendor at a
"^rchaae

given time for a fixed sum. The distinction between a eon-

veyance of this nature and a mortgage is very clear in prin-

ciple. In the one case the contract is really for a sale,

subject to a /ocus jyceititentice on the part of the vendor. In

the case of a mortgage, the parties do not contemplate that

the land shall change hands, and it does not become the

absolute property of the mortgagee even on non-payment

of the money on the appointed day : but only by the

operation of legal proceedings taken by the creditor (the

mortgagee) for the purpose of procuring repayment of his

money.

A common mortgage affords a good example of the Amort-

eiToneous notions as to law entertained by most people,
f^fraplo""

Sometimes the plot of a novel tm-ns on the supposed impossi- of vui-ar

bility of redeeming an estate in mortgage after the appointed aixSui law.

day for payment has passed; or, again, the villain of the

story determines to ruin a mortgagor by buying up all the

mortgages on his property, and then selling it under the

mortgagee's power of sale. Although the forced sale may
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probably cause the land to be sold cheap, the result will

probably be to increase the income of the mortgagor. As an

example : suppose the rent-roll of an estate to be £3,000 a

year, representing a selling value of £90,000, the interest of

mortgages on it (amounting to £60,000 at £4 per cent.) is

£2,400, leaving a net income (subject to the expenses of

managing the estate) of £600. After the sale the mort-

gagor has £30,000, which, invested at £4 per cent., gives an

income of £1,200, or reinvested in land at thirty years'

purchase, gives £1,000 as the annual income. The author

has been informed of a case where the mortgages absorbed

the whole rental of the property, and yet, on the property

being sold, there remained, after paying off the mortgages,

over £200,000 for the mortgagor,

iviortgage A mortgage of an estate in fee simple may be regarded

SdTntur^y ^^ ^^6 typical form of mortgage. It is effected by an inden-

ture, the narrative recitals in which are framed so as to show

the nature of the interest intended to be mortgaged, and are

similar to those which would be inserted in a purchase deed
;

the introductory recitals state the agreement for the loan

and security. Sometimes, when brevity is of importance,

the deed is framed without any recitals at all ; but this is

rare.

The clauses forming the operative parts of a mortgage

deed (see form in Stud. Prec. 52) are usually arranged in

the following groups :

—

I, The covenant to pay the principal with interest on

an appointed day.

II. The covenant for payment of interest if the prin-

cipal be not paid on the appointed day.

III. The mortgage proper. This consists of the con-

veyance and the proviso for redemption, jwst,

p. 158.

IV. Clauses altering the primary contract as regards

the time and manner of payment of principal

and interest, ^;o.si^, p. 162 et scq.

Arrange
ment of

clauses.
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I

V. The provisions for keeping up the value of the

I
mortgaged property, pod, p. 168 ct scq.

YI. The clauses giving additional remedies to the mort-
gagee, post, p. 173 ct scq.

VII. The mortgagee's indemnity clause, post, p. hSG.

VIII. The covenants for title, wliich are now invariably i

implied by the mortgagor conveying " as bene- /

ficial owner,"^;o.s/, p. 186.

It appears to the editors that the arrangement here suo--

gested should, as a general rule, be adhered to ; otherwise,

there is a risk that a person perusing the mortgage in haste

may not observe a clause in an unusual place. Sometimes,

however, other arrangements are adopted, as, for instance,

Grroups II. and III. are transposed by Mr. Davidson, or

Group III. may precede all the other clauses.

Groitp I. consists of a single clause, a covenant by the Group I.

mortgagor with the mortgagee for the repayment of the loan Covenant
'

on a certain day (generally six months from the date of tlie ment^of ^"i

mortgage), with interest in the meantime at a specified ^°^°-
'

rate. (See forms 2 K. & E. 7.) Where this covenant

forms the first witnessing clause, we follow the usual practice

of stating the consideration in it, referring back to it as " the

.consideration aforesaid " in the clauses by which the convey-

ance is made.

Formerly, this covenant was sometimes omitted, and in its

place a bond of even date with the mortgage deed was given

for the payment of the mortgage debt and interest.

If no covenant or bond for payment of tlie debt be given,

the mortgagee becomes a simple contract creditor of the

mortgagor (c) ; though, even where there is no formal

covenant or bond, it may be held on the construction of tlio

whole deed that a specialty debt is created by implication.

In some few cases, however, the mortgagor is, by a proviso

in the deed, freed from personal liability, the land forming

(c) Goodeve, E. P. 382, note.
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Form of

covenant.

the sole seciuity ; as, for instance, if trustees in exercise of a

power raise money on mortgage, and there is no ccdui que

trust able and willing to enter into the usual covenants. In

the case of a mortgage by trustees under a power, an adult

tenant for life sometimes enters into the covenant, and a

proviso is inserted declaring that, as between the tenant for

life and the remainderman, the land shall primarily be charged

with the debt, so as to render the tenant for life a surety

only.

Formerly, there was considerable advantage in securing

the debt by a bond or covenant, because a specialty creditor

had priority over simple contract creditors in the adminis-

tration of the debtor's estate ; but the effect of the Adminis-

tration of Estates Act, 1869 (32 &, 33 Vict. c. 46), commonly

known as Hinde Palmer's Act, is, with a few exceptions {d)^

to place the creditors, whether by simple contract or specialty,

of persons dying on or after 1st January, 1870, on the same

footing in administration {e) ; so that now the principal

difference between the two classes of debts consists in the

difference of time allowed by the Statutes of Limitation for

the recovery of them (./').

Formerly it was the practice to make a covenantor covenant

" for himself, his heirs, executors, and administrators," or, in

cases where the covenant related to land, and was intended

to be performed by each successive owner, " for himself, his

heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns." The word

" heirs " was omitted in those rare cases where the heirs were

not intended to be bound ; and the words " executors and

administrators," though invariably inserted, were superfluous,

as executors and administrators were bound without being

mentioned. The C. A. 1881, s. 59, makes a covenant made

after 1881, though not expressed to bind the heirs, operate to

bind the heirs and real estate of the covenantor (as well as

(J) See Bobbins & Maw on

Administration (3rd ed.), 168 et

seq.

(f) See Be IlanJcefj, [1899] 1 Ch.

541.

(/) See Goodeve, P. P. chap. xix.
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his executors and administrators and personal estate), as if

heirs were expressed.

It is now therefore the practice to omit the words " heirs,

executors, or administrators," of the covenantor, so that tlie

commencement of the covenant is, "A. hereby covenants

with B." There is no necessity to mention the " executors,

administrators, or assigns " of the mortgagee, or the " heirs,

executors, or administrators" of the mortgagor in the cove-

nants for payment.

Group II. consists only of a covenant for payment of Group II.

interest on so much of the principal as shall for the time 9°^'""^°*

heing remain unpaid after the appointed day. In the mentof

ahsence of such a covenant, the mortgagee can recover

interest as damages for non-payment of the principal on the

appointed day {g)

.

It should be noticed that occasionally a person is willing

to covenant for the payment of the interest for a certain

time only. Thus, when a mortgage is made by trustees

under a power, it sometimes happens that the tenant for

life objects to covenant to pay tlie principal, but is willing

to covenant to pay the interest accruing dm-ing his life (see

2 K. & E. 11). The covenant to pay interest is inserted

for the benefit of the mortgagee ; but the tenant for life is, in

the absence of any covenant, bound, as between himself and

the remainderman, to keep down the interest during his life,

unless the rents are insufficient for that purpose, and he gives

notice of their insufficiency to the remainderman (//). Some-

times, where a reversioner mortgages his interest, the tenant

for life covenants as surety to pay interest during his own

life, and charges his life interest with such payment (2 K. Cc

E. 11). In this case a pro\TLsion should be inserted in the

deed declaring that the reversioner and his estate shall

{g) rieBol)erfs,UC]i.D. id. Magidre, 2 J. & Lat. 141, see

p. 158 ; Sliarshaw v. Gihhs, Kay,

(;0 Lord Kensingtons. Bouverie, 333. j,/,,^^/,,,^/ y, Cnnvther, 2 Ch.

7 H. L. C. 557 ; funlfield v. p. 199.
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Group III.

Convey-

Proviso
for re-

demption.

Reconvey-
ance by
personal
represen-

tative.s.

be primarily liable to pay the principal money and interest,

so as to render the tenant for life a surety only (2 K. & E.

36).

Groiq) III. comprises

—

First, a conveyance of the mortgaged property. This is in

a form similar to that which would be adopted in the case of

an absolute conveyance ; but the estate of the mortgagee is

made " subject to the proviso for redemption hereinafter con-

tained." Second, a proviso for redemption (which, if there

be more than one clause of conveyance, follows the last), and

is to the effect that "if the said [jnortgagor'] his heirs,

executors, administrators, or assigns, shall on the said

day of" [namely, the day on which the principal is cove-

nanted to be paid] " pay to the said [jnortgagce] his executors,

administrators, or assigns, the said sum of £ '[principal']

together with interest thereon in the meantime at the rate

aforesaid," i.e., at the rate mentioned in the covenant ; "then

the said [^mortgagee'] his executors, administrators, or assigns,

shall at any time thereafter, upon the request and at the cost

of the said \_mortgagor'] his heirs, executors, administrators, or

assigns, reconvey the said premises hereinbefore granted to

the use of the said [mortgagor] his heirs or assigns."

It was formerly the practice to direct the reconveyance to

be made by " the said [mortgagee'] his heirs or assigns
;

" but

after the passing of the V. & P. A. 1874 (37 & 38 Vict.

c. 78) , which (s. 4) enabled the legal personal representative

of a mortgagee of freeholds, or of copyholds to which the

mortgagee had been admitted, to reconvey or surrender the

mortgaged land on payment of all sums secured by the

mortgage, many practitioners directed the reconveyance to

be made by " the mortgagee, his heirs, executors, adminis-

trators, or assigns, as the case may require ;
" for it will

be observed that the Act only applied to cases where the

mortgage was entirely paid off, and that accordingly the

heirs, and not the executors or administrators, of the mort-

gagee were the proper persons to reconvey on payment of

part only of the mortgage money. This section has been
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repealed as to deaths after 1881 by the 0. A. 1881, s. '60,

which provides that an estate of inheritance vested by way
of mortgage in any person solely [i.e., in a sole mortgagee or

the survivor of several mortgagees) shall on his death, not-

withstanding any testamentary disposition, devolve to and
vest in his legal personal representatives as if it were a chattel

real(/). It follows that, in mortgages made after 1881,

TEe reconveyance should be directed to be made by the

" executors, administrators, or assigns," no mention being

made of the heirs.

Formerly, it was the strict duty of the mortgagee on being Mort-

paid off to reconvey to the mortgagor ; and he could not be P ^0^™"-^

forced to convey to any other person, however ruinous to the polled to

mortgagor might be the consec^uences of his refusal (/.•) ; and
^^"'^^ ^''^'

the words " or as he or they sludl direct " were added at the

end of the proviso for the j)urpose of excluding this rule.

They are now omitted, as the C. A. 1881, s. 15 (as modified

by the C. A. 1882, s. 12), provides that the mortgagor and

any subsequent incumbrancer, on paying off tlie mortgagee,

may require him, unless he is or has been in possession, to

assign the mortgage debt and convey the mortgaged property

to any third person, notwithstanding any stipulation to the

contrary (/).

The old practice of naming the hour and })lacc for repay-

ment has long since been discontinued ; and the day men-

tioned in the proviso is not now considered as fixing a date

after which the mortgagor cannot redeem, but as fixing a

date before which the mortgagee cannot foreclose. Although)

the mortgagor has a legal right {C//csirorfh v. Iluiif, 6 C. P. D.

at p. 271) to pay off on the day appointed, or before, if the

('/) This enactment is repealed (k) See ir«//.-<;- v. Jone^, L. E.

as to copyholds where the mort- i p, Q. at p. 61 ; Duiistan v. Pat-

gagee who dies has been admitted

:

&"&
tersoK, 2 Ph. 34 L

see the Copyhold Act, 1887 (50 & ,,^ ^ ^ , .,, ^,^.,
-1 ir- 4. Vo^ ,- 111 (0 See Teevuu v. SmiUi, 20 Ch.
ol Vict. c. 73), s. 4o, repealed by ^ '

the Copyhold Act, 1894, and re- ^- "-8. ^^^^ «^t i° Goodeve, B. P.

enacted by sect. 88. 3f)7 H sei/.
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mortgagee has taken possession (w) , he seldom, if ever, does

so in practice ; and if he does not, he has, in the ahsence of

Notice to special stipulation to the contrary, to give the mortgagee six

pay off.
inonths' notice of his intention to pay him off {n), or to pay

six months' interest in lieu of notice (o). The mortgagee

can, at any time after the day mentioned in the proviso,

require payment of his money, or take proceedings to enforce

his secm-ity (Fisher on Mortgages, p. 348). It should be

observed that the mortgagor has an equitable estate in the

land ; that he can deal v^^ith this estate just as if he had not

made a mortgage ; and that, when he conveys away the whole

or part of his estate, he necessarily gives to each person on

whom he confers an estate the right to do that which he

himself could have done, i.e., a right to redeem the mortgage.

Who may The rcsult is that every person interested in the equity of

redeem.
redemption has a right to redeem, subject to any equities

which have priority over his estate. According to this rule

a person entitled by agreement to a lease of the equity of

redemption has been allowed to redeem {p).

The right to redeem may exist even where the deed con-

tains no express power of redemption ; for it may be inferred

from the nature of the transaction (q).

Fore- If the mortgage deed were to stop after the proviso for

redemption, it would entitle the mortgagee to his most

characteristic remedy for the non-payment of the mortgage

debt and interest, namely, foreclosure (Groodeve, R. P. 390).

This is obtained on application to the High Court (in the

(vn) BurW V. Ea>lh; [1896] 1 W. N. 95 ; 61 L. T. 18; BartJett

Cli. 648. V. FrunUin, 15 W. E. 1077. If,

(«) Goodeve, E.P. 390; i?roi<;?ie however, the mortgagee takes

V. LocA7<r//-)', 10 Sim.420; Smith v. proceedings to enforce payment,

Smith, [1891] 3 Ch. 550. The he is entitled to interest only to

rule does not apply to equitable the date of payment
:
Be AIcocl;

mortgages by deposit : Fitzf/ercJd's 23 Ch. D. 372.

Trustee v. Mellersh, [1892] 1 Ch. {p) Turn v. Turner, 39 Ch. D.

385. 457.

(o) Johnson v. Evans (1889), {q) Fisher on Mortgages, p. 9.

closure.
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Chancery Division) (>•), which orders the mortgagor to pay
principal and interest on a given day, generally six months
from the date of tlie certificate by the Master (formerly

called "Chief Clerk") finding what amount is dne ; and
declares that "in default of such payment he shall be
debarred and foreclosed of and from, all right title and equity

of redemption ;
" in other words, that the land shall belong

to the mortgagee, free from redemption. The right of fore-

closure is incident not only to a legal mortgage, but also to

an equitable mortgage, whether made by a formal mortgage
of the equity of redemption or arising fi'om any transaction,

such as a deposit of the deeds, with or without a written

memorandum (.s), fi'om which a contract to execute a legal

mortgage can be implied.

" It sometimes happens that by the language of the proviso Ricriit to

for redemption the right to redeem is limited to a person who
H^^^^^i

had either no interest or a partial interest only in the land at incor-

the time of the mortgage ; and that from the circumstances it
^^°* ^'

becomes doubtful whether the person to whom the equity of

redemption is thus limited does not acquire under the limi-

tation the beneficial ownership of the equity of redemption
;

or, at least, a greater interest in it than he had in the land

before the mortgage" (Butler's note 106 to Co. Lit. 208 a).

For instance, if a mortgage is made of a wife's land to secure

her husband's debt, and the equity of redemption is limited

to the husband : the question, which is sometimes of great

nicety, arises. Is the title to the' equity of redemption altered

or not (t) ?

If it is really intended to change the title to the equity of

(r) Or to the county coui't Backhouse v. Charlton, 8 Ch. D.

where the mortgage does not ex- 444 ; Jamesy. James, L. R. 16 Eq.

ceed 500Z. : see the County Coui'ts 153 ; Lees v. Fisher, 22 Ch. D. 283.

Act, 1888 (51 & 52 Vict. c. 43), {t) Jackson y. Iniies, 1 Bli. 104;

s. 67 (3), and Shields, &c. Bmldimj Re Betton, L. E. 12 Eq. 553 ;

Society v. Richards, W. N. (1901) Meek v. Chamherlain, 8 Q. B. D.

106. 31 ; PJomJeij v. Felton, 14 App.

(s) Goodeve, E. P. 412 ; and see Cas. 61.

E.I.C. 11
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redemption, a recital to that effect sliould be inserted

(see form, 2 K. & E. 87) : but there is little risk of

changing the title contrary to the intention, merely by

reserving the equity of redemption in fee to some person,

who conveys or concurs in the conveyance, not being tlie

OTvner in fee.

Group IV. Group IV. The propriety of the insertion of these clauses

depends upon the circumstances of each case ; the more im-

portant clauses of the group provide

—

(a) For reduction of interest on punctual payment.

(b) For the continuance of the loan for a time certain.

(c) For repayment by instalments.

(d) For putting the mortgagees, if more than one, on the

footing of joint tenants as regards the receipt of the

mortgage money.

Clauses (a)
,
(b) , and (c) are sometimes framed as covenants

by the mortgagor or mortgagee as the case requires. (See

Dav. Prec.,7Jrirss^m.) There is some advantage not only in

brevity, but also in avoiding the risk of clerical error in framing

them as an agreement and declaration. (See 2 K. & E. 29

et seq.) Where, in a clause framed as an agreement and

declaration, it is stated that a person is to do a thing, he

alone is bound to do it {ii) . It follows that the effect of the

clauses, in Avhichever form expressed, is the same.

Reduc- (a) The object of the provision for reduction of interest

interest on ^^ punctual payment is to induce prompt payment. Such

punctual a provision is extremely convenient, and its insertion should

nierit(a:). generally be stipulated for by a prudent mortgagee. It

provides that, if the mortgagor pays interest at the reduced

rate, on or within a specified time after each day appointed

for payment of interest, the mortgagee shall accept such

payment in satisfaction of the interest due on such day.

For example, if it be intended that interest should be paid

(w) Ramsden v. Smith, 2 Drew. day : Leeds mid Hanley Theatre,

308. See Norton on Deeds, 429. &c. v. Broadhent, [1898] 1 Ch.

(.t) "Punctual" means on the 343.
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at 4 per cent., the mortgage would be drawn making it

payable at 5 per cent., and then the proviso would make
only 4 per cent, payable on punctual payment.

The converse agreement, that a higher rate of interest
(

shall be paid if the interest be not paid punctually, is

regarded in the light of a penalty, and is relieved against

in Equity (//).

Care should be taken to make it apparent whether the

reduced interest is to be accepted as often as paid within

the time named, or whether the neglect on any one occasion

to make a punctual payment is to deprive the mortgagor of

the benefit of the reduction on all future occasions.

The provision should be framed so that interest at the

reduced rate does not become payable unless the mortgagor

observes all his covenants other than those for payment of

principal and interest, so as to secure the due performance of

the covenants. (See form, 2 K. & E, 31.)

(b) The provisions for the continuance of the loan for a Continu-

certain time are always made conditional on the regular ^nceof
•^ ° loan for

payment of interest and performance of covenants by the a time

mortgagor, and are generally followed by a declaration that '^^ ^^'

the mortgagor shall not be entitled to pay off the money

before the time fixed. (See forms, 2 K. & E. 31.)

On the question which sometimes arises, whether trustees

who invest on mortgage are justified in lending the money

for a time certain, see VicJxery v. Evans, 33 Beav. 376.

(c) The intention of the provisions for payment of the Loan pay-

loan by instalments is that the instalments shall be regularly
g^^^^^pnll'

paid, and that in default of regular payment the mortgagee

shall be at liberty to call in the unpaid part of the mortgage

money. The most convenient mode of effectuating tliis inten-

tion is to insert the usual covenant for payment of the principal

and interest at the end of six months, with a proviso that, if

(?/) Lady Holies v. TTyse, 2 see Wnllis v. Smith, 21 Ch. D. at

Vern. 289; Herbert \. Balishnrn & p. 260; Leake. Contr. (oth od.)

Yeovil By. Co., L. E. 2 E(i. 224 ;
775.

1] (2)
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Declara-
tion that
moneys
belong to

mort-
gagees on
a joint

account.

the instalments he paid punctually on certain days, together

with interest on the unpaid part of the mortgage money, the

mortgagee will accept payment by the instalments, and will

not call in the part not paid off. (See form YII., 2 K.

& E. 32.) A different plan is sometimes, though rarely,

adopted. The primary covenant for payment is for pay-

ment by instalments (see form, 2 K. & E. 9) ; the proviso

for redemption is that the mortgaged property shall be redeem-

able upon payment of the principal money and interest " by

the instalments, at the times, and in manner hereinbefore

mentioned, and pursuant to the covenant in that behalf

hereinbefore contained "
; with a proviso giving power to the

mortgagee to call in the whole of the money in case the

instalments and interest are not regularly paid.

The advantage of the former scheme is that, when the

draftsman adopts it, he can use the ordinary clauses and

provisoes, the meanings of which are well known, and he can

then qualify them by a single proviso ; the effect being that,

if the instalments are not regularly paid, the mortgagee is

remitted to all the rights which he would have had if the

proviso had not been inserted ; and this generally carries out

the intention of the parties.

(d) An to the declaration thai the moneys are advanced on a

joint account and shall belong to the survivor.—Suj)pose several

persons to join in lending money on mortgage. If the mort-

gage was made before 1882, they were at law entitled jointly

to the mortgage debt ; but in Equity it would be presumed,

in the absence of a " joint account clause," that they were

entitled to separate shares of it, so that after the death of one

of them the mortgagor paying off the debt was obliged to get

a discharge from the personal representatives of the deceased

person in respect of his share.

This rule was inconvenient when trustees lent money on

mortgage; for the surviving trustees, being the persons to

perform the trast, ought to have power to give a discharge

for the mortgage money. If the mortgage deed had dis-

closed the trust, and shown that, in accordance with the
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trust, tlie siu'vivors could give a receipt, this difficulty would

not have arisen ; but there was a formidable objection to

a deed in this form, as, it appearing on the face of the deed

that the mortgage money was trust property, the title of

the mortgaged property might become affected by the rights

of persons claiming under the trust. To avoid this, the

trustees lent as if they were absolute owners (:;), and a

declaration was inserted that the money belonged to them

on a joint account. In such cases the Court has always

refused to make any inquiry into the trusts, though it is

known that the presence of a joint account clause indi-

cates that the mortgagees are probably trustees ; see per

Pearson, J., Re Karman ^ Uxhridge, Sfc. Rij. Co., 24 Ch. D.

at pp. 725, 726 {a). It was the practice to provide expressly

that the receipt of the mortgagees, or the sui'vivors or

survivor of them, or of the executors or administrators of

such survivor, or their or his assigns, should be a discharge
;

but this was really impKed in the former part of the clause.

It may be objected that, as the mortgage deed was never

executed by the mortgagees, the declaration would fail in

effect, as never having been actually made by them. But

the effect of the declaration was not to confer a legal right,

but only to prevent the operation of an equitable doctrine

:

and Equity would have held that, if mortgagees advanced

their money on a deed containing a certain stipulation,

none of them could afterwards refuse to abide by it {h).

(z) (Jarritt v. Real and Personal (b) Cheesehrouc/h v. Wright, 28

Advance Co., 42 Ch. D. at p. 272

;

Beav. 283. The rule that a person

Re West and Hardy, [1904] 1 Ch. who claims under a deed which ho

145. As to the difficulties arising does not execute must give effect

from the extension of this doctrine to all its provisions holds at law :

to the case of married women, see Co. Litt. 230 b, 231 a ;
Bex v.

Dart, V. & P. 17, i>ost, p. 216. /[oughton-Ie-Sprwg, 2BaTn.&Ald.

(a) As to effect of notice to a 375 ; Burnett v. Liinch, 5 B. & C.

purchaser that the mortgagees 589 ; Archard v. Coulsting, 6 Man.

are trustees, see Re Blaiherg and & Gr. 75.

Alrahams, [1899] 2 Ch. 340.
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Where, in a mortgage made since 1881, mortgage money

is expressed to be advanced by, or owing to, the mortgagees

out of money, or as money, belonging to tbem on a joint

account, or a mortgage after 1881 is made to the mortgagees

jointly and not in shares, the money for the time being due

on the mortgage is deemed to be money belonging to the

mortgagees on a joint account as between them and the

mortgagor; and the receipt in writing of the survivors or

survivor, or the personal rej)resentatives of the last sur\T.vor,

is good, notwithstanding notice to the payer of a severance

of the joint account (C. A. 1881, s. 61), which applies if

and so far as a contrary intention is not expressed in the

mortgage, and subject to the terms of the mortgage.

In mortgages made before 1882 to persons lending moneys

on a joint account, it was the practice to insert throughout

the deed (except in the commencement of the covenants

and in the words of limitation), after the names of the

mortgagees, the words " or the survivors or survivor of

them, or the executors or administrators of such sui'vivor,

their or his assigns," so as to show clearly that the benefit

of the provisions of the deed was to survive. But in

mortgages since 1881 these words may be omitted in the

covenants, as by the C. A. 1881, s. 60, a covenant "with two

or more, to do any act for their benefit, is to be deemed to

include an obligation to do it for the benefit of the survivors

or survivor of them, or of any other person to whom the

right to sue on the covenant devolves, unless a contrary

intention appears. If the mortgage contains express powers,

some practitioners still provide expressly that they shall be

exercisable by the " survivors, &c."
Contribu- j^ often happens that several persons join in lending a

gage. sum of money Avhich belongs to them, not on a joint account

but in distinct shares, as one sum on the same mortgage;

for when a large sum is to be borrowed, the solicitor who
negotiates the loan may be unable to find any one person

who is willing to advance the entire sum ; while several

smaller sums may readily be obtained. In this case the usual
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course is for the intending lenders to nominate some persons

as trustees, who appear by the mortgage deed to advance

the money in the usual manner, as if it belonged to them

on a joint account, the contributories to the loan not being

parties ; and then the trustees declare by a separate deed

that they hold the mortgage money on trust for the persons '

actually advancing it. (See 1 K. & E. 647.) There is an

obvious risk in this course, for, as the trustees can give a

receipt for the mortgage money they can get it paid off, and

make away with it. The risk may be reduced to a minimum

by taking proper precautions. In the first place, if three

or more trustees of respectable position are chosen, the risk

of their combining to appropriate the mortgage money is

but small. In the next place, the persons advancing the

money should see that the title deeds are not left in the

actual possession of the trustees. They should be deposited

with a solicitor or a banker. A very prudent lender might

leave a request with the solicitor or banker that the deeds

should not be given up to the trustees without his knowledge
;

but in practice the latter precaution is not adopted.

Another course is to make the contributories parties, and

to insert in the mortgage deed distinct covenants with each

of them for payment of the moneys advanced by him. The

conveyance is made to the contributories as joint tenants
;

the property is made redeemable on all the loans being

repaid ; the power of sale is made exercisable by each mort-

gagee, and the sale moneys arc to be apphed in payment

rateably of the several sums advanced. (See 2 Dav. Prec.

Part II. p. 385.)

A thii-d course is to make the contributories parties, but

to frame the mortgage as if the money were advanced to them

on a joint account, with a declaration that the survivors or

survivor of the mortgagees shall hold the mortgage moneys

in trust for all the mortgagees as tenants in common, and

to insert mutual covenants by the mortgagees to concur

in calling in the money, and exercising all powers and

remedies at the request of any one of thorn. The objection
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to this and to the first scheme is, that ultimately one person

may become able to give receipts for the mortgage money,

a situation giving him considerable facilities for committing

fraud. This scheme is, however, a convenient plan to adopt

where all the parties are above suspicion, and the amount

of the mortgage money is but small. (See 2 K. & E.

106.)

Group V. The provisions for keeping up the value of the

mortgaged property.

(a) Insurance against fire.

(b) Covenant to keep in repair".

(c) Power to lease.

(a) The clause providing for insurance against fire should

always be inserted when a substantial part of the mortgaged

property consists of buildings, machinery, or personal chattels.

It used to be considered that either the mortgagor or the

mortgagee could, as being " a person interested," require the

moneys payable under the policy in case of fire (whether

there was a covenant to insure or not, and whether the policy

was or was not effected pursuant to the covenant, if any) to

be employed in reinstating any house or building insui'ed

(the Fires Prevention (Metropolis) Act, 1774, 14 Greo. 3,

c. 78, s. 83 : Ex imrte Gorehj, 4 De G. J. & S. 477) ; but it

appears to be doubtful whether the 14 Greo. 3, c. 78, applies

as between mortgagor and mortgagee {d
) ; and whether it

applies to houses outside the bills of mortality (as to which

see *' Wliarton's Law Lexicon," s. v.) ; and therefore it is

proper in the case of a house, and it was always proper in

the case of machinery, or personal chattels (having regard to

Lee^ V. WJdteley, L. P. 2 Eq. 143), to make express provision

for the application of the moneys either in payment of the

mortgage debt or in reinstating the mortgaged property.

As to fixtures, see Ex parte Gorely, 4 De Gr. J. & S. 477.

(c) As to the law of insurance {d) Westminster Fire Office v.

against fire, see Goodeve, P. P. Glasgoiu Provident Investment

149. Society, 13 App. Cas. at p. 714.
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Wliore a mortgage is made by deed since 1881 {c) the

mortgagee has power, at any time after the date of the mort-

gage deed, to insiu-e against loss or damage by fire any

mortgaged property of an insurable nature, and the premiums

so paid by him are to be a charge on the mortgaged property

and bear interest at the same rate as the mortgage money,

C. A. 1881, s. 19, sub-s. (1) (ii) ; but (s. 23) the insurance is

not to exceed the amount specified in the mortgage ; or, if no

amount is specified, two-thirds of the amount required, in

case of total destruction, to restore the property insui^ed, and

the power is not to be exercised (1) when the mortgage

contains a declaration that no insurance is required; (2) where

an insurance is kept up by the mortgagor in accordance with

the mortgage deed
; (3) where the mortgage contains no

stipulation as to insurance, and the mortgagor insures to the

amount in which the mortgagee is by the Act authorised to

insure. Moneys received on an insurance effected under the

mortgage deed or the Act are, if the mortgagee so requires, '

to be applied by the mortgagor in making good the loss or

damage : or, without prejudice to any obligation to the

contrary imposed by law or by special contract, the mort-

gagee may require such moneys to be apphed in or towards

payment of the mortgage money. All these provisions may

(s. 19 (2) (3)) be varied, extended, or excluded by the

mortgage.

If the mortgage contains no provisions as to insurance,

and the mortgagee insures, it may turn out that the mort-

gagor had insured to the amount in which the mortgagee is

authorised by the C. A. 1881 to insure ; and in this case the

mortgagee will be unable to charge the premiums of any

insurance kept up by him. On the other hand, if the niort-

(e) Where a mortgage was made a power to this effect was given

before 28 Aug., 1860, a mortgagee to him by Lord Cranwortli's Act,

who insured not in pui-suance of 2.3 & 24 Vict. c. 145, s. 11 (2),

a contract and without the privity which was repealed and replaced

of the mortgagor, could not add by C. A. 1881. (See the Second

the premiums to his secmity. But Schedule to the latter Act.)
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Covenant
to repair.

Power to

lease.

gagee does not insure, it may turn out that the mortgagor

has not insured, so that in case of fire there would he a loss. It

is therefore desirable to supplement the statutory provisions

by inserting a covenant by the mortgagor to insure, to pay

the premiums, and produce the policy and receipts to the

mortgagee, with a declaration that on his omitting to produce

the policy or receipts on demand the mortgagee shall be at

liberty to exercise the statutory powers. (See 2 K. & E.

42 et seq.)

(b) Where the covenant to repair is general, it may
conveniently be amalgamated with the covenant to insure.

A full discussion of covenants to rejoair will be found post

in the chapter on Leases.

(c) The C. A. 1881, s, 18, enables either mortgagor or

mortgagee, while in possession (see s. 2 (vi) ), to grant

agricultural or occupation leases for any term not exceeding

twenty-one years, and building leases for any term not

exceeding ninety-nine years, at the best rent, without fine,

and with the usual restrictions (as to which see the section).

Leases pursuant to the Act granted by a mortgagor, while

in possession, are binding on all the incumbrancers
(/) ; and

granted by a mortgagee, while in possession, are binding on

all prior incumbrancers, and on the persons interested in the

equity of redemption (g). The power of leasing may be

excluded or varied, and further leasing powers may be

conferred on the mortgagor or the mortgagee, and are to be

exercised, unless a contrary intention is expressed in the

mortgage, as if they were conferred by the Act. It appears,

however, that an express power to lease, not in accordance

with the Act, cannot be exercised so as to affect the estate

of any incumbrancer prior to the mortgage. The statutory

powers arise only in the case of mortgages executed since

1881, but they can by agreement in writing between the

(/) Wilson v. Queen's Club,

[1891] 3 Ch. 522.

((/) See C. A. 1881, s. 2 (vi),

defining " mortgagor" asincluding

any person deriving title under
the original mortgagor or entitled

to redeem a mortgage, &c.
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.

mortgagor and mortgagee be applied to u mortgage made

before 1882, though not so as to affect the interest of an

incumbrancer who does not concur'. (See form, 1 K. & E.

949.)

If an express power of leasing is inserted, it should be

given to the mortgagor till sale, entry bj the mortgagee, or

foreclosure, and to the mortgagee after entry by him. (See

form, 2 K. & E. 46.) It is sometimes given to the mort-

gagor only.

A lease made either by the mortgagor or mortgagee under

the statutory power, or under an express power operating as

a statutory power, and contained in a mortgage made after

1881 (C. A. s. 18), operates as a demise out of the estate of

all the persons whom the C. A. enables the person exercising

the power to bind. A lease made by the mortgagor under

an express power contained in a mortgage before 1882, or in

a mortgage after 1881 where the statutory power is excluded,

operates as an appointment of the use, and therefore creates

a legal term out of the fee simple, and a lease made by the

mortgagee under such a power takes effect out of his estate,

the result being that if a lease is made in either of these

manners, the legal reversion in the fee smiple expectant on

the term is in the mortgagee, and he alone can accept a

suiTender (h), though he cannot if the lease was made before

1882 take advantage of the proviso for re-entry contained in

the lease (Z). The question whether he can do so where the

lease was made after 1881 is one of extreme difficulty. The

C. A. 1881, s. 10, provides that "every condition of re-entry

shall be annexed .... to the reversionary estate in the

land .... immediately expectant on the term granted by

the lease .... and shall be capable of being .... enforced

.... by the person from time to time entitled subject to

the term to the income .... of the land." The early part

of this clause vests the power of re-entry in the mortgagee,

(A) Mohhins V. Whyte, [190G] 1 (0 MaUheivs v. Usher, [1900] 2

K. B. 125. Q- B. 535.
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Lease
made by
mortgagor
and mort-
gagee.

Where a
lease is

made not
under
power.

Rights of

mort-
gagor.

but it has been argued that the later words referring to the

income authorise the beneficial owner of the rents, i.e., the

mortgagor (so long as he is in receipt of the rent), to exercise

the power. Without expressing a decided opinion, the

editors are inclined to consider that the mortgagee alone

can exercise the power.

AVhere a lease is made under a power, express or statutory,

the mortgagee is entitled to the proviso for re-entry contained

in the lease ; after he has given notice to the tenant to pay rent

to him to distrain for non-payment (,/), while at any time until

the mortgagee has given notice to the tenant to pay rent to

him, the mortgagor can sue for the rent in his own name

(Judicatui'e Act, 1873 ; 36 & 37 Yict. c. 66, s. 25, sub-s. 5),

and can distrain for rent and justify himself in so doing as

the mortgagee's bailiff (A-)

.

If in the absence of a power express or statutory the

mortgagor and mortgagee concur in a lease (see the form,

1 K. & E. 889), and the covenants by the lessee are entered

into with the mortgagor only, the mortgagee cannot sue on

them as they are collateral to his interest in the land (/), and

in practice they are entered into with both the mortgagor and

mortgagee separately.

It is convenient here to consider the remedies of a mort-

gagee or mortgagor for obtaining payment of rent in cases

where a lease is made by a mortgagor not under the statutory

or an express power.

1st. Where the lease is made before the mortgage.

In this case the effect of the mortgage deed is to transfer

the reversion expectant on the term demised, and with it the

rent to the mortgagee, who, if he chooses, may give notice (w)

to the tenant to pay the rent to him, and, after giving notice,

may enforce payment by distress. But suppose that, instead

of giving notice, he permits the mortgagor to go on receiving

(y) Municipal, &c. Building

Societtj V. Smith, 22 Q. B. D. 70.

(/.•) Trent v. Hunt, 9 Ex. 14.

(/) Webb V. Bussell, 3 T. E. 393.

(m) Moss V. Gallimore, Doug.

279.
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tlie rent, the tenant is safe in paying it to the mortgagor

(4 Anne, c. 16, s. 10; Revised Statutes, 4 & 5 Anne, c. 3) ; and

the mortgagor can sue for rent in his own name (Judicature

Act, 1873, s. 25, sub-s. 5, also C. A. 1881, s. 10), and can

distrain for it as the bailiff of the mortgagee {n).

2nd. Where the lease is granted after the mortgage, by

the mortgagor alone.

Here the mortgagor can distrain for the rent, or under

a proviso for re-entry he may maintain an action to recover

possession, unless the mortgagee has given notice to the

tenant to pay rent to him, and the tenant has by payment or

other act signified consent ; for, owing to the estoppel arising

from the lease, the tenant cannot set up the mortgagee's title

against the mortgagor, until the mortgagee asserts it (see

Judicature Act, 1873, s. 25, sub-s. 5). The mortgagee may

eject the tenant by his title paramount. As to the right of

the tenant as against the mortgagee to deduct from the rent

due from him any sum due to him for compensation for

crops, &c., see the Tenants Compensation Act, 1890

(53 & 54 Vict. c. 57) ; or he may distrain for non-payment

of rent after he has given notice to the tenant to pay rent to

him, and the tenant has by payment or other act signified

consent, in which case he becomes a yearly tenant of the mort-

gagee (o), though not necessarily on the terms of the lease (p).

The mere fact of the tenant remaining in possession after

notice is not sufiicient to make him tenant to the mort-

gagee ((?).

Groiq) VI. The clauses of this group, as inserted in Group \'I.

mortgages prior to 1882, consisted of

—

(a) The power of sale.

(b) The clause aijpointing a receiver.

(c) Provisions against registration under the L. T. Acts.

(n) Trent y. Hunt, 'd'E^.U. {l>) Keith v. R. Ganda, &c.,

[1904] 1 Ch. 774, per Joyce, J.

(o) Corhett v. Plowden, 25 Ch.
^^^^ Toiverson v. Jackson, [1891]

D. 678. 2 Q. B. 484.
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Attorn- Formerly, where part of the property consisted of land,

ment ^nd was in hand, either an attornment clause or a power of
clause iTj).

^

distress was inserted. The effect of the attornment clause

was to make the mortgagor the tenant of the mortgagee (r)

at a rent, which was generally equal in amount to the

interest, and thus to enable the mortgagee if the interest was

not paid to distrain for the rent and recover possession of the

land. The effect of the power of distress was to enable the

mortgagee to distrain for the interest as if it were rent. By
the Bills of Sale Acts, 1878 and 1882, clauses of this nature

are to be deemed " biUs of sale within the meaning of the

Act of any personal chattels which may be seized or taken" («)

under them ; and every bill of sale for securing the payment

of money must be in a specified form {t) to which a mortgage

of land cannot conform. These clauses have therefore fallen

into disuse, except in mortgages which are made by a company

and are capable of registration under the Companies Clauses

Act, 1845, or the Companies Act, 1862 ; for such mortgages

do not fall within the scope of the Bills of Sale Act, 1878 [u).

Although the attornment clause is void so far as it confers a

power of distress {Green v. Mar><h, [1892] 2 Q. B. 330), it

is effectual to create the relationship of landlord and tenant

so as to enable the mortgagee to recover possession of the

land (R. S. C, Ord. III. r. 6) on non-payment of the rent

[Mumford v. Collier, 25 Q,. B. D. 279), and it is therefore

sometimes proper to insert it, but since if an instrument is void

as being a bill of sale and not in the statutory form the cove-

nant for payment contained in it is also void {Bavies v. liees,

{q) See 2 K. & E. 51, note, and gagor : ScoJu'e v. Collins, [1895] 1

Goodeve, E. P. 97 d seq. ' Q. B. 375.

(r) Daithnz v. Lavington, 13 Q.
(g) 41 & 42 Vict. c. 31, s. 6.

B. D. 347 ; Be Willis, 21 Q. B. D. See Goodeve, P. P. 99.

384 ; Mumford v. Collier, 25 Q. B.

D. 279; Green y. Marsh, [1892] „ (^) ^^"^ ^6 Vict. c. 43, s. 9.

2 Q. B. 330. The tenancy created
^^^ Goodeve, P. P. 103 et seq.

by the attornment clause is deter- [u) Re Standard Mnniifadiiriii!/

mined by the death of the mort- Co., [1891] 1 Ch. 627.
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17 Q,. B. D. 408), it is proper if au attornment clause is

inserted to state that the rent is " not to be recoverable by-

distress," so as to prevent the clause from operating as a bill

of sale.

The mortgagee is at law the owner of the mortgaged Power of

property ; but, as the mortgagor remains the owner in Equity,

the mortgagee cannot sell it without some express power or

statutory authority. Notwithstanding the statutory power

of sale conferred on mortgagees by Lord Cranworth's Act

(23 & 24 Yict. c. 145) in cases where the mortgage was made

by deed, it was the usual practice to insert an express power

of sale in mortgages made before 1882. Where a sale and

conveyance were made pursuant to the power, the legal estate

passed to the purchaser because the mortgagee was the owner

at law, but the equitable interest passed because, and only

because, the mortgagee was expressly authorised to convey it.

In other words, the express power was inserted merely for

the purpose of excluding the rule of Equity that the mort-

gagee could not sell so as to give a title against the mortgagor,

and therefore it is sometimes called an equitable power {x).

If a mortgagee who had no power to sell were to sell and

convey to a purchaser, the latter would obtain the legal

estate, but he would be liable in Equity to reconvey it to the

mortgagor on being paid the amount due on the mortgage.

The power of sale inserted in mortgages before 1882, when

properly framed, consisted of seven clauses, most of which

are retained in the express power of sale if inserted in a

mortgage since 1881. (See form in Stud. Prec. 54, note.)

By the first of these authority to sell, at any time after the 1^e^^^_^

day appointed for payment, the mortgaged property, without f",^5"
•

the consent of the mortgagor, was given to the person or

persons who should from time to time be entitled to the

mortgage debt; that is to say, to the mortgagee, "his

executors, administrators, or assigns " ; or, if there were

several mortgagees, to them " or the sm^ivors or sm-vivor of

(«) Goodeve, R. P. 276.
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them, or the executors or administrators of such survivor,

their or his assigns." The power was not given to the heir

of the mortgagee, as he had nothing to do with the money,

but was only a trustee of the legal estate in the land for the

persons entitled to the mortgage debt.

It was necessary to give the power of sale to the assigns,

because otherwise a devisee or transferee of the mortgage

would not be able to exercise it. {Re Biimne// Sf Smith,

[1897] 2 Ch. 351.)

If the mortgage was made subject to any existing charges,

power was given to sell either subject to or free from exist-

ing charges, and in the latter case with power to pay them

off out of the purchase money, or on any other terms of

indemnity against them.

As, in the absence of any special direction in the power of

sale, it was the duty of the mortgagee in selling under his

power to sell under proper conditions, it was unnecessary to

give him special authority to sell under such conditions ; but

such express authority was usually given in practice ; and

similarly, express authority was always given to sell either by

public auction or private contract, although under a general

power of sale not containing such express authority, the

mortgagee might sell in either manner. This appears to be

one of the many cases where the common forms include some

words not actually essential to the operation of the deed, but

convenient as pointing out the rights or duties of the parties

acting under it.

Heir to On the death of a mortgagee before 1882, his legal personal
concur in representative became entitled to the mortgage debt, while

ance. the legal estate in the land passed to his heir-at-law or devisee.

The legal personal representative was the person to sell, but

he could not convey the legal estate to the purchaser. It

was therefore declared by the second clause in the power of

sale. that, on any sale under the power, the person having the

legal estate " shall make such assurances of the same for the

purpose of effectuating such sale as the person or persons by

whom the sale shall be made shall direct." It may be observed
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that tlio V. & P. A. 1874 (37 & 38 Vict. c. 78), s. 4, did not

obviate the necessity of this clause ; for the Act applied only

to reconveyances on the payment off of the mortgage money
[Re Spradben/s Blortgage, 14 Ch. D. 514). It is improper

to insert the clause in an express power of sale in a mortgage
of freeholds since 1881, for the mortgaged land vests in the

legal personal representatives of the mortgagee {ante, p. 150).

But it should he inserted in a mortgage of copyholds, as

the legal estate devolves, on the death of a mortgagee wlio

is tenant on the rolls, to his customary heir (//).

If the interest is paid regularly, and if the principal is paid Power not

off on proper notice, there is no reason for allowing the exercised

mortgagee to sell the property, and accordingly a clause ""*'!.

(the third in order) was inserted which provided that the events,

power should not be exercised—/r.s^, till default should be

made in payment of " some moneys intended to be hereby

secured," \j.e., not before the day named in the covenant for

payment,] and notice should be given in writing to the

mortgagor to pay off the moneys for the time being owing on

the mortgage, and default should be made in such payment

for six calendar months; or secondly, until some payment

of interest should be in arrear for three calendar months.

Sometimes the power was made exercisable if default was

made in keeping up the insurances.

A mortgagee exercising a power of sale is not a trustee of

the power, and is in a very different position from a trustee

for sale. He is bound to sell faii'ly and to take reasonable

steps to obtain a proper price ; but he may proceed to a

forced sale for the purpose of paying the mortgage debt (z),

though he cannot sell either directly to himself or to a trustee

for himself {ci)

.

iy) Copyhold Act, 1894, s. 88, 411 ; Kennedy v. De Traffvrd,

replacing the Copyhold Act, 1887, [.^^^"i^ A. C. 180 ;
Nutt v. Kusto,,,

^ 45
[1899] 1 Ch. 873.

(«) Hodson V. Deans, [1903] 2

(z) ^QQFarrar y.Farrars, Ltd., Ch. 647 ; and cf. NnU v. Easton,

40 Ch. D. 395, at pp. 398, 410. .<^"i'ru.

E.T.C. 1
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It is of importance that the mortgagee should not be

hampered, when he wishes to give notice, by any difficulty in

finding the person to whom it is to be given, and for this

reason it was usually provided that the notice should be

sufficient if left on any part of the mortgaged premises, or

sent by post to the mortgagor at his last known place of

abode in England ; and that it should be sufficient if not

addressed to any person in particular; for, after the death

of the mortgagor, the mortgagee might not know to whom
it ought to be addressed.

In some few cases, chiefly when the mortgage was an

extremely insufficient security for the debt, and sometimes in

a mortgage to secure an account current at a banker's, the

whole of the clause under consideration was omitted, so as

to enable the sale to be made without any notice to the

mortgagor, whenever the mortgagee thought fit.

Purchaser It might sometimes be extremely difficult to produce satis-

a^-ainst^ factoiy evidence to a purchaser that any event had happened
improper npon which, according to the proviso, the power of sale was

to be exercisable : and therefore a clause (the fourth) was

inserted expressly declaring that every sale purporting to be

made under the power of sale should be valid as regards the

purchaser, and that the remedy of the mortgagor in respect of

any improper sale should be in damages only, i.e., leaving him

to his personal remedy against the mortgagee. This clause

does not protect a purchaser who knows of an irregularity

which cannot have been waived (6).

Receiptfor The receipt clause (the fifth) provided that the mortgagee,

'iilo^yT
"^^^ executors, admiaistrators, or assigns, might give an

effectual discharge to the purchaser for the purchase money

arising on any sale.

This clause was inserted to prevent the application of the

rule of Equity (now for the most part done away with by

statute) that a person paying money to another who is, to

(J) Selwyn v. Garjit, 38 Ch. D. 273 ; Be Thompson and Holt, 44

Ch. D. 492.
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his knowledge, not the absolute owner of it, is bound to

see that the latter applies it properly. This would cause

considerable difficulty in carrying out a sale under the

power, for a purchaser would be obliged to investigate the

state of accounts between the mortgagor and mortgagee,

and to see that the latter paid to the former so much
of the purchase money as belonged to him. The effect of

the accidental omission of the clause appears to have been

guarded against by the Law of Property Amendment Act,

1859 (commonly called "Lord St. Leonards' Act," 22 & 23

Vict. c. 35), s. 23.

By the sixth clause the mortgagee was directed to apply Applica-

the purchase money, in the first place, in defraying the purchase

expenses of the sale ; and, in the next place, towards paying moneys,

off the moneys due on the mortgage ; and to pay the surplus,

if any, to the mortgagor. The mortgagee must at his own
risk find out to whom the surplus is payable. Where the

mortgage was of realty only, the surplus was made payable

to the mortgagor, " his heirs, or assigns " ; if it was of

personal estate, to the mortgagor, " his executors, adminis-

trators, or assigns "
; and if of both real and personal estate,

to the mortgagor, " his executors, administrators, or assigns,"

Anth a distinct declaration that it was to be paid as perso)ial

estate, so as to prevent the mortgagee from being involved in

any dispute between the real and personal representatives of

the mortgagor as to the person to whom he ought to pay the

surplus.

By the seventh clause it was declared that any one entitled

to give a receipt for the mortgage moneys might exercise the

power of sale.

There is some doubt whether a second mortgagee is such

a complete assign of the mortgagor as to be able to give

a receipt to the first mortgagee for the surplus proceeds

of a sale under an express power in the first mortgage.

(See this question discussed, 2 Dav. Free, Part II. p. 4-18,

note: and see Be Foligno's 3Ioytfjacje, 32 Beav. 131.) It

was therefore convenient to insert in a second mortgage an

12(2)
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express power enabling tlie mortgagee to give a receipt for

the surplus proceeds of a sale under the power contained in

the first mortgage.

Statutory The power of sale and the ancillary clauses are now

sale^^°
usually omitted in reliance on the provisions of the C. A.

1881, ss. 19, 20, 21 and 22, which give to a mortgagee

(s. 19), where the mortgage is made h)j deed since 1881,

power (to the like extent as if the power had been confen'ed

by the deed, but not further), when the mortgage money has

become due, to sell, or concur with any other person in

selling, the mortgaged property, either subject to prior

charges or not ; with provisions as to the mode of sale,

similar to those usually contained in the express power i; and

to convey to the purchaser and to give a receipt for the

purchase money.

It should be remembered that the term *' mort2:a2:ee," as

defined by the Act, s, 2 (vi.), includes any person from time

to time deriving title under the original mortgagee, and

therefore includes the personal representatives and other

"assigns" of the mortgagee. Moreover, by sect. 21 (4), the

statutory power of sale is expressly made exercisable by any

person for the time being entitled to receive and give a

discharge for the mortgage money {e) ; by sect. 61, in the

case of a mortgage to persons advancing money on a joint

account, the right to give a receipt passes to the survivor

;

and, by sect. 21 (3) and sect. 22, any surplus proceeds of a

sale made by a mortgagee can be paid to a subsequent incum-

brancer, and he can give a valid discharge for them. The
power of sale and the subsidiary powers may be varied or

extended, or negatived, by the mortgage deed ; and, if varied

or extended, operate as far as may be as if the variations or

extensions were contained in the Act : sect. 19 (2), (3). See

the forms, 2 K. & E. 19 et mj.

(c) This sub-section does not Dowson and Jenkins, [1904] 2 Cli.

make the power exercisable by a 219.

mere agent of the mortgao-ee : Re
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The mortgagee is not to exercise the statutory power of

sale unless and until one of the following events has

happened (s. 20), viz. :

—

(1.) Notice requiring payment of the mortgage money
has been served on the mortgagor (see definition,

s. 2, vi.), or one of the several mortgagors ; and

default has been made in payment of the mortgage

money, or of part thereof, for three months after

such service (d).

The words " one of the several mortgagors " give rise to

some difficulty, having regard to the definition {ante, p. 170,

note (r/)) of "mortgagor," which includes a second and any

subsequent mortgagee. Apparently, where a mortgagee

has notice of a subsequent incumbrance, though the words

of the Act allow notice either to the mortgagor or to the

subsequent incumbrancer, it would not be safe for him to

sell without giving notice to both {e).

(2.) Some interest under the mortgage is in arrear and

unpaid for two months after becoming due.

(3.) There has been a breach of some provision, contained

in the mortgage or the Act, and on the part of the

mortgagor, or some person concurring in the mort-

gage, to be observed or performed, other than the

covenant for payment of the mortgage money or

interest.

(It is doubtful whether there is any provision " in the

Act " to be performed by the mortgagor.)

If it is intended, as is usually the case, that the power

of sale is to become exercisable on the mortgagor neglectiug

to keep up the insurances, a covenant by him to insure

should be inserted.

{d) I.e., calendar months, form of and method of serving

Goodeve, R. P. 158, n. (?n). The notice.

day on which the notice is given is ,. ^ •, ,, » c -ji. 1-
, , , „ ,, ° ,. (e) Consider Hoofe v. Smith, li

excluded from the computation

:

Me RaUway Sleepers Supply Co., 29 Ch. D. 434, a case on the express

Ch. D. 204. See sect. 67 as to the power of sale.
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Protection Bj s. 21 (2) the title of the purchaser is not to be impeach-

chasers able on the ground that no case had arisen to authorise the

from
gjjjg^ QP ^jjr^^ (J^0 notice was not given.

gagee. The effect of this sub-section appears to be that a pur-

chaser is not bound to make inquiries as to whether the

power is properly exercisable unless there are suspicious

circumstances (/), but that he may do so, if he thinks fit,

and if he does, the mortgagee is bound to answer them {g)

.

This provision will not protect a purchaser who has notice

that the power is not in fact exercisable, unless the ii-regu-

larity can be and in fact has been waived by the mort-

' gagor (h). By s. 21 (3) the moneys received by the

mortgagee, after discharge of prior incumbrances to which

the sale is not made subject, or after payment into Court (see

s. 5) of a sum to meet any prior incumbrance, are to be held

by him in trust to be applied by him in payment of costs of

the sale, or any attempted sale, in discharge of the mortgage

money, interest, and costs, and in payment of the surplus to

the person entitled to the mortgaged property, or authorised

to give receipts for the proceeds of the sale thereof, words

which include subsequent incumbrancers. (See the definition

of " mortgagor," s. 2 (vi.), ante, p. 170, note (g), and see s. 22.)

It is often convenient in a second mortgage to provide as to

the form in which prior incumbrances are to be provided for.

(See 2 K. & E. 27.)

• "Where the mortgage includes both real and personal

property, different persons may on the death of the mort-

gagor intestate become entitled to the respective properties

;

and therefore it appears proper in such a case, where the

statutory power is relied on, to declare in the mortgage that

the surplus shall be payable " to the mortgagor, his executors.

(/) Bailey v. Barnes, [1894] 1 Ch. 230.

Cli. 25 ; and see Dicker v. Anger- (A) Parkinson v. Hanhury, 1

stein, 3 Ch. D. 600. Drew. & Sm. 143 ; Selwyn v.

{(j) Life Interest, Ac. Corp. \. Garjit, 38 Ch.!). 213; Be Thomjp-

Hand-in-Hand Soc, [1898] 2 son and Holt, 44 Ch. D. 492.
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administrators, or assigns, as personal estate." (See 2 K. &
E. 27.)

By s. 21 (5), (6), (7), the statutory power of sale is not

to affect the right to foreclosure ; and the mortgagee is

protected against involuntary losses in the exercise of the

power, and may, after the statutory power of sale has become

exercisable, recover from any person any muniments of title

which a purchaser under the power of sale Avould be entitled

to recover from him.

By the C. A. 1881, s. 19 (iii.), a mortgagee, where the statutory

mortgage is made by deed since 1881, has power (to the appdnt re-

like extent as if the power had been conferred by the cciver(i).

mortgage but not further), when the mortgage money has

become due, to appoint a receiver of the income of the

mortgaged property or of any part thereof ; but lie may not

exercise the power until he has become entitled to exercise

the power of sale conferred by the Act. (See s. 24, which

contains a statement of the pow^ers and duties of the

receiver.)

An appointment under the statutory power is made by

writing under the hand of the mortgagee: s. 24 (1). It

usually takes the form of an agreement between the mort-

gagee and the receiver, and contains a recital of the

mortgage, stating the covenants for payment of principal

and interest after default, the conveyance, proviso for

redemption, provisions affecting the time of payment or rate

of interest, and provisions for keeping up policies of fii-e

insurance, and that the mortgagee is desirous " of appointing

the said B. to be receiver of the rents and profits of the said

mortgaged premises." The operative words are
—

" the said

A., by virtue of the power conferred on him by the Convey-

ancing and Law of Property Act, 1881, and of every other

power, &c., doth hereby appoint the said B. to be receiver of

the rents, profits, and income of all the property comprised

in or subject to the hereinbefore recited indenture of mort-

(i) See Goodeve, E. P. 394.
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gage." The instrument states the amount of the commission,

which may not (s. 24 (6)) exceed five per cent, of the moneys
received hy the receiver ; and, if so intended, a direction to

keep up insurances. (See s. 24 (7).)

Statutory provisions for appointing a receiver were given

by Lord Cranworth's Act, 23 & 24 Vict. c. 145 (which is

repealed by the 0. A. 1881, s. 71, but remains in force as to

mortgages before 1882).

In cases where it is likely that a receiver will have to act,

it is usual to appoint him at the time when the mortgage is

made ; with a proviso, if he is not intended to act imme-
diately, that he is not to act until some interest is in arrear

for a month, or until the mortgagor shall have broken some

covenant other than the covenants for payment.

Receiver- The appointment may be included in the mortgage deed
;

ship deed,
jj^^^ f]^Q ug^al practice is to make it by a separate deed,

generally called "a receivership deed." The advantage of

this course is that the deed can conveniently be placed in the

custody of the receiver, and produced by him, when neces-

sary, to the tenants, while the mortgage deed may be kept

by the mortgagee in his own possession.

The case where it is desirable to appoint a receiver at the

time of making the mortgage is where the property is not in

the mortgagor's own possession, but is let to several tenants.

The receiver, who, though formally appointed by the mort-

gagor, is really the nominee, generally the solicitor, of the

mortgagee, does nothing so long as the interest is paid

regularly ; but, as soon as any payment becomes in arrear

for the time specified in the deed (usually one calendar month),

he acts, and by virtue of the deed collects the rents, and after

deducting his salary, keeps down the interest, and pays the

surplus to the mortgagor. If the appointment is not con-

tained in the mortgage, it contains a recital of the mortgage,

similar to that in an appointment under the statutory j)ower,

and a recital that on the treaty for the mortgage it was agreed

that a receiver should be appointed.
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The following is an analysis of the operative part (jf iiu

appointment of a receiver by agreement. (2 K. & E. oU.)

(a) The mortgagor, with the privity of the mortgagee, Anal3>i.s

appoints " the said A.," his attorney, to collect the appof„t"

rents, and to use all lawful remedies for reco\'oring ""^".t^ "*'

them, and directs the tenants to pay accordingly.

(/3) The receipts of the receiver, or of any future receiver

for the rents, are declared sufficient.

(7) The trusts of the moneys received are that the receiver,

after payment of all outgoings and insurances, and

keeping down the interest on any charges prior to

the mortgage debt, shall retain such sum, not

exceeding £5 per cent., as the mortgagee shall allow

for his salary, and shall then pay the interest falling

due on the mortgage money ; and lastly, shall pay

the sui-plus to the mortgagor. Sometimes power is

given to the receiver, when required by the mort-

gagee, to pay the surplus into a bank as a fund to

provide for the interest as it becomes due.

(^) The receiver covenants to do his duty.

(s) The mortgagor covenants

—

1st. Not, without tlie consent of the mort-

gagee, to revoke the powers given to the receiver,

or any future receiver.

2nd. To concur with the mortgagee, when

requested, in the appointment of a new receiver.

(^) Power to the mortgagee to appoint a new receiver on

the mortgagor's neglect to do so when requested.

(ry) The mortgagee is declared not to be liable for any

losses occasioned by the receiver, which are to be

borne by the mortgagor, wlio is to pay the receiver's

salary.

(9) The receiver is not to act till some interest is in aiTear

for one calendar month.

Sometimes, for brevity, the appointment is made by

reference to the statutory power (see 2 K. & E. o7). If

this is done, care should be taken to consider whether the
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Provisions

against
registra-

tion of

the land.

Group
VII.

Group
VIII.

Covenants
for title.

powers conferred by statute on a receiver appointed under

the statutory power are sufficient ; and, if not, additional

powers should be given to him.

If any tenant refuses to pay rent to the receiver, the latter

can distrain in the name of the mortgagee. But he cannot

grant leases or manage the estate ; and, apparently, cannot

enter for non-payment of rent, unless express power be given

to him.

If the owner of an equity of redemption is registered under

the L. T. A. 1875 (see post, Appendix, p. 573), as proprietor of

the land, the mortgagee may be under some difficulties on a

sale. (See this discussed, 2 K. & E. 51.) It is therefore the

practice to insert in the mortgage a covenant b}" the mort-

gagor that no person shall be registered as proprietor of the

land so long as any money remains due on the security and

that the costs of lodging a caution against first registration

{20Ofit, p. 562) shall be mortgagee's costs.

Group VII. This consists of a single clause declaring that

the mortgagee shall not be liable for any involuntary losses

in the execution of any of the powers or trusts of the deed, or

conferred on him by statute. In many collections of prece-

dents this clause is printed as part of the power of sale. It

should be remembered that the indemnity given to the mort-

gagee by the C. A. 1881, s. 21 (6), applies only to losses

happening in the exercise of the statutory power of sale and

the trusts connected therewith.

Group VIII. The covenants for title. These may be

expressed or implied under the C. A. 1881, s. 7, by the

mortgagor conveying " as beneficial owner."

These covenants, whether express or implied, differ from

those in a purchase deed mainly in being absolute instead

of qualified {see ante, p. 111). The only points requiring

notice are that the covenant for Cjuiet enjoyment is made

to commence after default in payment of the mortgage

money, or any interest thereon, and that the covenant for

further assiu'ance is to be performed at the expense of the
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mortgagor in tlie express covenant till " foreclosure or sale,"

in the implied covenant " so long as any right of redemption

remains," under the mortgage ; and afterwards, whether the

covenants are express or implied, at the expense of the person

requiring performance of the covenant.

Where a trustee joins in the mortgage, and it is intended

to imply a covenant against incumbrances by him, this can

be done by making him convey " as trustee," &c. : see ante,

p. 116.

It is now the usual practice to rely on the implied

covenants, which it should be remembered can only be
\

implied in mortgages by deed. It would seem that, by

virtue of the large definitions of " conveyance " and " mort-

gage " in the Act (see s. 2), they can be implied in an

equitable mortgage if effected by deed.

Formerly a receipt by the mortgagor was indorsed on the Receipt

mortgage deed. But this is unnecessnry at the present day :

endorsed.

ante, p. 90.

The C. A. 1881 contains in the 3rd schedule a form of Statutory

niort*^fl^G.

mortgao-e of freeholds or leaseholds, called a " statutory

mortgage." The form is very concise, as the covenants for

payment of principal and interest and the proviso for

redemption are implied. This form of mortgage is employed

only for small transactions.

We now pass to the consideration of the frame of mort-

gage deeds of interests in land, as modified by the tenure of

the land.

A mortgage of copyholds resembles in substance a mort- Copy-

gage of freeholds, but it takes the form of a surrender
holds (A-;,

conditioned to be void on payment of the debt and interest

on a named day, on which surrender, if necessary, an admit-

tance can be taken (/). As the conditional surrender is not a

deed, the covenants for title cannot be implied, and no power

{k) See 37 Sol. J. 712. Stud. Prec. 5(3, o9 ; 2 K. & E.

(Z) See the forms of mort- 72, 73.

grage and conditional surrender.
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of sale arises. It is therefore necessary that besides the

surrender there should be a deed containing covenants for

title, express or implied, and conferring the power of sale.

If, as is usually the case, the deed precedes the surrender, it

consists of a covenant to surrender to the use of the mort-

gagee, subject to a proviso making void the surrender on

payment on the named day, and contains the usual covenants

by the mortgagor for payment of principal and interest. As
a covenant to surrender is a " conveyance " within the

meaning of the C. A. 1881, s. 2 (v.), it confers a power of

sale, and the covenants for title can be implied by making
the mortgagor covenant to surrender " as beneficial owner" :

(oite, p. 186. It is the practice to add a declaration by the

mortgagor that he will stand seised of the mortgaged

property until surrender on trust for the mortgagee, his heirs

and assigns, " subject to such equity of redemption as the

same premises would have been subject to if such surrender

had been made." But this is not absolutely necessary, as

even in the absence of such a declaration the mortgagor

becomes a trustee for the mortgagee, and the latter or any

person claiming under him can obtain the legal estate by a

vesting order under s. 26 of the Trustee Act, 1893 (;;?), or

an order appointing some person to convey the land under

ss. 33, 34 {n). A power of attorney expressed to be irrevo-

cable (see the C. A. 1882, s. 8) may also be given by the

mortgagor enabling the mortgagee to make the surrender.

The suiTender is an essential part of the security. If the

matter is allowed to remain in covenant only, a subsequent

mortgagee, who takes a conditional surrender and who
advances his money without notice of the prior mortgage

effected by covenant to surrender only, will have priority (o)

.

It is therefore expedient not to advance the money until the

surrender is actually made. It must not be thought that a

(jrt) Re Crowe s Mort(ja(je, L. E. (o) Oxwick or Oxwith v. Plum-

13 Eq. 26. mer, Gilb. Eep. 13 ; 5 Bac. Ab.

[n) Re CamiiKj, L. E. 5 Ch. 72. 7tli ed. 664.
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covenant to surrender is useless. On the contrary, it forms

a perfectly good equitable security ; and therefore confers on

the mortgagee a right to have a surrender made to his use

by the customary heir of, by volunteers claiming under, by

the trustee in bankruptcy of, the mortgagor, and by a subse-

quent purchaser from him with notice of the mortgage (p).

Sometimes, though rarely, the mortgage deed follows tlie

surrender. In this case it is not a " conveyance," so that the

covenants for title cannot be implied and no power of sale

arises, and it consists of covenants for payment, an express

power of sale, and covenants for title.

Generally, the mortgagee is not admitted on the conditional

surrender, because fines and fees would be payable on his

admittance, and also on the surrender to the use of the

mortgagor, and his admittance thereon, when the debt is paid

off. The mortgagee incurs no risk by not being admitted
;

for, on his admittance, his title relates back to, and becomes

perfect against any mesne surrenderee as from the date of the

surrender (q)

.

When the mortgagee has been admitted under the Death of

conditional surrender, and then dies, the right to be admitted
!"°*ee_

devolves on his customary heir, as the mortgagee was tenant

on the court rolls (/-). On the death of the mortgagee

before admittance, the right to be admitted devolves on his

personal representatives, as the mortgagee was not tenant on

the rolls («). Where the mortgagee has not been admitted,

if the mortgagor dies (being tenant on the rolls), either his

customary heir or the mortgagee (under the conditional

surrender) can be admitted ; if both mortgagor and mort-

gagee die, either the customary heir of the mortgagor or the

{p) Spencery.Boijes, 4:Yes. 369; 58 Vict. c. 46), s. 88; roplaciiiK

Martin v. Seamore, 1 Ca. Ch. 170; the Copyhold Act, 1887 (oO & ol

Taylor v. Wheeler, 2 Vern. 564 ; y-^^^ ^_ ^g^^ g_ 45

_

Jenmngs y. Moore, 2 Yevn. 609
j^^

{,j) Holdfast V. Claphani, 1 T. E. ^'' ^- ^- '^ '

GOO,
Iliajhes, (1SS4) W. N. 53 ; Hall r.

(r) Copyhold Act, 1894 (57 & I'.romJey, 35 Ch. D. 642.
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personal representatives of the mortgagee can be admitted
;

but it is the practice for the heir to be admitted.

When the mortgagee has not been admitted, it is the

practice, on the mortgage being paid off, to enter an acknow-

ledgment of satisfaction (see Stud. Prec. 76) on the court

rolls, which is considered to be sufficient evidence of the

repayment of the mortgage money to vacate the surrender.

A receipt should also be indorsed on the deed accompanying

the surrender.

If the copyhold be held for lives, the deed should contain

the usual provisions for rene^s^al and payment of the fines.

Lease- Mortgages of leaseholds are effected either by assigning

the land for the whole term to the mortgagee, or by demiting

it to him for the whole term except the last day or last few

daj's (called the nominal reversion), subject in either case to

redemption (t). In the former case the mortgagee becomes

liable, as being the assign of the lessee {ii), to pay the rent

and perform the lessee's covenants; but the lease is not

liable to be forfeited by any act or omission of the mort-

gagor which if done or made by the legal owner of the term

would create a forfeiture. In the latter case the mortgagee

is not liable to pay the rent or perform the covenants of

the lessee, though he may sometimes in practice be forced

to do so in order to avoid a forfeiture of the term ; but the

lease is h'able to forfeiture by any act or omission by the

mortgagor which if done or made by the legal owner of the

term creates a forfeiture. In either case the lease may be

forfeited by any act or omission of the mortgagor which

if done or made by the person in possession creates .a

forfeiture.

If the rent and covenants are not onerous, the mortgage

should be made by assignment, so as to avoid, as far as can

be, the risk of a forfeiture by some act or omission of the

mortgagor. On the other hand, if they are .onerous, it is

(f) Stud. Prec. 00 ; 2 K. & E. {u) WiUiams v. Bosnnquei, 1

75. Brod. & B. 238.
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better to make the mortgage by demise, so as not to place the

mortgagee under any personal liability to the lessor.

We have now to consider the consequences of the mort-

gagor becoming bankrupt.

Even if the amount due on a first mortgage leaves an EflVct of

ample margin of value, so that, as between the first mort-
^"'trust'ee

gagee and the trustee in bankruptcy of the mortgagor, the in bank-

lease may be of value to the former, yet the amount due for
^"^ ^^

rent and on subsequent mortgages may be such as to render

the lease onerous to the latter ; and, if this is the case, the

trustee may (under the Bankruptcy Act, 1883, s. 55) disclaim

the mortgagor's interest in the lease if the mortgage was

made by demise, so that the legal interest in the lease is

vested in him ; but not if the mortgage was made by assign-

ment {!/) . The disclaimer determines as from the date thereof

the rights or liabilities of the bankrupt and his property,

and discharges the trustee from all personal liability as from

the time when the property vested in him, but does not

affect the rights or liabilities of any other person, further

than is necessary for carrying out the object of the dis-

claimer (;;). The Court may on the application of any person

interested in the lease make an order vesting it in him upon

the terms of making him subject to the same liabilities and

obligations as the bankrupt was subject to under the lease at

the date of the bankruptcy petition. The Court has power

to make the vesting order on such terms as it thinks just.

The practical result is that, if the mortgage is made by

assignment, the mortgagee's interest is not affected by the

bankruptcy of the mortgagor ; but if it is made by demise,

he may have to choose between having the lease vested in

him and losing his security (a) .

{x) See 42 Sol. J. 210,228. 536; He Baker, [1901] 2 K. B.

(?/) He Oee, 24 Q. B. D. 65. 628. As to the position of the

(z) ^e Carter and Ellis, [1905] mortgagee after the lease is vested

1 K. B. 735. ill liiin> see Ex parte Finhij, uhi

(o) Ex parte Finley, 21 Q. B. sup. ; Re Morgan, 22 Q. B. D. 592 ;

D. 475 ; Be Smith, 25 Q. B. D. Bankvuptcj- Act, 1S90 (53 & 54
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Trust of

nominal
reversion.

Cove-
nants.

In order to avoid the risk of the forfeiture of the lease by

the disclaimer of the trustee in banki-uptcj of the mortgagor

Avhere the mortgage is made by demise, the following clauses

may be added : (1) A declaration of trust of the nominal

reversion by the mortgagor in favour of the mortgagee

;

(2) a power of attorney authorising the mortgagee to assign

the nominal reversion to himself or any other person, subject

to the equity of redemption, if any
; (3) power to the mort-

gagee to appoint a new trustee of the nominal reversion

as if the mortgagor were dead (see form, 2 K. & E. 29),

Although the first of these clauses does not prevent the

trustee in bankruptcy from disclaiming the lease {b), the

second clause enables the mortgagee at any time before the

disclaimer is made to vest the nominal reversion in himself

;

and the third clause, which the student may not understand

until he has perused Appointments of New Trustees, post,

p. 521, enables the mortgagee at any time before the dis-

claimer is made to appoint a new trustee of the nominal

reversion, and by means of a vesting declaration to vest the

nominal reversion in him without the concurrence of the

mortgagor (c), the result being in either case to enable the

mortgagee to prevent the disclaimer from operating on the

legal term, or, in other words, from affecting the mortgagee.

With these additions a mortgage by demise is practically

safe in case of the bankruptcy of the mortgagor, and may be

recommended for use in all cases except where the liability

under the lease is nominal.

Care must be taken in a mortgage by demise not to insert

any covenants as to insurance or otherwise repugnant to

those in the head lease. Thus, if the covenant in the head

lease is to insure in the name of the lessor, the covenant in

the mortgage must not be to insure in the name of the mort-

Vict. c. 71), s. 13. And see David-

son's Concise Precedents, 18th ed.,

187, note (/>).

{b) Be Mauyhan, 14 Q. B. D.

956.

(c) See London, &c. v. Godxhtrd,

[1897] 1 Ch. 642.
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gagee, for then the mortgagor would have to keep up two

insurances instead of one.

The express power of sale, if inserted, should be made Power of I

exercisable not only in the events in which it is exercisable
^''^^^'

in the case of freeholds, but also on breach by the mortgagor

of any of the covenants in the lease.

Prior to 1883 mortgages of life estates in realty were Life

effected by demise for a term, instead of assignment, owdng ^^^^t*'^-

to an opinion generally held that, after an absolute assign-

ment, all powers appendant to the life estate ceased to be

exercisable. The operative words were " bargain, sell, and

demise," which (there being a bargain and sale of a chattel

interest for value) raised a use, and therefore vested the legal

estate for the term in the mortgagee without inrolment

under the Statute of Inrolments {anfe, p. 13), and without

entry {cDite, p. 14). The habendum was "unto \Jhc morf-

gngee] his executors, administrators, and assigns for ninety-

nine years, if the mortgagor should so long live," and then

followed a proviso for redemption. It has, however, been I

decided that the form of the mortgage is immaterial ; that \

the powers annexed to the life estate remain exercisable not-

withstanding the assignment, but only with the consent of
,

the mortgagee if such exercise might be to his prejudice {d).

Mortgages of life estates since 1882 are always made by

assignment (2 K. & E. 98), as the powers vested in the

tenant for life by the S. L. Acts, 1882 to 1890, remain

exercisable by him notwithstanding the mortgage, though

not so as to affect the interest of the mortgagee without his

consent, except that his consent is not required to leases at

rack-rent made by a mortgagor in possession : S. L. A.

1882, s. 50.

The phrase "the said [mortgagor] liis heii's, executors, lut.rprc-

administrators, and assigns," or in the case of leaseholds or
^.J^j^Jg

personalty, "the said [mortgagor] his executors, adminis-

{d) Alexander v. Mills, L. E. 6 Ch. 124 ; Re Bedmgfeld and Uerrii.y,

[1893] 2 Ch. 332.

E.I.C. 13
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trators, and assigns," and in the case of both freeholds,

leaseholds, and personalty, "the said [^mortgagee'] his executors,

administrators, and assigns," or in the case of mortgages on

a joint account, "the said [^mortgagees' or the survivors or

survivor of them, or the executors or administrators of such

sm-vivor, their or his assigns," constantly recurs throughout

the mortgage, though in mortgages made since 1881 the

latter phrase is rarely, if ever, necessary. Various plans

have been suggested for avoiding this. Sometimes an inter-

pretation clause is inserted, either at the beginning or at

the end of the deed (2 K. & E. (>5, 68), defining the

words " mortgagor," and " mortgagee," or '* mortgagees," so

as to include (where such interpretation is not excluded by or

repugnant to the context) in the case of the mortgagor, his

heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns ; or, for lease-

holds or personalty, his executors, administrators, and assigns

;

and, in the case of the mortgagee, his executors, adminis-

trators, and assigns ; or, in the case of several mortgagees,

the survivors or survivor of the mortgagees, and the executors

or administrators of such survivor, their or his assigns. If

this is done, the words " heu-s, executors, administrators, and

assigns," or for leaseholds or personalty the words " executors,

administrators, and assigns," occurring alone will, in the case

of the mortgagor, be omitted ; and the words " executors,

administrators, and assigns," in the case of the mortgagee,

and the words " the survivors or survivor of them, or the

executors or administrators of such survivor, their or his

assigns" in the case of the mortgagees, will be omitted. But

in mortgages of freeholds or copyholds, the words " heirs and

assigns" must in the case of the mortgagee or mortgagees

be retained wherever they occur in the full forms, because the

definition of the mortgagee or mortgagees excludes the heirs.

This is of importance in the case of the habendum, as in the

absence of the word " heirs," the fee would not pass.

Owing to the similarity of the words "mortgagor" and

" mortgagee," there is a risk of clerical errors from their

employment, and therefore it is now usual to substitute other

words, such as " borrower " and " mortgagee."
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When a mortgage is completed the mortgagor becomes Costs,

liable to pay to the mortgagee the expenses incident to the

transaction, but the mortgagee is liable to his own solicitor

for his costs (e). The liability of the mortgagor to the mort-

gagee is a simple contract debt, and the mortgagee cannot

add those expenses to his security (/). It is not uncommon

in large transactions for the intending borrower to undertake

with the intending mortgagee's solicitors to pay their costs if

the title of the property proposed to be mortgaged should

not be accepted.

(e) Ex inirte Firth, 19 Ch. D. 860. As to the costs of a solicitor-

at p. 427. mortgagee, see the Mortgagees'

Legal Costs Act, 1895 (58 & 59

(/) Wales V. Carr, [1902] 1 Ch. Vict. c. 25), and 2 K. & E. 62.

13 (2)
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CHAPTER YII.

ASSIGNMENTS AND MORTGAGES OF PERSONALTY.

Personal property can be divided (see Groodeve, P. P.

1 ; "Wms. P. P. 27) into that which has an actual phy-

sical existence, as moveable chattels, and that which is

incorporeal and has only a notional existence. Property of

the latter kind is often called a chose in action ; but, strictly

speaking, this phrase should be restricted to certain kinds

only of property having a notional existence.

PART I.—PERSONAL CHATTELS.

Transfer The property in personal chattels may be transferred by
^^ P^°: delivery or by a deed. In either case the transfer may be
perty in "^ '

. .

"'.

personal voluntary, i.e., by way of gift, or for valuable consideration,

^ ^ ^^-
i\(.^^ on a marriage, or on a sale or mortgage. The subject

of transfers effected otherwise than by deed is discussed fully

in Goodeve, P. P., chapters iii. to vi. inclusive, and in Wms.
P. P. Pt. I. chap. ii.

Bill of A deed by which the property in personal chattels is

S^l^- transferred is called a " Bill of Sale "
; but, as a Bill of Sale

is very rarely used except on the occasion of a mortgage of

chattels, the phrase used without explanation general!}^

means such a mortgage. It should be observed that, though

the property in the mortgaged chattels is transferred, the

possession is retained by the mortgagor; whereas if goods

are pledged, they are given into the possession of the

lender («)

.

(a) Mills V. Charlesworth, 25 Q. B. D. 421, at p. 424
;
[1892] A. C.

231.
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Mortgages (not including debentures of companies) of Mortgage

personal chattels are subject to certain requirements under g^f^^f
the Bills of Sale Acts, 1878 and 1882 (41 & 42 Vict. c. 31,

and 45 & 46 Vict. c. 43). By "personal chattels" are

meant, for the purposes of these Acts, goods, furniture, and
other articles capable of complete transfer by delivery, in-

cluding "trade machinery," i.e., machinery used in any
workshop or factory (not beiog fixed motive power, fixed

power machinery, or pipes for steam, gas, or water) : and

also, if assigned or charged by an instrument not containing

a conveyance of or charge on the buildings or land to which

they are annexed, fixtures and growing crops. A mortgage

Bill of Sale is void, except as against the grantor, in respect

of (a) chattels not specifically described in a schedule,

(/3) chattels of which the grantor was not the true owner at

the time of the execution of the Bill of Sale ; but this does

not apply to crops growing at the time of execution of the

mortgage, nor to fixtures, plant, or trade machinery substi-

tuted for those specifically described.

A mortgage Bill of Sale is absolutely void (a) unless the

consideration is truly stated, (/3) if it be given for a sum

under £30, (7) unless the execution by the grantor is attested

by one or more credible witnesses not being parties, (J) unless

it is registered under the Act of 1878 within seven clear

days after execution (c), (s) in cases where it is security for

payment of money by the grantor, unless it is made in

accordance with the form given in the schedule to the Act of

1882. (See Goodeve, P. P. 103.)

A Bill of Sale not for value, made by a person in insolvent Voluu-

circumstances at the time of making it, will be void against

creditors under 13 Eliz. c. 5. (See avte, p. 74.)

Although no delivery of the ffoods comprised in a Bill of Assignor

Sale is necessary for the purpose of changmg the ownership in pcsses-

bioii.

(6) See the discussion of the Sol. J. 740, 75L

law as to Bills of Sale by waj' of (0 The registration must l»e

mortgageinGoodeve, P. P. ch. vii. renewed once at least every five

p. 94 ; 2 K. & E. 147, note ; 'M years, or it will hecome void.
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as between the parties, it used to be considered that, if the

assignor remained in possession of the goods, the deed, even

if made for valuable consideration, would be void against

creditors, under 13 Eliz. c. 5 : but the modern doctrine is

that the fact of the assignor remaining in possession of the

goods does not necessarily render the deed fraudulent and

void as against creditors ; and that, where the remaining in

I)Ossession is consistent witli the nature of the transaction,

the deed is valid {Martindcde v. Booth, 3 B. & Ad. 498;

Steward \. Lo)nhe,l Brod. & B. 506). For instance, if A.

assigns his furniture absolutely to B., and remains in pos-

session, the deed is void against creditors (13 Eliz. c. 5) ;

but, if the assignment is made by way of mortgage, this is

not the case, as the remaining in possession is consistent

with the terms of the deeds and the nature of the transaction.

(See Goodeve, P. P. 94.)

Older aud Goods at the commencement of a banki*uptcy in the pos-

tion?^^"
session, order, or disposition of the bankrupt in his trade

or business, by the consent of the true owner, under such

circumstances that he is the reputed owner thereof, pass to

the trustee in bankruptcy (see the Bankruptcy Act, 1883,

s. 44) {d) . It follows that where any trader, whether insol-

vent or not, executes a Bill of Sale of property employed in

j
his business, and remains in possession of it till his bank-

I ruptey, the trustee in bankruptcy can sell it as against the

:
persons claiming under the Bill of Sale.

Mortg-age A mortgage of all, or substantially all, a man's property

fiot'A.^ to secure a past debt, unless in pursuance of an ao^reement

perty('^'). made at the time of the advance, is a fraudulent conveyance

{Smith V. Cammn, 2 El. & Bl. 35 ; Re Wood, L. E. 7 Ch.

302), and is therefore an act of bankruptcy and void, as

being fraudulent within the Bankruptcy Act, 1883, s. 4 (1) (b),

and the former Acts. But a mortgage of all a man's

property for a substantial present advance, or for a past

{d) See Goodeve, P. P. 329 ; 2 K. & E. 147.

[e) See Goodeve, P. P. 326.
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debt and substantial present advance made bona fide for liis

benefit, or for a past debt and future advances agreed upon

and afterwards made in pursuanc^e of the agreement, is not

invalid.

The following security was given by a small trader who Scheme

wished to avoid the publicity given by registration of a vnnceto

Bill of Sale (see 2 K. & E. 167). The deed consisted «"i^;i

of a covenant for payment of the total principal and in- avoiding a

terest in the course of a year by equal weekly instalments
; g^ig°

a mortgage of the shop in which the business was carried on,

of the goodwill of the business, and of all moneys received by

or to become owing to the trader in respect of the business

;

a covenant by the trader to keep and produce to the mort-

gagee proper accounts ; a proviso rendering the unpaid

instalments immediately payable on the occurrence of either

of the following events, viz., the death of the trader, breach

of covenant by him, his giving a Bill of Sale, or giving a

warrant of attorney to confess judgment, accepting an

accommodation bill, allowing his goods to be taken in execu-

tion or under a distress, absenting himself from business,

neglecting to carry on his business ; or on the weekly takings

fallino- below a named sum. The cashier of the business,

who, in the case of a small trader, is generally his wife, was

appointed receiver of all moneys becoming payable to him in

course of trade ; the receiver was directed to pay out of i\\vt

weekly takings the weekly instalments, the rent of the shop,

and the rates, taxes, &c. There were the usual provisions as

to the appointment and removal of a receiver.

Under this security, if any weekly instalment is in default,

or if any other event happens on the occurrence of which the

whole debt is to become due, the mortgagee can foreclose or

sell under his power ; and, although the value of the lease

and goodwill may be but small, still, the pressure that a

threat of sale would put on the trader would be so great that

he would make an effort to procure the money.
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PART II.—CHOSES IN ACTION.

The phrase " chose in action " is used in contradistinction

to " chose in possession." Its true meaning has been the

subject of much controversy (/).

In the more limited sense of the word (in which sense we
shall employ it), by a chose in action is meant a right of

j

action to enforce payment of a debt, or to obtain money by
way of damages for breach of contract, or (though this is a

I moot point) as recompense for a wrong (g) . For instance,

if A. sells a horse to B., who does not pay him, A. has a

right to recover payment of the price from B. ; this right is

a chose in action. See Goodeve, P. P. ch. ix. p. 123.

By a common confusion of language the money itself that

can be recovered is also called the '* chose in action." Where
the money could formerly be recovered only by action at

law, as in the common instance of a debt, it is called a legal

chose in action {h) ; where it could formerly be recovered only

by suit in Equity, as, for instance, where money is held upon
a trust, it is called an equitable chose in action (?) ; where the

money is not payable at the present time, but there is a

present right to its future payment, as in the case of the

money secured by a policy of assurance, which does not

become payable till the death of the person whose life is

insured, it is called a reversionary chose in action.

By a further confusion of language, lawyers sometimes

speak of a document evidencing the title to a chose in action

(/) Goodeve, P. P. 123 ; 9 L. Q.

E. 311; 10 L. Q. E. 143.

{(j) An assignment of a right to

obtain damages for a wrong (Y. B.

.54 Hen. 6, 30, pi. 15), or an assign-

ment of a bare right to institute

an action in Equity to set aside a

conveyance for fraud {Prosser v.

Edmonds, 1 Y. & C. Ex. 481), is

void on the ground of champerty.

See this explained, Goodeve, P. P.

137.

(/i) As to the meaning of legal

chose in action, see Torkington v.

Magee, [1902] 2 K B. 427 ; [1903]

1 K. B. 644.

[i) See as to equitable debts,

Wehh V. Stenton, 11 Q. B. D. 518,

at pp. 526, 530 ; Goodeve, P. P.

151.
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as itself being the chose in action. The reader will often

hear a bond or a policy of assurance called a chose in action,

but strictly speaking, the right to recover the money secured

by the bond or policy is the chose in action.

According to the doctrines of the Common Law, ehoses Not

in action (with some exceptions) were incapable of being
^t'^i^^'*

assigned ; but Courts of Equity enforced such assignments, AsHifm-

and therefore it is said that a chose in action is assignable in ^^^^}^° Eijuity.

Equity, but not at law. (Goodeve, P. P. 12G d srq. ; 1 W.
& T. L. C, note to Bi/all v. RokIcs.) The application of this

doctrine has, however, been greatly modified by the Judica-

ture Act, 1873 (;J6 & 37 Yict. c. 66), ss. 24, 25 ; but we will

first consider the law as it stood before that Act.

The student may find some difficulty in grasping the !

distinction between an assignment operating at law, i.e., one

that enables the assignee to sue at law in his own name, and

one operating in Equity only, i.e., one in which the remedy

of the assignee for recovering the money is in Equity only.
,

An example will render it more clear. If a cheque, originally

drawn in favour of another person " or bearer," be delivered

to A., he can bring an action at common law on the cheque

in his own name, because the right to sue on a cheque is

assignable at law. On the other hand, suppose that (before

the Judicature Act) a creditor to whom a bond debt (which

was assignable in Equity only) was due, assigned it to A.,

and the debtor refused to pay A. ; A. could not bring an

action in his own name to compel payment, for a Court of

Common Law would refuse to recognise the assignment. He

must either induce the original creditor to bring an action at

law in his own name (which the creditor could do, notwith-

standing the assignment, because it was not recognised by the

Common Law), and to hand over the money to him when

received ; or take proceedings in his own name in a Court of

Equity where the assignment was recognised, either against

the creditor, to compel him to allow A. to bring an action in

his name, or, in some cases, against the debtor himself.

But it may be objected that a debt is a chose in action
;

J^^f'^
nik'.
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and is not the less a chose in action because it is secured

by a bill of exchange
;

yet such a debt is assigned by

indorsing the bill, and the assignee can, and could before the

Judicature Act, bring an action on the bill in his own name.

This is one of the many exceptions to the old rule that a

chose in action was assignable in Equity only. Unfortu-

nately, no general rule can be laid down as to what choses in

action are (independently of the Judicature Act) assignable

at law. They consist chiefly of debts which, by the custom

of merchants, are assignable by the indorsement or delivery

of the document evidencing the right to them, such as Bills

of Exchange and Cheques, and of debts, such as the Bonds

and Debentures of Companies, which can by statute be trans-

ferred in some particular manner. The student will do well

to bear these exceptions in mind, as many of the propositions

laid down in the text-books with reference to choses in action

require modification when applied to choses in action transfer-

able at law. (See, as to these, Goodeve, P. P. 126.)

By the Policies of Assurance Act, 1867 (30 & 31 Yict.

c. 144), the assignee of a policy of life assurance, who gives

notice in writing of the assignment to the office pursuant to

the Act, is enabled to sue at law for the policy moneys in his

own name. No power of attorney is or was (J) necessary.

(See 2 K. & E. 96.)

No special form of assignment is necessary in the assign-

ment of choses in action assignable in Equity only (A-), but

the assignment was usually effected by a deed similar in its

general form and arrangement to a conveyance of freeholds.

Where a legal chose in action is assigned, it is important that

the assignee should be able to sue the debtor at law, and

therefore (in cases not within the Judicature Act, 1873) it

(y ) The assignee cannot sue or

give a discharge unless the assign-

ment is duly stamped : Stamp

Act, 1891 (54 & 55 Yict. c. 39),

s. 118. As to policies of friendly

societies, see Be Oriffin, [1902] 1

Ch. 135.

(/j) Morrell v. Wootten, 16 Beav.

197; Bodick v. GandeU, 1 De G.

M. & G. 763 ; Be Irving, 7 Ch. D.

419 ; Alexander v. SteinJiardf,

[1903] 2 K. B. 208.
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was the practice to insert in the assignment of a legal chose

in action a power (called a power of attorney) enabling the Power of

assignee "to demand, sue for, recover, receive, and give * ^^^y-

effectual discharges for the debt, in the name of the said

[assignor'].
^^

The Judicature Act, 1873 (36 & 37 Vict. c. 06), s. 25 (6), Judicatijro

now provides (see Goodeve, P.P. 134) to the effect that an
'

absolute assignment, by writing under the hand of the

assignor (not purporting to be by way of charge only) of any

legal chose in action, of which express notice in writing shall

have been given to the debtor, shall be effectual in law (subject

to all prior equities) to transfer the legal right to such chose

in action from the date of such notice, and all legal and other

remedies for the same, and the power to give a discharge

without the concurrence of the assignor. The statute does not

in any way impair the effect of an equitable assignment {/c/i)

.

The 24th section of the above Act provides to the effect

that, if any plaintiff claims to be entitled to relief founded

upon a legal right, which before the Act could only have

been given by a Court of Equity, the High Court of Justice

and the Court of Appeal shall give him the same relief as

ought to have been given by the Court of Chancery in a suit

for the same purpose properly instituted before the Act. Power of

On the above provisions there has been a good deal of i^-hen""^'

discussion in the profession as to how far it is still necessary to bo

inserted.

to insert the power of attorney in assignments for value of

legal choses in action.

The C. A. 1882, s. 8, provides that a power of attorney

given for valuable consideration, in an instrument executed

after 1882 and expressed to be irrevocable, shall not be

revoked at any time either by anything done by the donor

of the power without the concurrence of the donee of the

power, or by the death, man-iage, lunacy, unsoundness of

mind, or bankruptcy of the donor of the power, and that the

acts done by the donee of the power in pursuance of the

power shall be as valid as if anytliing done by the donor of

the power without the concurrence of tlie donee of the power

(/,•/,) William Brandfs, tfr. (Jo. v. Dvnlop Rxhher Co., [100';] Af\ 4ol.
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Costs of

action.

or the death, &c. of the donor had not happened. As the

assignee for value of an equitahle chose in action could and

still can take proceedings in equity in his own name to recover

it, the power of attorney should never be inserted where the

chose in action is equitable only.

It should be borne in mind that, if the power of attorney

be acted upon, and an action be brought in the name of the

original creditor, the latter, being the plaintiff on the record,

may, on judgment going against him, be liable in costs.

For this reason, if trustees (who ought never to incur any

liability) make an assignment, with a power of attorney, a

declaration is sometimes inserted that no action shall be

brought in their names until sufficient security for costs has

been given to them ; or the assignee covenants to indemnify

them against any costs that may be incurred.

A mortgage of a legal chose in action made in the form of

a conveyance with a proviso for redemption is " an absolute

assignment " within the meaning of the Judicature Act,

1873 {I). Although it appears clear that, where an "absolute"

assignment, to which the debtor is a party, is made for value,

or where notice is given to him immediately after the assign-

ment, the power of attorney is unnecessary, yet it should be

inserted in every assignment in which it would have been

inserted if the Act had not been passed, except in the two

last mentioned cases (m) .

As the assignee of a chose in action takes it subject to

all the equities affecting it {Bolt v. White, 31 Beav. 520
;

action sub- Groodevo, P. P. 130), or, in other words, takes only what the

equiti" s! assiguor could recover by action, it follows that the assignee

ought before completion to inquire from the original debtor,

Assign-
ment of

chose in

(J)
Tancred v. Delugoa Bay Co.,

2:3 Q. B. D. 239. See the distinc-

tion between absolute assignments

and those "purporting to be by

way of charge" discussed in

Hughes v. Fnrap House Co., [1902]

2 K. B. 190.

(to) Or in cases where there

may be some doubt as to the ap-

plication of the Judicature Act,

1873, such as an assignment of

part of a debt [Durham v. Rohert-

son, [1898] 1 Q. B. 765), or of an

undefined part of a debt : Jones v.

Humph re>/s, [1902] 1 K. B. 10.
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wlietlier lie has notice of any assignment of, or charge on

the chose in action, and what is the state of accounts as

between himself and the assignor. If the debtor he informed

of the object of the inquiry, he will, as between himself and

the assignee, be bound by his answer (n).

For example, suppose a simple contract debt is assigned Inquiries

by the creditor. Part of the debt may have been paid off
; i,ofore*'*

^

but, if the creditor conceals this fact, the assignee may not, comple-

unless he makes inquiries from the debtor, discover the

attempted fraud until he endeavours to enforce payment.

He may also find on inquiry that the original creditor has

previously assigned or mortgaged the debt, a fact which he

would have no other means of discovering.

If an assignment is made of a legal or equitable chose in Notice to

action assignable in Equity only, the assigpee must, imme-
^^f^^j. com-

diately after the assignment has been executed, give notice of plotiou.

the assignment to the debtor, or the trustee of the fund, for

the two following reasons : Jir.sf, if no notice was given, the

debtor might pay the original creditor, or the trustee might

part with the fund ; second, in the case of a legal chose in

action, to enable the assignee to sue in his own name under

s. 25 (6) of the Judicature Act, 1873; f/iird, Courts of Equity

have established the rule, that as between two assignees of

a chose in action, he who first gives notice has priority. This

rule has been expressed as follows by Wood, V.-C. {Lee v.

Howlett, 2 K. & J. 535) : "he who first makes himself master

of a chose in action, by giving notice to prevent its being

handed over by the person in whose hands it is to any other

claimant—in other words, who first divests the title of the

owner by giving notice to the person through whom the owner

must derive the fund—arrests that fund and acquires the

property for himself. Whether the fund be a trust fund held

by A. in trust for B., or a debt payable by A. to B., if V>.

assigns, and his assign requires A. to pay the money over to

(n) See, however, Low v. Bouverie, [1891] 3Ch. S2, that a trasteo

is not bound to answer.
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him, that gives him priority over a previous assign of B.,

who has not given such notice" (o).

An example will render this more clear. We will suppose

that on his marriage A. proposes to settle a reversionary

interest expectant on his mother's death in the trust funds

comprised in her settlement. Inquiry should, strictly speak-

ing, be made before the marriage from the trustees of the

mother's settlement, whether they have had notice of any

assignment of or charge' on A.'s interest, and also what is the

amount of his reversionary interest, though to the author's

behef the former inquiry is often omitted in this particular

case. Immediately after the execution of A.'s settlement

notice of it must be given to the trustees of the mother's

settlement.

Let us take another example : A. B. proposes to mortgage

a policy on his own life to C. D. Here the debtor is the

Insurance Office, and the inquiiy must be made from it

immediately before the money is advanced, and notice given

to it on completion.

Notice An assignment of which notice is given to one of several

Sven^to"^
trustees will have priority over subsequent assignments made

all the during the lifetime of that trustee {p), but will be postponed

to a subsequent assignment made after his death or retirement,

of which notice is given to the surviving or new trustees (q).

If notice of an assignment is given to all the trustees, the

assignee will retain his priority even though all the trustees

have died and a subsequent assignment has been made, of

which notice is given to the new trustees (r) . If there are no

trustees in existence at the date of the assignment, the

(o) See Ite Wyait, [1892] 1 Ch. also the assignee : Browne v.

188; S. C, sub nom. Ward v. Savage, 4. Drew. 635; Be Dallas,

Duncombe, [1893] A. C. 369
; [1904] 2 Ch. 385.

Marchant v. Morton, [1901] 2 (q) Be Phillips, [1903] 1 Ch.

K. B. 829. 183.

(p) Ward V. Uiiucomhe, [1893] (;) Be Wasduh, [1899] 1 Ch.

A. (
'. 309. unlps.< thn trustee was \Q>">.
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assignee who first gives notice when a trustee is appointed

will have priority (s).

It appears from the large number of cases that come into

Coui't that sufficient attention is not paid to giving notice,

and that considerable losses are incurred in consequence.

Sometimes the assignor requests the assignee not to give

notice to the debtor, on the ground that the assignor might

be injured if it became known that he had parted with, or

incumbered, his property. But, if such a request is acceded

to, the assignee must rely entirely on the honour of the

assignor not to make another assignment behind his back

;

and if such an assignment be made, the subsequent assignee

may, by giving due notice, obtain priority over the earlier

one. There is, in some cases, another reason for giving

notice of the assignment. It will be observed that, till the

assignee has completed his title by notice to the debtor, the

debt is within " the order and disposition " of the assignor

;

and before the Bankruptcy Act, 1869, would therefore have Order and

passed to his assignees in bankruptcy. The rule is now only
^o^"**'

applicable to debts due or growing due to a bankrupt in the

course of his trade or business. (See the Bankruptcy Act,

1883, s. 44 (iii.), and Goodeve, P. P. 333.)

It should be noted that recent decisions have shown that

there is often considerable risk in taking an assignment of a

chose in action ; for it has been held that a trustee is not

bound to answer inquiries as to incumbrances (t) ; and that

to inquire of a trustee and then proceed where he does not

answer the inquiry, is equivalent to proceeding without any

inquiry {u).

In cases where the chose in action is a fund in Coui-t, there Stop order,

is no person to whom notice can be given (x). It is, therefore,

(«) Me Dallas, [1904] 2 Ch. 38o. {x) Pinnock v. Jhtiley, 23 Ch.

{t) Loiu V. Bouverie, [1891] 3 j). 497 Miittutl Life Assiiranct

^^- ^^-
Socieii/ V. Langley, 26 Ch. D. 686

;

o. v., Ward v. Duncombe, [1893]

A. C. 369. ^1'^' iiote(('); Goodevc. I'. P. 130.
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Excep-
tion to

rule as to

notice.

necessary to obtain a stop order, which can be made on

summons: and the assignment should contain a power to

use the name of the assignor as a consenting party to the

summons (2 K. & E. 59). The title of the assignor

must either appear from the proceedings by virtue of which

the fund is in Court, or be proved by affidavit. The order

made is that the funds " shall not be transferred, sold, paid

out, or otherwise disposed of " without notice to the assignee.

It appears [MacJcodY.Bnchanan, 33 Beav. 234 ; 4 De G. J. & S.

265) that an incumbrancer who has obtained a stop order on

a particular fund cannot safely make a further advance with-

out obtaining a fresh stop order. The effect of the stop order

is to put the assignee in exactly the same position as if the

fund was in the hands of trustees and he had given notice to

them (//).

There is, however, one important exception to the rule

of Equity, that as between several assignees of a chose in

action, he who first gives notice obtains priority, and that

is the case of a mortgage debt charged on land. Here the

mortgagee has an interest either legal or equitable in the

land, and although the assignee of such a mortgage debt

ought [post, p. 225) to give notice to the mortgagor, no

priority is gained by notice {z). On the other hand, where

the subject-matter of the assignment is a share of the pro-

ceeds of real estate du^ected to be sold, or of money directed

to be raised by the sale or mortgage of land, priority is

obtained by notice {a) .

Here follows an analysis of an absolute assignment of aAsBign-
ment of i i j vi.

bond debt. 0011(1 debt :—

1. The date.

2. The parties.

[y) Stephens v. Green, [1895] 2

Ch. 148; MonUfiore v. Guedalla,

[1903] 2 Ch. 26.

(z) Re liichards, 45 Ch. D. 589 ;

Wiltshire v. Rallits, 14 Sim. 76 ;

Taylor v. London and County

Banking Co., [1901] 2 Ch. 231.

(a) Lee v. IJowlett, 2 K. & J.

531; Be Hughes, 2 H. & M.

89; Arden v. Arden, 29 Ch. D.

702.
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3. The recitals (a) of the bond.

(b) of the state of the bond debt.

(c) of the agreement for sale.

4. The consideration and receipt.

5. The assignment "by the said \_assignor'] as beneficial

owner " to the said [^assignee'] of " all that the hereinbefore

recited bond, and the principal sum of £ and all

interest [now due and] lieneeforth to become due for the

same."

6. [The power of attorney.]

7. The habendum.

"When an assignment of a chose in action is made by way Mortgage
of chose
Id actiuu.

of mortgage only, it must be remembered that possibly the °* ^^^^^

original debt may be paid off before the mortgage debt.

To provide against this contingency, clauses were formerly

inserted authorising the mortgagee to give receipts for the

whole debt (for otherwise the original debtor would have to

pay part to the mortgagee, and part to the mortgagor, and

might have at his own risk to ascertain the state of accounts

between them) , and declaring that the moneys, when received

by the mortgagee, should be held by him upon trust, after

retaining his costs and all moneys due on the seciu'ity, for the

mortgagor ; the two clauses being similar to clauses 5 and 6

in a power of sale in a mortgage of freeholds {a)ifc, p. 178).

In mortgages since 1881 the clauses may safely be omitted

in reliance on the C. A. 1881, s. 22. But the mortgagee

cannot enforce payment to himself of a larger sum than

is due to him on his security {b).

It must be also remembered that the mortgagee would be

bound, in the absence of a stipulation to the contraiy, to do

everything in his power for the purpose of obtaining payment

of the chose in action mortgaged. He may, generally

speaking, be trusted for his own sake to do so ; for, if he does

not, he may lose his mortgage debt. The mortgagee's

E.T.C.

(&) See EocTcey v. Western, [1S98] 1 Ch. 350.

14
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indemnity clause protects Ilim against the consequences of an

accidental omission in this respect.

Where money is to be advanced on the security of a policy

of life assui'ance, an existing policy may be assigned to the

mortgagee ; or a new policy may be effected in the name of

the mortgagor, and assigned to the mortgagee ; or it may be

effected in the name of the mortgagee (see forms, 2 K. & E.

96) ; in which latter case the mortgage deed necessarily

contains no assignment, and as it creates a charge, it is

a "mortgage " within the C. A. 1881 (see s. 2 (v.) ), so that

the statutory power of sale is conferred by it. In either case

the deed contains the proviso for redemption and other usual

clauses of a mortgage deed, and provisions for the purpose

of keeping up the value of the policy. For the latter

purpose a series of clauses are inserted in the group V. {ante,

p. 168) to the following effect :

Covenants by the mortgagor.

{a) Not to do anything by which the policy may
become void (as, for instance, by going to the tropics

contrary to the terms of the policy),

(/3) To restore it if it becomes voidable.

(7) To effect a new poKcy in the name of the mortgagee

if the original policy becomes void.

(^) That the new policy shall be subject to the present

secui'ity.

(?) To pay the premiums on any new or substituted

policy and deliver the receipts to the mortgagee;

with power to the mortgagee to pay the premiums

on default by the mortgagor in paying them.

(^) To repay on demand the moneys so paid by the

mortgagee and his expenses with interest, such

moneys until repayment to be a charge on the

mortgaged premises {d).

(c) See as to policies on life, [d) See Re Leslie, 23 Ch. D.

Goodeve, P. P. 139. 552.

I
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Occasionally a creditor insiu-es his debtor's life without Case of

any bargain on the subject ; and in this case the question insuri?!'

may arise whether the policy belongs to the creditor absolutely debtor's

or is redeemable by the debtor. The general rule is that, in out any

the absence of contract express or implied, a policy effected *^''"'fe'""'-

on the life of another will belong to the person who effects

it. But this presumption is rebutted if the debtor pays the

premiums, or is with his assent {Bruce v. Garden, L. R. 8

Eq. 430 ; L. E. 5 Cli. 32) charged with them in account ; in

either of which cases the policy becomes the property of the

debtor on payment of the debt [e).

A newly effected policy of assurance is not in itself of

much value as a security, but it is of considerable value when

it is combined with the mortgage of something else, such as

a life interest, which will afford a fund out of which tlie

interest and premiums may be paid.

Mortgages of life interests in realty {anic, p. 193) or Mortgages

personalty are often combined with mortgages of policies, interests.

In mortgages of life interests in personalty power should be

given to the mortgagee to require the trustees of the mort-

gaged fund to pay the income to him. (See form, 2 K. & E.

101.) It is usual to insert a declaration that he shall

apply it in payment of all costs incurred "in the execu-

tion of the trusts or powers of these presents," which would

authorise him to pay the premiums on the policies ; and, in

the next place, in payment of the moneys for the time being

due on the security ; and that he shall pay the surplus to the

mortgagor ; but the declaration may be omitted in reliance

on the C. A. 1881, s. 22.

As already pointed out, there are some exceptional cases Mortgage

in which choses in action can be transferred at law. No j^ „,.tiy„

remarks appear to be necessary in this place with respect to
J^'^j.^^";''''^

absolute assignments of them; but mortgages of them and

of certain other interests in personal property, which are not

(e) See Marquis ofNorthumpton siibuom. lialt v. JIaiujnis ofXortJt-

V. FolJocl; 45 Ch. D. 190; .S'. C, ampton, [1892] A. C. 1.

14 (2)
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Trail s-

fer-< in

blank (/).

strictly ehoses iu action, will present some difficulties to the

student. Although the methods next pointed out are those

adopted where formal mortgages are given, they are rarely

used. More commonly some scheme is adopted, under the

advice of a stockbroker, which may or may not be effectual.

A scheme which is often used by stockbrokers, but which

is generally ineffectual, is a " transfer in blank." In such a

case the mortgagor executes transfers of the shares leaving

a blank for the name of the transferee, the intention being

that the mortgagee may, if occasion require, fill up the blank

either with his own name or with the name of a purchaser.

It need hardly be said that, in cases where a deed is neces-

sary to transfer the shares, this scheme entirely fails of

effect ; for a conveyance to an unnamed person is entirely

inoperative. The person who has executed such a convey-

ance of shares remains the legal owner of the shares, and the

holders of the transfers acquire no right at law, though they

may acquire an equitable right to have the shares transferred

to them (f/).

If the propeiiy be of such a nature that its ownership

does not involve any liability in respect of it (as for example

if it be a railway debenture), the mortgage is effected by a

transfer in the appropriate manner to the mortgagee ; and

a deed containing the proviso for redemption, and, if neces-

sary, the trusts of the moneys to be received in respect of

the mortgaged property (unless the latter clause is omitted

in reliance on the C. A. 1881, s. 22). It should be observed

that, as the deed creates a charge, it is a mortgage within

the meaning of the C. A. 1881, so that a power of sale is

implied.

Where On the other hand, if the ownership of the property

liability is i^yQiyes liability, a different course is adopted. In this
incurred. "^ ^

Where
liability is

not in-

curred.

(/) See note, 2 K & E. 177.

{g) Norton on Deeds, 35 ;

Societe Oenerale de Paris v.

Walker, 11 App. Cas. 20; Poiuell

V. London and Provincial Banh\

[1893] 1 Ch. 610 ; 2 Ch. 555

;

Ireland V. Hart, [1902] 1 Ch.
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case the mortgagee is not made the legal owner, and conse-

quently he incurs no liability as owner ; but provisions have

to be made for the purpose of enabling him either to become

the legal owner without any further act on the part of the

mortgagor, or to make a transfer at law without himself first

becoming the legal owner, to any person to whom ho may
sell under the power of sale.

The first object is carried into effect in different manners,

according to the subject-matter of the security. If it be of

such a nature that the mere execution of the deed of transfer

by the mortgagor does not cause the transferee to become

the owner or to incur any liability, until some additional act

is performed by him, a formal deed of transfer is executed

by the mortgagor ; but the additional act is not performed.

For example, where shares in a company are to be mort-

gaged, a transfer of the shares is executed by the mortgagor

but not by the mortgagee, and the name of the mortgagee

is not entered on the register of the shareholders ; so that,

although he does not become the legal owner of the shares,

he can, if he think fit,' complete his title by executing the

transfer and registering himself at any moment (h) . Notice

of the transfer should be given to the company so as to

preserve priority as against any subsequent assignment by the

mortgagor (/), and the share certificates should be delivered

to the mortgagee (/.). The mortgage deed will, in addition

to the usual clauses, contain a declaration of trust by the

mortgagor in favour of the mortgagee, with power to the

mortgagee to appoint a new trustee at any time ; and a power

of attorney authorising the mortgagee on any sale of the

shares to execute transfers of them to the purchaser in the

name of the mortgagor, by which means the mortgagee can

make a transfer direct to the purchaser without becoming the

legal owner, and therefore without incurring any liability as

(7i) See Moore v. North Western 543.

Bank, [1891] 2 Ch. 599. U^) See Societe GeneraJe de Paris

(0 Re Shelley, 4 De G. J. & S. v. Walker, 11 App. Cas. 20.
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owner. The mortgagor, remaining the registered owner,

can receive the dividends ; but power should be given to the

mortgagee to receive them, if he should think fit.

In cases where the transfer does not requu-e any additional

act, such as registration, for the completion of the title of the

transferee, no transfer is executed by the mortgagor, but a

power of attorney is inserted in the mortgage deed enabling

the morts:a2:ee to execute a transfer to himself in the name of

the mortgagor.

In either of these cases it is desirable to insert the usual

power of giving receipts for and the declaration of trust of

moneys received in respect of the mortgaged property, and

an express power of sale, as the provisions as to notice, &c.

required by the 0. A. 1881, render the statutory power

unsuitable.

Implied Every mortgage of a chose in action, whether by deed or

sale*^^
^°^' ioaplies a power of sale by the mortgagee on the mort-

gagor failing to pay on the appointed day, or, where no day

is appointed, after reasonable notice has been given by the

mortgagee requiring payment (/). Where, however, the

instrument confers an express power of sale, the maxim

Expressiim facit cessare tacitum (in) applies, and the implied

power will be superseded.

Where the mortgage is by deed, but does not contain an

express power, it is conceived that both the statutory power

and the implied power will be exercisable at the option of the

mortgagee.

The student may have some difficulty in seeing how the

mortgagee can enforce his security. The mortgagee may
do this in either of the two following ways, viz. : (1) he may
complete his title, either by registration or by executing a

transfer to himself in the name of the mortgagor, as the

case may be, a process somewhat analogous in its effects to

an ejectment by a mortgagee of freeholds. In this case he

(/) Bevergesy. Sandeman, \_'[9021 Ttli ed. 491 d seq. ; Norton on

1 Ch. 579. Deeds, 116.

(to) Broom's Lejial Maxims,
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will, by completing his legal title, render himself liable for

calls, &c., and will bo mortgagee in possession, and liable to

account to the mortgagor as such. Or (2) he may, without
completing his own title, sell under the power of sale. In
this case he can call upon the mortgagor, as his trustee, to

execute a transfer to the purchaser ; or, if he thinks fit, he
can execute a transfer to the purchaser in the name of the

mortgagor by virtue of the power of attorney.

If a married woman be entitled to a chose in action (not Married

forming part of her separate estate, either by express
^'0'nan(»/,.

declaration or by vu'tue of the M. W. P. A. 1870, or the

M. W. P. A. 1882), and her husband "reduces it into Reducti-.u

possession," in other words, obtains payment of the debt se^iJaf'

during the coverture, he can give a receipt for it, which is

binding as against the wife ; and apparently, if the debt is

immediately payable, he can give a release for it which

is binding on the wife {Miles v, WilUnms, 1 P. Wms. 249)

;

but an assignment by him is ineffectual as against the wife

surviving him (even if she joins iu the assignment : Prole v.

Soady, L. R. 3 Ch. 220), unless the assignee obtains payment

of the debt during the covertui'C, which is equivalent to a

reduction into possession by the husband. If the chose in

action is not reduced into possession dming the coverture, it

remains the wife's property if she survives her husband, and

passes to him as her administrator if she dies in his lifetime,

subject to her debts and to the rights of any person claiming

as assignee of the husband. (See^^o.s^, p. 321.)

The question as to what amounts to a reduction into

possession by the husband is sometimes one of considerable

difficulty ; the reader is referred to Groodeve, P. P. 395, and

the note in 2 Dav. Prec. Part I. 223.

Where the chose in action is a mortgage debt due to the Wift-'s

wife, the mortgagor may, of course, pay off the debt if he
^pbt.*''^^'

thinks fit to do so. Unless tlie debt is the Avife's separate

(n.) See, as to a married woman's choses in action, Goodcvc. P. P.

394.
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' property (either by express declaration or by vii'tue of the

M. W. P. A. 1870, or the M. W. P. A. 1882), in which case

she can give a receipt for it, the payment must be made to

the husband, whose receipt will discharge the mortgagor ; and
the transaction will operate as a reduction into possession by
the husband.

The case of Rees v. Keith, 11 Sim. 388, shows that, where
a mortgage debt belonging to the wife, and not being part of

her separate estate (either by express declaration or by virtue

of the M. W. P. A. 1870, or the M. W. P. A. 1882), is paid

to tlie husband by a third person on behalf of the mortgagor,

the husband's receipt discharges the mortgagor, and the wife

becomes a trustee of any interest that she has in the subject

of the mortgage. It appears to follow that, where a third

person pays off the debt, a transfer to him of the mortgage

debt and securities, which would bind the wife surviving,

could be effected by the husband making an assignment

of the mortgage debt by the dh^ection and at the request

of the mortgagor, and by the husband or the husband and
wife, where her concurrence is necessary, making a transfer

of the mortgaged property.

The reader may ask how the transferee could obtain a

good title to the mortgaged property if it be a chose in action

assignable in Equity only, and the wife survives her husband,

who dies before it has been reduced into possession. The
answer is that, as the wife becomes, after the payment to her

husband, a mere trustee, she would be obliged, after the

husband's death, to assign the mortgaged property to the

transferee.

Where the mortgage debt belonging to the wife, but not

for her separate use, is secured on land, and the wife is willing

to concur in the transfer, no difficulty will arise, for the debt

is an interest in land which the wife can pass by an assurance

perfected according to the provisions of the Fines and
Eecoveries Act, 1833.

(
Williams v. Cooke, 4 Giff. 343 ; Miller

V. Collins, [1896] 1 Ch. 573.)

If the mortgage debt is secured on leaseholds, the husband
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can, if the wife was married and her title accrued before

1883, convey the leaseholds without his wife's concurrence

;

and if the transfer is made at the request of the mortgagor,

no difficulty will arise. But, if the wife concurs, she should

acknowledge the deed, so as to bring the case within the

principles laid down in Willimm v. Cooke, 4 GifP. 343.

Where the mortgaged land is conveyed to the wife after

1882 to secure money belonging to her for her separate use,

she can convey the land under the M. W. P. A. 1882, without

the concurrence of her husband, or acknowledging the

deed (o) ; but this is not the case where she holds the mort-

gage debt as a trustee {p), unless the debt has been paid ofp,

in which case she can reconvey without the concurrence of

her husband as a bare trustee under s. 16 of the Trustee Act,

1893 {q). It has been held that the mere fact of the mort-

gage being made to joint tenants, one of whom is a married

woman, is not notice that she is trustee (r).

If the wife's chose in action is reversionary, and consists Rever-

of pure personalty, but does not form part of her separate f'o'i'i'T

estate (either by express declaration or by the M. "W. P. A. of wife.

1870, or the M. W. P. A. 1882 : Lechmerc v. Brotheridge,

32 Beav. at p. 369), there was formerly no method by which

it could be dealt with so as to bind the wife surviviug, because

from the nature of the case it could not be reduced into

possession (see Goodeve, P. P. 396). Attempts Avere made to

get over this difficulty by inducing \h.e persons having the

prior interests to assign them to the wife, so that they could

coalesce with her reversionary interest and render it a

present interest that could be reduced into possession

;

but Courts of Equity decided that in such a case the wife's

interest remains reversionary for the purpose of affording her

(o) Re Brooke and Fremlin, [1902] 1 Ch. 451.

[1898] 1 Ch. 647. {r) Re West and Ilardi,, [1904]

1 Ch. 145. As to the difficulties

{p) Re Harhness and Allsopp, ^^^^^^„ ^^.^^ ^^^ deci.^ion, see

[1896] 2 Ch. 358.
2^.,^,^^ Y_ & p. 17 . Williams, V. &

{q) Re HoiogaU and Osborn, P. 833.
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Chose in

action

being
•wife's

separate

•estate.

protection (s) . The effect of the Married Women's Eever-

sionary Interests Act, 1857 (20 & 21 Yict. c. 57, commonly

called Malins' Act), is to enable a married woman to dispose

by deed ackno^^iedged of reversionary interests of this

nature (t), to which she becomes entitled under any instru-

ment made {u) since 1857 (other than her own marriage

settlement), unless such instrument contains a restraint on

alienation.

The wife's reversionary interest in money charged on

land, or in the proceeds of real estate dii-ected to be sold, can,

and could even before the Act, be passed by deed acknow-

ledged- (See the cases referred to in 2 Dav. Prec. Part I.

223 etseq., and Miller v. Collins, [1896] 1 Ch. 573.)

Where a wife is entitled to a chose in action (whether

in possession or reversion, and consisting of either pm-e

personalty, or money charged on land, or of the proceeds

of land directed to be sold) which forms part of her separate

estate (either by express declaration or by virtue of the

M. W. P. A. 1870, or the M. W. P. A. 1882), she can dispose

of it without the concurrence of her husband.

See further as to the rights of husbands over the property

of their wives, j^ost, Chapter XL ; and Goodeve, P. P. ch. xxi.

p. 393.

(s) See Whittle v. ILnniiKj, 2

Ph. 731.

{t) Thewords "future interests"

in the Act refer to interests to

which, the married -woman has

some existing title at La-w or in

Equity; per Stirling, J., AUcard

V. Walker, [1896] 2 Ch. 369, at

p. 380.

(m) T\Tiere a -will is made before

1858, the case is not within the

Act though the testator die after

1857. See Be Elcom, [1894] 1 Ch.

303.
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CHAPTEE VIII.

MISCELLANEOUS DEEDS KELATING TO MORTGAGES.

PART 1.—TRANSFERS OB" MORTGAGES.

A TRANSFER of a mortgage is made use of in either of the When
following cases :— ^^^^^ ^°

Fird. The mortgagee may call in his money, and the

mortgagor may be unable to pay him off. In this case the •

latter is forced to borrow it from some one else, and a transfer
j

of the existing mortgage and securities is generally taken by

the person lending the money, as he_. thereby gets the ^ame.

priorityjor his charge as tlie_oiiginal mortgagee had; whereas

if a fresh mortgage to the lender were made, other incum-

brances might be let in to his prejudice.

Second. When a mortgage is vested in trustees and new

trustees are appointed.

The question Avhether the assignment of the mortgage Effect of

debt to a transferee enables him to sue for it in his own name
^p'^bTimV

has been already discussed {ante, p. 201). In cases where it of laud,

is desired to enable the transferee to sue for the original

mortgage debt, and there is any doubt of the possibility of

immediately giving notice to the mortgagor, a power of

attorney is given by the original mortgagee to the transferee

authorising him to sue in the name of the original mortgagee.

The land can be transferred to the transferee at law ; and, if

the original mortgage be properly framed, he becomes, as the

assignee of the mortgage debt, entitled to enforce in liis own

name all the remedies against the land that the mortgage! >

could have enforced durins: the continuance of his seciurity.
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Variation

as the

mortgagee
is or is not

a party.

Assign-
ment of

mortgage
debt.

Power of

attorney
when
required.

(See as to mortgages made since 1881, tlie definition of

"mortgagee" in the C. A. 1881, s. 2 (vi.).)

The mortgagor, or any subsequent incumbrancer who pays

off the mortgage, can require a mortgagee, who has not been

in possession, to assign the mortgage debt and convey the

mortgaged property to any third person (a).

For many years before 1882 it was the usual practice for

a mortgagee who was paid off, to assign the mortgage debt,

if requested so to do by the mortgagor, to any one advancing

the money for the purpose of paying him off ; but he could

not be compelled to do so, however ruinous the consequences

of his refusal might be to the mortgagor (b)

.

There are three cases which vary the form of the transfer

:

1st. Where the mortgagor is not a party to the transfer (c).

2nd. Where he is a party to the transfer, and has incum-

bered the equity of redemption {d).

3rd. Where he is a party, and has not incumbered the

equity of redemption [c).

It will be convenient to point out the difference between

the operative parts in these three cases before we consider the

difference between the recitals.

In each case the mortgagee assigns the mortgage debt and

the interest thenceforth to become due thereon and the benefit

of all securities for the same to the transferee ; but the object

of doing so is different in the several cases. In the Jirst ease,

where the mortgagor is not a party, the object of assigning

the debt is to enable the transferee to sue on the covenant for

payment contained in the mortgage ; for which purpose it

"\N'as formerly necessary to insert a power of attorney enabling

(a) C. A. 1881, s. 15, as amended

by the C. A. 1882, s. 12.

[h] IJunstan v. Patterson, 2 Ph.

345 ; James v. Biou, 3 Swanst.

241 ; Smith v. Oreen, 1 Coll. 5G3

;

Colyer v. Cohjer, 3 De G. J. & S.

693 ; ante, p. 159.

(c) See form, 2 K. & E. 209;

Stud. Prec. 63, 71.

{d) See form, 2 K. & E. 216

;

Stud. Prec. 68.

(e) See form, 2 K. & E. 213

;

Stud. Prec. 65.
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the transferee, his executors, administrators, or assigns, to

sue and give receipts for the principal and interest in the

name of the original mortgagee, his executors or adminis-

trators ; hut, since the Judicature Act, 1873, came into

operation, the power of attorney need he inserted only in

cases where it is anticipated that there will be some difficult}'

in immediately giving notice of the assignment to the mort-

gagor [anfc, p. 204), In the second and t/iird cases, where Whennot

the mortgagor is a party, the only object of the assignment ^"^'i^ir^*^-

of the debt is to show that it is intended to be kept alive for

the protection of the transferee ; but a fresh covenant by the

mortgagor for payment is given to the transferee, and there-

fore the power of attorney is omitted. The express power of Power of

sale (if any) and other powers and remedies against the land

should not be expressly assigned in either case ; for, if they

were properly framed in the original mortgage deed, they

will pass to the transferee as the assign of the original mort-

gagee ; but nothing that the mortgagee can do will give the

transferee the right to exercise them if they do not pass to

him by virtue of the original mortgage deed. (See Re Riimney

and Smith, [1897] 2 Ch. 351.) The powers of sale, &c. given
'

to mortgagees by the C. A. 1881, will be exercisable by the

transferee ; for " mortgagee " is defined in the Act so as to

include every person deriving title under the original mort-

gagee. (See s. 2 (vi.).) Where the mortgagor is a party to

the transfer, it appears proper to recognise the existence of

any express powers so as to exclude any doubt as to the

intention to keep them alive (/). This is done, not by

assigning them, but by adding to the assignment of the debt

the words, " with the benefit of the power of sale and of all

other powers, remedies, and securities contained in or given

by the said indenture of mortgage for secui"ing or recovering

the said principal sum and interest." (See 2 K. & E. 215
;

Stud. Free. 66, 70.)

(/) Young V. Roberts, 15 Beay. 558.
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Convey-
ance of

mort-
gaged
property.

Subject to

old equity

of redemp-
tion.

Free from
old but
subject to

new equity

Next follows in each case a conveyance of the mortgaged

property bv the mortgagee to the transferee. If the mort-

gagor is a party, the conveyance is expressed to he made at

his request : and, if he has not incumbered the equity of

redemption, he joins as a conveying party. The parcels are

generally set out in the recital of the original mortgage, and

in the conveyance they are usually described as "the heredita-

ments and premises by the hereinbefore recited indenture

granted, or which now by any means are vested in the said

[nwrfgatjrr^ subject to redemption by virtue of the same

indenture.'' It is sometimes more convenient, particularly

when the mortgagor is a party and has not incumbered the

equity of redemption, to describe the parcels fully in the

operative part, referring to them shortly only in the recitals.

If the mortgage be dated so long ago that the description

of the mortgaged property has changed, it is sometimes

desirable, where the mortgagor is a party and has not incum-

bered the equity of redemption, to convey it by the new
description ; but it must be remembered that the mortgagee

is not bound to do so unless words are introduced qualifying

the new description, so as to show that nothing is intended to

pass except the property actually vested in the mortgagee.

Where the mortgagor is not a party to the transfer, the

mortgagee cannot alter the equities affecting the land ; and

even where he is a party and has incumbered the equity of

redemption, he and the mortgagee cannot alter the equities

affecting the land as against subsequent incimibrancers ; and

therefore the habendum in either of these cases must be made
'' subject to such right or equity of redemption as the same

premises are now subject to by virtue of " the original mort-

gage deed (see 2 K. & E. 212; Stud. Prec.^'Tl); but,

for the piu-pose of showing that the debt is now charged on

the land in favom* of the transferee, the form continues, " on

payment to the said [transferee^, his executors, administrators,

or assigns " of the mortgage debt and interest. "Where the

mortgagor is a party to the transfer and has not incumbered

the equity of redemption, the case is different ; for he and
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the mortgagee, having together the entire legal and equitable of redenp-

interest in the land, can affect it with any equities that they
^"°'

think fit ; and accordingly, in this case, where, it will be

remembered, the mortgagee conveys at the request of the

mortgagor and the mortgagor conveys and confirms, the

habendum is usually made free from the existing equity of

redemption, but subject to a new proviso for redemption on

payment to the transferee. (See 2 K. & E. 215 : Stud.

Prec. 67.)

Whether the mortgagor is a party or not, the mortgagee Corenants

assigns the debt and conveys the mortgaged property ''as g^^.
mortgagee

*"'

so as to imply a covenant against incumbrances.

See the C. A. ISSl, s. 7 (1^, F.) If the mortgagor be a By mort-

party, he covenants for payment of principal and interest so
^^^'

that the transferee may have his own covenants to sue upon.

If the equity of redemption has been incumbered, covenants

for title by the mortgagor or a new power of sale would be

useless; but, where it has not been incumbered, covenants for

title are implied by the mortgagor conveying "' as beneficial

owner'"; and formerly a fresh power of sale, and other

powers and remedies were usually inserted for the benefit of

the transferee : but now the statutory powers are relied upon.

If the mortgagor is a party, the clause protecting the

mortgagee against involuntary losses is added [anfe, p. 186).

To return to the consideration of the recitals. The 'Recitak.

mortgage is recited, stating the covenants for payment of

principal and interest ((7), the conveyance and the proviso for

redemption, and noticing the provisions if any of the IVth

group {ante, p. 162) ; and, if the mortgagor be a party, the

express power of sale, if any. Then follows a recital that

the principal is stiU due, and either that interest is due

from a certain day. or that no interest is due. And there is

a recital, according to the circumstances, either that the

transferee has agrced to pay off the mortgage debt to the

{g) If the original mortgagor is for payment, it is unnecoj^ary to

a party and gives fresh covenant' recite the covenants.
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Transfer
to new
trustees.

original mortgagee, " upon having such transfer as is herein-

after contained," of the mortgage deht, and interest, and

securities ; or that he has agreed to do so at the mortgagor's

request, " upon having such transfer, &g., and upon having

repayment of the same with interest after the rate hereinafter

mentioned, further secured in manner hereinafter a23pearing."

"Where the mortgage is vested in trustees, and the fact of

their being trustees does not ajipear on the title {h), and the

mortgage has to be transferred upon an appointment of new
trustees, care must be taken to frame the transfer so as not to

disclose the trusts ; for if they be disclosed, the instrument by
which the trusts are declared will become a title deed to the

mortgaged property (/) . The proper course appears to be to

' recite that the mortgage debt now belongs in Equity to the

continuing and new trustees, and that the continuing trustees

have agreed, at the request of the new trustees, to make a

transfer of the mortgage debt and securities (A-) . The rest of

the transfer will follow the same form as if both the con-

tinuing and new trustees were beneficially entitled to the

mortgage debt.

Where both mortgagee and transferee are clients of the

^dorfe^d^
Same solicitor, it is generally desirable to make the transfer

by a deed indorsed on the original mortgage deed (see form

in Stud. Prec. (j6) ; but when they are not, this cannot be

done, as it is the duty of the transferee's solicitor to engross

the transfer; while the mortgagee may and probably wili

refuse to allow his mortgage deed to pass out of his hands

for that purpose. In this case brevity may be obtained by

making the transfer supplemental to the mortgage or previous

transfer. (See C. A. 1881, s. 53, and forms in 3rd Schedule

to the Act.)

Transfer

(/i) As to the method of keeping

notice of the trust off the title, see

ante, p. 164 et seq.

(i) Be BJaiherg anfl Ahrahams,

[1899] 2 Ch. 340 ; and see post,

pp. 328, 329.

{k) Re Barman and Uxbridge,

iScc. By. Co., 24 Ch. D. 720, and

form in 2 K. & E. 224.
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It is hardly necessary to observe that, in all cases in which ilort-

it is possible, the mortgagor should be made a party for tlio !:iXld be
purpose of being bound by the recital as to the state of the '^ V^J^y ^

debt ; and. if he is not a party, inquiry should if possible be
^'"'*^'

made from him before completion as to the state of accounts

between him and the mortgagee (/) ; and notice of the Notic-e to

transfer should be given to him
; for, if he were not a party,

""'l^.Vr

and had no notice of the transfer, he miffht set off ajrainst

the claim of the transferee not only all moneys paid by him
towards the discharge of the mortgage debt before the assign-

ment, but also moneys so paid after the assignment but

before notice of it {m) ; but notice to the mortgagor is not

necessary to the validity of the transfer («).

A statutory mortgage can (see ante, p. 187), but a mortgage statutory

made in the ordinary form cannot (o), be transferi'ed by a
*''''"*^*''"-

statutory transfer (see the C. A. 1881, s. 27) made in one of

the forms given in Part II. of the 3rd Schedule to the C. A.

1881. The effect of the statutory transfer, made in either

form, is to vest the mortgage debt and securities and the

powers of the mortgagee in the transferee, and to vest the

estate of the mortgagee in the mortgaged land in the trans-

feree, subject to redemption. The three forms given in the

schedule are adapted respectively to the cases of (1) a transfer

without the concurrence of the mortgagor; (2) where he

concurs for the purpose of covenanting only ; and (3) wliere

he joins in the conveyance.

Occasionally the same mortgagee holds mortgages on the Simul-

property of different mortgagors, and wishes to transfer tlieni transfers

all to the same person. This is a case which often hapjions "^ '"^"^'
*

. f:api'!* on

when the mortgagees are trustees and a new trustee is property

appointed. Care must be taken in tliis case to transfer
^^ort*^*^"^"'

gapors.

{I) Bradwdl v. CatchpoJe, 3 1 Cli. 213.

Swanst. 78, note; Chambers v. {n) Jotm y. Gibbons, 9 Yes. 4\\

;

QoUwin, 9 Ves., see p. 264. Taylor v. London and Com.tif

{m) Dixon y. Winch, [1900] 1 Banking Co.,ll90l]2Ch.atj).'2oo.

Ch. 736 ; Turner v. Smith, [1901] (o) Re Bemheii, [1904] 1 Cli. 67.

E.T.C. '
'*
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Transfers

of mort-
gages of

copy-
holds [q).

No
surrender

made.

Surrender
but no
admission.

each mortgage by a separate deed ; for if this is not done,

inconvenience will be occasioned to the mortgagors when

the mortgages are paid off, as the same deed—the deed of

transfer—will be a title deed of each of them. And it

appears that the mortgagor who is the first to redeem has a

right to the custody of the deed of transfer, on executing,

at the expense of the transferee (whose bad conveyancing

has caused the inconvenience), an acknowledgment of his

right to production and delivery of copies and an undertaking

for safe custody {p).

The method of making the transfer of a mortgage of

copyholds depends upon the manner in which the mortgage

has been effected.

The mortgage may (see ante, p. 187) have been made

—

(a) By covenant to surrender. (See form in Stud. Free. 56.)

(/3) By conditional surrender, (See form in Stud. Prec. 59.)

(7) By conditional surrender followed by admittance.

In each case we shall only point out the peculiarities in

the conveyance of the land, the forms of the assignment of

the debt being the same as in the case of a transfer of

mortgage of freeholds.

In the Jirst case, where no conditional surrender has been

made, the mortgagee has an equitable interest in the copy-

hold, which he can pass by assignment {Bex v. Hendon, 2

T. E. 484) ; and accordingly all that is necessary, in the

absence of the mortgagor, is an assignment by the mortgagee,

" as mortgagee," of the copyhold and of the benefit of the

covenant to surrender, with power to sue in the name of the

covenantee; habendum to the transferee, his heirs and assigns,

subject to the existing equity of redemption on payment to

the transferee. If the conditional surrender is ever made, it

will be made to the transferee by the mortgagor.

In the second case, where the mortgage was effected by

means of a conditional surrender, if the mortgagor concurs.

( 2?) Capper v. Terrinyton, 1 Coll.

103 ; Dobson v. Land, 4 De G. &
Sm. 575.

((?) See 37 Sol. J. 727.
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and there is no subsequent surrender on the Court Eolls,

the best course is to make a fresh conditional surrender bj'

tlie mortgagor to the use of the transferee, and to enter up
satisfaction of the old conditional surrender on the Court

Kolls, (See form in Stud. Prec. 76.) If the mortgagor does

not concur, or if lie has made subsequent surrenders, the

proper method is for the mortgagee to be admitted, and to

surrender to the use of the transferee subject to the existing

equity of redemption. The deed will therefore contain a

covenant on the part of the mortgagee to surrender to the

use and at the costs of the transferee, subject to the existing

equity of redemption, followed by a declaration that in the

meantime the mortgagee will be a trustee for the transferee.

(See form in 2 K. & E. 212, 216; Stud. Prec. 71.)

The objection to this plan is that it entails additional fines

and fees on the admittance and surrender of the mortgagee,

on the admittance of the transferee, and on the surrender to

the mortgagor when the mortgage is paid off, and on his

admittance. For the sake of avoiding this expense, the

transferee sometimes remains satisfied with a covenant from

the mortgagee to surrender if required ; but this course cannot

be recommended.

In the third case, where the mortgagee has been admitted, Mort-

he will surrender to the use of the transferee subject to the
^^f^^^

existing equity of redemption. (See form, 2 K. & E.

219.)

A transfer of a mortgage of leaseholds or personalty Transfer

follows the same general form as the transfer of a mortgage ^!„!l"'',',f'

of freeholds: the principal differences being (1) tliat the P|^|'^""-

assignment of the property and the habendum are to the

transferee, " his executors, administrators, and assigns " (these

words may be omitted) ; and (2) that there is no declaration

of uses. If tlie mortgage is effected by demise, and contains

a declaration of trust of the nominal reversion for tlie mort-

gagee, this should be assigned. (See form in Stud. Prec. (i-j,

and 2 K. & E. 212.)

Where the mortgagee is dead, tlio form of the transfer J^m of

15(2)
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when depends upon the date of liis deatli as well as on the nature
mortgagee „ ,, ^

is dead. 01 the property.

As to the mortgage debt.—At whatever time the mortgagee

died, his legal personal representatives, or, if he made a

"bequest of the mortgage debt to which they assent, the legatee

of the debt can assign the debt. In this latter case the legal

personal representatives should, if possible, concur so as to

render it unnecessary to keep evidence of their assent.

As to mortgaged personalti/, indnding leaseholds.—When-
ever the mortgagee died, a transfer of the mortgaged per-

sonalty can be made by his legal personal representatives, or

by the legatees of his mortgage estates after the legacy has

been assented to.

Personalty

—lease-

holds.

Freeholds.

Copy-
holds.

Where
there is a

condi-

tional SUT'

render.

As to the legal estate in freeholds.—If the mortgagee died

before 1882 the transfer is made by his heir or the devisee of

his mortgage estates, as the V. & P. A. 1874, s. 4, did not

apply to a transfer of a mortgage {Re Spradt^erg^s Mortgage,

14 Ch. D. 514) ; if he died after 1881, it is made by his legal

personal representatives; for, by the C. A. 1881, s. 30, any
" estate of inheritance, or limited to the heir as special occu-

pant in any tenements or hereditaments, coriDoreal or incor-

poreal," vested in a sole mortgagee devolves on his death,

notwithstanding any testamentary disj)Osition, on his personal

representatives or representative from time to time as if it

were a chattel real. In this case, if the mortgagee makes a

specific bequest of the mortgage debt and a devise of the

mortgaged land to the same person, his legal personal repre-

sentatives can assent so as to vest the legal estate in that

person, who would then be able to make a valid transfer ; but

it would be proper to obtain the concmTence of the legal

personal representatives for the reasons mentioned above.

As to the legal estate in copgholds.—(A) If the mortgagee is

dead at the time of the transfer, and a conditional surrender

has been made by the mortgagor, the manner of dealing

with the legal estate depends upon whether the mortgagee

was admitted or not.
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(1) 11' he has not been admitted, and the mortgagor is

not a part}^, or is a partj^ and has incumbered tlie equity of

redemption, so that the legal estate must be obtained by the

transferee from the representatives of the mortgagee, there

are two cases : first, if the mortgagee died before 1882, the

right to be admitted vested in his customary heir ; nccondh/,

if the mortgagee died after 1881, the right to be admitted

vested in his personal representatives (C. A. 1881, s. 'JO) ; so

that in the one case his heir, in the other case his personal

representatives, must be admitted, and then surrender to the

use of the transferee subject to the equity of redemption

existing under the conditional sui*render.

(2) If the mortgagee was admitted on the conditional

surrender, the right to be admitted on his death appears to

be vested in his heir (Copyhold Act, 1894, s. 88, replacing

Copyhold Act, 1887, s. 45) ; though perhaps, in cases where

the mortgagee died after 1881 and before the 16th September,

1887 (;•), there may be some doubt whether the right to bo

admitted vested in his customary heir or in his personal

representatives (see Re Mills, 37 Ch. D. 312, where it was

held that it vests in his customary heir ; but in S. C. on

appeal, 40 Ch. D. 14, the point is left doubtful).

In either case, the person who is to be admitted (whether

heir or personal representative) will covenant with the

transferee to be admitted and to surrender, and will declare

a trust of the premises till sim-ender for the transferee,

and will appoint the transferee his attorney to obtain the

admittance and make the surrender. (See 2 K. & E.

Prec. LXIII., p. 216.)

(3) If the mortgagee was not admitted on the conditional

surrender, and the mortgagor is a party and has not incum-

bered the equity of redemption, the existiug conditional

surrender will be vacated, and the mortgagor will covenant

to make a conditional surrender to the use of the transferee,

and will declare a trust of the premises subject to redemption

(/) I.e., the date of the passiiiir of the Copyhold Act. 1887.
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Where
only cove-
nant to

surrender.

Costs of

transfers.

for the transferee, and will appoint him his attorney to make
the surrender. (See form, 2 K, & E. ib.)

(B) If the mortgage was made by covenant to surrender

not followed by a conditional surrender, all that is necessary,

for the purpose of enabling the transferee to acquire the legal

estate, is that the mortgagee's personal representative shall

convey to the transferee his equitable interest in the land,

which carries with it the right to require the mortgagor to

make a surrender (.s) . In such a case a prudent transferee

will cause the surrender to be made immediately.

There aj)pears to be little authority as to the costs of a

transfer. It seems {Re Radcliffe, 22 Beav. 201) that, when

the interest is paid regularly, and the mortgagor has never

been called upon to pay off the mortgage, he will not be

liable to pay the costs of a transfer made without his

eoncuiTcnce.

Consoli-

dation of

mort-
gages [t).

PART II.—CONSOLIDATION OF MORTGAGES.

AVhere several mortgages of different properties, whether

made originally by the same mortgagor to the same mort-

gagee or not, have become vested in the same person, and

where the equities of redemption in all the mortgages have

become vested in the same person, or where after that state

of things has once existed the equities of redemption have

become separated, the mortgagee has a right to decline to

allow any one mortgage to be redeemed without the others

being redeemed at the same time. This right is called

" consolidation," because the effect is that all the property

comprised in the several mortgages becomes security for the

aggregate amount of all the mortgage debts.

The right of consolidation is modified by the C. A. 1881,

s. 17, which provides that, unless a contrary intention is

(s) Bex V. Hendon, 2 T. R. 484.

[t) PMfje y. White, [1896] A. C.

1ST. See Goodeve, It. V. iOS,

where the doctrine is fully dis-

cussed.
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expressed in one of the mortgages, where one or more of

them is made since 1881, a mortgagor " seeking to redeem "

a mortgage (where "seeking to redeem " applies to the case

of a mortgagor or subsequent incumbrancer paying off, as

well as to the case of a redemption action, or payment under

an order in a foreclosure action) may do so " without paying

any money due under any separate mortgage made by him,

or by any person through whom he claims, on property other

than that comprised in the mortgage which he seeks to

redeem."

Where the same person owns the equity of redemption of

different properties in mortgage to different persons, it is con-

venient to him to get them all vested in the same mortgagee

or mortgagees, as he is then less likely to be harassed by

constantly being required to pay off, or find a transferee

of, each separate mortgage. For this purpose the practice is

to take a separate transfer from each mortgagee to the same

transferee, so that each mortgagee has only the deed relating

to his own charge to peruse. Each deed is an ordinary Form of

transfer, containing an assignment by the mortgagee, " as
tr^ansfer,

mortgagee," of the mortgage debt, with the benefit of the

powers of sale, &e., a transfer of the mortgaged property,

subject to the old proviso for redemption on payment to the

transferee, but no power of attorney from the mortgagee, or

covenants by the mortgagor are inserted. By another deed,
,

called the consolidation deed, a mortgage for the aggregate
j

amount of all the separate mortgages is framed, containing
j

the covenants by the mortgagor, &c., and giving a new power

of sale. The frame of this deed needs some explanation.

In the absence of the deed of consolidation, the transferee Form of

of the separate mortgages has the right, as to such of them as ponsorida-

were made before 1882, to hold all the property comprised in tioa(«).

them as security for the aggregate amount of the separate

mortgage debts. He has, however, no power of sale over the

aggregate property ; but he can sell the property comprised

(h) See the forms, 2 K. ct E. 231. 233.
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in each mortgage deed by virtue of the power of sale con-

tained in it. He has no covenant for payment of the

aggregate amount, though he has the benefit of the covenants

I
contained in each separate deed. All that is absolutely

j

necessary is a deed giving him liberty to sell as a whole all

; the property comprised in the several deeds. In practice,

Iiowever, the deed of consolidation is prepared as if it were a

mortgage for the aggregate amount, but subject to the

securities for the several original mortgage debts. It may be

asked : Does not the mortgagor render himself liable to pay

the aggregate debt twice over, viz., once in detail under each

separate mortgage deed, and again under the consolidation

deed ? This is provided against as follows :—The considera-

tion is not stated to be the aggregate sum now advanced by
the transferee, but the several sums paid to the persons in

whom at the date of the consolidation deed the mortgages

were vested ; and, although the conveyance is made subject

to the securities for the original mortgage debts, it is also

made subject to a new proviso for redemption on payment of

the aggregate sum. But, as it is possible that the mortgagor

may have created charges on his equity of redemption subse-

quently to the consolidated mortgages, in which case the new
powers contained in or implied by the consolidation deed

would be exercisable only subject to such subsequent incum-

brances, a distinct declaration is inserted that the powers of

sale, &c. given by the original mortgage deeds shall continue

in force for the benefit of the transferee.

The right of consolidation is sometimes confounded with

that of tacking, but they are very different.

Tack-
) Tacking is where there is a first legal mortgage followed

by two or more mortgages of the equity of redemption,

and either (a) the first mortgagee, having the legal estate,

advances his money on the third mortgage, or on a sub-

sequent mortgage, without notice at the time of making the

(x) See as to tacking, Goodeve, County Banhing Co., [1901] 2 Ch.

E. P. 403, and the whole subject 231.

discussed in Taylor v. London and

ing(^).
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advance of the existence of the second or other intermediate

mortgages ; or (h) the third mortgagee, or a subsequent

mortgagee, having advanced his money without such notice,

then acquires the legal estate by a transfer of the first

mortgage. In either case the mortgagee having the legal

estate obtains priority for the whole of his mortgage money

over the second or other intermediate equitable mortgagees.

To enable a subsequent mortgagee to tack, it is necessary, i

first, that the money should have been advanced by him

without notice of the intermediate mortgage or mortgages

;

secondly/, that his money should have been originally lent on

the security of the land (a judgment debt, for instance,

cannot be tacked) ; and third///, that he should acquire the

legal estate. (See 2 Dav. Prec. Part II. 209.)

The explanation of the doctrine usually given is that the

subsequent mortgagee, advancing his money without notice

of the prior mortgage, has an equal equity with the prior

mortgagee to be paid. The equity is not, strictly speaking,

equal, for the equity is really to be paid after the prior

mortgagee ; but, as the subsequent mortgagee knew nothing

of the prior mortgage, he acted in good faith ; and when, by

having or getting in the legal estate, he has an advantage at

law. Equity will not take it from him. (See Ifarsh v. Lee,

2 W. & T. L. 0.) The reader will observe how widely this

differs from the doctrine of consolidation. When a mortgagee

consolidates mortgages he does not oust a prior mortgagee

as he does in tacking ; and consolidation takes place in

respect of mortgages of different properties; tacking in

respect of mortgages of the same property. A mortgagee

can consolidate without obtaining the legal estate ; to enable
.

him to tack, he must have or get in the legal estate.

PART III.—DEEDS OF FUKTHER CHARGE.

Where a mortgagor obtains a fm-ther advance from his Frame ..f

, , 1
• U a(*d of

mortgagee, he executes a deed of fm-ther charge, whicn farther

contains a recital of the original mortgage, stating the 'harpe.
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covenants for payment of the principal and interest, and
the proviso for redemption, and noticing the provisions, if

any, of group IV. {ante, p. 162), and the express power of

sale, if any. The operative part contains covenants for the

repayment of the further advance with interest, and for

payment of interest thereon during the currency of the

security, the first day of payment being such of the days

appointed in the original mortgage deed for payment of

interest as follows next after the date of the deed of further

charge. No conveyance of the land is necessary, as it is

already vested in the mortgagee (except in the case of a

mortgage of copyholds, where the conditional surrender has

been made but no admittance on it taken) ; but a declara-

tion is inserted, that the land shall stand as a security to

the mortgagee, not only for the original debt and interest,

but also for the further advance and interest, and that it

shall not be redeemable until payment to the mortgagee of

both sums and interest. Then follows an agreement and

declaration that such of the clauses of groups IV., V., and VI.

{ante, p. 162) as are contained in the original mortgage, and

are intended to apply to the further advance, shall so apply.

The mortgagee's indemnity clause should be added. (2 K. &
E. Prec. LVII. 201.) It is convenient to indorse a deed

of further charge of this nature on, or to make it supple-

mental to, the original mortgage, as this saves a recital. The
inconvenience (pointed out, ante, p. 224) attending the

engrossing of an indorsed deed will not apply in this case, as

the solicitor whose duty it is to engross the deed is the mort-

gagee's solicitor, who probably has the custody of the original

mortgage deed.

Where a mortgage of copyholds is made by conditional

suiTender on which the mortgagee is not admitted, it is the

j)ractiee in making a flu'ther charge to have a deed containing

j
a covenant by the mortgagor to surrender subject to the prior

conditional surrender, accompanied with a declaration of

trust and power of attorney in favour of the mortgagee (see

2 K. & E. 202), which will subsequently be followed by a
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conditional surrender for the new advance; or, if there is

no surrender on the rolls subsequont to the original conditional

surrender, and the mortgag-ee has no notice of any sub-

sequent incumbrance, the original surrender may be vacated

and a new conditional surrender taken for the amount of the

aggregate debt. (See form, 2 K. & E, 202.) It may
perhaps be doubted whether in this case a new surrender is

absolutely necessary ; for, if the mortgagee be admitted, he

takes " subject to the rights of all persons interested in the

equity of redemption "
; and those rights are to redeem on

payment of the original debt and the further advance ; so

that it appears that the charge by deed alone would be

sufficient. The student, however, must remember that it

is extremely dangerous to depart from the usual practice of

conveyancers {//).

If the mortgagee has been admitted, the deed of further

charge is sufficient without any entry on the rolls ; for the

admittance was "subject to the rights of all persons interested

in the equity of redemption "
; and this is sufficient notice to

all persons that the land is in mortgage, though the amount

of the mortgage is not stated.

If, as often happens, additional land is included in the where

security when a further advance is made, it is convenient to ^""'^
l**

•^

. .
added.

recite an agreement for the consolidation of tlie original

debt and the new advance, and for securing the aggregate

debt and interest. (See form, 2 K. Sk E. 201.) The

operative clauses contain covenants for payment of the

aggregate debt and interest, a declaration that the land com-

prised in the original mortgage shall be discharged from the

old proviso for redemption, but shall be " subject to the

proviso for redemption hereinafter contained "
; a conveyance

by the mortgagor, " as beneficial owner," of the additional

land ; a proviso for redemption of the land comprised in the

original mortgage and of the additional land, on payment of

the aggregate sum and interest ; and a declaration that such

{y) Co. Lit. 377 b.
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of the clauses of groups lY., V. and VI. {cDite^ p. 162), as are

contained in the original mortgage, and are intended to apply

to the aggregate debt shall so apply. If necessary, the

provisions as to insui-ance, &c. should be extended to the

buildings on the additional land. The mortgagee's indemnity

clause should be inserted.

In many cases it will be found advantageous by one deed

to charge the fui'ther advance on the land in the original

mortgage, and by another simultaneous deed to mortgage

the additional land for the aggregate debt. Where this is

done, it is convenient to insert in the deed of further charge

a covenant for the payment of the aggregate debt, instead

of a covenant for the payment of the further advance : for

otherwise it will be necessary to recite both the original

mortgage and the deed of further charge, in the deed

creating the additional security. The latter deed contains

a recital of the deed of further charge, stating the covenants

for payment of the aggregate debt and interest and the

agreement for further securing the payment of the aggregate

debt " in manner hereinafter appearing." The rest of the

deed will be similar to an ordinary mortgage for the aggre-

gate debt, the consideration being " the sum of £
, the

repayment whereof is secured to the said \_mortgagee] as

hereinbefore recited."

Further A further advance is often made on the occasion of a

transfer transfer. When this is the case, the deed contains an assign-

combined,
jjient of the original mortgage debt and securities; and

covenants by the mortgagor for payment of the aggregate

debt, consisting of the original debt and the further advance,

and for payment of interest. The original mortgagee conveys

to the transferee the mortgaged property, " freed and dis-

charged from all right or equity of redemption under or by

virtue of the said indenture of mortgage, but subject to the

proviso for redemption hereinafter contained." The proviso

for redemption is on payment of the aggregate debt and

interest. Then follows an agreement and declaration that

such of the clauses of groups IV., V., and VI. {ante, p. 162)
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as are contained in the original mortgage shall apply to

the aggregate debt. The mortgagee's indemnity clause

is added.

PART IV.—RECONVEYANCES.

When the mortgage debt is paid off, the mortgagee ceases Reccn-

to have any beneficial interest in the property. It was con-
'^'''•^'""'='-'''-

veyed to him merely as security for his debt and for no other

purpose : and, as soon as his debt is paid off, it becomes his
'

duty to reeonvey it to the mortgagor, or, unless ho is or has

been in possession (see C. A. 1881, s. 15), to any third person

as he directs (z). {Ante, p. 159.)
'

It is desirable to make the reconveyance by a deed Recon-

indorsed on the mortgage ; but this can be done only where swidle
both mortgagor and mortgagee are clients of the same i"<^'""sed.

solicitor. (See ante, p. 224.) In this case, unless there have

been dealings with the mortgage, all that is required is a

conveyance (without any recitals) by the mortgagee " as

mortgagee" to the mortgagor, free from "all princi[)al

moneys and interest intended to be .secured by the Avitliiu

written indentm^e." (See forms in Stud. Prec. 75, 77.)

The parcels in a reconveyance are always described by
reference to the mortgage deed, not by a substantive descrip-

tion, the reason apparently being that the mortgagee is only

bound to reeonvey that which is vested in him, and that in

(z) A mortgagee who has taken a transfer made at the request of

possession is not at liberty to give the mortgagor would probably

it uji without permission of the oi^erate as a release of those lia-

mortgagor(/?e7V;y/Ae;'c/(,42 Ch.D. l)ilities as between the mortgagor

590) ; if he transfers the mortgage and the mortgagee, it would still

hebecomes liable after the transfer leave the mortgagee making the

for the acts and defaults of the transfer liable to subsequent in-

transferee {Hall v. Heivard, 32 cumbrancers ; for these reasons

Ch. D. at p. 435) ; and still re- the exception of mortgagee in

mains liable for his own acts and possession was introduced into

defaults done or made while ho the C. A. 1881, s. 15.

was in possession ; and although
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ordinary cases he has no knowledge of any change that may
have taken place in the description of the land. Even in

cases where the mortgage is of long standing so that the

parcels may have become changed by inclosure, exchange, 'or

partition, tho inclosures, &c. are usually referred to in very

general terms. (See 2 K. & E. 239, note (b).)

Wlien circumstances render it inconvenient to indorse the

reconveyance, the mortgage must be formally recited, and

there must be recitals stating the dealings, if any, with it, and

the existing state of the debt ; or the reconveyance may be

made supplemental to the mortgage, and the subsequent

deeds, if any, and will contain a recital of the existing state

of the debt. The rest of the deed presents no peculiarity.

"Where the mortgage comprises copyholds, the form of the

reconveyance depends upon how they have been dealt with.

If there has been a covenant to surrender, the practice

is, whether the surrender has or has not been made, to release

the debt by deed, though a mere receipt for the money due

on the mortgage would in Equity operate as a release from

the debt, and would, if no surrender had been made, discharge

the land. If the surrender has been made, the mortgagee

signs a warrant to enter up satisfaction on the surrender

(see form in Stud. Prec. 76; and 2 K. & E. 240), by
virtue of which satisfaction is entered up on the Court Rolls

so as to discharge the land. If the mortgagee has been

admitted, the mortgagor will have to be admitted on a

surrender by him.

E<|uitable mortgages, Avhether effected by deposit of deeds

with or without a memorandum, or by a formal mortgage of

the equity of redemption, are released by the payment of the

debt ; and therefore, although it was formerly the practice,

where there was a formal mortgage of the equity of redemp-

tion, to make a formal reconveyance, it is becoming usual,

even in this case, merely to take an indorsed attested receipt

for the mortgage money. (2 Dav. Prec. Part II. p. 277;

2 K. & E. 249.)
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If a person having- only a limited interest in the equity of Debt kept

redemption (a tenant for life, for instance) pays off a mort-
bl.'nefi^t^of

gage, the presumption is that he intended to have the charge li'nited

kept up for his benefit {a)
; while, if a tenant in fee or in tail p^ylnj? off

in possession pays it off, the presumption is that he intended ^'"^'•^

to merge it ; but the presumption in the latter case may be
°

rebutted by showing that it is to his advantage to keep the

charge alive {b). In order to obviate any doubt, it is always 1

proper in either case to insert a few words stating clearly the

intention of the person who pays off the debt. If it is
'

intended to keep up the charge, the general practice is to take

a transfer, although a mere declaration of intention to keep

the charge alive would suffice {c).

If the mortgagee is dead, the form of reconveyance Form of

depends upon the date of his death, as well as on the nature ^^^'°^''^y-
r i- 7 aiice where

of the property. mortcragee
is dead,

^i.s to the mortgage debt.—At whatever time the mortgagee

died, his legal personal representatives, or, if he made a

bequest of the mortgage debt to which they assented, the

legatee of the debt, can give a discharge for the debt. In

the latter case the legal personal representatives should, if

possible, concur, so as to render it unnecessary to keep

evidence of their assent.

As to mortgaged permnaJty.—The reconveyance of mort-

gaged personalty can be made by the legal personal repre-

sentatives of the mortgagee, or the legatee of such personalty,

if the legacy has been assented to.

A% to the legal estate in mortgagedfreeholds.—The reconvey-

ance of mortgaged freeholds is made, frst, if the mortgagee

(a) Gifford v. FitzJiardinge, veyance wliere a limited owuer

[1899] 2 Ch. 32. redeems, see Wicks v. Scn'vcns,

{h) See Adams v. A^igcll, 5 Ch. 1 J. & H. 215 ; Fearce v. Morris,

D. 634 (cited in Goodeve, E. P. L. E. 5 Ch. 227. See form of

406) ; and Liquidation, &c. Co. v. convej^ance to a ti-ustee for a

Willoiujlihij, [1898] A. C. 321. tenant for life who pays off the

(c) As to the form of recon- mortgage, 2 K. & E. 234.
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died before 7th August, 1874, by his heir or the devisee of

his mortgage estates; secondly, if he died on or after that

day, and before 1882, the reconveyance may be made by the

heir or devisee, or "on payment of all sums secm-ed by the

mortgage
'

' by the legal personal representative of the mort-

gagee (see the V. & P. A. 1874, 37 & 38 Vict. c. 78, s. 4) . The

effect of this section being to enable either the heu' or devisee,

or the legal personal representative to convey, it is safer to

' obtain a reconveyance from both ; f/iird/i/, if the mortgagee

died after 1 881, the reconveyance is made by the legal personal

1 representatives. (SeetheC. A. 1881, s. 30,an^e,p. 228.) There

appears to be no doubt that, if the mortgagee made a specific

bequest of the mortgage debt and a devise of the mort-

gaged land to the same person, his legal personal representa-

tives could assent so as to vest the legal estate in the

legatee, who would then be the person to reconvey, though

in this case it would be proper to obtain the concurrence of

the legal personal representatives for the reasons mentioned

above, p. 228.

Copy- As to cojnjhokh.—Where copyholds are mortgaged by

covenant to surrender, and no surrender has been made, a

discharge of the debt by the legal personal representatives of

the mortgagee is sufficient. If a surrender has been made,

and the mortgagee has not been admitted, the legal personal

representatives can give a waiTant to enter up satisfaction.

In either of these cases a legatee of the mortgage debt and

security whose legacy has been assented to can give the

release or warrant in the place of the legal personal repre-

sentatives, though it is the practice to obtain their concurrence.

Where the mortgagee has been admitted, then, if he died

before the 7th August, 1874, his customary heir or devisee

must be admitted and surrender to the use of the mortgagor.

If he died on or after the 7th August, 1874, and before 1882,

his customary heir or devisee may be admitted and surrender,

or " on payment of all sums due on the mortgage " his legal

personal representative can surrender. (V. & P. A. 1874, s. 4.)

If the mortgagee died after 1881, the right to be admitted

holds.
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is in his customary heir {d), who must he admitted au.l

surrender to the mortgagor or his successor in title.

PART V.—SUB-MORTGAGES.

Occasionally a mortgagee wishes to receive only part of 3ub-mort-

his money, and is unwilling to disturb his original invest- ?''8:eW.

ment. Suppose, for instance, that he has advanced £20,000
on mortgage of land, and wants £000; it might he disadvan-

tageous to him to call in the £20,000 ; and, if he were to

ask the mortgagor to pay him £500, the latter, not having
£500 and being unable to find a person A\illing to advance
him £500 on a second mortgage, might be compelled to

borrow the whole £20,000 from another person, and thus

discharge the whole debt. In such a case, a sub-mortgage,

or mortgage of the mortgage debt and securities, is resorted )

to. The subject-matter of the sub-mortgage being the I

mortgage debt and the mortgaged property, they have to be

transferred to the sub-mortgagee, subject to redemption (in

our example on payment of £500), -with liberty to him to

sell them.

The transfer of the debt will be made by an assignment,

habendum " to the said \_suh-mo)igagec'\, [his executors,

administrators, and assigns (./'),] subject to the proviso for

redemption hereinafter contained," i.e., to redemption on

payment of £500 and interest ; and where notice cannot at

once be given to the original mortgagor, a power of attorney

enabling the sub-mortgagee to sue in the name of the original

mortgagee for the whole £20,0U0 is added {ante, p. 204).

The property comprised in the original mortgage will be

transferred to the sub-mortgagee in the appropriate method,

" subject to such right or equity of redem[tti()n as the said

premises are now subject to by vii'tue of " the original iiiort-

(r?) Copyhold Act, 1894, s. 88, (0 See form, 2 K. & E. 187.

replacing Copj'hold Act, 1887, (/) Tlio words in this bracket

s. 45, ante, pp. 229, 230. may be omitted.

E.l.C. I(i
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gage, " and subject also to the proviso for redemption herein-

after contained." The proviso for redemption in our example

would be on payment of £500 and interest by the original

mortgagee to the sub-mortgagee.

The effect of the two provisoes for redemption, in the

original mortgage and the sub-mortgage respectively, appears

to be the following :

—

Under the proviso contained in the original mortgage, the

mortgagor can redeem that which he mortgaged, viz., his

land (or other property) on payment of £20,000 ; that is,

£19,500 to the original mortgagee, and £500 to the sub-

mortgagee ; and on doing so, he becomes entitled to a

reconveyance of the land from both of them. Under the

proviso contained in the sub-mortgage, the original mort-

gagee can redeem that which he mortgaged to the sub-

mortgagee, viz., the debt of £20,000 and the securities for

it ; and on doing so, he becomes entitled to a reassignment

of the £20,000 and a reconveyance of the land, subject as to

the latter to the proviso for redemption contained in the

original mortgage.

In ease the original mortgagor should pay off the

I £20,000, trusts are declared concerning it in the sub-

I mortgage similar to those contained in a mortgage of a

chose in action [ante, p. 209) ; and power is given to the

sub-mortgagee to give a receipt for the whole £20,000.

These two clauses may probably be omitted in reliance on

the C. A. 1881, s. 22, but it appears safer to insert them.

The power of sale conferred by the sub-mortgage authorises

the sub-mortgagee to sell the subject of his security, i.e.,

the mortgage debt of £20,000, and the land subject to

redemption on payment of £20,000. The sub-mortgagee

can exercise the statutory power of sale conferred by the

original mortgage ; and, if the original mortgage is properly

drawn, he can also, as assign of the mortgagee, exercise any

express power of sale contained in it. Let us consider the

method in which the two powers of sale work. The power

contained in the sub-mortgage is only to be exercised if the
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original mortgagee (the sub-mortgagor) makes default, i.e.,
\

if lie does not keep down the interest on the £oOO, or

neglects to pay the principal after due notice ; hut, on tlio

other hand, it can he exercised without reference to the

defaults of the original mortgagor ; when exercised, it passes

the £20,000 and the securities for it, i.e., the benefit of the

covenants by the mortgagor in the original mortgage, and the (

land subject to his equity of redemption. The power contained

Tn the original mortgage is only to be exercised if tlie

original mortgagor makes default, i.e., if he does not keep

down the interest on the £20,000, or neglects to pay the .

principal after due notice ; when exercised, it passes the land
!

to the purchaser free from all equity of redemption.

Inquiry should be made before completion of a sub-mort-
'

gage from the original mortgagor as to the state of accounts .

between him and the mortgagee, and notice of the sub-

mortgage should be given to him (see ante, pp. 205, 208).

IG (2)
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CHAPTER IX.

Lease "

posses-

" Rever-
sionary

lease."

LEASES (a).

A LEASE for lives or a life confers a freehold interest on

the lessee, and therefore cannot be made to commence in

fufuro. Leases of this nature rarely occur in practice, and

therefore we shall not discuss them.

A lease for years, which includes a lease for a term of

years determinable on a life or lives, and a lease for part of

a year confers a chattel estate on the lessee as soon as he

acquires possession either by entry, or where the lease is

made by an appointment of the use by the effect of the

Statute of Uses. If the land is in lease to another person,

the lessee cannot obtain possession ; where this is the case he

could not formerly obtain an estate in the land without the

attornment of the lessee in possession, but as the necessity

for attornment has been done away with by 4 Anne, c. 16,

s. 9, the lessee obtains a legal estate commencing on the day

when his term commences.

The term of years may be made to commence from a day

already past, or from the date of the lease, in either of which

cases the lease is called a lease in " possession "
; or the term

may be made to commence from a future day, in which case

the lease is called a " reversionary " lease {b). In either case,

the lessee has until actual entry a mere interesse termini (c)
;

though, if the lease operates as a declaration of the use {d),

[a) See Goodeve, E. P. 153
;

7 Encycl. Prec. ; Fawcett, L. & T.

(6) If the term is to commence

from a future day, it is safer to

restrict tlie time of commLence-

ment as to perpetuities.

(c) See per Bayley, J., in Edge

V. Strafford, 1 Cr. & J. 391, 398;

Goodeve, R. P. 162, and the

authorities there cited.

[d) See Fox's Case, 8 Co. Eep.

93 b. The power of leasing for-
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the lessee acquires the legal estate and possession by virtue

of the statute in the case of a lease in " possession " at once,

and in the case of a " reversionary " (e) lease on, but not
before, the day on which the term is limited to commence.
A person having an intcrcsse termini is, for many purposes,

not tenant for years till he enters ; till that happens, a release

granted to him will not enlarge his estate, but he can grant
.

his interest to another, and if he dies before entry, his I

executors or administrators can enter (_/).

Where the land is already in lease, the reversioner can '"Lease of

grant a lease " of the reversion," sometimes called a " con-

current " lease, A lease of this nature confers on the lessee,

as from the commencement of the term granted by it, a right

to the rents reserved by and the benefit of the covenants

contained in the original lease (C. A. 1881, s. 10).

Some examples will make this more clear. A. grants a

lease to B. for a term of years to commence at once. This

is a lease in possession, and as soon as it is granted B.

acquii-es an intercsse termini, and can acquire the term itself

by entry. A. grants a lease to B. for a term of years to

commence at Christmas next. This is a reversionary lease.

If it were a lease for life (g), it would be void as creating a

freehold to commence in/iifiiro ; but, if it be a lease for years,

B. immediately becomes entitled to an iiiferesse termini [//),

and can acquire the term itself by entry at or after Christmas.

merly inserted in strict settle- (/) Co, Lit. 4G /). See Dor v,

ments operated as a declaration Wtdl-er, 5 B. & C. Ill ; Leivis v.

of the use, so that, where a lease Baker, [1905] 1 Ch. 47; 2 Prest.

was granted under the power, the Conv. 215; 2 Prcst. Abstr. 20;

lessee acquired the term without Com. Dig., Estates, 14'/; Good-

entry. See ^os^, p. 413. But this eve, E. P. 1(52.

is not the case in leases made (g) The phrase inferesse termini

under the powers of the Settled has no application to a freehold

Land Acts, 18S2 to 1890. See lease: Eccles. I'omnirs.v. Trinmr,

Settled Land Act, 1882, s. 20, [1893] 1 Ch. 1G6, at p. 171.

post, p. 447. {h) Co. Lit. 345 a ; Doe v.

{e) Lewis V.Baker, [1905} I Ch. Walker, 5 B. & C. at p. 118;

46. Lewis v. Baker. [1005] 1 Ch. 46.
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A. grants a lease in possession to J)., who enters. Then A.

grants another lease of the same property to E. to commence

at once. Formerly E., as he could not enter, acquired a

mere intcresse termini {i), unless D. attorned to him; but as

the necessity for attornment no longer exists, he acquires the

term itself immediately on the execution of the lease. The

I lease to E. is a lease of the reversion. If, however, the lease

\ granted to E. was to commence in fiduro, it would be a

reversionary lease of the reversion, and upon the occurrence

' of the day of its commencement it would become a lease of

the reversion. But the grant of a reversionary lease to a

person who is also the o^wner of the prior lease does not

enlarge the term created by the original lease {k).

Lessor's Jt is the usual practice for a lessee at rack-rent not to

investigate his lessor's title ; but, if he omits to do so, and

accepts a lease containing the usual covenant by the lessor

for quiet enjoyment, so as to negative the covenants implied

by the word "demise" (see ^;o.s'if, p. 289), and it turns out

that the lessor was unable to grant a valid lease, owing to

some defect in his title that might have been discovered by

the lessee if he had investigated it, the lessee has no claim for

compensation (/).

Agree- Prior to the Y. & P. A. 1874 (37 & 38 Yict. c. 78), it

lease. was doubtful whether an agreement for a lease implied that

the intending lessor would deliver an abstract, and show a

good title ; though it appears clear that he could not enforce

specific performance of such an agreement without showing

a good title [Fildes v. Hooker, 2 Mer. 424 ; Baskcomb v.

PhiUijis, 29 L. J. Ch. 380) ; and that, if he had no title, an

action for damages would lie against him by the intending

tenant {Sfranks v. St John, L. R. 2 0. P. 376).

{i) Smith V. Bai/, 2 M. & W. {k) Lewis v. Baker, [1905] 1 Ch.

684 ; Blatchford v. Cole, 5 C. B. 46.

N. S. 514; Eawlyris's Case, 4 Co. (/) Clayton v. Leech, 41 Ch. D.

Eep. 52 a ; Edwards v. Wichwar, 10^3 ; and see Baijnes A Co. v.

L. E. 1 Eq. 403. See Shep. Touch. Lloyd ,& Sons, [1895] 1 Q. B. 820

;

275, 276 ; 2 Hatt ou Leases, 58. 2 Q. B. 610.
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The V. & P. A. 1874 provides, s. 2, that, subject to any '

stipulation to the contrary contained in the contract, under a

contract to grmt or asaign a term of years, wlietlier derived or

to he derived out of a freehold or leasehold estate, the in-

tended lessee or assign shall not he entitled to call for the 1

title to i\iQ fi'cehoM{m). The C. A. 1881, s. L3, provides

that, unless a contrary intention is expressed in the con-

tract, '* on a contract to (irant {//) a lease for a term of j

years to he derived out of a leasehold interest witli a lease-

hold reversion, the intended lessee shall not have the rifflit '

to call for the title to that reversion." The result is that,

subject to any stipulation in the contract, an intending

lessee or underlessee cannot call for the title to the freehold,

and that an intending underlessee can call for the produc-

tion of the lease under which his intending lessor holds (o),

and the subsequent title thereto, but not for the produc-

tion of any superior lease. But, if the intending lessee

can show that the title is bad, he will not be bound to accept

the lease (p).

It should always be agreed, on the treaty for the lease, I

whether the intending lessor is to shoAv any and what title.
|

Where the title is not investigated, the intending lessee

should, if the property is situated in a town, or forms part

of a building estate, inquire "v^hether the lessor is restricted

from using it in any particular manner ; as, for instance,

whether he is prohibited from using it as a shop ; for, if the

lessor be restrained from so using it, the lessee cannot put

himself into a more favourable position than his lessor,

(j») This Act applies to incor- not have a right to call for the

poreal hereditaments : Jones v. title to the leascht^ld rcvc>r:*ion,

Watts, 43 Ch. I). 51i. i.e., the lease out Of which the

(«) See also C. A. 1881, s. o (1),
underlease was gi-autod.

which provides that (unless a con- (o) QosUmj v. Woulf, [1893] 1

trary intention is expressed in the Q. B. 39.

contract: sub-s. 9) ii\\o piirchiscr {p) Jones v. Wotts, A'.i ("h. D.

of an existinj? underlease shall oT4.
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o:ranted.

Buildinc

agree-

ments.

merely by omitting to inquire into the title (q). And, even

if the lessor falsely states that there is no restriction, though

the lessee has a remedy against the lessor, he gains no right

to use the property in the forbidden manner ; and the case

is not altered by the above-mentioned Acts, the lessee or

underlessee being in the same position with respect to

notice of restrictions on the user of the land as if he had

expressly agreed not to inquire into his lessor's title, in which

case he would have constructive notice of everything wliich

he would have discovered if he had investigated the title (r).

Prior to the passing of the Judicature Act, 1873, if, after

a contract for a lease was entered into, the tenant went into

possession, he became tenant at will until payment of rent

;

and, after payment of rent, he became tenant from year to

year, upon the terms of the agreement so far as they were

applicable to such a tenancy (s) ; but, until payment of rent,

as the tenant had no legal interest, it was in the power of the

landlord to eject him ; and the landlord could not, until some
rent had been paid, distrain for the rent, but was put to his

action for use and occupation (/). But the effect of the

Judicature Act, 1873, is that, since that Act, a tenant who
enters under an agreement holds on the same terms, and
the landlord can exercise the same rights as if the lease had

been actually granted, provided that the case is one in

which the Court would enforce specific performance of the

agreement (u).

On the treaty for a building lease, it is usually stipulated

that, for the purpose of erecting the proposed buildings,

{q) See lie Cox and Neve's Con-

tract, [1891] 2 Ch. 109, at p. 117 ;

and Dart, V. & P. 891.

(r) Clements v. Welles, L. E. 1

Eq. 200 ; Feilden v. Slater, L. E.

7 Eq. 523 ; Patman v. Harland,

17 Ch. D. 353 ; Imray v. Oak-

shette, [1897] 2 Q. B. 218.

(s) Doe d. Eigge v. Bell, 5 T. E.

471 ; Clayton v. Blakey, 8 T. E. 3

;

2 Sm. L. C.

{t) Hegan v. Johnson, 2 Taunt.

148; Dunh v. Hunter, 5 Barn. &
Aid. 322.

(?f) Walsh V. Lonsdale, 21 Ch.

D. 9; Coatsworth y. Johnson, 55

L. J. Q. B. 220; Manchester

Brewery Co. v. Coombs, [1901] 2

Ch. atp. 617.
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the tenant may enter upon tlie property before tlio .'iclaal

execution of the lease. In such a case, it is sometimes

intended that, instead of one lease of the whole ground,

separate leases of the different houses shall be granted to

the builder or his nominees, as the houses are completed.

This is perhaps the usual plan, as it is the safest for the

tenants; for, if all the ground were included in one lease,

and the builder were to grant underleases to the purchasers

of the several houses, then, if any one of the underlessees

were to do or omit to do anything which would be a breach

of the covenants in the head-lease, and the head-lease contained

the usual power of re-entry on breach of covenant, the superior

landlord would have a right to re-enter as for a breach by the

head-lessee, and so all the underlessees would become liable to

eviction. It is convenient not to grant the actual lease until

the houses are finished, for then it is unnecessary to insert

the covenants as to buildings, which are sometimes long and

elaborate, in the lease. If such covenants were inserted,

every sub-lessee or purchaser would have to ascertain that they

had been performed ; whereas, by granting the lease after the

buildings are completed, this inconvenience is obviated.

Rent reserved on a building lease is small in proportion "Ground-

to the rack-rent {i.e., the full rental value) of the land with

houses on it, and is commonly called " a ground-rent " (.r)

.

If the lease of a house is granted directly to the builder's

nominee, the builder joins in the lease for the purpose of

acknowledging the receipt of the piu'chase-money of the

house, and of requesting the lessor to make the demise. If

the builder takes the lease to himself, he generally does not

sub-let at rack-rent, but takes from the sub-lessee a fine, or

lump sum of money (of an amount not much less than the

sum which he has expended on the house), not under the

name of a fine, but as the purchase-money of the house, and

{x) The estate in reversion on a the lease being incident to the

lease for years is often called a reversion,

"ground-rent," the rent under

rent."
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sub-lets the house at a rent a little larger than the ground-

rent : this rent is generally called an " improved ground-

rent."

The agreement should specify the commencement {y) and

duration of the term, the amount of rent, and when it is to

be payable, and the nature of the covenants to be entered into

by the lessor and lessee respectively, or may contain the form

of lease in a schedule. The importance of specifying the

covenants is pressed strongly on the reader, for in the absence

of special agreement the insertion of the "usual" covenants

can alone be insisted on, and unfortunately it is very difficult

to say what the " usual " covenants are. Mr. Davidson is of

covenants opinion, on the result of the authorities, that in the absence—what
. .

are. of special circumstances the only clauses that can be insisted

upon are—covenants by the lessee to pay rent ; to pay taxes

(except such as are expressly made payable by the landlord)
;

to keep and deliver up the premises in repair ; to allow the

lessor to enter and view the state of repair ; a clause for

re-entry on non-payment of rent (~) ; such clauses as, accord-

ing to the custom of trade or local usage, are usually inserted

in leases of a similar nature ; and the usual qualified covenant

by the lessor for quiet enjoyment by the lessee (a).

It should be provided that, until the lease is executed, the

rent shall be paid, and the lessee's covenants observed ; and

Usual '

'

[ij] But if the date of commence-

ment is not specified, it may be

collected from the agreement read

as a whole {i.e., from intrinsic evi-

dence) : Re Lander and BagJey,

[1892] 3 Ch. 41, at p. 47.

There is no inference that the

term is to commence from the

date of the agreement (in the

absence of other indications) :

Marshall v. Berridfje, 19 Ch. D.

2'33. This applies, of course, to

the case of an executory agree-

ment for a lease, and not to an

agreement operating as a lease or

present demise at law
;
per Jessel,

M. E., ibid, at pp. 239, 240.

(i) But not a clause for re-entry

on breach of other covenants : lie

Anderton and Milner, 45 Ch. D.

476.

(a) 5 Day. Free. 51 n. See

also Seton, p. 2277 ; Pawcett,

L. & T. 155 ; 27 Sol. J. 129, 142,

159, 177. A covenant not to

assign or underlet is not a

"usual" covenant: Jie Lander

and Bafjleij, [1892] 3 Ch. 41.
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that the lessor shall have tlie same remedies for non-payment

of rent or breach of covenant as if the lease had heen executed.

This clause, however, though usually inserted, appears to be

not absolutely necessary {Wakh v. Lonsdale, 21 Ch. D. 9),

It should also be provided that the lessee shall execute Costs of

and deliver to the lessor a counterpart of the lease ; and it
^''^^^•

should be declared who is to pay the costs of the lease and

counterpart {Webb v. Rhodes, 3 Bing. N. C. 732). As,

however, in the absence of any special stipulation, the

solicitor of the lessor prepares the lease while tlie lessee pays

the costs {b), which apparently include the fee of counsel for

settling the draft lease where necessary {c), and the lessor

pays for the counterpart {Re Neyu^, (1895) 1 Ch. 73), the

last-mentioned stipulation is not absolutely necessary, though,

if inserted, it may save disputes. If there be any difficulty

in getting the costs of the lease, the lessor's solicitor has liis

remedy against the lessor, who has his remedy over against

the lessee {GrisHell v. Robinson, 3 Bing. N. C. 10).

To pass to the consideration of the lease itself, the inten-

tion of the parties is that, so long as the lessee pays the rent

regularly, and performs the covenants on his part, lie shall

not be disturbed by the landlord ; but that, on the other

hand, on his default, the landlord shall have a speedy remedy

against him.

The law gives to the landlord two remedies for his rent Roim-aicH

(Co. Lit. 43 b), viz., distress {post, p. 287), and action; and
^^^^^'^'^'^J;'"^

the lessee always enters into an express covenant to pay thej

rent, so as to turn it into a specialty debt, {^eeposf, p. 273.)'

The landlord can maintain an action for damages in respect For breach
• o£ covC"

of the breach of any covenant by the lessee ; and, m some ^j^^t.

cases, the Court will restrain a contemplated or continuing .

breach of a negative covenant by injunction.

(&) Smithy. Clegg, 27 L. J. Ex. He FktcJier and Dijsun, [1903] 2

300. Where the lessor and con- ch. 688.

curving parties are represented by
^^ ^ ^^ ^.^^^

different solicitors, the lessee is
^

^
'

only liable for one set of costs:
-"'"'•
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Provisofor A clause, Called the " proviso for re-entrj," wMcli is

generally inserted in leases, gives to the landlord the right

of actually evicting the tenant for non-payment of rent or

breach of covenant. In the absence of such a proviso, the

non-payment of rent or a breach of covenant would not cause

a forfeiture of the lease, but would give only a right of action

for the rent or for damages for the breach. In the case of a

lease for a short term at rack-rent, the proviso for re-entry

does not exercise the same deterrent effect on a tenant con-

templating a breach of covenant as it does where the lease is

for a long term and is a beneficial one {i.e., where the letting

value of the premises is greater than the amount of rent

under the lease) ; for, in the former case, the pecuniary loss

to the tenant on eviction is small, in the latter case it may be

large.

By the proviso for re-entry it is provided (see form in

1 K. & E. 737 ; Stud. Free. p. 28) that, " if the rent be

in arrear for [twenty-one days], whether legally demanded

or not, or if the lessee, his executors, administrators, or

assigns, shall make default in performing or observing the

covenants by the lessee herein contained, the lessor, his heirs

or assigns may re-enter upon any part of the said premises in

the name of the whole, and thereupon the said term of

years shall absolutely determine." It is obvious that the

proviso can be extended so as to guard against any act or

omission on the part of the tenant, as, for instance, against

his becoming bankrupt (rf), or allowing any execution to be

levied on the premises. The words in the proviso, " whether

legally demanded or not," are inserted to avoid the necessity

of demanding the rent with all the formalities prescribed

at Common Law (as to which see Groodeve, R. P. 180). Care

should be taken to frame the proviso so that it will apply to

the breach of a negative covenant, such as the covenant not

(cZ) Hodghinson v. Crowe, L. E. bankruptcy of the lessee, see /SmiYA

19 Eq. 591. As to the effect of v. Gronow, [1891] 2 Q. B. 394.

the lease being assigned before
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to assign ; for this reason it is safer to use both the words

" perform " and " observe," for it has been said tliut the

word " perform " applies to the affirmative, and "observe"

to the negative covenants (per Fry, J., Evans v. Baring 10

Ch. D. 757) ; but the word " perform " in the proviso may

readily be held to apply to a negative covenant {e) . The old Forcible

form of the proviso authorised the lessor to make forcible ^" ^^'

entry and expel the lessee. This form was till lately some-

times used in the leases of public-liouses : but as forcible

entry is an indictable offence under 2 Rich. 2, Stat. 1, c. 8(/),

this form should never be employed.

Sometimes the proviso, instead of autliorisiug the land- Proviso

lord to enter, declares that in the specified events the lease
J^^]^

j,^"

shall be " deemed null and void to all intents and pm-poses." '-void."

The effect of a proviso in this form is to render tlie lease (

voidable only at the option of the landlord ; for otherwise, I

on an action being brought for the rent, the tenant might

show that he had committed a breach of covenant ^\•hich had

rendered the lease void, and thus claim to take advantage

of his own wrong. {Rede v. Fan; 6 M. & S. 121 ;
and see

Barenport v. The Queen, 3 App. Cas. IIG, at p. 128.)

Courts of Equity have always considered the proviso for S|jl^'^'^'^'"y

re-entry on non-payment 'of rent as merely intended for a^^\n»t

securing payment of the rent (see the cases collected in
JJ^;<-^^;';^'°'

Boicser v. Colby, 1 Hare, 109), and accordingly have relieved payment

the tenant who had been ejected for non-payment, at an °^ '"*'"*•

indefinite time after the ejectment, on his paA'ing the rent

due with interest and costs. By the Common Law Pro-

cedure Act, 1852 (15 & 16 Yict. c. 76), s. 210, the time in

which the tenant can apply for relief is limited to six months

[e) Harmaii v. Awdie, [1904] 1 damages may be recovered for a

]j £ g98 tort to person or property com-

"(/) Edwiclc V. Haivhes, 18 Ch. mittod in the course of the forcible

D. 199. See 37 Sol. J. 791, 820. entry : BeddaU v. M.Uhnull,

But there is no right of action for Ch. D. 174 ;
see Jo„c. v. Fvhy,

damages for forcible entry [i.e., it [1891] 1 Q. B. <30.

is not a civil wrong), though
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after execution on the judgment in ejectment. (See notes to

^Ionian v. Walter, 2 W. & T. L. C. 261.) By the Common
Law Procedure Act, 1860 (23 & 24 Vict. c. 126), s. 1, the

Court has power to give relief in a summary manner in the

case of any ejectment brought for non-payment of rent. (See

on these Acts, Goodeve, E. P. 180 {g).) Formerly the Courts

did not relieve against ejectment on the breach of any
covenant other than that for payment of rent {Descarlett

V. Doiuctf, 9 Mod. 22) ; and to repair {Hack v. Leonard,

9 Mod. 91), but they have long ceased to grant relief in the

latter case.

By the effect of the Law of Property Amendment Act,

1859 (22 & 23 Vict. c. 35), ss. 4 to 9, and 23 & 24 Vict.

c. 126, s. 2, as modified by the provisions of the Judicature

Act, 1873, which sections are repealed by the C. A. 1881,

s. 14 (7), when ejectment was brought, under a proviso for

re-entry on breach of the covenant to insure, the Court could

relieve against the forfeiture if no loss or damage by fire had
happened, if the breach of covenant had occm-red through

accident, and if a proper insurance was existing at the time

of the application to the Court. Notice of the relief having

been granted was to be indorsed on the lease, and relief could

not be given to the same person twice in respect of the same
covenant.

Relief Under s. 14 of the C. A. 1881, as amended by ss. 4 and 5

c!a!^i881, of the C. A. 1892 (55 & 56 Vict. c. 13), the Court has power

i^89'>^'^*
^° relieve, at any time before the landlord has re-entered {h),

on a breach, either before or after the commencement of the

C. A. 1881 (/), of any condition or covenant (except as men-
tioned below) in a lease or underlease, or in an agreement

for the same where the lessee or underlessee is entitled to

have his lease granted {k). The tenant may apply for relief

{(j) The relief can be given if {i) Quilter v. Maphsnn, 9 Q. B.

tiie lessor has acquired peaceable D. 672.

possessionwitbout action : iTowarr/ (A-) As to whether this applies

V. Fanshaive, [1895] 2 Ch. 581. to a yearly tenancy, see Charrlng-

{!>) nogcr.'i V. Fire, [1892] 2 Ch. foi, <(' Co. y. Camp, [1902] 1 Ch.

170. GSG.
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in the lessor's action, if any, or in any action brought by

himself (/), and the Court may impose terms as to costs, &c.,

as a condition of granting relief.

In cases falling within this provision the lessor cannot

enforce his right of re-entry or forfeiture, whether by action

or otherwise (ni), until he has served on the lessee a notice

specifying the breaches complained of ; and, if the breach is

capable of remedy, requiring the lessee to remedy it ; and, in

any case, requiring, the lessee to make compensation in money

for the breach {n) ; and until the lessee has failed within a

reasonable time after the notice to remedy the breach, and to

make reasonable compensation in money to the satisfaction of

the lessor for the breach.

The exceptions to which the provisions for relief do not Excep-
^ / X tions from

apply (o) are :— r.iief.

(1) A covenant or condition against assigning, underletting,

&c. (p), without licence; but in this case {q) the covenant or

condition is to be deemed, unless the lease contains a provision

to the contrary, to be subject to a proviso tliat no fine is to

be payable in respect of a licence.

(2) A condition for forfeiture on the bankruptcy of tlie

lessee, or on the taking in execution of his interest, where

the lease is of agricultural or pastoral land, mines or minerals,

a house used or intended to be used as a public-house or

beer-shop, a house let as a dwelling-house with the use of

any furnitiu-e, books, works of art, or other chattels, not

being in the nature of fixtm-es; or of any property with

respect to which the personal qualifications of the t<'nant are

of importance for the preservation of the value or character

(?) But not by originating C'onv. Acts, oG.

summons : Lock v. Pearce, [1893] (o) C. A. 1881, s. 14, sub-s. (6),

2 Ch. 271. iis amended by C. A. 1892, s. 2.

(m) ReRicjgs, [1901] 2 K. B. 16. (?) Burrow v. Isaacs, [1891] 1

(n) C. A. 1881, s. 14 (1). Seo Q. B. 417; Eastern Telf.jraph Co.

tbe cases on this section collected v. Dtnt, [1899] 1 Q. B. 835.

in Carbon. R. P. Stat. 570 : Wolst. (7) C. A. 1S92. s. W.
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Protection

of sub

of the property, or on the ground of neighbourhood to the

lessor or to any person holding under him. In the case of

other leases the exception, i.e., the exclusion from relief,

applies only after the expiration of one year from the date of

the bankruptcy or taking in execution, and only in case the

lessee's interest is not sold within that year.

('3) In the case of a mining lease, a covenant or condition

for allowing the lessor to have access to or inspect books,

accounts, records, weighing machines, or other things, or to

enter or inspect the mine or the workings thereof.

The above provisions of the C. A. 1881 as to relief against

forfeiture for breach of covenant do not affect the law relating

to re-entry or forfeiture or relief in_case_ of non-payment of

rent (/•).

Where the lessor is proceeding by action or otherwise to

lessee. enforce a right of re-entry or forfeiture in respect of a head-

lease, the Court has power, on the application of an under-

lessee, to vest in him the property comprised in the lease, for

the whole term of the head-lease or any less term, upon such

conditions as to rent, &c., as the Court thinks fit, subject

only is) to this, that the underlessee cannot require a lease to

be granted to him for any longer term than he had under the

sub-lease (0- Sect. 4 of the C. A. 1892 operates as a pro-

vision for the relief of an underlessee, if blameless, against

forfeiture of the head-lease for any reason, not only for

breaches of covenant in respect of which the head-lessee

could be relieved ; and accordingly an underlessee has been
relieved where the head-lease was forfeited for non-payment
of rent [u) or for breach of a covenant against assign-

ment (.r).

(r) C. A. 1881, s. 14, sub-s. (8). that sect. 14 of C. A. 1881 did not

(s) Eivart v. Fryer, [1901] 1 Cli. so apply : Burt v. Gray, [1891] 2

499. Q. B. 98.

{t) C. A. 1S92 {oo & 56 Vict. . . ., „ ;, nnno i

c. 13), s. 4. Tins section applies x B fiOl
expressly to an underlessee of

part only of the property included (^) Imray v. Oakshette, [1897]

in the head-lease. It was held 2 Q. B. 218.
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It will be remembered that a breach of covenant in respect Breach of

of any part of the property demised renders the tenant 1:^0"!'
liable to be ejected from the tcholc, even if parts of the

property comprised in the lease have become vested in

different persons: and, therefore, where the same lease

contains several houses let at separate rents, a provision is

sometimes inserted that a breach of covenant or non-payment
of rent in respect of any house shall give a right of entry iu

respect of that house only.

In building or mining leases prior to 1882 it was proper

to guard the lessee against forfeiting his lease on committing
a breach of covenant not occasioning any serious damage to

the lessor. This was effected by declaring that no breach

of any covenant, other than the covenant for payment of rent

and other specified covenants, should occasion forfeiture until

the lessor had given notice to the lessee, and the latter had
omitted for a definite time to remedy the breach and make
full pecuniary compensation to the lessor. Another plan was

sometimes followed, namely, of providing that the power of re-

entry sliould not arise (except on breach by non-payment of

rent, &c.) until the lessor had brought an action and obtained

damages for the breach. This plan was open to the obvious

objection, that it might cause great expense by rendering two

actions necessary, one for damages and another for ejectment.

Occasionally the question arises whether a landlord can Waiver of,

allow the tenant to commit a breach of covenant without tocomniit,

prejudice to his right of re-entry in ease of any future breach breach of

of covenant. There are two cases for consideration : ,^/'.n7, naut(y).

where the landlord is asked to pardon a past breach of

covenant, as, for instance, where the tenant has not kept up

the insurance in conformity witli his covenant, and on tlie

discovery of his omission makes a proper insm-ance, and asks

the landlord to condone his omission ; .second, where a tenant

applies beforehand for leave to commit a breach, as, for

instance, if he wishes to insure in an office different from the

one in which he ought to insure according to his covenant.

(?/) SeeGoodeve, R. 1'. ITd.

K.T.C. 17
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Waiver of In the first place, where he applies for pardon for a past

breach : breach of covenant, there is no difficulty ; all that the land-

"Im- lord has to do is to accept rent knowing of the breach of

^'^®'^""
j covenant; the acceptance of rent precludes him from ever

[ claiming a forfeiture for the breach unless the breach con-

i tinues {Penton v. Barnett, [1898] 1 Q. B. 276) (c). No

writing of any sort is necessary ; but occasionally it may be

advisable to mention in the receipt for rent that the landlord

is aware of and has forgiven the breach of covenant. The

reason of the rule appears to be that, when ejectment is

brought, the landlord's case is that on a certain day he had

a right to the possession of the land, owing to the tenant's

interest having determined on or before that day ; and hj

the acceptance of rent the landlord admits that the tenancy

still exists {Goodright v. Davids, Cowp. 803 ; Co. Lit. 211 h).

The rule that acceptance of rent by a landlord, knowing

of a breach of covenant, is a waiver of the forfeiture, should

always be borne in mind when it is intended to bring eject-

ment against a tenant for breach of covenant. In this case

no rent accrued due after the breach has been committed

must be accepted.

Probably one of the most efficacious methods of frightening

a troublesome tenant is to serve him with notice under sect. 14

of the C. A. 1881, of any breach of covenant committed by

him, at the same time informing him that in consequence of

it the landlord will refuse to accept his rent. He will pro-

bably apply to his solicitor to know the meaning of his land-

lord's conduct, and will be informed that it is the preliminary

to an ejectment.

"Actual" j^ j^a,v be remarked that actual waiver of the benefit of
[a).

J

(z) But it does not prevent him sioner's right of re-entry for

from maintaining an action for non-payment of rent, under the

damages for the breach: Gronin Common Law Procedure Act, 1852

T. Rogers, 1 Cab. & El. 348. Where (15 & 16 Vict. c. 76), s. 210, which

the amount realised by a distress is still in force : Thomas v. Lvlham,

for rent leaves one half-year's [1895] 2 Q. B. 400,

rent due, the distress does not
-d i-, i-/. i

—
0,1 (aj See Groodeve, E. IM < 6, In.

operate as a waiver of the rever- ^
'
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DEFEASANCE. 250

any covenant or condition in a lease by the landlord only

operates as a waiver with respect to the particular breach to

which it has reference (b) ; though formerly it had the effect

of destroying the right of re-entry for any subsequent breach.

In the second case, where the landlord wishes to grant Licence to

permission beforehand to the tenant to commit a breach of ^°™™^^
*

, , ^
future

covenant, the permission, generally called a licence, to be breach,

effectual at law, must be granted under seal, unless the lease

authorises it to be granted in some other manner {c) ; but it

should be remarked that a landlord who has given permission

not under seal to commit a breach, would formerly have been

restrained by the Court of Chancery from taking advantage

of the breach ; and as the defendant can now set up his

equitable defence at law by virtue of the Judicature Act,

1873, s. 24, it is not now necessary, though it is the practice,

in cases of importance, to grant the licence by deed.

Formerly, if a licence was given to commit a breach of Defea-

eovenant, or if a covenant or condition was once actually

waived, the proviso for re-entry was destroyed (d). To

avoid this inconvenient result, the practice was adopted of

the tenant executing a deed of defeasance at the time when

the licence was given to him. By the defeasance the

tenant granted to the landlord a new power of re-entry, on

breach of the condition mentioned in the defeasance, a con-

dition which was a copy of that in the original lease, mutatis

mutandis. The effect of the Law of Property Amendment

Act, 1859, commonly known as Lord St. Leonards' Act

(22 & 23 Vict. c. 35), ss. 1, 2, and the Law of Property

Amendment Act, 1860 (23 & 24 Vict. c. 38), s. 6 (Goodeve,

E. P. 176, 177), is to alter the rule of law and to dispense

with the need of a defeasance.

[h) Due cl. Boscawen v. Bliss, 4 8 B. & C. 308 ;
Rkhardson v.

Taunt. 735 ; see Law of Property Evans, 3 Madd. 21S
;
Dor v. Har-

Amendment Act, 1860 (23 & 24 rison, 2 T. E. 425.

Yict. c. 38), s. 6, set out in Good- {d) See Dumpor'a Case, 1 Sm.

eve, E. P. 177. T-'- C. and notes. This was not so

(c) Doc d. Ecnnihr v. Watt, in the case of an impiied waiver.

17 (2)
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Who are

bound to

perform
lessee's

cove-

nants (e).

A'*si<ras—

rules in

Spriictr's

Case.

The next questions for our cousideration are : Who is

bound to perform, the covenants contained in the lease, and

who has the benefit of them ?

The original lessee and his representatives are always

personally (/) liable on the covenants entered into by him,

even if the term has been assigned, and that even if the

assign becomes bankrupt and the trustee in bankruptcy dis-

claims the lease. {Smyth v. North, L. R. 7 Ex. 24:2.) This

is sometimes an important practical question where the lease

contains onerous covenants, as, for instance, to rebuild a

house in case of fire ; for, even if the original lessee has long

since parted with the lease, still he or his representatives are

bound to perform the covenant. (See Goodeve, R. P. 168.)

The question whether the assigns of the original lessee

are bound as between themselves and the lessor to perform

the lessee's covenants appears to depend on the natm-e of the

covenant. {Spencers Case, 5 Eep. 16 a ; 1 Sm. L. C.) A
covenant which extends to '• a thing i)i esse parcel of the

demise,'' binds the assigns whether they be named or not.

As an example of this, take a covenant to repair in a lease

of an existing house—here the tenant for the time being is

bound to repair according to the covenant, whether assigns

are named or not.

A covenant which concerns something to be newly done

on the thing demised, will bind the assign if he be named

in the covenant, but not otherwise. Suppose that, in the

lease of a piece of land, the lessee covenants to build a house

on it ; his assign is bound to perform the covenant if the

lessee covenants "/or himself and his assigns,^' but not other-

wise. Thus (g) a covenant by the lessee for himself, '' his

executors and administrators "—not adding *' and assigns "

—

" that he, his executors, administrators, and assigns " will

build, would not bind the assigns (h).

{e) See this subject fully dis-

cussed in Goodeve, E. P. 168

et sfq.

(/) Ifarris v. Boots, dr., [1904]

2 Ch. 376.

(y) See Goodeve, E. P. 172 ».

(A) But a covenant to keep new
liuildings m repair (if they are



ASSIGNS. 'JGl

a
A eovenaut which has nothing- to do with llie tl

demised, or, to nse technical language, which is .sinip/i/

collateral, does not bind the assign, even if he be named in

it. As, for instance, if the lessee of a farm covenants for

himself " and his assigns " to pay a sum annually to the

churchwardens, or to build a wall on or to pay taxes, &e.,

in respect of land not parcel of the demise (/), his assigns are

not bound to do so.

The position of the assign of a lease containing onerous

covenants is, however, better than that of the original lessee

;

for the assign is only liable in damages for breaches of

covenant committed while he holds the land, but the original

lessee is liable in damages for all breaches during the term.

When we say that the assign is liable only for breaches of

covenant committed while he holds the land, we must be

understood to be speaking of the remedy by action for

damages only ; for the landlord can distrain for rent due,

or recover possession for any forfeiture committed before the

assignment. As soon as the assign assigns over the land, his

liability as between himself and the landlord with respect to

any future breach ceases, even if he assign to a pauper ; but

he may be liable to indemnify the person who assigned to

him against future breaches under his covenant for indemnity

contained in the assignment to him. {Ante, p. 13u.)

In cases where the assigns of the lessee are bound to

perform his covenants, onh^ those assigns are bound who

take the whole estate of the lessee. A person who takes

possession of the land with the assent of the lessee without

taking an assignment of the term, an equitable mortgagee,

and a person taking an equitable assignment of the term,

are not liable to an action for damages on breach of cove-

nant (/.•). It must, however, be remembered that, if tlie

erected), there being no covenant {i) Oower y . Fostmaster-Otmral,

to erect them, binds the assigns 57 L. T. 527.

even if not named: MinshuU v. (A-) Moore v. Greg, 2 Ph. 717;

Oakes, 2 H. & N. 793. Cox v. Bishop, 8 De G. M. & G.
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Who is

bound to

perform,
and
ont it-led to

benefit of,

lessor's

cove-

nants.

Who has
benefit of

lessee's

covenants.

covenant is negative in effect, an}' person in possession of

the land, "whether as assign of the whole estate of the

lessee, or as under-lessee {Hall v. Eicin, 37 Ch. D. 74), or

merely under an equitable title (see Luko' v. Dennis, 7 Ch.

D. 227), may be restrained by injunction from breaking it,

and that he cannot defend himself by alleging want of notice

of the covenant, as it is his duty to inquire into the title of

the lessee (/). The landlord can always distrain for non-

payment of rent ; and, if the lease contains a power of re-

entry on breach of co"S'enant, can recover possession on the

breach happening.

The obligation of performing the lessor's covenants, with

respect to the subject-matter of a lease made after 1881, is

annexed to the reversion immediately expectant on the term

granted by the lease, and may be enforced against the person

entitled to the reversion so far as the lessor has power to

bind the reversion by the person in whom the term is from

time to time vested, i.e., the legal owner of the term, and may
also be enforced against the lessor, notwithstanding that he

has assigned the reversion (ni). See the C. A. 1881, s. 11.

Probably the effect of the enactment is to render it unneces-

sary for the lessor to covenant for " his assigns " except in

cases where the covenants affect land not comprised in the

lease ; but it does not alter the old law as to the class of

covenants the burden of which runs with the land (n) . (See

as to the burden of tlie lessor's covenants, Goodevo, R. P. 174.)

The question, who is entitled to tlie benefit of the lessee's

covenants, is rather difficult. (See Groodeve, E. P. 173.)

At Common Law the Rule was extremely inconvenient

;

the doctrine being that, thougli an estate could be assigned.

815 ; West v. JJohh, L. K. 4 Q. E.

634 ; 5 Q. B. 460.

(l) Parker v. W/tyte, 1 H. & M.

167. Even a mere occupier,

having notice of restrictive cove-

nants, lias been restrained by-

injunction from violiitinj;: tliem :

Mander v. Falcke, [1891] 2 Ch.

554 ; Wilson v. Hart, L. E. 1 Cli.

463.

(m) Siuart v. J<nj, [1904] 1

K. B. 362.

(») Davis V. Toivii Properties,

.Lt., Limited, [1903] 1 Ch. 797.
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a contract could not ; or, as it is expressed in Iho preamble

of the statute (32 Hen. 8, c. 34) passed to remedy the evil,

" no stranger to any covenant, action, or condition can take

any advantage or benefit of the same by any means or ways

in the law, but only such as be parties or privies thereto."

To consider an example : The lessee of a house covenanted

to keep it in repair ; the lessor sold his reversion, but ho

could not assign the benefit of the covenant, so that on

breach of covenant by the tenant, the new landlord could not

bring an action in his own name ; the only method that he

could adopt would be to obtain permission from the original

lessor to bring it in his name. At the time of the Reforma-

tion, when a large part of the Church lands fell into lay

hands, this inconvenience attracted notice, and an Act was

passed (32 Hen. 8, c. 34) w-hich in substance gave the "heirs,

executors, administrators, and assigns " of the lessor the

same remedy against the " lessees, their executors, adminis-

trators, and assigns " as the original lessor had against the

original lessee ; and in like manner gave the same remedy to

the executors, administrators and assigns of the lessee against

the heirs, executors, administrators and assigns of the lessor

in respect of the covenants entered into by the original lessor

as the original lessee had against him (o).

A difficulty arose in the application of this statute to

leases granted under a }>ower of leasing contained in a strict

settlement {pod, p. 413) ; for the remainderman is not the

assign, and may not be the heir, of the donee of the power.

It was, however, decided that in such cases the lease, which

took effect as a declaration of the use, was carved out of the

estate of the grantee to uses, and that therefore every

remainderman was an aj^sign within the meaning of the

Act {p).

A further difficulty arose. The covenant ran with the

reversion ; but, if that reversion was destroyed, no person

(o) Gooclevc, E. \\ ITo. ll"il^y v. Scot, Lollt, ;J1(!: Ishir-

( /*) WJiithick's Ca^r, N }\(-[u «i9 /- : "w,r/ v. Ohlkiu,,,-, :; M. & S. 382.
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Severance
of rever-

sion.

could enforce the covenants. For example, if A. leases to B.

for ninety-nine years, and then B. leases to C. for twenty-one

years, and B.'s term is surrendered to A., the reversion,

viz. B.'s term, to which the covenants entered into by C. are

incident is gone, and A. had no remedy on them. Several

ineffectual attempts were made by Parliament to obviate this

inconvenience {q) ; but now by the C. A. 1881 (s. 10), the

rent and the benefit of the covenants and conditions contained

in a lease (r) made after 1881 and having reference to its

subject-matter, and to be observed or performed by the lessee,

are annexed to the reversion immediately expectant on the

term granted by the lease, and can be recovered and enforced

by the person from time to time entitled, subject to the term,

to the income of the land leased. This enables the person

entitled to the income, i.e., the owner, whether legal or

equitable, of the reversion, to sue for rent or breach of cove-

nant (s)

.

Where the reversion created by a lease made after 1881

is severed, the lessee's covenants having reference to the

subject-matter of the lease can be enforced by each rever-

sioner, so far as they relate to his reversion ; and the benefit

of the lessor's covenants having reference to the subject-

matter of the lease can be enforced against each reversioner

so far as they relate to his reversion (f).

The provisions usually inserted in a lease vary so materially

according to the nature of the property that it is difficult to

give any detailed analysis of a lease that would be of use to

(7) Thi3 Landlord and Tenant

Act, 1730 (4 Geo. 2, c. 28), s. 6
;

8 & 9 Vict. c. 106, s. 9. Sec

Goodeve, E. P. 174.

(r) Including an agreement for

a lease of which the person seeking

relief would be entitled to specific

performance : Manchester' Brewery

Co. V. Coombs, [1901] 2 Ch. 608.

(s) As to the right of action

against a lessee being a chose in

action and assignable in equity or

under the Judicature Act, 1873,

s. 25, see Manchester Brewery Co.

V. Coombs, sup.

{t) C. A. 1881, ss. 10, 11.

Mayor, &c. of Swansea v. Thomas,

1 Q. B. D. 48 ; Baynton v. Morgan,

21 Q. B. D. 101 ; 22 Q. B. D. 74.
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the reader. The usual clauses may perhaps be arranged as

follows (see form in Stud. Prec. 26) :

—

1. Parties. Analysis

2. Recitals (when necessary). " ^"^"'

3. Consideration.

4. Demise.

5. Parcels—easements, licences, &c.

6. Reservations and Exceptions, if any (see ante, p. 103),

7. Habendum.

8. Reddendum.

9. Lessee's covenants.

10. Power of distress (if inserted) and proviso for

re-entry.

11. Lessor's covenants.

To consider these in order

:

1. It is not unusual after naming the parties to describe rartics.

them as " lessor " and " lessee " or " landlord " and " tenant

"

respectively at the commencement of the lease, and to define

these words, either there or at the end of the lease, as

including, in the case of a lessor seised in fee, " his heu-s (u)

and assigns ;
" or, if he be a termor, his " executors, adminis-

trators, and assigns ;
" or, if he grant the lease under a power,

"the person or persons for the time being entitled to the

reversion of the premises hereby demised expectant on the

term hereby granted," adding, in either case, "where the

context so requires or admits ;
" and, in the case of the lessee,

as including "his executors, administrators, and assigns,

where the context so requires or admits." Where this is

done, the words " heirs and assigns," or " executors, admmis-

trators, and assigns " will be omitted throughout ; but the

lessee will generally covenant " for liimsolf and liis assigns
"

(u) It may be argued that, as representatives, they ought to be

by the L. T. A. 1897, s. 1, the re- included in the doBnition. but this

version will, on the death of the appears to be hardly necessary,

lessor, devolve on his personal
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[atitc, p. 260), and, if the covenants by the lessor relate to

land not demised by the lease, he will covenant " for himself

and his assigns."

Eccitab. -J. If is unusual to insert recitals in the lease. Even where

the lease is granted by "vdrtue of a power contained in a will

or marriage settlement, instead of reciting the instrument

creating the power, we refer to it in the operative part of the

lease. Where tlie property is in mortgage, and both mort-

gagor and mortgagee concur in the lease, no notice is taken

of the relation between the parties ; but the mortgagee
" demises at the request of" the mortgagor, who "demises

and confirms." Where an underlease is to be made, and the

original lease contains a covenant not to underlet without

licence, the usual method is for the original lessor to give his

licence to underlet by a separate document ; but he may be

made a party to the underlease, in which case the demise is

made by the under-lessor " with the consent of " the original

lessor ; and usually the head-lease is recited, so as to show

that the underlease could not be granted without the licence

of the original lessor. (1 K. & E. 764, note {c).)

3. The consideration is generally stated to be " the rent

(or ' rents and royalties ') and covenants on the part of the

lessee, hereinafter reserved and contained."

4. In old leases several operative words are employed, as

" demise, set, lease, and to farm let ;
" but the only operative

word used in modern practice is " demise," or " let," except

in the case of a lease under an express power, where the word
'' appoint" is sometimes added.

Paicils. 5. The parcels should be carefully described; and it is

generally convenient to describe them by reference to a plan,

j
Formerly short " general words " followed the parcels, but as

' a lease is a "conveyance" within the C. A. 1881 (see s. 2 (v)),

they are now omitted in reliance on the Act (s, 6). If the

j)roperty comprised in the lease has not been usually severed

in enjoyment from the adjoining land of the lessor, care

should be taken to specify the easements, if any, which tlie

lessee is to enjoy over such adjoining land.

Considera-

tion.

Demise.
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A lessee for years has no right to do any act which nmounts Liberty to

to waste ; if therefore it be intended that he should bo iit ^vahtc

liberty to do so, it should be distinctly specified what waste

he is to be at liberty to commit. A list of the various forms,

of waste will be found in Co. Lit. 53 n, and in Woodfall's

Landlord and Tenant (pp. 046 et scq.).

In building or agricultural leases the only easement or Licen-

licence that is commonly met witli is the grant of a right of ^^ ^^''

way : in mining leases the licences are of great importance.

The most common are the following :

—

(a) To work the mines.

(b) To make works, such as engine-houses, spoil-banks, &c.

(c) To quarry stone.

(d) To dig clay and make bricks.

(e) To use water.

(f) To make railways and other roads.

(g) Instroke, or the right to work the demised miue

through adjoining mines.

(h) Outstroke, or the right to work adjoining mines

through the demised mines.

(i) Power to let down the surface by mining operations.

In the absence of such a power, which is not very generally Ri>rht of

inserted, the lessee cannot work the mines so as to let down "^q^^^t to

the surface (y). Such a right may, however, be implied from support,

the terms of the grant or lease ; it is a question of construc-

tion in each case (s). But the fact that the lease contains a

provision for compensating the owner of the surface for

subsidence is not of itself sufficient to take away the owner's

prima facie right to support {a).

{x) None of the " liceuccs
"

[z) Bishop Aucklaiul, Ac. Soc.\.

mentioned in th.e text are strictly ButterJawirle Collien/ Co., [1904]

speaking "licences"; they are
'2Cli. 419.

profits d prendre or easements,
^^ . ^^.^^^ SharUton Col-

Goodeve, E. P. 345.
^ n- .. ; ; oo

, X ^ . rr, 1 ,' K lieries ( o. V. ]] esimorland, 82
(y) Davis v. Treharne, b App. ""'*^''

Tas. 460. T,. T. 725 ; [1904] _' Ch. 443 „.
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The grant of licences in mining leases is usually followed

by a provision that in the user of the licences the lessees shall

do as little damage as possible to the lessor or the surface of

the land.

Occasionally a licence is given without any estate in the

land. For example, in some parts of the country it is the

custom, instead of granting mining leases, to grant a mere

licence to enter upon the lands and win and take away the

minerals. Where this course is adopted it must be care-

fully stated whether the licence is to be exclusive or not,

i.e., whether the licensee is to be the only person entitled to

win minerals (i).

6. The reservation of rights, easements and profits a prendre

is inserted immediately after the parcels, while the reservation

of rents follows the habendum {ante, p. 104).

The principal reservations are, in leases of houses :

—

(a) The right of drainage from adjoining houses belong-

ing to the lessor through the demised premises.

(b) Rights of way.

(c) Timber, with or without power to cut it.

In agricultural leases :

—

(a) Timber, with the right to enter, fell, and carry away.

(b) Minerals, with power to enter, get, make merchant-

able, and carry away {c).

(c) Sporting rights [d). A right to kill hares and

rabbits concurrently with the occupier of the

land may be reserved to the lessor, but the

reservation, so far as it pui-ports to exclude the

[h) Neu'liy v. Harrison, 1 J. &
H. 393 ; Carr v. Benson, L. E. 3

Oh. 524 ; see Duke of Sutherland

V. Heatltrot,, [1891] 3 Ch. 504;

[1892J 1 Cli. 475, where the cases

are discussed.

(c) As to the meaning of

"minerals," see cases collected

in 1 K. & E. 804.

{(I) Doe d. Douglas v. Lock, 2

A. & E. 743 ; Wickham v. Hawker,

7 M. & ^N. 63 ; Eimrt v. Graham,

7 H. L. C. 331 ; Hooper v. Clark,

L. E. 2 Q. B. 200. See as to

overstocking, Farrer v. Nelson,

15 Q. B. D. 258.
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occupier {e) from the rights conferred on liiin Ijy

the Ground Game Act, 1880 (43 & 44 Vict,

c. 47) s. 1, will bo void (/), though it is not

thereby invalidated as regards winged game (//).

In the absence of reservation a lessor has no right

either to fish (//) or kill game (/) on land com-

prised in the lease.

In mining leases :

—

(a) Coal for barriers, &c.

(b) All minerals not comprised in the demise, with full

powers of working, and liberty for that purpose

to use the lessee's works.

(c) To dig clay and quarry stone for the lessor's private

use.

(d) To use lessee's tramways.

(e) To enter and inspect the lessee's workings.

A provision should be made that the lessor in using the

reservations shall do as little damage as possible to the lessee.

7. The haheiuUun is " to the lessee, his executors, adminis- iiahen-

trators, and assigns, for the term of years, from the ^"'"-

day of ." The words "lessee, his executors,

administrators, and assigns," are often omitted.

Sometimes the term is made determinable at the option

of one or either of the parties—this is the common case of a

lease for seven, fourteen, or twenty-one years. The exercise

of this option by the lessee does not relieve him fi-om liability

for breaches of covenant akeady committed, even though there

is no reservation of the lessor's rights (/•). In the case of an

underlease which is intended to comprise practically all the

interest of the original lessee, the term of the uuderlejise is

(e) Even if tho occupier is also {<]) Stautvn v. lirowi,, [1900] 1

the owner: Anderson v. Vicanj, U- -iJ- o' •

^ _ _ (h) Jones V. Unvirs, 8G \j. 1.

[1900] 2 Q. B. 287.
^^^

'

(/) Sect. 3, even if given for
^-^ I'ochin v. Smiih, o'l J. V. -1.

valuable consideration : SJierrard (Z^-) Bhre v. fUuUui, [inn:{] 1

y. f{a>^runj,)c, [HK)0] 2 Q. V<. 27:1. K. V,. XtG.
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made to determine a few days before the original lease, so as

to leave a reversion in him ; because an underlease for the

whole of the residue of the original term operates as an assign-

ment and not as a sub-demise, so that the original lessee,

having no reversion, cannot distrain for rent or sue the under-

lessee on his covenants (/).

8. The reddendum specifies the amount of rents and

royalties, and the times at which they become payable. An
additional rent is sometimes made payable on the doing

of some specified act by the tenant, or on his omitting to

perform some specified covenant. Thus it is not uncommon
to reserve an additional rent of £10 per acre if the tenant

ploughs up old meadoAV land ; the object being to prevent

the tenant from committing the act, the additional rent is

placed so high as to render it extremely improbable that it

would bo to his advantage to incur it. (2 K. & E. 805.)

Sometimes, where the lessee covenants to insm'e, and there

is power to the lessor to insiu-e on his default, an additional

rent equal to the moneys paid by the lessor for insurance is

reserved, so as to enable him to recover the moneys by distress.

(See the form, 2 K. & E. 714.)

Where an additional rent {in) is made payable on breach of

covenant and there is a proviso for re-entry on breach, the

lessor may have an oiotion, if a breach of covenant occurs,

either to recover the additional rent or to proceed by action

to recover possession : Weston v. Manatjers of Met. Asylum

Distfiet, 8 a. B. D. 387 ; 9 Q. B. D. 404. But this depends

on the form of the lease, for it may appear from the terms

of the lease that the lessee is to have a right to do the act on

payment of the additional rent ; see French v. Macule^ 2 Dr.

& War. 274, and Legh v. Lillie, 6 H. k^ N. 165, both cited in

Norton on Deeds, 503, 504.

A rent is an ascertained sum ; but tlie amount of a

(/) Lewis V. Baker, [1904J 1 Ch.

46.

[m) As to relief against payment

of additional rent in equity as

being a penalty, see IViJJmn \.

Love, [1896] 1 Q. B. 626. As to

the restriction on penal rents in

the case of agricultural tenancies,

SCO the Agricultural Holdings Act,

1!)00 (63 it 64 Yiet. c. 50), s. 6.
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royalty or galeage rent, which is a sum to be paid in respect

of every ton or other certain quantity of minerals raised, or

in respect of every 1,000 bricks sold, or the like, depends on

the act of the tenant. It is obvious that, as tlie amount of a

royalty depends entirely on the amount of minerals, &c.

worked by the tenant, it is desirable that there should be a

fixed minimum payment. This is generally effected by
reserving a fixed rent, called a "dead rent," as well as a <«Dpad

royalty. reut."

A " render" is where a certain proportion of the minerals Roiuior.

themselves are to be delivered to the lessor.

A " footage " or " acreage " rent is a rent payable per acre Footage

a foot thick of minerals, and so in proportion for a greater or ^^ iicreagc

less thickness.

A " way-leave rent " is a sum payable according to the Way-leave

quantity of minerals di-awn over specified roads or tramways. '''^°^'

A " spoil-bank rent " is a sum payable according to the Spoii-

quantity of rubbish deposited. ^'""^ '"''"*•

A clause called a " strike clause " is often inserted in strike

mining leases, and provides for the total or partial cessor of
'^''''"•'*'"-

the rents during a strike, or during a lock-out made with the

approval of the local mining association.

In cases where the lessee is allowed to raise in each year Average

such a quantity of minerals as would produce royalties equal ^li""^-

to the dead rent without paying any royalty, a clause, called

an " average clause," is ofteu added, providing that, if the

lessee raises in any year a less quantity of minerals than

would produce royalties equal to the dead rent, he may make

up the deficiency in the next two or tliree (as may be

arranged) succeeding years without paying royalties for it.

The days on which the rent and royalties are to be paid Time of

must be stated. It is generally proper to stipulate for the P"J'"^"" •

last quarterly or half-yearly payment to be paid a short time

(say a calendar month) in advance, as this enables the lessor

to distrain for the rent before the determination of the lease.

It is also convenient to stipulate that, if the lease be deter-

mined by re-entry by the landlord for breach of covenant, a
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proportionate part of tlie rent up to the day of entry shall be

paid.

It is the practice in some places to insert in leases of manu-

facturing premises a provision suspending the rent during

rebuilding in case of destruction by fire or tempest, or

inevitable accident. See, as to the meaning of " inevitable

accident," Saner v. Bilton, 7 Ch. D. 815 ; Manchester Bonded

Warehouse Co. v. Carr, 5 C. P. D. 507, 513.

Where the lessor is seised in fee, the rent is generally

reserved to him, " his heirs and assigns," unless these words

are omitted in reliance on an interpretation clause. If the

estate be in settlement, and the lease be made under a power

contained in the settlement, or under any of the statutory

powers, there is an apparent difficulty in seeing to whom the

reservations should be made, as the person who becomes

entitled by virtue of the settlement on the death of the lessor

may not be his heir. It is settled, however
(
Whitlock^s Case,

8 Co. Kep. 69 h), that if the reservation be made to the lessor

and his heirs, or to the lessor and to every person to whom

the inheritance or reversion shall appertain during the term,

it shall in either case be good, for the law will distribute

it to any one to whom any limitation of the use is made.

But in the same case it was agreed that the best way is

to reserve the rent generally, i.e., not to any particular

person, and to allow the law to make the distribution. (See

Shep. Touch. 115.)

9. As already stated, the nature of the covenants contained

in a lease depends entirely upon the nature of the property.

"We intend, therefore, to discuss only a few of the more

important.

I. Covenants for payments by lessee of

(a) Rent.

(/3) Rates and taxes.

II. Covenants having reference to keeping up the value of

the property with respect to

(7) Repairs.
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(S) Insurance.

(?) Waste, altering the nature of the property.

(i^) Using premises in a certain manner only.

(tj) State in whicli property is to be delivered up.

III. Miscellaneous.

(9) Not to assign or underlet.

The reader may ask—Why is it necessary to insert Reason for

covenants for the payment of rent or against the commission tbelessee's

of waste, since in the absence of such covenants the landlord cove-

has his remedy by action against the tenant for the time

being ? The answer is that, by the insertion of the cove- I

nants, the lessor obtains a personal remedy against the lessee

even after he has assigned the lease {n) . If the lessee assigns
'

the land, and the assign commits waste, the landlord may, if

he thinks fit, bring an action against the lessee on his

covenant. The personal remedy against the lessee is of

additional use, for the following reason :
" Where the law

creates a duty or charge, and the party is disabled to perform

it, without any default in him, and hath no remedy over,

there the law will excuse him. As in the case of waste, if

the house be destroyed by tempest or by enemies, the lessee is

excused. But when the party, by his own contract, creates

a duty or charge upon himself, he is bound to make it good,

if he may, notwithstanding any accident by inevitable

necessity, because he might have provided against it by his

contract; and therefore, if the lessee covenant to repau- a

house, though it be bui-nt by lightning, or thrown down by

enemies, yet he ought to repair it" (o). It is also con-

venient for the lessee to know the principal obligations thi'owu

on him.

(») Auriol V. Mills, 4T. E. 94. dine v. Jane, Alepi. 2G
;

S. C,

See as to the effect on the cove- Stj^ 47, ShuhrkJc v. Salmond, 3

nant of surrender of part of lease, Burr. 1G37 ;
Bullock v. Dommiit.

Baynton v. Morijan, 22 Q. 13. D. 6 T. E. 650; see also Manchester

74_ Bonded Warehouse Co. v. Carr,

(o) Prince Rupcrfs Case, Para- o C. P. T>. oOi.

E.T.C.
18
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Rent. (cc) Although the words "yielding and paying" in the

reservation of the rent amount to an express covenant by
the lessee for payment (p), it is the practice to insert a

Accounts, covenant for payment. Where the lessor is to receive

royalties, the lessee should covenant to weigh and keep

accounts of the working of the minerals, and to allow the

lessor to be present at the weighing, and to inspect the

accounts or an abstract of them, and to take copies of them.

If there are extensive underground workings, the lessee

should be bound to keep acem-ate plans, and to deliver copies

free from expense (or at cost price) to the lessor.

Rates and (/3) It is often intended that the tenant shall pay all rates
taxes. (7. and taxes. A stipulation that the tenant shall, as between

himself and the landlord, bear the landlord's share of the

j)roperty-tax, or pay the tithe rent charge (>•), would be

void (s) ; but the same end might probably be attained, as

regards the former, by reserving a larger rent than that

actually intended to be paid, with a proviso for a variation in

amount with the variation of the property-tax. [Colhron v.

Travers, 12 C. B. N. S. 181.) The most sweeping words for

including all rates and taxes are " all rates, taxes, duties,

charges, assessments, and outgoings whatsoever, whether

parliamentary, parochial, local, or of any other description

which are now or may at any time hereafter be assessed,

charged, or imposed upon the demised premises or on the

{p) Hdlier v. Caslard, 1 Sid. (s) The Income Tax Act, 1842

266; Porter \\Swetnam,8ty. 406; (5 & 6 Yict. c. 35), ss. 73, 103.

see Norton on Deeds, 486. An agreement that if the tenant

(5) The cases on the construe- will continue to pay his rent in

tion of covenants to pay rates and full without any deduction in

taxes, &c. are collected in 28 Sol. respect of landlord's property-tax

J. 778, 787, 795, 803, 814 ; 43 Sol. paid by him, the lancUord will

J. 4; 1 K. & E. 716. See also repay to the tenant all sums which
Fawcett, L. & T. 386 ; 7 Encycl. he has paid or shall pay for the

Tree. 89—100. tax, is not contrary to the Act

:

(r) Tithe Act, 1891 (54 & 55 Lamh v. Breivster,4 Q. B. J). 220,

Vict. c. 8), s. 1 ; Luclloio v. Pike, 607.

[1904] 1 K. B. 531.
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owner or occupier in respect thereof." Wlien it is intended

that the landlord should, so far as the law admits, take his

rent without any deduction, the words " or on the owner "

should not be omitted : for it has been held that if an Act of

Parliament directs a rate to be assessed " on the owner " of

the premises, and the words in question arc inserted, the

tenant is bound to indemnify the landlord against the rate

;

but, on the other hand, if these words are omitted, and the

tenant covenants only to pay the rates, &c, imposed " on the

demised premises," or " on the tenant or occupier in respect

thereof," he is not liable (t). In a short lease any "sums
recoverable from the lessor by any local or public authority

under the provisions of the Public Health Acts or Metropolis

Management Acts" are sometimes excluded (u).

Occasionally the lessor covenants to pay the rates and

taxes. In this case, if the rateable value of the property is

at the time when the lease is granted, or afterwards becomes,

larger than the rent payable to the landlord, the tenant who
pays the rates, &c. in the first instance, is only allowed to

deduct so mneli as is payable in respect of the rent payable

to the landlord, and not the total simi payable. (Smif/i v.

Ilinnble, 15 0. B. 321.)

(7) The covenants with respect to repairs inserted in the Repairw

lease of a house are

—

^'^"

1st. To repair and keep the premises in good repair.

{t) Tklsivdl V. n7r/Y//-orf//,L.E. (») Sec StocMnlv v. Jschcrhen/,

2 C. P. 326 ; EawliiKjs v. 7?r%.'«, [li»01] 1 K. B. 447, for an instance

3 C. P. D. 368; AUvm v. JJirkiii- of the liardshiii arising from the

so;/, 9 Q. B. D. 632. Tenants have omission of this provision. As to

got off where no such word has the liability of a tenant holclin*!;

occurred as " charge," " duty," or over at the expiration of his len.se.

" outgoings," or where there have see Harris v. I/ickinan, [1904] 1

been nowords extending to charges K. B. 13.

npcm the owner, or where there are {(r) 7 Encycl. Prec. 100. The

words indicating an intention that measure of damages for breach of

the landlord is to pay: per "Wright, a covenant to repair must be the

J.,.S'wnY/M-./?o/;/H.5r)rt,[lS93]2Q.B. damage to the reversion, not the

•53. sum requii'ed to repair : Ih-ndermn

IS (\t)
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2nd. To paint the outside and inside at certain times in a

prescribed manner.

3rd. To allow the lessor to enter and view the premises,

and on his giving written notice of want of repair, to repair

within three months.

It is the almost universal practice for a tenant for a term

of twenty-one years and upwards to covenant to repair

generally, but where the term is less than twenty-one years,

or where the house is of small value, the lessor sometimes

covenants to do substantial repaii's to the walls, drains, and

roof. Though such a covenant by the lessor produces no

inconvenience where he resides near the property or has a

resident agent, it is most inconvenient where this is not the

case ; for, on the tenant stating that repairs are required

according to the covenant, the lessor may be forced to take

a jom'uey for the purpose of ascertaining whether the state-

ment is correct.

It should be remembered that giving notice to repair under

the covenant to repair on notice is a waiver of any forfeiture

that may have happened under the general covenant to repair

[Doe d. Morecmft v. Metix, 4 B. & C. 606) : while a notice to

repair " in accordance with the covenants " of a lease is not

{Few V. Perkins, L. R. 2 Ex. 92).

The repairing covenants in the ease of a farm, mines, or

V. Thorn, [1893] 2 Q. B. 164. In meaning of " good tenantable

estimating the liability in damages repair," see Proudfoot v. Hart, 25

of an underlessce on his covenants, Q. B. D. 42 ; Crawford v. Newton,

the liability of his lessor on the 36 W. E. 54 ; 1 K. & E. 719.

covenants in the head-lease must A lease under the S. L. A. 1890,

be taken into account if the under- s. 7, is invalidated, while a

lessee had notice of the original lease under the S. L. A. 1882,

lease : Conquest v. Ebbetts, [1896] s. 6, is not invalidated, by an ex-

A. C. 490. No damages can be ception of "reasonable wear and

claimed in respect of natural tear." As to the liability to repair

operation of elements on original where there is no express stipula-

faulty construction : Lister Y.Lane, tion, see 7 Encycl. Prec. 100.

[1893] 2 Q. B. 212. As to the
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quarries, respectively, are very different, aud depend upon
the special circumstances of each case.

In a farming- lease the tenant generally covenants to keep

the buildings, gates, hedges, ditches, roads, &c. in rcpau", on

being found specified materials by the lessor. (See as to the

construction of such covenants, Norton on Deeds, 48G.)

In a mining lease the lessee should covenant not to injure

the mines, to protect them from encroachments, to keep the

Avorks in repair, to fence pits and railways, and possibly

to leave certain parts of the minerals unwrought as support

to the surface, or as bulwarks against water from the neigh-

bouring mines. It may be necessary to make some special

provisions as to tramways, and as to the disposal of rubbish

by way of spoil-banks or otherwise.

In the lease of a quarry, where the natiu'c of the working

is to use open pits, so that the whole of the soil above the

stone quarried has to be removed, thus leaving a large hole,

it is sometimes provided that the lessee shall fill up the hole

and replace the surface soil after the stone has been worked,

so as to leave the surface fit for agricidtural purposes. It .

may also be necessary to insert covenants to repair the roads

leading to the quarry.

In the lease of a brickfield the tenant should covenant to

preserve the two top spits of soil, and replace such soil after

the clay has been removed, so as to leave the land fit for

agricultural purposes.

Where the covenant to repair is unqualified, the lessee Destruc-

must repair, even if the premises be burnt down. {Builock ^'^^"
^'-^

V. Dommitt, 6 T. E. 650.) If either lessor or lessee insures,

whether pursuant to a covenant or not, the other of them can

require the Insurance Office to cause the insurance moneys

to be laid out in rebuilding the premises (//), //" the property

insured he a house or buildings situated within the Bills of

{y) Ex parte Gorehj, 4 De G. J. GO, where the facts are more fuUy

& S. 477 ; 5 N. E. 22 ; 13 W. E. stated.
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Mortality, Lut not in other cases unless the lease contains

express provisions as to tlie application of the insurance

moneys. {Edwards y. JFc'.s^, 7 Ch. D. 858 ; Rai/)icr\. Prestou,

14 Ch. D. 297 ;
6'. C, 18 Ch. D. 1.) In all cases it is

advisable, and where part of the property demised consists

of machinery and the like, it is essential, that the covenant

for insurance (1 K. & E. 723) should also provide for the

application of the insurance money in reinstating the pro-

perty. {Lees V. Wlilteley, L. R. 2 Eq. 143.) Where there

is a general covenant to repair by the lessee, and the lessor

voluntarily insm-es in his own name, the lessee has no equity

to compel the lessor to expend in rebuilding the moneys

received from the Insurance Office on the premises being

burnt down, or to restrain the landlord from suing for the

rent till the premises are rebuilt. {Leeds v. CheetJuon, 1 Sim.

146 ; Loft v. Dennis, 1 El. & E. 482.)

nsui-ance
(§) Where the lease, not being an agricultural lease,

comprises buildings, machinery, fm-niture, or other property

that is likely to be damaged by fire, it is a common practice

for the lessee to covenant to insure, and keep them insured,

for a certain sum in an office to be approved by the lessor,

either in the joint names of lessor and lessee, or of one of

them only, with power to the lessor to insure and pay the

premiums in default of the lessee ; and it is usual to secure

the payment of the premiums by an additional rent {(inte,

p. 270), which can be distrained for. The policy may be

left in the custody of the lessee, he covenanting to produce

it and the last receipt for the premiums on demand, and to

lay out all moneys received under the policy in rebuilding.

If the lessor covenants to insure, the lessee should

covenant not to do anything to increase the rate of

insurance.

The covenants which we have hitherto considered are

positire covenants by the lessee, i.e., covenants that he will

do some specified tldng : the covenants of the next two classes

(z) Soe 7 Kncyel. Prcc. lOH.
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are chiefly negative covenants, i.e.^ covenants that ho will

abstain from doing some specified thing.

(e) Before the passing of the Statute of Marlbridge (12G7) Covenanta

(52 Hen. 3), lessees for life or years lay under no prohibition ^^^
of waste at the Common Law because they came in by tlie

act of the lessor, and he might have provided against it in

the lease. (2nd Instit. 145.) By that statute, an action for

damages was given to the landlord ; and by the Statute of

Grloucester (1278) (6 Edw. 1, c. 5, repealed by the Civil

Procedure Acts Repeal Act, 1879, 42 & 43 Vict. c. 59), the

land wasted was made liable to forfeitui-e {a) . In the absence
;

of express contract, a tenant for years is {h), but a yearly

tenant is not (c), bound to refrain from permissive waste.

The covenants intended to restrain the lessee from

committing waste or altering the natm'e of the property

are

—

In the case of a house and pleasure grounds :

(a) Not to alter the frontage or cut the main walls or

timbers of the house.

(b) Not to destroy timber.

In the case of a farm :

(a) Not to break up meadow or pasture.

(b) Not to cut trees.

(c) Not to sell manure or certain crops.

(d) Not to work mines.

In the case of mines :

(a) Not to remove any engines, engine-houses, build-

ings, &c.

(«) The writ of waste was D. 499; Hanutt \. JIu it/and, Ki

abolished by the Eeal Property M. & W. 257 ; notes to /.ewis

Limitation Act, 18:33 (3 & 4 Bowles's Case, in Tud. L. C. R. P.

Will. 4, c. 27), s. 36. The question whether destruction

{b) Goodeve, E. P. 16(3; Co. Lit. of a house by lire is waste is dis-

o3 a ; 2nd Instit. 145 ; notes to cussed in 37 Sol. J. 77.

Greene v. Cole, 2 Wms. Saund. (c) Torriano v. Yottii(j, G Car. &

251; Yelloivly v. Gower, 11 Ex. p. 8; Fawcott, L. & T. 332.

at 293; Darks \. Davies, 38 Ch.
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(b) To remove any buildings built by the lessee that the

landlord may require liim to remove ; and other

covenants of a like nature, varying with the

circumstances of each case.

Covenants (^) In some cases the lessor of a house, especially where he
against

carries on a trade or business in the neisrhbourhood, stipulates
carrying

_ _

o ' r
on trades, for the insertion of a covenant on the part of the lessee not to

use the demised premises, or permit them to be used, for the

same trade or business (d). The observance of a covenant of

this nature can be enforced in Equity against the lessee or an

underlessee (e).

AVhere the lessor has many houses in the neighbourhood,

he often insists on the insertion of a covenant against carrying

on any trade or business, or certain specified trades ; for he

may think that trade being carried on in any one house would

lower the rentals of his adjoining property. There is, perhaps,

no clause in leases which has given rise to so much litigation

as the clause under consideration ; the contest being between

the lessee canying on a particular trade which he alleges not

to be prohibited, and the lessor who contends that it is. (See

the cases collected, Norton on Deeds, 570 ef seq.)

In the older forms of this covenant the plan adopted was

to specify prohibited trades. There is an obvious objection

to this course if the lease be for a long term, as new trades

are constantly invented. In a lease made at the beginning

of the last centmy no one would have introduced a prohi-

bition against refining petroleum ; but that particular trade

is now one of the most dangerous known. The different

' forms that are now in use are, first, a prohibition against

[d) Carrying on a hospital Sim. N. S. 517), or a boarding

{Bramwell v. Lacy, 10 Ch. D. house in connection therewith

691 ; Tod-Heatly v. Benham, 40 {Hohson v. TuUoch, [1898] 1 Ch.

Ch. D. 80 ; Portman v. Home 424), or a home for working girls

Jlosjntal Association, 27 Ch. D, {Rolls v. Miller, 25 Ch. D. 206
;

81), a school, whether for boys 27 Ch. D. 71), is a breach of this

{Doe d. Bish v. Keeling, 1 M. & S. covenant.

95), or girls {Kem}^ v. Sohe7\ 1 (e) Hall v. Eiuin, 37 Ch. D. 74.
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using tlie premises for any purpose except a private dwelling-

house
; second, against using them as a shop or warehouse, or

suffering any profession, trade, or business to be carried on

thereon ; f/iird, a prohibition of offensive businesses or trades;

fourth, a prohibition of certain specified trades or businesses

only; and fifth, a prohibition of any trade or business

without the licence of the lessor. (See forms, 1 K. & E.

727, 728.)

Where the lease is of a public-house and the landlord is a "Free"

brewer, a covenant is commonly inserted to force the lessee to houVe!"

purchase his beer, &c., from his landlord (/'). This is so

generally inserted as to give rise to the term "tied." A
public-house, the lease of which contained no such covenant,

is termed " free," as the tenant can purchase his beer where

he will. (See 1 K. & E. Free. XVII. p. 785.)

In the lease of a farm, covenants are often inserted to Cultiva-

compel the tenant to cultivate in some particular manner.
f'°"

'^^ '^

The nature of these covenants depends entirely on the

method of farming generally adopted in the district. In

the absence of any such covenants, there is an implied

covenant by the lessee that he will use the farm in a good

and husbandlike manner according to the custom of the

district, or, as it is called, " the custom of the country."

[Potdey V. Walker, 5 T. R. 373.) In like manner leases of

mines or minerals contain covenants as to tlie manner in

which they are to be worked, depending entirely upon the

circumstances of each case.

In the leases in use on one of the largest estates in

England, no special provisions are inserted as to cultivation,

except a general covenant to use the farm in a husbandlike

manner, and as to the cultivation during the last four years

(/) As to such covenants bind- the right of the lessor's assigns to

iug an assignee of the lease with enforce them, MdHchesttr Breinn/

notice, see Luker v. Dennis, 7 Ch. Co. v. Coombs, [1901] 2 Ch. 60S,

D. 227 ; John Brotfiers, ibc. Co. v. and cases collected in 1 K. & E.

Holmes, [1900] 1 Ch. 188 ; as to 786.
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Covenant
not to

hold an
auction.

Covenant
to deliver

up in par-

ticular

state [h).

Fix-
tures (i).

of the term. The leases are for twenty-one years (y). If the

tenant wishes to renew his lease, he applies for a renewal at

the expiration of the first seventeen years, so as to hold the

farm for two terms of seventeen years without being bound

to any special form of cultivation.

Sometimes a covenant is inserted that no auction shall be

held on the premises. The object is twofold : in the first

place, it is intended to save the adjoining property of the

lessor from the annoyance which would be occasioned by the

concourse of persons if sales by auction were habitually

carried on ; and, in the second place, it is intended to guard

against the damage that might be occasioned to the property

on which the auction is held by a concourse of persons even

on one occasion only.

(rj) A covenant is often inserted as to the state in

which the premises are to be delivered up at the end of the

term.

In the absence of express stipulation, every fixture put up

by the tenant belongs to the landlord {Gibwn v. Ilammev-

smith ^ City Raihmy Co.^ 2 Drew. & Sm. 603), except

fixtures, &c., removable by a tenant under the Agricultural

Holdings (England) Act, 1883 (46 & 47 Vict. c. 61), s. 34,

as amended by sect. 4 of the Agricultural Holdings Act,

1900 (63 & 64 Vict. c. 50), and except " tenant's fixtures,"

i.e., fixtures put up by the tenant for ornament, or for his

convenience, or for the purposes of trade (/.•), which are but

slightly attached to the freehold, and can be detached without

doing any serious injury to it. If, however, the tenant

(.7) It is doubtful whetlier at

the present day there are many
agi-icultural leases for twenty-one

years.

{h) See7Encycl. Prec. 110.

(j) See Goodeve, E. P. 24 ; and

for the statutes in force on the

subject, 7 Encycl. Prec. li;o.

(/,•) Elwes V. Maw, 3 East, 38

(.S. C. and notes in 2 Sm. L. C.)

;

Bhhop V. EJUott, 11 Ex. 113.

These are removable by a tenant

as against a mortgagee of the

freehold : Sanders v. Davis, 15 Q.

E. D. 218. See as to "fixtures,"

Goodeve, E. P. 24, and Leake,

Uses and Prof. ch. viii. p. 103.
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neglects to remove tenant's fixtures during lla- term, they
belong to the landlord (/), unless the right to remove tlio

fixtures is expressly conferred b}- tlie lease, in which case the

tenant is allowed a reasonable time to remove them after the

expiration of the term [m).

A purchaser or mortgagee of the fixtures is also allf)wed

time to remove them where the term has been determined by
sui-render (ii) or forfeitui-e (o). Lists of fixtures removable by
the tenant will be found in Woodfall L. & T., and in Smith

L. & T. In the case of a lease, for a short term, of a house

already completed, where it is intended that the tenant shall

not have the right to remove any fixtures, it appears suflicient

for the covenant to provide for tlie delivery up of " the said

premises, together with all additions and improvements made
thereto, and all fixtures of every kind in or upon the said

premises, or which during the term may be affixed or fastened

to or upon the same, in such good and substantial repair and

condition, and so preserved as aforesaid [i.e., as provided by

the covenants to repair, ^^e.), and in siich state and condition

as shall be consistent with the due performance of the several

covenants hereinbefore contained." It ^\•ill be observed that

this form of covenant is quite general ; e^erything that is

a fixture on the premises at the date of the lease, at any

time dming the term, and at the end of the lease, must be

delivered up.

Sometimes it is preferred to have a schedule of the existing

fixtures annexed to the lease, and the tenant covenants to

deliver them up, or sometimes to deliver tliciu up together

with any other fixtures that may be on the demised jtremises

at the end of the lease.

Where the lease is for a long term, so that the original

(/) Fufjh V. Arton, L. E. 8 Eq. {n) Sa{»f v. /'///.//, L. E. 1(» Ex.

626 ; Ex parte Brook, 10 Ch. D. Vol.

100. (o) lie (ihiMlir Cnpyitr ]\\>rkK,

{ill) I'ufih v. ArtuH, L. 1!. S Eq. Limitof, [1004] 1 Ch. 819.
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Farming
lease.

Mining:
lease.

Not to

assign or

underlet.

fixtures may presumably be worn out before the expiration

of the lease, the better course is to provide that the lessor

may enter within the last seven years of the lease and take

an inventory of the fixtures, or of fixtures of certain specified

classes, and that the lessee shall deliver them up in good

condition, &c., to the lessor at the end of the teim.

In the case of a farming lease, it is rarely necessary to

provide for the delivery up of the fixtures in the farmhouse,

the value of which is generally small ; the important thing

is to provide for the state in which the ground is to be left

as regards cultivation. Formerly it was necessary to state

what manures, &c., are to be paid for on the determination

of the lease ; but this is now provided for by the Agri-

cultural Holdings (England) Acts, 1883 to 1900 (;>).

In leases of mines and quarries, the stipulation generally

is that ail works or erections of a permanent nature, such as

buildings, railways, and watercourses, shall be delivered up

in good repair ; while pumps, machinery, and working plant

are generally to remain the propert}" of the tenants, with

an option on the part of the landlord to purchase them at a

valuation.

(9) The covenant not to assign or underlet is intended

to prevent the premises falling into the possession of an

insolvent or man of bad character. In cases where the

property comprised in the lease is adjoining to other property

of the lessor, it may be of great importance to him to have

a veto on the occupation of the premises by any person whom
he dislikes, or whose business he objects to, and so in other

cases, such as the lease of a farm, where the manner in

which the occupier uses the property may be of importance

to the lessor. This can be effected by inserting a covenant

on the part of the lessee " not to assign or underlet the

premises, 'or any part thereof {q), without the consent in

(p) See these Acts collected and

discussed, 7 Encycl. Prec. 154 et

seq.

{(]) These words are necessary :

Grove v. Portal, [1902] 1 Ch. 727.
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wi-iting of the lessor" (;•). Tlie covenant should extend to

tlie assigns of the lessee, as otherwise it is doubtful whether
tliey will be bound by it. (See lFi/fia»is v. Eor/i\ L. 11.

3 Q. B. 739 ; West v. Dob/j, L. K. 4 Q. B. 631 note, L. R.
o Q. B. 4^)0

; see the observations in 1 Sm. L. C. p. 72.)

Unless there is an express condition to the contrary, a pro-

vision against payment of a fine for the licence to assign is

implied : C. A. 1892 (55 & 56 Vict. c. 13), s. 3.

The following points have been decided upon the construc-

tion of the covenant (5 Dav. Prec. 193 et neq.) :
—

First, that if the covenant is not to assign, underletting is Under-

uot prohibited. {Crusoe d. Bkncoice v. Buyly, 2 TVm. Bl.
^"'°^'

766.) (.s). But where the lease is assigned with licence, the

covenant is broken by a reassignment by an assignee of the

lease to the original lessee {t).

Second, that the covenant not to assign or underlet is not Drp.«.it of

broken by the deposit of the lease by way of equitable ^^y of"

mortgage {u), or by a declaration of trust in favour of mortgage,

creditors (r), but is broken by a mortgage by sub-demise ix).

In the case of a mortgage by deposit of the lease the

mortgagee holds a security of very doubtful value. If, how-

ever, the lease be a head-lease, out of which under-leases

have been granted with the licence of the lessor, a security

may be created in the manner folloT\-ing : The lessee deposits

(r) 1 K. & E. 729. The decided to be a breach in Varlei/

Court cannot relieve tbe lessee v. Coppard, L. E. TCP. 505 ; but

against forfeiture for breach of see the remark of Jes^l, M. E..

this covenant {Barrow v. Isaacs, Corp. of Bristol v. U'ffroff, TJ

[1S91] 1 Q. B. 417 ; Eastern Teh- Ch. D. at p. 465.

'jrapJi Co. V. Lent, [1S99] 1 Q. B. (/) McEacharn v. VoWm, [1902]

835, C. A.), but can reheve an A. C. 104.

underlessee : Imra,, v. Oalcshette, ,. ^^^ ^ p-^, ^ /;,,^,,^ , (^'ar.

[1897] 2 Q. B. 218: see anU, & p/ leo.

pp ^55^ 256.
^^^^^^^ ^ Faulknrr, [1900]

[S] W here partners are lessees, i^
'

it is not clear that an assignment

by one of his share to the other K^) '^^rjeant v. Xath d- Co.,

is a breach of covenant. It was D^'^l - K. B. ;J(H.
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Lease
taken in

exef.ution.

Trustee
in bank-
ruptcy
can sell

without
licence.

Marriage
of female
lessee.

Consent
not to be
refused

arVn-

trarily.

the lease with the nioiigagee and simultaneously executes a

deed, containing the ordinary mortgage covenants, by which

he appoints the mortgagee his attorney, with power to

appoint a substitute, to collect the rents. Trusts are declared

of the rents similar to those contained in a common receiver-

ship deed {(oife, p. 184), with the exception that, if default

is made in payment of the principal after notice requiring

payment, the mortgagee is to be entitled to apply the surplus

rents in papnent of the principal after keeping down the

interest. The outline of the deed above given is similar to

that indicated in 6 Byth. by Sweet, 405.

Tliird. The restriction against assignment does not apply

so as to cause a forfeiture on the lease being taken in

execution {Doe v. Carter, 8 T. R. 300), or on the bankruptcy

of the lessee (//),and the trustee in bankruptcy can sell without

licence {Doe v. Bcvan, 3 M. & S. 353) ; but the proviso for

re-entry is sometimes framed so as to make the lease deter-

minable on its being taken in execution, or on the bankruptcy

of the lessee, his executors, administrators, or assigns.

The marriage of a woman before 1883, by which the term

passed to her husband, was no breach of the covenant.

Occasionally the covenant is qualified by the words " such

consent not to be arbitrarily refused." It has been decided

that " arbitrarily " means " unfairly and imreasonably," and

that the lessee cannot recover damages against the lessor for

an arbitrary refusal, or compel him to give consent where he

refuses arbitrarily ; but that an arbitrary refusal by the lessor

leaves the lessee at liberty to assign without his consent {z)
;

but his consent must be asked for. {Barrow v. Isaacs, [1891]

1 Q. B. 417; Eastern Telegraph Co. v. Denf, [1899] 1 Q. B.

835.) The lessor is not bound to give a reason for his refusal

(y) TZe Biggs, [1901] 2 K. B. 16.

{z) Treloar v. Bigge, L. E. 9 Ex.

151 ; Lehmunn v. McArthur, L. E.

3 Ch. 496 ; »SVar v. House Property

Investment Societi/, 16 Ch. D. 387;

J!ates v. Domihlsnv, [1S9G] 2 Q. B.

24 1 ; Sheppard v . Hong Kong Bank-

ing Corporation, 20 W. E. 459
;

Be Spark, [1905] 1 Ch. 456,

cases where it has been decided

what constitutes a "reasonable"

rf'fusal.
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to graut a licence ; but if lie does give a reason and olfers tn

grant a licence subject to an unreasonable condition, the

Court will make a declaration that the lessee is entitled to

assign without any further consent of the lessor (a).

Sometimes the covenant is qualified by declaring that the

consent is not to be refused " to an assignment, &c., to a

respectable person," in which case an assignment to a

respectable person {b), where the lessor's consent has been

asked and refused, is not a breach of the covenant.

If a lessee whose lease contains a covenant not to assign,

or not to assign without licence, contracts to assign his lease,

it is incumbent on him and not on the purchaser to obtain

the licence. {LIn>/dY. Crispr, 5 Taunt. 249 ; Jlason v. Conlrr,

7 Taunt. 9.)

10. When land is let, the letting creates a tenure between Pdw.Ti.f

the landlord and tenant (r). The rent reserved is one of the
""'"'''•^•

services by which the land is held, the other being fealty

(Co. Lit. 142 b, 143 a), which is now never exacted in

practice. At Common Law, if a tenant neglected to perform

his services, his lord might enter on the land in respect of

which they were due, and distrain. It follows that, in the

ordinary case of rent being reserved on the lease of land, the

landlord has a right to distrain if the rent be in arrear. The

right of distress extends, with some exceptions, over all

chattels which are found on the premises, whether they are

the property of the lessee or a stranger (Co. Lit. 47 a) {d).

(a) Young \. Ashley, &c., Lim- and see the Law of Distress

:t.ed, [1903] 2 Ch. 112. Amendment Act, 1888 (51 & 52

{h) Consent to an assignment Vict. c. 21, amended by 58 & 5i»

to a corporation may be properly Vict. c. 24), exempting goods

refused: Harrison Ainslif & Co. which would be protected from

V. Corp. of Barroiv, SOW. E.250. execution under sect. 147 of th<'

(() 5 T.. Q. E. 326 ; 6 L. Q. E. County Courts Act, 1888 (51 & 52

(j9. Vict. c. 43) ; Goodcvo. R. P. 200

;

[d) See as to goods of lodgers, and as to the distinction between a

the Lodgers' Goods Protection lodger and undor-losseo. rhlllip»

Act, 1871 (34 & 35 Vict. c. 79). v. U'-r'^ov. 3 C P. D. 20.
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Agricul- Subject to certain exceptions as to rent which is habitually

holdings, allowed to fall in arrear, a landlord cannot after 1888 distrain

for rent of any holding wholly agricultural or wholly pastoral,

or partly agricultui'al and as to the residue pastoral, or in the

whole or part cultivated as a market garden, due more than

one year before the making of the distress ; and stock bond fide

taken in for agistment or on the land for breeding pm'poses,

and agricultural and other machinery hired for use in the

tenant's business cannot be distrained for rent in arrear in

respect of any such holding. (See the Agricultural Holdings

(England) Act, 1883 (-1G & 47 Vict. c. 61), ss. 44, 45.)

Express The right to distress is a consequence of tenure, and there-

diXess^^ fore does not arise where the thing demised is not a tenement,

as for instance where it is furniture or machinery not aflSxed

to the land. The Bill of Sales Act, 1878, s. G, which renders

a power of distress created for the purpose of securing the

repayment of money lent on chattels invalid, does not apply

to a power of distress for a rent strictly so called {Re Round-

n-ood Colliery Co., [1897] 1 Ch. at p. 391) [e). But as payments

reserved as rent for goods [Spencer^s Case, 5 Eep. 17 a), or

out of incorporeal hereditaments except remainders or rever-

sions, are not, strictly speaking, rents, a power of distress to

seciu-e them is invalid by virtue of the Act. Where, however,

one entire rent is reserved both for land and goods, as, for

instance, where a house is let furnished, it issues out of the

land solely (,/'), and can be distrained for, and therefore an

express power of distress to recover it, though useless, is

valid. {Spencer's Case, 5 Rep. 17 a ; Fareicell v. Dickenson,

6 B. & C. 251.)

In a mining lease power is often given to distrain on

machinery fixed to the soil, which cannot be distrained on

at Common Law. {Pitt v. Shew, 4 Barn. & Aid. 206.) A

(e) Probably this is an example holds are demised together, it is

of the rule that the expression of doubtful whether the rent issues

a clause that the law implies has out of the freehold only, or out of

no effect: Norton on Deeds, 112. both freeholds and copyholds:

(/) Where freeholds and copy- CoUins v. Ihtrdimj, C'ro. El. GOO.
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power of distress in a mining lease is not affected by sect. G
of the Bills of Sale Act, 1878 {g).

There is another case in whicli the power of distress should
be inserted. If the land to be leased is in mortgage, and the

mortgagor and mortgagee join in making the lease, as the

mortgagee has the legal estate, the tenure is created between
him and the lessee. He, therefore, can distrain : while, as

no tenure is created between the mortgagor and the lessee,

the mortgagor cannot distrain. As it is never intended that

the mortgagee should have anything to do with the actual

management of the property, it would be extremely incon-

venient for the mortgagor to have to procure his concurrence

in making a distress ; and accordingly an express power of /

distress is given to the mortgagor until the mortgagee gives

notice to the tenant to pay the rent to him.

11. We now pass to the covenants on the part of the Lessor's

lessor. ^"^';-

nants.

There has been considerable difference of opinion as to Covenant

whether any or what covenant is implied by the words |'"P^"<1

" demise," " let," or the like, in a lease. The true doctrine word

appears to be that laid down in Norton on Deeds, at p. 499,

where it is said that the mere relationship between landlord

and tenant implies a covenant for quiet enjoyment, duiing

such part of the term as shall elapse while the lessor's interest

continues, but does not cover lawful interruptions by a person

claiming under title paramount. The usual opinion, denied

by Kay, J., in Baynes v. Lloyd, [1896] 2 Q. B. 610, is that

" demise " does, but " let " or any similar word does not

imply a covenant for title. (See the cases collected, Norton

on Deeds, p. 499 ; 7 Encycl. Free. 73.)

Owing to the unsatisfactory nature of the covenant implied Expreas

by the word " demise," it has become the practice to insert
J^'r qu*°{

an express covenant for quiet enjoyment by the lessor? enjny-

qualified, however, as only guarding against the acts of

himself, and persons claiming under him. Such a covenant

{(]) Re Roundwood Colliery Co., [1897] 1 Cli. 37;!.

E.I.C. 10

'demiflc."
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is a " usual " covenant. The insertion of such a covenant,

according to the rule of construction, ^^ expresHum facit taciturn

cessare,'" discharges the lessor from his liability under the

covenants implied by the word " demise," and substitutes the

qualified liability expressed in the covenant, which is of a

much less onerous nature. It may be remarked that such

a covenant may be safely entered into by a person who has

no title to the property comprised in the lease, for if the true

owner claiming by title paramount to the lessor disturbs the

tenant, the disturbance is not the act of the lessor or any

person "claiming under" him (/i). Moreover, a lessor who

has assigned the reversion is not liable for every act of persons

claiming under him which amounts to a breach of the cove-

nant for quiet enjoyment, but only for those acts which the

person committing them is entitled to do by reason of his

claiming through the lessor (?) . It may be as well to remind

the student that there is no provision in the C. A. 1881 for

implying this covenant.

The advantage of the express covenant is that the lessor's

liability does not, as where the covenant is implied, cease

A\ith his interest ; so that, if a tenant for life grants a lease

for years, gives an express covenant for quiet enjoyment, and

dies within the term, and afterwards the lessee is disturbed

by some one claiming under him, the representatives of the

lessor are liable in an action on the covenant.

Covenant A trustee or mortgagee granting a lease is often willing to

enjoynTent ©liter iuto the Covenant for quiet enjoyment, as the liability

by trus- under it is not of a very serious nature. But in strictness

he is not bound to do so ; and the only covenant that he

can be required to enter into is a covenant that he has

not incumbered. (1 K. & E. 735.) If he enters into no

express covenant for quiet enjoyment, or against incum-

brances, it is safer to make him demise " not so as to imply

(7j) See Harrison Ainslie & Co. &c., Limited, [1903] 1 Ch. 797.

y. Lord MuncasUr, [1891] 2 Q. B.
^.^ wmiams v. Gahriel, [1906]

tees

680, at p. 684, per Lord Esher

M. E. ; Davis v. Town Properties
1 K. B. 155.
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any waiTanty or covenant," and thus to exclude the covenant

implied by the word " demise."

Occasionally, although the lessor does not show his title,

he gives a statutory acknowledgment and undertaking in

respect of his title deeds.

A covenant for renewal contained in a lease is Covenant

not invalid for remoteness (k). A stipulation that the ueVaT
renewed lease shall contain the same covenants as the old

lease does not entitle the lessee to have the covenant for

renewal inserted in the renewed lease {I), unless the covenant

is for the renewal with the same covenants, including this

present covenant, or is for renewal at any time when requested

by the lessee {m).

The covenant for renewal should always be subject to a

proviso that all the rent should have been paid and the

covenants on the part of the lessee performed, at the time

for the renewal. If the covenant be in this form, the lessor

can, if there is an existing right of action for a breach of

covenant at the time when the renewal is applied for, refuse

to renew, and can eject the tenant at the expiration of the

term actually granted. {Job v. Banister, 2 K. & J. 374.)

fSometimes the lessor covenants to sell his interest in the Covonant

premises to the lessee at a certain price if required to do so pro^perty

before a certain day. This covenant is not uncommon in ^« ^^^<^®

^
at a nxed

under-leases granted by persons v.'ho have built houses on price,

land held by building leases in a new neighbourhood. The

option of acquiring a long term thus given to the sub-lessee

is an inducement to him to take the lease ;
and, on the other

hand, the price being fixed, he has the benefit of any rise in

the value of the property. A similar covenant may, of

(A) 6 Vin. Ab. 389, pi. ; 6.3G. See as to covenants of this

Hare v. Burges, 4 K. & J. 4.3
;

nature, Fawcett, L. & T. 16G.

L. & S. W. Railway v. Qomm, 20
^^^^^ jj^^.^ ^ Buryts, 4 K. & J.

Ch. D. at p. 579. ^. . jj , ^ SMnver, 2 P. Witih.

(0 Hyde v. Skinner, 2 P. Wms. ^

196 ; 'Tritton v. Foote, 2 Bro. C. C.
19f).

in (2)
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course, be inserted in a lease from the freeholder (o), though

it cannot be enforced against an assign of the reversion {p).

Where such a covenant is inserted, some provision should be

added as to the title to be shown by the lessor in case the

tenant elects to pm-chase (q) : and the option must be limited

to a period allowed by the rule against perpetuities (p).

Covenant Occasionally the lessor covenants to use or abstain from

as to'use using his property in the neighbourhood of that comprised
of his own •

jj ^]^g demise in some particular manner (r) . For instance,
property. , ^^

^

^ '

if the lease be a building lease, he may covenant not

to allow houses of an inferior class to be built on it ; or that,

if any private roads be made over it, the occupiers of houses

to be built on the land comprised in the lease shall be allowed

to use them. As to how far covenants of this nature run

with the lessor's land so as to bind it in the hands of those

claiming under him, see ante, p. 262.

Where the lessor contemplates very large building opera-

tions, the plan is sometimes adopted of vesting the whole

property in trustees for a long term upon trust not to allow

any buildings other than those of a specified class to be

erected, to lay out and maintain roads, &c., with power to

grant leases.

Roads, In all cases where the occupiers of houses have rights of
repair of.

^g^j granted to them, some arrangement as to how and at

whose expense the roads are to be kept in order should be

made, for, if this is omitted, very great inconvenience may
be occasioned. The better plan, perhaps, is for the burden

of repairing the roads to be thrown on the landlord, he

having the right to recoup himself by levying a rate, not to

exceed a certain amount, on every house having the use of

them. In this case it used sometimes to be provided that

(o) See, for example, Be Adams N. S. 385.

and Kensington Vestry, 27 Ch. D. (r) As to the meaning of "ad-

394. joining or contiguous" premises

{p) WoodaU V. Clifton, [1905] in covenants of a similar nature,

2 Ch. 257. see Haynes v. King, [1893] 3 Ch.

(7) Welchman v. Spinlcs, L. T. 439.
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his remedies for the recovery of the rate should bo the same
as if it were rent in arrear ; but, having regard to the Bills

of Sale Act, 1878, s. 6 (Goodeve, P. P. Chap. YIL), the
better plan is to reserve an additional rent equal to the rate,

so as to enable the landlord to recover it by distress.

Some such plan may be adopted for keeping up an open Opm
space as an ornamental garden. In one case that occurred in •'P"^*^'*

''^""

practice, the lessee of each of the several houses round the &c.
^ "'

garden covenanted with the lessor to keep up the garden in

common with the other lessees, and to defray the neces-

sary expenses (2 K. & E. 720). It would have been an
improvement on this plan if the lessor had covenanted, at the

request of any tenant, to sue any other tenant for a breach

of the similar covenant contained in his lease.

Fortunately, however, in such cases it usually happens

that it is so clearly for the benefit of all parties to keep up
the roads, &c., that if the sums demanded for that purpose

are not excessive, they are paid without much investigation

into the strict legal right to demand them (s).

A copyholder cannot, in the absence of a special custom, Copy-

grant a lease for more than one year without licence from the
^°^^^-

lord of the manor {t). Where this is the case, and the lord

refuses to grant a licence to lease for a term, the practice is to

grant a lease for one year, containing a covenant by the

lessor to grant a lease at the end of the year for the residue

of a specified term if a licence can be obtained, and if not, to

grant a fresh lease for one year at the end of every year of

the term except the last year.

Sometimes, where the lessor is a copyholder and wishes to

grant a long lease, the lord is imable by the custom of the

manor to grant a licence for a lease for a term exceeding

twenty-one years. In such a case the lessor may grant a

lease for twenty-one years, with a covenant for renewal if the

(s) See the Town Gardens Pro- (t) Leake, Law of Prop, in

tection Act, 1863 (26 & 27 Vict. Land, 84 ; Foa, L. & T. (3rd ed.),

c. 13). 36.
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lord will grant a licence for a fresh lease, wliicli licence the

lessor covenants to endeavour to procure.

There is sometimes considerable discussion as to what

provisions should be inserted in an under-lease. It will be

observed that there are two things to be guarded against,

the one in the interest of the under-lessor, the other in the

interest of the under-lessee. It is necessary for the safety

of the under-lessor that the under-lessee should not do any-

thing with res^Dect to the property which might cause a

forfeitiu-e of the head-lease. On the other hand, it is neces-

sary for the safety of the under-lessee that the under-lessor

should not forfeit the head-lease by omitting to pay rent or,

in cases where all the property comprised in the head-lease is

not comprised in the under-lease, by committing a breach of

covenant as to the property retained by him.

For these reasons the under-lease "will contain (in addition

to the covenant to pay rent and other covenants which may
be agreed upon between the parties) covenants by the under-

lessee with the under-lessor, similar to the covenants by the

lessee in the head-lease, with respect to the user of the

property comprised in the under-lease, and also any other

covenants which must be observed by the tenant in pos-

session in order to avoid a forfeiture ; the under-lessee

being substituted (ii) for the head-lessee, and the under-

lessor for the head-lessor thi'oughout, except that, in

those covenants by which in the head-lease power is

given to the head-lessor to enter on, or do some act with

respect to the management of, the property, the power

should be reserved to both the under-lessor and the head-

lessor. Thus, if the head-lease contains a covenant to

repair on notice by the head-lessor, the under-lease ought

to contain a covenant to repair on notice given either by

the under-lessor or by the head-lessor. If the head-lease

(m) If the agreement is that the this substitution cannot be made
under-lease shall contain the same in all cases: Haywood v. Silbcr,

covenants as are in the heiid-leaso, 30 Ch. D. 404.
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contains a power to the liead-lessor to enter iiud view

the condition of the property, the under-lease will contain a

similar ])ower both to the nndor-lessor and the head-lessor.

The under-lessee should also covenant for the perform-
'

ance and observance of all the covenants in the head-lease !

affecting the property comprised in the under-lease (x),
'

except the covenant for the payment of rent and any other

covenants intended to be excepted. For instance, if the head-

lease comprises a building estate, and contains covenants

as to maintenance of roads and sewers, it will probably

be arranged that a person taking an under-lease of a house

should not have to maintain them, and then of course these

covenants would be exeej)ted. It is apprehended tliat, if a

forfeiture of the head-lease was occasioned by any act or

omission of the under-lessee which was a breach of a c(jvenant

contained both in the head-lease and the under-lease, the

damages recoverable by the under-lessor in an action on the

covenant would be determined by the immediate loss occa-

sioned to him by the breach of covenant, and not by the

loss arising from the forfeiture of the head-lease.
(
Walker v.

Ilatton, 10 M. & W. 249 ; Logan v. Hall, 4 C. B. 598.) In'

order to guard against this, a covenant by the under-lessee

should be inserted not to do or omit anything whereby the

head-lease may become forfeited. The under-lessor should

covenant to pay the rent reserved by the head-lease ; to

perform those covenants, if any, contained in the head-lease,

which are to be performed by him ; and, in cases where the

under-lease does not comprise all the property in tlie head-

lease, to perform all tlit3 covenants by the lessee in the

head-lease which affect the property retained by the under-

lessor ; the under-lessor sliould also give a statutory

acknowledgment and undertaking for the production and

safe custody of the head-lease. In cases where the under-

lease is at rack-rent for a short term, these covenants

(x) This is a covenant of in- Q. B. D. 329 ; and soo JliirrU v.

demnity : Horuhy v. CardweU, 8 Boots, dx., [1904] 2 Ch. 376.
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by the under-lessor may be omitted. (See form in Stud.

Free. 28.)

It should be remembered that an under-lessee (whatever

may be the nature of the provisions in the under-lease, which,

though binding as between himself and the under-lessor,

do not affect the head-lessor) is bound in equity as between

himself and the head-lessor to observe all the restrictive

covenants contained in the head-lease {//).

As to the effect of an under-lease which by mistake

comprises the whole term in the head-lease, see Beardman v.

Wihon, L. E. 4 C. P. 57 ; Williams v. Hayiccml, 1 El. & E.

1040, and the cases there cited; see also Pluck v. Biyges, 5

Bli. N. S. 31 ; Poultney v. Holmes, 1 Stra. 405 (s) ; Norris v.

Craig, 43 W. R. 480.

[y) Ante, -p. 2Q2. be enforced: Doe v. Bateman,

(z) An imder-lease for a term 2 Barn. & Aid. 168. Eent re-

equal to or greater than that of served on an assignment may be

the head- lease operates at law as recovered by action [Newcomh v.

an assignment: see Goodeve,E. P. Harvey, Carth. 161), biit cannot

184, note (?/), 370; but a power of be recovered by distress: Lewis

re-entry contained in the assign- v. Baker, [1905] 1 Ch. 46.

ment for breach of covenant can
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v/ CHAPTER X.

PARTNERSHIP DEEDS («).

The greater part of the law of partnership will he found
in the Partnership Act, 1890 (53 & 54 Vict. c. 39) ; but the

Act is not a complete code of partnership law. It does not
'

declare the law as to goodwill, nor the law as to the

administration of the property of the firm on the death or

bankruptcy of a partner. With some exceptions the Act

made no changes in the law ; and it provides (s. 46) that the

existing rules of Equity and of Common Law are to continue

in force except so far as they are inconsistent with the express

provisions of the Act.

The definition of " partnership " given in the Act {/>) is Definition

(s. 1) :
" Partnership is the relation which subsists between ghip!'^

^^^

persons candying on a business in common with a view of

profit." Members of companies registered as joint stock

companies, or incorporated by any Act of Parliament, or

Letters Patent, or Royal Charter, or of mining companies

subject to the juiisdiction of the Stannaries, are not, as such,

partners within the meaning of the Act. The mere fact that

persons are joint tenants, tenants in common, or otherwise co-

owners, does not of itself constitute them partners (s. 2) (c).

The mutual rights and duties of the partners iiifo' .sr
'

depend upon the agreement which they have entered into

;

(a) The beginner should read (t) For a collection of definitions

Underhill on Partnership before of " partnership," see Lindley

he reads this chapter. The ad- Partn., Bk. I. ch. i. p. 11.

vanced student should consult (c) As to the distinction between

Lindley, Partn. 7th ed. or Pollock co-ownership and partnership, see

on Partnership; 9 Encycl. Prec. Lindley, I'artn. 2G >t seq., cited

458. Goodeve, P. 1'. 10.
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and such agreement may be either express or infeiTed from

a course of dealing (Partnership Act, s. 19). The terms of

the agreement are often embodied in a deed called " Articles

of Partnership." The partners are collectively called " the

firm" (Partnership Act, s. 4), and they trade under a name

called " the style " of the firm, in the Act called the " firm

name." A firm may not consist of more than ten partners

where the business is banking, or more than twenty where it

is of any other natm-e, unless it is registered under the

Companies Act, 1862 (25 & 26 Yict. c. 89), or is formed

pursuant to some other Act of Parliament, Charter, or Letters

Patent, or is a mining company subject to the jurisdiction of

the Stannaries. In this chapter we shall not deal Avith

partnerships of any of the excepted classes.

The firm is It must be borne in mind that in Enghsh law the firm has

person^^^ no independent existence as a legal person distinct from the

partners of whom it is composed : it is not in the nature

of a corporate body (see Lindley, Partn. Introd. 4). But

Joint
every partner is liable jointly with the other partners for all

liability: debts and obligations of the fiim, and is the agent of the
- gency.

^^^ ^^^ ^^.^ other partners for the pm'pose of the business of

the partnership (see Partnership Act, 1890, ss. 5, 9). And
commercially for purposes of accounts the firm is in practice

treated as a separate entity, though it is not legally such (see

Lindley, Partn. 129).

It is remarked by Sir N. Lindley (d) that " in framing-

articles of partnership, it should always be remembered

that they are intended for the guidance of persons who

are not lawyers ; and that it is not always wise to insert

only such provisions as are necessary to exclude the apj)li-

cation of rules which apply where nothing to the contrary is

said. The articles should be so drawn as to be a code

of directions, to which tlie partners may refer as a guide in

all their transactions, and upon which they may settle among

themselves differences which may arise, without having

recourse to Courts of Justice." It should be remembered

{(l) Lindley, Partn. 446.
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also that, if tliu deed is ambiguous, it will bo interpreted as

nearly as possible in the manner in which the partners tliem-

selves have interpreted it, as evidenced by the manner in

which they have actually conducted their business ; and that,

even where the deed is not amljiguous, the partners may by

theii' conduct waive or modify the provisions contained

in it {e).

In articles of partnership the intending partners are made
parties of different parts. Recitals are rarely neod(-d, except

where the terms of an existing partnership are to be modified,

or where a new partner is to be taken into an existing firm.

The operative clauses in partnership articles consist of Anulysin

mutual covenants by the partners, and maybe divided into

the following classes relating to :

1. The nature of the business, the duration of the partner-

ship, and the style of the firm.

2. How the capital is to be provided.

3. The banking account of the firm.

4. Outgoings and profits.

5. Management of business.

6. Not acting so as to injure the firm.

7. Accounts.

8. Death of partner or dissolution of the firm.

9. Provisions for the family of a deceased partner.

10. Arbitration clause.

1 . The natui'e of the business and the place where it is ^'n'ure of

to be carried on should be stated with clearness: for the

authority of a partner, to bind tlir firm in dealings with

strangers, only extends to such dealings as are necessary

under ordinary cii-cumstances for transacting the business

that the partners have agreed to carry on {Brettel v. Williams^

4 Ex. 623) {o) ; and although, if any difference arises between

the partners relating to the manner of managing the business

(') Partnership Act, 1890, s. 19. (</) Partiiertihii. Act. 1890.

(./•) See 2 K. & E. 32:3 <t s>q. ss. o. 7.
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agreed to be carried on, the minority must give way to the

majority, yet if the difference relates to the propriety of

engaging in transactions not fairly comprehended in or

relating to that business, the wishes of the dissentient

minority must prevail (/t). (Partnership Act, 1890, s. 24.)

Duration The time at which the partnership is to commence should

ship^^*^^^"
^® stated. If this is not done, and the articles are dated

and executed on the same day, it commences from that day

{Williams v. Jones, 5 B. & C. 108) ; but very commonly the

partnership is made to commence from a past or a future day.

This agreement binds only the partners themselves, and does

not enable any person who has agreed to become a partner to

bind the others by dealings with strangers prior to the com-

mencement of the partnership ; and conversely, a person

admitted into an established partnership does not thereby

become liable to strangers for anything done before he

became a partner. The firm may be dissolved at the will of

any partner unless a definite duration of the partnership is

stipulated for. {Peacock v. Peacock, 16 Ves. LO; Partnership

Act, lb90, s. 26.) The duration may be for a fixed term, or

for the joint lives of the partners, or for a single adventure or

, undertaking. (Partnership Act, 1890, s. '62.) But a part-

nership for a fixed term is dissolved by the death or bank-

mptcy {P!x parte Smith, 5 Yes. 295; Partnership Act, 1890,

s. 33) of any partner ; for if that were not the case, a new

partner, i.e., the personal representative or trustee in bank-

ruptcy, would be introduced without the consent of the other

members of the firm [Skip]) v. Haricood, 2 Swanst. 586

;

Aspinall v. London 8^ North Western Railway Co., 11 Hare,

325) ; and therefore in the case of a partnership for a term

where there are more than two partners, provision should be

made (if it be so intended) for the continuance of the partner-

ship, after the death or bankruptcy of any partner, between

the other partners. This provision, however, is sometimes

[h) Const v. Earns, T. & E. 496 ; 24 E. E. 108 ; Natusch v. Irving,

cited at length in Lindley, Partn. 316 (5th ed.) but not in 7th ed. 357.
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not extended to bankruptcy. Similarly, where the duration

is for the joint lives of the partners, provision may be made
for the continuance of the partnership after one partner dies

or is bankrupt, between the other partners. In such cases

there is in effect a new partnership created between the

surviving or other partners.

Occasionally, where the partnership is to last for a fixed

term or during the lives of the partners, power is given to

one of the partners to determine it when he tliiuks fit, or to

any of the partners to determine it if certain specified events

should happen.

It is not uncommon on a young man being taken into an

established firm as a partner, for the other partners, or, if his

father is a partner, for his father alone, to have the power of

expelling him ; but such a power arises only fi'om express

contract. (Partnership Act, 1890, s. 25.) Occasionally,

power is given to expel any partner becoming insolvent,

i.e., unable to pay his debts, or committing specified acts (/).

It appears that it would not generally be safe to act under

'

such clauses without giving the partner who is to be expelled

an opportunity of explaining his conduct (/.•); though it is

possible to frame the clause in such a manner as to enable a

partner to be expelled without any reasons being assigned.

{Rimell V. Russell, 14 Ch. D. 471 ; see p. 480.) In the

absence of an express provision to the contrarj^ an expelled

partner may carry on a similar business on his own account

and solicit the old customers of the firm. {Dawson v. Bccsuii,

22 Ch. D. 504.)

The style or name of the firm should be stated ; aud it style of

should be provided that all engagements entered into on
*""'"•

behalf of the firm should be entered into under the style

[i) The Partnership Act, 1890, i)artnership.

s. 33, gives an option, if a part- (/c) Blisstt v. Daniel, 10 Iluro,

ner's share of the partnership 493 ; Wood v. WockI, L. R. 9 Ex.

property becomes charged under 190 ; Steuart v. Qlarhtnue, 10 Ch.

the Act for his separate debt, to D. 626 ; Barnes v. Yoimga, [1898]

the other partners, to dissolve the 1 Ch. 414.
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{Marshall v. Cohnan, 2 Jac. & W. 268), so as to prevent any

doubt whether the contract was really entered into on behalf of

the firm (/). Occasionally, a young man at first entering an

established firm is not allowed to bind the firm except in

transactions of a specified class ; and such an agreement will

be enforced against strangers having notice of it {m).

Capital. 2. The proportions in which the original capital is to be

provided by the partners, and the events upon which and the

persons by whom additional capital, if required, is to be

provided, should be stated.

If any of the partners are abeady engaged in a business

which is to be carried on by the new firm, and possess stock

in trade or business premises which are to belong to the new

firm, a viilue should be put on them, or provisions for deter-

mining their value should be made ; and it should be stated

in the articles that the partner to whom they belong is to be

credited with their value as part of the capital originally

brought in by him.

If an intending partner is the owner of business premises

or of a warehouse intended to be used by the firm, he may

agree to hold such property as trustee for the firm, in w^hich

case the estimated value of the property should be stated to

form part of the capital brought in by him ; and, if it be of

leasehold tenure, provisions should be made for his indemnity

against the rent and covenants of the lease out of the assets

of the firm; but it is preferable for him to convey it to

trustees for the firm, or to grant a lease of it to trustees for

' the firm, but he cannot grant a lease to the firm directly on

the ground that a man cannot be both lessor and lessee («).

Partner- On the death of a partner the devolution of the legal estate

sliip land -^ j^nd, whether real property or chattels real, belonging to

tion of.
'

the firm, is regulated by the ordinary rules of law (Partner-

ship Act, 1890, s. 20) ; but the interests of the partners in

(?) Partnership Act, 1890, s. 6; Lindley, Partn. 204.

Lindley, Partn. 205. (n) See Boijre v. EdhrooJce, [1903]

(m) Partnership Act, 1890, s. 8 : 1 Ch. 830.
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such land are, in the absence of a binding agreement to the

contrary (o), personal estate (s. 22). {Attor)m/-Oeneral v.

Iluhhuck, 13 a. B. D. 275.)

Various forms of limitation of property conveyed to a firm Form of

as part of their partnership property have been proposed (;;), oJ^'art.*"*

the object being to enable the continuing partners to dispose nership

of it after the death or retirement of a partner. So far as
^'''^P^"-'-

death alone is concerned this can be effected by limiting the

property to the partners as joint tenants in trust for the

partners as part of their co-partnership property, with power
to the trustees to deal with the property without the concur-

rence of the beneficiaries, the result being that on the death

of a partner the sm-viving partners take the legal estate and I

can sell, &c., without the concurrence of the representatives

of the deceased partner. It is obvious, however, that where

the limitation is in this form the concurrence of a partner

who has retired will be necessary for the purpose of convey-

ing the legal estate. In order to obviate this difficulty-

it is suggested (1 K. & E. 436) that power should be

given to the surviving or continuing partners to appoint new
trustees and in particular to appoint a new trustee in the

place of any trustee who ceases to be a member of tlie firm.

Where the limitation is in this form the continuing partners

can deal with the legal estate in most cases by means of a

vesting declaration (as to which see post
, p. 383).

It should be stated whether the premium taken by any Premiums,

partner for an apprentice, or the salary or profits of an}-

official position [q) or directorship that he holds (r) or may

(o) He Wilson, [1893] 2 Cit. 340. iKtrte Harper, 1 De ii. & J. 180 ;

Ip) See 33 Sol. J. 102, 119. CoUina v. Jackson, 31 Beav. 6-15

;

(9) See as to aiTangements by Jieg. v. Fox, 1 El. & E. 729
;

solicitors for sharing profits of Lindloy, Tartu. 115, IIG; and as

offices with other solicitors or un- to sharing the emoluments of a

qualified persons, Sterryy. Clifton, clerk of the peace, Palnur v. liiitr,

9 C. B. 110 ; Candler v. Candler, 2 Brod. & B. 673.

6 Madd. 141 ; S. C, Jac. 225 ; (^) gee Aas v. Ihnham, [1891J
Gordon v. Dalzell, 15 Beav. 351

;

2 Ch. 244.

Aubin v. Holt, 2 K. & J. 66 ; Ex

ice.
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olDtain, is to belong to him or the firm, and if to the firm,

whether it is to be treated as capital or profits. If the

partnership is formed for the purpose of working a secret

and unpatented invention, it should be stated who is to

have the right of using it after dissolution ; for, if this be

not done, all the partners will, after dissolution, have the

right to work it.

It is generally provided by the articles that the capital is

to be employed in the business.

Interest on Unless the pai-tners contribute the capital and are to be

capital.
entitled to the ^profits in equal shares, it is proper to state

at what rate interest is to be allowed to each partner on his

share of the capital ; for, in the absence of an agreement,

partners are not entitled to interest unless they are in the

habit of allo-^ing it in theu' accounts {Coohe v. Benbou; 3

De G. J. & S. 1 ; Miliar v. Craig, 6 Beav. 433) (s) ;
and to

provide that the interest is to be paid (usually yearly on

the day for taking the annual general account) before any

division of profits.

Occasionally one of the partners has the option of pur-

chasing a further share in the business from the others.

The price is generally made to be so many years' purchase of

the average yearly net profits from the commencement of the

partnership up to the then last general annual account.

Banking 3. It is usual to state who are to be the bankers of the

firm ; and that all moneys belonging to the firm shall be

paid into the bank. Sometimes it is also declared that aU

cheques, &c., received by the firm shall be paid into the

bank, and that all outgoings shall be paid by cheque ; and

occasionally, where a young man is taken into partnership

by an established firm, it is provided that he is not to be

allowed to draw cheques dviring a specified term without the

consent of the other partners.

(s) But in the absence of agree- the partnership : Partnership Act,

ment, a partner is entitled to in- 1890, s. 24 (3) ; Ex parte Chippen-

terest at 5 per cent, on advances dale, 4 De G. M. & Gr. 36 ; see

made by him for the purposes of Lindley, Partn. 424.

account.
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4. Provisions should bo made for the payment of all outgoingH

outgoings (the principal heads of which should be specified)
profitji.

out of the receipts and earnings of the business ; or, in case

of deficiency, by the partners, generally in the proportions in

which they are entitled to the profits. This clause only states

what the ride is in the absence of any special agreement, and

may therefore be omitted where brevity is of importance.

Where any partner holds an office the emoluments of

which are not to belong to the firm, but in the performance

of the duties of which he may need the assistance of the

other partners or of the. clerks of the firm, it should be stated

what remuneration, if any, or that no remuneration, is to be

paid by him to the fii-m in respect of such assistance.

It is proper to mention any special outgoings that may

have to be paid by the firm, although they might appear to

be incurred for the benefit of one only of the partners ; as,

for instance, where it is agreed that the managing partner

shall reside in a house to be kept up at the expense of the

firm ; or that the managing partner of a firm of wine mer-

chants shall entertain their customers at dinner parties at the

expense of the firm.

In the absence of special agreement, profits are divisible

between the partners equally, though they may be entitled

to unequal shares in the capital. {Mobiitson v. Anderson,

7 Be G. M. & Gr. 239 ; Peacock v. Peacock, 16 Ves. 49

;

Partnership Act, 1890, s. 24.) If this is not intended, a

clause shoidd be inserted, stating in what proportions profits

are to be divided. The clause should also state when they

are to be paid. They are generally made payable yearly,

immediately after the taking of the annual general account.

Occasionally a minimum sum for yearly profits is guaranteed

to one of the partners by the others.

When one of the partners has the option of juirchasiug

an additional share in the business from the others, pro-

visions should be inserted as to altering the proi)ortion of

profits payable to him in ease he exercises his option of

purchasing.

E.I.C.
""
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It is generally provided that the partners shall be allowed

to draw out monthly sums in anticipation of their shares in

the profits. If this is done, it should he provided that

in case the amount drawn out by any partner in any year

exceeds his share of the profits, the excess shall be refunded

immediately after the annual general account for the year is

taken.

Manage- 5. In the absence of special stipulation, each partner has

business, a right to take part in the management of {Rowe v. Wood,

2 Jac. & W. 553 ; Partnership Act, 1890, s. 24 (5) ), and

is bound to attend diligently to, the business of the

partnership.

It is therefore of importance to state how much time and

attention each partner is to give to the business, and whether

any one of the partners is to be bound to give the whole of

liis time to the business or to be exempt from attending to

the business, or prohibited from attending to any particular

branch of it. It is not easy at first sight to see why one

partner should be proliibited from doing a particular part of

the work ; but the reason is that, if he did it, he might be

brought under the notice of persons who have at their

disposal the patronage of some place which one of the other

partners hopes to obtain for himself ; or he might form con-

nections which would enable him to secure part of the business

after a dissolution of the partnership.

If it is intended that every partner is to give aU his time

and attention to the business, it may be desirable to insert a

provision as to the time and duration of holidays.

It is advisable to prohibit the partners from engaging in

any business other than that of the firm. This is sometimes

extended so as to prohibit them from becoming directors of

a company. Stipulations of this nature can be enforced by

injunction. {Wldtivood Chemical Co. v. Hardman, [1891]

2 Ch. 416.) In the absence of express stii^ulation a partner

must account for profits made by him in a competing

business carried on without the consent of his co-partners,

or for the use by him of the name or connection of the firm.
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(Partnership Act, ]S90, ss. 29, 30; tmd seo Atis v. Jini/iuhi,

[1891] 2 Ch. 244.)

It is customary to prohibit any partner from hiring, or,

except in case of gross misconduct, dismissing any clerk, and

from becoming surety ; and, if the nature of the business

requires it, from engaging in transactions of more than a

specified amount without the previous consent of the other

partners.

6. Although, without stipulations to that elfect, each N"taftiDg

partner is bound to be true and just in all his dealings with hijuL^

the others {Blmet v. Daniel, 10 Hare, 493 (see p. 522) ;

*^"-

Maddeford v. Austicick, 1 Sim. 89 ; 2 Myl. & K. 279), and

may not, without the sanction of the other partners, employ

the partnership assets, or engage the credit of the firm,

except in carrying on the business of the firm, or allow the

assets to be taken in execution, or release any debts due

to the firm, it is not uncommon to insert provisions to this

effect.

7. " Partners are bound to render true accounts and full Accountj^.

information of all things affecting the partnership to any

partner or his legal representatives." (Partnership Act, 1890,

s. 28 ; Howe v. Wood, 2 Jac. & W. 558.) The matter, however,

is of such importance that it is the practice to insert express

provisions for taking the accounts so as to show the position

of the firm (a) as regards strangers, (/3) as regards the

partners. The provision for the first of these objects consists

of a stipulation that proper accounts shall be kept, such as

are usually kept by persons engaged in similar businesses.

Sometimes it is stated that they are to be posted up under

the personal superintendence of one of the partners. The

books are, in the absence of express agreement, to bf kejtt at

the place (or principal place) of business ; and each partner

has a right to inspect and take copies of them either

personally or by an agent, provided the latter is a person to

whom no reasonable objection can be taken by the other

partners, and undertakes not to divulge any information be

20 (2)
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Death of

partner or

dissolution

of firm.

"Share"
of partner.

thus acquires to anyone except his principal {t) . (Partnership

Act, 1890, s. 24: (9).)

In order to ascertain the position of the firm as regards

each of the partners, provision should be made for taking an

annual general account. This should state the transactions

of the firm during, and the assets and liabilities of the

partnership at the end of, the year. In some businesses it is

necessary to provide for taking a valuation of some of

the assets and liabilities.

It is also proper to provide that the account shall be signed

by the partners, and, when signed, shall be conclusive, mani-

fest errors excepted. The excepted errors are mere oversights

and blunders, not errors in judgment or opinion.

A provision of this sort does not prevent any partner from

taking proceedings to open an account which he may have

been led to sign by the fraud or misrepresentation of the

other partners.

8. The provisions on the retirement or death of a partner,

and on the dissolution of the firm, are sometimes of a com-

plicated character, and require much care and attention.

It must be remembered that the " share " of a partner is

not a share in any specific asset, or any specific part of

the assets real or personal ; but it is " his proportion of the

partnership assets after they have been all realized and con-

verted into money, and all the debts and liabilities have been

paid and discharged. This it is, and this only, which on the

death of a partner passes to his representatives, or to a legatee

of his share, . . . and which on his bankruptcy passes to his

tiiistee." (Lindley, Partn. 377 ; and see Ashworth v. Mann,

15 Ch. D. 369.)

The ordinary provisions on dissolution are that the whole

assets of the firm shall be realized, and the proceeds applied

in discharge of the liabilities of the firm and tlie costs of disso-

lution, and that the surplus shall be divided among the

partners and the representatives of a deceased partner in

{t) Bevan v. Wehh, [1901] 2 Ch. o9.
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specified shares. (See Partnership Act, 1S90, s. ;j9.) Pro-

vision should be made for contribution by the partners or

their representatives in case of insufficiency of the assets, and
for the execution by them of mutual releases.

Sometimes it is provided that the goodwill shall belong to I

one of the partners only. This is not uncommon where a

partner in an established business takes in a young man as

jDartner.

When the assets or liabilities may be of a complicated

character, requiring time for their realization or discliarge, it

is convenient to provide for taking an account and valuation

of the assets and liabilities of the firm, and for making pro-

vision for the discharge of such liabilities by the partners

and their representatives, and for the division of the assets in

specie.

It is convenient in this case to give power to carry any of

the assets to a suspense account for the purpose of meeting

contingent or unascertained liabilities. It should also bo

provided that proper instruments shall be executed for vesting

each share of the assets in the person to whom it is allotted,

and for securing the discharge of the liabilities by the persons

undertaking so to do, and for the execution by tlie partners

or theii" representatives of mutual releases.

Sometimes it is provided that, on the determination of the

partnership by efflux of time, one partner, or the i:)artners in

succession, shall have the option of taking over the business (//).

In all the older and in many of the modern forms of jiartner-

ship deeds the transaction is stated to be a purchase by the

partner having the option. This language, however, ouglit

to be avoided, as it is not accurate, for there is a great dis-

tinction between a contract for sale and a contract as to the

{ii) As to the rights of an out- ing a retiring partner's shore to

going partner as between himself make full disclosure of all material

and continuing partners in the facts which he knows but the ven-

absence of agreement, see Part- dor does not, see Za!t;v. Z^., [1005]

nership Act, 1890, s. 42 ; and as 1 Ch. 140.

to the duty of a partner purchas-
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manner in whicli the partnership assets are to be dealt witli

on dissolution. The partnership deed may provide that all

the assets should on dissolution belong to the specified partner,

whatever was his interest prior to dissolution in the capital of

the firm; and it may be provided that the assets and liabilities

of the firm shall be vested in the partner exercising the

option, while the outgoing partner is (in lieu of his rights in

the absence of stipulation) to have a sum of money, ascer-

tained in the manner prescribed by the partnership deed, paid

to liim. There may be provisions for taking an account of

the assets and liabilities of the firm ; for payment, within a

specified time, by the continuing partner to those retiring of

the amount appearing to be due to them for capital, interest,

and f)rofits, for the assets becoming the property of the con-

tinuing partner ; for his indemnifying the retiring partners

against the liabilities of the firm ; and for mutual releases.

The provisions as to the share of any partner dying or

retiring where the firm continues may take either of the

forms following :

—

His capital may be paid out to him or his representatives,

[a) in a lump sum, (/3) by instalments, or (7) may remain as

a loan to the firm during a term certain.

In each of these cases it is convenient to provide that the

general annual account last preceding the death or retirement

of a partner shall be conclusive as to the amount of his capital.

(See Jlimter v. DoNiiHrj, [1893] 1 Ch. ^91
;
[189;i] 3 Ch. 212.)

Owing to the possibility of the general annual account not

having been taken, it is convenient to provide that if this is

the case the representatives of a deceased partner may join

with the continuing partners in taking the general account

up to the last day on which it ought to have been made.

If the share of the retiring or deceased partner is to be

paid by instalments, or is to remain as a loan to the con-

tinuing partners, some provision should be inserted for

securing payment of it. This generally takes the form of a

bond by the continuing partners. A provision that the share

of a partner becoming bankrupt shall be paid for by instal-
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meiits or remain as a loan to the continuing- partners is

probably void as against the trustee in bankruptcy (x).

If the fii-m becomes bankrupt before all the debts due at

the time of the retirement or death of the partner are paid,

he or his representatives cannot prove against the assets of

the firm in competition witli the creditors of the firm for the
money due to him or them. {Ee Di.ron, L. E. 10 Ch. IGO

;

8. C. sub nom. Nanson v. Gordon, 1 App. Cas. 195
; Ex

parte Bhjthe, 16 Ch. D. 620
(;y) ).

It is convenient to give the retiring partner, or the re-

l^resentatives of a deceased partner, an allowance of interest

on his capital in lieu of profits from i]\e last day of taking the

annual account to the day of his retirement or death, so as to

obviate the necessity of accounts being taken up to the day of

his retiring or dying.

Sometimes the surviving partners have the option of re-

taining the shares of a deceased partner, his representatives

becoming sleeping partners ; or the representatives have the

option of becoming sleeping partners. In either of these

cases power should be given to the representatives of the

deceased partner to inspect the books and accounts of the

firm and to join in taking the general annual account. It

may be convenient to give them power to retire in case the

annual profits fall below a certain sum.

9. Sometimes an annuity, or a portion of the profits by rrovisions

way of annuity, is made payable on the death of a partner to ^^''^^'''^'^y

his widow or executors out of the profits dm-ing the con- deceased

tinuance of the business by the siu'viving partners. (2 K. & ^"

E. 344.) Occasionally it is provided that, after the deter-

(x) Wilson V. Gretnivood, 1 partners are jointly liable has

Swanst. 471 ; Collins v. Barker, been actually proved {Ex parte

[1893] 1 Ch. 578 ; and compare Andrews, 25 Ch. D, 505) ; nor

Borland's Trustee \. Steel Brothers, where the debt is statute barred

[1901] 1 Ch. 279. as against the partner n -tiling or

{y) This rule does not apply dead: Re Hephurn, \\ (i. B. J).

where no debt in respect of 394.

which the continuing and retired
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mination of the business by efflux of time, the annuity

is to continue payable by the surviving partners or their

representatives. It is enacted by s. 2, sub-s. 3 (c) of the

Partnership Act, 1890 (which repeals and partially re-enacts

the similar provisions of " Bovill's Act," 28 & 29 Yict. c.

86, s. 3), that " a person being the widow or child of a

deceased partner, and receiving by way of annuity a portion

of the profits made in the business in which the deceased

person was a partner, is not by reason only of such receipt a

partner in the business or liable as such."

Provisions enabling a partner to introduce a son are not

uncommon. They generally authorize the father to introduce

the son as a partner for the whole or part of the father's

share ; so that, while the father and son between them are to

have the same capital and be entitled to the same share of

profits as the father had, the division of the capital and profits

between father and son is to be made at the father's option.

It should always be provided that the new partner shall

execute a deed of accession to the partnership (z). (See the

form in 2 K. & E. 347.)

Arbiira- 10. The articles generally conclude with an arbitration
*^^-^- clause {(j).

Dissolu- On the dissolution of a partnership it is the right of every

partner, in the absence of an agreement to the contrary, to

have all the assets and also the goodwill of the fu-m sold.

This course is so ruinous that, in cases where the method of

winding up the affairs of the firm at dissolution is not pro-

vided for by the articles of partnership, and in cases where,

though provision is made, it directs a sale of the assets,

some arrangement is usually come to between the partners

that some of them shall take over the assets in specie, and

undertake to discharge the liabilities, and sometimes that

they shall have the benefit of the goodwill of the firm.

(2) See Byrne v. Jieid, [1902] 1S89 (52 & 53 Vict. c. 49); 1

2 Ch. 735. K. & E. 161 ; and Foiin 2, ib.

(o) See the Arbitration Act, 350.

tion.
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In tlie simple Ciasc of oiio of two partners retiring wln-re

the other intends to eontinue tlie business, a deed will he

framed, to which both partners will be parties, containing

recitals as to what the assets and liabilities are, what is the

balance due to the retiring partner on taking tlie accounts,

and of the agreement to dissolve the partnership. Tlie

operative clauses consist of a declaration that the partnership

is dissolved as from a certain day, and of an assignment by

the retiring partner " as beneficial owner," in consideration

of the payment of the balance due to him, of his share in the

assets, property, and goodwill of the firm to the partner who
intends to continue the business ; with a power of attorney,

expressed to be irrevocable (C. A. 1882, s. 8), enabling the

latter to use the name of the retiring partner in getting in

the assets. This power should bo inserted, notwithstanding

the provisions of the Judicature Act, 1873 (2 K. & E.

364, ante, p. 203) {b). When the retiring partner

eonvej'^s "as beneficial owner," full covenants for title by

him are implied (a>ifr, -p. 111). Occasionally only covenants

that he has not incumbered, and for further assiu"ance, are

given. "When this is intended, the words "as beneficial

owner" must be omitted and express covenants inserted.

The covenants, other than the covenants for title, by the

retiring partner are, that he has not contracted any delits, &c.,

which affect the continuing partner, except those apjtcaring

in the partnership books ; to ratify the acts done under the

power of attorney ; and not to release the debts due to the

partnership. Formerly he covenanted not to revoke the

power of attorney ; but this is now omitted, for, as the jiower

is given for valuable consideration, it cannot be revoked if

expressed to be irrevocable. (See the C. A. 1«^S2, s. 8.)

{b) In order to avoid unneces- peaty which must be convoyed by

sary ad valorem stamp duty, the deed (such as land) and chattols

money payable to the retiring which pass by delivery. ^Soc 1 K.

partner, which is really purchase- & E. olli, (>2T, and the uotos

money, should be apportioned 2 K. & E. 359, 3G3, 3Go.)

between those parts of the pro-
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No per.sou

can
I

become '

partner
without
consent of

all the

partners.

Power to

a partner

to intro-

duce a new
partner.

Deed of

acces-

sion {d)

.

The partner continuing the business covenants to discharge

the liabilities of the firm and to indemnify the retiring

partner against them. Lastly, the deed contains a mutual

release by the partners.

Where part of the assets consists of freeholds or leaseholds,

they are often conveyed by a separate deed.

It is a fundamental rule of the law of partnersliip that no

person can be introduced as a partner without the consent of

all the members of the firm. (Partnership Act, 1890, s. 24 (7)

;

Liudley, Partn. 396.) The reason is obvious. Persons may
be willing to trust each other and yet be unwilling to place

the same confidence in any one else. Even an assignment of

his share by a partner does not enable the assignee to become

a partner without the consent of the other partners. If the

partnership is at will, the assignment dissolves the partner-

ship : if the partnership) is not at will, the other partners

may treat the assignment as a ground for dissolution. The

only right that the assignee acquires, in the absence of the

consent of the other partners, is to payment of what on

taking the accounts may be found due to the assignor (r)

.

There is, however, no reason why the partners should not

agree either by the articles or subsequently that any one of

them may, either during his life or on his death, introduce

any person or a specified person into the partnership, with

power to assign to the person so introduced the whole or any

part of his share in the partnership. When this agreement

is entered into by the articles, it is proper to provide that the

person who is introduced shall execute a deed, called a " deed

of accession," by which he and the continuing j)artners shall

contract to observe the articles of partnership with such

modifications as may be necessary owing to his introduc-

tion.

The deed of accession, in the simple case where one of the

(c) Sect. 31 ; i?e Garwood, [1903] 1 Ch. 236.

[d) 2 K. & E. Prcc. VI. p. 35S.
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partners in exercise of a ])owor in the articles introduces a

new partner, and assigns part of liis share in the capital to

him, contains a recital of the articles, setting out the clauses

as to capital, division of profits, the power of introducing a

new partner, the restrictions, if any, on such introduction,

and the direction that the deed of accession is to he executed

;

or instead of these recitals, the deed may conveniently be

made "supplemental " to the articles (see C. A. 1881, s. 53).

Whether the deed is made supplemental to the articles or not,

the recitals will show in what shares the existing capital is

held, and the desu'e of the donee of the power to introduce

the new partner, and to assign to him a portion of his share

of the capital. The operative clauses consist of, Jir.st, the

assignment by the donee of the power, with the consent of

the other partners, of part of his capital to the new partner

;

and, sccondbj, mutual covenants by the partners (including

the new partner) to observe and perform the provisions of

the articles " with such variations as are rendered necessary

by the introduction of the said C. D. as a partner and the

assignment to him by the said A. B. of the said share

of the capital of the said A. B. as aforesaid and the pro-

visions hereinafter contained " ; and that they will observe

and perform the provisions of the articles so varied " as if the

said C. D. had originally been a party to and had executed

the said articles and as if the provisions of these presents had

been embodied therein." Then follow any special provisions

affecting the new partner ; as, for instance, that he may not

draw cheques, or that the partner who introduces liim may

expel him, ant(\ p. 304 et mj.

Conveyances by a retiring partner of his share in freeholds :\riKcel-

or leaseholds to a continuing partner, deeds of indemnity by
instru-"

continuing partners to retiring partners, and deeds of cove- ment**.

nant by continuing partners to secure the capital of a

deceased partner lent to the firm during a term pursuant to

provisions in the articles of partnership, require no dis-

cussion.

Keference should bo made to the Partnership Act. 1890, J^oj^^^
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interest s. 2, sub-s. (3) (d), and s. 3, re-enacting Bovill's Act (28 & 29

with
^ Yict. c. 86), viz. :

—

S. 2, sub-s. (3) (d). "Tbe advance of money by way of

loan to a person engaged or about to engage in any busi-

ness (e) on a contract with that person that the lender shall

receive a rate of interest varying with the profits, or shall

receive a share of the profits (/') arising from carrying on the

business, does not, of itself, make the lender a partner with

the person or persons carrying on the business, or liable as

such. Provided that the contract is in writing and signed by

or on behalf of all the parties thereto."

S. 3. " In the event of any person to whom money has

been advanced by way of loan upon such a contract as is

mentioned in the last foregoing section, or of any buyer of

a goodwill in consideration of a share of the profits of the

business, being adjudged a bankrupt, entering into an

arrangement to pay his creditors less than twenty shilHngs in

the pound, or dying in insolvent circumstances, the lender of

the loan shall not be entitled to recover anything in respect

of his loan, and the seller of the goodwill shall not be entitled

to recover anything in respect of the share of profits con-

tracted for, until the claims of the other creditors of the

borrower or buyer for valuable consideration in money or

money's worth have been satisfied."

In cases not falling within the Act of 1890 or the repealed

Act, the rule was formerly supposed to be that persons who

participate in the profits of the business are, in the absence of

other circumstances, partners; and therefore that an agree-

ment to share profits standing alone constituted a partnership,

though it was held that other circimistances might rebut this

presumption, and show that the person or some of the persons

who participate in the profits were not intended to be

(e) By sect. 45, "business" (/) This includes a fixed sum. to

includes every trade, occupation, be received " out of the profits":

or profession. Re Young, [1896] 2 Q. B. 484.
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partners (//). But the tnio rule is now considered to be tliat

participation in profits, though strong evidence, is not eon-

elusive evidence of a partnership ; and tliat the question

of partnership must be decided bj the intention of the

parties, which is to be ascertained from the contents of

the written instruments, if any, and the conduct of tlie

parties (//)

.

In the case of a loan made in pui'suance of Bovill's Act,

or of the Partnership Act, 1890, the agreement to receive a

rate of interest varying witli profits, or a share of the profits

instead of interest, standing alone, does not render the person

advancing the money a partner with the trader to whom it is

lent ; though the other facts of the case may be sufficient to

render the person advancing the money a partner. It shoidd

be noticed that a statement that the advance is exjaressed to

be by way of loan under the provisions of the Act, or a state-

ment that a partnersliip is not intended to be constituted, is

not sufficient to prevent the person advancing the mone}'

from becoming a partner, if the other facts of the case would

render him a j)artner (Lindle}', Partn. 47), and tlierefore

being useless, should be omitted. It is impossible in an

elementary treatise to discuss what circumstanci's are suffi-

cient, where an advance purports to be made under the pro-

visions of the Act, to render the person advancing the money

a partner ; but it is conceived that the mere fact of a trader

agreeing on the occasion of a loan to allow the person

advancing the money to join in taking the annual accounts

by which the profits are ascertained, will not render the latter

a partner, and that probably an agreement enabling the latter

{(j) Cox V. Hickman, 8 H. L. C. person who does not hold himself

268 ; Pawsey v. Armdrotuj, 18 out as a partner is liable to third

Ch. D. 698; Walker y. Hirsrlt, 21 persons for the acts of persona

Ch. D. 460. whoso profits he shares, unles.s ho

{Ji) Budeley v. ConsolidatedBank, and they are really partners inU r

38 Ch. D. 238 (see pp. 247, 258, sv, or unless they are his agent^^."

262). Lord Lindley (Partn. 59) See 6'o8//«y v. (/<k'<A<7/, [1897JA.C.

considers the law to be that " no 575.
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to forbid the trader from doing certain acts in the course of

his business will not render him a partner ; but that on the

other hand if he has power to compel the trader to do certain

acts in his business or even to carry on his business, he

becomes a partner. {MoUico, March ^ Co. v. The Court of

Wards, L. E. 4 P. C. 419 ; Poolei/ v. Driver, 5 Ch. D. 458

;

Ex parte Tennant, 6 Ch. D. 303; Ex parte Delhasse, 7 Ch. D.

511 ; Bade/ei/ v. Consolidated Bank, 38 Ch. D. 238.)
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CHAPTEE XI.

MAKRIAGE SETTLEMENTS.

Before we proceed to discuss settlements on marriage it

will be convenient, at the risk of repetition, to state shortly

how the wife's property can he dealt with, and what interest

her husband takes in it in the absence of a settlement,

Fird. Where the wife was married and her title accrued Wife

before 1883 (a). andUtle

As to property not helonginy to her as her sepande estate, ft'cruing

either expressly or under the M. W. P. A. 1870 (discussed ih83.

ante, p. 147 et seq.).

The husband becomes entitled on marriage to the rents Frop-

and profits of her freeholds during the joint lives of himself

and his wife (Goodeve, E. P. 66), whether her estate in the

lands is legal or equitable ; and he can convey his interest

in the rents and profits without her concm'rence. {Robertson

v. Norris, 11 Q. B, 916.) On the birth of issue who may by

any possibility inherit he becomes entitled, as tenant by the

curtesy, to her freeholds of inheritance diuiug his own life

whether her interest is legal or equitable (Goodeve, E. P. 1 02 ;

Coojyer v. Macclonald, 7 Ch. D. 288) ; subject to the qualifi-

cations that, if the wife takes by descent, the husband must

acquire seisin during her life (Co. Lit. 20 a) ; and that, as to

gavelkind land, he becomes tenant by the curtes}- of one

moiety only, but that he is entitled to the curtesy estate

whether issue capable of inheriting is born or not, and that

his estate is subject to cesser on his marrying again (Co. Lit.

{a) See M. AV. P. A. 1882 (45 & 40 Vict. c. 75), s. 5.
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» 30 a, note). The husband and wife together can convey her

freeholds, or any interest therein, whether legal or equitable,

whether in possession or remainder, and whether vested or

contiagent, by deed acknowledged under the Fines and

Recoveries Act, 1833 (3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 74), s. 77, as modified

Copy- by the C. A. 1882, s. 7 {b). The interest of the husband in

°
• his wife's copyholds depends upon the custom of the manor.

Generally he takes an interest analogous to that which he

takes in her freeholds. (See Goodeve, R. P. 318.) The husband

and wife can together convey her legal or equitable interest

in copyholds (3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 74, ss. 77, 90) by a surrender

made by both and taken on the separate examination of the

wife by the steward, subject in some manors to variations of

the custom. The wife's equitable interest in copyholds can

be conveyed also by the husband and wife together by deed

acknowledged by the wife (s. 77).

Money to The wife's interest in money subject to an absolute trust

in and fo^" investment in land (3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 74, s. 77), her
proceeds of reversionary interest in the proceeds of real estate subject

estate. to an absolute trust for sale {Mat/ v. Ropei\ 4 Sim. 360), and

her equitable reversionary life interest in a sum of money
properly invested upon a mortgage of land {Miller v. Collins,

[1896] 1 Ch. 573), can be conveyed by deed acknowledged.

Chattels The wife's chattels real to which she is entitled in her own
right {i.e., not as executrix or trustee), whether her interest is

legal or equitable, vest in her husband sub modo. He can

absolutely dispose of them by act inter viws ; and that, even

if her interest is reversionary (c), unless it be of such a nature

(6) See Carson, E. P. Stat. 313, reduced into possession by liim :

ante, p. 146. If the wife, on Tmnmt v. Welch, 37 Ch. D. 622.

being examined by the Commib-
(g) ^^ Bellamy, 25 Ch. D. 620.

sioners, states that she intends to But if her interest is equitable,

give up her interest in the property
j^^g assignment does not displace

without having any provision her equity to a settlement : Dart,
made for her, the purchase-money y. & p. 13. Hanson \ . Keatimj

,

becomes the absolute property of 4 Hare 1

.

the husband, even if it is not

real
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«

that it cannot by any possibility vest in her during tlie

coverture {puberlvij v. Baij^ IG Beav. 83) ; but, if he charges

them, the charge does not bind the wife if she survives liim.

He is entitled to the rents and profits of her chattels real

during the joint lives of himself and his wife ; but he

cannot dispose of them by his will. If he siu'vives his wife,

they belong to him by survivorship without taking out

administration to her (c/), and if he dies in the wife's lifetime

without having disposed of them by act inter vicos, they vest

absolutely in the wife. (See Goodeve, P. P. 398 ; Co. Lit.

351 a; ante, p. 148.)

The wife's chattels personal to which she is entitled in her Chattels

own right in possession vest absolutely in the husband on the P^™"""^ •

marriage. (Goodeve, P. P. 393 ; Co. Lit. 351 i.)

If the husband reduces her choses in action into possession Cliuscs in

{ante, p. 215) during the coverture, they belong to him ; if ho

does not, and the wife survives, they remain her property.

If the husband survives, they become his property on his

taking out administration to her. (See Smart v. Tranter,

43 Ch. D. 587.) The Married Women's Eeversionary

Interests Act, 1857, commonly known as " Malins' Act

"

(20 & 21 Yict. c. 57; see ante, p. 218), provided that after

1857, a married woman might by deed acknowledged, witli

the concurrence of her husband, dispose of reversionary

interests in personal estate to which she became entitled

under any instrument made after 1857, unless by such

instrument she was restrained from alienating or affecting

the interest; but the Act (see s. 4) does not extend to

interests in personal estate settled on her by her marriage

settlement. Before this Act there was no means whereby a

married woman could, either alone or with the concurreufc df

her husband, dispose of her reversionary choses in action

;

(d) Be Bellamy, 25 Ch D. 020; action the judgment of Sir T.

Surma,iY.Wharto)i,ll8dl}lQ.B. Plumer, M. E., in Furdtw v.

491^ Jadsou, 1 Euss. at p. GO.

(e) See on a wife's choses in

21
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Separate
estate.

Wife
entitled

in Equity
as feme
sole.

Legal
estate.

Interest of

husband
Bui'viving.

M .rried

Women's
Property
Act, 1870

and, even after the Act, she could not dispose of a rever-

sionary chose in action to which she was entitled under her

marriage settlement, not for her separate use.

As to property ichich is her separate estate, either by express

declaration or the 21. W. P. A. 1870 (/).

The husband takes during the wife's lifetime no equitable

interest in property which is her sej^arate estate ; and she can

dispose of her equitable interest in such property either by

act inter vivos, or by will, exactly as if she were a feme sole

;

but, where a legal interest is vested in a trustee for the wife,

it must be conveyed by him ; and where, by reason of there

being no express trustee, it is vested in the husband, it must

be conveyed by him, or by him and his wife, exactly in the

same manner as if the property belonged to the wife, but did

not form part of her separate estate {g).

The interests of the husband after the wife's death in her

separate estate as to which she dies intestate are the following,

and they have not been affected by the M. W. P. A. 1882

{Re Lambert, 39 Ch. D. 626) :—He is tenant by the curtesy

of her freeholds of inheritance in those cases in which he

would have been tenant by the curtesy if there had been no

separate use {Cooper v. Macdonatd, 7 Ch. D. 288; Eager \.

Furnivall, 17 Ch. D. 115) ; he is entitled to her leaseholds by

survivorship {Archer v. Lavender, 9 Ir. R. Eq. 220) ; to her

personal chattels, /«we marifi {Bird v. Peagrimi, 13 C. B. 639
;

Molony v. Kennedy, 10 Sim, 254; Johnstone y.Lnmb, 15 Sim.

308), and to her choses in action on taking out administration

to her {Proudley v. Fielder, 2 Myl. & K, 57).

Property constituted the wife's separate estate by the

M. W. P. A. 1870 (which was repealed by the M. W. P. A.

1882, but so as not to affect any right acquired while the

Act was in force), consisted (Goodeve, P. P. 402 et seq.)

of her earnings in any occupation that she carried on sepa-

(/) Presents given to a married

woman in contemplation of mar-

riage are her separate property

:

Re Jainieson, 37 W. E. 464.

{g) Goodeve, E. P. 69 ; Good-

eve, P. P. 398.
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rately from her liiisband or derived from the exercise of any
literary, artistic, or scientific skill, and the investments

thereof; investments made in a specified manner in the
'

savings banks, public stocks or funds, joint stock companies,

'

and friendly societies, all of which investments she was
authorised to transfer as a fono mie ; and also, if she was
married after the 8th of August, 1870, personalty to which

she became entitled during marriage as next of kin, or one

of the next of kin, of an intestate {Re Voss, 13 Ch. D. 504),

or any sum of money not exceeding 200/. to which she

became entitled during marriage under a deed or will, and

also the rents and jjrofits of freeholds, copyholds, or customary-

hold property descending on her as the heiress or one of the

co-heiresses of an intestate. (See coite, p. 148.) It will be

observed that the Act only dealt with the_eqiiitable_ interfist,

and put the wife into the same position as if the property

constituted her separate estate by the Act had been con-

stituted her separate estate by contract (/?).

Second///, where the wife was married after 1882; or was Wife

maiTied before 18^3, but her title accrued after 1882. "'^"V'^'

_
or title

By the M. W. P. A. 1882, the wife is, for the purpose "of accniinar

acquiiing, holding, and disposing by will or otherwise of

"

property, put into the position of a feme sole, so that tlie

husband's common law rights are altogether excluded during

the coverture, and the wife can deal with the legal as well as

the equitable interests in property without his concurrence,

unless she is a trustee (/) ; but the Act does not deprive the

husband after her death (subject to any disposition that she

may make by will) of the same rights over her propertj'- as

he would have had over property settled to her separate use

if the marriage had taken place and the property had been

acquired by her before 1883.

A will made by a married woman by virtue of tlie j)ower

{h) See Be Poole, 6 Cli. D. Johnson, 35 Ch. L). li4J.

739 ; WeldoH. v. De Bathe, 14 {i) Be Ilarkneas and AlUoj,j,,

Q. B. D. at p. 344 ; Johnson v. [1896] 2 Ch. 358.

21 (2)

alter 1882.
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conferred on her by the Act was rendered inoperative by her

husband's death {Re Price, 28 Ch. D. 709) ; but this has been

altered by the M. W. P. A. 1893 (56 & 57 Yict. c. 63),

s. 3 {j), as to a married woman who dies after the 4th

December, 1893, even if her will was made before that

date (A-).

The M. W. P. A. 1882 {I) is not (s. 19) "to interfere with

or affect any settlement, or agreement for a settlement, made

or to be made, whether before or after marriage, respecting

the property of any married woman." It has been held that

the meaning of this section is that the Act is " not to invali-

date or render inoperative any settlement " {Re Armstrong,

21 a. B. D. 270) ; that the section "excepts from the Act

everything which would interfere with the settlement and

would prevent the covenants contained in it from having

operation " {Hancock v. Hancock, 38 Ch. D. at p. 89 ; Stevens

V. Trevor-Garrick, [1893] 2 Ch. 307). The effect of these

decisions appears to be that every settlement or agreement

for a settlement of the property of a married woman is to be

construed and take effect exactly in the same manner as if

the Act had not been passed, except that the wife's interests

under the settlement (whether in income or capital) are her

separate estate whether expressed to be such by the terms of

the settlement or not {Re Luniley, [1896] 2 Ch. 690) ; but

property not expressly given to her for her separate use is not

made her separate estate by the Act if the effect would be to

prevent it being bound by the settlement {ni)

.

PART I.—SETTLEMENTS OF PERSONALTY.

Analysis. The following is the usual arrangement of the clauses of a

settlement of personalty ; but the arrangement sometimes

differs slightly from that here given, the principal variations

(y ) This Act is printed in Good-

eve, E. P., p. 565.

{Ji) Re Wylie, [1895] 2 Ch.

IK).

[1) This Act is printed in Good-

eve, R. P., p. 556.

(m) BucJdand v. B., [lOOD] 2

Ch. 534.
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being in the place of tlie invostnient clause. The clauses

printed in italics are now geuerall}' omitted, in reliance on

recent legislation :

—

1. Parties.

2. Recitals.

3. Conveyance of property by intended husband "as
'

settlor " to the trustees, habendum to the trustees

in trust for him until the man-iage, and afterwards

upon the trusts thereinafter declared.

4. Similar conveyance by intended wife.

5. Covenants for title («).

6. Declaration of trusts after marriage, i.e.

:

—
(i.) Trusts for investment, with power to vary

securities,

(ii.) Trusts for payment of income of property

settled by or on behalf of the intended

husband,

(iii.) Trusts for payment of income of property

settled by or on behalf of the intended

wife.

(iv.) Trusts for the issue of the marriage.

(v.) Ultimate trusts of property.

7. Miscellaneous clauses, such as a covenant by husband's

father to pay an annuity.

8. Power to invest in the purchase of land with subsidiary

clauses.

9. Covenant to settle after-acquired property of the

intended wife.

10. Power for either party to make a settlement on a

future marriage.

11. Power to apportion blended trust funds.

12. The rcceijd clause (o).

{n) See C. A. 1881, s. 7 ; ante, C. A. 1881, s. 36. Occasionally

p. 113 ;
post, p. 330. the receipt clause was omitted

(o) Trustee Act, 1893(56 & 57 before 1882 iu reliance on the

Vict. c. 53), s. 20 ; re-enacting i)ower8 to give receipts contained
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13. Power to determine questions and to arrange and com-

promise iyp).

14. Tower to appoint neiv trustees (g).

15. IndcmnitTj and reimbursement clause {r).

Sometimes the trust for investment, with power to vary

securities, immediately precedes the power to invest in land.

It was formerly the practice to insert after the assignment

full covenants for title by the settlors, and covenants against

incumbrances by parties conveying in a fiduciary capacity

;

but these are now generally omitted and appropriate covenants

implied by the use of the words provided in s. 7 of the C. A.

1881. It was also the practice to insert a trustees' receipt

clause, a power to the trustees to arrange and com-

promise, a full power of appointing new trustees, and

full provisions for the indemnity and reimbursement of

trustees ; but these clauses are now generally omitted, in

reliance on the statutory provisions. In some few cases,

whicli will be discussed subsequent 1}', it may still be advisable

to insert them, or to insert clauses supplementary to the

statutory provisions.

It will be convenient, instead of considering the clauses in

the order in which they oecm-, to divide them into the classes

following :

—

First. Those having reference to the conveyance of the

settled property, and to its preservation and management.

Second. Those stating the interests taken by the husband

and wife respectively.

Third. Those stating the interests taken by the issue of

the maniage.

in the Law of Property Ameud- in-ovisions of 23 & 24 Vict. c. lAo,

ment Act, 1859 (22 & 23 Vict. «• ^0.

c. 35), s. 23, and Lord Cran- ("?) ^^'^^^^ ^«*' 1893, s. 10, re-

^u' K i fo-i i- o, TT- . ^,.^ enacting C. A. 1881, s. 31 ; C. A.
worth s Act (23 & 24 Vict. c. 14o), ,,,„., . , -, , ,^ .

' 1882, s. o, as amended by C. A.
6. 29 1892, s. 6.

(p) Trustee Act, 1893, s. 21, (?-) Trustee Act, 1893, s. 8(2), (3),

re-enacting C. A. 1881, s. 37, and and s. 24, re-enacting C. A. 1881,

re-enacting and extending the s. 37; 22 & 23 Vict. c. 35, s. 31.
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Fourf/i. Those stating the ultimate destinatiou of the

proj)erty ou the failure of the persons primarily intended to

be provided for ; i.e., of husband, wife, and issue.

7'\f'f//. The trustee clauses.

Clauses of the First Class.

These may be sub-divided as follows :

—

Sub-divi-

(a) The clauses, if any, by which the property is con-
fi'r "t'*chisp

veyed to the trustees.

(b) The clauses authorising investments, sales, and re-

investments, of the trust projaerty ; and the power

to give receipts.

(c) The power to apportion blended funds.

(d) The power to determine questions and to arrange

and compromise.

(a) When the property to be vested in the trustees consists The

of money or other personal chattels which pass by delivery
; ^^j^'

Dronertv, such as consols, which can be transferred in some t'^ tlio

. trustees,

statutory manner ; or such as railway debentures, which are
^^Yheu the

properly assigned by deed in statutory form, it is transferred property

to the trustees m the appropriate manner, inasmuch as it is ferred by

not intended to transfer the beneficial ownership in the J^^^l.i^'ery

or lu fv

property unless the marriage takes place, the recitals in the stututory

settlement state the payment or transfer to the trustees as
^'^''"''

having been made, or being about to be made pursuant to an
,

agreement made on the treaty for the mamage " upon trust
\

for the said [HcttJor'] until the said intended maniage, and '

afterwards upon the trusts hereinafter expressed." (For

forms of recitals, see 2 K. & E. 452 et seq.)

But in cases where the proper method of conveying the Wliontl.e

property is by a deed in the ordinary form, tlie (iue.-<tion ,^^.,1;

arises, whether the conveyance should be contained in the "^"^;|;'.'"''

settlement itself, or should be carried into etfect by a .separate twined in

deed. Where the property consists of furniture, or other
J,,'^?^";"

""'

movable chattels, passing by delivery, and it is desirable n..t

to transfer the ownership to the trustees by delivery only,
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Transfer
of mort
arage to

trustees.

but to employ a bill of sale (which will not require registra-

tion as the settlement is made on marriage ; see the Bills of

Sale Act, 1878, s. 4), it does not signify whether the settle-

ment itself is the hill of sale or not ; for on any sale of the

furnitm'e by the trustees, the bill of sale will not be a docu-

ment of title as regards the purchaser. But where the

proj)erty is of such a nature that every instrument of convey-

ance is a necessary link in the title, the answer to the question

above proposed appears to depend upon whether the property

may have to be parted with in the exercise of the trusts of

the settlement or not ; for, in the former case, inconvenience

would arise if the settlement were to become one of the title

deeds of the property. Thus, Avhere land is settled by trust

for sale, such land should be conveyed- to the trustees by a

separate deed. (See p. 330.)

Again, if a mortgage is to be transferred to the trustees,

the transfer ought to be effected by a separate deed (s) ; for

otherwise, if the mortgage is paid off, the settlement becomes

one of the title deeds of the mortgagor. The transfer of

the mortgage to the trustees is in the usual form, with

the following exceptions (see form in 2 K. & E. 539) : it

contains a recital of the intended marriage and of the agree-

ment upon the treaty for the marriage for the transfer of the

mortgage to the trustees, " in manner and upon the trusts

hereinafter expressed ;
" the transfer is made "in pursuance

of the said agreement, and in consideration of the said

intended marriage," by the transferor " as settlor, with the

approbation of [the intended husband and ic[fe'\^^ or, if one of

them was the transferor, with the approbation of the other :

the habendum of the mortgage debt is, " to the said A. B.

and C. D." {the trustees) ["their executors, administrators, and

assigns" (^)], in trust for the transferor, "until the said

intended marriage, and afterwards upon such trusts, and

(s) Capper v. Terrinyton, 1 Coll.

103 ; Dobson v. Land, 4 De G. &
Sm. 575 ; Butler's note xiv. 5 to

Co. Lit. 290 b.

{t) These words are now gene-

rally omitted.
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with and subject to such powers iind provisions, as ar«

declared concerning the same by an indenture " {meaning the

settlement) " intended to bear even date with and to be

executed after these presents, and made, &c." If for any

reason notice of the transfer cannot be given to the mort-

gagor a power of attorney is inserted in favour of tlie trustees

[ante, p. 203), Then follows a conveyance of the mortgaged

property to the trustees subject to the existing equity of

redemption. Formerly a power to the trustees to give

receipts for the mortgage money, a power of appointing new

trustees, and the trustees' indemnity clause were inserted.

The first and second of these clauses gradually fell into

disuse owing to the provisions of Lord Cranworth's Act

(23 & 24 Yict. c. 145), and were always omitted after 1881,

in reliance on the provisions of the C. A. 1881, ss. 31, 36

(repealed by the Trustee Act, 1893, and re-enacted by

S3. 10, 20) ; but it is still the practice to insert a short

clause, stating by whom the statutory power of appointing

new trustees is to be exercised. The indemnity clause was

omitted in reliance on the Law of Property Amendment

Act, 1859, often called Lord St. Leonards' Act (22 & 23

Yict. c. 35), 8. 31 (repealed by the Trustee Act, 1893, and

re-enacted by s. 24).

The settlement recites the mortgage ; or, if it lias been

dealt with since it was made, recites that the settlor "is

entitled to a mortgage debt of £ secm-ed, together with

interest at the rate of £ , on hereditaments at ,

by an indenture, dated, &c." The contemporaneous deed

of transfer is also recited. (See 2 K. & E. Prec. V.

p. 540.)

On the other hand, suppose that the property conveyed is where th.-

not intended to be disposed of by the trustees; as, for
JJ^^J^]|jj.j^

instance, where the property conveyed by the intended wife not tojbo

is her reversionary interest, expectant on her fatlier's death,
^f,

in the funds comprised in his settlement. Here the trustees

are not intended to deal witli the reversionary interest imtil

it becomes payable and there is no objection to the
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assignment to tlie trustees being made in the settlement

itself.

Covenants There was formerly some difference of opinion as to what
for title, covenants for title should be inserted where the assignment

was contained in the settlement itself. Most practitioners

before 1882 inserted in a conveyance of land, or a policy

of life assm-ance, the same covenants as would have been

inserted in a conveyance on a sale ; and, in all other cases,

a covenant by the husband for further assurance of property

assigned by him, and separate covenants by the husband

and wife for fui-ther assurance of property assigned by her.

i

The practice, however, of giving full covenants for title led

;' occasionally to most disastrous consequences. For it might

happen that some incumbrance was overlooked on the inves-

tigation of the title ; and on the incumbrancer enforcing his

rights, it became the duty of the trustees to sue the settlor

on his covenants—a course which might lead to his ruin,

and was not for the benefit of his wife and children. It is,

therefore, a wiser course never to insert any covenant except

a covenant by the conveying party for further assurance,

which may be express, or, as is now the practice, may be

implied by making him convey " as settlor."

The C. A. 1881, provides, s. 7 (1) (E), that "in a con-

veyance by way of settlement," which, it will be observed, is

not restricted to settlements for value, " every person who
conveys and is expressed to convey as settlor," shall be

deemed to covenant for further assurance : the covenant

extending to the acts of every person claiming under the

person so conveying either by deed or act or operation of

law in his lifetime subsequent to the conveyance, or by testa-

mentary disposition, or by devolution in law on his death.

Where the settlement is made for valuable consideration,

as in the case of a marriage settlement, full covenants for

title and further assurance may be implied by making the

a^tlor convey "as beneficial owner" [ante, p. 113).

// Occasionally land is put into settlement, with the intention

trusf fo''^
that it should ultimately be divided among the children

t^ale.
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of the marriage. Here the proper scheme is not to settle

the land itself, but to vest it in trustees for sale and to settle

the proceeds of the sale. This artifice allows us to make use

of the ordinary clauses and provisions of a settlement of

personalty. The land is assured, usually ]jy separate deed

(see ante, p. 328), to the trustees of tlie settlement, upon

trust for the settlor " until the said intended marriage and

afterwards " (or, if the land be freehold, it may be assured

" to the use of the said \jiettlor'] and his heirs until the said

intended marriage, and afterwards to the use of the said

[trudees'] and their heirs ") " upon trust that they, the said

[trustees] [or the survivors or survivor of them, or the

executors or administrators of such survivor,] or other the

trustees or trustee for the time being of these presents, shall,

at the request, in writing, of [the intended husband and n-ife'\,

during their joint lives, and afterwards of the survivor

of them during his or her life, and after the death of the

survivor at the discretion of the trustees or trustee for the

time being, sell" (see 2 K. & E. Free. YIII. p. 552) ; the

trusts of the proceeds being declared by reference to the

marriage settlement (see infra). Under this scheme the land

cannot be sold against the wishes of the husband and wife,

so that they will as certainly enjoy it as if it had been

settled in sj^ecie ; while, on the other hand, when the property

has to be divided, a partition of the land is avoided unless all

the children desire it ; for any one child has a right to insist

on a sale. The words, '' or the survivors or survivor of them,"

though usually inserted, may be omitted in reliance on the

Trustee Act, 1893, s. 22, re-enacting the C. A. 1881, s. 38

(see 2^ost, p. 343) ; if they are omitted the reference to the

executors, &c., will also be omitted. Formerly it was the

practice to expressly authorize the trustees to sell, either

together or in parcels, by public auction or private contract,

and subject to such conditions as they should think fit, and

to buy in, or rescind or vary any contract for sale
;
but these

express authorities are now omitted in reliance on the pro-

visions of the Trustee Act, 1803, s. 13, re-enacting the
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C. A. 1881, s. 35, which confers these powers on trustees for

sale, unless a contrary intention is expressed in the settlement.

It is the practice to declare in the deed containing the

trusts for sale that the trustees shall hold the net sale moneys,

and also the rents and profits until sale, upon the trusts

declared, " by an indenture already prepared and intended to

bear even date with, and to be executed immediately after

these presents, and to be made between, &c.," meaning the

settlement ; while the beneficial trusts of the sale moneys,

and of the rents and profits (which latter are declared by

reference to the trusts of the income of tlie investments

of the sale moneys), are contained in the settlement. (See

form in 2 K. & E. 499, form LXIY.) This is convenient,

for after all the property is sold, the deed containing the

trust for sale, being no longer of any use to the trustees, can

be handed over to the purchaser, who is not concerned to see

the deed containing the beneficial trusts.

In many cases it is proper, in the prudent management

of an estate, to commit waste by cutting timber, or opening

mines and quarries ; and although the trustees of a convey-

ance in trust for sale are the legal owners of the fee simple,

and therefore may at law commit waste, it appears that in

Equity they have no power to do so, unless it be for the

benefit of all their cestais que trmtent. It would follow that,

whenever it became proper to cut a tree, they would be bound

to sell it and invest the proceeds. (See j)OHt, p. 391, as to

the power given by the S. L. A., to a tenant for life to cut

timber.) The rule is extremely inconvenient; for, if

rigorously carried out, it would render it necessary for the

trustees to interfere in the management of the estate. It

also may be proper to insure or to improve the estate by

building, making roads, &c. ; but if this be done, the question

arises whether the expenses are to be paid out of the trust

property ; and if so, whether they are to be paid out of

capital or income. Various schemes have been proposed for

avoiding these difficulties. One scheme is to make the person

entitled to the receipt of the rents and profits legal tenant for
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life, without impeachment of waste ; but to declare tliat if a

sale be made in his lifetime, the property shall be sold with

possession. The disadvantage of this scheme is that, on the

bankruptcy of the tenant for life, the power of committing

waste would be exercised for the benefit of the creditors, not

of the persons claiming under the settlement, and that no pro-

vision is made for insurance or improvements on the propert}-.

The better plan appears to be to insert a short clause giving

to the trustees general powers of management, of committing

waste, of insuring and improving the property, Avitli power
to delegate these powers to the person entitled to tlie rents

and profits. (See 2 K. & E. 500, 501, forms LXVI.,
LXVII.) The result, according to the proposed scheme, is,

that so long as things go on well, the husband, whether he

or his wife takes the first life interest, manages the property

as if he were absolute owner; while, if he gets into diffi-

culties, the trustees manage it themselves. The trustees

should also have power to determine what part of the produce,

timber, &c., is to be considered as capital and what is income,

and to raise the costs of insurance and improvements out of

income, or, to a limited extent, out of capital.

It was formerly the practice to give to the trustees express Powers of

powers of leasing the property exercisable until sale. This
'•"'*'°^'

practice was interfered with by the S. L. A. 1882 (s. G3),

which required the consent of the tenant for life of the

proceeds of sale; but, as the effect of the S. L. A. 18S4

(ss. 6 and 7) is to enable these powers to be exercised without

the consent of the tenant for life, unless he has obtained an

order of Court authorizing him to exercise the statutory

powers (in which case the trustees' powers are suspended),

express powers of leasing are now commonly given to tlie

trustees. (See form in 2 K. & E. 501, form LXYIII.)

Sometimes the power is restricted to granting leases for

twenty-one years ; but more commonly the powers are given

by reference to the statutory powers, so as to enable the gi-ant

by the trustees of any lease which a tenant for life could

grant by vu-tue of the S. L. Acts, 1882 to 18t>0. (See form

in 2 K. & E. 505, form LXXTTT.)
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It is perhaps usual to give the powers of leasing to the

trustees, to be exercised with the consent of the husband and

wife and of the survivor, and after the death of the sur\ivor

at the discretion of the trustees ; but they are often given to

the equitable tenant for life instead of the trustees, for the

following reasons :
—

First, it is not generally wished that the trustees should

interfere in arranging the terms of the tenancies, as the

interests of the children are sufficiently protected by the

terms of the statutory or ordinary express powers ; and

although, according to the usual practice, the trustees may
think fit to grant a lease under an express power vested in

them on the representation of the tenant for life that the

lease is advantageous, they incur responsibility by doing so

without satisfying themselves by independent inquiry as

to the propriety of the lease. Second, as trustees do not

generally live near the property, it would be necessary for

them, if they were themselves to arrange the terms of the

tenancies, or even to make inquiries whether a lease approved

of by the tenant for life was a proper one, either themselves

to journey to the property or to employ an agent to view it,

either of which courses would lead to expense. Third, it is

very inconvenient to obtain the execution of the lease by

many people. If, as is often the case, there are four trustees,

and the lease is made under an express power given to

them to be exercised with the consent of the husband and

wife, six persons have to execute the lease ; while if the

power is vested in the tenant for life, he alone need execute

the lease.

Where the tenant for life, whether legal or equitable,

grants a lease of freeholds under an express power, the lease

operates as a declaration of the use, so that the lessee obtains

the legal estate by force of the Statute of Uses. But, if the

lease be made of copyholds or leaseholds for years, the

Statute of Uses does not apply, and the lease does not pass

the legal estate. In cases of leases for short terms at rack-

rent this is immaterial, for the lessee does not investigate his
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lessor's title, and ho is perfectly safe, as the lessor himself

is bound by the estoppel caused by the lease, and the other

persons claiming- under the settlement are bound in equity.

If, however, the power extends to granting building or

mining leases, it may be desirable to insert a provision

binding the trustees to concur in any lease granted by the

tenant for life, or to make a demise for the purpose of con-

firming it. (See the form, 2 K. & E. 502, note (a).)

It is the practice to insert a covenant to settle any propei'ty wife'a

which may be acquired by the wife during the coverture. "^**^'':
,

Occasionally, when the covenant is improperly framed, it property,

extends in terms to all the property acquired by the wife,

both during her husband's lifetime and after liis death. The

tendency of the Courts, where the (>x})ressions are ambiguous,

is to construe the covenant as applying only to property

acquired during the husband's lifetime (»).

Eegard being had to the decisions on the 19th section of

the M. W. P. A. 1882 {ante, p. 324), it aj^pears safer to frame

the clause so as to bind any interests that the husband would

have taken in the wife's property if the Act had not passed.

This may be effected by making both husband and wife

covenant ; but the usual plan is to frame the clause as an

agreement and declaration that the wife's property shall be

settled, in which case it operates as a covenant by both

husband and wife {ante, p. 162; Ramsden v. Smith, 2 Drew.

298, 309). Before 1883 the clause was of special importance

as binding the interests which the husband took in the wife's

property, not only after her death but in lior lifetime ; but,

owing to the provisions of the M. W. P. A. 1^82, wliere the

marriage is after 1882, the husband takes no interest duriug

the wife's life in her property, and the interest that he takes

after her death is subject to her testamentary dispositions.

(See the nature of the husband's interests in the wile's

(«) 7iV Edwards, L. E. 9 Ch. 97, L. E. 8 Eq. 551 ;
lie Coghlan,

approving Dkhinson v. DUlwyn, [1894] 3 Ch. 7G :
Norton on Deeds,

L. E. 8 Eq. 546 ; Charter v. Carftr, 590.
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property discussed, ante, p. 319 et seq.) It follows that before

1883, the insertion of the covenant was to the -svife's advantage

rather than the husband's, but since 1882 it is for the benefit

of both, for, on the one hand, it protects the wife from

pressure by the husband to give her after-acquii-ed property

to him ; and, on the other hand, it renders it certain, if so

intended, that he will at least take a life interest in it.

The questions that arise on the construction of the

covenant are difficult, and are therefore not discussed

here {x) . The clause itself may be divided into the following

sub-clauses :

—

(a), A description of what is to be settled. This is

generally stated to be— (1) any property to which the in-

tended wife " shall at the time of the intended marriage be
"

entitled (//) ; (2) any property which during the coverture

she (and in settlements before 1883 any property which

during the coverture the husband in her right) becomes seised

or possessed of, or entitled to, at the same time and from the

same source (s), of more than a minimum value (often 200/.)

;

except furniture, jewels, plate, &c., which excepted articles

are to remain the absolute property of the wife, or (in settle-

ments before 1883) are to belong to her for her separate use,

and except any annuity or other estate or interest for the life

(x) See 2 K. & E. 511, 512; to wiiicti the wife is now," 7.e., at

Norton on Deeds, 579. the date of the settlement, " en-

(?/) Where the wife is known to titled," for this might subject the

be absolutely entitled to property settlement to additional duty if

which is intended to be settled, such property in fact existed, but

the settlement should be effected to confine the covenant to pro-

by the principal part of the deed, perty to which the wife shall be

and not left to take effect under entitled at the date of the mar-

this clause. Having regard to the riage or shall acquire during the

language of the Stamp Act, 1891 coverture.

(54 & 55 Vict. c. 39), Sched. I., (z) See Re Davie.o, [1897] 2 Ch.

imposing an ad valorem duty on 204 ; Be Fares, [1901] 1 Ch. 708.

the settlement "of any definite The covenantdoes not bind savings

and certain principal sum of of income : Be Clutterhuck, [1905]

money," it appears desirable not i Ch. 200.

to covenant to settle " property
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or any part of the life of the wife (a), wliich it is declared

shall belong to the wife for her separate use, and diuing the

coverture, without power of anticipation
; (3) property over

which the wife has or acquires a general power of ap])oint-

ment, and (in settlements before 1883) property to wliich the

wife is entitled for her separate use, is sometimes included,

owing to the risk that, if tins be not done, the Avife miglit be

persuaded to exercise the power in favom" of her husband, or

to give the property settled to her separate use to him ; but,

as a person giving property in either of these manners to the

wife will probably be aware of the risk referred to, and may
possibly consider that, in the events that have happened, it is

for the benefit of the family that the property should not be

bound by the covenant, the expediency of comprising pro-

perty of this nature is doubtfid. Property which would in

the absence of a marriage settlement be the wife's separate

estate by virtue of the M. W. P. A. 1882, is not property to

which she becomes entitled for her separate use for the pur-

poses of the covenant to settle ; for the effect of s. 19 of the

Act is that the operation of the statute is excluded so far as

it would prevent the inclusion of such property in the settle-

ment. {Be Stonor, 24 Ch. D. 195 ; Re TF7iitakcr, 34 Ch. D.

227 ; and cases cited ante, p. 324.)

It will be observed that, if the covenant is in the form

above suggested, it will be impossible for the wife to retain

for her own use any property acquii-ed by her during the

coverture, however strongly the donor may have expressed

a wish that she should retain it. {ScholfichI v. Spooner,

26 Ch. D. 94.) This is sometimes very inconvenient. The

wife may have attained such an age as to render it certain

that there will be no issue of the marriage, and circimi-

stances may occur which would render the employment of a

capital sum of the greatest advantage to the vdic. To meet

this difficulty, " property as to which, in the instrument

E.I.C.

(a) See ReDowding, [1904] 1 Ch. 4^1.

22
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under which it is acquired by the said [efi/e], or in writing

signed by the donor or appointor of such property either

before or within calendar months after making the gift,

or appointment thereof, an intention is expressed that it shall

be exempt from the present covenant or from any provision

of a like nature " is sometimes excepted from the operation

of the covenant. (See 2 K. & E. 513.)

(/3) . A direction that the property shall be conveyed to the

trustees at the cost of the trust estate.

(y). Trusts for sale and conversion, exercisable with the

consent of the husband and wife and the survivor, and after-

wards at the discretion of the trustees, over all the property.

(S). The trusts of the proceeds of conversion are declared

by reference to the trusts declared in the settlement con-

cerning the wife's property. If the whole of the property

previously settled belongs to the husband, the trusts will be

declared by reference to it, with some modifications.

(s). It is very commonly and properly declared that, in

eases where no provision is made by a separate clause for a

future husband of the wife or for her children by him (see

below), if there be not more than a specified number of

children of the intended marriage (or sometimes, where the

property settled is large, without reference to the number of

children), the wife shall have power to appoint a life interest

in her after-acquired property to any future husband, and

that her children by any futui'e marriage shall take some

interest in the fund.

Power to It is not uucommon to empower the intended wife to make

future some provision out of her fortune for an after-taken husband
marriage, and her issuo by liim, and sometimes a similar power is given

to the intended husband over his fortune. As a general rule

this provision in favour of the intended wife should be inserted

where the settlement contains a covenant to settle her after-

acquired property, as, if this is not done, she may have but

one child by her first husband, who will take all her fortune,

leaving her children by a future marriage unprovided for.
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We shall discuss the power as to wife's fortune only (i).

The power is made exercisable by deed executed in con-

templation of a futm-e marriage or by will, and authorises

the wife to appoint part of her fortune to an after-taken

husband and her issue by him. Sometimes she is authorised

to appoint a specified part of her fortune, but it is perhaps

more usual to provide that the amount to bo appointed sliall

depend either on the number of the children of the first

marriage or on tlio number of the children of both marriages.

It is usual to provide that the appointed interests ai-e to h'

subject to her life interest under the present settlement, and
that a future husband is not to take an interest larger than

a life interest, and that the issue of a future marriage shall

not, except by advancement, take any interest vesting earlier

than before they, being male, attain twenty-one, or being

female attain that age or marry. It is also usual to pronde

that, subject to any such appointment, the appointed share

shall remain subject to the settlement. There are a few

subsidiary provisions which the student will find in the form

referred to. Sometimes the power is limited to appointing a

life interest in part of the wife's fortune to a surviving

husband, and sometimes the wife has an absolute j)ower of

appointment over part of her fortune if there are only n

certain number of children of her first marriage.

Where neither husband nor wife can settle any property in Annuity,

possession, but only property subject to prior life interest.-^, it

may be necessary to provide an immediate income for tlimi

;

or, if that is unnecessary, as, for instance, where the husband

has a sufficient professional income, still some provision slmuM

be made for the case of his death before the settled funds fall

into possession. This is usually done by means of an agree-

ment by some relation of the husband or of the wife to pay

an annuity until that event.

Where, for example, the husband settles a reversion to

(6) See 2 K. & E. 516, power is givou to the survivor ot

Form LXXXIII., where the the hii^lmnd and wife.

2-2 (2)
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whieli lie is entitled under his father's settlement subject to

his father's life interest, the usual course is for the father to

covenant to pay an annuity, which may be charged on his

life interest under that settlement. The annuity is made

payable during the joint lives of the husband and his father,

and occasionally, in case of the death of the husband in the

father's lifetime, during the remainder of the life of the

father, if and so long as the wife or any issue of the marriage

are living ; or it may be made payable only while some issue

of the marriage are living ; or it may be made determinable

on the marriage of the son's "s\adow.

The covenant should usually be entered into with the

trustees of the settlement, and the trusts of the annuity may
generally be declared by reference to those of the income of

the settled property. (See Form LYII., 2 K. & E. 495.)

The annuity should be made payable quarterly or half-yearly,

and till lately it was necessary to declare expressly that it

should accrue from day to day. The words " accrue from

day to day " require some explanation. The general inten-

tion is to provide for the paj^ment of the annuity during an

uncertain period, for instance, until the husband's father dies,

or until the husband attains a certain rank in the army, or

the like. It is very unlikely that that period will happen to

end on one of the days on which the annuity is payable, and

it becomes, therefore, necessary to provide for the payment

of a proportional part of the annuity up to the day of the

happening of the event on which it determines. There are

two methods of doing this. By the one method we provide

for the payment of a certain annuity, say 100/., by equal

quarterly payments of 25/. each, so long as, e.g., the father

is alive, and direct that on the quarter-day next after his

death a further payment shall be made proportional in

amount to the number of days that he survives the preceding

quarter-day. By the other method, that referred to above,

we cause a proportional part of the annuity to become a debt

daily, but not to be payable tiU the following quarter-day,

which, it will be observed, comes to exactly the same thing.
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but is a more convenient method of expression. The effect

of the 1st and 2nd sections of the Apportionraont Act, IMTU
(33 & 34 Vict. c. 35), is to ob\'iate the necessity for expressly
stating that the annuity is to accrue from day to day ; but,
as tlie words employed are very few (" to be considered as
accruing from day to day "), it is the practice to insert tliem.

Sometimes it is intended that the annuity shall varv in
amount according to cii'cumstances which may arise. (See
forms, 2 K. & E. 495, 549.)

Sometimes where the husband has no property that can Lifo in-

conveniently be settled, he has an income derived from his
'*"™"'^«-

business or profession. In this case he generally insures

his life and settles the policy and the money insured. He
may effect the insm^ance either in the names of the trustees

or in his own name. In the latter case he must assign the

policy to the trustees ; and the assignment may conveniently

be made in the settlement itself, as it is not intended that the

trustees should seU or otherwise dispose of the policy.

The trusts of the policy-moneys are generally declared l)y

reference to the trusts of the other trust funds. The
husband should covenant with the trustees to keep the policy

on foot and renew it if it should become void or voidable, tlie

covenants being of the same nature as those in a mortgage of

a policy {anfr, p. 210).

Sometimes there is a power enabliug the trustees, on the

husband's default, to apply any part of the income, or even

of the capital, of the trust funds in laying the premiuuis,

or even to borrow money for that j)m'pose. (2 K. it E.

488.) But the propriety of inserting such a power nnist

depend on the circumstances of the case. If the polic}' bo

for a large amount, and the other settled funds be but siuall,

the biu"den of keeping up the policy out of the income of

the settled funds might, if the husband became unable to pay

the premiums, be very serious, and might leave a very small

income for tlie wife and family to live on. It is desirable to

leave a good deal of discretion to the trustees as to whether,

on the husband's default, they should keep up the policy or
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not. They ought to be empowered, if they think fit, to

surrender it, and to hold the sum received on the surrender

upon trusts for accumulation during the husband's lifetime,

and to hold the total sum accumulated upon the same trusts,

after the husband's death, as those of the policy-moneys.

Payment Trustees have a right to be indemnified out of their trust

by property for money properly spent by them in preserving it

;

and accordingly they have a lien on a trust policy for the

amount of premiums paid by them out of their own moneys,

if it is their duty to keep up the policy, and there are no

trust funds properly applicable for that purpose, but not

otherwise ; and, in cases where the trustees would have a

lien on the policy for premiums paid by them, they can

give a like lien to another person who advances money to

tliem for the purpose of paying the premium. {Clack v.

Holland, 19 Beav. 262 ; GUI v. Downing, L. E. 17 Eq. 316
;

Re Leslie, 23 Ch. D. 552 ; discussed in Re Winchilsea, 39 Ch.

D. 168.)

Bonus. Having regard to the fact that a bonus is an accretion to

the principal sum secured by a policy {Roberts v. Edwards,

33 Beav. 259), and that consequently it cannot, in the

absence of an express power, be applied in reducing the

premiums, liberty is sometimes given to the trustees at the

request of the husband to apply the bonus for that purpose.

(See form in 2 K. & E. 488.)

(b) Clauses of the second sub-class {ante, p. 327) consist

of—
(a). The investment clause.

(/3). The power to invest in land, and its accompany-

ing trusts and powers.

(y). The receipt clause.

To whom As a general rule, tlie powers and trusts of a settlement
powers are

^£ pgygonalty are made exercisable "by the said [trustees]

or the survivors or survivor of them, or other the trustees

or trustee of these presents, with the consent of the said

[intended husband and wife'] during their joint lives, and
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of the survivor of them diu-ing- his or her life, and after the

death of such survivor at the discretion of the trustees or

trustee for the time being." The reader will observe that

the power is not in terms given to the assigns of the trustees,

thus differing from the powers in a mortgage deed which are

expressly given to the assigns of the mortgagee. The reason

is obvious ; it is not intended that the persons to whom the

trust fund may be assigned on any sale should exercise the

powers ; the only assigns intended to exercise the powers are

new trustees, and their right to exercise the powers does not

arise in their capacity as assigns of the property, but as being

trustees duly appointed. The words, " or the survivors or

survivor of them," are not necessary in deeds after 1882, as

the Trustee Act, 1893, s. 22 (re-enacting the repealed pro-

vision of the C. A. 1881, s. 38), provides that a power or

trust given to or vested in two or more trustees jointly by an

instrument coming into operation after 1881 is to sm-vive

unless the contrary is expressed ; but it is the usual practice

to insert them in the first place where they occur, and to add

the words, "hereinafter called the said trustees or trustee,"

and afterwards to use the words "the said trustees or

trustee."

The consent to the exercise of any power should be given How con-

in \\Titing, if no particular method of giving consent is ^^.^^^^

prescribed ; and the writing should, for the secmity of the

trustees, be carefully preserved.

An infant wife can exercise a power of consenting to

changes of investment. {Ee Cardro.ss, 7 Ch. D. 728.) The

question as to what other powers she can exercise will be

found discussed fidly in Eo D'Aiifjibau, 15 Ch. D. 228.

(a). According to the rule of the Court of Chancery, where The in-

money in the hands of trustees was to be invested, the only ciTim'.

investment allowed was a Government Tliree per Cent. Stock.

Owing to the very limited range of investment authorised by

this rule, it became the practice to insert in every well-drawn

settlement a power of investment directing the trustees either

to allow the property (but as regards any reversionary inte-
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rests after tlie same sliould have fallen into possession) to

remain in its actual state of investment, or to sell it and

invest the proceeds in certain specified securities, with power

from time to time to vary the securities.

Statutory Yarious Acts of Parliament have been passed from time to

time authorising trustees to make investments not expressly

authorised by the instrument creating the trust. The statu-

tory provisions now in force regulating investments by

trustees are contained in the Trustee Act, 1893 (56 & 57 Vict.

c. 53), Part I., replacing similar provisions of the Trust

Investment Act, 1889 (52 & 53 Yict. c. 32) (c). These enable

a trustee, " unless expressly forbidden by the instrument

creating the trust," to invest trust funds, " whether at the

time in a state of investment or not," as therein mentioned.

Shortly after the passing of the Law of Property Amend-

ment Act, 1859 (22 & 23 Vict. c. 35), authorising the invest-

ments therein specified, it became a common practice to

prohibit all investments except those expressly authorised by

the instrument creating the trust ; but at the present day

such a clause is very seldom inserted. In the absence of

prohibitory words, trustees may invest on any securities

authorised by statute for investment of trust money, as well

as on the securities expressly authorised by the instrument

creating the trust.

It is by no means clear whether the earlier Acts authorised

trustees to sell existing investments for the purpose of making

an investment authorised by the statute, unless perhaps where

they had under the instrument creating the trust a power to

sell or to vary investments [d). The words, " whether at the

time in a state of investment or not," in the Trustee Act,

1893, appear to permit a sale for the purpose of investing in

any of the investments authorised by the Act (e).

((•) See 2 K. & E. 461, note ivood, 41 L. J. Ch. 636; Be Clergy

(/). Orphan Corporation, L. R. 18 Eq.

{d) Re Manchester Royal Infir- 280; Re Dich, [1891] 1 Ch. 423;

mary, 43 Ch. D. 420; Re Warde, [1892] A. C. 112.

2 J. & H. 191; Waite \. Little- (e) See the Trustee Act, byEUis.
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The following remarks upon the statutory powors of

investment may be of use to the student. The power of

trustees to invest in debenture or guaranteed or preference

stock of a railway or waterworks company depends upon

whether the company has, during " each of the ten years last

past before the date of the investment, paid a dividend " of

not less than a certain rate on its ordinary stock. (Trustee

Act, 1893, s. 1 (g) and (1).) If such stocks are redeemable,

the powers of the trustees are further limited by the pro-

visions of s. 2. Their power to invest in the stock of Water

Commissioners depends upon the amount of the rates levied

by the Commissioners during each of the ten years prior to

the date of investment. {lb. s. 1 (n).) It appears to be clear

that trustees cannot safely make investments of these classes

without having evidence as to payment of dividends or as to

the amount of the rates (./'). Where the statutory power of

investment is relied upon, it is expedient either to state

expressly what evidence the trustees may act upon, or to

remove these restrictions so as to render it unnecessary to

obtain the evidence in question. The Colonial Stock Act,

1900 (63 & 64 Vict. c. 62), provides that the secmities in

which a trustee may invest under the Trustee Act, 1893,

shall include colonial stocks registered in the United King-

dom under the Colonial Stock Acts, 1877 and 1892 (//), in

respect of which certain conditions have been observed.

Lists of the stocks in respect of which the conditions have

been observed will be found at 50 Sol. J. 29, and (1905),

W. N. 151. Water stock is also a trustee security (gg).

It is. however, the practice not to rely on the statutory Express

powers, but for the reasons following to msert an express
j„,.j.^t.

power of investment. First, the range of investment usually nient.

given in a settlement is larger than that given by law;

secondly, it is desirable (in those cases at least in wliich the

(/) See these questions tlis- {fj) 40 & 41 Vict. c. oU; do &

cussed in 34 Sol. J. 4, in an article 56 Vict. c. 35.

on the repealed Act of 1889. As
MetropoUs Water Act,

to the meaning of "each pre- ,',„,,- - . ji\ . itm^
„ '^^ .,„ cj

, J 70Q 1902 (2 Edw. I, c. 41), s.. 1< (4).

ceding year, see 33 bol. d. <ow. v.
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greater economy obtained by brevity is not of primary

importance) to state clearly in the settlement itself, for the

information of the trustees, what they are to be at liberty to

do ; for it generally happens that one at least of the trustees

is a man competent to read the investment clause, so that, if

the clause is inserted, it will not always be necessary to seek

professional advice when an investment has to be changed.

Moreover, the statutory powers are involved in some com-

plexity by the provisions above referred to.

It is quite impossible to lay down any precise rule as to

what is a fair range of investments. It must be remembered

that the safest investments generally give the lowest rate of

interest : and that the poorer the family is the more impor-

tant it is, on the one hand to render the trust funds absolutely

safe, and on the other hand to obtain a large income from

the settlement funds. A fair range includes Grovernment

funds or securities of the United Kingdom, or India, or any

colony ; any securities the interest whereon is guaranteed by

Parliament ; stocks of the Banks of England or Ireland or

Metropolitan stock or London County stock [gg) ; real or lease-

hold (such leaseholds having not less than 60 j^ears to run)

securities in England. Wales, or Ireland (some practitioners

except Ireland) ; debentures, debenture stock, preference

or guaranteed stock of any railway in the United King-

dom or India, and ordinary stock or shares of any railway

company in India the interest on the capital whereof is

guaranteed by the Government of India ; charges created

under the Improvement of Land Act, 1864, and mort-

gage debentures issued under the Mortgage Debenture Act,

1865 (28 & 29 Vict. c. 78); the bonds or securities of

any public body or local authority in the United Kingdom

;

and, if the parties are connected with Ireland, land deben-

tures issued pursuant to the Land Debentures (Ireland) Act,

1865 (28 & 29 Vict. c. 101), as amended by the Landed

Estates Court Act, 1866 (29 & 30 Vict. c. 99). A solicitor

acting for trustees will be careful to see that no investments

(.W) See Trust Investments, by Ellissen, ji. G.
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are authorised under wliicli they might incur any })ers(»nal

liability ; such, for instance, as shares in a limited company

not fully paid-up, or in an unlini.itod company, in Avhich case,

as they Avould be the owners on the register, tliey would bo

liable to calls, &c. A mere direction to invest in specified

securities does not prohibit investment in other securities

allowed by law {Re Maire, 49 Sol. J. 383), but if the words

" and in no other secmities " are added, only the specified

securities are authorised {Ovey v. Oveij, [1900] 2 Ch. 621).

A trustee making an investment must select only invest- ' DuUch of

ments authorised by statute or by the express provisions of
it"'di„g

the instrument creating the trust ; and in making the selec- moupy on

tion he must use the same care and caution whicli an ordinary "
'

man of business, regardful of the pecuniary interests in tlie

futiu-e of those having claims upon him, would exercise

in the management of his own property (see Speight v. Gaunt

y

22 Ch. D. 727, 9 App. Cas. 1 ; Lraro//d v. W/iifeh'i/, 12 App.

Cas. 727) ; and therefore he should luive the title of any

land proposed'as a mortgage security properly investigated and

a valuation of it made {h). {S)iut/u(rsf v. IL(.sfiti(/s, 30 Ch. D.

490.) In cases not falling within the Trustee Act, 1893,

he should not, as a general rule, lend more than two-thirds

of the actual value of freehold land, or more than lialf the

actual value of freehold houses {Stickncy v. Seicell, 1 M}-. &

C. 8 ; i?^ Olive, 34 Ch. D. 70), or of leaseholds. {Maekod v.

Anneslei/, 16 Beav. GOO ;
Virkeri/ v. l^iroi.^, 33 Beav. 37(;,

and the cases there cited; Lewin on Trusts, Chap. XR .,

p. 342 ef seq.)

It is generally prudent, though not absolutely necessary,

that the valuation should be made by a sm-veyor acquainted

with the district where tlie land is situate {Jixdi/e v. Giinimoic,

L. R. 7 Ch. 719 ; Fn/ v. Tapsoii, 2S Ch. D. 208) ;
and llie

(h) But a trustee lendiug on and he may bo justified in acoept-

mortgage of leaseholds may di^- ing a shorter title than that to

pense mth the production or which a purchaser is cntitlotl in

investigation of the lessor's title: the absence of special coutrnct:

Trustee Act, 1893, s. 8 (2), re- ib. s. 8 (3).

placing Trustee Act, 1888, s. 4 (2)

;
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valuation should not be one made on behalf of the intending

mortgagor. " It is a matter of constant observation," says

Lord Romillj, M. E. (in Ingle v. Partridge (No. 2), 34 Beav.

412), "that nothing is more uncertain than a valuation; and

the Court has constantly had occasion to observe upon the

great discrepancy between valuations made by those persons

who want to enhance, and by those persons who want to

depreciate, the value of property. They are so great that it

is very difficult for the Court to come to a satisfactory con-

clusion on the subject; and it sometimes leads to most singular

results. In one case, to which I have often referred, a plaintiff

was compelled to compromise his suit, in consequence of his

valuer mistaking the side for which he was employed.

Yaluations are mere matters of opinion, on which a person

cannot be indicted for perjury. A man bond fide forms his

opinion, but he looks at the case in a totally different way

when he knows on whose behalf he is acting " {i).

With respect to the valuation of the property offered as

a security to trustees, and as to the amount which may be

properly lent, regard must be had to the provisions of s. 8

of the Trustee Act, 1893 (replacing the similar provisions of

s. 4 of the Trustee Act, 1888). These are to the effect that

a trustee is not to be chargeable with breach of trust " by

reason only of the proportion borne by the amount of the

loan to the value of the property," provided (1) that in making

the loan the trustee acted upon a report as to the value

" made by a person whom he reasonably believed to be an

able practical surveyor or valuer instructed and employed

independently of any owner of the property, whether such

surveyor or valuer carried on business in the locality where

the property is situate or elsewhere"
; (2) that the amount

of the loan does not exceed two-thirds of the value of the

property as stated in the report ; and (3) " that 'i^Q loan was

made under the advice of such surveyor or valuer expressed

in the report." (See on this section. Re Somerset, [1894]

(i) As to tlie liability of a valuer, see Le Lievre v. Gould, [1893]

1 Q. B. 491.
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1 Ch. 231.) It must be particularly borne in mind tluit the

valuer sliould be chosen, employed, and paid by the trustee,

and be altogether independent of the mortgagor ; and that

the advice that the loan be made should be expressed in the

valuer's report, which should state wliat amount may be

advanced.

When the power does not authorise an investment on Real

leaseholds, eo nomine, but is merely a power to invest in
'''-''^"^'^"^''•

" real secmities," ordinary leaseholds are not within the

power. The general opinion of conveyancers was that chattel

interests in land, such as long terms of years, not burdened

by rent or covenants, were within a power to invest in real

securities (2 Dav. Prec, part 2, 460 ; 3 Dav. Tree. 37 ; Re

ChennelJ, 8 Ch. D. 492) ; but this opinion was dis-

approved. {Re Boyd, 14 Ch. D. 626; Re Leigh, 3-3 AV. E.

121.) The question is now set at rest by a provision

(expressly made retrospective) in the Trustee Act, 1893,

s. 5 (1) (replacing s. 9 of the Trustee Act, 1888), that *'a

trustee having power to invest in real securities, unless

expressly forbidden by the instrument creating the trust, may

invest on mortgage of property held for an unexpii-ed term

of not less than two himdred years, and not subject to a

reservation of rent greater than a shilHug a year, or to any

right of redemption, or to any condition for re-entry, except

for non-payment of rent."

It is improper for trustees, unless they are expressly Trustees

authorised, to join with others in a contributory mortgage, j'^J"*^

so as to mix up the trust fund with the rights of strangers
''l^^^^^^^

{Webb V. Jonas, 39 Ch. D. 660) ; nor should they take a joint uWi^tn't"

mortgage in the name of a common trustee {ante, p. 167).
*^-

The attention of the reader is called to this, as the practice is

by no means uncommon. It will be observed that, in the

latter case, the breach of trust consists in the fact that the

trustees do not advance the money on the real secuiity
.
they

advance it to another person as the common trustee, and have

not the land itself as a security, for the common trustee can get

paid off and discharge the land.
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Transfer
of mort-
gage ou
appoint-
ment of

a new
trustee (ti

Power to

invest in

purchase
of land.

Trustees wlio lend money on mortgage, lend it as if it

belonged to them absolutely, and in tlie mortgage deed it is

stated to belong to them on a joint account {ante, p. 164).

If a new trustee is appointed, there is a transfer of the

mortgage in the usual manner, founded on a recital that the

mortgage money and interest have become the property of

the continuing and new trustees (naming them). Doubts
'• have been suggested whether a future purchaser would not

be entitled to know how the new trustees became entitled.

But the better opinion is, that the statement by the con-

tinuing trustees (who have become the owners of the mort-

gage debt) as to the change of ownership confers an equitable

title, to which they are bound to add the legal estate. What-
ever may be the theoretical doubts as to the validity of such

a transfer, it is universally adopted in j)ractice. (See form in

2 K. & E. 224.)

(/3). Sometimes it is thought desirable to enable the

trustees to invest the trust funds in the purchase of land.

The propriety of the insertion of this clause, which, with the

accompanying powers, is rather long, must depend on the

circumstances of the particular case. If the sum put into

settlement is large, such a clause should always be inserted.

When the settled property is small, it appears to be unneces-

sary ; unless, indeed, it be thought desirable for the purpose

of enabling a house to be purchased as a residence for the

married paii'. If, however, the husband has some unsettled

property of his own, it can hardly be necessary to insert the

clause for this reason only, as the trustees could, under the

power to lend the trust funds on mortgage, advance him part

of the cost of the house.

The power of purchase generally extends to freeholds,

copyholds, and leaseholds having at the time of the j)urchase

at least sixty years to run. Trusts arc declared for re-sale at

the usual request or discretion, with a declaration that the

proceeds of the sale shall be subject to the same trusts as the

{ii) The stamp should be adjudicated where the money transferred

exceeds 2,000Z. (49 Sol. J. 317).
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money laid out in the purchase would then have been subject

to if no purchase had been made. Then follows a declaration

that the rents of the purchased land shall, till re-sale, be

applied in the same manner as the income from the moneys

laid out would have been applied if no purchase had been

made ; thus making the person entitled to a life interest in

the income eqiutable tenant for life of the purchased land

till re-sale. (See form in 2 Iv. & E. 507.)

In some parts of London a lease liaving sixty years to run

cannot be obtained. If, therefore, a i)urchase of a house as a

residence for the married pair is in actual contemplation, it

may be desirable to authorise the purchase of a leasehold

having only a short term to run on taking out a sinking fund

policy to secure the restoration of the purchase money at the

end of the term, and to direct the annual premimns to be

paid out of the income of the settled fund (,/).

See as to the omission in settlements since 1881 of the

power to sell by public auction, &c., a)ife, p. 331.

If the purchase of land is in actual contemplation, it

may be proper to insert the clauses as to management au<l

powers of leasing {ante, p. 333), and as to notices under the

S. L. A. {ante, p. 140).

"When trustees purchase land in pursuance of the trust, Diffi-

the conveyance is usually made to them upon tlie trusts of
^e-salc.°°

the settlement (see form in 1 K. & E. o34) ; but occa-

sionally it is made to them as joint tenants simply, witli-

out any mention of tlie trust. In this case a declaration of

trust should be made by a separate document, and may

conveniently be effected by a memorandum indorsed on the

settlement, and signed by the trustees. This latter plan

may possibly give rise to a little dithculty on a sale. For,

when it is adopted, there is generally some reason whirl

i

makes it undesirable to disclose the trusts, and therefore the

trustees sell as absolute owners; so that the purcliaser is

entitled to the usual covenants for title, either exin-ess or

imxilied, covenants which the trustees may be unwilliag to

(,/) See 2 K. & E. oON.
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enter into. But, if no change of trustees has taken place

since the purchase, the usual covenants for title really extend

only to the acts of the covenanting parties ; and therefore the

trustees may be willing to enter into them. The solicitor

acting for the trustees must, however, be careful not to allow

a trustee to enter into such covenants, without clearly ex-

plaining to him the nature of the liability he takes upon

himself, and that he is not bound to incur such a liability.

The usual method of getting over the difficulty is to sell

under a condition that the purchaser shall not be entitled to

any covenants for title, except a covenant that the vendors

have not incumbered, nothing being said about their being

trustees.

If one of the trustees should die, a difficulty in respect of

death duties would occur on the sale of the property in cases

where the fact of the purchase having been made with trust

moneys is intended to be concealed ; for, although no duty

is due on the death of a trustee, yet, in order to prove to a

purchaser that none was payable, it would be necessary to

show that the person dying was a trustee, which is exactly

what it is wished to conceal.

Further, considerable difficulty will occur on the death of

the surviving trustee ; for it will be the duty of his personal

representative (0. A. 1881, s. 30) to convey the land in

accordance with the trust, but as it is not known that it is

trust property the land would appear to vest in his heir or

devisee ; and the result is that it will hardly be possible

to sell the land without disclosing the fact that it is trust

property.

Unautho- It sliould be observed that, if an unauthorised investment

(•hase^oT" ^^^ made in the purchase of land, care must be taken to keep

land. i\^Q trusts off the title ; for otherwise, as the eestuis que friisteni

have a right to elect to j)roceed against the trustee either for

the land or the money (Dart, V. & P. 630), difficulties

may occur on a re-sale. But as any one cestui que trust has a

right to insist on the land being turned into money, the

difficulty may be obN'iated by the concmTence of one cc>itui
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que trust in the sale (/•). If any beneficiary is incapiil)l(' of

electing, the trustees can sell without the coucuiTcnco of llio

beneficiaries (/),

(7). The object of the receipt clause was to enable payments Rea-ipt

to be safely made to the trustees notwithstanding the rule of
''''""*'•

equity which rendered persons liable for the proper applica-

tion of moneys paid by them to any person other than the

true beneficial owner. The question when a power to give wiuro
receipts was implied formed an important head of equity, '"'Pl'«-"<i

which cannot be discussed here; but it may be mentioned give

that the principal cases where the power to give receipts was '"^-''-'^'P*-

implied were :—1st. When, under a will, there was a trust

for payment of debts generally, or of debts and legacies ; for

to see to the application of tlie moneys would in this case be

an unreasonable burden on the person paying the trustees.

2nd. When the trust was of such a description that the per-

formance required time and discretion. 3rd. Where trustees

had a power of investing and varying seciurities. {Locke v.

Lomas, 5 De Gr. & Sni. 32G.)

The receipt clause was often omitted in settlements

executed after the 28th August, 1860, in reliance on Lord

Cranworth's Act (23 & 24 Vict. c. 145), s. 29. This section,

which applied only to money, was repealed, and re-enacted

in an extended form by the C. A, 1881, s. 36, which is now

repealed, and re-enacted by the Trustee Act, 1893 (see s. 20),

by virtue of which the receipt in writing of any trustee

(whether his trust was created before or after tlie com-

mencement of the Act) is a sufficient discharge for " any

money, securities, or other personal property or effects

payable, transferable, or deliverable to him under any trust

or power." The receipt clause is now wholly imnecessary

and should not be inserted, except possibly where some of

(^•) Re Patten and Edmonton (l) Re Jenkins ami Randall,

Guardians, 52 L. J. Ch. 787 ; 31 [190.3] 2 Hi. .3r,2.

W. E. 785.

K.T.C. - •
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Power to

apportion
blended
trust

funds.

The power
to deter-

mine ques-

tions and
arrange
and com-
promise.

the trust property is or may be situate in a colony or

foreign country.

When money has to be paid to several trustees, the proper

course is for them all to attend to receive it. If this cannot

be done, the money should, in Lord St. Leonards' opinion,

be paid by their direction to an account in their joint names

in a bank, as it is by no means clear that payment by their

written direction to theu' agent duly authorised will

discharge the person paying it. (Dart, V. & P. 627, 683
;

2 Dav. Prec. pt. 1, 331 ; 3 Dav. Prec. 223 ; Re Bellamy,

24 Ch. D. 387.) But (Trustee Act, 1893, s. 17, replacing

Trustee Act, 1888, s. 2) a trustee may appoint his solicitor

his agent to receive and give a discharge for money or other

trust property by permitting him to have and produce a deed

having such receipt as is mentioned in the C. A. 1881, s. 56

{ante, p. 90). In practice this course is usually adopted where

there are several trustees.

(c) Sometimes it may be doubtful whether part of the

trust property is capital or income, or whether expenses

should be borne out of capital or income ; or it may happen

that ultimately different parts of the settled property become
payable to different persons, and that, owing to the manner
in which the property is invested at the time of division, it is

doubtful which part has been produced from each original

fimd. To avoid these difficulties, power is given to the

trustees to determine whether any part of the trust property

is capital or income, how expenses are to be borne, and to

apportion the trust funds between the parties entitled thereto,

(See form in 2 K. & E. 522.)

(d) The powers to determine questions and to an-ange

and compromise are the following :

—

Flr^f, to determine all

matters of doubt in the execution of the trusts ; second, to

compromise or submit to arbitration any dispute about the

trust property; third, to settle accounts; fourth, to execute

releases. All these powers, except the first, are (in the

absence of a contrary intention expressed in the instrument

creating the trust) given to trustees, or a sole trustee (whether
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the trust was created before the Act or uot), by th(; Trueteo
Act, 1893, s. 21 (replacing C. A. 1881, s. 37), and tlierefore

the three latter powers are unnecessary, and are now seldom
inserted.

Where part of the property consists of a reversionary

interest under a prior settlement or will (w), it is generally

convenient to insert the full clause slightly extended, so as to

authorise the trustees to allow expenses incurred, not stiictly

according to law, by the trustees of the prior instrument,

and to condone breaches of trust (see form in 2 K. & E.

524) ; and, if the property settled consists of a reversionary

share, express power should be given to the trustees to ascer-

tain the value of the share in such manner as they may think

fit, though possibly this may be covered by the Trustf^e Act,

1893, s. 21. It is obvious that, when the reversion falls into

possession, its value may have been diminished owing to some

unauthorised expenditure, or by a breach of trust by the

trustees of the prior instrument ; and, if this is the case, or if,

owing to some confusion in the accounts, there is (lifhculty in

ascertaining what is the amount to be paid to the trustees of

the settlement, they may, in the absence of the clause, be

forced to institute an action for the administration of the

trusts of the prior instrument.

Where a share derived under an earlier settlement or will As to

is settled, any breach of trust already committed which it is brcaX^*^

intended to condone should be exT)ressiy mentioned and cou- "^ ^""-^

doned ; and if it is intended to commit a breach of trust in prior

the future, as by continuing an unauthorised investment, it
J,']p|"'"

should be declared that the trustees of the sub-settlement

should not be bound to take any proceedings in respect of

such breach of trust, unless requested by the bencBcinries

under the sub-settlement. (2 K. iV: E. 524.)

It should be remembered that an agreement in a settle- (on.lona-

ment on marriage condoning, or iiuthorising the trustees to ^^^u'-

condone, breaches of trust under a prior instrument, may. fJaK*
brocage.

(to) See Stud. Tree. 103. f..r an example.

23 (2)
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where one of the trustees committing the breach of trust is

in loco 2i((t'entis to one of the persons marrying, and possibly

in other cases, be void as amounting to marriage brocage {n)

.

The wife

generally

takes the

first life

inteiestin

her own
property.

Separate

use.

Without
power of

anticipa-

tion.

Clauses of the Second Class {see ante, j-;. 326).

The question whether the husband or the wife should take

the first life interest in the property brought into settlement

on tlie part of the wife is fully discussed in 3 Dav. Prec. 68.

Though in any particular case this is a matter for agreement,

still it may be said that at the present day the usual practice

is for each to take the first life interest in the property settled

on his or her behalf, except that sometimes, where the hus-

band is engaged in trade, the wife takes the first life interest

in both properties ; for, in such eases, the risk intended to be

guarded against by the settlement is not that of disagreement

between husband and wife, but that of the husband falling

into pecuniary difficulties.

Where the wife takes the first life interest in any part of

the trust funds, the income is given to her for her separate

use during her life, and generally with a restraint on

anticipation.

If by a settlement the income is given to the wife for life

for her separate use, without a restraint on anticipation, or in

a settlement made after 1882, even if the words formerly

necessary to confer a separate use are omitted (o), she is

exactly in the position of a feme sole in respect of it ; she can

dispose of her interest dirring the joint lives, and is exposed

to pressure on the part of her husband or his creditors to do

so ; but when the restraint on anticipation is added, the

income becomes practically inalienable.

There is some difficulty in imderstanding the phrase

" without power of anticipation " : for, as the only place

(n) Hamilton \ . Muliun, 1 P. Wms.
118; S. C.,2 Yern. 652; Keat y.

Allen, 2 Vem. 588. See the notes

to Scott V. Tyler, 1 W. & T. L. C.

(o) Me Lumley, [1896] 2 Ch.

600.
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where it is used with a teclinie-al lueuiiing is in tlir dausr-s

under consideration, it is sometimes (erroneously sujiposed to

mean " inalienable.

"

Suppose that the owntn* of Consols, immediately after lie

has received his dividend, goes with the money in his pocket

to a shop and makes a purchase, which he pays for out of it,

he applies his dividend not by way of anticipation. On the

other hand, if he makes the purchase before he has received

the dividend, and promises to pay out of the dividend when

received, he disposes of it by antieipation. So if he sells his

stock, he disposes of the whole of the future dividends by

way of anticipation. Generally speaking, the law does not

allow a restraint on anticipation to be imposed on income

;

if income be given to a man with a restraint on anticipa-

tion, the restraint is absolutely void : he can dispose of

it as absolute owner (oo). How, then, does the restraint

on anticipation protect a woman ? It will be remem-

bered that a married woman was before 18(S3 absolutely

unable to contract, except with respect to property con-

stituted her separate estate, either by express declaration

or under the M. W. P. A. 1870 ; and that all income

coming to her during the coverture belonged at law to

the husband. Equity, which gave to her the rights of

property in respect of her separate estate, gave her also a

power of contracting with respect to it ; but when the

words "without power of anticipation" were added, Equity

modified the power of contracting, so that it did nut aiq»ly

to contracts made by way of anticipation, and her Common

Law incapacity of contracting remaineil ; and as she could

not dispose of her income by way of anticipation, either at

Common Law or by virtue of any power given to her by

Equity, she could not dispose of the corpus, for this would

in effect be to dispose of the income to arise from it in the

future. Where the woman mai-ries after 188'i, thr M. ^\ .

P. A. 1882, which gives her a statutory power to hold,

dispose of, and contract in respect of her property, expressly

{on) Sec Norton on Deeds, 34f

.
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Income
generally

paid to

husband.

declares (s. 19) that nothing in the Act shall " interfere with

or render inoperative any restriction against anticipation

attached to the enjojonent of any property or income by a

woman under any settlement, agreement for a settlement, will,

or other instrument." So that, where the restriction is

imposed, she is in the same position as a woman married

before 1883, with respect to separate property as to which she

was restrained from anticipation. (See, as to the *' restraint

on anticipation," Goodeve, E. P. 72 ; Goodeve, P. P. o599.)

Although the restraint on anticipation is generally inserted,

there are a few cases—as, for instance, on the marriage of a

woman of mature years—where it may properly be omitted.

In most cases, the income of property settled on the wife

without power of anticipation is paid by the trustees to the

husband by the tacit permission of the wife. The question

has to be considered whether the trustees are justified in

acting in this manner, or whether it is not their strict duty

to obtain the wife's consent for each such payment. In other

words, can the wife charge them as for a breach of trust in

making such payments ? The older opinion, founded on the

analogy of the cases as to pin-money, was that the wife was

(entitled to recover one year's arrears of income. But the

modem doctrine appears to be that the wife is not entitled to

any account. Although most of the cases (which are

collected in a note to Payne v. Little, 26 Beav. 1, at p. 5
;

and see per Jessel, M. R., in Dixon v. Dixon, 9 Ch. D. 587)

relate to separate estate where there is no restraint on antici-

pation, still tlie grounds of the decision appear to apply

equally to the cases where that restriction is imposed (/;).

The case of Rowley v. Umcin, 2 K. & J. 138, confirms this

view. Trustees acting in this manner should be careful not

to continue the payments to the husband if circumstances

arise (such as the husband's pecuniary embarrassments, or

grave dissensions between husband and wife) which would

[p) See 1 Vaizey on Settlements, pp. 787 ft seq.

Cheyne, 13 App. Cas. 385.

Edward v
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probably cause the wife to wish to have the puyuieuts made
to herself. (3 Dav. Prec. 73, note (d).)

The modern form (2 K. & E. 460; Stud. Prec HI)
of tlio trust for separate use without power of anticipa-

tion consists of directions to the trustees to pay the income to

the wife during her life, for lier separate use, without power
of anticipation {q). A mere declaration in a settlement

made before 1883 that the wife was to be restrained as

to anticipation without words conferring a separate use was

ineffectual (r) ; this is not so where the property to which the

restraint is attached belongs to the wife for her separate use

under the M. W. P. Acts («).

Where the wife takes the second life interest {i.e., a life

interest after her husband's death) in personal property under

a settlement made before 1883 it is a reversionary chose in

action, which is not alienable by her during the covertm-e

{anfe, p. 321) ; but where she takes it under a settlement

made since 1882, it may be argued that she can aUenate it

by virtue of the M. W. P. A. 1882 ; and until it is decided

(as it probably will be) that this view is erroneous, it will be

proper expressly to restrain her from anticipating it, which in

effect renders it inalienable dming the coverture. (See form

in Stud. Prec. 110 ; 2 K. & E. 471.)

But to return to the general frame of the settlement. Pavmrat

Where the wife takes the first life interest, the trust for the ;;!;;;^""*'

wife during her life is generally followed by a trust for the Minivor.

payment of the income to the husband, if surviving, during

his life ; but sometimes the property is still further protected

((/) The doctrine of separate Massey v. Itoweii, L. !{. 4 II. L.

estate is discussed in the notes to 288 ; 1'aylor v. Meads, 4 l)o G. J.

Hithne v. Tenmnt, 1 W. & T. & S. 597 ; Bishop v. Wall, 3 Ch.

L. C. A collection of cases as to D. 194 ; Cooper v. MacdonaM, 7

what amouiited under the old law Ch. D. 288.

to a gift for separate use will be (r) Stoydoi, v. Lte, [1891] 1

found in Norton on Deeds, 346 ; 1 Q. B. 661.

Yaizey on Settlements, 754 e« sf</. («) Be Lttmley, [I'-Pi"-' 2 Ch.

See also the important cases of 690.
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hj making tlie interest of the husLand, in ease of his siu'-

viving the wife, determinable on alienation or bankruptcy.

Trusts de- In framing such a trust, we have to bear in mind

—

frsf,

on banS^^
that it is impossible to give to any person a continuing

ruptcy(<). interest in property after bankruptcy {Brandon v. Hobinson,

18 Ves. 429 ; Graves v. Bo/phin, 1 Sim. 66) ;
secondhj, that

property cannot be so settled on any person, except a married

woman, as to take away the power of alienation to the extent

of his or her interest in it (see Co. Lit. 222 h, and the

exception, Co. Lit. 223 a; Re Macleay, L. E. 20 Eq. 186) ;

but thirdly, income can be settled on a man till he becomes

bankrupt {Locki/er y. Savage, 2 Stra. 947; Ex parte Hinton,

14 Yes. 598 ; Keardvy v. Woodcock, 3 Hare, 185 ; Rv parte

Eyston, 7 Ch. D. 145), or till he alienates or attempts to

alienate it {n). This third rule is subject to the exception

that a settlement on a person of the income of liis own pro-

perty {x) till bankruptcy is considered as a fraud upon creditors,

and the trustee in bankruptcy takes the whole interest

originally given. {Hiyinhothani v. Holme, 19 Ves. 87.) It

was formerly considered that in the case of a settlement on a

person of the income of his own property till alienation the

restriction was void, but this is not the case. [Brooke v.

Pearson, 27 Beav. 181 ;
KnigJd v. Broicne, 9 W. E. 515

;

.S'. C, 30 L. J. Ch. 649.) It follows that the income of all

the property comprised in the settlement can be settled on

the husband till he attempts to alienate it, and tliat the income

{t) See Goodeve, E. P. 198; have no power to alienate without

Yaizey on Settlements, J)47 ; 2 the addition of a jiroviso for cesser

K. & E. 472. of his interest wonld he inopera-

(m) The same result may be tive : see Rochford v. Huchnav,

obtained by a limitation in favour 9 Hare, 475, and other cases dis-

of a man for life, followed by a cussed in 36 Sol. J. 181.

proviso that his interest shall cease {x) Which does not include pro-

on bankruptcy or alienation ; and perty which never belonged to

this appears to be effectual even him, but was settled to such uses

though there is no gift over to as he and another person should

another person in that event ; but appoint : Re AsKby, [1892] 1 Q. B.

a mere direction that a man shall 872.
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of all the property except that l)eloii«iu.n- io liiin originally

{belonging to him, not settled on his beluilf hy aiKjther

person) can be settled on him till his bankruptcy ; so tliat tin-

life interest of the husband in the wliole of the property can

be made inalienable, and his life interest in tlie whole of the

property, except that which originally belonged to him, can

be secured as against his trustee in bankruptcy. In a settle-

ment of this natm-e, we have to provide for the destination of

the income at the determination of the husband's interest

;

it is generally convenient to declare that it shall be held on

the same trusts as if he were dead.

Still greater protection can be given to the husband by Protected

means of a discretionary trust. {}) Dav. Prec. 125.) 1^° ._

When this is adopted the trustees are authorised after Discre-

the determination of the husband's life interest, during the tr^."
residue of his life to pay all or any part of the income to, or

to apply it towards the maintenance and support of, the

husband, his wife for the time being, his children by any wife,

and the other persons for the time being interested under

the settlement, or any of them to the exclusion of the

others. (See form in 2 K. & E. 474 ; Stud. I'rec. p. 109,

note.)

The object of the clause is to make an inalienable provision

for the family and subject thereto for the husband. It is

therefore of importance to extend the class of objects of the

discretionary trust somewhat v/idc-l}', for if, as sometimes

happens owing to misapprehension of the object of the clause,

it is restricted to the husband, the intended wife and his

children by her, it may be ineffectual. For althougli, so long

as the wife or children are alive, the trustees will be able to

keep up a house for them, which the husband can share
;
yet,

after the death of the wife and failure of children, thoro

would, if the clause be restricted, be no object of the power

other than the husband ; and the protection to him would

partially fail, for even supposing that the trustees couKI, after

he had assigned his life interest or had been made a bankrupt

and had not received his discharge, safely apply any money
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for his benefit, still his assignees, or the trustees in bank-

ruptcy might be able to recover from him any moneys paid

to him by the trustees. If, however, the class be extended as

above suggested, there would still be other objects of the

power—viz., in the ordinary form of settlement, the deceased

wife's next of kin. And, although the husband would

probably not live with them, still the trustees could pay them

the money ; and it is probable that some of it would find its

way as a gift to the husband. In such a case, the trustees

should most carefully guard against using any expressions

when they pay the money which would tend to cast any

obligation on the person to whom they paid it to hand it

over to the husband ; for a trust for the husband might thus

be raised, which would enure for the benefit of the trustee in

bankruptcy, or for the alienee. It should be observed that

the Court will not interfere with the discretion of trustees

exercising a trust of this nature bond Jide, even if in its

opinion they are not acting judicious!}'. (See Lewin on

Trusts, Chap. XXIV. p. 748 ef seq.)

Charge of As to property belonging to the husband originally, a

tenance. certain degree of protection against his bankruptcy may be

obtained by making his life interest subject to the obligation

of providing a suitable residence for and maintaining his

wife and of maintaining and educating his infant children,

and possibly, if required by the trustees, of making suitable

allowances to adult children. (See Carr v. Living, 28 Beav.

644, 33 Beav. 474; Re Booth, [1894] 2 Ch. 282.) The

insertion of such provisions would render it difficult for

him, unless his wife were to die leaving no children, to raise

money on mortgage of his life interest ; and, in the event of

his bankruptcy, the children, or wife and children, would

have a right to have their maintenance, &c. provided for out

of the funds passing to the trustee in bankruptcy. If this

plan be adopted, it is advisable to declare that if the husband

releases his life interest in any part of the property to a child,

such part shall be discharged from the trusts in question

;

otherwise it would be impossible for the husband, even with
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the concurrence of all the adult ohlklron, to muko a jtresont

provision for any adult child so long as any child remains a

minor. (Berr// v. Briaiif, 2 Drew. & Sm. 1 ; see form in

2 K. & E. 476.)

Clauses of the Third Cla.ss [sw ante, }>. o2Gj.

These consist usually of the following clauses :

—

{a). The power of appointment among the " issue" of the

mamage, i.e., all lineal descendants of the husband and wife.

(/3). Trusts for the childr(!n in default of appointment,

(y). The hotchpot clause.

(5). The advancement clause.

(e). Maintenance aud Accumulation.

(a). A power of appointment (jj) is given to the hu.sliaud Thu power

and wife jointly ; and, in default of and subject to any joint ^^"^j'^'"^'

appointment by them, a further power of appointment is

given to the sui'vivor of them. The class of objects being

limited, the powers are "special" powers, as distinguished

from " general " powers to appoint to any person whom the

donee may select (under which he might appoint to himself).

The objects should always be the " issue," and not the cliil-

di-en only of the marriage ; for thus provision can be made

for the issue of a deceased child, or of a cliild who lias ln'comf

bankrupt, or alienated his interest under the settlement.

It was formerly necessary to state expressly that an

appointment might be made in favoui- of one (U- more of th<'

issue, to the exclusion of th(^ others ; but this is now unncues-

sary. (See the Powers of Appointment Act, 1S74 (;}7 & 38
|

Vict. c. 37).)

The class of issue who are to bu objects of the jiower is

sometimes expressly restricted to those born within twenty-

one years after the death of the survivor of the husband !in«l

wife, and it is expressly stated that the appointed interests

must be made to vest within that period. This restriction is

()/) As to powers, see Goodeve. R. P. •-'7"i </ *"/.
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made with reference to the rule against perpetuities {CadeUv.

Palmer, Tud. L. C. R. P.) ; but it is not necessary, for a

power to appoint among issue generally is valid, although an

exercise of such a power would be void if it attempted to

create an interest to arise after the limit of time allowed by

the rule (s)

.

If the power be to appoint to issue generally, it must be

borne in mind that the test of the validity of any exercise of

a special power is whether the appointed interests could have

been inserted, consistently with the rule against perpetuities,

in the settlement itself (a).

The power should be very wide in its terms. It shoidd

authorise the appointment to be made at any age or time, in

any shares, with any future executory or other trusts for the

benefit of the issue ; with provision for their maintenance,

education, or advancement (see post, p. 371), at the discretion

of the trustees of the settlement, or otherwise ; and, generally,

upon any conditions, with any restrictions, and in any manner.

(See form in 2 K. & E. 477 ; Stud. Prec. 99.)

The joint power of husband and wife is generally made

exercisable by deed. It is inadvisable to require the appoint-

ment to be executed in any particular manner, though this

was often done in old settlements. By the Law of Property

Amendment Act, 1859 (22 & 23 Vict. c. 35), s. 12, execution

of a deed of appointment in the presence of two witnesses is

sufficient, notwithstanding that special formalities are required

by the terms of the power. But, in practice, the terms of the

power are complied with.

In default of joint appointment, or so far as such appoint-

ment does not extend, the power of appointment among the

issue is made exercisable by the survivor of the husband and

wife, by deed, will, or codicil.

When the power of appointment is about to be exercised,

(z) See Lewis on Perpetuities, of perpetuities, />os^, p. 407; Good-

487. eve, E. P., Ch. XIV.
(a) See, on the general question
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the questions for consideration are the foUowiug: Is it 'aliquot

intended to appoint an aliquot share of the trust funds, or a "'^fliLiM
particular sum of money or stock ? And, if cither Imsband "'•Mimof

or wife bo dead, does the survivor intend to relinquish his or
"""'*'*'

her life interest in the appointed funds ?

There appears to be no objection to appointing oitluT an
aliquot share of the trust funds or a particular sum of money.
In the former case, althougli the appointed funds are, till

they become payable, subject to tlie power of varying secu-

rities contained in the settlement, some practitioners insert a

few words showing distinctly the intention of keeping the

power alive ; but this is not necessary.

A specific part of the trust funds—such as a certain sum ofi Appoint-

stock—should never be appointed, unless it is intended that ™«.!'m"

the parent should relinquish his or her life interest in it to l"""* "^

the appointee, as this would cause confusion in case the power fuuda.

for changing investments was exercised. If it be wished tliat

the object of the power should really take a certain sum of

stock, the proper course appears to be to appoint " all those

\_f.g., 5,000/. 2^ per cent. Consolidated Stock], or, in the event

of the trust funds being then otherwise invested, such a sum

of money as according to the market value of stock on the

day of the death of the survivor of the said
\_
father ami

inother~\ shall be equal to the then market value of [5,000/.

2o- per Cent. Consolidated Stock]."

An exception to the rule against appointing a specific part

of the trust funds occurs when an investment has been made

in land. In this case it is sometimes wished to ])reservo

the land as a family estate, and it is accordingly appointed

specifically.

The appointment is generally effected by a deed-poll, which Iu«tni-

according to the practice of many leading conveyancers is, if npi-oi.t-

possible, framed without recitals, the power being referred "'"•'•

to in the operative part. (I K. & E. 87.) If re<-itals ixth

inserted, they will include a recital of the settlement, so as to

show the existence of the power, that any exercise of the

power is subject to the prior interests of the f:itli<'r and
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mother, that the intended appointee is one of the objects of

the power, and sometimes the actual condition of investment

of the trust property is stated ; though, if the appointment is

made with the intention that the appointed share shall he

immediately settled, it is more usual to state this in the

settlement, and not in the appointment. If, as is often the

case, the appointment is made on the marriage of a child in

whose favour it is made, it is usual to insert a provision

making the appointment void unless the marriage is

solemnised within six months. (See form in 1 K. & E.

86; Stud. Prec. 103.)

(/3) . There are two different methods of declaring the trusts

for the children in default of appointment, the object being,

in either case, to give the trust funds to such of the children

as being sons attain tA\enty-one, or being daughters attain

that age, or marry under that age.

By the method employed at the present day, the trust is

declared for a class including only such of the children as

are intended to take iudefeasibly, that is to say, for sons who

attain twenty-one, and daughters who attain twenty-one, or

marry under that age. (See form in Stud. Prec. 99.)

Formerly the same result was arrived at by a more

circuitous method, the trust being, in the first instance,

for a class including all the children; so that every child

took a vested interest at birth, subject, of course, to be

divested or defeated by any exercise of the power of appoint-

ment, and subject also to be partially divested by the birth

of other children. Then followed a clause called the survivor-

ship and accruer clause, the effect of which was to give to the

surviving children both the original share of any child who,

being a son, died under twenty-one, or, being a daughter,

died under that age without having been miirried, and also

any share which had accrued to him or her under the clause

of survivorship and accruer.

For example, let the property be 40,000/., and let fom-

children be born : the eldest when born takes an interest

in the whole 40,000/. ; but on the birth of the second his
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interest is cut dowu to —
^o"""' "^ 20,000/. ; uikI when

they are all bora, each takes a vested interest in -!-_-'''

or 10,000/. Now, supjiose one of them to die und<;r twenty-
one. His 10,000/. is divided into three equal shares of

3,333/. 6s. 8r/., one of which survives to each of tho other

children. Suppose one of the survivors to die.. Then not

only his original 10,000/., but also his 3,333/. 6s. Hd. has to

be divided between the other two, who take an additional

, „ 10,000/. + 3,333/. 6s. M. .^^ _share of -^ '- = (j,666/. 13.s-. Ad. So

that the total share of each of the two children who survive

and ultimately live to attain twenty-one is the original .^haro

of 10,000/., together with the share accruing on the ileatli of

the first child, 3,333/. 6s. 8d., and on the death of the second

child, 6,666/. 13.v. 4d.; in the whole 20,000/.—exactly the

same as he would have taken undt-r trusts in the modern

form.

An error is sometimes made by jjcrsons ignorant of thi^ real

meaning of the sllr^dvorship and accruer clause. Tliey add

this clause to the ordinar}' trust for such (.-hildren as attain

twenty-one, &c., in which case it is utterly useless. (4 Martin's

Conveyancing, by Davidson, 437; Be Collei/, L. R. 1 E<j.

496.)

Occasionally, when a large landed property' is entailed on KxcluMon

the children of the marriage, it is wished, in the event of there chUd.**

being more than one child, to exclude tlie child who succeeds

to the land from taking a share of the settled personalty.

In this case the poAver of appointment of the personalty is

expressed to be exercisable in favour of the children " other

than the eldest or any other son who before attaining twenty-

one becomes entitled, or an;/ dauf/Jifer icho hrfore attniniiKj

Uceidij-one becomes indcfeasihly entitled, to the first estate tail

under the limitations of" the land. The words in italics

will be inserted if the limitations to the sons arc follow.-d liy

successive limitations to the dauirhters in tail or tail male.
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The words " indefeasibly entitled " have reference to the fact

that a daughter may at a time when there is no son be entitled

to the first estate tail, and may afterwards, owing to the birth

of a son, become entitled in remainder only. The trusts in

default of appointment will be for the children of the marriage

" other than as aforesaid, who attain twenty-one, &c.," in the

usual form ; followed by a gift (in default of any child

becoming entitled under the preceding trusts) to such of the

excepted class of children [i.e., any son who before attaining

twenty-one becomes the eldest, or any daughter who before

attaining, or marrying under twenty-one, becomes in the

position of an eldest son owing to all her brothers, if any,

having died without having barred the entail, and to the

death of one of her parents, so that no other brother can be

born) as being sons attain twenty-one, or being daughters

attain twenty-one or marry. (See form in 2 K. & E. 479.)

In this scheme, if there be any younger child who attains

twenty-one, or being a daughter marries, an eldest son takes

no share of the personalty ; but a younger child who attains

twenty-one, or being a daughter marries under that age, and

subsequently becomes entitled to the first estate tail, takes

a share in the personalty exactly as if it had remained a

younger child ; and if there be only one child who attains a

vested interest, he takes the whole. Occasionally in a settle-

ment of this nature, a power of appointment is given in the

usual form, so as to include the eldest son : and this apjoears

desirable, for otherwise, if there is but one younger child,

such child becomes indefeasibly entitled on attaining twenty-

one, or being a daughter marrjang, so that the parents

cannot, by threatening to exercise the power of appointment,

prevent such child from borrowing money on its reversion or

making a foolish mamage {b)

.

(7). When an appointment is made to a child, or the issue

of a child, the mere fact of the appointment does not exclude

(i) See Norton on Deeds, Chap. XXV. et seq., on "Eldest Son"

and "Tounj'er Children."
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the child from taking a share in such part of the fund ns

remains unappointed. This residt would generally bo con-

trary to the intention, as it would create inoriuality among
the children. Suppose, for instance, a man has five children,

that the settled fund is 50,000/., and that on tlie marriage of

a daughter he appoints 10,000/. to her and makes no further

appointment ; then she might take one-fifth of the unappohited

40,000/. ; i.e., another 8,000/., or 18,000/. altogether. Tlie

usual intention of the person exercising a power of aj^point-

ment among children is not to create inequality, but to make

a fixed provision when necessary, as on the marriage of a

child. To prevent inequality, a clause, called the " hotchpot

clause," is usually inserted. (See form in 2 K. & E.

480 ; Stud. Prec. 100.) This modifies the trust for equal

division in default of appointment by declaring, that no cliild

to whom a share is appointed shall, in default of appointment

to the contrary, take any share in the unappointed part witli-

out bringing the appointed share into hotchpot, /.c, until each

of the other children shall have received a share equal to his.
'

When the power of appointment extends to the issue of

children, the hotchpot clause should be framed so as to require

the shares appointed to such issue, as well as to the children

themselves, to be brought into hotchpot.

In cases where a second fund is settled by reference, care

should be taken to frame the hotchpot clause, so as to apply,

if so intended, to both funds in the same manner as if they

formed one fund (c)

.

(S) An immediate pro^-ision can be made for a child wlio A.lvnnoo-

ij
has attained an indefeasibly vested interest in a share of the ™ '

''

I trust funds by the parents relinquishing theii* life interests

in the share to the child. If only one of the parents is aHve,

and the life interest of such parent is not made determinable

on alienation, this course presents no difficulty ;
but, if the

parents are both alive, and the settlement is in the usual

(c) See Re Marqius of Bristol, discussed in 38 Sol. J. 24S
:
2

[1897] 1 Ch. 946. Vaizey on Settlements 1019.

{d) See powers of advancement

E.T.C.
"*
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form, this course cannot be adopted : for, if the wife takes

the first life interest, she will usually be restrained from

anticipation during covertiu-e ; and, if she takes the second

life interest and was married before 1883, she is unable to

alienate it, for it is a reversionary chose in action, which,

being given to her by her marriage settlement, falls within

the exception to the Married Women's Eeversionary Interests

Act, 1857 {ante, p. 321) ; while, if she was married after 1882,

she will generally be expressly restrained from alienating her

life interest in remainder.

If, at the time when it is wished to make an immediate

provision for a child, no child has attained a vested interest,

and both parents are alive, the mother will be under the

further disability that she cannot relinquish her reversionary

interest under the ultimate trusts in default of any child

attaining a vested interest, if they are in the usual form.

(See form in Stud. Prec. 112 ; 2 K. & E. 484.) Even in

the absence of these difficulties the trustees could not, unless

they had a special power, advance any part of the capital of

the trust for the benefit of a child dming its minority.

For these reasons it will generally be necessary, if it be

wished to make immediate provision for a child during the

lives of both parents, to have recom-se to a "power of

advancement." (See form in 2 K. & E. 483.)

This is a power given to the trustees, with the usual

consents, or at the usual discretion, to apply for the benefit

or advancement in the world of any child or more remote

issue ie) of the intended marriage, part of the share to which,

if it attained twenty-one, it would become entitled on the

death of its surviving parent. The money might, for instance,

be wanted to pay a premium on articling a boy to a solicitor.

In the older forms the power was confined to sons, but it

ought to be extended to daughters, as it is quite impossible to

say that they may not want it. The father may be ruined,

and the daughters may have to earn their own livelihood

;

and in this case the clause may be of the greatest value. If

(e) Some practitioners confine the power to children ; see 38 Sol. J".

248.
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the power be extended to " issue " other than children, this

involves its application to appointed shares; for such issue

are not included in the trust in default of appointment (see

form in Stud. Prec. 99), but can take only under an exercise

of the power of appointment.

It has been doubted whether the power of advancement as

usually framed in favour of children only extends to an

appointed share (./'). Where accordinj^- to the usual practice

the power includes " remoter issue," it clearly authorises an

advancement in respect of an appointed share, as remoter

issue can take only under an appointment. If the power is

restricted to children, some words should be added showing

that the power is to extend to appointed shares. (See 2 K. &
E. 483, note {d).)

(s) The object of the maintenance and accumulation Main-

clauses is to enable the trustees, after the death of the t4?i»iu'^e

'
_

uuu uccu -

husband and wife, to apply the income of the share to mulatiou.

which each minor is presumptively entitled for its main-

tenance, and to accumulate the surplus. The sections of

Lord Cranworth's Act (23 & 24 Vict. c. 145), wliieh were

intended to supply the place of these clauses, were repealed

by the 0. A. 1881, s. 71, and re-enacted in an amended form

by s. 43, which enacts that " where any property is held hy

trustees in trust for an infant, either for life, or for any

greater interest, and whether absolutely, or contingently on

his attaining the age of twenty-one years, or on the occun-ence

of any event before his attaining that age, the trustees may,

at their sole discretion, pay to the infant's parent or guardian,

if any, or otherwise apply for or towards the infant's main-

tenance, education, or benefit, the income of that property, or

any part thereof, whether there is any other fund ai.plicuble

to the same purpose, or any person bound by law to provide

for the infant's maintenance, or education, or not."

By sub-s. 2 the sm-plus income is to be accumulateil by

the trustees, and invested " on securities on which they are

by the settlement, if any, or by law authorised to invest

(/) 3 Dav. Prec. 159 ; 38 Sol. J. 2 tS ; 40 Sol. J. 6(J1.

24 (2)
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trust money," " for the benefit of the person who ultimately

becomes entitled to the projDerty from which the same

arise," with power to apply the acciunulations as if they

were income arising during the current year. By sub-s. 3

the section is not to apply where a contrary intention is

expressed in the instrument creating the trust (g), but it

applies whether the instrument comes into operation after

1881, or before 1882.

The accumulations of income become an accretion to the

capital ; it follows that they will belong to the infant if and

when he becomes absolutely entitled to the capital, and that if

the capital is settled the tenant for life will become entitled to

the income of the accumulations if and when he becomes abso-

lutely entitled to the income of the settled fund (//).

The cases where this section of the Act does not apply are

discussed in 2 K. & E. 481.

The question if and when an express trust for main-

tenance should still be inserted is discussed post, p. 499.

If the settlement comprises land, or there is a power to

purchase land, the provisions of C. A. 1881, s. 42 (see jwd^

p. 406) must be considered. This section authorises trustees,

where an infant is beneficially entitled to the possession of

land, to enter and continue in possession of the land, receive

the rents, manage the property, maintain the infant out of

the income, and accumulate the surplus income ; but the

destination of the accumulations differs from that of accumu-

lations under s. 43. The section applies only to settlements

after 1881, and does not apply where a contrary intention is

expressed. There may be some doubt as to whether s. 42

applies to settlements by way of trust for sale ; and it clearly

does not apply to the case of an infant taking a contingent

interest, as where the interests of the children vest at twenty-

one, &c., in the usual manner ; and in that case s. 43 may

be relied upon. If, however, the settlement comprises or

may comprise land, it will, unless the interests of the children

((/) See Be, numpltrnjs, [189ii] (A) Pw lloivUnj, [1904] 2 Ch.

a Ch. 1. C8o.
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are contingent, be safer to insert express maintenanco an«l

accumulation clauses, or to state the destination of tlio

accumulations so as to avoid the possible clashing of sections

42 and 43, if both apply.

The trusts in favour of the cliildren appear to require some ProUjctod

slight modifications in the cases where the husband's interest !''"

is determinable on his bankruptcy, &c., and where there is modifial-

added a discretionary trust in his favom- {(mfc, p. ;{G1).
^'^'"'"

As to the power of appointment : If the husband's life Tower of

interest is made determinable on bankruptcy, &c., and the Jh!J,1'°''

income after the determination of his life interest is to be

held on the same trusts as if he were dead, the trusts for tlio

children arise after the death of the wife and the determina-

tion, by death or otlicrwise, of the trusts declared in favour

of the husband. There has been some difference of opinion

as to whether in such a case the husband can, after tlie deter-

mination of his life interest, exercise the power of appoint-

ment in favour of the children so as to affect the interest of

any child who has attained a vested interest (see Wivhhain v.

Wing, 2 H. & M. 436 ; Ham-cll v. Harwell, 28 Beav. 26

;

S. C, 2 De G. F. & J. 456 ; Ee Aijhcin, L. E. 16 Eq. 585),

but, subject to any expression to the contrary in the settle-

ment, he probably can exercise it. To a\'oid any suclx

question, a declaration should be inserted stating ^^•hetlle^ it

is intended that the power should remain exercisable b}' him

after the determination of his life interest. (2 K. & E. 478.)

It appears on the whole to be the better course to allow liim to

exercise the power, but not so as to diminish the share to

which any child has become entitled in possession in default

of appointment. If there is a discretionary trust for thf hus-

band after the determination of his life interest, he can, with-

out doubt, exercise his power after the determination.

If the husband's interest is made determinable, and there is

no discretionary trust in his favour, it may be of importaueo

to be able to maintain the infant children out of the income of

the settled funds during the father's life after forfeiture of Iiis

life interest. It is therefore advisable not to rely on the

statute, but to insert an express maintenance clause.
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As to the power of advancement : Where there is a dis-

cretionary trust (the effect of which is not very different from

an inalienable life interest) for the husband, the power of

advancement ought to be made exercisable at all times during

his lifetime with his consent. And there appears to be no

valid reason against this course being adopted where there is

no discretionary trust : for the husband will probably, in

spite of his having encumbered his life interest or being

a bankrupt, be the most proper person to determine whether

any, and what, advances should be made for the benefit of

the children.

Clauses of the Fourth Class {see ante, p. 327)

.

The general rule is that, subject to the life interests of the

husband and wife, and to the trusts for the issue of the

marriage, propert}^ brought into settlement on the part of

the husband is made to revert to him, so that he can dispose

of his interest in his lifetime or by his will. The wife's

property is dealt with in a different manner ; for, if it were

given to her absolutely (subject to the prior interests of her

husband and the issue of the marriage), it would be a rever-

sionary chose in action, which would belong to the husband,

if he were to survive her, on his taking out administration

to her. For the purpose of avoiding this, the practice

is to declare an ultimate trust (see clause in 2 K. & E.

485) for such persons as the wife shall while discovert by

deed, and whether covert or discovert by will appoint ; and,

in default of appointment, for the wife absolutely if she

should survive the husband (thus giving her a chose in action

which cannot by any possibility fall into possession during

the coverture, and which, being given to her by her marriage

settlement, cannot, if she was married before 1883, be dis-

posed of by her under the Married Women's Eeversionary

Interests Act, 1857 (20 & 21 Vict. c. 57), with a restriction

on anticipation if she was married after 1882, so as to

prevent her from alienating it under the M. W. P. A. 1882,

(see s. 19) ; but if she should die in liis lifetime, for the

persons who would have been entitled thereto according
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to the statutes for the distribution of the effects of intestates,

if she had died possessed thereof intestate and uitlioHt crrr

having been married. Sometimes the power of appointment

is omitted : and sometimes the ultimate trust, in the case of

the wife surviving, is declared for the persons wlio would

have become entitled according to the statutes ; omitting the

words " if she had died, &c.," the intention in either case

being to ensm'e that the propertj', in default of issue of tlie

marriage attaining vested interests, shall necessarily devolve

on the statutory next of kin of the wife. If the property

settled on the wife's behalf does not belong to her, the

settlor can practically insist on any ultimate trusts that lie

thinks fit; but it is most improper to make the omissions

above mentioned in a settlement of property belonging to the

wife ; for the effect of the omission of the power of appoint-

ment is to render it impossible for the wife to provide for her

husband, a person who, after a long and blameless married

life, has at least a moral claim on his wife as strong as that

of her next of kin have, who may be very distant relations,

and perhaps not on good terms with her. If the ultimate

trust, in the case of the wife surviving, is for her next of kin,

it may, in the absence of any power of appointment, prevent

her from making any settlement of her own property on a

second marriage, and she becomes poorer than if slie had

never been married. A solicitor who receives instructions to

prepare on behalf of the lady a marriage settlement in the

form above objected to must be very careful, if tlio lady

is adult, to see that he receives the instructions frijm her

personally, and that she fully understands what she is doing,

and to warn her of her imprudence. If the lady is an

infant, it appears hardly safe for a solicitor to settle on her

behalf a cbaft in the form above objected to; for, in the

possible event of the lady subsequently impeadiing the

settlement, he may be exposed to an action for neghgenoe [i).

(0 Consider Clarh v. Girdwood, [1000] 1 Ch. at p. 247 ((hity of nd-

7 Ch. D. 9. Sec as to the duty of vising a youthful donor) ; ]Vn<fl,t

the soHcitor, PoiueU v. FowelJ, v. Carter, [1903] 1 Ch. at p. 57
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Where instructions to prepare a settlement of this nature are

laid before counsel, he should, if the lady be adult, call the

attention of the solicitor to his duty on this point ; but, if

the lady be an infant, he may consider it his duty to decline

to approve of the draft on her behalf (k). The reason why
the power of appointment given to the wife, in case she dies

under coverture, is to be exercised by will, but not by deed,

is that a will is always revocable, and that therefore, what-

ever pressure may be jjut on the wife by the husband or his

creditors to dispose of her property in their favour, she is

unable during her husband's lifetime to dispose of the

property in-evocably.

Formerly the wife's power of appointment by will was

made exercisable only in the event of her dying before the

made^
^^ husband ; so that the death of the husband in his wife's

under the lifetime rendered her appointment void ; for her will spoke

appoint- from her death, at which time the power was not exercisable.

ment. (^jY^Me V. Willock, L. R. 8 Ch. 778 ; affirmed L. E. 7 H. L. 580.)

In all cases, therefore, where a wife has made a will under

such a power, she ought to re-execute it, or, rather, to make

a new will, immediately after her husband's death (/) ; but

where the power is given to her whether she survives the

husband or not, this is unnecessary.

" Next of In declaring the class who are to take under the ultimate
^°"

'

trust in default of appointment by the wdfe, the phrase

" next of kin " is sometimes used without adding a reference

to the Statutes of Distribution. This is improper, as " next

of kin " simpliciter means the nearest blood relations of the

same degree : see Goodeve, P. P. 386 ; Norton on Deeds,

398 d acq. Be careful also not to say " the persons who
would be entitled thereto under the statutes for the distribu-

(indcpondent solicitor called in to

advise person dealing with his

owB solicitor).

{k) A very eminent convey-

ancer, whose pupil the author

was, impressed on him the duty

of protecting the interests of the

lady, and of warning the solicitor

as to his duty, in a case of this

nature.—H. W. E.

{I) This is not affected by the

M. W. P. A. 1893, 8. 3.
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tion of the effects of intestates as if she had died uninarru'd ;
"

it should he, "as if slie had died irif/iouf ever hnviiKj Item "r„inar.

married.^' For the words *' die unmarried " are considered
"*^-"

to mean in a marriage settlement " die a widow "
(/«), so that,

while they exclude the hushand, tliey do not exclude infant

children surviving the wife. The share which any such cliild

takes passes on its death under age to its administrator,

i.e., the husband if he shoidd survive it ; so that if the words

" die unmarried" he used, he might under the ultimate trust

take the whole of the wife's property, to the exclusion of her

relations. If the woman is a widow having children by a

former husband, it is by no means clear whether they would

be excluded by the ultimate trust in the usual form (//).

Clauses of the Fifth Cia-ss {see ante, p. 327).

These consist of

—

(a) The power to appoint new trustees.

(/3) The clauses for the indemnity and reimbursement of

trustees.

(cc) As it is possible that, before the trust funds are finally Tl.c power

„, ,. -liiT to appoint

distributed, some of the trustees may die or wish to be dis- ^^^ ^^^,

charged, it is necessary to have some means of appointing tc«^*-

new trustees ; for it is of very great importance to take care DaoKer ..f

that the number of trustees should not fall as low as one, or
^JJ^"*^

*

that if it does, another should be appointed immediately ;
so trustee.

as not to allow the trust funds to remain in the name of a

sole trustee. The reasons are the following : The tru.steo is

at law the absolute owner of the trust property ; and in most

cases he can, with very small risk of detection, sell it and

apply the proceeds to his own use. This form of fraud is

almost unknown so long as there is more than one trustee, as

a trustee wishing to commit a fraud would seldom ask the

other to concur with him (o)

.

{m) Clarke v. Colls, 9 H. L. C. v. Hall, 1(5 C'h. 1 •• T1.5.
_

601. It does not necessarily bear (») See 2 K. & E. -ibo.

tHs meaning in a ^iU : Dalrpnple (o) As to the results of a forgery
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It is impossible to state too strongly the great danger of

trusting a sole trustee, and the importance of not delaying

the appointment of a new trustee when there is only one

trustee left. Cases are unfortunately by no means uncommon
in which a family has been ruined, or at least sustained very

serious loss, by having trusted a sole trustee.

Where the trust moneys are invested in the public funds,

or in a public company, whether incorporated or not, security

may be obtained by making and filing an affidavit under the

Eules of the Supreme Court, Order XLYI. rr. 4 et seq., and

serving an oflSee copy in manner provided in the Order on

the Bank of England or the company ; tlie effect of which is

the same as if a writ of distringas had been duly issued under

the Court of Chancery Act, 1841 (5 Yict. c. 5), s. 5, i.e., to

prevent the transfer of the stock or shares without eight days'

notice to the solicitor in the matter. (See 2 K. & E. 115.)

The objection to this course is that it appears to imply

suspicion of the trustees ; so that it is never adopted in the

case of a marriage settlement, except where the interest of

the cestui que trust has been incumbered ; in which case it is

proper for the incumbrancer to adopt it.

In order to avoid frequent appointments of new trustees,

the modern practice is to appoint three or four trustees

originally. It is inconvenient to have more than four, as

the Bank of England refuses to allow stock to stand in the

names of more than four persons, in the absence of special

circumstances.

The express power (see form in 2 K. & E. 526) to appoint

new trustees contains four sub-clauses :

—

1. The power of appointing the new trustees.

2. A declaration that on the appointment the number may
be increased or diminished.

by a trustee of the execution of a 114, and Corporation of Sheffield

deed by his co-trustee, see Starkey v. Barclay, [1903] 2 K. B. 580.

v. Bank of England, [1903] A. C,
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3. A dii-ection for the transfer of the trust estate io tlio

new and continuing trustees.

4. A declaration that any new trustee may act before the

transfer is made.

1. The power of appointing a new trustee in the place of

one dying, being abroad, or wishing to be discharged, or

refusing or becoming incapable to act, was generally vested

in the intended husband and wife, and the survivor of them,

and after the death of such smwivor, in the surviving or con-

tinuing trustees (with power to a retiring trustee to act for

that purpose), or the executors or administrators of the last

surviving or continuing trustee.

2. In the absence of the second sub-clause, tlie two

following questions would arise on any attempt, pri(jr to

1882, to exercise the power :

—

Fii'st, whether less than the original number might be What

appointed. The opinion of most conveyancers was that "ruTtPcn

°

this was improper, and some thought that a title dependinf? **li<'uld be

•
V 1 n -n ^ 1

• .
appointed.

on such an appointment was bad. Jiut such an appomtment

has been held valid in Ee Poole JBathursf, 2 Sm. & G.

169; i:mmef v. Clark, 3 Giff. 32. But if possible, the

number was always filled uj). This was, however, sometimes

impracticable where the trusts were very complicated, or

where it was impossible to find persons to supply all the

vacancies. In such cases the proper course was to appoint

each new trustee in the place of one only of those who were

dead, &c., leaving the other vacancies unsupplied, so that, if

other persons were subsequently found to midertakc the

trusts, it would be possible to appoint new trustees to supply

such vacancies, and thus fill up the number of original

trustees.

Second, whether the original nuiiil)er of trustees might bo

increased. The rule (as laid down by Lord St. Leonards)

was the follo^ving :—" If the power clearly requires tliat only

one person shall be substituted in the place of another, of

course it must be complied with. But under a power in the

common form, or general in its terms, it seems, upon both
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principle and authority, that more than one person may be

appointed to fill a vacancy by the death, &c. of one of the

old trustees."

When the Court appointed trustees, it did not consider

itself bound to appoint the original number, (See Sugd.

Pow. p. 888.)

3 & 4. The third sub-clause was merely du-ectory ; the

fourth was originally inserted owing to the old doctrine, that

a trustee could not act till the transfer had been completed
;

but this doctrine appears to be overruled. (See 3 Dav. Prec.

245 ; Noble v. Meymott, 14 Beav. 478.)

Power to By Lord Cranworth's Act (23 & 24 Vict. c. 145), s. 27, it

new°tras- was provided that it should be lawful for the person or

tees under persons nominated for that purpose by the deed, will, or

Vict." other instrument creating the trust (if any), or if there be

^' ^"^^^ no such person or no such person able and willing to act

then for the surviving or continuing trustees or trustee for

the time being or the acting executors or executor, or

administrators or administrator, of the last surviving and

continuing trustee, or for the last retiring trustee, by writing

to appoint any other person or persons to be a trustee or

trustees in the place of any trustee .... who should die or

desire to be discharged, or refuse or become unfit or incapable

to act. The clause contained provisions similar to those in

the third and fourth sub-clauses in the express power. In

reliance on these provisions it became the practice to sub-

stitute for the full form a short clause supplementing the

statutory provisions by nominating the persons by whom the

power was to be exercised, and enabling the number of

trustees to be augmented or reduced ; though the full power

was often inserted.

Power to The C. A. 1881 (which repealed 23 & 24 Vict. c. 145,

^^^'"trus ^- ^'') contained provisions (s. 31) as to the appointment of

tees under n^-^ trustees, which were amended by the C. A. 1882, s. 5,

tee^IctT' and were extended by the S. L. A. 1890, s. 17, to trustees

1893. '

for the purposes of the S. L. Acts, 1882 to 1890. These

provisions have been repealed by the Trustee Act, 1893 (56
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& 57 Vict. c. 53), s. 51, and re-enacted (p) by s. 10, which

provides that, unless the contrary is expressed in the

instrument creating the trust, " the person or persons

nominated for the purpose of appointing new trustees Ly

the instrument, if any, creating the trust, or if there is no

such j)erson or no such person able and willing to act, tlien

the surviving or continuing {q) trustees or trustee for tho

time being, or the personal representatives of the last sur-

viving or continuing trustee (r), may by writing appoint

another (.s) person or other persons to be a trustee or trustees"

in the place of any trustee (whether original or substituted,

and whether appointed by a Com-t or otherwise) who is dead,

or remains out of the United Kingdom for more than twelve

months, or desires to be discharged from the trusts, or refuses

or is unfit to act therein, or is incapable of acting tlu'rein.

This power is similar to the usual form of express power,

except that the latter usually had the words " Ix- abroad

"

instead of " remain out of the United Kingdom for more

than twelve months." The clause enables a new trustee to

be appointed in the place of one who disclaims {D'Adlioitar v,

Bertrand, 35 Beav. 19), as being a trustee who " refuses to

act" ; or in the place of one who becomes bankrupt {Re Barker,

1 Ch. D. 43), as he is " unfit to act." It is the practice to

{p) The Trustee Act, 1893 not appoint himself either alone

(s. 47), re-enacts the provisions or jointly with any other person

of sect. 17 of the S. L. A. 1890, under the statutorj- power, or

as to trustees for the purposes of under aji express power which

the S. L. Acts, 1882 to 1890. authorises the appointment of

(5) This includes a refusing or " another " person : /^ f^ampson,

retir-ing trustee if wiUing to act [1906] 1 Ch. 43o AM.to how-

in the execution of the provisions ^ver, the power is to appo.i>t • a

of Trustee Act, 1893, s. 10 (4)

;

or "-ny person he can appoint

V- ^ TT i- T? no himself, though ho ought not to
see note 1 K. & .h. 110.

, ^.i.
• » ^„

do so unless tho circumstances

(r) This includes the personal
^^,^ exceptional. Sec the cases

representative of a sole trustee

:

eollocted and iliscusscd in MonU-

Ee Shafto, 29 Ch. D. 247. y^o^g ^. (Juedalla, [1903] 2 Ch.

(.s) The donee of the power can- 72.'5.
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vest the statutory power of appointing new trustees in the

husband and wife and the survivor. (See as to the appoint-

ment of new trustees the note in 1 K. & E. 108 et seq.)

On the appointment of new trustees the number may be

increased (Trustee Act, 1893, s. 10, sub-s. 2, a) ; and it is not

obligatory to appoint more than one trustee where only one

was originally appointed, or to fill up the original number
where more than two were originally appointed ; but, except

where only one was originally appointed, a trustee is not dis-

charged under the section from his trust unless there will be

at least two trustees to perform the trust. [lb. sub-s. 2, c.)

On the appointment of a new trustee, any assurance or thing

requisite for vesting the trust property in the trustees jointly

is to be executed or done [ih. sub-s. 2, d) ; and every new
trustee appointed under the section, as well before as after

the trust property is vested in him, has the same powers, &c.,

and may act in all respects as if he had been an original

trustee. {lb. sub-s. 3) {t). The section applies to trusts

created either before or after the commencement of the Act.

[lb. sub-s. 6.)

These provisions render it unnecessary to insert any pro-

visions as to the appointment of new trustees, unless persons

other than the statutory donees are to exercise the power : in

which case it is necessary to supplement the statutory power

by a short clause stating by whom it is to be exercised. It

may still be advisable where the trust property consists of

land, or mortgages on land, situated in a foreign country in

which there is no law to the effect of the above provisions of

the Trustee Act, 1893, to insert the express power.

The Trustee Act, 1893 (re-enacting s. 5 of the C. A. 1882),

provides (s. 10, sub-s. 2, b) for the appointment of a separate

set of trustees for any part of the trust property held on

trusts distinct from those relating to any other parts.

The Trustee Act, 1893, s. 11 (re-enacting the C. A. 1881,

s. 32), provides that, unless a contrary intention is expressed

{t) As to liability of outgoing trustee for defaults of new trustee,

see Head v. QouUl, [1898] 2 Ch. 250.
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in the instrument creating the trust, where thort! are more
than two trustees, one of them may retire without any new
trustee being appointed in his place, if by deed lie declares

his desire to retire, and his co-trustees and the person, if any,

empowered to appoint new trustees by deed consent to his

discharge. This section applies to trusts created either before

or after the commencement of the Act.

The Trustee Act, 1893, s. 12 (re-enacting tlie C. A. l.ssl, Vcstin>r

s. 34), enables the person appointing a new trustee, by ti'o„"^'

declaration contained in the deed by which the new trustee truHt

is appointed, to vest " any estate or interest in any land

subject to the trust, or in any chattel so subject, or the right

to recover and receive any debt or other thing in action so

subject," in " the persons who by virtue of the deed become

and are the trustees for performing the trust" as joint

tenants; and (by sub-s. 2) a similar provision is made for

vesting the trust property on the retirement of one trustee

(under s. 11) by the declaration of the retiring and con-

tinuing trustees, and the person, if any, empowered to

appoint trustees ; but (sub-s. 3) the section does not extend

to " any legal estate or interest in copyhold or customary

land, or to land conveyed by way of mortgage for securing

money subject to the trust, or to any such sliare, stock,

annuity, or property as is only transferable in books kept hy

a company or other body, or in manner prescribed by or

under Act of Parliament." This section only applies to

deeds executed after 1881.

(iS) The express clause for the indemnity and reimburse- Iml.mnity

ment of trustees contains the following sub-clauses :— bun«-ment

1. A declaration that the trustees shall be chargeable only "
""«**"•

for such trust funds as they actually receive, notwith.stauding

their signing any receipts for the sake of conformity.

2. That each of them shall only be answerable for his own

acts and defaults.

3. That no trustee shall be liable for lending money on

or purchasing hereditaments witli less than a marketable title,
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or for the insufficieucy in title or deficiency in value of any

investment, or for any other loss, unless the same happens

thi'ough his wilful default.

4. A power to the trustee to pay all expenses incurred by

him on or about the execution of his trusts and powers out

of the trust property.

The first two and the fourth of these sub-clauses are now
supplied by s. 24 of the Trustee Act, 1893 (re-enacting the

Law of Property Amendment Act, 1859 ('22 & 23 Yiet.

c. 35), often called Lord St. Leonards' Act, s. 31). As to the

thu-d, trustees are protected who dispense with the investi-

gation of the lessor's title on the purchase (V. & P. A.

1874, s. 2, and Trustee Act, 1893, s. 15), or on lending on

mortgage (Trustee Act, 1893, s. 8 (2) ) of leaseholds, or with

the investigation of the under-lessor's title on the purchase

of an under-lease (0. A. 1881, s. 3 (1) ), The Trustee Act,

1893 (re-enacting 22 & 23 Yict. c. 35, s. 31, and Trustee

Act, 1888, s. 4), provides (s. 24) to the effect of the latter

part of the third sub-clause set out above.

Solicitor Having regard to the rule of Equity that no trustee is

allowed any recompense in respect of the time and trouble

that he expends in the execution of the trust, it follows that

a solicitor who is a trustee and acts as solicitor to the trust is

not allowed more than costs out of pocket ; but it is a usual

and convenient practice in cases where a solicitor is appointed

trustee to introduce a provision (see form in 2 K. & E. 529)

authorising him to receive remimeration just as if he had

not been so appointed. {Bvoughton v. BrougJiton, 5 De G. M.
& G-. 160 ; 2 W. & T. L. C, notes to Robinson v. Pett. As
to non-professional services, see Harhin v. Barhy, 28 Beav.

325 ; Re Ames, 25 Ch. D. 72 ; Re Chappie, 27 Ch. D. 584

;

Re Fish, [1893] 2 Ch. 413.)

PART II.—STRICT SETTLEMENTS.

It is proposed to treat the subject of strict settlements

more briefly than its importance deserves, and this for two
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reasons : ^firsf, the discussion of all the points likely to ariso

in the preparation of a strict settlement would require a
treatise for itself; and, second, it is unlikely that thehegiunrr
will have to prepare one. Therefore, only a few of the more
obvious questions which arise will be dealt with, and the

student is referred to the works of Davidson, I'eaehey, and
Yaizey for a fuller discussion.

In the most simple ease (the only one diseussed here). Object of

where the intended husband is absolutely entitled to Uh- tiomliT'
property, the object of a marriage settlement of real pro-

perty in the ordinary form, commonly called a fsfrid settle-

ment, is to keep the property in the family, charg-ed with

some provisions for the wife and for those children who do

not succeed to it. This is effected as follows : Firnt, by

securing the payment to the wife of two annuities—the one,

payable during her husbaud's lifetime, called " Pin-money"
;

the other, payable after his death, called a " Jointure."

Secondly, by providing for the jxiyment of gross sums of

money, called " Portions," to such of the younger children

of the marriage as attain their majority. Thh-dhj, by pro-

viding that the property, charged with these provisions for

the wife and younger children, shall go as a whole after the

death of the husband to the eldest son.

Here follows an analysis of a strict settlement made prior Anairm*

to 1882 of the husband's property on his marriage when he
)i.,Ji"n'^ent

was seised in fee. The clauses which, if the settlement is '"'f-^''^'

made after 1881, may be omitted or modified in rehance on

the C. A. 1881, are printed in italics. An analysis of the

same settlement made after 1882, in reliance on the pro-

visions of the S. L. Acts, 1882 to 1890, is given post, p. 4o.3.

Parties: (1) A. B. {intended hmhnnd) ; (2) C. D. [lui.ivu.i

uife) ; (3) P. T. and Q. T. {trmtecn of poiren)
;

(4) P. M. and Q. M. {trustees of pin-money term) ;

(5) K. J. and L. J. {trustees of jointure term); (6)

M. P. and N. P. {trustees of portions terms).

E.T.C. * *
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Recitals :

(1.) The intended marriage.

(2.) Narrative recitals where necessary, showing the

state of the title.

(3.) Agreement for settlement.

Operative clauses

:

1. Grant by A. B. to P. T. and Q. T.

2. Parcels {general toords, all estate) .

3. Habendum to P. T. and Q. T. "and then- heirs";

to the use of " A. B. and his heu-s until the said

intended marriage ; and afterwards
"

4. To the use of P. M. and Q. M. for 99 years {the pin-

money term) ; see post, p. 390.

5. To the use of A. B. for life ; see post, p. 391.

6. To the use that C. D. shall receive an annuity for her

jointure {secured hypoivers of distress and entry) ; see

jjost, p. 393.

7. To the use of K. J. and L. J. for 200 years {the

jointure term) ; see ptost, j). 392.

8. To the use of M. P. and N. P. for 1,000 years (the

portions term) ; see i^ost, p. 395.

9. To the use of the sons of the marriage successively in

tail, using the words, " heirs of the body ;
"

10. To the use of the daughters of the maniage as

tenants in common in tail, using the words, " heirs of

the hody,^^ with cross remainders between them ; see

post, p. 403.

11. To the use of A. B. in fee-simple, using tJie words,

" his heirs and assigns for ever.''

12. Trusts of the pin-money term; see post, p. 391.

13. Trusts ofjointure term ; see post, p. 393.

14. Trusts of the portions term, with the auxiliary trusts

and powers ; see post, p. 399.

15. Power to hiisband to jointure a future wife ; seo

jjosf, p. 405.
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16. Power to husband to charge portions lor the childn n

of a future marriage ; see po^it, p. 40G.

17. Declaration an to receipt and application of rents ditrimj

minorities ; see p)Ost, p, 406.

18. Powers of leasing and of accepting surrenders of

leases; see post, p. 413.

19. Power to grant licences to copyholders ; see jiost,

p. 416.

20. Power of enfranchisement; see post, p. 417.

21. Powers of sale and exchange, and, if necessary, of

raising money on mortgage with auxiliary trusts ;

see post, p. 417.

22. Covenant to surrender copyholds to tlic^ use of P. T,

and Q. T. upon trusts (orresi)ondiiig with uses of

freeholds ; see post, p. 420.

23. Assignment of leaseholds to P. T. and (i. T. upon

trusts corresponding, as nearly as the nature of the

property admits, with uses of freeholds ; see post,

p. 420.

24. Assignment and trusts of heirlooms ; see j^ost, p. 423.

25. Recei])t clause.

26. Poicer to appoint new trustees.

27. Clause supplemental to statutory pro^-isions for in-

demnity of trustees.

28. Covenants for title.

It was formerly the practice to appoint dilferent sets of Different

trustees of the powers and of the several tenns, for two ,„,.f-.^.

reasons: First, imder the idea that the powers which had to
^;';;';";.,

be exercised for the benefit of the estate, i.e., of the hu.sband

and eldest son, could not with propriety be vestcnl in persons

such as the trustees of the pin-money, jointure, and i)ortion8

terms, whose duty it was to protect the interests of th<' wife

and younger children. But there is really no conflict «»f

interests, for the better the estate is managed the grontor

,

security will the wife and younger children have for piu-

money, jointm-e, and p..rtions. Seeondh,, beeause whore two

20(2)
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terms, or a term and an estate of freehold, were limited in

immediate succession to the same trustees, formerly merger

took place ; but this is obviated by the Judicature Act, 1873,

s. 25 (4) . It is now the usual practice to have only one set

of trustees, though occasionally there are two sets, one for

the powers and the other for the terms. There is, however,

no objection to having different sets of trustees for the

powers and for each term according to the old practice, if the

parties so desire.

It was formerly the practice to insert in a settlement on

marriage full covenants for title, as on a sale ; but this is in-

convenient, and it is now the practice to omit the covenants

and to imply a covenant for further assurance by the settlor

conveying " as settlor " [ante, p. 330).

It will only be necessary to consider some of the operative

clauses.

1. The grant is expressed to be made " in consideration of

the intended marriage and in pursuance of the said recited

agreement."

2. It often happens that the title is not investigated very

strictly ; so that possibly some part of the property intended

to be settled may be omitted in the particular description of

the parcels. To guard against this, a few sweeping words

are often inserted for the purpose of conveying all the

settlor's property in certain counties or parishes. [Moore v.

Magrath, 1 Cowp. 12.) Where this is done, care should be

taken not to restrict by the recitals the generality of the

description in the ojoerative part (»).

4. At law, a limitation of a term of years, immediately

preceding any limitation of an estate of freehold, has no

effect on the seisin of the freeholder ; but the termor has the

right to the rents and profits of the land during his term

;

and, if he be made unimpeachable of waste, he can cut

[u) It must be seen no advowson

is settled unless twelve months

have elapsed since tlie last institu-

tion or admission to the benefice :

61 & 62 Vict. c. 48, s. 1 (1) ; see

1 K. & E. 602.
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timber, open mines, &(•. For these reasons, when :iii Miinuity

or a gross sum of money is intended to be chargcil fm the

settled property, the usual and oonvenient practice is to limit

a term to trustees upon trust " out of the rents and profits,

or by the sale of timber or minerals, or by mortgage [or

sale] of the said premises, or any part thereof, for all or any

part of the term, or by all or any of the means aforesaid," to

raise the annuity or gross sum and tlieir costs. (See fonn in

2 K. & E. 605.) The trustees are also directed to permit the

person or persons for the time being entitled in reversion im-

mediately expectant on the said term to the said premises

therein comprised, to receive the sm'plus of the rents and

profits of the same premises. (See form in 2 K. & E. OIU.)

Where there are several terms in the same instrument, it is

convenient, instead of inserting this provision in the case of

each term, to insert a similar provision applicable to the

surplus rent of all the terms. (2 K. & E. 010.) Formerly,

a proviso was inserted for the cesser of the term as soon as

the trusts were fulfilled ; but this is now unnecessary, owing

to the provisions of the Satisfied Terms Act, ]84o (8 & J)

Vict. c. 112).

Where an annuity is secm-ed in this manner, it is rarely Aunuity.

necessary for the annuitant to call on the trustees to act

;

for it is to the advantage of the person in possession to keep

down the annuity, so that he may not be disturbed in the

possession of the land. The practice of securing an annuity

by means of a term has become less common than it was

formerly, for the limitation of a rent-charge (see forms in

2 K. & E. 594 et snj.) is shorter than the d.-olaration of the

trusts of a term, and it is now unnecessary to set out the

powers of distress and entry. {Post, p. '^O'-i.)

Where the object of the term is to provide for tlie raising nro«

of a gross sum of money, this is carried out by means of a
"""•

mortgage by the trustees of the tenn. Th" iK.wer of sale

given to mortgagees by the C. A. 1881, s. 1!>, will aj-ply to a

mortgage by trustees unless expressly excluded by the mort-

gage° As the tenant for life in possession is bound, as
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between himself and the remainderman, to keep down the

interest on any charge hearing interest (ante, p. 157), he is

generally willing to concur in the mortgage for the purpose of

covenanting with the mortgagee to pay the interest accruing

due during his life. Occasionally he is willing to covenant

to pay the principal ; and when he does so, it should be pro-

vided that, as between himself and the mortgaged property,

the latter should primarily bear the debt, but that the mort-

gagee should not be affected by the proviso. It is generally

desirable to insert a power of raising the sum secured by a

term by a mortgage of the inheritance. (See 2 K. & E. G45.)

Where it is intended that the payment of an annuity

during the lifetime of the tenant for life shall be secured by

a term, the term is made prior to his estate for life, so that

he is entitled to the possession of the estate, subject to the

obligation of paying the annuity. If it be intended that an

annuity or gross sum, such as a jointure or portions, shall

become payable after his death, the term is limited in

remainder after his life estate ; so that the tenant in tail is

entitled to possession, subject to the charges being paid.

Care must be taken not to make the limitation of the term

subsequent to the estate tail, for in that case the charges

could not be raised during the existence of the estate tail,

and the tenant in tail could, by executing a disentailing

assm-ance (the effect of which would be to enlarge his estate

tail into an estate in fee simple), destroy the term, and

prevent the money intended to be secured by it from ever

being raised. See as to the methods of giving additional

portions to daughters on failure of sons, 3 Dav. Prec. 1053,

1079.

The object of pin-money is to provide an income for the

wife during the joint lives of herself and her husband, to be

applied by her for her own private purposes, such as dress, &c.

But, having regard to the importance of making an inalien-

able provision for the support of the family, it is a matter for

consideration in some cases, whether the income so secured to

tlie wife might not with advantage be made larger than is
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necessary for these purposes. It is suggested that, wliero

such a course is adopted, the amount of the pin-money might,

within fixed limits, he left in the discretion of the trustees

from time to time. Where the pin-money is seem-ed by a

term, the term is limited to the trustees to commence from

the marriage, "upon the trusts, &c., hereinafter declared, &c.,

concerning the same." The statement of the limitations is

not interrupted for the sake of declaring the trusts of the

term. In a subsequent clause, the 12th {ante, p. 386), the

trusts of the term are declared to be to raise an annuity of

£ during the joint lives of the husband and wife and to

pay it to the wife " by way of pin-money without power of

anticipation," to be considered as accruing from day to day

{ante, p. 341), but to be payable quarterly. Having regard

to the provisions of the M. W. P. A. 1882, it is unnecessary

in deeds after 1882 to limit the term for securing tlie pin-

money to trustees, for it can be safely limited to tlie wHq

herself ; but, having regard to the provisions of the C. A. A.s to di«-

1881, s. 44, it is better to limit a rent-charge to the wife Stem,
during her life, commencing from the marriage, for her

separate use, without power of anticipation. See form in

2 K. & E. 596 ; Stud. Free. 87 ; and, as to the remedies of

the owTier of a rent-charge, j^ost, p. 393.

-J. The life estate of the husband is usually made " with- K,utefor

out impeachment of waste." See the rights of a tenant for

life as to committing waste discussed, Tud. L. 0. R. P., note

to Leuis Boides' Case, and 3 Dav. Prec. 279 et .neq.
;
as to

permissive waste, see Goodeve, II. P. 137, and, as to equitable

waste, the Judicatm-e Act, 1873, s. 25 (3) ;
Goodeve, R. P. 14(>.

Where a tenant for life is impeachable for waste, ho may, r..wrr of

whether the settlement was made after 1882 or not, with the [^^^^^^

consent of the trustees or an order of Court, cut and sell

timber ripe for cutting; but three-fourths of tlie proceeds

are to be set aside as capital money, and tlie other f-urth to

go as rents and profits. (S. L. A. 1882, s. 35.)

A tenant for life who is impeachable for waste may work Power of
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working
mines.

Permissive
waste.

Wife's
estate for

life.

Frame of

limitation

of jointure

rent-

charge.

Open mines (/), but lie eaunot open new mines. (Re Chaytor,

[1900J 2 Ch. 804.)

There appears to be no remedy against a tenant for life

for mere permissive waste by allowing property to fall out of

repair, unless fie bas contracted or is expressly bound to keep

it in repair {Re Skingley, 3 Mac, & Gr. 221 ; Woodhouse v.

Walker, 5 U. B. D. 404 ; aoodeve, R. P. 137) ; and there-

fore, if it is intended that the tenant for life should keep

houses, &c. in repair, an express statement to that effect

should be inserted in the settlement.

In a settlement before 1883, if the wife took the first life

interest, it was the practice to limit a term to trustees during

the joint lives of herself and her husband, or for a term of

years determinable on the death of either, upon trusts which

in effect vested in the wife the sole management of the pro-

perty, and subjected the rents and profits to a trust for her

separate use with a restraint on anticipation.

It has become the practice, in strict settlements made after

1882, if the wife takes the first life interest, to give it directly

to her without the intervention of a trustee. But it appears

to be doubtful, having regard to the M. W. P. A. 1882, s. 19,

whether this is correct ; for the effect may be to give the legal

estate to the husband during the joint lives of himself and

his wife.

6. In deeds before 1882 the limitation of the jointure rent-

charge consisted of three clauses : by the first of which the

annuity was limited in full for the intended wife's jointure

and in bar of all dower and free-bench, words which are

inserted for the sake of indicating clearly that the jointure is

to bar the wife's dower (Statute of Uses, ss. 6 to 9), and also

to bar in Equity her free-bench, which, as copyholds are not

within the statute, was not barred at law ; by the second, a

power of distress was limited to the jointress in case of the

(a;) As to what are opened as Mackenzie, [1900] A. C. 83, and

distinguished from unopened Re Chaytor, supra.

mines, see Greville-Nugent v.
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joiuture being in arrear for Iwentj^-one daya ; and by the

third, a power was given to her, in case of the jointure being

in arrear for forty days, to enter and take the rents and
profits until the arrears of her jointure and her costs were

satisfied. The jointure was also collaterally secured by a

term limited to trustees ; or, occasionally, no term was limited,

but power was given to the jointress, or her executors or

administrators after her death, to limit it. The xrcoiid and
third of these clauses may now be omitted in reliance on s. 44

of the C. A. 1881. (See ante, p. 389.)

A jointure rent-charge is not inalienable during the Jointure

coverture, for it is an interest in land ; so that, if it was charge not

created before 1883, the married woman and lior husband i°alii-'"-

can convey it by deed acknowledged under the Fines and

Eecoveries Act, s. 77 ; and, if it was created after 1882, it

can be conveyed by the married woman alone under the

provisions of the M. W. P. A. 1882. Thus the position of

a wife for whom provision after her husband's death is made

by a jointure appears to be less secure than that of a wife

for whom provision is made by a marriage settlement of

personalty. Advantage may, however, sometimes be taken,

for the wife's benefit, of her power of alienation. Suppose

a case where the jointure is secured on an estate to whicli

the husband is entitled in fee simple subject to the jointure.

The husband wishes to mortgage the estate, and the intend-

ing mortgagees require the wife's concurrence, so that the

mortgage may be free from the jointure. She may stipulate

that, in consideration of letting in the mortgage before the

jointure, a fresh jointure of larger amount, subject to the

mortgage, shall be given to her ; or that some provision

shall be made for her children ; and in either case the

release of her jointure would be a sufficient consideration to

support the transaction. In deeds made after 1882 it is,

however, becoming the practice to give the jointure to the

wife for her separate use and to restrain her from antici-

pating it (see form in 2 K. & E. oQ7), so as to rend.-r it

inalienable during covertui'e {aiitr, p. 35G) without an crder

of the Court, under the C. A. 1881, s. 39.
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"Without
any de-

duction."

Incf

tax.

The jointure is always made payable " without any

deduction," words which require explanation. Although

the owner of a jointure rent-charge does not appear to be

liable to pay any rate or local assessment in respect of it,

she is liable to pay income tax on the jointure and to con-

tribute towards the land tax payable in respect of the land

out of which it issues (?/), and, unless the property out of

which it issues belonged to her husband or herself at the date

of the settlement, she is liable to succession duty {z) on the

death of her husband, and since the 1st of August, 1894, in

any case to estate duty {a). The estate duty is calculated as

follows : she must be treated as tenant for life of a sum

equivalent to the capitalised value of the jointure, to be

ascertained at the same number of years' purchase as that at

which the estate as a whole was capitalised for the purpose of

duty ; but she is entitled to throw the duty on the corpus on

the terms of paying interest during her life to the tenant for

life, or in tail or fee simple in jDOSsession, at the rate actually

paid to the Commissioners of Inland Revenue until actual

payment of the duty, and afterwards at the rate at which the

duty could be raised on mortgage of the land. {Be Parker-

Jcrvis, [1898] 2 Ch. 643.)

If the charge is made payable " without any deduction in

respect of any tax," it is payable free from succession duty

{Floyer v. Banke-^, 3 De Gr. J. & S. 306 ; compare Re Hiycjins,

29 Ch. D. 697 ; 31 Ch. D. 142) ; from estate duty {Re

Parker-Jerr is, [1898] 2 Ch. 613) ; and from settlement estate

duty payable under the settlement itself {Re Maryon-Wihon,

[1899] 2 Ch. 489
; [1900] 1 Ch. 565). In each case the

duty is payable out of the land.

Though by settlement or will a jointure may be given of

such an amount as, after deduction of income tax, will leave

{ij) The Land Tax Act, 1798

(:3S Geo. 3, c. 5).

(z) The Succession Duty Act,

1853 (16 & 17 Vict. c. 51), ss. 2,

12, 18.

(a) If estate duty is payable,

the proj^erty is not chargeable

with the 1 i^er cent, succession

duty, or the additional succession

duties under sect. 21 of the Cus-

toms and Inland Eevenue Act,

1888: Finance Act, 1894, s. 1.
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a specified sum, yet a direction that tlie jointure si mil Lo

payable free from income tax is void if contained in a sottlf-

ment {Jffoniri/-Griirra/ v. S/i/c/d, 3 H. & N. 834) ; but not

in a will [lie BdinicDndii, 'li Ch. I). 105). (The reason for

the distinction appears to be that the 103rd section of the

Income Tax Act, 1842 (5 & () Vict. c. 35), omits to mention

wills. See the judgment of Erie, C. J., in Fediny v. Taylor, 3

B. & S. 242.) It is a question, sometimes of difficulty, on the

construction of a will, whether the annuity is given free from

income tax or not. The cases appear to have established

that, where a testator gives an annuity and then directs it to

be paid free from all deductions in respect of any taxes, so

that the word "deduction" is associated with "tax," the

annuity is payable free from tax {h) ; but that, if the annuity

is given "free from all deductions," the tax is payable

by the annuitant ; because income tax is not properly a

deduction (r).

8. The object of the portions term is to make a provision

for those children wlio do not succeed to the estate. In

considering the method of framing it the following rules of

interpretation must be borne in mind :

—

(a) If a portion or legacy paj'able out of land is made General

payable {c) at a certain age, or on marriage, or other
^^^^[l^f^^.

event personal to the person to be benefited, and such tion (rf).

person die before that time arrive, the jiortion or legacy

is not to be raised out of the land. {PonJei v. ronUt,

1 Vern. 204; ChandoH v. Talbot, 2 P. Wms. GOl.)

(/3) If the payment be postponed imtil the happening of

(6) Titnurx.MnlUnriix, 1 J. & Brav. 334; Abwhm v. Alnnhun,

H. 334 ; Festhni v. Taylor, 3 B. & 33 Buav. 47o
;
Sadhr v. liichards,

S. 217;' 11 W. E. 70; Lord Lovat 4 K. & J. 302; (jh<td„w v. I.rr-

V. Duchess of Lmls, 2 Drew. & i/ium, 22 Cli. 1». 2(j;».

Sm. 62; Re liannerman, 21 Oh.
^^/^ See Xortoii uu Deeds, chap.

D. 105; Peareth. v. Marriott, 'I'l
xxvii., p. 452 ; 2 Vaizoy ou Settlo-

Ch. D. 182; Re BncJcIe, [1894] 1 ^Q^ts, UU >f snj.

Ch. 286.

(.) Mhhrnhje v. T/n^rhnn, 15 {>) See p<-st. ]k I,...
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an event not referable to the person to "be benefited,

but to the eircvmistances of the estate out of which

the portion or legacy is to be paid, such as the death

of the tenant for life, then it will be raisable after the

death of the tenant for life, although the term out of

which it was to be raised had not arisen during the

life of the person to be benefited owing to his death

during the life of the tenant for life. {Evans v. Scott,

1 H. L. C. 57 ; Remnant v. Hood, 2 De G. F. & J.

396.)

(7) When portions are charged on land by a person in loco

parentis, either by will {Jackson v. Dover, 2 H. & M.

209) or settlement, and the instrument is ambiguously

expressed, or if it contains conflicting and contra-

dictory clauses, so as to leave uncertain the period at

which, or the contingency upon which the portions

are to vest, the Court leans strongly towards the con-

struction which gives a vested interest to a child at a

time when it stands in need of a provision, usually as

to sons at the age of twenty-one, and as to daughters

at that age or marriage. {Hoivgrave v. Cartier, 3

Y. & B. 85 ; Re Hamlet, 39 Ch. D. 426.)

(I) A trust to raise portions out of " the rents and profits
"

of land charges them on the corpus, unless the context

shows that annual rents and profits alone are meant.

Definition The definition of the children for whom portions are to

tilniis- be provided, commonly called "younger children," varies

"younger
gijo-htly iu the different forms. Every child who, though

(iren"(/). not originally entitled to the first estate tail, becomes, if a

son (/), entitled to it before attaining twenty-one, or if a

dauo-hter, and the daughters take successive estates tail,

becomes indefeasibly {ante, p. 367) entitled to it before

attaining twenty-one or marrying, should be excluded. (See

form in 2 K. & E. 606.) Such a provision will not be held

(/) As to the meaning of "younger children," see Norton on

Deeds, chap, xxv., p. 429.
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to exclude a cliild who, tlioug-li liccoming eldest in its I'uthcr'ti

lifetime, is prevented from succeeding to the bulk of (lie

estates by a disentailiug assurance executed by its father and
elder brother [g). It is convenient to include any child who,

being a son, attains twenty- one, or, being a daughter, attains

twenty-one or marries, in its father's lifetime, at a time when
it is not entitled or indefeasibly entitled to the first estate

tail, although it may afterwards in the father's lifetime

become so entitled ; for, if this is not done, it is difTuult to

make a settlement on the marriage of the child in tlie father's

lifetime.

Where there are cross limitations in tail between the

daughters, it appears to be immaterial whether they are to

have portions or not in the event of their succeeding to the

estate, unless there are subsequent limitations to collaterals.

The total amount raisable for i)ortions is generall}' made Amount

to depend upon the number of children who in the event

become entitled to portions. Care should be taken not to fix

this amount too large as compared with the value of the

estate after deducting prior incumbrances ; and it should be

remembered that the costs of raising the portions are pay-

able out of the estate. {Michell v. Michel!, 4 Beav. 541).)

Where the limitations to collaterals precede the limitations

to the daughters of the tenant for life, the portions are often

made larger, or a power to charge additional portions is often

given to the tenant for life, in the event of his having no sou

who succeeds to the estate. (See 3 Dav. Prec. l()'>i, note.)

Although the portions are made to vest in tlie children at wiu-n

twenty-one, &c. (as above defined), they are made payable F'-*"''!''-

either at the death of the tenant for life, or when they

become vested, whichever event happens last ; but power is

given to the tenant for life to require them to be raised and

paid during his lifetime.

It was suggested by the late Mr. Twopeny (.'3 Dav. Tree. ^'^^

{g) Macouhrey v. Jones, 2 K. & L. R- 4 U. L. 43. Distinguish

J. 684 ;
CoUimjwood v. Stanhope, Be FitzfjeraJd, [1.S91] .'{ Cli. 394.
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for by
insurance.

Is the

receipt of

trustees

sufficient

to dis-

charge a
mort-
gagee ?

Can the
whole of

the por-
tions be
raised

where
some only
are due ?

458) that, where the prior charges are heavy, it would

be desirable that the payment of the portions should be

collaterally secured by an insurance on the life of the tenant

for life : but, as the portions are in effect a charge on the

inheritance, though secured by a term only, it appears

convenient, instead of appropriating the policy moneys to

the payment of the portions, to declare that they shall be

held on the same trusts as if they had arisen under a sale

of the inheritance, so as to enable them to be applied in

the discharge of any incumbrances which it may be most

convenient to discharge.

It will be observed that the trusts of the portions term

contain no receipt clause. This was omitted before the

statutes supplying the absence of a receipt clause came into

operation : so that the mortgagee advancing money on a

mortgage under the power, was obliged to see to the appli-

cation of his money ; that is, in other words, he could pay

it only on the receipt of the persons entitled to the portions.

The practice of causing those persons to join in a mortgage

for raising portions for the purpose of giving a receipt has

continued to the present day; but if for any reason it is

impossible to make them parties, the money actually raisable

may be safely paid by the mortgagee on the receipt of the

trustees alone. (See 2 K. & E. 131.)

It is convenient for the owner of the estate to have the

total sum that can be required for portions raised as soon as

the first portion becomes payable, for otherwise the trustees

may be obliged to make as many mortgages as there are

portions. It is doubtful whether, until all the portionists are

entitled to payment and are competent to give receipts, the

whole of the portions can be raised in the absence of an

express power (h), v^hich accordingly is generally inserted.

(See form in 2 K. & E. 608.)

(/i) See on tHs question Shqy-

pardy. Wilson, 4 Hare, 392 ; Gilli-

hrand v. GooJd, 5 Sim. 149; LcecJi

V. Leech, 2 Dr. & War. 568; .'i

Dav. Prec. 456. As to the form

of a mortgage raising some only
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The trusts of the portions tei-m may conveniently be con- Tnmt* of

sidered as divided into three parts, the first, stating in what irnn!*""
events and to what amounts portions are to bo raised ; the
second, stating the trusts on which the portions are to be
held (which trusts bear a striking resemblance to the

ordinary trusts in a settlement of personalty) ; and the

third, making provisions for the maintenance and advance-

ment of the children presumptively entitled to the portions.

We give an analysis of the trusts of the portions term as in

2 K. & E. G06 et seq. ; and it will be a useful exercisi; for

the student to compare this wth the forms in 3 Dav. Tree.

988, 1046.

(a) A direction to raise after the husband's death, or in

liis life at his request, a sum either fixed in iim<junt

or varying with the number of "younger children"

(who are defined).

(/3) Power of appointment by the husband among the

younger children and their issue; and, in default,

trusts for the younger children.

(y) Hotchpot clause.

(o) ^Maintenance clause. This is effected b}' a direction to

the trustees to raise after the death of the husband an

annual sum not exceeding interest at 4 per cent, on

the expectant portion of any child and to apply it for

its maintenance (/).

(c) Power to the trustees to raise a sum for the advance-

ment of any child pro.spectivel}' entitled to a j)ortic)U.

(^) Provision as to events in which advances are to be

considered as part of portions. It will be observed

that, when the amount raisable for [)ortion8 depeud.s

upon the nvmiber of younger children, the amount

of the portions, see Nightingale v. tenance if this clause is omitted,

Reynolds, [1903] 2 Ch. 236 ; 2 gee Re Greaves, [1900] 2 Ch.

Vaizey on Settlements, 1123. (<^r^

(i) As to the right to main-
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to which, the children are entitled in expectancy for

portions at a time when the advance is made may,

owing to the death either of the eldest son or of some

of the children entitled in expectancy to portions,

exceed the total amount in the event raisable for

portions ; and the result of advances being made

might be to leave some of the children without any

provision at all. An example will render this more

clear. Suppose the amount raisable for portions to be

15,000/. if there is only one child, 30,000/. if two or

three chikben, and 40,000/. if four or more. At a

time when there are eight younger children, let six of

them be advanced to the full amount : these six are

entitled in expectancy to six-eighths of 40,000/., or

30,000/., one-half of which is 15,000/. Now suppose

that only one child lives to be entitled to a portion,

and that he has received no share of the advance.

The total amount raisable in the event would be

15,000/., a sum exactly equal to the advance, so that

if the advance was to be counted as part of the sum

raisable, this child would get nothing. To avoid this

it is provided that an advance shall be taken into

account only if the child who is advanced becomes

ultimately entitled to a portion ; or if the sum advanced

together with the amount payable for portions, if no

I advance had been made, would exceed the maximum
' sum.

(t)) Power to raise the total sum that may be required

before all the portions are payable, and trusts of the

moneys so raised. The object of this is to render it

unnecessary to make as many mortgages as there are

portions. {Ante, p. 398.)

(5) Provision as to costs of trustees and as to receipt of

rents and profits by the reversioner. {Ante, p. 389.)

Limita- 9. By the C. A. 1881, s. 51, an estate in tail or in tail

eltates male may be limited in a deed after 1881, by the use of the

tail.
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words " in tail " or " in tail male," witliout tlio words "heirs

of tlie body," or " hoirs male of tlio Lody." If this form Ih

used, the subsequent limitations will be introduced by the

words " witli remainder," instead of the words "in default of

such issue."

This provision applies only to deeds ; so tluit a surri'udvr

of copyholds must be made in the same words as would have

been required by the custom of the manor before ISS'J.

The student will observe that, if tlie limitations contained c.-ntin-

in a marriage settlement are to the use of A., the intended H'""!;,

husband, for life, with remainder to the use of his eldest son doni(*).

in tail, the remainder is, at the time of its creation, con-

tingent ; it is not ready to come into possession on tlie deter-

mination of A.'s life estate ; for A. may die before a son is

born or en ventre sa mere. The instant that any son is bom,

his remainder becomes vested ; for it then becomes ready to

come into possession on the determination of the prior estate.

Till lately, the fact of the son's remainder being contingent

had an important bearing on the frame of the settlement ;

for, suppose the common case of limitations to A., an

unmarried man, for life, remainder to his first and other sons

in tail, remainder to C, in fee ; then if A., before he had a

son begotten, had conveyed his life estate to C, it would have

merged in the fee, and the contingent remainders Hmitod to

the sons would have failed for want of an}' particular estate

to support them. To prevent this catastrophe, it was the Trui«t*«i

custom to insert a limitation, as follows :—" And after the
J"J',7,^^

determination of A.'s estate, b}' any means, in his lifetime, n-maiu-

to the use of [trustees] and their heirs during the life of A.

upon trust to support the contingent remainders hereinafter

limited." (See as to this limitation Goodeve, 11. P. l?2-3.)

The estate limited to the trustees was always ready to oomo

into effect upon the determination of A.'s estate ; and, if it

ever took effect, would last till A.'s death, when his eldest

son's estate would become vested, even if he were en centrf ta

K.l.C.

{!;) Goodeve. 11. V. 'J 1(5.

20
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mere ; for a posthumous child took as if lie had been horn in

his father's lifetime. (10 Will. 3, c. 22 (in some editions

c. IG) ; Co. Lit. 298 a (n. 3) ; Goodeve, R. P. 221.)

Real Pro- The Eeal Property Act, 1845 (8 & 9 Vict. c. 106), s. 8,

1845"^
^ ' enacts that contingent remainders existing at any time after

31st December, 1844, " shall be, and, if created before the

passing of this Act, shall be deemed to have been, capable of

taking effect notwithstanding the determination by forfeiture,

i surrender, or merger of any preceding estate of freehold "

;

\ and has therefore rendered it unnecessary to insert this limita-

tion to trustees in the case above stated.

40&-n The Contingent Remainders Act, 1877 (40 & 41 Vict.

'

c. 33), enacts that " Every contingent remainder created by

any instrument executed after the passing of this Act (namely,

2nd of August, 1877), or by any will or codicil revived or

republished by any will or codicil executed after that date,

in tenements or hereditaments of any tenure, which would

have been valid as a springing or shifting use, or executory

devise or other limitation, had it not had a sufficient estate

to support it as a contingent remainder, shall, in the event

of the particular estate determining before the contingent

remainder vests, be capable of taking effect in all respects as

if the contingent remainder had originally been created as a

springing or shifting use or executory devise or other execu-

tory limitation." (See Goodeve, R. P. 263 et scq.)

Trustees It must be especially noticed that these Acts do not give

contin'^ent ^"^7 effect to a contingent remainder which was originally

remain- limited without a preceding estate of freehold to support it.

times Htill They merely prevent the destruction of a contingent re-

reqmred.
jj^ainder by the determination of the preceding estate in

cases where such a remainder was originally well limited.

Let us consider the three cases of (1) a limitation to the use of

A. for life, remainder to the use of A.'s eldest son in tail;

(2) a limitation to the use of A, for life, remainder to the

use of the eldest son of B., a living person, in tail ; and (3)

a limitation to the use of A. for ninety-nine years, if he

should so long live, remainder to the use of his eldest son in
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tail—where the son in each case is unborn at the time of tlio

settlement. In the first and second cases, the contin<^f'nt

remainder is well created—it is supported by an estate of

freehold, and nothing that A. can do will destroy it ; but

there is a great difference between the two cases— for in tli(3

first case, as any son of A. must bo begotten in his lifetime,

the son's estate must necessarily vest on A.'s death, and

therefore, although prior to the Real Property Act, 184o

(8 & 9 Yict. c. 106), it might have failed owing to the for-

feiture, surrender, or merger of A.'s life estate before the

son w^as born, that Act now prevents it from failing. In the

second case, it is possible that B.'s eldest son may not be

begotten till after A.'s death, in which case, as his contingent

remainder would have been unsupported on A.'s death such

son would not take anything, unless the limitation of his

estate was contained in an instrument executed on or after

the 2nd August, 1877, in which case his remainder would

take effect under the Contingent Eemainders Act, 1877 (40

& 41 Vict. c. iJ3). In the third case, the contingent

remainder is not supported by a freehold estate, and can

therefore never take effect. (Goodeve, R. P. 214 (/).)

10. The effect of giving cross remainders in tail between Cro<wro.

the daughters is to make the land go as nearly as possible as
|","/^-i''™

if an estate tail had been limited to the father and ho and idl

his sons had died without barring the entail.

The limitations run as follows:—"To the use of all the

daughters of [t/ic /ntsbam/ and irife'] in equal shares as tenants

in common in tail." So far, the intention is to divide the

estate into as many equal parts as there are daughters, and to

give one share to each daughter. The form continues— ,

" And if and so often as there shall be a failure of issue of

any such daughter, then, as well ns to her origimd i^hare as

[l) The rule of law which re- estates, and not to an equitiiblo

quii-es a contingent remainder to estate becoming subsequently

be supported by a particular estate clothed with the legal estato : lit

of freehold applies onlv to legal Frnne, [1891] .3 Di. IfiT.

26 (2)
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also to any share or shares which shall have accrued to her

or her issue by virtue of this present limitation, to the use of

the others of such daughters in tail in equal shares as tenants

in common." This latter part of the clause gives the cross

remainders. The reader will observe that its effect is, on the

death of any daughter and the failure of her issue, to divide

both her original share and any additional share which she

or her issue may have taken (in other words, all which she or

her issue is then entitled to) between the other daughters in

equal shares in tail. The final part of the clause is, " And if

there shall be a failure of issue of all such daughters but one,

or if there shall be but one such daughter, then as to the

entirety of the premises to the use of such one or only

daughter in tail." So that, if all tlie daughters but one die

without issue, that one takes everything. The student will

have no difficulty in understanding the abbreviated form

where the words " in tail " are used for creating the estates

tail. (2 K. & E. 599.)

To take an example :—Let the daughters be A., B., C,

and D. ; then they each take an original one undivided

fom'th share in tail. Now suppose D. to die without issue,

her original fourth is divided into three parts, one of which

goes to each of her sisters. A., B., and C, each of whom
now has her original j and also ^ of D.'s original j, so

that J + 3 of J
= ^ is the share to which each is now

entitled.

Suppose now that C. dies without issue, her share (both

her original \ and her accrued ^ of \) is divided into two

parts, each of which = | of ^. One of these added to the

share to which B. or A. is now entitled, ^, gives 3 + ^ of

^ = I ; and so, if B. dies without issue, A. takes h +^= 1,

the whole.

In limiting cross remainders in tail, care must be taken

that the accruing shares (that is, the additional share or

shares which any daughter or her issue succeeds to on the

death of any of her sisters without issue) are given over

together with her original share ; for, if this be not done,
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auy share wliicli accrues to a daughter on thi^ death of oue

of her sisters without issue, will not, on her subsequent death

without issue, accrue to her sisters or their issue, but will pass

to the next remainderman.

15. The power to the husband to jointure an after-taken Powfito

wife (see form in 2 K. & E. 615 ; Stud. Prec. 92) authorises ^ johlture

him, either before or after his marriage with her, to limit to futwo

her a jointure rent-charge not exceeding a certain amount,

with powers of distress and entry, and also either himself to

limit a term or to authorise her to limit a term for further

securing it. The clause also declares that the husband may
exercise the power as often as he may many.

It will be observed that the statutory remedies given by the

C. A. 1881, s. 44 (1), for enforcing payment of a rent-charge,

arise only " so far as those remedies might have been con-

ferred by the instrument under which the annual sum arises,

but not further." Where a rent-charge is limited under a

power, there is a question of whether it "arises under" the

settlement creating the power, or " under " the instrument

by which the power is exercised. It is obvious that, if the

rent-charge " arises under " the latter, the statutory remedies

will arise only in case the settlement expressly authorises

theii' insertion in the instrument by which the power is exer-

cised. On the other hand, if tliat instrument is to be con-

sidered as a part of the settlement, so that the rent-charge

" arises under " the settlement, it would be luineiessarv in

the settlement to authorise the husband to limit the powers

of distress or entry. Until the question wliether the rent-

charge " arises under " tlie settlement lias been determined, it

will be proper in the settlement to authorise the husband to

limit powers of distress and entry to the wife, and to give

power to her to limit a term. If this be done, it will be

unnecessary in the deed exercising the power expressly to

(m) See Marlborough v. Marl- exercisable only after the death of

horough, [1901] 1 Ch. 165, as to the wife ; but consider the arj^u-

the reasons for making the power mont at 46 Sol. J. 6Cy2.
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Power to

charge
portions

for chil-

dren of

future

inarriaare.

Manage-
ment
during
iiiiaoritics,

give these powers, as they will arise by virtue of the Act.

The question how far the instrument by which a power is

exercised is to be considered as forming one instrument with

the instrument creating the power, which is a question of

great nicety, will be found discussed in Norton on Deeds, 325.

It). The power to the husband to charge portions for his

children by a subsequent marriage contains several clauses.

(See form in 2 K. & E. 617.)

The Jint is a power enabling him to charge the estates

with a sum either fixed in amount or varying with the

number of the children by an after-taken wife, to vest in

them with such provisions as to maintenance and advance-

ment as he or any one authorised by him shall appoint.

By the second and third clauses he is authorised to charge

the estate with maintenance and advances for the expectant

portionists.

By the fourtli, it is declared in what events the advances

are to be taken into account in determining the total amount

raisable for portions.

By \h.Q fifth, power is given to the husband to limit a term

for securing the portions and sums raisable for maintenance

and advancement.

The donee of the power to charge portions may leave

childi'en by every marriage, and may exercise his power of

charging portions as often as he marries ; it is, therefore,

proper to add a provision limiting the total amount charge-

able for portions by virtue of the power, and making any

excess that may be charged sink into the property and not

be raised. (See form in 2 K. & E. 619.)

Where the limitations include the children of the husband

by any marriage, tlie power to charge portions for his children

by a subsequent marriage should be restricted to " younger "

children. (See 2 K. & E. 618.)

The student should compare the clauses under considera-

tion with the trusts of the portions term. [Ante, p. 399.)

17. Difficulties occur in the management of the property,

when an infant becomes entitled in ])OSsession. To obviate
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these, a clause was inserted in settlements before 1882,

dii-ectiug the trustees to enter during the minority of every

infant tenant for life (if the frame of the settlement admitted

of such) or tenant in tail by purchase, with very extensive

powers of management ; and with directions, after payment

of all outgoings, and maintaining the infant, to accumulate

the surplus income for his benefit should he attain twenty-

one ; but, if lie should die under age, to apply the accumula-

tions as if they had arisen under an exercise of the power of

sale. If the limitations extended to females, the power was

made exercisable duiing the minority of any male, and

minority and discoverture of any female.

The powers of management included the felling of timber

or underwood; opening and working mines, erecting, pulling

down, and repairing buildings ; draining and insuring.

Occasionally, by an oversight, the trust for accumulation

was not restricted to the minorities of tenants for Hfe or in

tail by purcJuue ; but was extended to the minority of all

tenants in tail

—

i.e., including those taking by descent. In this

case the trust altogether failed, as it was void for remoteness

— i.e., it offended against the rule of law against per-

petuities (»).

The rule against perpetuities may be stated as follows :—

" Every disposition of property, not being a remainder

expectant on, or an executory limitation in defeasance of, r^^^")-

an estate tail, purporting to regulate the devolution of the

property at a time more remote than twenty-one years from
|

the death of a person, or the survivor of several persons,

in esse is absolutely void." For the pui>poses of the rule, a

child en ventre sa mere is considered as being in esse.

(?() Seel Vaizey on Settlements, Goslhxj, L. 1!. 1 H- I- --9;

370; Floytr v. Bankcs, L. E. 8 Martdli v. IloUoway, L. E. 5

Eq. 115. The context may show H. L. 532; Ik DmjrtU, [1904]

that the tenants in tail referred 2 Ch. 496 ; and see iiifrn. p. 418.

to are the tenants in tail by (o) Goodeve, E. V. 292
;
Gray

purchase only. See Christie \. on Perpetuities, 166.

Rule
agiiiust

perpetui-
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In applying the rule it must be remembered that possible,

not actual, events are contemplated. [Dunrjannon v. Smith,

12 CI. & Fin. 546, and per the Lord Chancellor at p. 623;

Re Bauson, 39 Ch. D. 155.)

Suppose, for instance, that a testator leaves property in

trust for his unmarried daughter for life, remainder in trust

for any husband whom she may marry for life, remainder to

such of her children as shall be living at the death of the

survivor of husband and wife. The o-ift to the children

offends against the rule ; for the class who are to take may
not be ascertained till the death of the husband, who may be

unborn at the death of the testator. {Be Harvey, 39 Ch. D.

289 ; Re Frost, 43 Ch. D. 246.)

A trust for the apphcation of the accumulations during the

minorities of all tenants in tail offends against the rule. It

is an attempt to regulate the devolution of personal property

on the death of ani/ tenant in tail during his minority, an

event which may possibly happen after the lapse of any time.

The Thel- Before the passing of the Accumulations Act, 1800,
lusson -^

^
' '

Act(7>). popularly known as the Thellusson Act (39 & 40 Geo. 3,

e. 98), the accumulation of the income of property, and the

suspension of the enjoyment of it, might have been directed

for the same period as the suspension of its alienation—viz.,

for a life or lives in being, and twenty-one years afterwards.

(See per Lord Eldon, C, in Griffiths v. Vere, 9 Ves. at

p. 132.) In the year 1796, Mr. Thellusson gave real estates

of the value of 5,000/. a year, and other estates which he

directed to be pui'chased with the residue of his personalty,

amounting to 600,000/., to trustees upon trusts for accumu-

lation during the lives of all his issue male living at his

decease, and the survivor of them. To put it shortly, he

( p) Goodeve, E. P. 306 ; Vine sinking fund policy to secure the

V. Pudeigh, [1891] 2 Ch. at p. 23. capital, which would be lost by
A trust to pay the premiums on a the expii-ation of a lease {lie Gar-

jioHcy on the life of a stranger diner, [1901] 1 Ch. 697), is not

{Bassil V. Lister, 9 Hare, 177), or a obnoxious to the Act.

trust to pay the premiums on a
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directed his property ti) be accumulated duriuj^- the lives of

every one of his male descendants whom he could possibly

have known. This trust was held to be valid; but the

Thellusson Act was passed for the pm-pose of preventing

any such disposition being made in future—" posthumous

avarice," as it has been called by a learned Judge. By this Period of

Act the period of accumulation " whereby the beneficial ^t^o"rc'-

enjoyment is postponed " is restrained to one only {q) of the strained to

following periods :

—

periods.

1st. The life of the settlor; or,

2nd. The term of twenty-one years from his death (>) ; or,

3rd. During the minority or respective minorities of any

person or persons who shall be living or en ventre

sa mere at the death of the settlor (s)
;
,or,

4th. During the minority or respective minorities only

of any person or persons who, if of full age,

would be entitled to the income directed to be

accumulated.

The second section limits the operation of the Act, by Excep-

providing that it shall not extend to any provision for the ^^ct.

payment of the debts (/) of the settlor, or other persons, nor

for raising portions {u) for the children of the settlor or the

children of any person taking any irfterest under the settle-

ment, nor to any direction touching the produce of timber

or underwood.

Trusts for maintaining houses in good habitable repair,

(f/) Jaggrr v. J(t<jger, 25 Ch. D. 555.

-og, (s) This only refers to a direc-

(r) If tlie accumulation is to tiou to accumulate when the accu-

commence at a time subsequent mutation is to begin from the

to the death, it must end when grautor's death :
Jayger v. Jaggcr,

twenty-one years from the death 25Ch. D. atp. 733.

have elapsed: Shaiv v. Bhodes, 1 (<) Jie IkathcoU; [H)04] 1 Ch.

My. & C. 135 ; on appeal, sub 82G.

nom. Evans y.Hellier,b Cl.&Vin. («) Re Stephens, [1904] 1 Ch.

114; A.-O. V. Poulden, 3 Hare, 322.
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for rebuilding houses, and for insuring houses, are not

within the Act (.r).

It is to be observed that no trust for rccumulation will be

valid which would have been void before the Act ; so that, if

the trust oiTend against the rules as to perpetuities, it is

altogether void. But a trust for accumulation which does

not offend against the rules as to perpetuities, but exceeds

the limits allowed by the Act, will be void only so far as it

exceeds those limits. The accumulation will go on so long

as the Act allows, and then will cease {//).

An immediate trust for accumulation for a term of twenty-

one years is probably invalid as it is not allowed by the Act

;

but a trust for accumulation during twent}'-one years if the

settlor shall so long live is valid.

A trust for accumulation for any jDurpose (not falling

within the exceptions from the Act) and also during

minorities, is contrary to the Act, as involving accumu-

lations during two periods.
(
Wilson v. Wilson, 1 Sim. N. S.

288.) To avoid this, it apj)ears proper, when there is some

other trust for accumulation, to substitute for the usual trusts

of the fund accumulated during minority trusts to apply it

in discharge of incumbrances ; and, subject thereto, trusts

for the person during whose minority it was accumulated.

The former of such tr^ists falls within the exceptions from

the Act, and the latter gives the accumulated fund to the

person who is entitled to it by law on the assumj)tion that

the trust for accumulation is invalid.

The Accumulations Act, 1892 {bb & 56 Yict. e. 58), pro-

(ic) Fi^ev. i^aZe/^r^, [1891] 2Ch. Lomjdon \. tiimson, 12 Ves. 295.

13 ; Re Mason, [1891] 3 Ch. 467. As to the right to the income

As to the distinction between a directed to be accumulated for a

trust to improve land and a trust term longer than that allowed by

to pxrrchase land, see Brake v. the statute after the accumula-

Trefusis, L. B. 10 Ch. at p. 367. tions cease, seel Jarman on Wills,

{y) See Griffiths v. Vere, 9 Ves. 281 ; Eyre v. Marsden, 2 Keen,

127 ; S. C, Tud. L. C. E. P. 618 574 ; and other cases cited in Tud.

and notes thereto, at ]). 630 ; L. C. E. P. 632.
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1

hibits the settl(.!iuent (after the 27th of Juuu, 16U2) {z) of

any property, whether real or personal, so as to accumulate

the income " for the purcliase of land only " for any longer

period than dimng the minority of a person who, if of full

affe, would bo entitled to receive the income. It will be

observed that the ordinary trusts for accumulation during

minorities are not affected by the Act, nor, according to lie

Danaon (13 E. 633), is a trust for accumulation for the

general purposes of the settlement (see the form in 2 K. & E.

614), but a direction to accumulate " for the pui-chase of real

estate" is within the Act. (See Re Clutterbuck, [1901]

2 Ch. 285.)

In ordinary cases the power of management during Provisions

minority, and the auxiliary clauses may be omitted in
Jsgi'/asto

reliance on the C. A. 1881, s. 42. This authorises '' the minority,

trustees appointed for this pm-pose by the settlement, if any,

or if there are none so appointed, then the persons, if any,

who are for the time being under the settlement trustees with

power of sale of the settled land or of part thereof, or with

power of consent to or approval of the exercise of such a

power of sale, or if there are none, then any persons

appointed as trustees for this purpose by the Court on the

application of a guardian or next friend of the infant," to

enter into and continue in possession of the land, " if and

so long as any person who would but for this section be

beneficially entitled to the possession of any land is an infant,

and being a woman is also unmarried." The trustees have

the ordinary powers of management (with certain restrictions

where the infant is impeachable for waste), and of employing

the income for the infant's maintenance, &c., or of paying it

to his parent or guardian to be applied for that pm-pose.

The surplus income is to be accumulated at compound

interest, and (subject to a power of applying the aecumuln-

tions for maintenance, &c.) the accumulated fund is to be

h) The Act applies to the will after, the pa^^^ing of the Act
:

/.V

made before, of a testator .lyi:,g l.lnmver, [1903] 2 Ch. 330.
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held in trust (1) for the infant if he attains twenty-one
; (2)

for the separate use of the infant being a woman and marry-

ing under twenty-one, so that her receipt after marriage

though still an infant is a good discharge
; (3) if the infant

dies under twenty-one and being a woman without having

been married, then if the infant was tenant for life, or tenant

in tail, &c., by pm'chase, on the trusts declared of the accu-

mulated fund by the settlement ; but where no such trusts

are declared, or the infant has taken the land by descent, or

is tenant in fee simple (absolute or determinable), then in

trust for the infant's personal representatives as part of his

personal estate, but the accumulations or any part thereof

may at any time be applied as if the same were income

arising in the then current year. The provisions of the

section may be excluded or varied by the settlement (sub-s. 7).

The most important points in which the statutory provisions

differ from the usual express power (see form in 2 K. & E.

614) are (1) that the statutory provisions are permissive

instead of being obligatory
; (2) that they extend to infants

taking by descent, instead of being restricted to infants

taking by purchase. "Where the statutory provisions are

relied upon, it is proper to expressly appoint the trustees of

the settlement trustees for the purposes of the section (see

form in 2 K. & E. 623 et seq.), to make it obligatory on them

to enter and take possession during minorities, and, if the

circumstances so require, to give them additional powers of

management. The statutory provisions as to the destination

of the accumulations in case of the death of the infant under

twenty-one, and in the case of a female without having been

married, are not, in the case of an infant taking by purchase,

as convenient as those contained in the ordinary clause ; and

therefore it is better to insert an express declaration as to the

destination of the accumulations in this case, similar to that

contained in the ordinary clause. This declaration should

never be omitted where the legal estate is vested in the

trustees : for such a case falls within the 43rd section, which

directs that, when any property is held by trustees in trust
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for fin infant for life, &c., the trustees may apply tlie income

of the i:)ropei'ty for his maiuteuance, &v. ; and that they shall

accumulate the surplus income and hold the accumulations

" for the benefit of the person who ultimatel}^ hecomes

entitled to the property from whieli the same arise " (a), a pro-

vision which is incompatible with that of the 42nd section.

(See 2 Yaizey on Settlements, 104(S.)

18. At Common Law a tenant for life can make no leases Power to

for a term longer than his own life. The Settled Estatos ''^"J" .,o uiiflcr the

Act, 1877 (40 & 41 Viet. c. 18, replacing the similar Act of settled

1856, 19 & 20 Vict. c. 120), authorises a tenant for life, or j^^^^

^^

in tail, in possession under a settlement made since the

1st November, 1856, to grant leases (conformable to the

pro\'isions of tlie Act) of any of the settled land, except tlie

principal mansion-house and demesnes, for twenty-one years,

to take effect in possession or within one year after the

making of the lease; and under the same Act building,

repairing, or mining leases of land, or leases of easements

over land comprised in any settlement, may be granted with

the sanction of the Court. But, notwithstanding the exist- Power to

ence of these statutory powers, it was the practice, in settle-
gJJJ^'^n

ments before 1883, to insert express powers of leasing, so as settle-

to enable leases for twenty-one years to be made, not only by

tenants for life, but also during the minority of any infant

tenant for life or in tail ; and to enable buikling and mining

leases and leases of easements to be made without applying

to the Court. This express power operated under tlie Statute

of Uses; so that any term created by an exercise of the

power took effect exactly as if it had been limited by way of

use in the original settlement (fj). The distinction should be Nature of

, n r 1 • It tlif l)ower.

noticed between such a power and a power ot leasing N-.-sted

in trustees to whom land is conveyed in trust for sab". In

the latter case they have the estate in the land, and tluy

are at law absolute owners, and as such can lease. But, as

(a) As to the meaning of this, [1) See this explained, Goodeyc,

see Ee Scott, [1902] 1 Ch. 918. R. P. 275.
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granting leases "would be inconsistent with their duties as

trustees for sale, Equity would not allow them to lease. The
insertion of the power to lease in this latter case operates

merely as a declaration that Equity shall not interfere with

the legal right of the trustees to grant a lease ; they grant

the lease out of theu- estate, and the power operates in

Equity only.

Donees of Tlie powers of leasing were generally made exercisable by
^ ^^''"

the tenant for life while in possession, and by the trustees of

the settlement during the minority of any person who, if of

TJsual fwll ^g("-> would be entitled to the possession. The powers of

feasin^^
°* leasing usually inserted were :— 1st, a power to lease for

twenty- one years at rack-rent; 2nd, a power to grant build-

ing leases for ninety-nine years; 3rd, a power to grant

mining leases for sixty years. (If this power was inserted,

it was proper to insert powers of granting leases of easements,

such as water- leaves and way-leaves.) 4th, a power to

accept surrenders of leases ; and, on granting a new lease on
the surrender of an existing lease, to take the value of the

surrendered lease into account in granting the new lease,

which could not be done under the common power to lease at

rack-rent, as the rent reserved would in such a case be less

than rack-rent ; 5th, a power to make agreements for leases.

The powers were made exercisable by deed ; and it was con-

venient to direct that the leases should take effect in posses-

sion, or within six months from the date of the lease (c).

When a lease, granted under an express power, is invalid

owing to some deviation from the terms of the power, it will,

under the Leases Acts, 1849 (12 & 13 Vict. c. 26 and c. 110),

and the Leases Act, 1850 (13 & 14 Viet. c. 17) (d), be con-

sidered in Equity as a contract for the grant, at the request

of the lessee, of a valid lease, with such variations as may be

necessary for the purpose of bringing it within the terms of

(c) As to powers of leasing, see (d) See these Acts in Farw.
Farw. Pow., ch. xvii. pp. 588 etseq. Pow. 351.
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the power (^') ; but apparently there must be some mistake or

inadvertence on the part of the lessor or ignorance of title on

the part of the lessee, and the lease must have been made

bond fde, and it is doubtful whether the Act can apply to a

ease where the lessee wishes to turn an invalid lease into a

contract for a lease of premises substantially differing, though •

only by omission, from the premises demised by the lease.

(See per Romer, J., in Sidherlanil v. SntJierlditd, infra.)

In ordinary cases express powers of leasing are not inserted Statutory

in settlements since 1882, because the powers conferred by

the S. L. A. 1882 {post, p. 442) are sufficient; but, if it is

probable that the estate may become extensively available for

building, or if it bo a mineral property, it may be proper to

extend the statutory powers.

The direction in the express or statutory power that the Best

best yearly rent or rack-rent must be reserved does not mean rent/

that the largest offer is to be accepted without reference to

the eligibility of the tenant. {Doe d. Lauion v. Radclijf'e,

10 East, 278 ; see Farw. Pow. 614.) The word " rent " in '• Rent."

an express power may be construed to mean not merely "}^"" °^

money, but any return or equivalent adapted to the nature

of the subject demised. Thus a render of ore may be reserved

under a mining lease instead of a money rent, unless from

the general frame. of the power it appears that a money rent

alone was contemplated. {Camphell v. Leach, Amb. 740
;

Bafiset V. Basset, Amb. 843.) The wisest method is, in all

such cases, to state distinctly what may be reserved ; thus,

" the best rents, renders, royalties, or reservations by the

acre, ton, or otherwise," appears to cover every possible case.

Fines taken on leases granted under the powers of the Fines.

S. L. Acts, 1882 to 1890, must be paid to the trustees of the

settlement as capital money (,/") in the absence of directions

to the contrary ; but, where the leases are granted imder an

(e) See Gas Light & Coke Go. v. Sutherland v. Sutherland, [1893]

Towse, 35 Ch. D. 519, at p. 539 ; 3 Ch. at p. 194.

Hallett to Martin, 24 Ch. D. G24 ; (/) S. L. A. 1884. 8. 4.
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express power, it depends upon the language of the settle-

ment whether they are to be paid to the trustees or to the

donee of the power. {Simpson v. Bat/iursf, L. E. 5 Ch. 193
;

Most>/ii V. Lancaster, 28 Ch. D. 583.)

Power to 19, The express power to grant licences to copyholders,

ficences the donees of which were generally the same as the donees

holders
("

1
^^ ^^® powers of leasing, inserted in settlements before 1883,

consisted of

—

First. A power to authorise copyholders to commit specified

forms of waste

;

Second. A power to license copyholders to grant leases
;

Third. A power to fix, during the term comprised in the

licence, the sum which should be considered as the annual

value for assessing fines on admittances of new copyhold

tenants

;

Fourth. A proviso that no fine should be taken for

granting a licence except the customary fine, that the old

rents, &c. should be reserved, and that the licence should be

entered on the Com't Eolls of the manor.

It is, to say the least, doubtful whether, in the absence of

any special power, a tenant for life of a manor could not

grant licences for the purposes provided for in the first two

clauses. (See also the Settled Estates Act, 1877, s. 9.) But
in practice they were generally inserted.

Copyhold The fine payable to the lord of the manor on the admit-

tance of a new tenant, whether on the death of, or alienation

by, the former tenant, may, according to the custom of the

particular manor, be either a " fine certain," i.e., a fixed sum
of money (generally of small amount), or a " fine arbitrary,"

(y) According to some authori- however (3 Day. Prec, p. 541,

ties collected in Scriven on Copy- note), after discussing these

holds, 7th ed., p. 225, a lord cannot authorities and others, arrives at

grant a longer term in the tenancy the conclusion that a licence to

than he has in the manor, except demise gi-anted by a lord having
under a power springing from or a particular estate is practically

added to the fee. Mr. Davidson, sufficient.
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i.e., a sum of money estimated by reference to tlic rafk-rent

or full imi^rovod value of tlio property at the time of admit-

tance. In the case of a fine arbitrary, therefore, persons

claiming under a copyholder who had granted a building

lease would, in the absence of the third clause, have had to

pay a fine, not on the rental to which they were entitled, but
on the rack-rental of the property. The express power to

grant licences (except as to committing waste) is now
generally omitted in reliance on the powers confen-ed by the

S. L. A. ]882, s. 14.

The powers to enfranchise copyholds, and to sell and ex- Donocs of

change, inserted in settlements before 1883, were generally Se*^^"c"'

made exercisable by the trustees, but diu-ing the lifetime of

the tenant for life, with his consent.

20. The power to enfranchise copyholds was often omitted, Power of

as the enfranchisement might have been made very cheaply chise-"'

under the Copyhold Acts, 1841 to 1887 (now consolidated ™<^°*-

and replaced by the Copyhold Act, 1894) (//) : and a pmdent
copyholder generally preferred to take an enfranchisement

under the Acts rather than one under the express power ; for,

when an enfranchisement was made under the power, any

charges affecting the manor were let in upon the enfi-anchised

lands ; wliereas, if it were made under the Copyhold Acts

(now under the Copyhold Act, 1894), such charges would not

affect them. The power should now always be omitted in

reliance on the provisions of the S. L. A. 1882, s. 3 (ii.).

21. The express power of sale inserted in settlements Power of

before 1883, with its ancillary trusts and powers, in its

simplest form consisted of the following clauses, but it was

in some cases convenient to insert others.

By the first, power was given to the trustees (dm-ing the Liberty to

life of the tenant for life, with his consent in writing, and
^

during the minority of any tenant in tail by purchase who

would, if of full age, be entitled to the possession or receipt

of the rents and profits, at theii' discretion) to sell or exchange

[h) See Goodeve, E. P. 325 et seg.

E.i.c. 27
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the premises. This is a mere equitable power, given to

persons who have no interest in the land. Express per-

mission was given to sell by public auction or private contract,

the clause following closely the corresponding clause in the

express power of sale in a mortgage {aide, p. 176). It

should be observed that, although the practice was to

General authorise the power to be exercised only during the lifetime
powerdoes

^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ f^^, ^dQ and minority of the tenants in tail by
infringe purchase, the power would have been good if authorised to

against be exercised at any time ; for, as any tenant in tail could, by

P"''

.

barring his estate tail, prevent the power from being exer-

cised, the power limited in the most general form did not

infringe the rule against perpetuities {i). The question

whether the power is exercisable after the tenant for life is

dead and the first estate tail barred, so as to ovenide portions,

depends upon the intention as shown by the language of the

power {k).

Power of By the second clause, power was given to the trustees, for

and°new^ the purpose of carrying out the sales, to revoke the old uses

appoint- and appoint the property to a purchaser, subject to any then

existing mortgages and leases. An appointment under the

power takes effect as a declaration of a use, and the uses

declared in the appointment are fed out of the seisin of the

grantee to uses in the settlement. (See form in Stud. Prec.

No. v., p. 11.)

Re-invest- The third clause contained a direction to the trustees to

ment in
receive all moneys arising on a sale or enfranchisement, and

to apply them in the discharge of incumbrances or to invest

them in the pm^chase of land.

To be con- The /owr^A clause directed that the land purchased or taken

the^usesof
^^ exchange should be settled to the uses and trusts declared

the settle-

ment.
(,•) gee this discussed, Dart, 2 Ch. per Kekewich, J., at p. 724.

V. &P. 69; 32 Sol. J. 689, 705, ,,. q at, q-o q -n
-^^ ' , „ ' ' Uc) Sugd. Pow. 8o9 ; 3 Day.

/18, /29 ; Goodier v. Edmunds,

[1893] 3 Ch. 455 ; Be Lord Suddey
^^'^^^ ^'3' ^«*^

'
^' ^'*^'"' ^^ ^^

and Bainea & Co., [1894] 1 Ch. D. 624 ; Be Jump, [1903] 1 Ch.

334 ; Be Dyson and Fowke, [1896] 129.
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by the settlement or under any exercise of the powers of

jointuriug or charging portions, or as near thereto as circum-

stances would admit, but not so as to increase charges or

powers of charging ; with a provision that leaseholds should

not vest absolutely in any tenant in tail by purchase dying

under twenty-one {see post ,

-p. 421), but that on his death

they should devolve as if they were freeholds of inheritance.

By the fifth clause the trustees were directed to invest any interim

moneys arising from any enfranchisement, sale, or exchange, ^"^'^^**

Tintil they were applied as aforesaid, and to apply the income

as if it were the rents arising fi'om hereditaments actually

purchased with the moneys. As the real intention was that

the monej's should be reinvested in land, interim investments

giving a high rate of interest Avere usually not authorised.

All these long clauses, except the earlier part of the first,

giving liberty to sell and exchange, might have been safely

omitted in simple cases, in reliance on the provisions of Lord

Cranworth's Act (23 & 24 Vict. c. 145), whicli was repealed

(as to the part we are now concerned with) by the S. L. A.

1882. In the absence of a power of sale, the settled property

could have been, and still can be, sold under the provisions

of the Settled Estates Act, 1877, on application to the

Chancery Division. The power of sale is now generally

omitted in reliance on the S. L. A. 1882. {See jmf, p. 44-j.)

Sometimes, owing to the settlement containing limitations Powers

to the daughters in tail with cross remainders, or for other "nJjvided

reasons, an infant may become entitled to an undivided share shares

;

while the persons entitled to the other shares are .siii j'ltn's.

The question who are to be the donees of the express powei-s

(if any) during a minority also requires some consideration.

As to the exercise of the statutory powers in these cases, see

the S. L. A. 1882, ss. 19, 60, post, p. 434.

The express power of management during a minority {ante, or during

p. 411) Avas usually made exercisable by the trustees in respect n»'"o"tJ'-

of the minor's share, and they were empowered to concur in

exercising the power with the owners of the other shares.

There were two schemes with respect to the express powers

•27 (2)
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of leasing. By one scheme the power, after the death of the

tenant for life, was restricted to the shares of the minors, so

that the concurrence of the adult co-owners was necessary

;

by the other the power was vested in the trustees as to the

entirety so long as any share belonged to a minor.

It w^as most convenient to vest the express powers of

enfranchisement, sale, and exchange in the trustees, so long

as any undivided share belonged to a minor, but to make

them exercisable only with the consent of the adult co-owners.

(See 2 K. & E. 643.)

Copy- 22. Where the settlement includes copyholds, the settlor

sometimes covenants to surrender them to uses corresponding

to the uses of the freeholds. This, however, is incorrect; for it

is, to say the least, doubtful whether all the powders that affect

the freeholds can at law be made to affect the copyholds.

The proper plan is to covenant to surrender the copyholds to

the use of the trustees " upon such trusts, and with and sub-

ject to such powers, &c.," as shall correspond wdth the uses,

&c., declared concerning the freeholds, "'as nearly as the

different quality of the premises will admit, but not so as to

increase charges and powers of charging." And, as the

parties may omit to have the surrender made, the settlor

should covenant to stand possessed of the copyholds until

the surrender upon the same trusts, &c., as if the same had

been actually surrendered. (See form in 2 K. & E. 662.)

Lease- 23. Leaseholds are assigned (see form in 2 K. & E. 663)
^°^*^^"

to the trustees upon trust to pay the rent and perform the

lessee's covenants : and subject thereto, upon such trusts, &c.,

as shall most nearly correspond to the uses of the freeholds.

If the form stopped here, the first tenant in tail coming into

esse would at once become absolutely entitled to the leasehold;

for words w^hich confer an estate tail in real, give an absolute

interest in personal property. (See Norton on Deeds, 334.)

A declaration is therefore inserted, that they shall not vest

absolutely in any person made tenant in tail by purcliase

unless lie attains the age of twenty-one years ; but, on his
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death under age, shall devolve as if they had been freeholds
of inheritance included in the settlement (/). If the settle-

ment is in the ordinary form every tenant in tail by purchase
will be the child of a living jDerson, and therefore the gift

over of the leaseholds is not too remote, and they will on his

death under twenty-one devolve on the person who succeeds
to the freeholds. But if he attains twenty-one they will vest

absolutely in him and on his death will pass under his will

or intestacy, and thus may, and probably will, become
separated from the freeholds, which may cause inconvenience,

especially where the freeholds and leaseholds are intermixed.

To obviate this inconvenience a form has been suggested

(2 K. & E. GQi), by which the leasoliolds are made to devolve

with the freeholds as far as the law permits, and power is

given to a tenant in tail in possession, or if not in possession

with the consent of the protector by deed to vest them in

himself. The clause provides that the leaseholds shall not

vest absolutely in any tenant in tail by purchase who (1)

dies imder the age of twenty-one, or (2) dies before ho

becomes entitled to the actual possession or receipt of tlie

rents and profits of the leaseholds, or (-'5) dies before the

expiration of twenty-one years from the determination of all

estates for life preceding his estate in tail, (4) without, in

either of tlie two last cases, having with the consent of the

protector, if any, either barred the entail in all tlio froeliold

hereditaments for the time being subject to the settlement or

declared by deed that the leaseholds should vest in him

absolutely, (5) but on his death without liaving acquired a

vested interest in the leaseholds, they shall devolve as if they

{I) The words "by piu'chase" in tail" aro omitted, it luaj' bo

are inserted because if the direc- possible to construe the words

tion applied to all tenants in tail, "tenant in tail " as roforriug only

it would be void for remoteness to a tenant in tail by inirchaae

:

{ante, p. 407); but if these words, Christie v. OosJing, L. R. 1 H. L.

and also the words as to devolu- 279 ; 2 Vaizey on Settlements,

tion on the death of the "tenant 1345; Theob. "Wills, 586.
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had been freeholds of inheritance incUided in the settle-

ment {))i).

The second paragraph deals with the case of a tenant in

tail by purchase who does not come into possession, and

provides that on his death the leaseholds shall devolve with

the freeholds. The third paragraph deals with the case of a

tenant in tail who acquires possession, and says that if he

dies within twenty-one years from the death of every tenant

for life preceding him in order of limitation the leaseholds

shall devolve with the freeholds. If the clause stopped here

no provision would be made allowing the tenant in tail by

purchase to deal with the leaseholds {n)
;
provision is there-

fore made by the fourth paragraph that the second and third

paragraphs are not to apply where all the freeholds are

disentailed, a provision intended to meet the case of part of

the settled property being held for a long term though this

is not known to be the case, or where the tenant in tail by

purchase, with the consent of the protector, if any, declares

that the leaseholds are to vest absolutely in him.

At first sight it may appear that a person who does not

come into possession necessarily dies within twenty-one years

from the death of every prior tenant for life, and that, there-

fore, the second paragraph is useless, as only providing for

a case covered by the third paragraph, but this view is

erroneous. Suppose that the first tenant for life. A., has a

posthumous son, B., who dies an infant more than twenty-

one years from the death of A., and that the second tenant

for life, C, dies in A.'s lifetime leaving a son D. It may
happen that D. attains twenty-one and dies more than

twenty-one years after the death of A., but before the death

of B. In this case D. will not be excluded by the third,

but he will be excluded by the second paragraph.

If, as occasionally happens in a will, an unborn person

takes a life estate in remainder with remainders over, the

(m) The paragraphs in this (?i) See the importance of this

clause are numbered for conveni- provision, Be Angerstein, [1895]

ence of reference. 2 Ch. 883.
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clause should not be used, as it would be void for remote-

ness, though the clause hitherto used would be unobjection-

able. In any case in which the limitations of the freeholds

are valid, and there is difficulty in framing valid limitations

of the leaseholds, the safer plan is to give the latter to

trustees on trusts for sale (with power to postpone the sale)

and for the investment of the proceeds in the purchase of

freeholds to devolve with the settled freeholds.

24. Personal chattels settled so as to accompany freeholds Heir-

in strict settlement, or to be enjoyed by the person for the
°°'"^"

time being entitled to an hereditary title, are sometimes,

though incorrectly, called heirlooms (o). The reader who
has mastered the methods of settling leaseholds to devolve

with freeholds in strict settlement will have no difficult}' in

understanding the modern trust for heirlooms. (2 K. & E.

666.) See as to some other forms, 3 Dav. Prec. 624.

As the object of declaring trusts of chattels as heirlooms

is to secure the enjoyment of them by the successive owners

of the estate, it is not the practice to give an express power

of sale over them ; and, as the Court had no jurisdiction to

order a sale of the heirlooms simply on the ground that a

sale would be for the benefit of the parties interested (;;),

great inconvenience was sometimes experienced prior to 1883,

owing to the impossibility of selling them ; but now heir-

looms can be sold by order of Court under the S. L. A.

1882, s. 37, whatever be the date of the settlement (</).

25, 26, 27. See as to the receipt clause, ante, p. 353, and Receipt

as to the trustee clauses, ante, p. 377. It will be observed pj^J^gf

that, where there is more than one set of trustees, the

express power of appointing neAV trustees requires a verbal

alteration.

(o) As to tlie correct moaning of with wLich they arc settled, if it

"heirlooms," see Goodeve, E. P. ^as for the benefit of all parties:

12 ; Leake, Uses & Prof. 136.
p^^^^ ^, ^^^^^^ 2 Ch. D. 711.

Ch. D. 635 ; but it had jurisdiction ^^'

to direct a sale for the purpose of Settlement and Will, [1904] 2 Ch.

paying off mortgages on the land '-
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Covenants 28. Tlie express covenants for title in settlements before
or It e.

2882 were entered into with the grantee to uses, so as to run

with the land for the benefit of all persons claiming under

the settlement, or under any exercise of the powers contained

in it. They were similar in form to those inserted in a

purchase deed. They are now omitted, and a covenant for

further assurance is usually implied by conveying " as settlor"

(C. A. 1881, s. 7 (1) E. ; ante, p. 330).

PART III.—THE SETTLED LAND ACTS, 1882 TO 1890.

The S. L. By vii-tue of the S. L. Acts, 1882 to 1890, a tenant for

to 1890.
"

life and certain other limited owners can exercise over settled

land the powers conferred by the Acts, which include all the

powers of disposing of, and most of the powers of managing,

the property which, prior to 1883, were usually inserted

in settlements of real estate, and some additional powers.

Most of the statutory powers can be exercised only after

notice is given to the trustees of the settlement, and some

only with their consent, or under an order of Coui't. While

it is of the utmost importance for the student to learn over

what property, by whom, and under what circumstances the

statutory powers can be exercised, it is perhaps only necessary

for him to have a general knowledge of what the powers are
;

for no prudent conveyancer would attempt to frame an

instrument exercising the powers without referring to the

Acts. It is also necessary for him to understand the

meanings of "settlement" and "settled land" as used in

the Acts.

"Settle- "Settlement" is defined in the S. L. Act, 1882, s. 2 (1),

defined
^° ^^ ^° include cvcry " instrument or any number of instru-

ments, whether made . . . before or after, or partly before

and partly after the commencement of the Act," under or by

virtue of which " any land, or any estate or interest in land,

stands for the time being limited to or in trust for any

persons by way of succession " (>).

(r) See note 1 K. & E. 496 ; Wolst. Conv. Acts, 328.
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The expression " limited to any persons by way of succes-

sion" does not mean that those persons necessarily take

freehold interests. An instrument charging land with the

payment on the death of any person of a jointui-e or portions

is a settlement : lie Mundy ami Roper, [1899] 1 Ch. 275 («)

;

and, according to the reasoning in that case, an instrument

charging land with the immediate payment of an annuity

for life, or charging it with the payment of portions to infants

on their attaining twenty-one is a settlement, for on the death

of the annuitant, or on the death of a portionist under the

age of twenty-one, an interest in the land will devolve by

way of succession, and in the recent case of lie Manhall,

[1905] 2 Ch, 325, where land belonging to the settlor was

assured to the settlor for life with remainder (subject to

a jointure, portions and portions term thereby limited) to

him in fee, it was held that notwithstanding the merger of

the life estate the settlement was a settlement within the

meaning of the section.

" The instruments " appear to be those which, taken

together, effect the settlement of a given interest {t) . For

example, a strict settlement and a conveyance of land to the

uses of the settlement taken together constitute " the settle-

ment " of the land within the meaning of the Act. Where

the fee simple is settled by an instrument under which the

father takes an estate for his life, and the eldest son takes

an estate tail in remainder, and on the latter attaining

twenty-one a disentailing assurance is executed and the land

resettled, the land may be considered as settled by all the

"^three instruments; or, during the father's life, it may bo

considered as being settled by the original settlement only,

and after his death it may be considered as being settled

(s) Discussed 43 Sol. J. 653, another settlement of the same

ggg^ interest: He Du Caiw, [1898] 2

{t) One instniment may create Ch. 96, approved Jie Muudy and

a settlement of a given interest, Roper, [1899] 1 Ch. at p. 296

;

though at the same time several Re Wimborne and Browne, [1904]

instriunents may also constitute 1 Ch. 537.
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under the latter settlement only. But the effect is different

according as we take only one or take the three instruments

together as being " the settlement." During the father's

life, as the statutory powers conferred on him by the original

settlement are incapable of being assigned or released {Re

Mumhj and Roper, iihi siij).), the exercise by him of those

powers overrides the limitations in the subsequent deeds, and

therefore it is sufficient to treat the original settlement as

"the settlement" ; but, if for any reason—as, for instance,

for the purpose of enabling the tenant for life under a subse-

quent instrument to override a jointure or portion charged

(but not actually raised) by the original settlement—it is

convenient to treat all three instruments as the settlement

(see Re Marquis of AUeshurij, [1893] 2 Ch. 345 ; Re Mundi/

and Roper, iibi sup.), such instruments may be so treated.

The settlement effected by the several instruments may be

called a " compound settlement." Where land is settled by
one instrument and land is limited by another instrument

not being merely an exercise of a power in the earlier instru-

ment, the two instruments may be treated as a " compound
settlement " {u), and trustees of a compound settlement for

the purposes of the S. L. Acts can be appointed by the

Court [x).

Where the tenant for life, in consideration of marriage,

or as part or by way of any family arrangement (not being a

security for money advanced), assigns or charges his life

interest, the instrument by which he does so is to be deemed
one of the instruments creating the settlement, and not as

an instrument vesting in any person any right as assignee

for value; see S. L. A. 1890, s. 4. But though such an in-

strument forms one of the instruments creating the settle-

ment, it is not such for all purposes, but merely for the

{u) He Coull, [1905] 1 Ch. 712, the employment of forms which
and the cases there cited. will render it unnecessary to apply

(cc) See 2 K & E. 661, note, to the Court for this purpose,
where suggestions are made for
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purpose of excluding the application of S. L. A. 1882, s. 50.

(See Be Dii Cane, [1898] 2 Ch. 96, followed in the case of

Re Wimhonie 8^' Browne, [1904] 1 Ch. 537.)

An estate in remainder or reversion not disposed of by the Remain-

settlement, and reverting to the settlor or descending to tlie
J^'J^J^Jio^

testator's heir, is for the purposes of the Act an estate coming not dis-

to the settlor or heir under the settlement, and comprised in by^scttle-

the subject of the settlement (S. L. A. 1882, s. 2 (2)) ; so nient.

that, if A. devises land to or in trust for B., who is not liis

heir-at-law, for life, without any further devise, in which

case there is a resulting use to A.'s heir-at-law (1 Jarman on

Wills, chap, xviii.), the will creates a succession, and is a

settlement within the meaning of the Act. If A. settles

land on himself for life, with remainder for a term of years

to secm-e a jointure and portions, there is a resulting use to

him in fee, which coalesces with his life interest ml modo,

and the settlement creates a succession within the meaning

of the Act, dming A.'s lifetime. It will be observed that,

as the powers of the Act apply only to the interests that are

the subject of the settlement (see the next paragraph), they

would not, in the absence of this sub-section, apply to the

fee in either of the above examples.

"Settled land" is defined by S. L. A. 1882, to be " land J^SctUed

and any estate or interest therein which is tlie subject of a Sned.

settlement" (s. 2 (3)).

There are three remarks to be made on this definition :

—

First. Regard being had to the definition of "land" in an

Act of Parliament (y), and since in the S. L. Acts " land
"

includes incorporeal hereditaments, also an undivided share

in land(s), it appears that "settled land" includes lease-

holds and copyholds, and incorporeal hereditaments, such

as advowsons, or even a dignity or title of honour. (See

Re Rkett-Carnac, 30 Ch. D. 136; Re Earl of Ayksford's

{y) See the Interpretation Act, 2 Ch. 285.

1889 (52 & 53 Vict. c. 63), s. 3
;

[z) Settled Land Act, 1882, s. 2

and see Re Chdterlmd; [1901] (10) (i).
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"Tenant
for life

"

defined.

Settled Estates, 32 Cla. D. 162.) Second. As " settled land"

means the estate or interest which is settled, it includes the

legal estate, if that is settled ; and, in that case, the powers

of the S. L. Acts which are exercisable over " the settled

land " bind the legal estate, even if it be vested in a trustee
;

so, for example, as to enable a tenant for life to convey a

legal interest hj granting a lease of lands vested in the

trustees of the settlement. Third. The powers of the S. L.

Acts, which are exercisable over the " settled land " only, do

not enable the person exercising them to affect any interest

in the land greater than that settled. For example, if the

legal estate is outstanding in a mortgagee, the equity of

redemption is what is settled ; and, though the tenant for life

can grant a lease of it under the S. L, Acts, yet, if he wishes

to bind the legal estate vested in the mortgagee, the lease

must be made in accordance "^-ith the provisions of the C. A.

1881 [ante, p. 170). Again, the tenant for life cannot

grant a lease of settled leaseholds for a term longer than that

for which they are held, or a lease of copyholds contrary to

the custom of the manor.

The tenant for life is defined by S. L. A. 1882, to be

" the person who is for the time being under a settlement

beneficially entitled to the possession of settled land for his

Hfe"(s. 2(5)) {a).

" Possession " includes receipt of income, i.e., of rents and

profits (s. 2 (10) ), and therefore this definition of " tenant for

life " includes all tenants for life, whether legal or equit-

able.

The word " possession " means possession properly so

called, as distinguished from reversion or expectancy
(Jj),

and

(«) A trust to allow a person

"to occupy" land so long as lie

wishes renders him a tenant for

life within the meaning of the

Act: Re Came, [1899] 1 Ch.

324.

{h) Ee Atkinson, Z\ Ch. D. 577;

Re Jones, 26 Ch. D. 741 ; Re

Clitheroe, 28 Ch. D. 378, 31 Ch.

D. 135 ; Re Strangways, 34 Ch.

D. 423 ; Re Ediuards, [1897] 2 Ch.

412.
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the Act does not draw a distiuction as regards an infant being

in possession personally or by his guardian {().

The tenant for life can exercise his powers '' notwith- Towers of

standing that under the settlement or otherwise the settled }^j"""^.
^^

land, or his estate or interest therein, is incumbered or cxctch-

charged in any manner or to any extent " (s. 2 (7) ). R-ith-

Four cases are provided for by this sub-section together t^t^'x^inff

with sections 20 and oO {infra) :
—First, where the land is the fee or

settled subject to incumbrances or charges ; second, where it
"* ®" '

is incumbered or charged by the settlement, or becomes so by

virtue of the powers of the settlement ; f/iird, where the

interest of the tenant for life is incumbered or charged by

the provisions of the settlement, as where it is given him

charged with an annuity ; fourth, where the interest of the

tenant for life is incumbered or charged by his own act, as

by his mortgaging it. The object of section 2 (7) is merely

to provide that notwithstanding incumbrances the powers

conferred on the tenant for life shall be exercisable, but it

does not deal with the effect on the incumbrances of an

exercise of the powers. This is provided for in the first,

second, and third eases by S. L. A, 1882, s. 20 (see pout,

p. 44G), and in the fourth case by s. 50.

The powers of the tenant for life cannot be assigned or and aro

released ; and they do not pass to a person as being by "n'iintf

operation of law or otherwise an assignee of the tenant for life, agsigned.

but remain exercisable by him after assignment, even if the

assignment occui's by operation of law, as by his becoming

bankrupt (s. 50 (1) )
{d). A contract by a tenant for life not

to exercise any of his powers under th<> S. L. A. is void

(s. 50 (2) ). But this section operates without prejudice to
|

the rights of any assignee for value of the interest {e) of the I

(c) Re Morgan, 24 Ch. D. 114, without being liable to account,

wbere it was held that under a the son was "in possossion."

trust for payment of the income (d) Re Manstl, [1S84] W. N.

to the testator's wife for the main- 209.

tenance of the testator's son till he {() See Ilardaker v. Moorhcu$t,

should attain twenty-one years, 26 Ch. D. 417 ; Re Cooper, 27 Ch.
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tenant for life, and the assignee's rights are not affected

without his consent (/), except that, unless he is actually in

possession of the settled land or part thereof, his consent is

not necessary for the making by the tenant for life of leases

thereof at rack-rent, and in other respects in conformity with

the S. L. A. (s. 50 (3) ), This section extends to assignments

made or coming into operation before or after the passing of

the S. L. A. 1882, and to assignments by way of mortgage

or charge (s. 50 (4) ),

The effect of these provisions appears to be that the powers

of the tenant for life are absolutely indestructible so long as

the land remains settled, though the consent of his assignee

may be necessary to their being exercised {He Mimdy and

Roper, [1899] 1 Ch. 275 ; Re Wimborne and Browne, [1904]

1 Ch. 537) ; that a contract by the tenant for life not to

exercise his statutory powers, or a release by him of the

powers, is absolutely void ; that the tenant for life can grant,

in conformity with the Acts, rack-rent leases which will bind

his assignee for value, unless the assignee is actually in

possession ; that the exercise of the other statutory powers by

the tenant for life is subject to the rights of his assignee for

value, but that with his concurrence they can be exercised.

It should be remarked that, as the exercise of the statutory

powers is valid as against all persons but the assignee, cases

may occur where a transaction may safely be completed

without his concurrence ; as, for instance, where he is mort-

gagee of the life interest of the tenant for life, and there is

an ample margin of value, and a sale is made of only a small

part of the property, or where it is wished to make an

exchange of a small piece of land. In such cases it would be

prudent to give the mortgagee notice of the sale ; for it is

possible that any future advances made by him to the tenant

D. 565 ; and S. L. A. 1890 (53 & consent, as where a mortgagee of

54 Vict. c. 69), s. 4. tlie life estate becomes a purchaser

(/) See Re BedinfjfeU, [1893] at a sale of the fee; see 115 L. T.

2 Ch. 332 ; but a mortgagee may News. 201.

be held to have given an implied
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for life in ignorance of the sale might liavo priority over tlu'

rights of the purchaser.

If after the tenant for life has released his life interest tht;

land remains settled by virtue of the settlement under whicli

he was tenant for life, he can exercise the powers with the

consent of the releasee {g). The land remains settled if

jointui'es or portions not already payable are charged by, or

if the releasee is tenant for life or in tail und(?r, that settle-

ment ; but if the original settlement is spent and the releasee

is tenant in fee simple, the tenant for life cannot exercise his

powers after the release, as the land is no longer settled.

See as to the destruction and release of powers before the

S. L. Acts, Sugd. Pow. 49 d mj., 82 ef m/. ; Farw, Pow.,

chap. ii. See also the C. A. 1881, s. 52.

Notwithstanding the provisions of the C. A. 1882, s. G,

enabling a power, whetlier coupled with an interest or not,

to be disclaimed, the tenant for life cannot retain his interest

and disclaim the powers; for, by the S. L. A. 1882, s. 53, he

is placed in the position of a trustee as to the exercise of the

powers.

Every provision attempting by a gift over of settled land, The oxer-

or any other real or personal property, or by means of a con- p^.p^by

dition, or by forfeiture or otherwise, to prevent the tenant t<>niuitfor

for lite irom exercismg Jus powers under the fe. Li. Acts, is \^. y^..

void (S. L. A. 1882, s. 51 (1) )
(Z/) ; and for this purpose an -strain..!,

estate limited to him until he exercisps such powers continues,

notwithstanding an exercise of the power, as long as it would

have continued if he had not exercised the power (s. 51 (2) ),

and no exercise of such power causes a forfeiture (s. 52).

The intention of section 51 is to prevent the powers given

by the S. L. Acts being cut down by the settlement itself,

or any other instrument ; but the only provisions of the

(g) Be Wimborne and Browne, Be Ilaynea, .37 Ch. I). .'iOfJ
;

[1904] 1 Ch. 537. Be Ame^, [1893] 2 Ch. 479 ;
Re

(Ji) See Re Hazle, 29 Ch. D. SnuU, [1S99] 1 Ch. 331.

78; Be Paget, 30 Ch. D. IGl :
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settlement made void by the section are those that tend to

prevent the tenant for life from exercising the powers of the

Act. Thus if there he a limitation of an estate to A. for life,

or till he shall alienate his life estate, A. can exercise all

the powers, including the power of sale, conferred by the

S. L. Acts over the " settled land " without incurring a

forfeiture ; but, on the other hand, if he sells his life interest

so as to incur a forfeiture, he is no longer tenant for life

within the meaning of the S. L. Acts. If A. be tenant for

life of settled land, and an annuity be given to him by B.'s

will, payable to him until he exercises any of the ftowers of

the S. L. Acts over the settled land, he can exercise the

powers without forfeiting his interest in the annuity.

Persons By S. L. A. 1882, s. 58, each of the following persons,

powera of while his estate is in possession {rude, p. 428), has the same
tenant for/ powers as a tenant for life, viz., (1) a tenant in tail (with an

unimportant exception)
; (2) a tenant in fee simple subject

to an executory gift over {Re Morgan, 24 Ch. D. 114; Re
Richardson, [1904] 2 Ch. 777) ; (3) a person entitled to a

base fee {i), which means in this place not only the estate in

fee simple into which an estate tail is converted, when the

issue in tail are barred but persons claiming estates by way
of remainder are not barred (see the Fines and Recoveries

Act, 1833, 3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 74, s. 1), but also every other

sort of base or qualified fee {k)
; (4) a tenant for years

determinable on life, not holding merely under a lease at a

rent {Re Hazle, 26 Ch. D. 428 ; 29 Ch. D. 78) ; (5) a tenant

for the life of another not holding merely under a lease at a

rent
; (6) a tenant for his own or any other life whose estate is

liable to cease in any event during that life, whether by
expii'ation of the estate, or by conditional limitation or other-

wise, or to be defeated by an executory limitation gift or

(?) Including a tenant for life of the latter nature will be found

thereof : Re Morshead, [1893] in Seymor's Case, 10 Eep. at

W. N. 180. p. 97 h; Co. Lit. 1 b, 27 a; Idle

(A-) The learning as to base fees v. Cooke, 2 Ld. Eaym. 1144.
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disposition over, or is subject to a trust for accumulation of

income for payment of debts or other pui'pose (AV' r(ujd,

30 Ch. D. 161 ; Re Came, [1899] 1 Ch. 324) ; (7) a tenant

in tail after possibility of issue extinct
; (8) a tenant by the

curtesy (/). Where a woman takes under a conveyance or

will, or where she takes by descent, her husband's tenancy

by the curtesy is to be considered as arising under a settlement

made by the wife (S. L. A. 1884, s. 8) ; (9) a person entitled

to the income of land under a trust or direction for payment
thereof to him during his own or any other life, whether

subject to expenses of management or not, or until sale of

the land, or imtil forfeiture of his interest therein on bank-

ruptcy, or other event. {Re Pocoek am/ Praiikerd, [1896]

1 Ch. 302.)

Where there is a trust for the payment of the surplus

income to a man during his life, after payment of expenses

of management and keeping down charges, he has the

powers of a tenant for life under this section, even if in the

event there is no surplus to be paid to him. {Re Jones, 24

Ch. D. 583 ; 26 Ch. D. 736.)

If there are two or more persons for the time being Concur-

entitled, i.e., beneficially entitled, under a settlement to the
|^"eregta

possession {ante, p. 428) of settled land for their lives, " as

tenants in common, or as joint tenants, or for other con-

current estates or interests," they together constitute the

tenant for life for the purposes of the Act, and must there-
j

fore concur in the exorcise of the powers (s. 2 (6) ). But

neither of them can be compelled to concur. {Camden v.

Murray, 16 Ch. D. 161.)

Tenants in common in tail in possession must all concui' in

the exercise of the powers.

If the owners of undivided shares of land make separate Undivided

settlements of their shares, or if each share is sc^parately ^bares.

settled by the instrument of gift, each share is settled land

within the meaning of the Act, 8. 2 (10) (i.), and the tenant

(?) Mogridge v. CJapp, [1892] 3 Ch. 382.

E.i.c. 28
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for life of eacli share can exercise over that share the powers

of the Act. {Cooper v. Behoj, [1899] 1 Ch. 639, overruling

Re Collinge, 36 Ch. D. 516 ; and see Re Osborne and

Brighfs Limited, [1902] 1 Ch. 335.)

Where an undivided share is settled, or where under the

settlement settled land is held in undivided shares, the tenant

for life of an undivided share may concur in the exercise of

the powers with the owners or persons having power over the

other undivided shares (s. 19). (See s. 2 (10) (i.).) There-

fore, in the example just given the tenants for life of the

several shares can concur in exercising the powers of the Act

so as to deal with the entirety.

Infant. Jf an infant is, or would if of full age he, tenant for life

or have the powers of a tenant for life, the powers of the

Act may be exercised on his behalf by the trustees of the

settlement ;
" and if there are none, then by such person

and in such manner as the Court, on the application of a

testamentary or other guardian, or next friend of the infant,

either generally or in a particular case, orders " (s. 60). (See

Re Neweadle, 24 Ch. D. 129.)

By s. 59, where an infant is " in his own right seised of or

entitled in possession " to land, the powers of the S. L. Acts

are made exercisable, as if the infant were tenant for life,

but the section does not apply where he is entitled contin-

gently. [Re Home, 39 Ch. D. 84.)

Where persons are appointed under s. 60 to exercise the

powers of the S. L. Acts on behalf of the infant, care must

be taken to appoint the same persons trustees of the settle-

ment under s. 38 ; for it may be held that the powers of the

persons appointed to exercise the statutory powers on behalf

of the infant cease on the appointment of trustees of the

settlement under s. 38.

Married A married woman entitled as tenant for life, or as a person

having the powers of a tenant for life, can, if she is entitled

for her separate use (either by express declaration or under

the provisions of the M. W. P. A. 1882), exercise the powers

of the Act without her husband, and that notwithstanding
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that she is restrained from anticipation. If she is not

entitled for her separate use, she and her hushand togctliercaii

exercise the powers ; and she may execute any deeds, &c.,

necessary or proper (s. 61). It should he observed that the

deed by which a married woman exercises the powers need

not be acknowledged (sub-sect. 5). If the married woman is

an infant, the provisions of s. 60 apply to the powers exer-

cisable by her, but do not render the concurrence of her

husband unnecessary where it would be required if she wore

an adult.

The determination of the question whether land is " settled Question

land " is governed by the state of facts and the limitations land in

of the settlement at the time of the settlement taking effect f<ettle<l,dc-

(S. 2 (4) )
{m)

.

by facts

It will be observed that, so long as there is a tenant for '^^^^^^
°

life or person having the powers of a tenant for life within the mt-ut.

meaning of s, 58, the land must necessarily be settled ; but

the converse is not true; for, although the land remains

settled, there may be no person who can exercise the powers,

and it may be impossible that any person should ever become

entitled under the settlement to exercise the powers. As a

simple example, consider a settlement on A. for life with

remainder, subject to portions, to B., an adult, in fee simple.

On A.'s death there is no person who can exercise the powers,

and it is impossible that any person ever can become entitled

under the settlement to exercise the powers ; so that any sale,

&c., made after A.'s death must be subject to the portions.

Under a settlement made in any of the usual forms there vaun

will always be a tenant for life, or person having the powers
[!^°)!.7u)

of a tenant for life, until the first estate tail has been barred; ix> .xer-

cujablc.

(m) Re Stamford, 43 Ch. D. 84
;

"was repealed by the Settled Estates

Be Marquis of Aileshury, [1893] Act, 1877, s. 58, and ro-euacted

2 Ch. 345 ; Re Bedive Estate, 27 by sect. 2. The cases on sect. 2

L. E. Ir. 364. The language of of the Settled Estates Act, 1877,

this sub-section is nearly the same vi-ill be found collected in 3 Dav.

as that of the Settled Estates Free. 524, note.

Amendment Act, 1864, s. 3. which

28 (2)
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but it is possible to suggest cases where it may be a question,

first, whether there is a tenant for life *' beneficially entitled

in possession^' within the meaning of the S. L. Acts, as, for

example, where possession has been taken by a mortgagee

who claims by title paramount to the settlement, or by the

trustees of a term created by the settlement which is not

for the purposes of accumulation or management (s. 58 (vi.),

(ix.) ), and which is prior in order of limitation to the estate

of the tenant for life (n) ; second, who is " beneficially

entitled," as where, in the case of a protected life interest

{ante, p. 361), the trustees have, after the determination of

the estate of the tenant for life, gone into possession, and

hold the rents on a discretionary trust for the benefit of a

number of persons (o).

Trustees of The "trustees of the settlement" for the purposes of the

for'^^'m^^^*^
S. L. Acts are " the persons, if any, who are for the time

poses of being trustees with power of sale (p) of settled land, or with

power of consent to or approval of the exercise of such a

power of sale ; or, if under a settlement there are no such

trustees, then the persons, if any, who are by the settlement

declared to be the trustees thereof for the pui'poses of the

S. L. A. 1882 " (s. 2 (8) ) ; or if there are no such persons,

then by the S. L. A. 1890, s. 16, the following persons are

to be trustees of the settlement, viz. (i.) the persons (if any)

who are for the time being under the settlement trustees

with power of or upon trust for sale of any other land com-

prised in the settlement (q), and subject to the same limita-

{71) See another example in lie mansion-house and lands near it,

Edwards, [1897] 2 Ch. 412. invested personal estate under a

(0) Ee Home, 39 Ch. D. 84 ; Me power in that behalf in other

Atkinson, 31 Ch. D. 577. lands. They sold all the lands

{j)) An implied power is suffi- originally devised to them with

cient : Re Qarnett Orme and Ear- the power of sale, and then the

greaves, 25 Ch. D. 595. tenant for life contracted to sell

(g) Re Moore, [1906] W. N. 52. the mansion-house. The trustees

Trustees with a power of sale over were held by Swinfen Eady, J.,

all a testator's lands, except the to be trustees for the purposes of
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tions as tlio Land to be sold, or with power of consent to or

approval of the exercise of such a power of sale ; or if there

he no such persons, then (ii.) the persons (if any) who nro

for the time being under the settlement trustees with future

power of sale, or under a future trust for sale of the land to

be sold, or with power of consent to or approval of the exer-

cise of such a future power of sale, and whether the power or

trust takes effect in all events or not.

It will be observed that, in settlements made before tlie

passing of the S. L. A. 18S2, the trustees for sale, or with

the power of consenting to the sale, are the only persons con-

stituted by the settlement trustees for the purposes of the

S. L. Acts. In settlements it is now proper to appoint

certain persons trustees " for the purposes of the S. L. Acts

1882 to 1890."

It may happen that there are no trustees of the settlement Appoint-

within the meaning of the S. L. Acts. This may occur in trustees

two cases : Fit'st, whether the settlement was made before or
^'^^^^

uoiie wore
after the passing of the S. L. A. 1882, there may have been appointed

originally no trustees witli power of sale, &c., constituted by .se^tle-

the settlement ; and, if the settlement was made since the ment.

passing of the S. L. A. 1882, it may contain no appoint-

ment of trustees for the purposes of the Act. In either

of these cases the Court may, on the application of the

tenant for life, or some other person interested under

the settlement, appoint trustees of the settlement for the

purposes of the S. L. Acts (S. L. A. 1882, s. 38). Second,

if in a settlement made before or after the passing of the

S. L. A. 1882, there were originally trustees with a power of

sale, &c., or if in a settlement made since the passing of the

Act trustees for the purposes of the S. L. Acts were appointed,

and in either case if such trustees fail, or if trustees appointed 'Wlicro the

by the Court under s. 38 fail ; in which case new trustees
l^^"^*®^

can be appointed under the power in the settlement or the

the Acts, as the section did not referring only to lands originally

bear tlie narrow construction of settled by the will.
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Trustee Act, 1893, as the case may be (ctntc, p. 381) ; or the

Court may appoint trustees of the settlement for the purposes

of the S. L. Acts, under s. 38. By s. 47 of the Trustee Act,

1893 (replacing s. 17 of the S. L. A. 1890), all the powers

and provisions of the Act with reference to appointment of

new trustees and the discharge and retirement of trustees are

to apply to and include trustees for the purposes of the S. L.

Acts, 1882 to 1890.

If trustees of the original settlement are appointed for

the purposes of the S. L. Acts, it is not necessary, for the

purpose of the exercise of the powers of the Acts by a tenant

for life under that settlement, to appoint trustees of the com-

pound settlement created by the original settlement and any

other instruments charging jointures or portions or falling

within the provisions of the S. L. Act, 1890, s. 4. [Re Keck

and Hart, [1898] 1 Ch. 617; Re Du Cane, [1898] 2 Ch. 96.)

Capital money is not to be paid to a sole trustee unless

this is authorised by the settlement (S. L, A. 1882, s. 39) ;

but a power to a sole trustee to sell has the effect of autho-

rising him to receive capital money. [Re Garnett Orme and

Ilanjrmres, 25 Ch. D. 595.)

The receipt in writing of the trustees, or, where one trustee

is empowered to act (r), of the trustee, or of the personal

representatives or representative of the last surviving or con-

tinuing trustee, is to be a good discharge (s. 40). It

should be remarked that the word " representative " is not

to be understood as authorising a sole executor or adminis-

trator to give a discharge, unless the settlement authorises

the payment of capital money to a sole trustee.

The S. L. A. 1882, contains ample provisions (ss. 41, 42,

and 43) for the indemnity and reimbursement of the trustees.

Section 44 enables the Court to give such du'ections as it

thinks fit respecting any matter in difference between the

tenant for life and the trustees respecting the exercise of any

(r) It is usual to empower one trustee to act for the purposes of

tlie S. L. Acts. (See ante, p. 357.)
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of the powers conferred by the S. L. Acts. (See ir/icr/icritj/if

V. JFa//:er, 23 Ch. D. at p. 762 ; llaffci v. Fume//, ;j.S Ch. J).

at p. 344 ; see also Ee Hunt, [1905] 2 Ch. 418.)

The tenant for life is directed to give notice to each of the Notice of

. exorcise 01

trustees of the settlement and to their solicitor (if he kno\\s powers by

of such solicitor), by registered letters, of his intention to
Ji^"^''"*

^"r

make a sale, exchange, partition, lease, mortgage or charge ;

the letters must be posted at least one montli prior to tlie

sale, &c., or the contract for it ; the number of trustees at the

time of the notice must not be less than two, unless a contrary

intention is expressed in the settlement. But a person

dealing in good faith with the tenant for life is not concerned

to inquire as to the notices. (S. L. A. 1882, s. 45; see

Mogridge v. Clapj), [1892] 3 Ch. 382.) The notice may be

of a general intention to sell, exchange, partition or lease,

but specific notice is still necessary in case of a mortgage or

charge; and the trustees may waive notice or accept less than

one month's notice (S. L. A. 1884, s. 5 (1) ) ; and in case of

leases not exceeding twenty-one years at best rent without

fine, and whereby the lessee is not exempted from punish-

ment of waste, no notice of intention under the S. L. A. 1882,

s. 45, need be given. (S. L. A. 1890, s. 7 (1).)

It should be observed that, unless the notices are given

before a contract is entered into, a contract binding the

successors in title of the tenant for life cannot bo made. If

for any reason it is absolutely necessary to enter into a

contract before giving the notices, the contract should provide

that neither party shall be bound until the period of one
,

month from the giving of the notices shall have elapsed

without proceedings being taken to set aside the sale, or other

subject of the contract.

In view of the provisions for the protection of a purcliasor,

it is not necessary for him to inquire whether any notices

have been given. All that he is concerned to see is that there

were before the sale, two trustees to wliora notices might
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have been given, unless the settlement wholly or partially

dispenses with the notices.

It is the practice to insert in settlements a clause dispensing

with notices. (2 K. & E. 6G1 ; and see s. 7 of the S. L. A.

1890, posf, -p. 447.)

Tenant for j^ tenant for life must in the exercise of the powers con-

trustee, ferred on him by the S. L. Acts have regard to the interests

of all parties entitled under the settlement, and is in the

position of a trustee towards them (S. L. A. 1882, s. 53) (s)
;

but a purchaser, &c., dealing in good faith with the tenant

for life, is protected. (S. 54 ; see HiirreU v. Littlejohn, [1904]

1 €h. 689.)

The result is that, although an improper sale or other

transaction may be valid in favour of a purchaser, it may
nevertheless, on the part of the tenant for life, be a breach

of trust, for which he may be liable to the remainderman.

Therefore, where the remainderman wishes to enjoy the land

in specie, he may be advised to offer to purchase it for a price

exceeding that which any other person will bona fide offer on

a private contract ; for then the tenant for life, if he declines

to sell to the remainderman, and sells to a person making a

lower offer, will be compelled to make good the deficiency out

of his own assets. (See ante, p. 128.)

Duty of It is the duty of a trustee for sale, and therefore of a

gale. tenant for life when he sells, to ascertain the real value of

the property, and for that purpose, if necessary, to employ

an experienced person to furnish him with a valuation. (See

Oliver V. Court, 8 Price, 127 ; and as to the duties of trustees

for sale. Dart, Y. & P. chap. ii. ; Lewin on Trusts, 11th ed.

chap, xviii. p. 493 ct seq. ; and as to their statutory powers

see the Trustee Act, 1893, ss. 13 to 16.)

(s) Re Earl of Radnm', 45 Ch. for life may derive a benefit from

D. 402 ; Sutherland v. Sutherland, tlie sale will not be a suflBcient

[1893] 3 Ch. 169; Bruce v. circumstance to hinder the exer-

Aileshury, [1892] A. C. 356

;

cise of his discretion as against

Chandler v. Bradley, [1897] 1 Ch. the remainderman. (See Re Rich-

315; but the fact that a tenant ardson, [1900] 2 Ch. 778.)
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The tenant for life cannot exercise the statutory powers ^rnnHion-

o£ sale, exchange, or leasing over " the principal mansion-
'""*"'

house and the pleasure-grounds and park and lands (if any)

usually occupied therewith," without the consent of the

trustees or an order of the Court, but the consent need not he

in writing or even communicated to the tenant for lifo(/).

But where a house is usually occupied as a farmhouse, or

where the site of the house and the pleasure-grounds and park

and lands (if any) usually occupied therewith do not togother

exceed twenty-five acres, the house is not a principal mansion-

house within this provision. (S. L. A. 1890, s. 10, repealing

S. L. A. 1882, s. l-J.)

" Principal " does not necessarily imply that there must

be more than one house on the estate, in order to bring the

clause into operation. {Gilbci/ v. Eiia/i, [lt)06] 1 Ch. 11.)

Although the S. L. Acts contain no express declaration

that this provision is subject to the expression of a contrary

intention in the settlement, a clause expressly authorising tlie

exercise of the pow-ers over tlie mansion-house, &c., witlinut

the consent of the trustees or order of Coui-t, will be valid

under S. L. A. 1882, s. 57, as the effect will be to confer on

the tenant for life a power " additional to or larger than
"

those conferred by the S. L. Acts. It will generally be found

advisable to insert the clause in question. (See form in 2 Iv.

& E. 654.)

The trustees are not bound to invest capital moneys in ihfir Duties cf

hands on a specified mortgage by the direction of the tenant
[[,"***j^rtUe.

for life unless they are satisfied that the direction had been mcnt.

given on a proper investigation of title and upon a proper

report as to the value of the proposed security, and upon

proper advice as to the form of the security ; but on being so

satisfied they are bound to make the investment (//) ; and

when it is within the knowledge of trustees that property

{t) (Jilbey y.llush, [190G] 1 Ch. cussed.

11, where the meaning of " prin- («) Re Hnfham, [1002] 2 Ch.

cipal mansion-house" was flis- 575.
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upon whieli the tenant for life lias directed them to invest

and Avhich is within the power given by the Act is an unde-

sirable investment, they are justified in bringing- the matter

before the Court by summons under the Act {v).

Powers of The powers conferred by the S. L. A. 1882 on the tenant
tenant for

for life include :—
life.

(1.) A power to sell the settled land or any part thereof,

or any easement, right, or privilege of any kind,

over or in relation to the same ; s. 3 (i.).

(2.) Where the settlement comprises a manor, a power to

sell the seignory of any freehold land within the

manor, or the freehold and inheritance of any copy-

hold or customary land, parcel of the manor, with

or without any exception or reservation of mines or

minerals or rights or powers relative to mining

purposes, so as in every such case to effect an

enfranchisement; s. 3 (ii.),

(3.) A power of exchange, with power to take or give

money for equality, s. 3 (iii.) ; and to reserve or

grant an easement, right, or privilege over the

, settled land, and to exchange easements, &c.

(S. L. A. 1890, s. 5) (.r).

(4.) A power of partition, with power to take or give

money for equality, s. 3 (iv.) ; and to reserve or

grant an easement. (S. L. A. 1890, s. 5.) This

power is assisted by S. L. A. 1882, s. 19 ; see ante,

p. 434.

(5.) A power to lease the settled land, or any part thereof,

or any easement, right, or privilege of any kind,

over or in relation to the same, involving waste or

not, for any term not exceeding 99 years for

building lease, 60 years for mining, 21 years for

any other lease (see infra, p. 447) ; s. 6 ; with

{v) Re Hunt, [1905] 2 Ch. 418. section authorised exchange of

(x) In lie Bracken, [1903] 1 easements apart from any ex-

Ch. 265, it was held that the change or partition of land.
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power to make a lease for giving effect to a contract

for making a lease or to a covenant for renewal

when the contract or covenant was entered into by
a predecessor in title of and is binding upon the

tenant for life, s. 12 (i.) (ii.) (y) ; or for confirming

a previous void or voidable lease, so that the

confirmed lease be such as miglit at the date of

the original lease have been lawfully granted

;

s. 12 (iii.).

(6.) A power to accept a surrender of a lease with or

without consideration ; s. 13.

(7.) A power to grant licences to copyholders to make
leases; s. 14. (See ante, p. 416.)

(8.) A power, in connection with a sale or lease for

building purposes, to cause any parts of the settled

land to be laid out for streets, roads, paths, squares,

gardens, or other open spaces, and to vest the same

in the trustees of the settlement or other trustees or

in a company or public body ; s. 10.

(9.) A power on a sale, exchange, partition, or mining

lease to deal with the surface and minerals separ-

ately, and with or without a grant or reservation of

powers of working, easements, &c., relative to

mining purposes, and to make an exchange or

partition subject to, and in consideration of, the

reservation of an undivided share in mines or

minerals; s. 17.

(10.) A power to raise on mortgage of the settled land

money required for enfranchisement or equality of

exchange or partition ; s. 18.

(11.) A power, where he is tenant for life of an undivided

share, to concui- with the persons entitled to or

having power over the other shares in exercising

the powers of the Act ; s. 19. (See atite, p. 434.)

{y) This power is enlarged by and as to mining leases, see S. L.

S. L. A. 1890, s. T.i^osf, p. 448; A. 1890, s. 8.
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(12.) A power by deed to convey the settled land, including

copyholds or leaseholds vested in trustees, and to

convey or create easements, to carry out any sale,

exchange, partition, lease, mortgage, or charge

;

s. 20.

(13.) A power to direct the manner in which capital

money arising under the Act is to be paid or

applied ; s. 22 (z)

.

(14.) A power to make, vary, and rescind contracts, to

make any sale, exchange, partition, or lease, so as

to bind the remaindermen; s. 31.

(15.) A power to sell heirlooms, but not without an order

of Court ; s. 37.

The Housing of the Working Classes Act, 1890 (53 & 54

Yict. c. 70), s. 74, enables " any sale, exchange, or lease of

land in pursuance of the S. L. A. 1882, when made for the

erection on such land of dwellings for the working classes,

to be made at such price, for such consideration, or for such

rent as, having regard to the said purpose and to all the

circumstances of the case, can be reasonably obtained, not-

withstanding that a higher price, consideration, or rent might

have been obtained if the land were sold, exchanged, or

leased for another purpose," but the later part of the same

section seems to imply that in every case where new buildings

are to be erected the expenditure must not, in the opinion of

the Court, be injurious to the estate. However, alterations

and additions to existing buildings will not requii-e the

sanction of the Court, even though the Court has expressed

no opinion as to whether such buildings when erected were

injurious to the estate : lie CaJverlei/, [1904] 1 Ch. 150.

Express The S. L. Acts (see S. L. A. 1882, s. 50) do not " take

abridged^ away, abridge, or prejudicially affect " any power which,

(z) As to the power of the Covu't moneys in an unsuitable mode,

to restrain a tenant for life from see Be Hunt, [1905] 2 Ch. 418.

directing the investment of capital See ante, p. 442.
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independently of the Acts, is exercisable by the tenant for

life, or by trustees with his consent, &c. ;
" and the powei's

of the Acts are cumulative ;
" but in case of conflict (a)

between the provisions of the settlement and the S. L. Acts,

relative to any power conferred on the tenant for life by the

Acts, the provisions of the Acts prevail, so that the consent

of the tenant for life, or (under the S. L. A. 1884, s. G (2)

)

the consent of one of two or more persons constituting the

tenant for life, is necessary to the exercise of any express

power conferred on the trustees " exercisable for any pur-

pose provided for by " the S. L. Acts. For example, suppose

that the trustees have a power of sale, with a direction that

the proceeds are to be reinvested in land to be settled to the

uses of the settlement ; this is a power exercisable for the

purposes of the Acts; and accordingly the consent of the

tenant for life is required to the exercise of it. On the other

hand, if they have a power to mortgage for the purpose of

paying off charges (and possibly a power to sell), tliis is not

a power exercisable for the purposes of the Acts, and

accordingly it appears that the trustees can exercise it without

the concurrence of the tenant for life. /

Powers additional to or larger than those of the S. L. Acts Larger or

'

may be conferred on the tenant for life or the trustees, and
j,oJeis"*

such powers are to operate as if they were conferred by the

Acts, unless a contrary intention is expressed. (S. L. A. 1882,

s. 57.) The additional powers will, by the effect of this

section, operate as statutory powers exactly in the same

manner as if they had been conferred by the Acts. For

example, if the settlement confers on the tenant for life

power to grant leases for terms longer than those mentioned

in the Acts (see ante, p. 442), or authorises the granting of

leases without the execution of a counterpart; in each of

these cases the tenant for life may grant the lease exactly in

the same manner as if these extended powers had been con-

(a) Le. by powers being giveu for the same purpose as those given

to the trustees by the settlement by the Act to the tenant for Ufc.
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ferred by the Acts ; but, on the other hand, if these powers

are given to the trustees, the consent of the tenant for life

would be necessary under s. 56.

The tenant for life may convey land sold, given in

exchange or on partition, leased, mortgaged or charged, and

may convey or create easements sold or leased under the

statutory powers (including copyholds or leaseholds vested in

trustees) *' for the estate or interest the subject of the settle-

ment, to the uses and in the manner requisite for giving

effect to the sale, &c." (S. L. A. 1882, s. 20.) He may also

make any conveyance necessary or proper for giving effect to

a contract entered into by a predecessor in title, and which,

if made by such predecessor, would have been valid as

against his successors in title. (S. L. A, 1890, s. 6.) This

section does not apply to leases, but a power to make a lease

for giving effect to such a contract to grant a lease is con-

ferred on the tenant for life by S. L. A. 1882, s. 12 (6).

The powers conferred on the tenant for life by these

sections are sometimes called Common Law authorities ; but

they are more properly called statutory authorities. They

enable him to convey all the interest in the land that is

settled, whether it be vested in trustees or not, and whether

it be freehold or leasehold. They also enable the tenant for

life by his conveyance to confer the right to be admitted to

copyholds without a surrender being made. It must be

remembered that these powers differ entirely in their operation

from the express powers of sale, &c., formerly inserted in a

settlement, a conveyance under which took effect as the

appointment of the use. {Ante, p. 413.)

The S. L. A. 1882, s. 20 (2) provides that a conveyance

by deed made by the tenant for life under the statutory

powers shall pass the land conveyed discharged from all the

limitations, powers and provisions of the settlement, and

from all estates, interests and charges subsisting or to arise

{b) Be Kemcys-Tynte, [1892] 2 Ch. 211.
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thereunder (c), but subject to and with the exception of (i.)

estates, interests, and charges, having priority to the settle-

ment
;

(ii.) other estates, interests, and charges conveyed or

created " for securing money actnaJhj raked (d) at the date

of the deed " ;
(iii.) leases, easements, &c., granted or

agreed to be granted before the date of the deed " for value

in money or money's worth," under the settlement or any

statutory power. It will be observed that this provision is

similar to that usually inserted in the express power of

sale, which authorised the revocation of the uses declared

by the settlement or to be created under the powers of

charging jointui-es or portions, but made the conveyance

subject to all mortgages and leases created under the trusts

or powers of the settlement {c).

We proceed to the more particular consideration of the

powers of leasing and sale.

Either the settled land or any easement over it may be Power to

leased under the statutory power ; and the lessee need not be

made impeachable for waste (S. L. A. 1882, s. 6), except in

cases falling within the provisions of S. L. A. 1890, s. 7 (/).

The term must not (except in cases within s. 10 ; see infra)

exceed, in the case of a building lease, ninety-nine years, in

the case of a mining lease sixty years, and in the case of any

other lease twenty-one years (s. 6). The lease must be

made by deed, and must take effect in possession not later

than twelve months (which means calendar months : Inter-

pretation Act, 1889, s. 3) after its date, and the rent must be

(c) This enables the tenant for (d) Connolhj v. Keating {^o. 1).

life to convey the land free from [1903] 1 Ii-. E. 353.

jointuxes and portions not actually (e) See 1 K. & E. 542 ;
and tho

raised : Be Keck and Hart, [1898] discussion as to tho priority of

1 Ch. 617 ; and also without tho powers, 3 Day. Tree. 591 ;
Co. Lit.

consent of persons claiming under 271 h, note (1), 272 i, VIL (2)

;

instruments falling within the Sugd. Pow. 482 e< se<?., 488f« se^.

;

provisions of S. L. A. 1890, s. 4 : Farw. Pow. chap. xiv.

Re Du Cane, [1898] 2 Ch. 96. (/) See 37 Sol. J. 76.
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the best tliat can reasonably be obtained (g), having regard to

any fine that is taken, &c. It must contain a covenant by

the lessee for payment of the rent, and a condition of re-entry

on the rent not being paid within a time therein specified,

not exceeding thirty days. A counterpart is to be executed

by the lessee, and delivered to the tenant for life ; but the

execution of the lease by the tenant for life is sufficient

evidence of this having been done. A statement contained

in a lease, or in an indorsement thereon, signed by the tenant

for life respecting any matter of fact, or calculation, under

the S. L. Acts, is, in favour of the lessee and those claiming

under him, to be conclusive. (S. L. A. 1882, s. 7.) The
tenant for life may contract to make a lease (s. 31 (1) (iii.)

) ;

which contract is enforceable by and against every of his

successors in title (s. 31 (2) ) ; and in making the lease may
vary the terms with or without consideration (s. 31 (1) (iii.)

)

;

and, if he makes a new lease on the surrender of an existing

lease, he may take into account the value of the surrendered

lease (s. 13 (5) ).

A lease at rack-rent for a term not exceeding twenty-one

years, and whereby the lessee is not exempted from punish-

ment for waste {h), may be made by a tenant for life, not-

withstanding that no notice is given to the trustees by the

tenant for life, or that there are no trustees of the settlement

for the purposes of the S. L. Acts ; and such a lease may be

made by writing under hand only where the term does not

exceed three years from the date of the writing, (S. L. A.

1890, s. 7.)

Building Special provisions as to building and mining leases will be

mLng found in ss. 8 to 11 of S. L. A. 1882, and in S. L. A. 1890,
leases. g' 9^ ^ud in S. L. A. 1889, s. 2 (under which an oj^tion of

purchase to be exercised within ten years may be inserted

in a building lease). The most important of these are the

provision in s. 8 of S. L. A. 1882, that a peppercorn rent, or

{y) See Sutherland v. Suther- Chawner, [1892] 2 Ch. 192.

land, [1893] 3 Ch. at p. 195 ; Re {],) See 37 Sol. J. 76.
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a rent less than that ultimately payable, may be reserved in

a building lease during the first five years or any less part of

the term; and the provision in s. 11 as to mining leases, that,

unless a contrary intention is expressed in the settlement

{Re Bagot, [1894] 1 Ch. 177), three-fourths of the rent, if

the tenant for life is impeachable for waste in respect of

minerals, and one-fourth if he is not, is to be set aside as

capital money. It is therefore proper, if so intended, to

insert in the settlement a declaration that the whole of the

rent under a mining lease is to be treated as income. The

Court is empowered to authorize the tenant for life to make

leases or grants for building or mining piu-poses for any

term or in perpetuity at fee farm or other rents, where it is

shown, with respect to the district in which the land is

situate, either (i.) that it is the custom of the district to make

such leases or grants, or (ii.) that it is difiicult to make

building or mining leases except for a longer term or on other

conditions than those specified in the Act in that behalf, or in

perpetuity: S. L. A. 1882, s. 10.

If the settlement does not contain a provision authorizing

the payment of capital money to one trustee only, a difficulty

may occur where a mining lease has been granted at a time

when there were two trustees and one has subsequently died,

or where the settlement contains a clause dispensing with the

statutory provisions as to notices, and the lease was granted

at a time when there were no trustees ; for in either of these

cases there will be no person able to give a receipt for the

part of the rent that is to be set aside as capital money, and

the lessee cannot be advised to pay that part until there are

at least two trustees of the settlement.

It should be observed that, as a tenant for life who is im-

peachable for waste may work mines which are already open

{ante, p. 891), he is in the same position as to such mines as

if he were not impeachable for waste ; and therefore, if lie

grants a lease of them under the power, only one-fourth of

the income has to be set aside; see Re Chaytor, [1900]

2 Ch. at p. 811.

V.A.V.
"''
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Power of The tenant for life may sell the settled land or any ease-

ment, &c. over it (S. L. A. 1882, s. 3), at the best price that

can reasonably be obtained (?), either in one lot or in several

lots, either by auction or by private contract ; he may fix

reserve biddings and buy in ; he may sell subject to any

stipulations respecting title, or evidence of title, or other

things ; he may (as far as the law permits) impose any

restrictions as to building or other user of the land, or with

respect to mines and minerals : Ih. s. 4. If the land sold is

subject to an incumbrance, he may, with the consent of the

incumbrancer, charge it on any other part of the settled

land in exoneration of the land sold : lb. s. 5 [k). (See the

form in 2 K. & E. 256.) He may contract to sell and vary

or rescind the contract, and the contract is enforceable by

and against all his successors in title : ii. s. 31, and S. L. A.

1890, s. 6 ; ante, p. 446. He may sell surface and mines or

minerals separately, and with or without powers of working

and way-leaves, &c. : S. L. A. 1882, s. 17. The purchase-

money must be paid, at his option, either to the trustees of

the settlement or into Court ; and in the former case is to be

invested or applied by the trustees according to his direc-

tion (/), and in default thereof, at the discretion of the

trustees, subject to any consent required, or direction given

by the settlement with respect to the investment or other

application of the trust money. The investment by the

Court is to be made on the application of the tenant for life

or the trustees. But capital money paid into Coui't may be

paid out to the trustees : S. L. A. 1890, s. 14. The invest-

ment is not to be altered during the life of the tenant for

life without his consent: S. L. A. 1882, s. 22.

(?') See, however, as to working of tliis section : Re Earl of Straf-

class dwellings, 53 & 54 Vict. c. 70, ford and Maples, [1890] 1 Ch. 235.

s. 74, cited ante, p. 444. {I) This direction, if given

(Jc) A rent-charge created under honestly and in good faith, can-

the Improvement of Land Act, not be controlled by the Court or

1864 (27 & 28 Vict. c. 114), is an the trustees : Re Lord Coleridf/e,

incumbrance within the meaning [1895] 2 Ch. 704.
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The proceeds of sale, and other capital money arislnp; Capital

under the Act and investments thereof, are to devolve as land '

'

in the same manner as the land from which the money arises

would, if not disposed of, have devolved ; and the income of

the investments is to be applied as the income of tlu' land

would have been applicable if it had not been sold : s. L'"J.

It is doubtful whether money merely made applicable as if it

wore capital money arising under a settlement becomes

equitably converted into real estate for the purpose of trans-

mission (see 2 K. «& E. 582 ; Wolst. Conv. Acts, 871) unless

it is impressed with a trust for investment in the purchase of

land.

The investment of capital money is provided for by 8. I i. A. invest-

1882, s. 21. Subject to any claims properly payable out of
°"'"^-

the money and to its application for any special object for

which it was raised, it is to be applied in any of the follow-

ing modes :

—

(i.) In investment on Government securities or other

securities authorized by the settlement or by law

(see ante, p. 346) , or bonds, mortgages, debentures

or debentui-e stock of any railway company in the

United Kingdom, incorporated by sjiccial Act, and

having for ten years next before the date of invest-

ment paid a dividend on its ordinary stock or

shares

;

(ii.) The discharge, purchase, or redemption of incum-

brances affecting the inlieritance or other interest

which is settled {m) ; or of land-tax, tithe rent-

charge, Crown rents, chief rents or quit rents

charged on or payable out of the settled land
;

(//i) This includes a mortgage money arising from one part of

of a long term derived out of the the settled estate may b.» appliotl

fee: Ite'^Freven, 38 Ch. D. 383; in discharge of incumbrances on

or a mortgage of leaseholds by another part, though the two porta

sub-demise;" and by S. L. A. may devolve dilforently : /.VFrrmr.

1887,8. 1, itincludesa terminable [1894] 1 Ch. 1.

improvement charge. Capital

29 (2)
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(iii.) Payment for improvements authorized b}' the S. L.

Acts {)i)
;

(iv.) Payment for equality of exchange or partition
;

(v.) The piu'cliase of the seignory of settled freeholds or

the purchase of the fee simple of settled copy-

holds (o)
;

(vi.) The purchase of the reversion in fee of settled lease-

holds
;

(vii.) The purchase of laud in fee simple, or of copyhold

land, or of leasehold land held for sixty years or

more unexpired at the time of purchase, subject or

not to any exception or reservation of minerals, or

mineral rights

;

Having regard to the meaning of " land " (see S. L. A.

1882, s. 2 (10) (i.), and Interpretation Act, 1889, s. 3), this

authorizes the purchase of an easement {e.g., a right of way)

to be annexed in enjoyment to the settled land (and see

sub-s. viii. infra). The land purchased must not be out of

England, unless the settlement authorizes such a purchase.

(S. L. A. 1882, s. 23.)

(^iii.) The purchase in fee simple, or for a term of sixty

years or more, of mines and minerals, or of any

easement, right or privilege, convenient to be held

with the settled land for mining or other purposes

;

(ix.) Payment to a person absolutely entitled, or em-

powered to give an absolute discharge

;

(x.) Payment of costs, &e. of or incidental to the exercise

of the powers of the S. L. Acts

;

(xi.) Any other mode in which money produced by the

exercise of a power of sale in the settlement is

apj)licable thereunder.

(n) See S. L. A. 1882, s. 25
;

enfranchisement of a copyhold is,

S. L. A. 1887, s. 2; S. L. A. 1890, in fact, the conveyance to the

s. 13 ; the Housing of the Work- copyholder of the lord's freehold

ing Classes Act, 1890 (53 & 54 estate so as to merge the copyhold

Vict. c. 70), s. 74. estate.

(o) I.e., enfranchisement : for
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By S. L. A. 1882, s. 'J4, i'reeLolJs puroliased nro to l)o Settl.-

conveyed to the uses, &c. which, under the settlement or puroimKod

by the exercise of any power of charging therein contained, ''^°'^-

are subsisting Avith respect to the settled land, or as near

thereto as circumstances permit, but not so as to increase

charges, or powers of charging ; and copyholds or leaseholds

are to be conveyed to and vested in " the trustees of the

settlement" on trusts, &c. coiTesponding as nearly as the law

and circumstances permit, with the uses, &c. to which free-

hold land is to be conveyed as aforesaid ;
so, uovertheless,

that the beneficial interest in land held by lease for years

shall not vest absolutely in a person who is by the settlement

made by purchase tenant in tail, or in tail male, or in tail

female, and A\ho dies under the age of twenty-one years, but

shall, on the death of that person under that age, go as free-

hold land conveyed as aforesaid would go. And the pm-chasod

land may be made a substituted security for any charge in

respect of money actuall}^ raised and remaining impaid from

which the settled land or any part thereof has been released

on the occasion of a sale, &c. (/>).

Here follows an analysis of a strict settlement, made after Annl.vMs

, . . , , of >trict

1882, of the husband s property on his marriage, wliere he sottl.nK-nt

is seised in fee. (See form in .Stud. Free. 85.) This should be '^•"'-••^ ^'^^-

carefully compared with the analysis of a similar settlement

made before 1882, auto, p. 385.

Parties: A. B. {ixfended hushaml) (1); CD. {intended

wife) (2) ; P. T. and Q. T. {trustees) (3).

Eecitals

:

(1.) The intended marriage.

(2.) Narrative recitals Avhere necessary, showing the

state of the title.

(3.) Agreement for settlement.

{p) Land purchased with money ject) is not subject to charges of

representing the sale of heirlooms jointures and portions charged on

(such heirlooms, however, not the settled land : Re Duke of

being subject to the charges to Marlbon>u<fh, [1897] 1 Ch. 712.

which the settled land was sub-
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Operative clauses

:

(1.) Grant by A. B. " as settlor "
{>•) to P. T. and Q. T.

(2.) Parcels.

(3.) Habendum to P. T. and Q. T. " and their heirs,"

or " in fee simple," to the use of A. B. " and

his heirs," or " in fee simple," until the intended

marriage ; and afterwards

(4.) To the use that C. D. shall receive a yearly rent-

charge during the joint lives of herself and A. B.,

without power of anticipation, as pin-money

;

(5.) To the use of A. B. for life

;

(6.) To the use that C. D. shall receive a yearly rent-

charge for her jointure

;

(7.) To the use of P. T. and Q. T. for 1,000 years (the

portions term)
;

(8.) To the use of the sons of the marriage successively

in tail, using the words " in tail," or " heirs of

the body ;

"

(9.) To the use of the daughters of the marriage as

tenants in common in tail, using the words " in

tail," or " heirs of the body," with cross remain-

ders between them

;

(10.) To the use of A. B., "his heirs and assigns," or

" in fee simple."

(11.) Trusts of the portions term.

(12.) Power to the husband to jointure a future wife.

(13.) Power to the husband to charge portions for the

children of a future marriage.

(14.) Clause appointing P. T. and Q. T. trustees for

the purposes of the C. A. 1881, s. 42, and modi-

fying statutory minority clause.

(15.) (Provision modifying S. L. Acts as to mining

rents.)

(?) Or the settlor may convey desired to imply full covenants for

"as beneficial owner" if it be title under C. A. 1881, s. 7.
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(16.) (Provision modifying S. L. Acts us to aniv. or lease

of mansion-house.)

(17.) (Clause extending powers of investment under the

S. L. Acts.)

(18.) Provision as to notices under the S. L. Acts (s),

(19.) Covenant by A. B. "as settlor" (t) to surrender

copyholds to P. T. and Q,. T., upon trusts

corresponding with the uses of the freeholds.

(20.) Assignment of leaseholds by A. B. " as settlor " (t)

to P. T. and Q. T., upon trusts corresponding,

as nearly as the nature of the property admits,

with the uses of the freeholds.

(21.) Assignment and trusts of heirlooms.

(22.) Appointment of P. T. and Q. T. as trustees for

purposes of the S. L. Acts, 1882 to 1890.

(23.) Clause supplemental to statutory provisions as to

appointment and indemnity of trustees.

PART IV. XEOOTIATIOX A>D PREFA RATION OF A SETTLEMENT.

AVhen a gentleman becomes the accepted suitor of a lady Ncgotia-

gome general information is given by him to her relations ^°°*

as to his fortune and expectations ; while they give him

similar information as to her position. A detailed statement

of the lady's fortune is afterwards furnished by her solicitor

to the gentleman's solicitor; " fortime " including not only

the fortune which actually belongs to her, but also the

property intended to be settled on her behalf. The gentle-

man's solicitor then prepares the " Proposals for the Settle- PropoRals

ment." This document contains a statement of the nature
l*^l^f^^

and amount of the property proposed to be settled on beiialf nuut.

of the gentleman, a copy of the statement of the lady's

fortune, the natui-e of the provisions that the gentleman's

(s) See for other provisions with (<) Or "as beneficial owner,"

reference to the S. L. Acts, the attte, p. 454, n.

fnnn in 2 Tv. & E. 674.form in 2 K. & E. (374.
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solicitor thinks proper to have inserted in the settlement, and

the names of trustees proposed on behalf of the gentleman,

leaving a blank to be filled up by the lady's solicitor for the

names of the trustees on her behalf—the general rule being

that an equal number should be nominated on each side. In

case any part of the property is held by title—as, if it be

land, or an interest under a marriage settlement—the pro-

posals should also state what title or evidence of title is

proposed to be shown. The proposals are considered as

forming a basis for negotiations, and as, therefore, liable to

be altered by the lady's advisers.

Tact re- There is, perhaps, no duty ever performed by a solicitor

the^necr^o-
^^^^ ^^^^^ ^°^ ^^® exercise of greater tact and discretion than

tiations. the negotiation of a marriage settlement. It must be remem-

bered that it is impossible, if unreasonable propositions are

made, to defeat them by the threat of breaking off the nego-

tiations ; and that the clients are generally so ignorant of the

nature of a settlement that they are unable to see the objects

which their advisers are aiming at.

Religion. Occasionally, when the intended husband and wife are not

of the same religion, a promise is given by the husband to

allow some or all of the children to be brought up in the

wife's religion. However binding such a promise may be

in honour, its performance cannot be enforced during the

lifetime of the father {Andrews v. Salt, L. R. 8 Ch. 622

;

Be Agar-EUis, 10 Ch. D. 49) ; but after the death of the

father, if it is alleged to be for the benefit of the infant to

be educated in the mother's religion, the fact of his having

promised the mother that the children should be educated

in her religion is a matter of weight («). A promise of this

nature should not be inserted in the settlement. If the

(m) See Re Clarl<e, 21 Ch. D. proper case the Coui't will deprive

817 ; Re Scanlan, 40 Ch. D. 200

;

a father of the custody of his

Re McGrath, [1893] 1 Ch. 143. children and disregard his wishes

The welfare of the infant is the as to religious instruction : Re

paramount consideration, and in a Newton, [1896] 1 Ch. 740.
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parties wish to have the solemnity of a deed, the arrangemeut

can be expressed in a short separate instrument.

The more important points for consideration in the uegotia- Points for

tion of settlements of personalty are the following :

—

tiou it»

1st. What amount of property is to be brought into settle-
{'j^'J^'^J^y*'

ment on each side. settlement

2nd. Who is to take the first life interest in the wife's ^^^P^jJ".

fortune. Whether the husband's life interest is to

be made determinable on bankruptcy, &e. ; and, if so,

whether there is to be a discretionary trust in his

favour. Although it is the usual practice to give to

the husband the first life interest in his own fortune,

it may deserve consideration, in a case where he is

engaged in trade, whether it may not be better to

give it to the wife ; or, if this be objected to,

whether it may not be given to the wife subject to

a discretionary trust in favom- of the husband.

{A)ite, p. 361.)

3rd. Whether the trusts for the cliildren are to be in the

usual form, or an eldest son is to be excluded in the

event of his succeeding to an estate.

4th. If the settled property is reversionary, how an imme-

diate income is to be provided.

5th. Whether the husband is to insure his Kfe.

6th. What investments are to be authorized.

7th. Whether the after-acquired property of the wife is to

be settled.

8th. Whether any special provisions are to be made in

the event of either the husband or wife marrying

again.

There are also a few minor points to be attended to. As a

general rule the settlement sliould not include all the property

belonging to the gentleman and lady ;
for it must 1)6 remem-

bered that they will probably have to furnish a house, and to

incur other krge expenses in the first year of tlie marriage
;

and, even if the gentleman has already a house and establish-

ment, he will have to pay for the settlement, and it is
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desirable that he should have something in hand to meet

abnormal expenses. In the case of a widower or widow care

must be taken not to settle such large sums on the issue of

the intended marriage as to be unfair towards the issue of

any former marriage of either the gentleman or lady ; and if

such issue be not already provided for, it is but reasonable to

make some provision for them {x).

Where the property to be settled is land, a preliminary

question arises, whether it is to be put into strict settlement,

or to be settled as personalty {ante, p. 330). In the former

case, if it be the property of the gentleman, the only questions

for consideration by the lady's advisers are the amount of the

pin-money, jointure, and portions ; the order of the limita-

tions in tail being generally left to the discretion of the

husband's advisers. Care should be taken not to charge the

estate with so large an amount for portions, when compared

with its value [ante, p. 397), that it will have to be sold when

the portions become payable. In case the property is abeady

incumbered, it deserves consideration whether it may not be

advisable for the husband to insure his life, for the purpose of

providing, in part at least, for the portions. (See ante, p. 398.)

Where the gentleman has an estate intended to be put

into strict settlement, and the lady has a fortune consisting

of personalty, it was formerly the practice, unless her fortune

(.r) Provisions by a widow on

her second marriage in favour of

lier children by a former marriage

have been held valid, tbougli such.

children are not within the mar-

riage consideration : OaJe v. Gale,

6 Ch. D. 144 ; but in the case of a

widower they have been held to

be defeated by the effect of 27 Eliz.

c. 4 {ante, p. 75) : He Cameron and

Wells, 37 Ch. D. 32. Eecent

decisions have laid down the

principle that where such pro-

visions are supported, it is not

upon the ground of consideration

or of the intention or contract of

the parties, but because they could

not be defeated without defeating

the interests of j^ersons who are

within the marriage consideration

:

Maclcie v. Herhertson, 9 Aj^p. Cas.

303; De Mestre v. West, [1891]

A. C. 264 (explaining Newstead v.

Searles, 1 Atk. 264 {S. C, 9 App.

Cas. 320, n.), and Clayton v. Ld,

Wilton, 6 M. & S. 67); A.-G.

V. Jacobs Smith, [1895] 2 Q. B.

341.
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was very large indeed, not to settle it, so that lior liusljuud

took it jure marifi, provision being made for her by means oi"

pin-money and a jointure fliarged on liis estate. The modern

practice in such a case is to settle the lady's fortune upon the

usual trusts of a settlement of personalty, with the variation

that if any younger child attains a vested interest the eldest

is excluded [ante, p. 367).

Where at the time of her marriage a womau is an infant, Marriapo

but the husband has attained majority, the settlement,
^f^^^^^*^

though not binding on her, is binding on him to the extent

of the interest that he would have taken in her property, if

no settlement had been made {aiife, p. 319) ; but there is not,

antl was not prior to 1883, any manner of binding the infant

wife, except by making an application to the Chancery

Division under the Infant Settlements Act, 1855 (18 & 19

Vict. c. 43). By this Act an infant, being a male not under

twentj , or a female not under seventeen, is enabled to make

a binding marriage settlement with the approval of the Court

{Re Sanq^son and Wall, 25 Ch. D. 482) ; but the Court

cannot compel such a settlement to be made {Re Le'ujh,

40 Ch. D. 290).

A settlement made on the marriage of a female infant Before

before 1883, operated as a settlement by the husband in r.A.i'ss-i.

respect of all property comprised in it to which he might

become entitled in her right. According to the decisions

{ante, p. 324) as to the effect of the M. W. P. A. 1882 on

settlements, a settlement made on the marriage of a female

after 1882 apparently operates as a settlement by the husband

in respect of all property comprised in it to which he might

have become entitled in her right if the M. W. P. A. 18<S2

had not been passed. >Such a settlement, therefore, binds lier

chattels personal in possession {Simnon v, Jones, 2 Kuss.

& M. at p. 376), her leaseholds {ante, p. 320 ; Trolhpe v.

Linton, 1 Sim. & St. 477), and her choses in action if reduced

into possession during the coverture {ante, p. ''521), or if the

husband survives the wife {ante, p. 321) ;
and it has been

held that a transfer to the trustees of her maniage articles is
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a sufficient reduction into possession, even though made with-

out her direction {Cuningham Y.Antrobus, 16 Sim. 436). On
the other hand, if she survives her husband, it does not bind

her ehoses in action not reduced into possession during the

coverture {EUmn v, EJicin, 13 Sim. 309 ; Borton v. Borton,

16 Sim. 552), even if it was impossible to reduce them into

possession owing to their remaining reversionary during the

coverture {Cuningham v. Antrobus, 16 Sim. 436) ; nor does it

bind j)roj)erty settled to her separate use {Simson v. Jones,

2 Euss. & M. 365 ; Jolnison v. Jo/inson, 1 Keen, 648), because

the husband takes no interest in it. The infant wife was not

bound by a settlement, on marriage before 1883, of her real

estate, because the husband took only a limited interest in it.

But the husband was not allowed to concur wdth the wife in

making any disposition for the purpose of defeating the

settlement. {Milner v. Hareirood, 18 Yes. 259 (see per Lord
Eldon at j). 275) ; Bnrn/ord y. Lane, 1 Bro. C. C. 106.)

Election. Where a settlement is not binding on the wife, it is

generally to her interest to elect to take under it, whether the

husband brings any propeiiy into settlement or not. A clause

is, however, often inserted in the settlement on the marriage

of a female infant, expressly putting her to her election on

attaining twenty-one to confirm the settlement if requested by

the trustees, or to forfeit her interest under it. But, even in

the absence of such a provision, she cannot take any benefits

under the settlement out of the property (whether originally

belonging to her or not) which is bound by the settlement,

and at the same time repudiate it, so far as regards property

belonging to her which, though in terms included in the

settlement, is not bound by it.
(
Wilder v. Pigott, 22 Ch. D.

263; GrcenhiU v. North British, ^c. Insurance Co., [1893]

3 Ch. 474; Be Ilodson, [1894] 2 Ch. 421 ; see also Harle v.

Jarman, [1895] 2 Ch. 419.) A similar case of election arises

against the wife's heir-at-law {Broun v. Broicn, L. R. 2 Eq.

481), and next of kin {SavillY. Savill, 2 Coll. 721).

Transfer Where personalty belonging absolutely to a female infant

funcir ^"^s lield by trustees at the time of her marriage before 1883,
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and was settled by the settlement made on her marriap;e, the belonging
* f f

trustees who held it could safely transfer it to the trustees of ^jf^ to

lier settlement : for the whole transaction amounted to a *''*^
'"""V

'
^

^ _
ti'lS of lllT

receipt or reduction into possession l)y the husband, and a h.ttU^-

settlement by him, by which the wife was bound [lldncock v.
"''"'" '

Hancock, 38 Ch. D. 78) ; and, if the marriage takes place

after 1882, the rule appears to be the same {Stevens v. Trcror-

Garrick, [1893] 2 Ch. 307).

It is the duty of the lady's solicitor to prepare the settle- Lady'H

ment. This rule creates some inconvenience in the case of a prepares

strict settlement ; for, as the gentleman's solicitor knows the tl"" «ettle-

circumstances of the estate, he is better able to advise as to

the necessary powers for management, &c., than the lady's

solicitor. In the common case of a father tenant for life, and Case of a

his son, tenant in tail, joining in barring the entail, and
|J^["ieJjent

makiiif" a fresh settlement on the marriage of the latter, the on the

, . Ti , 1
• .1 i.1 > marriago

difficulty IS usually met by proposing on the gentleman s of ^ ao„.

behalf that the re-settlement should contain powers of join-

turing and charging portions. In this case the resettlement

is prepared by his family solicitor, while the deed by which

the powers of jointuring and charging portions are exercised

is prepared by the lady's solicitor {jmf, Chap, xiii., Tart V.,

Re-settlements) .

Occasionally, when the gentleman is likely to be short of P<iwcr to

read}^ money at the time of his marriage, a clause is luserted of wttle-

in the settlement directing the trustees to raise and pay the ™'^"*-

costs of the negotiation and preparation of the settlement out

of the trust funds (//).

The practice is for the husband to pay the lady's solicitor Costs of a

„ , . . 1 i- p ii ii.1 niarriaije

his costs of the negotiation and prei)aration ot the settle- ^,,tie.

ment, on the grounds laid down in He/j)'< v. C/ai/fon, ™e"^-

17 C. B. N. S. 553 {z), where it was decided—^r.sV, that the

liability of the husband to pay the lady's solicitor is a legal

{y) As to costs of a settlement (z) See to the same effect, He

made with the sanction of the Laiurance, Bowker v. Audin,

Coiu't, see De Stacpook v. De [1894] 1 Ch. 556.

Stacpoole, 37 Ch. D. 139.
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liability arising out of the ordinary course of business, by

which in such a case the solicitor employed on the part of the

lady is to prepare the settlement, and the husband has to pay

his bill ; necondhj, that it is not a direct liability to the lady's

solicitor, but only a liability to reimburse the expense of the

settlement which the lady or her father or person in loco

parentis: may have incurred ; thirdbj, that as between the lady

and her father [a) the solicitor is her solicitor, so that she is

liable to the solicitor, although the father may have actually

instructed him, and all that she has done is to execute the

settlement ; and fonrthhj, that a settlement is a necessary for

a female infant, so that she can bind herself by a contract of

retainer to a solicitor to act for her in the negotiation and

preparation of it.

MaiTied The M. W. P. A. 1882, s. 13, renders a married woman

Property liable to the extent of her separate property for all debts

contracted before marriage: and s. 19 prevents any restriction

, against anticipation contained in a settlement of her own
property from having any validity against debts contracted

by her before marriage. It does not appear that the Act has

made any change in the husband's liability to pay the costs

of the settlement ; but the Act enables the wife's solicitor to

recover his costs from her (s. 13).

It is the practice of some solicitors, when acting for the

wife, in order to avoid the possible risk of any dispute as to

the liability of the husband to pay the costs of the settlement,

to inquire in the course of the negotiations, whether he will

do so according to the usual practice.

(a) The father is the natural in her settlement : Tuclrr v.

person to advise his daughter as Bennett, 38 Ch. D. 1.

to the provisions to be inserted

Act.
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CHAPTER XII.

WILLS.

The preparation of an intricate will is perhaps the most Difficulty

difficult task ever undertaken by a di-aftsman. A will does '" ^'[''"•"ff
^ a will.

not take effect from its execution, but fi'om the death of the

testator ; and therefore the draftsman has to consider, not

only the circumstances of the testator at the time when the

will is prepared, but also what they may possibly be at the

time of his death. Nothing but experience and a well

cultivated imagination will enable even an accomplished

lawyer to settle an intricate will in a satisfactory manner.

Nevertheless, many testators insist on making tlioir own Folly of

wills. A man ignorant of law would be considered exceed-
^j',^,fmake

ingly foolish if on purchasing a house he were to attempt to t^^'ir ^vrn

draw the conveyance himself ; and yet this task is easy com-

pared to that of framing a will properly providing for his

wife and children. It is very difficult to find words suffi-

ciently sti'ong to express one's sense of the folly and selfishness

of a testator who prepares his own will—foil//, because of the

very strong probability that he will fail in expressing his

intentions correctly ; and selfishness, because, for the sake of

saving himself the costs of having his will properly prepared,

he runs the risk of throwing on his family tlie expenses of

legal proceedings for the purpose of ascertaining the mean-

ing of his words—proceedings wliicli often give rise to

irreconcilable family quarrels.

The advice to be given to a testator should be founded on Suifgos-

the assumption that he intends to make a perfectly just will, goUdtS-*

one on which he can look with satisfaction on his deatli-bcd ;
taking' in-

that he intends to disregard all family quarrels; and that lie for a will.
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will not act under tlie influence of caprice. He should be

advised to make a list of his property, stating its probable

value. He should be asked if he is in the habit of saving or

of living up to his income, as in the former case his residuary

legatee may be benefited to a much larger extent than he

intends ; his marriage settlement, if any, should be inspected,

and it should be ascertained whether, under that settlement

or under any other instrument, he has power to appoint any

and what property. Where he states himself to be the owner

of land, it should be ascertained whether this is really the

case, or whether he has only a limited interest in it as tenant

for life or otherwise, and what is the tenure of the land.

The circumstances of his family, that is, not only the number,

but also the position of the children or other issue should be

inquired into. If any of his daughters are married, inquiry

should be made what settlements, if any, were made on their

marriages ; and the effect of the covenants for settling their

after-acquired property on the provisions proposed to be made

for them by the testator's will should be considered. (See a

detailed list of questions in 2 Jarm. Wills, Appendix A.)

A testator should be discouraged from making an elaborate

will. It is sufficient if he makes a will that is proper under

the existing circumstances of his family and fortune. It is

not necessary, as in the case of a settlement, which cannot be

altered, to provide against every possible contingency ; for, if

circumstances change, a new will may be made. A testator

whose circumstances warrant his taking much trouble in the

disposal of his property should be advised to reconsider his

will with respect to the altered circumstances of his family

after the lapse of every few j^ears, and with respect to the

amount of the gifts contained in it in case of loss or accession

of fortune.

Clauses Before passing to the consideration of the usual provisions

Khouiil not ^^ ^ '\'vil\, we may point out some clauses that ought not to

be in- ]jq inserted. In old wills we often find a long statement of

Statement the testator's opinion on religious subjects, sometimes even

''^%^°. ffoinc: to the extent of making a bequest of his soul to the
religious o D o i

b<'lief.
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Almighty ; but this practice has now become excessively rare,

and is, of course, never adopted -where the will is itrejiarcd

under professional advice.

There is a popular belief that, if a testator disinherits c;ift of a

his heir-at-law, he is bound to leave him a shillino- : hence ^'"","'''' '
*

the phrase " to cut off the heir with a shilling." This is

one of the many instances where the old Eoman law has

been handed down by tradition. According to that law, as

modified by Justinian (Inst. Lib. ii. Tit. xviii. De Inofficioso

Testanieuto), a will which was at variance with the dictates

of natural affection was called " inotlicious
;

" and accordingly,

if a relation within a certain degree was entirely disinherited,

he could maintain the action " de inofficioHO tcsfamcnfo " for

the purpose of setting aside the will ; but originally the

smallest gift would prevent him from maintaining the action.

It need hardly be pointed out that, as there is in English

law no action analogous to the Roman action " de inofficioao

testamodo,'^ it is unnecessary to mention the heir when it is

intended to disinherit him ; and, as the gift of a shilling is

an unnecessary insult, it ought never to be inserted. For the

like reason it appears to be inadvisable to state the reasons

which have caused the testator to leave his property away

from the heir ; unless indeed the reason for doing so is that

the heii* is already, in the testator's opinion, suiEciently

provided for.

A testator should be discouraged from expressing any Dirocticns

wishes as to his funeral in his will; for it often happens that funeral,

from a feeling of delicacy the family do not open the will till

after the funeral. The testator should state his wishes in a

letter addressed to his executors, with a direction that it is to

be opened immediately after his death, unless indeed he is

satisfied with making an oral statement of his wishes to one

of his relations.

It appears that the executors, who cannot accurately know Funeral

at the time of the funeral the amoiint of the testator's pro- ^'-^P*"^'^-

perty, will be allowed reasonable funeral expenses, according

to the testator's condition in life, out of the assets, even as

E.i.c. 30
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against creditors ; and that, where they do not either expressly

or implicitly give orders for the funeral, they will be liable

only in theii" representative character for such expenses ; but

that, where they give orders for the funeral, or adopt the

acts of another person who gives such orders, they will be

liable personally to the undertaker, with the right of recoup-

ing themselves their reasonable expenses out of the assets.

It follows that, where there are any doubts as to the sufficiency

of assets, the executors should be careful not to assent to an

order for an expensive funeral, even with the consent of the

residuary legatees ; for, as in case of deficiency of assets they

will only be allowed their reasonable expenses as against the

creditors, they may have to pay the excess out of their own

pockets (a).

Analysis. The subjoined analysis of a will indicates the general

arrangement, but it is impossible to give here any detailed

analysis that would be useful. (See 2 K. & E. 847, and

form in Stud. Prec. 119.)

1. Commencement.

I 2. Appointment of executors, trustees and guardians {aa).

3. Specific legacies.

(a) Absolute.

(/3) Settled.

4. General legacies.

5. Annuities.

6. Specific devises.

(a) In fee simple.

(/3) In strict settlement.

7. Residuary gift.

8. Trusts of residue.

9. Trusts of settled legacies.

10. Trustee clauses.

11. Testimonium.

(a) Bissett v. Antrohns, 4 Sim. 512. Wms. Exors. pp. 736 et seq. ;

pp. 1426 et seq. ; Goodeve, P. P. 377.

{aa) Formerly it ^vas the practice to insert the appointment of

executors and guardians immediately before the testimonium.
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A will generally comnieiiccs with a description of the ^'om-

testator ; and it should be remembered that, if he has lived Jneut!''

in different places, so that it is probable that he is described

in documents relating to his property by various descriptions,

it is convenient to mention them all ; and if, as often happens

in London, the name of the street or the number of the

house in which he lives has been altered, it is convenient to

refer to the alteration. Example :
" I, A. B., formerly of

, then of , but now of No. 1 0, John Street, which was

formerly known as No. 20, James Street, in the parish of

, in the county of ." The clause proceeds, " hereby

revoke all testamentary dispositions heretofore made by me,

and declare this to be my last will." " Testamentary dis-

positions " include codicils ; but the revocation of a " will
"

does not necessarily revoke the codicils to it, which remain in

force till revoked in one of the methods pointed out in the

Wills Act, 18-37 (7 Will. 4 & 1 Vict. c. 20, s. 20) : Goodove

E. P. 423; Goodeve, P. P. 300; Re Samgc, L. P. 2

P. & M. 78.

It is proper always to insert a clause of revocation, for Revooa-

cases have occun-ed where a document entitled '"a last will prior will.

and testament" has been admitted to probate conjointly with

a former will, a result generally not in accordance with the

testator's wishes. (Wms. Exors. pp. 132 tf?" 6t«7.) The clause

of revocation is occasionally placed at the end of the will,

which may in this case begin " This is the will of ."

The words "will" and "devise" are generally taken to "Win."_^

refer to real estate, "testament" and " boquoath " to per- <.u!st«r'

sonalty; and although in practice the word "will" is used ™^"*'"

for " testament," the skilful draftsman always enijiloys the qucuth."

words " devise " and " bequeath " correctly {b).

(/') But " devise" seems to have effectual to dispose of personalty,

been originally applicable to all as, conversely, "bequeath" may

testamentary dispositions: sc' dispose of realty : see H 7/ j'cAvr v.

Spelman, Gloss, s. v. Divisa ; fo. Iluinv, 14 Beav. atp. 518; and per

Lit. Ill « ; Morgan v. Morgan, Jessel. M. R., J'rewe v. ^'/frnt-i//, 18

4 De G. & Sm. at p. 173 ; and is Ch. T). at p. 509.

30 (2)
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Confirma- If ^ settlement was executed on the testator's marriage,

tionof *|. g]^ouj(j \)Q noticed and confirmed in order to show that
settle-

1 1 M 1

ment. the provisions in the will for his wife and children are in

addition to and not in substitution for those in the settle-

ment. (4 Dav. Prec. 66 ; 2 K. & E. 696.)

Specific A specific legacy is a gift of a definite thing or part

legacy (6-).
^£ ^^^^ tcstator's estate, which the testator has clearly distin-

guished and separated from the rest of his estate at the time

of his death, and which is to he handed over in specie to the

legatee ; as " the watch that I usually wear," " my dog called

Jack," " the sum of £10,000 Consols standing in my name

General on the day of the date of my will." A general legacy may
legacy {d). qj. ^r^y ^^^f^ ]^q pr^^t of the testator's property ; thus, a legacy

of £100, a diamond ring worth £500, are general legacies.

The distinction between them is of importance ; for, on the

one hand, a specific legacy fails if the subject of it does not

belong to the testator at the time of his death ; on the other

hand, it does not abate with the general legacies on a defici-

ency of assets, A general legacy must be purchased by the

executors if necessary ; but on a deficiency of assets is liable

to fail and must be exhausted before the specific legacies are

resorted to for payment of debts.

Demon- A demonstrative legacy is a general legacy, charged on a

lega^cyV). particular fund ; as a gift of so much money, " to be raised by

the sale of my stock." It is a general legacy, inasmuch as

the legatee is entitled to have it raised even if the fund out

of which it is to be raised should fail ; on the other hand, it

is so far specific that it is not liable to abate with general

legacies on a deficiency of assets, if the particular fund exists

out of which it is dii-ected to be paid.

Household Where the- testator is married, it is convenient for him
goods.

^^ bequeath his household stores and goods, furniture,

books, ijlate, &c. to his wife ; or, if he be unmarried, but

keeps house with other members of his family, to them.

Almost every conceivable form of words has been used for

(c) Goodeve, P. P. 379. {d) Goodevo, P. P. 380.
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this purpose, and the decisions on the meaning ot the words
employed are numerous. Where hrevity is an object, the
better course appears to be not to attempt to enumerate the

'

various classes of objects, but to give " all the effects in or

about or belonging to or appropriated for " the house " at the

time of my death, otlier tlian money or securities for money
and deeds and documents of title."

If the testator is likely to have a considerable stock of Consum-

wine, or of other consumable articles, they ma}' form the a^lfstores.

subject of a separate gift. Such articles cannot be given for

successive interests ; a specific gift of them to A. for life and
after his death to B. vests them absolutely in A. There is,

however, an exception to this rule in the case of stock in

trade given as part of a business {Cockayne v. Harrison., L. R.
13 Eq. 432 ; see Breton v. Mochetf, Ch. D. 9o ; and Myers
V. WaMrook, [1901] 1 K. B. 360) ; and the rule will not

apply where personal use by the tenant for life was not con-

templated, as in the case of a gift by a testator of his wearing

apparel to his widow for life. (See Re Hall, 1 Jur. N. S.

974.)

Sometimes the furniture, &c. in a house is bequeathed to s.ttlcd

the testator's widow for life, and is directed either to be
^"™'^"'"^-

divided among the children, or to go to some particular child

at her death. (See forms in 2 K. & E. 701 et seq.) In tliis

case the questions occur

—

ifir.sf, whether an inventory is to be I

taken or not ; and, second, whether the tenant for life is to 1

keep the furnitm'e in repair.

In the absence of any directions on the subject, it appears inventory,

to be the duty of the executors to require an inventory to be

made {Slanning v. Style, 3 P. Wms. 334 ; Leeke v. Bennett,

1 Atk. 470; Bill v. Kinaston, 2 Atk. 81), as otherwise there
|

is a risk of some confusion occurring, at tlie death of the

tenant for life, between the settled chattels and his own

property. If, owing to the jn'operty being small, or for any

other reason, the testator considers it unnecessary to requii-e

an inventory, the will should state so explicitly.

In this and other cases where the contents of a house are
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settled, it will generally be convenient to except from the

primary trust such articles as from their small value or

perishable nature the trustees consider inexpedient to be

settled, and to give them absolutely to the first tenant for life.

Insurance. Grenerally, directions should be given for insurance by the

tenant for life, and possibly for repairs ; but when this is the

case, the executors should be expressly exonerated from seeing

that the insurances are kept up and the repairs made. It is

convenient, where power is given to let a house and settled

fm^niture, which on the death of the tenant for life may go to

different persons, to give power to let the house and furniture

together at a gross rent, with power to the trustees, if neces-

sary, to apportion the rent as between the owners of the

house and the furniture.

Where the testator is in trade, it will be proper to give

special directions as to his business. It must be remembered,

first, that executors who carry on the testator's business,

without express authority given by the will, commit a breach

of trust {() ; and therefore, if it is intended that they should

do so, express power must be given to them ; and, sccondhj,

that executors who carry on the testator's business, either

with or without such authority, cannot escape personal liability

towards the persons with whom they deal (/) . It is generally

desirable, when the testator's business is bequeathed to any

person for his own benefit, to make him the executor so far

as regards the business : or, if there be any doubt as to

whether the residue of the testator's property will suffice to

Business.

Speciiil

executor

(e) Kirkman v. Booth, 11 Beav.

273. But where there is a trust

for sale with the usual power to

postpone a sale, executors may
possibly be justified in canying

on the business: Re Chancellor,

26 Ch. D. 42 ; Re Crowther, [1895]

2 Ch. 56; discussed, Re Smith,

[1896] 1 Ch. 171.

(/) Lucas V. Williams (No. 1),

1 De G. F. & J. 436, and Litcas v.

Williams (No. 2), 4 De G. F. & J.

439. Executors properly carrying

on the testator's business are

entitled to a general indemnity

out of his estate, and may, under

the circumstances of the case, be

entitled to an indemnity even in

priority to claims by creditors

:

Dowse v. Gorton, [1891] A. C. 190.
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satisfy his debts other than business debts, to appoint the

legatee executor jointly with the general executors for tlie

purposes of the business only. As one executor alone can

give receipts for debts due to the testator, the legatee of tlio

business can practically act (if the second plan bo adopted),

without any interference from the general executors ; and, on

the other hand, they can interfere if, owing to the deficiency

of the testator's general assets, it becomes necessary to do so.

If it is intended to settle the testator's business, this must bo '

done by bequeathing it to trustees in trust to carry it on. It

is hardly necessary to point out the great difficulty of finding ,

trustees A\ilHng to undertake such an onerous trust, imless
1

they are beneficially interested.

Where the testator is in partnership, it is proper to Partner-

authorise the executors to make arrangements with the ""l''

conti7iuing partners as to the method of winding up

the business, or as to leaving the testator's sh;ire in the

business; or, if the partnership articles authorise the

testator to nominate a successor, and he desires to nominate

trustees to succeed him, he should give them full power to act

(within the limits provided by the articles of partnership) for

the benefit of his estate.

Sometimes the testator's business or share in a partnership

is bequeathed charged with an annuity or other provision for

his widow.

An " annuity "
is a '^ legacy " {Heath v. Wcdou, 3 De Annuity.

G. M. & G. 601), so that a direction to pay "legacies" out

of any particular fund charges the annuities on that fund

also, unless the contrary intention appears [Ciuuihuiham v.

Foot, 3 App. Gas. 974, 9S9) (.7).

Where the testator wishes to make tlie bequest of an

annuity, he should provide from what fund it is to be

(n) An annuity is prima facie Executors, 1088, and see the cases

payable out of income ; but if the in the note, p. 1089. As to giving

income is insufficient, it is payable an annuity
'

'
free of income tax.

out of capital: CroJy v. Weld, 3 %0Q anb, p. \Wo.

De G. M. & G. 993 ;
Williams on
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payable, and whether it is to be charged on the corpus or on

the income only. If the annuity be charged on land, it may
be limited as a rent-charge, thus charging it on the corpus of

the property. If the annuity is to be secured on personalty,

either of the following methods may be adopted : the annuity

may be charged on the income of the whole residuary estate,

with power to the trustees (see form in 2 K. & E. 739), if part

of the residuary estate is wanted for division, to appropriate

such part as they mfiy think fit to answer the annuity ; or the

trustees may be directed to purchase at once a sufficient sum of

Consols to meet the annuity out of the dividends, with power

to apply the income of any part of the residuary estate to

answer the annuity till appropriation. If the annuity be

large compared with the probable income of the residuary

estate, it may be advisable to charge it on the corpus ; and,

at all events, it should be charged on the corpus of any sj)ecial

fund set aside to meet it. It will be remarked that, when
the annuity is payable out of the whole or an approjDriated

part of the residuary estate, it necessarily defers the final

distribution till the death of the annuitant ; it is therefore

sometimes convenient to authorise the trustees to purchase an

annuity either from Government or an insm-ance office on the

life of the annuitant, either in the name of the trustees or the

annuitant. Where instead of the trustees being aidliorked

they are directed to pm'chase an annuity, the annuitant is

entitled to receive the value of the annuity {Stokes v. Cheek,

28 Beav. 620), unless the purchase is directed to be made in

the names of the trustees and there is a gift over {Power v.

Ilayne, L. R. 8 Eq. 262), or a proviso for cesser {Hatton v.

May, 3 Ch. D. 148) on alienation ; but if the purchase is

directed to be made in the name of the annuitant, the latter

provision will be rejected as repugnant. {Hunt-Foulston v.

Furher, 3 Ch. D. 285. See Re Mahhett, [1891] 1 Ch. 707.)

The time at which the annuity is to begin, and the date of

the first payment, should be mentioned. In the absence of

any special directions, the annuity is held to commence from

the testator's death ; but tlie first payment, even if the annuity
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be directed to be paid quarterly, will not, in the absence of a

direction to the contrary, be actually payable till the expira-

tion of a year from the testator's death, at wliich tim(i the

whole of the payments accruing during the first year will

have to be made. (See 4 Dav. Prec. 100, n.)

Generally speaking, a gift of an annuity is construed to

mean an annuity for the life of the legatee {Yates v. Mochlan,

S Mac. & Cr. 532; mf/Zit v. Hartnoil, 19 Ch. D. 294;

Re Moyijan, [1893] 3 Ch. 222), but as the rule is subject to

numerous exceptions (Hawk. Wills, 125), it is better to

state so distinctly.

Provision may be made for a spendthrift by giving a Spciul-

discretionary power to the trustees of the -will to raise out
"'"^'•

of the income of the residuarj' estate an annuity and to pay

it to the spendthrift ; or, if anything should happen which

would prevent him from enjoying it, to apply it for the

benefit of him, his wife and children, or any of them.

(2 K. & E. 737.) If the spendthrift is unmarried, it would

be advisable to add other persons as objects of the discre-

tionary trust {fOife, p. 3G1).

It is of the utmost importance that the student should Condi-

learn the rules as to the vesting of legacies.
*'°"''"

But first, it is necessary to consider the meaning of a

condition, and the difference between conditions precedent

and conditions subsequent. AVhere there are two events,

A and B (and A is of such a nature that it may or may not

happen), and event B is to happen only if event A happens,

A is called a condition (//). A condition precedent is one

which must happen before the interest can vest ; r.r/., a gift

of £100 to A. if he comes to London : here the condition of

coming to London must be performed by A. in order to

entitle him to the £100 ; and on its performance he becomes

entitled to the gift. A condition subsequent is one which

defeats or divests an interest already in existence; thus,

suppose I give an annuity to A., and declare that it shall

(/() SceGoocleve, E. P. 101.
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cease if he comes to Londou : here, if he performs the con-

dition, i.e., if he comes to London, the annuity ceases. A
good example of a condition subsequent is afforded by the

proviso for re-entry in a lease: where, if the condition is

performed by the tenant committing a breach of covenant,

his estate is divested on the re-entry of the landlord.

A condition may be subsequent as to one interest and

precedent as to another. Thus an annuity may be payable

to A. B. for life, subject to the condition that if he does

some particular thing (changes his religion, for instance) it

shall be payable during the rest of his life to C. J). Here

the condition is subsequent to, or divests, A. B.'s interest

;

it is precedent to, or must happen before, C. D.'s interest

vests.

Where a gift, of either realty or personalty, is subject to a

condition precedent, it is said to be " contingent "
; where it

is not so subject, it is said to be " vested "
; and where it is

subject to a condition subsequent, it is said to be " vested

subject to be divested," or to be " defeasible." For example,

if a legacy is given to A., or is given to trustees in trust for

A, for life, with remainder in trust for B., the interests of

A. and B. are vested ; for neither of them is subject to a

condition precedent. On the other hand, a legacy given to

A. " if he attains twenty-one," is subject to a condition

precedent, and is therefore contingent.

There is another manner of regarding the difference

between vested and contingent legacies. Where the legacy

is vested, the legatee is the owner of the legacy, even tliough

(as where it is in remainder) the enjoyment of it is postponed.

On the other hand, where the legacy is contingent, the

legatee is not the owner of the legacy, though he will become

the owner of it if the condition is performed.

A legacy is j^rimd facie contingent when it is given to

A. "if he attains a certain age or marries" (/.•), or "upon

{i) As to the meaning of [k) StapJeton v. Cheules (or

"vested" or "contingent" re- Chcrle), 2 Vern. 673; Prec. Ch.

mainders, see Goodeve, E. P. 211. 317.

I
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attaining "
(/), or " when " or " as " he shall attain, or " from

and after" his attaining a certain age- (/>?)• The rule is the

same if the gift is to a class.

It should be observed that the question whether a legacy "Where

is vested or contingent has nothing to do with the question
jgfp™^^^*

at what time it is to be paid. For example, a legacy to A.
" to be paid when he attains twenty-one," or " to be paid on

his father's death," is vested.

It should also be noted that a direction postponing the

time of payment, if that time must happen if the legatee

lives long enough, does not postpone the vesting (n) ; but

where the payment is postponed till an event such as the

marriage of the legatee {Afkin-s v. Iliccoch, 1 Atk. 000),

which may not happen, however long he lives the legacy does

not vest till the time for payment. The rules as to vesting

of a legacy charged on land will be found aiifc, p. 395.

A gift of the rents and profits of land is equivalent to a

devise of the land itself (o) ; and a gift of the income of

personalty {p), unrestricted as to time, passes the corpus.

It follows that if there is a contingent gift of the corpus and

a gift to the same person of the whole interim rents and

profits or income, or a direction that the wliole interim rents

and profits or income shall be applied for the benefit of the

person to whom the corpus is given, that person takes a

vested interest in the corpus, because, if the condition is

never fulfilled, so that the contingent gift of the corpus does

not take effect, the gift of the income is for ever and passes

{I) Leake V. Rohiunou, 2 Mer. {o) Hawk. Wills, 120; Maiuwx

363. V. (Ireener, L. Iv. 14 Eq. 450
;

, -, ,, ,, 1 -. -ir Jarm. Wills, 740.
(?n) Hanson v. (jrrahani, b Yes. , , „. t. ,-.-. tt

c.,\ - T. -D .)— r I p ;
• [PJ Wms. I'^xors. lOo.S; Hawk.

239; K. E. 2n ; Leake v.Eobin- „..;/ •, ,.> i i.- -i

,^ nr .>/.o n 7'- 7
Wills, 123 ; and a power which

son, 2 Mer. 363; Barnes v. I'rsher, '. ' , „ •

_, ,,,,, authorizes the disposal oi mcomo
5 Bcav. 201. v u i *• iu

lor an unlimited time carries tho

{n) Lister v. Bradley, 1 Hare, power to dispose of the capital

:

at p. 12; Williams v. Clark, 4 seo lie nitnninicr, [WJi] 1 Ch.

He G. & Sm. 472. at p. 677.
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tlie corpus [q). A mere power to apply the whole or part of

the income does not vest the corpus (>•).

Provision is often made for a testator's widow or unmarried

daughters by way of an annuity determinable on marriage,

or in the case of the daughters on their marrying under a

Condition certain age without their guardian's consent. It is necessary,

of mar- therefore, to consider the doctrine of conditions in restraint

T-'iage. of man-iage, that is, provisions or qualifications attached to

a devise or bequest, to the effect that the marriage of the

devisee or legatee shall defeat the devise or bequest. There

is an important difference with resj)ect to conditions in

restraint of marriage according as the subject-matter of the

gift is realty or personalty. As to realty the rules of Common
Law apply ; but the rules as to personalty are founded on

the doctrines of the civil law.

Where the subject-matter of the gift is land or a charge

on land, the rules as to conditions in restraint of marriage

generally are the following :

—

First, a limitation or gift until

marriage is valid and is determined by the marriage (-s)
;

second, a condition, whether j)recedent or subsequent, in

general restraint of marriage, is void as opposed to public

policy {Jones v. Jones, 1 Q. B. D. 279) ; but this rule

is subject to the exception that a condition restrain-

ing a widow [Neivton v. Marsden, 2 J. & H. 356), or

widower {Allen v. Jackson, 1 Ch. D. 399), from marry-

ing again is valid; third, where the gift is subject to

a condition precedent of marriage with consent, the con-

dition must be performed to entitle the devisee to the

estate {t)
;
fourth, where an estate is subject to be divested

by a condition subsequent in the event of marriage without

{q) Staphton v. Cheales (or (s) MorIe>/y.Beni)oldsoH,2Jla,ve,

C'heele), Prec. Ch. 317; Hanson v. at p. 580; Wtbh v. Grace, 2 Ph.

Graham, 6 Ves. 239, 5 E. R. 277 ; at p. 702 ; Heath v. Lewis, 3 De G.

Hawk. Wills, 227 ; and see Be M. & G. 954.

GossUng, [1903] 1 Ch. 448. {t) See notes to Scott v. Ti/Ier,

(r) Fie Wnitle, [1S96] 2 Ch. 711, 1 W. & T. L. C. at p. 556.

where the cases are collected.
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consent, a broach of tlio eonaitlon will divest the estate unless

the condition Lecomes impossible to be performed, as where

the person whose consent is required is dead at the time of

marriage (ii).

In cases where the rules of the civil law apply, i.e., hi (Jcncrul

cases where the gift is of personal property, and where it
^?j"^re'tho

consists of a mixed fund of personalty and the proceeds of subject-

sale of realty {Bellair-s v. Bc/faii-s, L. R. 18 E']. 510; lie tht-giftiH

PetUfer, [1900] W. N. 182), the rules are the following :— PJ'^""'^-

First, a gift until marriage is valid and is determined by the

inarriage (.r) ; hccoihI, a condition, whether i)recedent or subse-

quent, in general restraint of marriage is void (//), subject to

the exception that such a condition annexed to a gift lo a

widow or widower, if there is a gift over on marriage, is

good ; third, a condition precedent requiring marriage with

consent (s), and foiirf/i, a conditi(m subsequent directed

a"-ainst marriage without consent, are consideri'd to bo ///

frn-orein only, and have no effect ; fi/f/t, the thh-d and fourth

rules are subject to the exception following, in each of which

cases the condition, whether precedent or subsequent, is

effectual : (a) if there be a gift over on marriage without

consent («) ;
(/S) where the marriage with consent is one of

several alternative conditions, as where the bequest is subject

to the condition precedent of attaining a particular age un-

married, or marrying under that age with consent
; (7) where

the condition is directed against maii-iage under a certain

reasonable age without consent (b)
;

(S) where the legatee

takes another benefit on breach of the condition. [Gi/M v.

Wrai/, 1 r. Wms. -^84
; 7iV Noiir.sr, [18!)9] 1 Ch. 0;{.)

(m) lb. at p. o5«. Tifhr, 1 W. & T. L. (
'. at p. oM.

(x) Potter V. Richards, 24 L. J. (<«) Theob. Wills, p. MO; notes

Ch. 488 ; Ileat/i v. Lewis, 3 De G. to Srott v. Ti/ln; 1 W. & T. L. C.

M. & G. 954. ^^ P- ^^^^- ^** *" '' voluutarj' set-

{>j) MorJey v. Ihumldson, 2 tlement, see A'e Whitiioj, [1905J 1

Hare, 570. ^^- 96-

(2) Rnimsh v. Mnrtiii, 3 Atk. (i) SiflcAv-o^ v. /.'"»"")"»/, 3 Ves.

330 ; but see notes to .SVo/< v. H9.
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A condition imposing a particular restraint on marriage is

valid, whether annexed to a gift of realty or to a gift of

personalty : e.g., a condition in restraint of marriage with a

named person or with persons of a particular class, as a

Scotchman {Fern'n v. L>/on, 9 East, 170), or a domestic

servant [Jcnner v. Tamer, 16 Ch. D. 188) ; or of a particular

religion, as a Papist [Duggan v. Kelh/, 10 Ir. E. Eq. 295,

473) ; or a person not being a Jew {Hodgson v. Hedford, 11

Ch. D. 959).

It should be remembered that, if a legacy be given to a

daughter contingently on her attaining twenty-one or marry-

ing with consent, it will vest on her attaining twenty-one

even though she may have previously married without con-

sent. If, therefore, it is really intended to prevent a daughter

from marrying under twenty-one without consent, the legacy

should be made contingent on her marrying in the testator's

lifetime, or on her attaining twenty-one without having

previously married, or on her marrying after the testator's

death under the age of twenty-one with consent. It is

unnecessary to annex the condition of the testator's consent

to a marriage during his lifetime, for on her maiTiage without

his consent he can revoke the legacy.

The following scheme is, it is believed, often adopted in

making gifts for the purposes of the religion of one of the

principal denominations in this country, where such gifts

might be void as being for superstitious uses. The testator

devises or bequeaths the property to two or three of the clergy

of that denomination, selecting respectable people whom he

does not know personally, and he carefully abstains from

communicating his intentions to tliem in his lifetime ; but he

leaves with his will a letter addressed to them stating how he

wishes the property to be disposed of, and also a letter

addressed to their ecclesiastical superior informing him of the

transaction. It is thus impossible, on the one hand, for them

to suppress the testator's wishes and retain the gift for their

own use without their conduct becoming known to the

superior ; and, on the other hand, for any one to establish that
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a trust is created which might be invalid as ofroiidiug against

the law.

It is obvious that the device of giving a legacy imposing a Letter left

moral but not a legal obligation on tlie legatee to apply it in ^' '
^^^ '

some particular manner, may be used for various pui'poses.

For instance, a provision can be made in this manner for an

improvident child. In such cases it appears advisable not to

state the real intention of the testator in the will, but to leave

with the will a letter (not attested) addressed to the legatee

and stating the wishes of the testator. The greatest care

must be taken not to inform the legatee during the testator's

lifetime of his real intentions; for, if the legatee be informed,

a trust will be created contrary to the intentions of the

parties ; and that, even where the result would be to make

the testator's intentions fail altogether. Thus, where land

was given by will to a person who had previously been

directed to hold it in trust for charity, at a time when a gift

by will to the charity was invalid, the devisee was held to be

a trustee of the land for the testator's heir-at-law (c).

It will sometimes be found convenient to give settled Settled

legacies to the trustees " upon the trusts, &c. hereinafter '''^"'"J'-

declared, &c.," and to state the trusts after the provisions

as to the residue.

A group of persons denoted by a common description, as uift.s to

filling a common character or holding the same position, yg^,..

constitute a class (e). For example, " barristers," " soldiers," ""g W-

" A.'s children," "such of A.'s children as attain twenty-one,"

(c) Now, by the effect of the the Charity Commissioners, except

Mortmain and Charitable Uses where required for actual occupa-

Act, 1891 (54 & 00 Vict. c. 73), tion : Goodeve, R. P. 49.

laud may be given by wiU for any
^^^^ y,^^ Uawk. Wills, eh. vii..

charitable purpose ; but the Act
^^^^^ gg ^,^ ^^^_

. rj^,jj^,,^^_ ^yj^g^ 09.,.

requii-cs it to bo sold within one

year from the death of the tes- (e) Norton on Deeds, 442. See

tator, or such extended period as per Ld. Selborne in PtnrLx v.

may be allowed by the Court or Moseleif, 5 App. Cas. at p. 72."].
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are classes. The rules as to the vesting of testamentary gifts

to a class are the following :

—

Immediate (i-) An immediate devise or bequest to a class vests prima
gift.

p(f,j(, jjj ^i^g members of the class in existence at the death of

the testator, if there are any then in existence (./'). For

example, if A. makes a gift by will to "the children of " B.,

and any children of B. are living at A.'s death, they take

the whole. If no child of B. is living at A.'s death, all the

subsequently born children of B. take personalty {g), and

probably realty (A) given to " the children of " B.

(ii.) Where a devise or bequest is made in remainder to

a class, e.g., to A. for life, remainder to the children of A.,

(or to the children of B.,) it vests in the members of the class

living at the death of the testator, subject to letting in other

members of the class who come into existence after the death

of the testator and before the time of distribution (;"), i.e., the

death of the tenant for life (assuming that he survives the

testator), the principle being to ascertain the class at the

period of distribution. It will be observed that in this case

the members of the class living at the testator's death take

vested interests, and that each member coming into existence

subsequently before the period of distribution takes a vested

interest, subject in both cases to be divested as to part by

other members of the class coming into existence and taking-

shares, and thus 2))'o tanto diminishing the amount of shares

(/) Eeal estate, Simjldon v. herd v. Ingram, Amb. 448, a case

Gilbert, 1 Cox, 68 ; S. C, sub of residue of real and personal

nom. Singleton v. Singleton, 1 Bro. estate. Possibly the explanation

C. C. 541, n.
;
personalty, Viner of the decisions is to be found in

V. Francis, 2 Cox, 190 ; Davidson the application of the rule that

y. Dallas, 14Ves. 576; Be Mervin, no limitation which is capable of

[1891] 3 Ch. 197 at p. 202. taking effect at Common Law

, . -^ -,
, -n „ -rr

shaU bo construed to take effect
iq) Weld V. Bradburii, 2 Yern. , v •, ,- c^^"-^^ „ . X7 7 m „ -nv

as an executory limitation. See
lOo; Hams v. Lloyd, i. & E. /-ii n- -r> -n nr.

' ^^ ,
-^

' Chalks, E. P. 112.
310 ; Hauqhton v. Harrison, 2 / % n tt 7 x -l^

(?) Browne v. Hammond, John.

210. See the cases collected in

(Jt) Fearne, C. E. 532; Shep- Jaim. Wills, 1011.
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previously vested. The shares "being vested, if a member of

the class dies before the period of distribution, his share

passes to his heir, devisee, or personal representative, as the

case may be. For example : Let the gift be of personalty in

trust " for A. for life, and after his death for the children of

B." In this case the children of B. living at the death of

the testator take vested interests, and B.'s children subse-

quently born during A.'s life take vested interests at birth
;

and the fund ultimately becomes divisible among such of the

children living at the death of the testator or bom afterwards

as survive A., and the personal representatives of such of

them as die before A. (k).

(iii.) Where the vesting or payment is to take place when

a specified event happens, no members of the class bom after

the event can take (/). Thus, if the gift is an immediate

gift to such of the children of A. as attain twenty-one, the

event is the attainment of twenty-one by the eldest child;

and if any child of A. has attained twenty-one before the

testator's death, only such children of A. as are living at the

testator's death and have then attained or subsequently attain

twenty-one can take [Ilagger v. P(ii/nc,2'd Beav. 474) ; but if no

child of A. has at the testator's death attained twenty-one, then

all children of A. take who are in existence when the eldest

child attains twenty-one, and who attain twenty-one. That is

to say, the time of distribution and of fixing the class is the

time when the first child becomes entitled to receive his

share. This is a rule adopted to avoid the inconvenience

which woidd result if no share could be ascertained until it

became certain that no more persons could possibly become

members of the class, and so diminish the minimum share of

(A:) This rule applies to the gift of the uiconvenioncc of postponing

of an aggregate sum to a class ; distribution of the estate :
Maun

'OO'

but where there are separate v. Thmnjisou, Kay, (i3S.

legacies {e.g., £100 to each of the (/) This rule is applicable to a

children), only children living at voluntary settlement, and prob-

the testator's death are entitled

;

ably to a settlement for value :

a rule which rosts on the ground AV Kiujpp. [lSf)5] 1 Ch. 91.

31
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eacli person already entitled. It is a " rule of convenience,

not founded on any view of the testator's intention, that

since, when a child wants its share, it is convenient that the

payment of the share should not be deferred, it shall be made
payable by preventing any child born after that time from

participating in the fund. The rule is that, so soon as any

child would, if the class were not susceptible of increase, be

entitled to call for payment, the class shall become incapable

of being increased. That rule of convenience, being opposed

to the intention, is not to be applied when it is not necessary,

it being also a rule that you let in all who are born up to the

time when a share becomes payable [Berkeley v. Swinburne,

16 Sim. 275) "
;
per Jessel, M.R., Re Emmet, 13 Ch. D.

484, 490. See Gillman v. Daunt, 3 K. & J. 48 ; Re Mervin,

[1891] 3 Ch. 197; Andrews v. Partington, 3 Bro. C. 0. 401 (m).

If the gift is in remainder, e.g., to A. for life, and then to

such children of B. as attain twenty-one (or to the childi'en

of B. payable at twenty-one), the period of distribution will

be the death of A. if any child has then attained twenty-one,

otherwise it will be when the first child attains twenty-one
;

and all chikli-en born before such period will take interests,

vested or contingent. {Re Emmet, 13 Ch. D. 484.)

Devises— A devise contained in the will of a testator dying before

Transfer 1898 takes effect immediately on his deaths but, under the
Act, 1897. Land Transfer Act, 1897 in), where a man dies (testate or

intestate) after 1897, all the real estate vested in him without

a right in any other person to take by survivorship (excepting

copyholds or certain customary freeholds, but including pro-

perty over which he has exercised a general testamentary

power), vests on his death, notwithstanding any testamentary

disposition, in his personal representatives or representative

as if it were a chattel real. The personal representatives

[m) The rule does not ajjply to trust for conversion : Bluchnan v.

gifts of income : Re Wenmotli, 37 Fysh, [1892] 3 Ch. 209.

Ch. D. 266. Nor to real estate {n) L. T. A. 1897 (60 & 61 Yict.

given specifically and without a c. 65), s. 1 ; Goodeve, E. P. 118.
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have (o) to administer the real estate as if it were personalty,

and they can therefore sell or mortgage it ; but some or one

of several personal representatives cannot convey or transfer

land without the authority of the Court. {Re Paiclpy and

London and Provincial Bank, Ltd., [1900] 1 Ch. 58 ; see

also Goodeve, R, P. 125.)

It need hardly be said that an estate for the life of tlie

testator, or land of which he dies seised for an estate tail,

does not pass under sect. 1. The word " vested," in sect. 1

of the L. T. A. 1897, is used in its original meaning of

" being the property of "
(7;), and not in contradistinction to

" contingent." It follows that the estate of the deceased in

realty (excepting as above mentioned), wliether in possession,

remainder, or reversion, and whether legal or equitable,

vested or contingent, vests on his death in his personal

representative. The provisions above referred to of the

L. T. A. 1897, are not applicable to trust or mortgage

estates, which devolve under the C. A. 1881, s. ^iO.

The personal representatives may assent to a demise or

convey the real estate to any person entitled to it (y), and

either subject to a charge for any money which they are

liable to pay, or without such charge ; and on such assent or

conveyance, subject to a charge for all moneys wliich they

are liable to pay, all their liabilities in respect of the real

estate will cease, except as to acts done or contracts entered

into by them before the assent or conveyance. After tlie

expiration of one year from the death of a land owner the

person entitled to the land can obtain an order of <lie Com"t

requiring the personal representative to convey it to him.

The provisions above cited of the Land Transfer Act,

1897, do not affect the beneficial interests in Land, wliether

devolving imder a will or an intestacy, except that they

enable the personal representative, without any order of the

(o) L. T. A. 1897, s. 2. form of assent, see Form If! in

{p) See Goodeve, E. P. 21 1. Sclieclule to L. T. K., and for fonn

{q) L. T. A. 1897, s. :5. For of conveyance. 1 K. ^: F. 94 1.

31 (2)
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Real
estate.

Devise in

fee.

Legal
estate.

Court, to sell or mortgage the laud for the piu-poses of

administering the estate of the testator ; and they do not

appear to necessitate any change in the forms used for

beneficial gifts.

The owner of land may adopt either of three different

schemes of disposition. He may give it absolutely to the

devisee ; he may put it into strict settlement ; or he maj'

settle it on trusts resembling those of a settlement of

personalty.

In the first case, there are various plans for vesting the

legal estate in fee simple in the devisee. The testator may
make (a) a devise "to A. B. and his heirs"

; (/3), a devise

" to C. B. and his heirs to the use of (or in trust for) A. B.

and his heirs"
; (7), a devise " to the use of A. B. and his

heirs " ; and in either case the words of limitation may,

since the Wills Act, 1837 (7 WHl. 4 & 1 Vict. c. 26, s. 28),

though they should not, be omitted, or the words " in fee

simple " may be substituted. If it is really intended that

A. B. should take an equitable estate only, the devise may
be " unto and to the use of C. B. and his heirs, in trust for

A. B. and his heirs," or, " to the use of C. B. and his heirs

in trust for A. B. and his heirs." The best plan in either

case is to devise directly " to the use of " the person intended

to take the legal estate.

The rule that a devise " to C. B. and his heu's to the use of

(or in trust for) A. B. and his heirs," vests the legal estate in

A. B., is subject to the exception that the legal estate is

vested in C. B. if any trust or duty is imposed on him the

performance of which requires that the legal estate should be

vested in him {r) .

(r) See this explained, Goodevc,

E. P. 435, where it is pointed out

that though the Statute of Uses

does not apply to wills, yet it is

sometimes used as a mode of con-

struinrj wills where the form of

the gift appears to have been

framed with reference to the

statute, and was intended to

operate as if the statute applied

to it.
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A deviso in strict settlement follows very closely tlio form I^oviro in

of similar limitations in a marriage settlement, with the tlui'i'iluT"

following- exceptions : {cc), as it is unnecessary to raise a

seisin on wliich the uses are declared, tlie devise may be made
directly to the uses

; (/3), the usual form of a gift in tail is "to

the use of A. B. in tail," instead of " to the use of A. B. and
the heirs of his body"; (7), the successive limitations are

generally introduced by the words "^ath remainder"
; (5), as

the will speaks from the death of the testator, and therefore

time has to be calculated from that moment with respect to

the rules against perpetuities, a proviso may be inserted

cutting down the estate tail given to any person born in the

testator's lifetime to an estate for life, with remainder to his

children successively in tail (see form in 2 K. & E. 812) ; or

this may be done by direct limitation.

In cases where a devise is made in strict settlement, and Tenns to

any doubt exists as to whether the testator's personal estate money for

will be sufficient to satisfy his funeral and testamentary ^^bta.

expenses, debts, and legacies, it is a convenient com*se to

limit a term, preceding the first estate for life in the realty,

to the use of trustees in trust to raise such sum of money in

aid of the personal estate as may be required for such pur-

poses. It should be declared that no j)erson advancing

money on the security of the term shall be bound to inquire

as to the deficiency of the personal estate ; and tliat the

statement in writing of the trustees that no more will be

required for the pm-poses of the term shall be conclusive.

(See 2 K. & E. 822.) Possibly the provisions of the L. T. A.

1897, s. 2, may render this provision unnecessarj'.

Sometimes a testator dii-ects land to be purchased, and to Ex.Kntory

be settled for the benefit of certain persons, or a certain
","t<,d^*^'

class of persons. The question tlicu arises whether ho trusts,

has left it to the trustees to discover from his general

expressions what uses and trusts are to be inserted in tlio

settlement, or has definitely stated such uses and trusts.

Has he been, as it is sometimes called, liis o\mi con-

veyancer ? To use technical language, are tlie trusts
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Land to be
divided.

Land in

foreign

country(i!).

executory or executed (.s) ? Generally speaking, it is more

convenient to frame the will so that the trusts are executed

;

but occasionally, when it has to be prepared in a hurry, this

cannot be done ; and then the order of the limitations should

be stated with at least the same degree of accuracy as in

carefully framed instructions for a will. Any powers for the

benefit of any particular person or class of persons, such

as powers to jointure or to raise portions, must be mentioned,

and the amounts chargeable specified. It will seldom be

necessary to mention powers of leasing and sale, &c., as they

may in ordinary cases be omitted in reliance on the S. L.

Acts ; but any provisions extending or supplementing these

powers, such as the clauses as to the mansion house, or as to

notices, ante, p. 439 et seq., must be expressed.

Where land is to be settled by will upon trusts resembling

those of a settlement of personalty, it should be devised to

trustees upon trusts for sale, and the trusts should be declared

of the proceeds. This plan should always be adopted where

the scheme of the will is for the division of any particular

land between the testator's children (ante. p. 331).

The practitioner must not attempt to make a devise of land

situated in a country where the law is diiferent from the law

of England : for the questions whether such land can pass

by a will, and if so what must be the manner of executing

the will, and what construction \nl\ be put on any technical

words employed in the will, are regulated by the law of the

country where the land is situated. If, therefore, the testator

has land situated abroad or in a colony he should dispose of

it by a separate will or other instrument settled by a lawyer

practising in the country where the land is situate according

to the law of that country. If the testator has other

(.s) See the notes to Lord (Ihn-

orchy V. Bosvilh', 2 "W. & T. L. C.

;

3 Dav. Prec. 329, note ; Thompson

V. Fisher, L. E. 10 Eq. 207 ; Stan-

]eij V. CouUhurst, L. E. 10 Eq. 259
;

Norton on Deeds, 609.

{t) The manner of executing

wills intended to operate abroad

or in the colonies will be found in

2 Jarman on Wills, p. 1668.
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property as to wliich lie makes an English, will it will

generally be desirable to give the foreign or colonial land to

trustees for sale with a direction that they should pa}' the

proceeds to the trustees of the English will. Bearing in

mind that possibly such a provision may l)e invalid according

to the law of the country whore the land is situate, it will bo

propter in the English will to put all the persons to their

election to confirm the will of the foreign land (n). If the

testator is in extremis, or if it is impossible to procure the

advice of a lawyer practising in the country whore the land

is situated, the following scheme may be adopted with a fair

chance of success. The testator should dispose of the foreign

land by a holograph will, i.e., one written entirely by him,

dated and signed by him, or by a mystic testament (.r), signed

by him, either of which will probably be valid in a country

where the law is founded on the civil law^ In addition the

testator should sign the will in the presence of three witnesses,

all signing in the presence of the testator and of each other

so as to render it valid in any place where the present or old

English law is in force.

A gift of residue (whether the word '' residue " be used t^esidue

or not) is construed so as to pass all the testator's property i

not otherwise effectually disposed of. It follows that lapsed j

and void legacies pass under the residuar}^ bequest ; and (in i

wills made since the passing of the Wills Act, 18'"}7) lapsed

and void devises pass by the residuary devise. The result

is that, even where a testator believes that the gifts in liis

will have so far exhausted his estate as to leave but little to

fall in the residue, it may happen owing to the death of some

of the objects of his bounty, or owing to his saving money,

that the residuary gift may eventually become of importance;

and for this reason it recpiires some consideration to whom

(u) 2 K. & E. 874. under the same law, sec C'odo Civil,

(r) As to a holograph will under Arts. 976 to 9S0.

French law, see Code Civil, Art. {y) See as to the income of

970 ; and as to a mystic testament residue, 37 Sol. J. 263, 281.
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testator's

issue.

tlie gift of residue should be made. In the ordinary case

where the executors are the persons to whom the testator

leaves the hulk of his property, it is convenient to make them

the residuary legatees ; for this may save trouble in making

up the accounts of the testator's estate.

The general rule is that, if any devisee or legatee dies

in the lifetime of the testator, the gift to him lapses and

falls into the residue. This rule is subject to the following

exceptions

:

First. Where any person to whom any real estate is

devised for an estate tail, or an estate in quasi entail (s),

dies in the lifetime of the testator, lea\dng issue who would

be inheritable under such entail, and any such issue is living

at the death of the testator, the devise does not lapse, but

takes effect as if the death of such person happened imme-
diately after the death of the testator, unless a contrary

intention appears by the mil. (Wills Act, 1837, 7 Will. 4

& 1 Viet. c. 26, s. 32.)

Second. A gift to one of the testator's issue is sometimes

prevented from lapsing by the Wills Act, 1837, s. 33, which

enacts, that " Where any person being a child or other issue

of the testator, to whom any real or personal estate shall be

devised or bequeathed for any estate or interest not deter-

minable at or before the death of such person, shall die in the

lifetime of the testator leaving issue, and any such issue of

such person shall be living at the time of the death of the

testator, such devise or bequest shall not lapse, but shall take

effect as if the death of such person had happened immedi-

ately after the death of the testator, unless a contrary inten-

tion shall appear by the mil."

The effect of this section is not to substitute the issue of

the deceased legatee or devisee for him, but to render the

property left to him his own property («), so that it passes by

(z) I.e., an entail in an estate

pur autre vie.

(a) Johnson v. Johnson, 3 Hare,

157 ; Eager v. Furnivall, 17 Ch.

D. 115 ; Perry's Executors v. Reg.,

L. E. 4 Ex. 27.
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his will, or, if he die intestate as to it, goes to his heir or

administrator, as the case may be, being in either case liable

to his debts in due course of administration. Where a father

made a devise to his son who died in his lifetime leaving

issue and having devised all his property to the father, it was

decided that the will of the son was to be construed as if he

had survived the father, i.e., the latter did not take, but the

devise by the son failed and the heii--at-law of the son took.

{EeJIcnslcr, 19 Ch. D. G12.)

But the Act does not apply where the gift is to a class, as

to " such of my children as attain twenty-one," and a member
of the class dies in the testator's lifetime ; for in tliat case

there is no lapse, as no child dying before the testator is

included in the class. Thus, suppose a testator having a son

John and other children bequeaths £10,000 to John and

£20,000 to be divided between his, the testator's, children.

John dies in the testator's lifetime, leaving issue, and some

of his issue survive the testator. The legacy of £10,000,

which would have lapsed had John not come under the

saving contained in the section, passes to John's executor, or

administrator, as the case may be. As to the £20,000 there

is no lapse, for the will speaks from the testator's death, when

John is not one of his children, so that no part of it is given

to John, or passes by his will.

If therefore, where the gift is to the testator's children

as a class, it is intended to prevent lapse in the case of any

child predeceasing the testator, the definition of the class

should be extended so as to include the cliiLb-en wlio die

before the testator leaving issue who sm'vive him. But,

although this will bo sufficient in the case of the testator's

children, it would not suffice in the case of a gift to the

children of another person, not being the testator's issue ; for

the section of the Wills Act, 18'"!7, now under consideration

would not apply, and it would therefore be impossible to give

anything to a child dying before the testator (b). It will

{b) Re Coleman and Jarroia, 4 Ch. 1). 1(35.
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therefore be necessary, in this case, to add a few words giving

it to the personal representatives of the child dying before

the testator, as part of his personal estate (c). (See form in

2 K. & E. 7(38.)

Gift under It sliould be observed that although, where the parent's

will exercises a general power to appoint by will, the 33rd

section of the Wills Act, 1837, applies [Eccles v. Cheyne,

2 K. & J. 676), it does not apply where the will exercises a

limited power to appoint to children {Griffiths v. Gale, 12

Sim. 354; Freeland v. Pearson, L. R. 3 Eq. 663) ; for if it

applied, it would in effect enable the parent to appoint to

persons not objects of the power, namely the beneficiaries

under the child's will.

Share of Third. "Where the subject of the gift which lapses is a
resi ue.

gj^are of residue it does not fall into residue, but remains

undisposed of. This peculiarity of a lapsed share of residue

not falling into residue may be exemplified by the case

where the " residue " of residue is given. Thus, to take

the case supposed by Mr. Hawkins (Hawk. Wills, p. 43) :

" If the testator gives £10,000 out of the residue of his

personal estate to A., and the residue to B., and the bequest

to A. fails, the gift to B. ^ill not in general carry the

£10,000 bequeathed to A., which will consequently be

undisposed of." This is not generally intended, and some

words should be introduced to restore it to the residue,

properly so called, on A.'s death in the testator's lifetime.

But if a testator directs that any lapsed share of residue

shall fall into residue, there is no intestacy as to that share
;

it goes to the other residuary legatees. (See Re Palmer,

(c) See Trethewy v. Iklyary 4 as creditors or beneficiaries ; but it

Ch. D. 53, for an instance of a gift does not form part of A.'s estate

to tbe " executors of A." The within the meaning of tbe Acts

effect is that the property so given imposing probate and legacy-

is to be disposed of as if it were duties : Lord Advocate v. Bogie,

given in trust for the persons [1894] A. C. 83 ; and see A.-G.

entitledtotheestate of A., whether v. Loijd, [1895] 1 Q. B. 496.
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[1893] 3 Ch. 3G9, overruling Humble v. S/iore, 7 Hare, 247,

and Be Parker, [1901] 1 Ch. 408, and lie Allan, [19(J3]

1 Ch. 276 to the same effect.)

The wishes of testators and the cu-cumstances of thtnr ProvL«ion»

famiKes vary so much that it is extremely difficult to lay
testator's

down any rule as to what is the usual method of making a family,

provision for a testator's wife and family. Perhaps in cases

where the property is of a moderate amount and the children

are young, the best plan is to bequeath the residue to trustees

upon trust to convert it and invest the proceeds, and to pay

the income to the testator's widow for life, and after her death

to divide the capital among such of the testator's issue as she

shall appoint ; and in default of appointment, upon trust for

such of the testator's children as, being sons, attain twenty-

one, or being daughters attain twenty-one, or marry under

that age.

Occasionally the testator, in giving a life interest to his Precatory

widow, expresses a wish that she will provide for or educate

the children ; but as a general rule he wishes to impose only

a moral, not a legal obligation on her. The Courts, how-

ever, sometimes construe the expression of the testator's

wishes as imperative, and as creating a trust, which is called

a precatory trust (^O- It is of importance, therefore, to ascer-

tain whether the testator really means to make the provision

for his widow subject to a binding trust in favour of the

children, or whether, as is usually the case, he does not wish

to do so. In the latter case, care should be taken to add a

few words showing that no legal obligation is intended to be

imposed on the widow. (See form in 2 K. & E. 834.) If it

is intended to make her life interest subject to a trust for the

maintenance of the children, it should be framed on the plan

mentioned ante, p. 362.

The following is an analysis of the residuary provisions in Analy.u^

(fZ) See the cases collected, Bowring-Hanhnn,, [1905] A. C.

Thcob. Wills, 472; ComisI:e,j v. Rl ;
Ha^rk. ^Vills, lo9.
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providing
for widow
and young
children.

Frame of

gift of

residue

and trust

for con-

version.

favour of the testator's widow and cliildren (see the form in

Stud. Prec. 122) :

1. General devise and bequest to trustees u^jon trusts for

conversion.

2. Direction to pay funeral and testamentary expenses,

debts, and legacies, and the duties on any legacies or

annuities bequeathed free of duty, out of proceeds, and to

invest the residue, with power to vary securities.

3. Direction to pay income to wife during life.

4. After her death to stand possessed of the trust fund

upon trust for such of the testator's issue as she shall appoint.

5. Trust in default of appointment for such of the testa-

tor's children as being sons attain twenty-one, or being

daughters attain that age or marry.

6. Hotchpot, advancement, and (unless omitted in reliance

on the C. A. 1881, s. 43) maintenance and accumulation

clauses.

7. Trusts in default of any child attaining a vested interest.

8. Power to postpone sale and conversion (unless this

power is incorporated with the trust for conversion, 2 K.

& E. 752) ; and directions as to intermediate income.

9. Appointment of guardians (e).

There are two different modes of framing the gift of

residue to the trustees and the trust for conversion. Some-

times the gift of realty is separated from that of personalty,

and each gift followed by a trust for conversion ; but the

better plan is to make a mixed gift of the residuary real

and personal estate, followed by the trust for conversion.

Where copyholds are to be converted, it is convenient to give

the trustees a power of appointment over them ; for, if this

be done, and the trustees can sell before the lord can seize

for want of a tenant (Groodeve, R. P. 320), the purchaser is

entitled to be admitted without any admission of tlie trustees

or of the testator's heii-. The power of appointment should

(e) See 2>oiit, p. 505 ; 2 K. & E. 697, note.
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be followed by a declaration that it is given to the intent that

the trustees shall sell the land. (See form in 2 K. & E. 744.)

It is the duty of the trustees, in the absence of directions d,

to the contrary, to sell all personal property which by the

will is given to be enjoyed by persons in succession, and to

invest the proceeds. This rule will be applied botli in

favour of and against the tenant for life. Thus, if the

property be leaseholds, they must be sold to the prejudice of

the tenant for life ; while, on the other hand, a reversionary

interest producing no income must be sold and the proceeds

invested, so as to produce an income for the tenant for life (/).

For these reasons it is important to authorise the trustees

to postpone the conversion if they think fit {Ee Norriiif/ion,

13 Ch. D. G54) ; to declare that the net income of the estate

until conversion shall be applied as if it was the income of the

proceeds of conversion (ff) ; that no reversion or other property

not actually producing income shall be treated as producing

income for the purposes of the will ; and that realty shall

for the pui'poses of transmission be considered as converted

from the testator's death. (See forms in 2 K. & E. 753.)

If, where the testator has directed land to be converted Failure of

into money, or money to be invested in land, a partial cou%vr-°

intestacy occm's, the questions arise whether the heir-at-law "^i"^-

or the next of kin take the property the trusts whereof have

failed ; and whether the person taking it takes it in the state

in which it happens to be at the time when the failure ocem*s.

Let us suppose, for example, that a testator having real

property directs it to be sold, and the proceeds to be held upon

trusts for his wife and chikben (similar to those mentioned

at p. 492), but tliat he omits to declare any ultimate

trust in case no child should attain a vested interest. If no

child attains a vested interest, the question arises whether

the land or its proceeds shall pass to the testator's heir-at-

law, or to the persons who would become entitled to the

(/) See Macdonald v. Irvine, 8 Ch. D. 101 ;
Howe v. Enrl of

Dartmouth, 7 Ves. 137 ; S. C. and notes thereto in 1 W. & T. L. C.

{ff) See Re Chaytor, [1905] 1 Ch. 233.
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property under the Statutes of Distribution had it been

personalty. All the cases may be tabulated as below, where

the figures have reference to the cases deciding each point (</) :

Nature of property
directed to be
converted.

Into what it is to
be converted.

To -wliom the
Interest undisposed

of goes.

Does he take it as
Personal or Seal

Property.

Money. Land. Next of kin (1).

If failure total,

personal ; if par-
tial, real (2).

Land. Money. Heir (3).

If failure of trusts

be total, real (4) ;

if failure be par-
tial, personal (5)

.

Applica
tion of

conver
sion.

The trustees are directed, out of the proceeds of the sale

proceeds of
^^^ conversion and the testator's ready money at the time

of his death, to pay the testator's funeral and testamentary

expenses and debts and the legacies bequeatlied by the will or

any codicil thereto, and the duty on any legacies or annuities

bequeathed free of duty, and to invest the residue of fl/e same

mo)iei/s. The student may possibly inquire whether t//e resi-

due of ihe same moneys is not a "residue of residue." Tliis

is not the case, for the property originally given to the

trustees is really residue plus the amount required for pay-

{g) A total failure occurs where

no beneficial trusts are declared

concerning tlie converted pro-

perty, or if such, trusts are declared

and they all are incapable of

taking effect. A partial failui'e

occurs where the trusts declared

do not exhaust all the converted

property, or if the trusts exhaust

all the interest, but some of them,

are incapable of taking effect,

(1) Co(/ajt V. Stephens, 1 Beav.

482 (n.).

(2) Curfeis v. Wormahl, 10 Ch.

D. 172.

(3) Ackroi/d T. Sinithson, 1 Bro.

C. C. 503 ; S. C. with notes, 1 W.
& T. L. C. 372, where the whole

subject is discussed.

(4) Hmith V. Chixton, 4 Madd.
484.

(5) Jessopp V. Watson, 1 Myl. &
K. 665 ; and Smith v. Claxton, 4

Madd. 484 ; Re Itichcrsun, [1892]

1 Ch. 379.
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ment of fimeral aud testamentary expenses (h), debts, and
legacies, aud tlie true " residue " is not ascertained until they

have been paid, or in other words is " the residue of the same

moneys." (See Trctheicy v. Ilchjar, 4 Ch. D. 53.) The trusts

for investment, the power to vary securities, and the trusts

for the wife and issue of the testator follow closely the forms

in settlements of personalty {iinte^ pp. 850, 36'3).

In the scheme under consideration no provision is made Provisions

for the children dui-ing the widow's lifetime. So long as slie
j^en^^^'

remains unmarried she may, in most cases, be safely trusted duriufr

to provide for them ; but there is the possibility that she lifetime,

may contract a second marriage. There are various plans

of providing for the childi'on after her second marriage.

Her life interest may be made determinable on a second

marriage ; in which case it may be proper to give her an

annuity, to commence on her re-marriage ; or her life interest

may be given subject to the obligation of maintaining aud

educating the children, ante, p. 362.

If the scheme under consideration be adopted, and a son

marries under twenty-one, or a daughter marries under

twenty-one without consent (in cases where consent is

required), and either son or daughter dies under twenty-one

leaving issue, such issue is unprovided for—a result wliicli is

probably intended, but which can be remedied if the Avidow

thinks fit by an exercise of the power of appointment.

It is proper also to make some disposition of the residue

in case no child or other issue attains a vested interest ; for

otherwise the residue will in tliat event be undisposed of, and

will pass to the widow and children as on an intestac}',

according to the Statutes of Distribution ; and, in this case,

as on the death of any cliild unmarried, its personal property

passes to its mother and brothers and sisters (if any), or if

(A) Those include the costs of was held to be cqiiivalcnt. As to

administering the estate : Sharp what death duties are included in

V. Lush, 10 Ch. D. 468, where the "testamentary expenses," see 2

term "executorship expenses" K. & E. 751.
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there be no brother or sister, to its mother only, the result

will be that, if the widow survives all the children, she

becomes entitled to the whole property.

If the widow's life interest is determinable on re-marriage,

the power of appointment is sometimes made exercisable

during widowhood only. If it is to remain exercisable after

re-marriage, it may be desirable to provide that no appoint-

ment after re-marriage shall diminish the share to which any

child has become entitled in possession in default of appoint-

ment (see aide, p. 373).

Instead of making the shares of the children to vest at

twenty-one, or in the case of daughters at marriage, the

following provisions are sometimes made :

—

Vesting First. The vesting of the children's shares is- postponed.

It will be observed that, as every child of the testator is

necessarily born or en ventre sa mere at the testator's death,

there is no risk of offending against the rules as to per-

petuities by suspending the vesting of the gifts of the

testator's own property to his children ; but that, on the

other hand, if the testator exercises a special power of

appointment in favom' of children (either of himself or any

other person), or if he gives his own property to the

children of another person, and the vesting is postponed

later than twenty-one, it is possible that the appointment or

gift may fail as offending against the rule ; and if it be to a

class, it may fail as to the whole class, notwithstanding that

in the event, some or even all the members of the class attain

the age, named by the testator for vesting, within the period

allowed by the rules against perpetuities. It is therefore

necessary to insert some words restricting the class of children,

so as not to infringe the rule. If, for instance, the gift is of

the testator's own property to the children of another person

and the vesting is to be postponed to the age of twenty-five,

the class may be defined as the cliildren of A. who attain

twenty-five before the expiration of twenty-one years from

the death of tlio survivor of A. and the testator, or survive

the survivor of A. and the testator for twenty- one years.
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This provision would not be obnoxious to the rule, and the

only children admitted, whom the testator did not intend to

provide for unless they attained twenty-five, are those under

four years of age at the death of the sm-vivor of A. and him-

self (0- (See the form in 2 K. & E. 769.)

Secondly. The issue or children of a child dying in the Substitu-

testator's lifetime, may be substituted for him. There are [ggyg"

two modes of doing this : (1) the gift may be to a class con-

sisting of the children and the issue of deceased children, in

which case the issue are primary objects of the gift (2 K. & E.

709) ; or (2) there may be first a gift to the children and then

the issue of deceased children may be substituted for such

children by a separate clause. (2 K. & E. 771.) In either

case, the will should direct that the issue shall take only the

share which their parent would have taken had he survived

the testator.

Thirdly. The husband (or wife) and childi-en of a child Substitu-

dying in the testator's lifetime, may be substituted for such family,

child. This can be conveniently efPected by declaring that

the trustees shall hold the share to which the child w'ould

have been entitled had it attained twenty-one and survived

the testator, upon trusts for the husband or wife and children

similar to the trusts in favour of the testator's widow and

children. (2 K. & E. 789.)

Fourthly. The share of any child dying before the testator Gift to

leaving issue who survive the testator, may be given so as to
^

pass as part of the estate of such child {ante, p. 489).

Fifthly. Sometimes a child otherwise provided for is Exclusion

excluded. In this case a trust should be declared in his
^^^

[i) It shovild be remembered to gifts under a general power, as

(see ante, p. 364) that a gift made such a power is equivalent to

under a special power will be too ownership : Rous v. Jaclson, 29

remote where it would have been Ch. D. 521. See this distinction

too remote if it had been inserted between the effects of special and

in the instrument creating the general powers discussed by But-

power. This rule does not apply ler, Co. Lit. 272 a.

E.I.C. 32
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favour in default of the other children becoming entitled.

(See form in 2 K. & E. 772.)

Inequality Sixthly. Sometimes the shares of the children are made

unequal. (See 2 K. & E. 772 and 773.) A rich testator may
give a larger share to the eldest son ; and this may be con-

veniently effected by a proviso that the property is to be

divided equally among the children, but declaring that the

share of no younger child shall exceed £ , and that the

sm'plus of the share shall be applied as if the child had died

before the testator without leaving issue.

Advances. Seventhly. Sometimes it is directed that advances already

made, or which may subsequently be made, by the testator

to any child, or any sums which he or his executors may
have to pay by virtue of his covenants contained in the child's

marriage settlement, shall be brought into hotchpot in

estimating the value of the child's share. The clause should

not be framed so as to put the legatee to his election as in the

common hotchpot clause, as that would not fit the ease of a

settled legacy. (See 2 K. & E. 774, 775 ; see as to clauses

of this nature, 4 Dav. Prec. 157 {q) ; notes to Ex parte Pye,

in 2 W. & T. L. C. ; Re Cosier, [1897] 1 Ch. 325, affirmed

ml) nom. Wlieeler v. Humphreys, [1898] A. C. 506 ; Re

Lambert, [1897] 2 Ch. 169.)

Accruer. Where the gifts of the residue to children are no?ninatim,

the gift to any child of the testator dying in the testator's

lifetime witliout leaving issue wlio survive the testator, and

the gift to the child of any other person dying in the

testator's lifetime, whether leaving such issue or not, is

undisposed of, and passes to the testator's statutory next

of kin. To avoid this, it may be declared that such share

shall sink into the shares of the other children (2 K. & E.

779), or that it shall sink into the residue, and be applied as

if it had not been given to the named child. (2 K. & E. 788
;

and see Re Palmer, [1893] 3 Ch. 369, ante, p. 490, and Re
Allan, [1903] 1 Ch. 276.)

Hotchpot. As to the hotchpot clause, see ante, p. 368. If the scheme

of the will is to give the residue in specie without conversion,
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it will be proper to authorise the trustees to make a valua-

tion for the pui'poso of giving effect to the clause. (See form

in 2 K. & E. 776.)

In cases where the shares are contingent, as where they Mainten-

, . ,
anoo and

vest at twenty-one, &c., in the usual manner, the mamten- jiccumu-

ance and accumulation clauses are often omitted in reliance ^*^'°"-

on s. 43 of the C. A. 1881 {ante, p. 371).

Wliere the maintenance clause is expressed in the form of

a trust, the father may or may not, according to the words

employed, he able to insist on the children being maintained

in exoneration of his legal liability to maintain them.

{Mundi/ V. Earl Hoice, 4 Bro. C. 0. 224 ; Ramonu- v. Bunjesa,

L. R. 3 Eq. 773 ; Wihon v. Turner, 22 Ch. D. 521 ; Re

Bryant, [1894] 1 Ch. 324.) It is safer to add a declaration

enabling the trustees to apply the income for maintenance

without reference to the father's abihty, where this is

intended. Mr. Davidson suggests, on the other hand, that

where it is not intended to exonerate the father from his

liability, the clause should be made in the form of a power

instead of a trust, so as to render it clear that the father has

no claim to have the cliildren maintained. Where the

trustees have a discretion to maintain children without

reference to the father's ability to do so, the Court will not

interfere with their discretion where acted upon hond fide.

{Brophj V. BeUamij, L. R. 8 Ch. 798 ; Txe Lofthome, 29 Ch.

D. 921.)

It must be remembered, however, that s. 43 does not apply Inter-^^

unless the infant would if he had attained twenty-one, &c., |"come^

become entitled to the past income as well as the corpus of

the property. {Re Dickson, 29 Ch. D. 331.) If the gift is

of a share of residue, the infant is entitled to intermediate

income, and s. 43 applies (A-). After some difference of

judicial opinion, it has been decided by the Court of Appeal

{k) Countess Bedive v. Hodgson, getlier as a mixed fund, though

10 H. L. C. 656. And this appUes the realty be not diiccted to be

where the residue consists of both sold : Qenery v. Fitzgerald, Jac.

realty and personalty given to- 468.

.VI (2)
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that s, 43 applies to cases in which there is a gift to a class

to vest in such as attain to twenty-one, &c., in the usual

form (1) , and even though the class be capable of increase (m)

.

Where the gift is not residuary, but is of a general legacy

(either contingent or payable in fiUuro), it does not entitle

the legatee to the income accruing before the time named for

vesting or payment, but such income forms part of residue :

unless there is an express gift of interest or income in the

meantime, or the testator is the father of, or in loco parentis

to, an infant legatee, or the fund is directed to be immediately

separated from the rest of the estate and set apart for the

benefit of the legatee («).

It should also be remembered that the provisions of s. 43

do not apply to cases where the vesting is postponed till

after twenty-one {Be Judkin, 25 Ch. D. 743), and to some

other cases (o), as, for instance, where there is an immediate

gift, subject to be divested by the exercise of an overriding

power of appointment or by the operation of an accruer

clause on death under a certain age ; and that occasionally,

where there is real estate, the discrepancy between the destina-

tion of the accumulations under the C. A. 1881, s. 42 and

s. 43 respectively, must be provided against (see anfe,^). 372),

In cases to which s. 43 of the C. A. 1881 does not apply,

either express maintenance and accumulation clauses, or

provisions supplementing the statutory powers, should be

inserted.

When the vesting is postponed, it will require consideration

whether the maintenance clause should be extended so as to

include the period between the legatee attaining twenty-one,

and the time at which he becomes entitled to payment of his

{I) Holford y. Holford, [1894] Woodiv, [1895] 2 Ch. ;309. See

3 Ch. 30 (overruling Re Jejfvry, the rules as to intermediate iucome

[1891] 1 Ch. 671). laid down in 35 Sol. J. 150, 238,

(m)^e/e/er?/, [1895]2Ch. 577. 572; 37 Sol. J. 263, 281; and

\n) Re Clements, [1894] 1 Ch. Theob. Wills, 178 et mj., and

665 ; Re Snaith, 71 L. T. 318
; Goodeve, P. P. 380.

Re Moody, [1895] 1 Ch. 101 ; Re (o) See 2 K. & E. 481, note.
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legacy, or wlietlier tlie wliolo incomo slioukl bo nifulo payaLlo

to him as from liis attaining twenty-one. If the latter

coui'se be adopted, it must be remembered that, unless the

gift be to such children as attain twenty-five, &c., such a gift

of interest would make the legacy vest at twenty-one, unless

the contrary is clearly expressed, and therefore care must be

taken to exclude this result. (See 2 K. & E. 793.)

It is convenient to allow the moneys for the time being

applicable for maintenance to be applied as a common fund

for the maintenance of all the children entitled tliereto.

(2 K. & E. 791.) If the testator has many children, so

that it is unlikely that, on the death of his widow, any

member of the family will take all tlie children to live with

him, it may be convenient to authorise the application of the

maintenance money in taking a house and keeping up an

establishment for the infants, with power to allow any of the

adult children to share the benefit, either with or without

contributing towards the expenses. (2 K. & E. 799.)

When the property is small, it is desirable to give a power

of maintenance out of capital.

Where the residue consists, or may consist, of realty or Power of

leaseholds, the power of advancement should include a power ^g^T^^"
to determine the value of the share of the child being

advanced, and a power to mortgage either the expectant

share of the child being advanced, or, more conveniently, the

whole residue for the purpose of raising the advance. (See

form in 2 K. & E. 798.)

Where the will includes, on failure of the trusts for the Mainten-

testator's children, trusts for eliildren of another person,
I'h^jrenof

either preceded or not by trusts for their parent for life, the another

express provisions as to maintenance, accumulation, and

advancement, if any, sliould be extended, so as to be appli-

cable to their expectant shares. There are two methods of

doing this. The provisions may be made applicable to the

expectant shares of the children of each class, or the clauses

may be inserted at length with reference to the shares of the

testator's children only, and the provisions with respect to the

person

.
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shares of tlie other childi-en may be declared by reference.

Whichever scheme is adopted, the following matters must be

attended to with respect to the provisions for the children

other than those of the testator. The power of maintenance

and the trusts for accumulation should not be made to take

effect until the failure of all the trusts which precede those in

favour of such children ; the power of advancement should

be made subject to all the trusts preceding the trusts for such

children, except those, if any, in favour of their parent, and

should be exercisable during the parent's lifetime with his

consent. It may be desirable to provide that, on failure of

the testator's children in his widow's lifetime, the power shall

be exercisable with the consent of the widow and of the

children's parent, or the survivor.

In cases where there are some minors presumptively

entitled to shares of residue, and the same or others entitled

to legacies, it is convenient to combine the express provisions

as to maintenance, accumulation, and advancement, if any,

as to the shares of residue and legacies, in the same clauses.

(2 K. & E. 795.) In all cases where the children, for whom
maintenance is to be provided, have a father who is not rich,

and does not take a life interest, and an express power of

maintenance is inserted, it is advisable to make it exercisable,

as the statutory power is, without reference to the father's

ability ; for, if this provision is not made, the trustees cannot

safely provide maintenance for the children during their

father's lifetime. Where the trustees have such power, the

Court will not control their bond fide exercise of it. {Brojjhy

V. Bellamy, L. E. 8 Ch. 798 ; Re Lofthoiise, 29 Ch. D. 921

;

Re Bryant, [1894] 1 Ch. 324.)

Children Wlieu at the time of the testator's death most of the

children are adults, the scheme suggested at p. 492 is some-

times adopted, with the variation of giving to each child an

immediate legacy, or an annuity during its mother's life;

and, in the event of a child marrying and dj'ing in the

testator's lifetime leaving issue, the substitution of such issue

for their parent. {Ante, p. 497.) Sometimes the widow is

adults.
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provided for by giving an annuity, and the use of a house

and furniture, to her for life ; and such part of the testator's

property as is not required for such purposes is divided

immediately among the children.

Sometimes, where the scheme of the will is to provide Settled

for daughters, either by means of legacies or by shares of ^S^^^^^-

residue, their legacies or shares are settled. (2 K. & E. 776

ct seq.) In this case, the trusts declared concerning each

legacy or share may follow closely the usual trusts in a

settlement of personal property, with the exceptions

—

fnt,

that, if a daughter be unmarried at the date of the will,

it is better to give her a power (to be exercised while not

under coverture by deed, and while under coverture by will)

to appoint a life interest to any husband who may survive

her, than to give him a life interest under the will itself

;

second, that the trusts for the daughter's children should not

be confined to those by any particular husband; and f//ird, a

power may often with advantage be given to the trustees,

to be exercised with the consent of the daughter in contem-

plation of her marriage, to revoke by deed the trusts declai-ed

concerning her share, and to make a different declaration of

trusts for the benefit of herself, her intended husband, and

her issue. This will enable a bargain to be made for a settle-

ment by the husband on the occasion of her marriage.

There are two methods of framing the trusts of settled

legacies or shares of residue. In either case the legacies or

shares of residue are usually in the first instance given

absolutely to the respective legatees, either nomimfim or as a

class, and in a subsequent part of the ^^ill the trustees are

directed to retain the legacies and shares, and to hold them

on the specified trusts {p). If the trusts of eacli legacy or

share are similar with the exception only of the names of the

{p) It must be noted tliat in v. Tierney, 1 Mac. & G. 551 ;

such cases, if tliere is no gift Thcob. Wills, 468. As to the

over on failure of the objects of effect of the legatee dying before

the trusts, the absolute gift may the testator, 7?r Fhihorue, [18i>4]

remain unaffected. See Lassence 2 Ch. 270.
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beneficiaries, they may conveniently be declared together.

(2 K. & E. 861.) If the trusts of the legacies or shares are

dissimilar they must be declared separately ; and in this case

it will sometimes conduce to brevity to declare the trusts of

some of the shares by reference to the trusts of the share

first mentioned, introducing the variations with the words

" save and except, &c." (2 K. & E. 780, 862.) Where the

testator's widow takes a life estate in the whole property, or

where for any other reason the trust for investment precedes

the trust for division into shares, or wliere there is a power to

postpone the conversion, power should be given to the

trustees to allot specific property in satisfaction of each

share ; and it may be declared that, after the death of the

widow, the consent of the tenant for life of each share shall

be necessary for any change of investment of the property

appropriated for such share.

If the shares are given as money, a trust for the invest-

ment of each share should be inserted.

Where the scheme of the will is to convert the residue

and settle the proceeds and also to give immediate settled

legacies, it will generally be found convenient to direct the

legacies and net proceeds of conversion to be invested " in or

upon the stocks, funds, shares, and securities hereinafter

mentioned in that behalf," and by a subsequent clause to

direct the trustees to invest " the net proceeds of the con-

version of my residuary estate, and every legacy which shall

not be absolutely vested in possession and immediately pay-

able or transferable in or upon, &c."

Ultimate The frame of the ultimate trusts, in default of the children

taking, must depend upon circumstances. If the testator

has brothers and sisters, the trust may be for such of them

as survive the testator, and the children, living at the

testator's death, of such of them as die before the testator,

equally 7)fr stirpes. (See form in 2 K. & E. 785.) If some

of the testator's children have already attained or nearly

attained twenty-one, or if he has several children, the ultimate

trust may be omitted : for the only case in which it will take
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effect is tlio unlikely one of no child attiiining- a vested

interest; and it must be remembered that, should all tlio

children die during the testator's lifetime, he can raako a

new will.

The father has power by deed or will to appoint a Guardian,

guardian or guardians of his infant children not married at

the time of his death (12 Car. 2, c. 24, s. 8) (7), and to authorise

a guardian or survi\dng guardian to appoint a new guardian

in the place of one dying. (7iV Pan>eU, L. R. 2 P. & M.

379.) It is, however, not necessary that tlu; testator should

name his wife as guardian of his infant children, for under

the Guardianship of Infants Act, 1886 (49 & 50 Vict. c. 27),

she will be guardian either alone or jointly with any guardian

or guardians appointed by him. By the same Act a mother

may by deed or will appoint guardians or a guardian to act

after the deaths of both parents ; and if both parents appoint

guardians, they act jointly. A mother may also provisionally

appoint guardians to act jointly with the father in case of his

unfitness to be sole guardian, subject to confirmation by the

Court of such appointment (>). Although a father has not a

legal right to appoint guardians of his illegitimate children

{Sleeman v. Wilson, L. R. 13 Eq. 36), the Court vnW usually

appoint the person named by him as guardian. {Peckham v.

PecMam,2 Cox, 46 ;
C/iatferis v. Young, 1 Jac. & W. 106.) (.s)

Occasionally doubts may exist whether the testator's Testator's

marriage is valid or not, or whether some or all of his "nvSid^^

children are illegitimate. It is extremely painful to the

feelings of the family that any statement of the doubts

should appear on the will, which, on its admission to pro-

bate, will become a public document. The plan adopted

{q) See Eversley on the Domes- («) The mother of an illogiti-

tic Relations, 600 ; and as to the mate child has no power to appoint

Irish Act, 14 & 15 Car. 2 (Ir.), a guardian for it under the Act of

c. 19, see Be Lord Norlury, Ir. E. Car. II., supra : and see Ex parte

9 Eq. 134. Glover, 1 Har. & W. oOS.

(r) See Re O., [1892] 1 Ch. 292.
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Gift to

woman to

whom the

testator is

not law-
fully_

married.

Gifts to

illegiti-

mate chiL

dren (.()

.

ill this case in making gifts to the widow or children is to

descrihe the person who is the object of the testator's hountv

so clearly that (even if it should he proved that the superadded

description of "wife," "son," "child," &c. is incorrect) there

can be no doubt as to the person intended.

A gift by will to a person with whom the testator has gone

through a marriage ceremony, and with whom he has always

lived as husband, by the description of " my wife," will, if

the person be sufficiently designated, entitle her to take the

gift, even if the marriage be entirely void, in the absence of

fraud on her part in concealing the facts that render the

marriage invalid (t). If the testator has a lawful wife alive,

a description of the person passing as his wife by her Christian

name as " my wife Sarah," where his lawful wife's name is

(e.g.) Elizabeth, might be sufficient (u).

The case of gifts to children of doubtful legitimacy, or

where, though they are clearly bastards, the testator wishes

to conceal the facts, presents very considerable difficulty to

the draftsman, 0T\dng to the rule of construction that any

such words as " sons," " children," or " issue," prima facie

mean legitimate sons, children, or issue (y), though the

words may, under the circumstances, or from the context,

be construed to mean bastards (s). If, therefore, the testator

{t) Kennell v. AUott, 4 Ves.

802 ; Be Petts, 27 Beav. 576 ;

PraU V. Matthew, 22 Beav. 328.

(m) Dilley v. MaUheivs, 2 N. E.

60 ; Doe d. Gains v. Bouse, 5 C. B.

422 ; Le2nne v. Bean, L. E. 10 Eq.

160; Meluisli v. MUton, 3 Ch. D.

27. See as to the effect of a gift

of an annuity to the wife " during

widowhood " where the marriage

was void ah initio, Be Boddington,

25 Ch. D. 685.

{x) See 2 Jarm. Wills, 1076 ei

seq. ; Theob. Wills, 286 et seq. ; 2

K. & E. 868.

[y) Dorin v. Borin, L. E. 7

H. L. 568 ; Paul v. Children,

L. E. 12 Eq. 16 ; Be Ayles, 1 Ch.

D. 282 ; Ellis v. Houstoun, 10 Ch.

D. 236 ; Megson v. Hindle, 15 Ch.

D. 198. As to a gift to "rela-

tions " of an illegitimate son, see

Be Deal-in, [1894] 3 Ch. 565.

(z) Holt v. Sindrey, L. E. 7 Eq.

170; Savage v. Bohertson, L. E.

7 Eq. 176 ; Lepine v. Bean, L. E.

10 Eq. 160 ; Crool v. HiU, L. E.

6 Ch. 311 ; S. (J. sub nom. Hill v.

(Jrooh, L. E. 6 H. L. 265 ; Laher

V. Harder I}, 1 Ch. D. 644 ; Be
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wislies to provide for an illegitimate child of his own, f)r of

any other person, ho must mention the child by name, or

otherwise clearly designate him or her.

Where some or all of the testator's children are bastards,

but it is thouglit desirable to conceal the fact, the best course

appears to be to mention all the children nominatim the first

time that they are mentioned as a class : thus, " I give to my
children, John, aged eight years, Thomas, aged four years,

and Mary, aged one year." In subsequent parts of the will,

when mentioning them as a class, it will be sufficient to

describe them as " my said children "
(«).

It was formerly considered that a gift could not be made Gifts to

by wiU to a bastard unborn at the date of the will ; but it
["J",'^;"^'

has been decided that this does not apply to bastards born children,

after the date of the will in the testator's lifetime, or oi

ventre sa mere at the date of his death, thougli such a gift is

void as to children not in existence at the testator's death.

The result of the authorities appears to be that illegitimate

children, born between the date of the will and the testator's

death, may take under a gift in which they are sufficiently

described ; as where the gift is to reputed children, and the

fact of reputation is established; and a child en ventre sa

mere may take if particularly referred to by the testator ; but

that if the illegitimate children are defined solely with

reference to their paternity, as distinguished fi-om the repu-

tation of paternity {e.g., as the children of the testator by a

named woman, or the children of A. by a named man), the

Harrison, [1894] 1 Ch. 561 ; ^e take hold of anything in the will

Plant, 43 Sol. J. 63; Be Wood, which pointed in that direction " :

[1902] 2 Ch. 542, in Be Smilter, per Kekewich, J., at p. 201.

[1903] 1 Ch. 198. " Of late years, There are a few exceptions to the

however, there have been many general rule, which are discussed

cases ... in which the Court has in Ilawk. AVills, 80.

shown an anxiety to give effect to («) For the effect of u.<ing the

the testator's intention in favour word " childi-cn " only in the

of those who are relations except subsequent part of the will, see

in law, and has not hesitated to Ilawk. Wills, 84.
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Power of

leasinsr.

Trustee
clauses.

gift fails, because the law forbids inquiry into the fact of

paternity in such eases (b). To avoid all risk, it appears proper

that a testator whose marriage is invalid should, immediately

after the birth of each child, make a codicil or fresh will pro-

viding for it. There are several methods in which this can

be done. If the testator wishes to provide for his bastard

children as a class, probably he might declare that in his will

the phrase " my children " should mean John, aged eight

years, Thomas, aged three years, &c., now residing mth me

at . Then on the birth of another child, Mary, he

might declare by codicil that the phrase " my children " in

the will should mean John, Thomas, and Mary.

Whenever a gift is made to a bastard under the age of

twenty-one years, a gift over should be made on the event

of his death under twenty-one, so as to exclude the title of

the Crown.

Where the residue is given on such trusts that no person

sid Juris immediately becomes the owner of it, and part of it

consists of real estate or leaseholds, it is proper to insert

powers of leasing, unless some person is a tenant for life

within the meaning of the S. L. Acts and the statutory

powers are relied on.

The trustee and executor clauses consist of (c) :
—

(a) Power to trustees to determine the subject-matter of

specific bequests, to apportion blended trust funds, and to

settle questions (see ante, p. 354).

(b) A receipt clause (see ante, p. 353)

.

(c) A power to appoint new trustees (see ante, p, 377).

(d) Clauses for indemnity and reimbursement of the

trustees (see ante, p. 383).

(e) Appointment of executors.

(f) Power to executors to arrange and compromise (see

ante, p. 354).

{!)) See the cases collected, 2 K.

& E. 868. As to a f?ift by will of

a spinster to her children, Br

FrogJeij, [1905] P. 137.

(c) See for other clauses, 2 K.

& E. 836 ct seq.
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(g) Power to executors and trustees to charge for business

done professionally.

Clauses (b), (c), (d), and (f) may be omitted in reliance on

the statutory powers. (See Settlements, ante, chap, xi.)

In wills before 1882 it was the practice to make a devise of Devise of

trust and mortgage estates so as to avoid the inconvenience niortf,'age

that might occiu- in case of the legal estate descending to an cstatew.

infant heir. This should now never be done, except where

the testator has mortgage or trust estates in colonial property

vested in him, or has been admitted to copyholds whicli he

holds as trustee or mortgagee. (See the C. A. 1881, s. ;J0,

and the Copyhold. Act, 1894, s. 88, replacing the Copyhold

Act, 1887 (50 & 51 Vict. e. 73), s. 45, ante, p. 159.)

Where the testator has personal property in different Property

countries, e.g., some in England and some in a British couutries.

colony, it is convenient to appoint different executors with

respect to the property situated in the different places.

Where this is done the real estate in England vests in the

general executors alone, and they can make a good title to it

without the concurrence of special executors appointed as to

property out of England. {Re Cohen and Lo)tdon Counti/

Council, [1902] 1 Ch. 187.) In such a case, if the property

is to be vested in trustees, it is desirable to authorise distinct

sets of trustees to act in respect of the different properties.

Either of the following plans may be adopted:—/V/-.s7,

different sets of' trustees may be appointed for the property

in the different countries; but there is a disadvantage in

adopting this plan, where part of the property is in a colony,

owing to the fact that colonists often leave the colony and

retmii to England, so that frequent appointments of new

trustees of the property in the colony may become necessary.

Second, the trustees for the time being in either place may be

authorised to act with respect to the property there as if they

were the only trustees, with power to the trustees in either

place to give a power of attorney to those in the other place

to execute leases, conveyances, &c. in the names of the former,

without being responsible for any loss occasioned by any

improper exercise of the power.
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Codicil (rf). A codicil should never be used for the purpose of making

extensive alterations in a will, on account of the difficulty in

framing the dispositions made by it so as not to be incon-

sistent with those of the will ; but it may be properly

employed for such purposes as substituting one person for

another as trustee or executor, giving a legacy to a person

not taking any benefits under the testator's will, or revoking,

or altering the amount of a legacy given in the will. In the

last case care should be taken to state expressly whether the

gift made by the codicil is in addition to, or in substitution

for, that made by the will ; for the rule of construction is

that, in the absence of special directions,«the legatee is en-

titled to both gifts. (Hawk. Wills, 303 ; Theob. Wills, 157.)

It is hardly necessary to observe that no draftsman ought

ever to attempt to prepare a codicil to a will unless he has

the will before him.

It may be noticed that any person to whom, or to whose

wife or husband, any benefit is given by a will (or codicil)

should not be an attesting witness to the will (or codicil) :

for this would make the gift void (e).

Gift to

attesting

witness.

(r/) Goodeve, E. P. 413, 423.

(^) The Wills Act, 1837, ss. 14, 15.
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CHAPTER XIII.

PART I.—DISCLAIMER.

" The law is not so absurd as to force a man to take an Any per-

estate against liis will. Prima facic^ every estate, whether ^"j.™!)^

given by will or otherwise, is supposed to be beneficial to the

j)arty to whom it is given. Of that, however, he is the best

judge, and if it turn out that the party to whom the gift is

made does not consider it beneficial, the law will certainly by

some mode or other allow him to renounce or refuse the

gift " (per Abbott, 0. J., Townson v. Tickell, 3 Barn. & Aid. 31,

at p. 36 ; Peacock v. Eastland, L. R. 10 Eq. 21) ; but not after

he has accepted it {Ilurst v. Hard, 21 Ch. D. 278). Accept-

ance of a gift is presumed in the absence of evidence of

refusal or disclaimer. {Standing v. Pouring, 31 Ch. D. 282
;

London ^ Co. Pkg. Co. v. London (^' River Plate Bk., 21

a. B. D. 535 ; Re Arhib and Clam, [1891] 1 Ch. 601 ; Re

Walker, [1901] 1 Ch. 259.)

In practice the ordinary case of disclaimer is that by a

trustee or executor; and it will be convenient to consider

these cases separately.

The words " disclaim " and " renounce " are used indiffer-

ently with reference to property and to an office.

No person is bound to accept a trust {a) or an executor- Accepting

ship {h), but when he has done so he will not be allowed ca^^ot

afterwards to disclaim any of the trust property ; for aftonvards

, ^ , f. . , dificlauii.

the very fact of his accepting the oflfice (as, lor instance,

by his executing a deed by which he is appointed trustee,

(a) Moyle v. Moyle, 2 Euss. & [h) Doyle y. Blake, 2 Sch. & Lef.

M. at p. 715. at p. 239.
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or by which some of the trust property is conveyed to him)

indicates his willingness to accept the property, which,

when it has once vested in him, can only be taken out of

him by the appropriate method ; and therefore it is always

desirable to procure the execution of a trust deed by all the

trustees. Similarl}^ he cannot afterwards disclaim his office,

when he has once accepted it, merely by refusing to act.

To enable him to retire, his cestuis que fnisfenf must acquiesce

in his discharge from the office of trustee, or a new trustee

must be appointed in his place ; or where there are more

than two trustees, he can retire with the consent of his

co-trustees and of the person, if any, authorised to appoint

new trustees under the Trustee Act, 1893 {ante, p. 382).
Effect of j£ Qj^g q£ several trustees disclaims, the trust estate vests
disclaimer

_

'

by trustee, in the trustees who accept, in the same manner as if the

person disclaiming had not been appointed a trustee. {Smith

V. Wheeler, 1 Vent. 128, 2 Keb. 774; Townson v. Tickell,

3 Barn. & Aid. 31 ; Begbie v. Crook, 2 Bing. N. C. 70 ; Adams
V. Taunton, 5 Madd. 435.) When a valid disclaimer is made,

it relates back, and therefore it makes no difference that the

disclaimer is not executed till after the death of the survivor

of the trustees who accept, in which case the effect of the

disclaimer is to vest the legal estate in freeholds in the heir

of such survivor, or, if he died after 1881, in his personal

representatives (c) . And so a disclaimer may be effectual

though executed after an agreement has been entered into

by the accepting trustees for a sale of the trust property.

{Peppercorn v. Waijman, 5 De Gr. & Sm. 230.)

If all the trustees disclaim, or a sole trustee disclaims, the

property remains in the grantor, or is in the heir or personal

representatives, as the case may be, of the testator, on the

trusts of the settlement {d).

A trustee cannot disclaim a part only of the trusts
(
Urch

v. Walker, 3 My. & C. 702), or the trusts of part only of the

(c) See as to copyholds, ante, {d) Mallott v. Wilson, [190.3] 2

p. 187. Ch. 494.
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property {Re Lord and Fidlerton, [1896] 1 Cli. 228). But

two of three devisees in trust are not, by accepting the trust,

deban-ed from disclaiming the legal estate in copyholds in

order to avoid the larger fine which would be payable on

admittance if all three had to be admitted tenants.
(
WeJlesJey

V. Withers, 4 El. & Bl. 750.)

It would seem that a trustee who declines to act cannot Deed of

(1 iflCIAim6r•

be compelled to execute a disclaimer ; but the usual course

in cases of importance is for him to execute a deed poll,

whereby " it is witnessed that he the said A. B. doth hereby

absolutely renounce and disclaim" the trust property and all

the trusts and powers reposed in him. Some practitioners

employ the past as well as the present tense, saying, " llath

renounced and disclaimed and by these presents doth re-

nounce and disclaim," with the intention of showing that

the trustee never accepted the trusts; but it is better to

insert a recital to that effect.

The disclaimer appears to operate merely as a convenient

way of solemnly asserting the intentions of the person dis-

claiming. Care must be taken not to insert a conveyance

by the person disclaiming ; for, as this would show that he

had accepted the trust estate, it is clear that he coidd not

effectually disclaim it. {Crewe v. Dicken, 4 Yes. 97 ;
Nicloson

V. Wordsworth, 2 Swanst. 365.)

It is perhaps not obvious that the trustees of a strict Bytrus-

settlement (in the form in use before 1883), who take no strict

estate in the land, can, by renouncing their office, disable ^tjj^«-

themselves from executing the powers of sale, &e., which

are powers siinpli/ collateral, and as such could not bo

extinguished by the act of the donee before 1881 {c).

If, however, we look at the intentions of the parties as

expressed in the settlement, we find on the construction of

the whole settlement that the powers of sale, &c. are to be

exercised by the persons who, for the time being, fill the

office of trustees; and it follows that, on the remmciation

E.I.C

{() Co. Lit. 342 h, n. 1. H. ; C. A. 1881, s. 52, jmi, p. 520.

33
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By heir,

&c. of

trustee.

Renuncia-
tion by-

executor.

ah initio of his office by a person named as trustee, he cannot

execute any power annexed to that office. It has even been

held that, where land is devised to a trustee, conduct which

amounts to a disclaimer of the office {Re BirchaU, 40 Ch. D.

436), or renunciation of probate and not acting- as trustee,

even without any express disclaimer of the office {lie Gordon,

6 Ch. D. 531), operates as a disclaimer of the legal estate.

Probably, where a trustee has accepted a trust his heir

cannot disclaim (consider Humphrey v. Morse, 2 Atk. 408, a

question which may still be of importance as to copyholds, or

when the trustee died before 1898 as to freeholds) ; and it

seems to have been assumed in Goodson v. EUisson, 3 Russ. 583,

that the heir must show some act of disclaimer by his ancestor

to fi-ee himself from the liability to execute a conveyance at

the request of his cestui que trust. On the other hand, the

personal representative of an accepting trustee can probably

refuse to act {Legg v. Maclirell, 2 De Gr. F. & J. 551), and

can certainly do so where the testator has misappropriated

the trust funds. {Ee Ridley, [1904] 2 Ch. 774.)

An executor cannot renounce his office in pais, but a

renunciation by an executor, who has not acted, filed, and

recorded in the Probate Division, is effectual (/). Formerly,

if there were several executors, and one renounced or did not

prove, and the rest proved, he might afterwards have proved

;

so that if an executor, who had proved, died, leaving another,

who had renounced or had not proved, surviving, the repre-

sentation did not belong to the executor of the deceased

executor. {Cottle v. Aldrich, 4 M. & S. 175.) The rule is

now changed by the Court of Probate Acts, 1857 and 1858,

20 & 21 Vict. c. 77, s. 79 ; and 21 & 22 Vict. c. 95, s. 16, by

the combined effect of wliich, where any person renounces

probate or dies without having proved, or is cited to take

(/) Re Movant, L. E. 3 P. & M.

151. See also Re Reul, [1896] P.

129, as to the effect of the death

of one executor who had jiroved,

where the other, who had not

proved, had not been heard of for

fourteen years.
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probate and does not appear, the right of such person in

respect of the executorship shall wholly cease, and the repre-

sentation to the testator and the administration of his effects

shall and may, without further renunciation, go, devolve, and

be committed in like manner as if such person had not been

appointed executor. (See Crawford v. Fortshau; [1891] 2 Ch.

261 ; and the same principle has been recognized in l\i

Smith, [1904] 1 Ch. 139.)

Wliere the same person is appointed executor and trustee

and proves the will, he cannot disclaim the trusteeship of

personalty {Muddoic v. Fuller, Jac. 198), though he can, if

the testator dies before 1898, disclaim the trusteeship of the

realty {WcUesley v. Withers, 4 El. & Bl. 750; Bence v. Gilpin,

L. R. 3 Ex. 76, at p. 82) ; but probably, if his testator dies

after 1897, he cannot disclaim the trusteeship of the fi-eeholds

(though he may disclaim the trusteeship of the copyholds), as

the freeholds vest in him virtute officii. (L. T. A. 1897, s. 1.)

It is now settled that an executor who proves a will cannot By exc-

renounce the executorship of any person of whom his testator executor,

was a proving executor, on the principle that a man cannot

accept part of the duties of an executor and refuse the rest.

{Brooke v. Haymes, L. R. 6 Eq. 25 ; Re Griffin, Ir. R. 2 Eq.

320 ; Re Delacoiir, Ir. R. 9 Eq. 86.)

The Fines and Recoveries Act, 1833 (3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 74), By^^_^

which (s. 77, ante, p. 146) enables a man-ied woman " to dis- ™oLan.

pose of " lands of any nature by deed acknowledged, docs not

appear to enable her to disclaim them ; but by the Real Pro-

perty Act, 1845 (8 & 9 Yict. c. 106, s. 7), a mamed woman

can, after the 31st of October, 1845, by deed acknowledged,

disclaim any estate or interest in hereditaments of any tenure.

The necessity for acknowledgment does not appear to have

been done away with by the M. W. P. A. 1882.

The C. A. 1882, s. 6, provides that a person to whom any Dis-

. 1 • • i J.
• • V claimcrot

power, whether coupled with an interest or not, is given by power 0/).

{g) This section applies to raanied women: Be Cliisholm, [1901]

2 Ch. 82.

33 (2)
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an instmment coming into operation before or after the com-

mencement of the Act, may by deed disehaim the po-^er, and

that after disclaimer the power may be exercised by the other

person or persons in whom the power was vested. Under

this section a married woman, though married before 1883,

can release a power by deed unacknowledged. {Be C/n'sIw/m,

[1901] 2 Ch. 82.)

Where an express power of appointing new trustees is

inserted, it is generally made exercisable by a trustee who

refuses to act. {Ex parte Hadleij, 5 De Gr. & Sm. 67.)

Where this is the case, and the disclaimer expressly excepts

the power vested in the disclaiming trustee of appointing

new trustees, or where there is no express power, so that a

new trustee can be appointed under the statutory powers

conferred by the Trustee Act, 1893, the disclaiming trustee

can exercise the power of appointing new trustees ;
but if he

does, he must not convey the trust property, for this would

be repugnant to the disclaimer {h). The property must be

conveyed to the new trustees by the person who would have

so conveyed if the disclaiming trustee had not been named

in the settlement or will as a grantee or devisee.

PART II. RELEASES.

When It is the usual practice on the final adjustment of accounts

canlbe between a trustee or executor and his cestim que trmtent for

demanded, them to execute a release to him under seal. Disputes some-

times arise as to whether the trustee or executor is, strictly

speaking, entitled to anything more than a simple receipt for

the moneys handed over by him. The doctrine is laid down

in Ki)t(j\. Jfullins, 1 Drew. atp. 311,byE!indersley, Y.-C, in

the words following :

—

" I am of opinion that, in the case of a declared trust,

where the trust is apparent on the face of a deed, the fund

clear, the trust clearly defined, and the trustee is paying

either the income or the capital of the fund ; if he is paying

[h) Creiue v. Dicken, 4 Ves. 97; Vrdi v. Walker, o My. & C. 702;

and supra, p, 512.
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it in strict accordance with the trusts, he has no riglit to

require a release under seaL It is true that in the common
case of executors, when the executorship is being wound u]t,

it is the practice to give executors a release. An executor

has a right to be clearly discharged, and not to be left in a

position in which he may be exposed to further litigation.

Therefore he fairly says, unless you give me a discliarge on

the face of it protecting me, I cannot safely hand over the

fund ; and therefore it is usual to give a release ; but such a

claim on the part of a trustee would, in strictness, be im-

proper, if he is paying in accordance mtli the letter of the

trust. In such a case he would have no right to a release."

It appears to follow that, in the common case of the trust

moneys having been resettled, the trustees or executors of

the original settlement or will are entitled to a release under

seal, from their cestuis que iriisfcuf, though they are entitled

only to a mere receipt from the trustees to whom they

pay the moneys. {Ee Cater (No. 2), 25 Beav. 366.)

But on the other hand, where a married woman, having a

general power of appointment by will, appoints the fund in

pursuance of the power and appoints executors, the trustees

of the fund can safely hand it over to the executors on

their receipt, and cannot demand a release under seal from

the beneficiaries. {Be Iloskm, 5 Ch. D. 229 ; 6 Ch. D. 281.)

It is always desbable that the person giving tlie release, Dealinps

and the trustee, shoidd be advised by different solicitors, and
ft°all^'l'^'

that the dealings between them should be at arm's length, length.

This is of the utmost importance where the trustee stands in

such a relation to his ce-^fiii que frud that tlie latter is

unlikely to form an independent judgment as to the pro-

priety of the transactions in respect of which the release is

given. {Rhodes v. Bate, L. E. 1 Ch. 252 ; L>/o>i v. Home,

L. R. 6 Eq. 655.) Where the trustee and ce.sfui que fru.sf

stand towards each other in the relationship of parent

{Turner v. Collim, L. R. 7 Ch. 329) or person in loco parenfis

{Keminon v. Ashhee, L. R. 10 Ch. 15) and child, or solicitor

and client {Wright v. Carter, [1903] 1 Ch. 27), it is not to
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Form of

release.

Recitals.

be supposed that the cestui que trust can as a rule form an

independent judgment ; and accordingly, the release is liable

to be set aside by the Court, on his application, unless he has

been advised by an independent solicitor, and even if he has,

if it can be shown that he executed it under the influence of

the trustee. {Moxon v. Payne, L. E. 8 Ch. 881.) A release

has even been set aside more than twenty years after execu-

tion and notwithstanding the death of the trustee, on the

evidence of the plaintiff, corroborated by the contents of

the deed, that it was executed in error {Re Garnett, 31

Ch. D. 1) ii).

The release is generally effected by an indenture between

the cestuis que trustent and the trustee : which, owing to the

doctrine that, where the release contains any recitals, the

operative words will be construed as having reference only to

the matters set forth in the recitals [Payler v. Homersham,

4 M. & S. 423), should contain very full recitals setting forth

the title of the parties giving the release, and the matters in

respect of which the release is intended to be granted (A-) . In

cases where the accounts are too long to set forth in the deed,

they may be made up in a book, and signed by the parties,

and the release will then contain a recital that the releasing

parties have examined and are satisfied with the accounts. If

any breaches of trust have been committed, they should be

designated as such ; and in such cases some practitioners

insert a recital that the beneficiaries giving the release and

the trustee to whom it was given were advised by different

solicitors (naming them). The release should extend to

retired trustees and to the estates of deceased trustees.

Sometimes there is a difficulty in determining at what

point of time the recitals should commence. If a release be

{%) As to gifts to spiritual ad-

viser, see Lyon v. Home, L. E. 6

Eq. 655.

(A-) Where the recitals arc im-

perfect, an attempt is sometimes

made to adduce direct evidence

of the intention of the parties

;

but this is of course rejected,

though evidence as to their cir-

cumstances at the time of exe-

cuting the release is admissible

{ante, chap. ii.).
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given to the original trustees of a settlement, the recitals will

of course begin with the settlement itself; but when new

trustees have been appointed so long after tlie date of the

settlement that many changes have occurred in the cestim que

trustent and the trust fund, it is not very easy to frame the

recitals in a satisfactory manner. The duty of the draftsman

is, on the one hand, not to encumber the deed by long state-

ments of circumstances which occurred before the new trustees

were appointed, and, on the other hand, to state such of the

circumstances as are necessary to render his story intelligible.

The witnessing clause runs as follows :
" that in pursuance Operative

of the said agreement, and in consideration of the premises,"

the said [cestui que trusf] "doth hereby release the said

\trustec7\, his heirs, executors, administrators, estate and

effects from the said [ ]
" o;- "in respect of the said

[ ] and all actions, accounts, proceedings, claims, and

demands for or in respect of the same [ ] or for or in

respect of anything in anywise relating to the premises."

Where there is any doubt as to the title of the ceMui que

trust, the deed also contains a covenant by the cestui que trust

to keep indemnified the trustee, "his heirs, executors, ad-

ministrators, estate and effects from all actions, suits, claims,

and demands by [ ] in respect of," &c.

Sometimes the bulk of the trust funds is handed over by

the trustees, but they retain such part as has not yet become

payable. In this case the generality of the release may be

qualified by a proviso that it shall not extend to the funds

remaining in their hands.

If anything remains to be done by the trustees, as for

instance, to surrender copyholds, a proviso is inserted that

the release shall not operate till they have done so.

The release is drawn by the solicitor to the trustees, at By ^hj

the cost of the trust estate, and approved by the solicitor of

the cestui que trust. There is sometimes a little practical

difficulty as to costs, as the trustees may feel unwilling to

part with the trust fund until their costs are provided for,

and there may be some difficidty in ascertaining the amount
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before the deed has been executed. Sometimes the cestuis

que frlisten f agree to pay the costs, and nothing is said about

them in the deed ; or the amount is estimated as nearly as

can be, and is stated in the deed to have been retained by

the trustees in respect of theii' costs.

Tlie trustee should be careful to ascertain, before he

hands over the trust funds, that all legacy (/), succession (m),

temporary estate {n), and account (o) duties, and all duties

payable under the Finance Act, 1894, as amended by the

Finance Act, 1896, the Finance Act, 1898, and the Finance

Act, 1900, have been paid.

By the C. A. 1881, s. 52, since 1881, any person to whom
a power, whether coupled with an interest or not, is given,

may by deed release or contract not to exercise it, whether it

is created by an instrument coming into operation before or

after the commencement of the Act.

Apparently at Common Law a married woman could not

release a power. (Sugden on Powers, p. 92.) But, by statute,

she can by deed acknowledged (p), with the concurrence of

her husband, release or extinguish any power which may be

vested in or Umited or reserved to her " in regard to lands

(/) See Goodeve, P. P. 388.

{m) See the Succession Duty
Act, 1853 (16 & 17 Vict. c. 51);

the Customs and Inland Eevenue

Act, 1881 (44 Vict. c. 12), s. 41, ex-

empting ancestorsand descendants

from the 1 p. c. succession duty on

property which is included in an

accoujit under the last-mentioned

Act, and in respect of which duty

has been paid ; the Customs and

Inland Eevenue Act, 1888 (51 & 52

Vict. c. 8), s. 21, imposing an

additional 1-^ p. c. succession duty,

or, in the cases of ancestors or

descendants, ^ p. c. ; and the

Customs and Inland Eevenue Act,

1889 (52 Vict. c. 7), s. 6, im-

posing an additional 1 p. c. on

successions exceeding 10,000/. in

value on the death of a person

dying before June, 1896 (see s. 7).

(/() See the Customs and In-

land Eevenue Act, 1889 (52 Vict.

0. 7), part ii.

(o) See the Customs and In-

land Eevenue Act, 1881 (44 Vict.

c. 12), s. 38, amended by 52

Vict. c. 7, s. 11. See Hanson's

Death Duties, 110.

(p) By virtue of the C. A. 1881,

s. 52, acknowledgment is dis-

pensed with: He C/i isJiolm, [1901^

2 Ch. 82; ante, p. 515.
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of any tenure " (Fines and Eeeovories Act, 1<S3'"{, s. 77

j

; and,

unless she is restrained from anticipation, " in respect of

every future or reversionary interest whether vested or con-

tingent in personal estate," arising under any instrument

made (q) after 1857, not being her marriage settlement

(Married Women's Reversionary Interests Act, 1857, s. 1,

commonly called Malins' Act).

It does not appear that the C. A. 1881, s. 52, authorises By trus-

a trustee to release a power {Jic Et/re, [1883] "W. N. p. 153;
'*^®'

49 L. T. N. S. 259 ; Saul v. Fatfuisoii, 55 L. J. Ch. .S31), if

covipled with a duty.

PART III.—ArPOlISTMElsTS OF NEW TRUSTEES (r).

A new trustee may be appointed (a) by the High Court

of Justice acting under the Trustee Act, 1893 (56 & 57

Vict. c. 53), s. 25
; (/3) by a person duly authorised to do so

by the instrument creating the trust
; (y) if there be no sucli

person, or no such person able and willing to act, by the

surviving or continuing trustees or trustee, for the time

being, or the personal representatives of the last surviving

or continuing trustee (Trustee Act, 1893, s. 10, re-enacting

C. A. 1881, s. 31), in the cases mentioned in the section,

unless the contrary is declared in the instrument creating

the trust
;

(S) by the persons named in Lord Cranworth's

Act (23 & 24 Vict. c. 145) if the instrument creating the

trust was executed before 1882, and incorporated that Act

expressly or by implication.

There is, however, some doubt whether, in cases wliere the

power in Lord Cranworth's Act was incorporated either

expressly or by implication, it may not have been kept alive

by the C. A. 1881, s. 71, whicli, after repealing the section

of Lord Cranworth's Act conferring the power, ]irovides

that the repeal is not to affect the operation of instruments

executed before the repeal. But, as the persons authorised

by the Trustee Act, 1893, to appoint new trustees are in

(q) ReElcom, [1894] 1 Ch. 303; (r) See 1 K. & E. 108; EUis's

ante, p. 218, n. {u). Trustee Acts (6th ed. by Byrne).
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effect the same as those authorised by Lord Cranworth's Act,

the question is not of practical importance.

We will confine our attention to the three cases (/3), (7),

and (5) above mentioned. The instrument of appointment

is generally an indenture, although in most cases it is not

absolutely necessary that the instrument should be under

seal, unless it contains a vesting declaration under the

Trustee Act, 1893, s. 12, or a conveyance of the trust

property, and the latter is of such a nature that it can only

be conveyed by deed. The instrument should show by

appropriate recitals : (1) either that a power of appointing

new trustees exists by vu-tue of the instrument creating the

trust, and who are the present donees of the power, or who
are the present donees of the statutory power under the

Trustee Act, 1893; (2) what the property is of which the

new trustee is to be appointed
; (3) that cu-cumstances have

occurred, such as the death, incapacity, or unwillingness to

act of a trustee, which enable the power to be exercised. It

is convenient to endorse the instrument of appointment on,

or to make it supplemental or read as an annex to the instru-

ment creating the trust, so as to obviate the necessity of

reciting it. If the appointment be indorsed, it will be un-

necessary to recite in any subsequent appointment, also

effected by indorsement, any of the facts recited in the

earlier appointment ; for a person reading an instrument is

presumed to read not only such instrument but also every-

thing indorsed on it. It was formerly the practice to recite

all the changes of investment made since the trust was created,

so as to show that the property transferred to the new and

continuing trustees properly represented the original trust

funds ; but it is now usual to recite shortly tliat " there have

been divers changes in the investment of and other dealings

with the trust funds comprised in or subject to the trusts of

the within written indentui'e, and portions thereof have

been applied or disposed of for advancement of children [or,

as the case map be"], and otherwise pursuant to the trusts and

powers of the said indenture, and the trust funds now subject
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to the subsisting trusts thereof consist of, Sic.'^ In cases

where the trust funds are derived from different sources, diffi-

culties may occur in passing the accounts for duty on the

death of the tenant for life or in the ultimate distribution of

the trust funds, unless the accounts show wliich of the

existing investments are derived from which of the original

funds. It is therefore suggested that a schedule should be

added to the deed of appointment showing tlie dealings with

the capital. The operative part of the instrument consists Operative

of (1) the clause appointing the new trustee ; and sometimes

(2) clauses transferring the trust property. By the first of Clause

^, 1 ;i 1 f n . . „ ,
appoint-

tnese clauses, the donee oi the power " m exercise of the ing new

power for this purpose by the [_fnsfni))ienf cm/fiiif/ fJte truHt]
*'""^*^<^-

given to " him ; or, " in exercise of the power for this purpose

by statute given to " him ; or (where the statutory power is

expressly incorporated in the instrument creating the trust)

" by the joint operation of the [iHsfrmiioit creating the truHt'\

and statute given to " him, " and of every or any other

power in this behalf him enabling, doth hereby appoint the

said A. B. to be a trustee in the place of the said C. D. for

the pm-poses of the [instrument creating the trust'].'" This

does not appear to require discussion.

The question whether the trust proj)erty should be assigned Should the

by the instrument of appointment requires detailed considera- meu^of

tion. As to vesting it by declaration in the deed of appoint- ^^^ ^^^^^

^- ^ QQQ property
ment, see ante, p. 606. bo con-

First, where the trust property consists of personalty A\liicl
t.'iincd in

the in-

is transferable by delivery (other than furniture whicli is strument

usually expressly assigned), or of personalty wliieh is me'nt^°"^

"

transferable in some statutory manner (as stocks, shares,

debentures, and stock exchange secmities generally, the

transfer of whicli must be in the s]>ecial manner required by

statute or the regulations of the compau}' or otherwise, and

usually has to be registered) , a recital is inserted in the instru-

ment of appointment that the property is intended to be

forthwith transferred to or into the names of the new and

continuing trustees ; and there is an agreement and declara-
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tion that the trustees shall stand possessed of it after the

transfer or assignment, " upon the trusts and with and subject

to the powers and provisions applicable thereto by vii'tue of
"

the instrument creating the trust. The transfer of the trust

property is made in the appropriate manner immediately after

the execution of the instrument appointing the new trustees.

Second!)/, where the trust property is of such a nature that

it can be transferred by a deed in the ordinary form, the

transfer may be effected by the instrument of appoint-

ment itself if, immediately before the transfer is effected,

the instrument creating the trust forms a link in the title

to the property («). If this is not the case, the transfer

should be effected by an independent instrument containing

no statement of the property being affected by any trusts, so

as to avoid complicating the title to the projDerty by giving

notice that it is trust property. (See 2 K. & E. 224-.)

Suppose, for example, that the trust property is a chose

in action, as a policy or a reversionary interest, which w^as

assigned, by the same instrument as that by which the trusts

w^ere declared concerning it, or is a mortgage bequeathed in

trust : in either case the settlement, or the will, is a link in

the title to the trust property ; and no further complication

of the title will be occasioned by making the transfer in the

instrument by which the new trustees are appointed.

On the other hand, suppose that the trustees of a settle-

ment have lent the trust moneys on a mortgage, which was

prepared according to the ordinary form, not disclosing the

fact that the money advanced was trust money [ante, p. 164)

;

in this case it would introduce needless complication into

the title of the mortgagor if the mortgage were transferred

by the deed appointing new trustees of the settlement ; and

the transfer is properly effected by a separate deed [ante,

p. 224). If there w^ere several mortgages, each would be

transferred by a separate deed, so that when any one of them

(s) See as to vesting by declaration, ante, p. 383; 1 K. & E. 116

tt seq.
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was paid off, the mortgagor could have handed to him all the

deeds affecting his own property.

When the property is to be vested in a new trustee and

continuing trustee, and consists of freeholds, the continuing

trustee " as trustee," so as to imply covenants against incum-

brances {ante, p. 116), grants it to the continuing and new

trustees, habendum unto and to the use of the continuing and

new trustees, and their heirs, so as to vest the fee simple in

the continuing and new trustees by the C. A. 1881, s. 50.

Before 1882 the continuing trustee granted to the new

trustee, habendum to the new trustee and his heirs, to the use

of the continuing and new trustees and their heirs, so as to

vest the legal estate in the continuing and new trustees by

the Statute of Uses, a course which is adopted by some

practitioners at the present day. Where the property consists

of leaseholds or other personalty assignable at law (the Law

of Property Amendment Act, 1 859 (22 & 23 Vict. c. 35), s. 21),

or a chose in action (C. A. 1881, s. 50), the continuing trustee

" as trustee " assigns it to the continuing and new trustees

so as to vest it in them. As to perfecting the assignment of

a chose in action by notice, see ante, p. 205.

Where the trust property consists of land purchased under Land pur-

the usual power to invest in land in a settlement or will of ""^^^^^

personalty, and the conveyance on the purchase by the power,

trustees was made to them upon the trusts declared by the

will or settlement, it is usual, where new trustees of the settle-

ment are appointed, for the conveyance of the land to be

effected by an indentm-e, bearing even date with the appoint-

ment of the new trustees and indorsed on the original

conveyance in trust. By this indenture the land is vested in

the continuing and new trustees in fee simple, or other the

estate of the trustees, " upon and for the trusts and purposes

and with the powers applicable thereto by vu-tue of the said

Indenture of Settlement" (or "Will").

Where the trust property is land conveyed on trust for sale Land
^ ^^^

by a deed of even date with the settlement {ante, p. 330), the trust for

new trustees of the land are not appointed by vii-tue of the ^^-
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power contained in or conferred by the settlement, but by
virtue of that contained in or conferred by the conveyance in

trust for sale. The deed of appointment may conveniently

be indorsed on the conveyance in trust for sale. The opera-

tive clauses consist of, frst, the appointment of the new
trustees ; second, a conveyance of the land to the continuing

and new trustees and their heirs ; or in deeds before 1882 to

the new trustees and their heirs "to the use of the [^continuing

and new trustees'] their heirs and assigns, upon the trusts and

with and subject to the powers and provisions applicable

thereto, by vu-tue of the within-written indenture." (See

form in 1 K. & E. 117 {t).)

Strict set- The form of the appointment of a new trustee of a strict

settlement will depend upon whether the trustee is to be a

trustee of the powers, or for the purposes of the S. L. Acts

and of the C. A. 1881, s. 42, or of the terms ; and, in the

first case, whether the old trustees have or have not an estate

in the trust property. In old settlements, where the trustees

of the powers were usually the trustees to preserve contingent

remainders, the trustees usually took an estate in the trust

property. In modern settlements the trustees take no estate.

Trusteesto First. Where a new trustee of the powers is to be

appointed, and the old trustees are the trustees to preserve

contingent remainders. (See form in 1 K. & E. 128.)

The operative parts consist of the appointment of the new
trustees, a conveyance of the freeholds to the continuing and
new trustees and their heirs (or in a deed before 1882 to the

new trustee and his heirs) to the use of the continuing and
new trustees and their heirs for the estates limited to the

original trustees by the settlement " upon the trusts, &e.

subsisting therein by virtue of " the settlement, or to adopt

the longer form, " upon the trusts, &c.," " which would have

been now subsisting in the same premises by virtue of " the

settlement, " in case this indentm-e had not been executed,

(•<) An appointment of a new tmstee of the settlement will be
executed concurrently : 1 K. & E. 122.

preserve.
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and the said [_new trustee] had been originally a party to and

trustee of the within-written indenture instead of the said

[^retiring trustee'], and the name of the said \_neiv trustee] liad

accordingly been in the said indenture inserted throughout

instead of the name of the said \_retirin(/ trustee] " ; and,

before 1882, a covenant against incumbrances by the con-

tinuing and retiring trustees severally with the new trustee
;

a covenant which is now implied by their conveying " as

trustees" {ante, -p. 117).

Second. Where a new trustee of the powers or a trustee Trustees

of powers
for the purposes of the S. L. Acts or the C. A. 1881, s. 42, taking no

has to be appointed and the trustees have no estate in the estate,

settled freeholds, the operative part consists merely of the

appointment itself.

In either case, if leaseholds are vested in the trustees, they ^^'^^^'

may be assigned by the deed of appointment, or by a separate

deed. If copyholds are vested in the trustees, the deed of ^"Py-

appointment should contain a covenant to surrender them;

and the surrender should be made immediately after the

execution of the deed of appointment, though this is often

omitted for the sake of saving expense.

Third. Where a new trustee of one of the terms is to be Trustees of

a tenn.

appointed.

Here the form is similar to that in the first case, excei)t that

the term is assigned by the old trustees of the term to the

new and continuing trustees, " upon the trusts," &c., as in

the first case.

The costs of the appointment of new trustees and the Costs,

transfer of the trust property are properly payable out of the

corpus of the estate (w) ; although in practice they are often

paid by the tenant for life.

Whenever on the appointment of new trustees it is con-
^^^^|^^\'^^-

venient to indorse one instrument on another, the draftsman huior^ing

will remember that as all the deeds are prepared b}' the same
^^^^^^_
ment.

(tt) See per Komilly, M. K., Carter v. tit-hricjU, 2G Beav. liT-J.
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tion to be
inroUed
(i-).

solicitor, there is not that conflict of duties between solicitors

which often interferes with the indorsement of one deed on

another.

PART IV. DISENTAILING DEEDS.

The student is referred to Goocleve, E,. P. 91, for a general

explanation of the method of barring an estate tail. On
reference to s. 15 of the Fines and Recoveries Act, 1833

(3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 74), he will find that a tenant in tail in

possession can dispose of the lands entailed for an estate in

fee simple or for any less estate, as against the issue in tail

and all persons whose estates are to take effect after the

determination or in defeamnee o/'his estate tail.

These words require some explanation. Suppose that the

limitations be to A. for hfe, with remainder to B, in tail, with

remainder to C. in tail, with remainder to D. in fee simple

;

with a proviso that if B. inherits a peerage, E. shall (subject

to A.'s life estate if he be living) forthwith become entitled

in fee simple : then if B. (but during A.'s lifetime with his

consent given in the manner prescribed by the Act) executes

a disentailing deed before he inherits the peerage, he can

dispose of an estate in fee simple (subject to A.'s life estate

if he be alive) as against his own issue, as against the

remaindermen C. and D., persons whose estates are to take

effect after the determination of B.'s estate tail, and as

against E., whose estate is to take effect in defeasance of B.'s

estate tail.

The disposition by the tenant in tail must be effected by
some one of the assurances (not being a will), by which the

tenant in tail could have made the disposition if his estate

had been " an estate at law in fee simple, absolute " : and

must be made or evidenced by deed inroUed (formerly in

Chancery but now in the Central Office) " within six calendar

months after the execution thereof." (Fines and Recoveries

Act, 1833, ss. 40, 41.)

(v) As to tlie effect of an unenrolled assurance, see 50 Sol. J. 570,

and tlie cases there cited.
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"When the estate tail, not being in possession, is preceded Protector

under the same settlement by " any estate for years deter-
^'^^"

minable on the dropping of a life or lives or any greater estate

not being an estate for years" (Fines and Recoveries Act,

1833, s. 22, and see ss. 23—33), then the owner, i.e., the bene-

ficial who is not necessarily the legal owner (i/), of such pre-

ceding estate, or, if there be more than one such estate, the

owner of the first of them, is called the " protector of the

settlement." In certain eases (lunacy, &c.) the Lord Chancellor

is protector. The tenant in tail cannot, without the consent

of the protector, acquire more than a base fee, i.e., an estate

of inheritance so long as he and any of his issue who would

have inherited the estate tail had it not been barred are alivo
;

but this is subject to the exception that, if the tenant in tail

be entitled to the reversion or remainder in fee immediately

expectant ou the determination of his estate tail, the consent

of the protector is not required.

It should be observed that, when a base fee and the

remainder in fee belong to the same person, and there is no

intermediate estate in existence, the base fee does not merge

in the reversion ; but is, ijjso facto, enlarged into as large an

estate as the tenant in tail could have created with the consent

of the protector. (See sect. 39.)

When an estate tail has been turned into a base fee, the

person who would have been tenant in tail, if the entail had

not been barred, can enlarge the estate tail into an estate in

fee simple by a disposition under the Act ; but, if there be a

protector, his consent is required.

It must be remembered that, where more than one estate Who is

sufficiently large to qualify the owner to be protector precedes ^^^heumOTo

the estate tail which is to be barred, the owner of the frd of t^f" '^^^

.
estate prc-

such estates which exists at any tune is then the protector, cedes the

estate tail':'

(.t) The estate of the protector number of persons in esse, not ex-

must be created by the same in- ceediug three, as protectors : Fines

strument as the estate tail: Ber- and Eecovcrics Act, 1833, s. 32.

rington v. Scott, 32 L. T. N. S.
(y) Be Dudson, 8 Ch. D. 628.

1 25. The settlor may appoint any

E.i.c. 34
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Let the limitations be to A. for life, witli remainder to his

first and other sons successively in tail, with remainder to B.

for life, with remainder to his first and other sons successively

in tail. Suppose that A. is alive and B.'s eldest son wishes

to bar his estate tail, then A. is the protector. Suppose, on

the other hand, that A. is dead, and that he has left a son

;

then such son would be the protector, as regards all the

remaindermen in tail.

Consent of The consent of the protector may be given in the dis-

howfi-iven. entailing assurance itself, or by a separate deed executed on

or before the day on which the disposition is made. If the

consent is given by a separate deed, the latter must be

inrolled, either at or before the time when the disentailing

'.assurance is inrolled.

Copy- A legal tenant in tail of copyholds can disentail by
o s(~).

surrender; an equitable tenant in tail, either by surrender

or by a deed, which must be inrolled, witliin six months of

its execution, on the court rolls of the manor. {Gibbons v.

Snape, 1 De Gr. J. & S. 621.) The consent of the protector

may be given by a deed entered on the court rolls ; or,

if the copyholds be conveyed by surrender, the consent may

be given by the protector himself to the person taking the

surrender.

Money. Money subject to be invested in the purchase of lands can

be disentailed, in the same manner as if the lands had been

actually pm-chased.

Frame of We will now consider the frame of the disentailing assur-

ZtiSgll ance. (See forms in 1 K. & E. 663, Stud. Free. pp. 79 ef seq.)

fill ranee. Jq the Very simple case where a tenant in tail in possession

taU in pas- ^lesires to acquire the fee simple, no recitals appear to be

session. necessary. In the disentailing assm-ance he " grants " to a

grantee to uses, the parcels (described " as situated in" certain

parishes) of or to which he is seised or entitled at law or in

Equity for any estate in tail male, or in tail under [the

(z) Fines and Eecoveries Act, 1833, ss. 50 et seq. No inrolment

in tlie Central Office is necessary: Ih. s. 54.
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imtriiment creatiiuj the estate tail~\, or otherwise howsoever;"

habendum, to the grantee and his heirs, " freed and abso-

lutely discharged from all estates in tail male or in tail, either

at law or in Equity of him, the said [iencutt In tail'], and all

estates, rights, interests, and powers to take effect after the

determination, or in defeasance of such estates in tail male or

in tail, to the use of the said \_teiia)it In taW], his heirs and

assigns for ever."

Sometimes the parcels are described still more generally,

avoiding all reference to the instrument by which the estate

tail is created.

If the tenant in tail is not in possession, whether the deed Tenant in

PI 1 tail not

be executed with the concurrence of the protector so as to bar in i)os8e8-

the estate tail, or without his concurrence so as to create a ^'""•

base fee, proper recitals should be inserted showing the exact

nature of the interest of the tenant in tail. In the habendum

say " Subject and without prejudice to the uses and estates

limited or created by the said \Jnstnunent creatlny the estate

tall'], which are prior to the estate tail of the said [tenant In

tall], and to the powers annexed to such prior estates so far

as such uses, estates, and powers are subsisting or capable of

taking effect."

The settled property often comprises money arising from Money

sales, &c. of the settled land, under the powers confeiTcd by fr"m"Sles.

the settlement or by statute. The student may have some

difficulty in seeing whether this ought to be dealt \\ith as

real or personal estate. If the settlement is not put an end

to by the disentailing assmvance, perhaps the better way is to

convey " all that simi of £ {(leserlblng it) and the here-

ditaments to be purchased therewith to A. {a trustee) in fee

simple, habendum to A. in fee simple freed, &c., and subject

and without prejudice, e^c. {as ahore) to the use of tlie said

[tenant In tall] in fee simple." But, if the effect of the

disentailing deed is to put an end to the trust for re-invest-

ment, the money may be assigned to the trustee " free, i^c,"

as above, in trust for A., his executors, &c.

Where a base fee is to be enlarged, the parcels may be

34 (2)
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described as " all and singular the hereditaments situate at,

&c., in which an estate in tail male, or in tail, at law or in

Equity, has been barred and converted into a base fee, and

of which the said , if such estate tail had not been

barred, w'ould have been actual tenant for such estate as

aforesaid."

The student is referred to Carson, R. P. Stat. p. 262 et seq.,

for a full exposition of the Fines and Recoveries Act, 183cJ

(3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 74).

PART V. RESETTLEMENTS («).

Where the protector gives his consent to the barring of

an estate tail, he generally does so in contemplation of a

resettlement. We will suppose that he is tenant for life

under one of the settlements, analyses of which are given

{ante, p. 385 and p. 453), that his wife is still alive, that he

has a family, that his eldest son (the first tenant in tail) is

about to be married, and that the father has agreed to give

his consent to the barring of the son's estate tail, on condition

of a resettlement being made. The settlement under which

' the father is tenant for life will be hereinafter referred to as

" the original settlement."

What are It requires some consideration to determine Avhat are fair

of'resTttle- terms for the resettlement as between father and son. On
ment as \]^q q^q hand, if the son survives the father, he will be able

father and to acquire the fee simple ; on the other hand, he is unable
^°^' during his father's lifetime, without his father's consent, to

bar the remainders after his own estate tail ; he can make

no provision for his wife during his father's Kfetime ; nor,

having regard to the possibility of the failure of his issue,

can he make any certain provision for her after his own or

during his father's lifetime ; nor, if his estate be in tail male

(so that the base fee which he can acquire without his father's

consent will determine on the failure of his issue male), can

(a) See 34 Sol. J. 208, 224.
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he mukc a provision for portions for his younger children,

which will be available for his daughters on the failure of his

issue male. He has also nothing to live upon during his

father's lifetime. It is generally considered fair as between

father and son that, in consideration of the former charging

his life estate with an annuity for the son during the joint

lives of himself and his son, and with a jointure for the son's

intended wife should the son predecease him, the son should

agree to cut down his own interest to an estate for life, with

remainder, subject to a jointure for his wife and portions for

his younger children, to his children successively in tail ; with

similar remainders in favour of his brothers and their

children. It is a matter for discussion whether the limita-

tions should be so framed as to exclude or admit the son's

daughters ; and, if they are admitted, whether they are to

take successively in remainder one after the other, or con-

currently as tenants in common in tail with cross remainders

between them. Sometimes the son agrees to increase the

jointure for his mother or the portions for his brothers and

sisters.

Where the terms of the resettlement are of the nature

above mentioned, supposing that the amount by which the

mother's jointure or the portions for the son's younger

brother and sisters is increased is not excessive, there a2:)pears

to be no appreciable risk of its being set aside by the Court,

although the son has uo independent advice, if the solicitor

employed for both parties carefully explains to him the

nature of the transaction ; but merely reading the deed over

to an unprofessional person is not considered sufficient explana-

tion to satisfy the rule. In many cases the son has abeady

begun to contract debts, and it is consequently desired that

the resettlement should seriously restrict his interests, as, for

instance, by making his life estate determinable on alienation.

In such cases, or where it is wished to raise money for the

father's benefit, it appears absolutely necessary that the

father and son should deal with each other at arm's length,

and that they should employ different solicitors. {llogliton
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Form of

disentail

and reset-

tlement.

Powers in

gross or

appendant
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V. HorjMon, 15 Beav. 278; Di>n--<ilal<' v. Binmlale, 3 Drew.

556 ; Uartopp v. Hartopp^ 21 Beav. 259 ; Jenner v. Joiner, 2

De Gr. F. & J. 359 ; and see notes to Sfapilton v. Sfapiltoii,

iu 1 W. & T. L. 0.)

The disentailing assurance and resettlement can be carried

into effect by one deed. This is, however, never done in

practice, as the expense of inrolling a long deed is consider-

able. Usually two deeds are employed, the one being the

disentailing assurance (limiting the property to such uses as

the father and son shall jointly appoint : 1 K. & E. 666), the

other the resettlement. Where the disentailing assurance

and resettlement are made on the marriage of the tenant in

tail, the practice is to have three deeds, fr.sf, the disentailing

assurance ; second, the resettlement, which provides an

annuity by way of rent-charge for the son during his father's

lifetime, and contains powers for him to charge the property

with a jointure for his intended and any after taken wife,

and portions for his younger children, and also contains the

limitations agreed upon between the father and son ; and

t/iird, a deed by which the son exercises the power of

appointing the jointure and portions, and secures pin-money

for his intended wife.

The student may inquire whether, when the bar of the

estate tail and the resettlement are effected by different

deeds, the effect of the disentailing assurance may not be to

confirm any prior voidable estates created by the tenant in

tail (Fines and Eecoveries Act, 1833, s. 38). The case of

Crocker v. IVaine, 5 B. & S. 697, decides that this is not the

case if any valuable consideration is given to the tenant in

tail for the resettlement.

Some of the powers contained in the original settlement,

such as the powers to jointure, to charge portions, to charge

a sum of money for the father's own benefit, are powers in

groHH, and cannot be exercised after he has concurred in a

resettlement. (
West v. Berne//, 1 Russ. & M. 431 ;

Kinr/ v.

MelUmj, 1 Vent. 225 ; Savile v. BlacM, 1 P. Wms. 777 ; and

see Sugden on Powers, 79.) Other powers contained in the
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original settlement, sueli as express poAsers of lea.sing and tlio

power to consent to the exercise of an express power of sale,

are powers apjxnuldnt to the father's life estate, and therefore,

after he has alienated or charged it, they cannot he exercised

without the consent of tlie alienee or the person entitled to

the charge (-3 Dav. Prec. 48 1 note, 584 note (f
)

) : nnless in

either case the father's right to exercise them be reserved

either implicitly or expressly at the time when the resettle-

ment, alienation, or charge is effected. It will be observed

that, when the resettlement and the deed charging the pin-

money and jointure for the son's intended wife have been

executed, both the son (in respect of his annuity) and his

intended wife (in respect of her pin-money) will be incum-

brancers on the father's life estate : so that it would be

necessary for them to concur in every exercise of the powers

appendant to the father's life estate, unless the right of

exercising them without their concurrence was expressly

reserved to him {h).

To obviate these inconveniences, where it is intended to Father's

preserve the powers, either expressly given to the father by
t!, be^con-

the original settlement or exercisable by him as tenant for firmed,

life under that settlement, it was till lately the practice to

limit to him in the resettlement an estate for life " in

restoration and by way of confirmation of his life estate"

under the original settlement; the effect being to put tlie

father exactly in the same i)osition as if he had not dealt

with his life estate by the resettlement (c). It was also the

practice to declare expressly in the resettlement that the

powers exercisable by the father as tenant for life under the

original settlement are to remain exercisable.
^

The powers conferi-ed by the S. L. Acts, 1882 to 1890, on|rowor8of

a tenant for life are indestructible, and after a resettlement '{ffe^inder

can be exercised by him whether his life estate under the;s.L.AcL«.

{h) This is not the case with ante, p. 42i).

regard to the statutory powers {c) ]!< WrUjht and Marshall, 28

given by the S. L. Acts : see Ch. D. 93.
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original settlement is or is not restored : lie Mundij mid

Ropc)\ [1899] 1 Ch. 275. See this discussed and explained

in 43 Sol. J. pp. 652, 669.

Owing to the decision in Re CornvaUk-Wcd and Munro,

[1903] 2 Ch. 150 (discussed and explained, Re Wimhorne

and Broicne, [1904] 1 Ch. 537), that where the tenant for

life under an original settlement lias a life estate limited to

him under the resettlement, in restoration of his life estate

under the original settlement, he is not tenant for life under

the resettlement, and therefore cannot exercise the statutory

powers conferred by it, it has become the practice not to

limit the life estate by way of restoration, so as to render it

clear that the tenant for life takes under, and that therefore

he can exercise the statutory powers conferred by the resettle-

ment. It must, however, be remembered tliat if this is done,

although a tenant for life can exercise the statutory powers

conferred on him by the original settlement, he cannot

exercise any other power such as a power of jointuring

thereby conferred on liim. But as the question Avhether

powers of this nature are to be preserved is a mere matter of

intention (d), a declaration that the powers contained in the

original settlement are to remain exercisable will be sufhcient

to keep them alive, and should be inserted in the resettle-

ment {e). Some practitioners follow the old practice of

restoring the life estate under the original settlement. If

this is done, it will be proper to add some words showing the

intention that the tenant for life may exercise the powers

conferred by the S. L. Acts in the same manner as if he

were tenant for life under the resettlement. (See 2 K. & E.

669, note.)

The disen- By the disentailing deed, the father " as settlor," so as to

assiSance. iniplj ^ covenant for further assurance {ante, p. 330), and

the son " as settlor," with the consent of the father as

protector of the settlement, according to their respective

(d) Be Wright and Marshall, 28 (e) See the form, 2 K. & E.

Ch. D. 93. 669.
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estates and interests in the premises, grant to A. 13. and las

heirs [parcels'] hahendum, to A. B. and his heirs, •' 8ul)ject

and without prejudice to the uses and estates limited " by the

original settlement " which are prior " to the son's estate tail

other than the father's life estate, and " to the powers annexed
to such preceding uses and estates, and the uses and estates

limited in exercise of such powers." The latter words have

reference to the mother's jointure and the several terms in

the original settlement, and the powers annexed to them.

The deed proceeds :
" But freed and discharged from the

said estate tail, &c." to such uses as the father and son shall

jointly appoint, or as the son shall, after the death of the

father, appoint, and in default of appointment, to the subsist-

ing uses of the original settlement.

It will be observed that, until the joint power of appoint-

ment contained in the disentailing assurance is exercised,

the father's life estate is not alienated or charged, and that

consequently he can exercise all the powers in gross and

appendant to his life estate in the original settlement as well

as those conferred on him by the S. L. Acts in respect of that

settlement.

The resettlement contains recitals of the original settle- Thereset-

ment, the interim dealings with the property, the state of
*^*^™*^'^*-

the family, the disentailing assurance (or where the interim

dealings with the property are numerous and complicated,

a short recital of the effect of the original settlement, the

interim dealings, and the disentailing assurance), and the

agreement for the resettlement ; and the operative part con-

sists of a joint appointment by father and son to the uses,

&c., thereinafter declared. (See form in 2 K. & E. G.Sl.)

The uses declared are (in the case that we are considering)

those of the orisrinal settlement until the solemnisation of the

son's marriage, and afterwards the limitations are to tlie use

that the son and his assigns may, during the joint lives of

the father and son, take a rentcharge, &c. ; and subject thereto

to the use of the father and his assigns for his life, witli

remainder to the son for life, with remainder to his sons
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Preserva-

tion of

powers.

The deed
providiug
pin-

money,
jointure,

and por-

tions.

successively in tail, with remainders over. Powers are given

to the son to limit a jointure rent-charge [ante, p. 405) in

favour of any wife whom he may marry, and to enable her

to limit a term for seeimng it collaterally (the amount of the

jointure, in case the son dies in his father's lifetime, being

often made larger on the father's death), and to charge

portions in favour of the son's younger children, and to limit

a term to secm^e them. The resettlement also contains the

usual powers of management during minority, leasing, sale

and exchange, &c. ; or, if they are omitted in reliance on the

C. A. 1881, and tlie S. L. A., such provisions varying or

extending the statutory powers as may be necessary. (See

ante, p. 445 d seq.)

In a subsequent part of the resettlement is contained a

declaration (if it be so intended) that nothing therein con-

tained shall prejudice the powers exercisable by the father

under the original settlement, or such of them as it is

intended to preserve, and that the uses, &c., contained in the

resettlement shall be overreached by any exercise of such

powers, and that all lands to be purchased with moneys

arising under the original settlement shall be settled to the

uses subsisting by virtue of the original settlement and the

resettlement. (2 K. & E. 669.) If it be intended to destroy

the express powers annexed to the father's life estate in the

original settlement, he should expressly release them, even

although the life estate given to him by the resettlement is

not expressed to be in restoration of his life estate under the

original settlement.

By the third deed the son exercises the powers, given to

him by the resettlement, of charging a jointm-e and portions,

and hmits a term to secure the portions. (2 K. & E. 677.)

It will be observed that no provision is made in the resettle-

ment for the pin-money of the intended wife. This is effected

by the son's assigning his annuity during his father's lifetime

to trustees, for the purpose of securing the payment of the

pin-money, and by his limiting a rent-charge to her by way
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of pin-money after the death of the fatlier during the joint

lives of the son and the intended wife.

It was tlie practice in deeds before ISH^i for tlie son to Demise of

demise his life estate to tlie trustees for the purpose of estate
'^'

securing the pin-money ; but tliis is now unnecessary, by efft-'ttod ly

reason of the provisions of the M. W. P. A. 1SS2, and the andPmllc.

C. A. 1881 {ante, pp. 390, 393). It will be observed that, if

the son had effected the demise to the trustees by means of a

demise operating at Common Law, they would only have

taken an intercsse termini . To prevent this, the son for a

nominal pecuniary consideration bargained and sold his

life estate to the trustees for a term determinable on his

death : thus raising a use in their favour, which, as the

interest intended to be passed to them was not a freehold,

took effect without the deed being inroUed.

Analysis of operative clauses in resettlement :

—

Analysis

ofresettle-

1. Appointment by the father and son of
\_
parcels], ment.

[If the resettlement is not made on the son's

marriage, to such uses as they shall jointly appoint

;

and in default of appointment—

]

2. To the use that the son shall receive, during tlie joint

lives of himself and his father, a rent-charge.

3. To the use of the father for life.

4. If so arranged, limitation of additional jointure to

the father's Avife.

5. To the use of the son for life.

6. To the use of his sous successively in tail.

7. To the use of the father's second son for life.

8. To the use of the second son's sons successively in (ail.

9. Similar provisions for the other sous and their issue.

10. Ultimate remainder in fee.

11. Power to son to jointure any wife, and to give her

the usual powers of distress and entry, and to limit,
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or to authorise her to limit, a term to secure the

jointui'e.

12. Power for subsequent tenants for Hfe to jointure (as

in last clause).

13. Proviso that no jointure charge made bja subsequent

tenant for life shall take effect unless the person

charging or his issue come into possession.

14. Estates not to be liable at one time for more than a

certain sum for jointures.

15. Power for son to charge portions and to limit a term

for securing them.

16. Power for subsequent tenants for life to charge

portions and to limit a term for securing them.

17. Proviso that no portions charge made by a subsequent

tenant for life shall take effect unless the person

charging or his issue come into possession.

18. Estates not to be chargeable with more than a certain

sum for portions.

19. Power to trustees of terms to accept other security.

20. For other provisions, see Analysis of Settlement,

p. 387.

21. Declaration that express powers of the original settle-

ment shall overreach the uses of the resettlement.

Or, Release of the express powers of the original

settlement.

22. Appointment of trustees of compound settlement (see

2 K. & E. 661 ; 43 Sob J. 653, 669).

Analysis Analysis of deed providing j)in-money and jointure for

to pin- the wife and portions for the younger children :

—

jointure, rallies.

l^^J'^'-
A. B. intended husband (1) ; C. D. intended wife (2)

;

P. T. and a. T. trustees (3).

Recitals

:

1. The intended marriage.
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.

*'4

1

2, The resettlement, sliowing that A, B. takes an

annuity (rent-charge) during the joint lives of

himself and his father, that he is tenant for life

in remainder, and that powers of jointuring and

charging portions are vested in liim.

3. The agreement to secure the pin-money and to

charge a jointure and portions.

Operative clauses

:

1. Assignment by A. B. "as settlor" of the annuity

rent-charge to P. T. and Q. T.

2. Declaration that the trustees shall hold the annuity

upon trusts to raise pin-money for C. D.

3. Limitation of rent-charge hy A. B. " as settlor " after

the death of the father to C. D. during the joint

lives of C. D. and A. B. by way of pin-money.

4. Charge of jointure by A. B. " as settlor " ; if the

resettlement was made before 1882 the usual powers

of distress and entry.

5. Charge of portions by A. B. "as settlor" with

maintenance in the meantime.

6. Limitation of term by A. B. " as settlor " to com-

mence on the death of the survivor of A. B. and

his father to secure the portions; and, if the

resettlement was made before 1882, to secure the

jointure.

In this scheme of resettlement, no provision is made for

the son's children till after the death of both the son and his

father, so that, if the son dies in his father's lifetime leaving

a young family they may be unprovided for. In most cases

the risk may be run, for probably their mother will support

them out of her jointure ; and, if she dies, they will have

the benefit of any personal property settled on her marriage.

If, however, there is no such property, they will be

dependent on the bounty of their relations. If it be thought

necessary, a power may be inserted in the resettlement, en-
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abling the son to create a charge on the estate, to take effect

after the deaths of himself and his wife during his father's

lifetime, with sums for the maintenance of the children, a

power which he will exercise by the thu'd deed. Sometimes,

if the resettlement is made on the son's marriage, his annuity

is expressed to continue during his father's life, or so long

during the father's life as any of the son's issue shall be

alive
;
so that the son can provide for his childi-en after his

own death by means of the annuity.
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APPENDIX.

EEGISTEATION OF TITLE UNDER THE LA.ND
TRANSFER ACTS, 1875 & 1897 (a).

Apart from the Laud Transfer Acts, 1875 and 1897 (38 & Presump-

39 Vict. c. 87 ; 60 & 61 Vict. c. 65), a person in possession ^^^^rJvip

of land is presumed by law to have a right to the possession of l:i"<l-

as owner in fee simple. If a person out of possession claims

to he entitled to the possession of the land, either as owner

or otherwise, he must prove his case ; or, as it is sometimes

stated, the plaintiff in an action to recover the possession of

land must recover by the strength of his own, not by the

weakness of the defendant's title {b). But in the case of

land which is registered under the L. T. Acts the registered

proprietor has, except as against certain persons, an estate in

fee simple in possession ; and the result is that, if he is out

of possession and brings his action to recover possession, tlie

presumption of ownership is reversed, and that the person in

possession will have to prove liis title. The presumption Reasons

that, in the case of unregistered land, the person in possession
Jl^,,"!^^^*

is the beneficial owner in fee simple with a right to possession title,

may be rebutted by proof that he is only tenant for life, or iVoof

in tail, or for years, or a trustee, or that the land is subject ''^ *'^'®-

to incumbrances or leases, or that he is a mere trespasser. It

follows that a purchaser cannot safely assume that the person

(rt) See, generally, on llcgis;- and lucnmbninco of Eegistered

tration, Brickdale & Sheldon, Laud ; 12 Williams, V. & P.

L. T. Acts; Cheny & Marigold, chap. xx.

L. T. Acts; Hogg on Ownership {h) Goodevc, R. V. S.
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in possession can convey tlie land for an estate iu fee simple

in possession ; lie must ascertain the extent and nature of his

vendor's interest in the land : and this process is called the

investigation of title. The vendor, therefore, furni.-lies to

the purchaser an epitome of the instruments and facts which

show that he is the owner, or has power to dispose of, the

interest that he has agreed to sell, and this epitome is called

the abstract of title. The vendor must verify the abstract,

i.e., prove, by the production of the instruments and evidence

of the facts appearing on the face of the abstract, that the

statements in the abstract are con-ect.

This is necessarily an expensive operation, as it requires

the employment of highly skilled labour; and one of the

objects of the L. T. Acts, 1875 and 1897, is to avoid the

necessity of furnishing and verifying the abstract (-?) , and

to substitute simple inspection of a register for elaborate

investigation of title. It is impossible here to do more
than give a general account of the provisions of these Acts.

Without going into details, it may be stated in this place

I

that a purchaser from a person who is registered " as pro-

prietor with absolute title " can safely take a conveyance of

the land by means of a registered transfer from him without

making any investigation of title, and that a purchaser from

a person who is registered " as proprietor with possessory

title" need only investigate the title so far as to ascertain

that all interests adverse to the estate of the fii-st registered

j

proprietor have been got in or will be conveyed to him, and
on this being done he can safelj^ take a registered transfer

from the registered proprietor without making any further

investigation of title.

What is Hereditaments corporeal and incorporeal (L. T. A. 1897,
CtlT)al)l6 of

registra- s. 24) {(J) of freehold tenure, and leases and subleases of
tion («•).

(c) See L. T. A. 1897, s. 16. 1897, Sched. I., andL. T. E. 71—
{d) See also, as to registration 77.

of special hereditaments, L. T. A. {e) Brick. & S. 145 ; Hogg, 48.

1875, s. 82, amended by L. T. A.
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freehold land (L. T. A. 1875, s. 11 ; L. T. A. 1897, Sched. I.),

with some exceptions, are capable, but copyholds and leases

and subleases of copyholds are not capable, of being regis-

tered (L. T. A. 1875, s. 2). The exceptional cases where

leasehold interests in freehold land are incapable of regis-

tration are, (1) where the term was created for mortgage

purposes (L. T. A. 1875, s. 11, amended by L. T. A. 1897,

Sched, I.), and (2) where the unexpired residue of the term

does not exceed 21 years, and (3) where the lease contains an

absolute prohibition against alienation (L. T. A. 1875, s. 11).

Where a lease and a reversionary lease, to take effect m
possession or within one month after the expiration of the

original lease, of the same land belong beneficially to the

same person, such leases are, for the purposes of s. 11 of

the L. T. A. 1875, deemed to create one continuous term

(L. T. R. 66) {ee).

Orders in CouncH (/) under the L. T. A. 1897, s. 20, CompuL-^^

have been made by which registration of title to freehold tration(i?).

land, and (subject as below stated) to leasehold land, situate

in the county and in the city of London is now compulsory {h)

on sales, or on the grants of leases or underleases. 1

The operation of the above Orders extends (L. T. R. 68,
,

69) to an assignment on sale of a lease or underlease having

at least 40 years to run or two lives yet to fall in, and to a

grant of a lease or underlease for a term of 40 years or more,

or for two or more lives, executed after the respective dates .

fixed for compulsory registration of freehold land.

{ee) This will not be the case if to incorporeal hereditaments, or

the reversionary lease is void for to mines or minerals apart from

remoteness. the surface, or to a lease having

(
/) See Brick. & S. 533 et seq. less than forty years to run or

(;,) Brick. & S. 58 ; Hogg, 58. two lives yet to fall m, or to an

An alphabetical list of the parishes undivided share m land or to

in which registration is compul- freeholds intermixed, and indis-

sory and the date of commence- tinguisbable from lauds of other

ment of compulsory registration tenure, or to corporeal heredita-

will be found at Brick. & S. 55. ments parcel of a manor and m-

See also Hogg. 63. eluded in the sale of a manor as

{h) The Orders do not apply such: L. T. A. 18J<, b. j-i ^i).

bo,
E.l.C.
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In places where registration is compulsory on sale, a

purchaser of freehold land, or an assignee on sale of a lease

or underlease, or the grantee of a lease or underlease, if

the lease or underlease is capable of being registered, does

not, under the conveyance or assignment, or lease, acquire

the legal estate, unless or until he is registered as proprietor

{I of the land, or the lease or underlease (/). "Where the

assignees or lessees are trustees of a settlement for the

purposes of the Settled Land Acts, 1882 to 1890, or any of

them, they may take the legal estate if the tenant for life

or the person having the powers of a tenant for life under

the settlement is registered as proprietor of the land com-

prised in the assignment or lease within one calendar month
from the date thereof or within such fui'ther time as the

registrar shall allow (L. T. R. 69).

Form of 'Phe register is divided into three portions, called the pro-
the regis- , . , .

ter(y).
,

perty register, the proprietorship register, and the charges

register. In the case of corporeal hereditaments, a plan has

to be filed in the registry. Each title bears a distinguishing

number (L. T. R. 2).

The property register contains a description of the land, a

reference to the filed plan, notes as to the ownership of mines

and minerals, as to exemptions from any of the liabilities

mentioned in L. T. A. 1875, s. 18, as amended by L. T. A.

1897 {see post, p. 554), and as to easements, profits a prendre,

conditions, covenants for the benefit of the land, and other

matters of the like nature. In the case of leasehold land

there is also a reference to the registered lease (see post,

p. 557), and such particulars of the lease as the applicant

shall desire and the registrar shall approve, and a reference

to the lessor's title if registered (L. T. E. 3 to 5).

The proprietorship register states the nature of the title,

and contains the name, addi'ess and description of the pro-

(i) See L. T. A. 1897, ss. 20, 22 (6) ; L. T. E. 69.

U) See L. T. E. 2—14.
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prietor, and cautions, inhibitions and restrictions, the effect of

which will be explained liereafter (L. T. E. G, 8 and 9).

The charges register contains incumbrances prior to first

registration (.//), subsequent charges, notices of leases, estates

in dower or by curtesy, and of such notes as have to be entered

relating to covenants, conditions, and other rights adversely

affecting the land, and all such dealings with registered

charges and incumbrances as are capable of registration

(L. T. R. 7).

An index map {/{) showing the position and extent of

every registered property, an index of proprietors' names in

alphabetical order, and a list of pending applications are kept

in the registry. The index map and the list of pending appli-

cations are open to public inspection, the index of proprietors

may be inspected by the registered proprietors only, -vNitli

liberty to any person who satisfies the registrar that he is

interested (/) generally in the property of any proprietor to

inspect that index (L. T. E. 12 to 14).

The registrar has power to correct clerical en-ors, to annul I'owcr to

registration improperly obtained, wholly or in part, and to to correct

cancel any lease, incumbrance, charge, note, notice or other register,

entry which no longer affects the land. See L. T. E. 15 to 17

for the limitations of the power of the registrar to do such

things.

Eegistration can be applied for (see L. T. A. 1875, ss. 5, ^\'|f^™^jf

11 and 68, and L. T. A. 1897, Sched. I., amending s. 11) (and rcyistra-

in each case whether the land is or is not subject to incum-

brances), by the following persons (/>/), viz. :— (1) A person

who has contracted to buy for his own benefit tlie fee simple

{jj) Wliere tlie title is posses- (/)" Interested "includesti-ustee

sory, these incumbrances are not ^^ bankruptcy, executor or ad-

necessarily entered: L. T. E. \9.
/ n << t,

"

,, •
i i'' [m) lerson includes a cor-

{k) As to the various uses of
p^j-ation and any body of persons

tbe index map, see Brick. & S. unincorporate : L. T. A. 1875,

367. s. 4.

35 (2)
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or lease («), or sub-lease (o) ; but iu these cases the appli-

cation requires the consent of the vendor (7;). (2) A person

entitled for his own benefit at law or in equity to the fee

simple, or lease («), or sub-lease (0). (3) A person capable

of disposing for his own benefit by way of sale of the fee

simple, or lease (;;), or sub-lease (0). (4) A person holding

land on trust for sale. (5) A trustee, mortgagee, or other

person having power of selling the land. In cases (4) and

(5) the application must be with the consent of any persons

whose consent is required to the exercise by the applicant of

his trust or power of sale (L. T. A. 1876, s. 6S). A person

included within classes (1), (2), or (3) may apply to have

registered in his stead a nominee or nominees, in which case

the application for registration must be signed by the appli-

cant himself (see note to Form 1 in Fu-st Sched. to L. T. E.)
;

and persons of classes (4) and (5) may authorize the purchaser

to apply to be registered. It should be observed that as

tenants for life (otherwise than under a settlement by way of

trust for sale), and persons having the powers of a tenant for

life under the S. L. Acts, have power to sell the land, they

may apply for registration {q)

.

A person may apply to be registered either with an absolute

or with a possessory title only (r), or in the case of leaseholds

also with a good leasehold title (L. T. R. 52).

Effect of The effect of first registration of freehold land with an

(n) I.e., lor a life or lives, or L. T. I{. 78. As to the registra-

determinable on a life or lives, or tration of several persons entitled

for a term of years of which more for their own benefit, concur-
than twenty-one are unexpired : rently or successively, see L. T. A.
L. T. A. 1875, s. 11. 1875, s. G9 ; L. T. A. 1897, s. 14

(0) See L. T. A. 1875, s. 11, and Sched. I., amending s. 83 of

amended byL. T. A. 1897, Sched. I. L. T. A. 1875.

{p) Probably because it would (r) L. T. A. 1875, s. 5; L. T. E.
be improper to submit the vendor's 18, 30. Where registration is

title to official investigation with- compulsory, registration with a
out his consent. possessory title only is sufficient

:

(5) See L. T. A. 1897, s. 6
;

L. T. A. 1897, s. 20 (3).
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tiou with
aliHoluto

absolute title Is to confer on the person registered, who is rcfri^'h-n.

called "the first registered proprietor," the fee simple in the
land with its appurtenances, subject (1) to the incumbrances, titL

if any, entered on the register ; and (2) to such liabilities,

rights and interests, if any, as are by the Acts declared not

to be incumbrances (see pod, p. 5rj4), unless there is any
entry to the contrary on the register ; and (3) where the first

registered proprietor is not entitled to the land registered for

his own benefit as between himself and persons claiming

under him, to any unregistered estates, rights, interests or

equities to which such persons may be entitled ; but free from

all other estates and interests whatsoever, including estates

and interests of the Crown (L, T. A. 1875, s. 7).

The effect of first registration of leasehold land with

absolute title is to vest in the first registered proprietor the

possession of the land comprised in the lease for all the

leasehold estate therein described, subject to the qualifica-

tions (1), (2) and (8) above mentioned in the case of freehold

land, and subject also to all implied and express covenants,

obligations, and liabilities incident to such leasehold estate,

but free from all other estates and interests whatsoever,

including estates and interests of the Crown (L. T. A. 1875,

s. 13 ; L. T. R. 55).

The effect of first registration of leasehold land with a good Good

leasehold title has the same effect as registration with an title,

absolute title, except that it does not affect or prejudice the

enforcement of any estate, right or interest affecting or in

derogation of the title of the lessor to grant the lease

(L. T. R. 56).

Where, on an application for an absolute title, it appears Qualified

that the title can be established only for a limited period, or
*'^ '^'

subject to certain reservations, an entry may be made on the

register excepting from the effect of registration any estate,

right, or interest, arising before a specified date or under a

specified instrument or otherwise particularly described in

the register (L. T. A. 1875, s. 9 ; L. T. R. 49 ; as to lease-

holds, L. T. R. 58). A title of this nature is called a quali-
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fied title ; and the registration has the same effect as registra-

tion of an absolute title, save that it does not affect the

euforcement of any estate, right, or interest appearing by the

register to be excepted. On the registration of any leasehold

land held under a lease containing a prohibition against

alienation without licence all estates arising on alienation

without licence must be excepted from the effect of alienation

(L. T. R. 62).

Possos^sory The registration of the first registered proprietor with

a possessory title only does not affect or prejudice the

enforcement of any estate, right, or interest, adverse to or

in derogation of his title, and subsisting or capable of arising

at the time of registration, but subject thereto has the same

effect as registration with absolute title (L. T. A. 1875, s. 8,

as to freeholds; L. T. R. 57, as to leaseholds).

The result appears to be that an inspection of the register,

where the land is registered with absolute title will show,

but where it is registered mth possessory title will not

necessarily show, the incumbrances existing at first regis-

tration ; and that where it is registered with qualified title

the result is the same as if it were registered with absolute

title, except as regards estates, rights and interests specifi-

cally excepted on the face of the register ; and that in either

case an incumbrancer whose rights are preserved does not

lose the legal estate if it is vested in him.

Middlesex It should be noted that land situate within the jurisdiction
egi&try.

^£ ^^^ Middlesex or Yorkshire Registries, when registered

under the L. T. Acts, is exempted from such jurisdiction

;

but the exemption does not apply to estates or interests

excepted from the effect of registration under a possessory

or qualified title, or to an unregistered reversion on a regis-

tered leasehold title, or to dealings with incumbrances created

prior to registration (.s).

(8) L. T. A. 1875, s. 127, Eegistry (Middlesex Deeds) Act,

amended by L. T. A. 1897, 1891 (54 & 55 Vict. c. 64),

Sched. I. ; and see the Land Sched. I. para. 14.
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Application for registration with a possessory title ilunncr of

(L. T. R. 18) is made by delivering at the registry an ffS^
application in the prescribed form (which can be obtained rf-Kistra-

at the registry). There is no official investigation of tlio

applicant's title ; but as prima facie evidence of it, the appli-

cation must be accompanied by eitlier (a) a deed or document

conferring on the applicant a title under which an application

for first registration can be made, or (b) a statutory declara-

tion in tlie prescribed form, stating that the applicant is in

possession, and the natiu'e of his interest, accompanied in

cases under (a) if the document is of record, and in all cases

under (b) by tlie latest document of title other than a docu-

ment of record in the possession of or under the control of the

applicant. The application must in either case contain or be

accompanied by sufficient particulars to enable the land to

be identified on the Ordnance map ; in practice, this require-

ment is usually satisfied by the applicant pointing out the

laud to an officer of the registry on an Ordnance map kept

at the office for that purpose. If the land is leasehold

(L. T. E. 50 et seq.), the lease, where it is in the possession

or under the control of the applicant, and in other cases a

copy or abstract thereof, or other sufficient evidence of its

contents, must be delivered with the apj)lication. It is not

necessary to state in the application whether the land is

subject to incumbrances (L. T. E. 19), but if any are so

stated, they will be referred to in the Charges Ecgister.

Such documents of title as will, in the opinion of the regis-

trar, when marked, give notice of the registration to any

person dealing with the land have, as a general rule (L. T. A.

1875, s. 72; L. T. A. 1897, Sched. I.), to be produced to,

and marked by the registrar.

It will be remembered that the observance of restrictive rrot^ction

covenants affecting the land can only be enforced against an
J'i^p'^o^^."

assignee taking with notice (ante, p. 125) . "Where land is nnnt^

. 1 ^ • r. J.1
affecting

registered with possessory title a person purchasing alter the unresris-

lapse of forty years from first registration will not neces.^arily tercdland.

have notice of any restrictive covenants created prior to first
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registration unless they are referred to on the register, as he

will not be entitled to see the title prior to first registration.

It is therefore proper, when unregistered land is sold subject

to restrictive covenants, for the purchaser to covenant with

the vendor that no application for first registration shall be

made unless it is accompanied by a statement that the land is

subject to the covenants (L. T. R. 19), and the vendor should

lodge a caution against first registration so as to ensure

his knowing of any such application being made, in which

case if the applicant does not accompany his application with

the statement the purchaser will be able to obtain an

injunction. (See 1 K. & E. 465.)

Absolute An application for registration with absolute title (L. T. R.

30 et seq.) must be accompanied by an abstract, and by all

documents of title in the possession or under the control of

the applicant, including opinions of counsel, abstracts, con-

tracts for or conditions of sale, and a list of the tenants and

occupiers (L. T. R. 34). The title will be examined by the

registrar, or by an examiner of titles {t) , in accordance with

the usual conveyancing practice ; but the examination may be

modified as the registrar thinks fit where the land has been

sold or purchased under an order of Court, or where the land

has been registered with a possessory or qualified title for six

years prior to the application for registration with an abso-

lute title, the first proprietor having been a purchaser on sale,

or where the title has been fully investigated on a recent

purchase (L. T. R. 36). This power of modifying the

examination of title will be found of great value in practice.

In many cases the title accepted by a purchaser is good

with the exception of those matters into which he is pre-

cluded from inquiring by the usual conditions of sale ; and
if, as will probably be the case, the registrar accepts the

title on seeing the opinion of some well known counsel that

it is good subject to the conditions, it will be easy and

inexpensive to register the land with a qualified title.

{t) See L. T. E. 313.
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The registrar has power to accept a good holding title (u).

No person can be registered as proprietor of leasehold

land with absolute title until and unless the title both to the

leasehold and the freehold, and to any intermediate lease-

hold that may exist, is approved by the registrar (L. T.

E.53).

Advertisements of the application to register with absolute

title have to be inserted in the London Gazette and in certain

newspapers ; notices have to be served on the tenants and

occupiers; any person may by notice delivered at the registry

object to the registration ; and any such objection is to be

heard and decided by the registrar (L. T. E. 37 et seq.).

The application for registration with either possessory or Signatiire

absolute title must be signed by the applicant or his solicitor, eaduu/*

and where the application is for registration in the name of a

nominee or is made by a purchaser {x), the consent in writing

of the nominee, or of the vendor or his solicitor, must also be

left with the application.

Whatever be the nature of the title with which the land Land

is registered, on completion of the registration a land certi-

ficate {>/) is handed to the applicant or, if he prefers, left in

the registry (L. T. A. 1875, s. 10 ; L. T. R. 45).

The land certificate is the only document of title to regis-

tered land. It contains a description of the land, the nature

of the title with which it is registered, and copies of the

register and of the filed plan, and is in the form G(i in

Schedule I. to the L. T. R. The land certificate must be

produced to the registrar on every entry in the register

of a disposition by the registered proprietor, and on

(m) L. T. a. 1875, s. 17 (3), 1875, s. 5, who has not paid his

which contains provisions for ob- purchase money.

„ ^, ^ , (//) The "office copy lease
taming the sanction of the Court

^^^^.^^^^ ^ ^^^ A,t, i^ „ow
to registration of such a title. superseded by a land certificate

(a;) "Purchaser'' here means a for leasehold land: bee L. T. li.

purchaser applying under L. T. A. 65.
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every registered transmission or rectification of the register

;

and a note of every such entry, transmission, or recti-

fication is to be officially indorsed on the land certificate

(L. T. A. 1897, s. 8). The registrar has power to authorize

an officer of the registry, or a solicitor, to inspect the land

certificate elsewhere than at the registry, and to make the

proper indorsement thereon (L. T. R. 264).
Liabilities The liabilities, rights and interests which are by the Acts
which are j t ^ i • i

notincum- declared not to be incumbrances, are specified in the L. T. A.
brances. 2375^ g_ Ig^ ^^^ modified by Schedule I. to the L. T. A. 1897.

The most important of them are liabilities arising from

tenure, succession and estate duties (~), land tax, tithe rent-

charge, easements, and profits a prendre ; rights to mines and

minerals and rights subsidiary thereto created previously to

the first registration of the land or the commencement of the

L. T. A. 1897 ; leases or agreements for leases and other

tenancies for any term not exceeding twenty-one years where

there is an occupation under the tenancy ; and rights

acquired or in course of being acquired under the Statutes

of Limitation.

The reference to the Statutes of Limitation requires some

explanation. The L. T. A. 1897, provides (s. 12) that a

title adverse to the title of the registered proprietor shall

not be acquired by any length of possession, and that the

registered proprietor may at any time make an entry or

bring an action to recover possession of the land ; but that

the person who, but for the provisions of the Act of 1875

or of this section, would have acquired a title under the

Statutes of Limitation, may apply to have the register

rectified, and the Court may direct rectification without pre-

judice to rights acquired for value by registered assurance.

The provisions of this section are not, as against any person

first registered as first proprietor of the land with a possessory

title only, to prejudice any adverse claim in respect of length

Statutes

of Limitii

tion

—

Effect of.

(2) But see L. T. A. 1897, s. 13, protecting hond fide registered

purchasers.
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of possession of any other person who was in possession of

the land at the time of first registration. It should be noted

that the rights of the person in possession at the time of first

registration with possessory title are adverse to those of the

first registered proprietor, and are expressly preserved by

L. T. A. 1875, s. 8, and can be enforced even against a

transferee for value from him.

The registered proprietor may deal with the land either by Oealinps

registered or by unregistered assurance, the effects of which "n^thref,n8-

are widely different. Registered assurances are (1) transfers,

(2) charges.

A transfer of the land is made by an instrument in the Re^is-

prescribed form (see post, p. 582), which must be produced ^^^^

,

to the registrar for registration and will be retained by (a).

him ; it must be accompanied by the land certificate, unless

that is deposited in the registry. The operation is com-

pleted by entering the name of the new proprietor on

the register, and making a note of such entry on tlie

land certificate. If the whole of the land comprised in

the title is transferred, either a new land certificate or

the old land certificate made up to date is delivered to

the transferee (L. T. A. 1875, s. 29). If part only is trans-

ferred, a new land certificate is delivered to him and the old

certificate is retained by the transferor {b). The operative

part of a transfer of freeholds (c), where the whole of the

land in a title is transferred, is *' In consideration of

pounds (£ ), I, A. B., of, &c., hereby transfer to C. I).,

of, &c., the land comprised in the title above referred to."

It must be executed as a deed and attested by a witness

(a) See L. T. A. 1875, ss. 29— held for a specified purpose only

39 ; L. T. A. 1897, s. 8 ; L. T. E. (L. T. R. 268). There appears to

126 et seq. ; 43 Sol. J. 750, 759, be no power to deposit the land

767, 776 and 789. certificate in the registry except

(b) The land certificate may be on first registration (L. T. E. 22)

deposited in the registry with or under this rule.

written directions that it is to be (c) L. T. E. first schod., fonn 20.
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Effect of

transfer

—

absolute

title.

Qualified

title.

(L. T. R. 107, 108). The registrar has power to allow

variations in the form (L. T. K. 97). It is understood that

he will always allow the insertion of a receipt clause, the

effect of which is to enable the transferor's solicitor to give a

receipt for the purchase money on production of the transfer

executed by the vendor [coife, p, 90), and the insertion of

the words " beneficial owner," &c., so as to irapl}^ covenants

for title under the C. A. 1881, of restrictive conditions and

grants of easements, &c. {d) and of the words " in fee simple."

Where the consideration is advanced by different persons in

separate sums, or does not consist or wholly consist of money,

its nature or the separate payments made may be concisely

stated. (Note to form 20 in first schedule to L. T. E.) If

more complicated variations are required, the draft should

be submitted to the registrar.

A registered transfer for value of freehold land, registered

with an absolute title, confers on the transferee an estate

in fee simple in the land, subject to the incumbrances, if

any, entered on the register, and, unless the contrary is

expressed on the register, to the liabilities, rights and

interests, which are by the L. T. A. 1875 (s. 18, as amended

by L. T. A. 1897, Sched. I.), declared not to be incum-

brances (e), but free from all other estates and interests,

including those of the Crown (/).

A registered transfer of freehold land registered with

qualified or possessory title has the same effect as if the land

((£) As to the cases where clauses

of this nature ought to be inserted

in an instrument accompanying

the registered transfer, see post,

p. 570.

(e) These rights include mines

and minerals severed from the land

previously to the registration of

the land or 1898 : L. T. A. 1875,

s. 18 (4); L. T. A. 1897, Sched. I.

But the proprietor of the land

may be registered as proprietor of

the mines and minerals, or the

owner of the mines and minerals

when severed may be registered

as proprietor of them, if in either

case the person entitled to the

mines and minerals proves his

title thereto to the satisfaction of

the registrar : L. T. A. 1875,

s. 18 (7) (c) (d); L. T. A. 1897,

Sched. I. ; see also L. T. E. 213,

214.

(/) L. T. A. 1875, s. 30.
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were registered with absolute title, save that it does not

affect, in the case of qualified title, the rights or interests

preserved by the qualification, and, in the ease of possessory . Possessory

title, all riglits or interests, adverse to the title of the first '

^'

registered proj^rietor and subsisting or capable of arising at

the time when he was registered (L, T. A. 1875, ss. 31, 32). i

A registered transfer of freehold laud made without valu- Voluntary

able consideration is, so far as the transferee is concerned,

subject to any unregistered estates, rights, interests, or

equities, subject to which the transferor held the same, but

in other respects has the same effect as a transfer for value

(L. T. A. 1875, s. 33 ; as to leaseholds, see L. T. A. 1875,

s. 38).

A registered transfer of leasehold land implies, unless I-'casc-

there is an entry to the contrary on the register, a qualified

covenant by the transferor that the rent, covenants by the

lessee, and conditions, reserved and contained by and in the

lease, have been paid, performed, and observed up to the

date of the transfer, and a covenant by the transferee for

payment of the rent and performance of the covenants by the

lessee and conditions, and for indemnity of the transferor in

respect thereof (L. T. A. 1875, s. 39 ; L. T. E. 138).

The effect of a registered transfer of leasehold land is the

same as if it were freehold land, except that the transferee

takes the estate described in the registered lease subject to

all express covenants, obligations and liabilities incident

to such estate (L. T. A. 1875, s. 35, amended by L. T. A.

1897, Sehed., L. T. E. 140 et seq.).

On the production of probate or letters of administration Tiaus-

of a sole registered proprietor or of the siuwivor of several ou acuth.

joint registered proj)rietors of land or a charge dying after

1897, his personal representatives are to be registered as

proprietors with the addition "executors or administrators

of deceased" (L. T. E. 183). Provision is made by

Eule 185 for the registration of a devisee or legatee without

the prior registration of the personal representatives. Eule 186

deals with the case where a settlement is made by will. Pro-
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Bank-
ruptcy

vision is made by Rules 187—190 for registration of a new
proprietor on the death of a tenant for life (g)

.

On the bankruptcy of the registered proprietor of land or

and liqui- a charge, or on the liquidation of his affairs by arrangement,
a ion (

ij. ^1^^ official trustee or trustee in bankruptcy, or the trustee of

a scheme of arrangement aj)proved of by a Court having

jui'isdiction in bankruptcy, is entitled to be registered in his

place (L. T. A. 1875, s. 43 ; L. T. A. 1897, Sched. I. ; L. T. R.

193 to 200).
Charges rp]^Q

provisions as to charges are contained in L. T. A. 1875,

ss. 22—28 ; L. T. A. 1897, s. 9 ; and in L. T. R. 158 et seq.

It will be found that a registered charge is created by the

registered proprietor executing a deed (in form 44, L. T. R.,

Sched. I. ; see ^^ost, p. 572), and by the entry on the register

of the person to whom the charge is made as proprietor of

the charge. On completion, a certificate of charge is delivered

to him or deposited in the registry. The effect of a registered

charge is to confer on the registered proprietor of the charge

the right to exercise the powers conferred on mortgagees by

the C. A. 1881. Subject to any entry to the contrary on

the register, a covenant is implied by the person who is

registered proprietor of the land at the date of the charge

to pay the principal and interest, if any, at the appointed

time and rate, and to pay interest half-yearly on the unpaid

part for the time being of the j)rincipal (L. T. A. 1875,

s. 23), and also in the case of leaseholds to pay, perform,

and observe the rent and covenants of the lease, and to

indemnify the proprietor of the charge and persons claiming

under him against them (L. T. A. 1875, s. 24).

The charge may contain any of the stipulations mentioned

in L. T. R., first schedule, form 44. If any other stipula-

{g) See L. T. A. 1875, ss. 41, {i) As to registration of the pro

-

42. prietor of an incumbrance created

{h) See L. T. A. 1875, amended prior to the first registration of

by L. T. A. 1897, Sched. I., and the land, see L. T. R. 175 et seq.

L. T. R. 193—200.
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tions are required, a draft of the proposed charge ^^hould be

submitted to the registrar.

The registered proprietor of a charge may transfer the Transfer

charge (L. T. A. 1875, s. 40) by a deed in form 49 in the
"^'='"""8''-

first schedule to the L. T. R. lie must produce the cer-

tificate of charge to the registrar (L. T. A. ISt^T, s. 8).

The operation is completed by entering the transferee on

the register as proprietor of the charge and by endorsing

notice of the entry on the certificate of charge, and by

delivering the certificate to him, or, if he prefers, depositing

it in the registry.

A registered transferee of a charge, and his successors in

title, are not to be affected by any irregularity or invalidity

in the original charge, of which the transferee was not aware

when it was transferred to him {J).

The registered proprietor of a charge can charge it with

the payment of money. Such charge is called a sub-charge,

and has most of the incidents of a charge (see L. T. R. 178

—

181).

The registered proprietor of freehold or leasehold land Dopot.it of

or of a charge may, " subject to any registered estates,

charges, or rights," create a lien on the land or charge by

deposit of the land certificate or certificate of charge. The

lien is equivalent to a lien created by the deposit of title

deeds or of a mortgage deed of unregistered land by an

owner entitled in fee simple, or for the term or interest

created by the lease, for his own benefit, or by a mortgagee

beneficially entitled to the mortgage (L. T. A. 1897, s. 8 (6) ).

The words " registered estates, charges, or rights," appear

to mean estates, charges, or rights protected by an entry

on the register; for, as no person except the registered

proprietor has a registered estate in the land or charge, it

is clear that " registered " must be used in some secondajy

meaning. It need hardly be added that rights which are

not affected by the registration, as, for example, in the

(y) L. T. A. 1897, Sched. I., amending L. T. A. 187o, s. 40.
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case of land registered with a possessory title, rights sub-

sisting or capable of arising at first registration, are not

rendered subject to the lien. Where the deposit is made by

a trustee registered with absolute title and the rights of

the cestiiis que trust are not protected by an entry on the

register, the lien created by the deposit will have priority

over those rights, because the lien is equivalent to the lien

that would be created if the registered proprietor were

entitled for his own benefit ; and the result would be the

same if the trustee were registered with possessory title

except as to trusts subsisting or capable of arising at first

registration ; but on the other hand, if a trustee of un-

registered land creates a mortgage by the deposit of the

title deeds, the rights of the cestuis que trust prevail over

those of the depositee (see Manningford v. Toleman, 1 Coll.

670).

The depositee may, if the deposit is to secure money, give

notice to the registrar of the deposit ; and the latter is to

enter the notice in the Charges Register, and to give a written

acknowledgment of its receipt. The entry of the notice

operates as a caution (L. T. E,. 243 et seq.).

It will be observed that, as the depositee has possession of

the land certificate, and as no registered disposition of the

land can be made without its production, no assurance can be

registered without the consent of the depositee. If the

depositee protects the deposit by notice entered on the

register, any person taking under a subsequent unregistered

assurance will, if he searches the register, have express notice

of the lieu of the depositee ; and if he does not search, will

probably be postponed to him on the ground of his negligence

in not searching. Even though the depositee does not pro-

tect his deposit by notice, it is probable that a person taking

under a subsequent unregistered assurance which passes the

legal estate will obtain no priority on account of his negli-

gence in not asking for the land certificate.

Unregis- The 49th section of the L. T. A. 1875, provides that,
^^ " subject to the maintenance of the estate and right of the
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registered proprietor," any person having a sufficient estate asfturuncea

or interest in registered land may create estates, rights,
^''*

interests, and equities in the same manner as if the Land were

not registered ; and any person entitled to or interested in

any unregistered estates, rights, interests, or equities, in

registered land may protect the same from being impaired by

any act of the registered proprietor by entering on tlio

register notices, cautions, inhibitions or restrictions. The

section provides also for the creation of unregistered interests

in a registered charge subject to the maintenance of the right

of the proprietor of the charge.

The meaning of the words " subject to the maintenance of

the estate and right of the registered proprietor" is very

obscure. It seems clear that, whatever estate he may have,

the creation of an estate which takes effect out of his estate

is j9ra tanto a diminution of that estate. The better opinion

appears to be that the meaning of the words is that no un-

registered assurance, whether made by the registered pro-

prietor or a stranger, is to prevent the registered prnprittor

from dealing with the land (or charge) by registered assur-

ance, except so far as he may be prevented from so doing by

a registered notice, caution, inhibition or restriction.

A lease or agreement for a lease of registered land where
JJ^*^^^^,^^^

the term granted is for a life or lives, or is determinable

on a life or lives, or exceeds twenty-one years, or where the

occupation is not in accordance with the lease or agreement,

can be protected by a notice. On the entry of such notice

the registered proprietor of the land and every person deriv-

ing title under him (except proprietors of incumbrances

registered prior to the registration of the notice) are deemed

to be affected with notice of the lease or agreement as being

an incumbrance on the land.

On an application to register notice of a lease or agree-

{k) See Capital & Counties Bank T67.

r.PJiodes, [1903] 1 Ch. 631; Brick. (/) SeeL. T. A. 1S75, ss. CO. o\
;

& S. 193 ; Hogg, 230; 43 Sol. J. L. T. E. 201 d seq.

36
E.I.C.
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Notices of

dower and
curtesy.

Notice of

easements.

Caution
ag-ainst

first reg'is-

tration(«).

ment, the lease or agTeement, with a copy thereof, and a copy

of the plan (if any) thereon, and either the consent in writing

of the registered proprietor of the freehold or of the superior

lease out of which the lease or agreement is derived, or an

Order of Court authorizing the registration of the notice

must be delivered at the registry. And where the lease is

by way of security for money advanced or to be advanced,

the land certificate of the lessor or sub-lessor must be produced

and endorsed with a note of the entry (L. T. R. 202).

It should be remembered that the entry of notice of a lease

confers no validity on it, since the validity of the lease

depends entirely on the right of the lessor to grant it, wliich

cannot be ascertained from inspection of the register : and
that although a term created for mortgage purposes cannot

be registered, there is no objection to entering a notice of

such term as a lease.

Notices of estates in dower and by the curtesy may be

noted as incumbrances (;»).

Notice of an easement or profit a prendre, or power of

re-entry or right of reverter, may be entered in the register

(L. T. A. 1875, s. 18 ; and L. T. A. 1897, Sehed. I., L. T. E.

215), and the servient and dominant tenements may be

defined (L. T. A. 1897, Sehed. I. ; and L. T. R. 8) ; but

neither of these entries has any statutory efficacy.

A caution against first registration of land may be lodged

by any person who has such an interest therein as to entitle

him to object to any disposition thereof being made without

his consent. It entitles him to notice of any application for

registration of the land. The caution must be in form 14 of

the first Schedule to the L. T. R. and must be supported by
an affidavit or declaration stating the interest of the cautioner

and the land to be affected by the caution. It must be signed

by the person lodging the caution or his solicitor, must con-

tain an address for service in the United Kingdom, and may

(«i) L. T.

L. T. E. 207.

A. 1875, («) L. T. A. 1875, SB. 60-

L. T. E. 88—94.
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contain two sucli addresses, and must refer to and be accom-

panied by sufficient particulars, by plan or otherwise, to

identify the land on the proper Ordnance map.

The effect of the caution is to prevent any registration of

the land being made until the lapse of fourteen days from

the service of notice on the cautioner, or from the date of his

entering an appearance, whichever shall first happen. The
registrar gives a very wide interpretation to the words,

" entitles him to object." For example, a remainderman

who fears that settled land may be registered without a

proper entry protecting his interests may lodge such a

caution.

As a general rule, a mortgagee of unregistered land ought

to lodge a caution against first registration, as if the land is

registered after the mortgage the mortgagee will be unable

to convey the land to a purchaser by registered assurance

without obtaining the land certificate. On the cautioner

being warned, he can take steps to have himself registered

as proprietor of the mortgage when the land is registered

(L. T. E. 175) ; or if the mortgage contains a covenant by

the mortgagor against registration of the land {ante, p. 186),

the cautioner wdll be able to obtain an injunction against

registration.

Any person interested under an unregistered instru- Caution
. . , . aprainst

ment (o) or otherwise in any land or charge registered m rcgi>tcrcd

the name of another person may lodge a caution to the dealiDgs.

effect that no dealing be had by the registered proprietor

until notice has been served on the cautioner warning him

that his caution will cease to have any effect after the expira-

tion of fourteen days or such shorter period, not less than

seven days, as the registrar may direct (L. T. A. ISTo, s. o4
;

L. T. E. 229). The caution must be signed by the person

lodging it, or his solicitor, and must contain an address for

service in the United Kingdom. It must be supported by a

declaration (in form 15 in first schedule to L. T. E.) made

(o) L. T. A. 1875, s. 53 ; L. T. R. 226.

;]6 (2)
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Restric-

tions {p).

Inhibi-

tions {q).

Priority

notices

:

by the cautioner or his solicitor, stating the nature of his

interest and containing a reference to the land or charge.

A restriction is an entry on the register, made on the

application of the registered proprietor of land or of a

charge, signed by him or his solicitor, that no transfer of the

land or charge shall be made unless the following things, or

such of them as the proprietor shall determine, are done, that

is to say: (1) unless notice of any application for a transfer

or charge is sent by post to a named address
; (2) unless the

consent of a person or persons named by the proprietor

is given to the transfer or charge ; or (3) unless some other

matter or thing is done which may be required by the appli-

cant and approved by the registrar. Restrictions can at any

time be withdrawn or modified on the application of all the

persons appearing by the register to be interested in such

directions, signed by them or their solicitor, and may be set

aside by order of Court.

An inhibition is an order or entry inhibiting for a time, or

until the occurrence of an event named in the order or entry,

or generally until further order or entry, any dealing with

any registered land or registered charge ; it may be granted

by the Court, or, subject to an appeal to the Coitrt, by the

registrar, on the application of any person interested.

The registrar has power to allow an intended dealing to

be made notwithstanding a restriction or inhibition (L. T. R.

241). Restrictions are usually registered for the purpose of

protecting settlements, and are general in language, and

should it happen that an unusual dealing under a power is

desired to be made, but the generality of the restriction

prevents it from being done, the registrar in a proper case

will, under the rule cited, allow it to be done.

There are two classes of priority notices. The object of

the one is to give security to a purchaser of unregistered land

{p) See L. T. A. 1875, ss. OS,

59 ; L. T. E. 240 ; see forms 6—13
in first Schedule to L. T. E., and

post, p. 584.

(q) L. T. A. 1875,

L. T. E. 234 et seg.

57;
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in a district where registration is compulsory ; the object of

the other is to preserve priority of any assurance intended to

be registered in respect of land already registered.

Any person entitled to apply for first registration, or his to protect

solicitor, or with his consent in writing any other person tration^r);

or his solicitor, may lodge a priority notice of the former

kind at the registry in form 18 in the first schedule to

the L. T. E., reserving priority for a specified application

intended to be subsequently made. An application made

in accordance with the notice, and accompanied with the

registrar's receipt for the notice lodged witliin fourteen days

from the lodgment of the notice, has priority over any other

application affecting the same land which may have been

made in the meantime (L. T. E. 95).

The resristered proprietor of land, or a charge, or his to protect
° '- '-

1 T -J.
dealings

solicitor, or with his consent any other person or his solicitor, ^-ithregis-

may lodge at the registry a priority notice of the latter teredland

kind in form 19 in the first schedule to the L. T. E.,

reserving priority for a specified instrument or application

intended to be subsequently made ; the notice must be accom-

panied with the land certificate or certificate of charge.

The notice will be entered on the register, and the certifi-

cate endorsed accordingly. If within fouiieen days from the

lodging of the notice the instrument or application is pre-

sented for registration, it will have priority over any other

instrument or application wliicli may have been delivered in

the meantime (L. T. E. 117).

The method of registering settled land in the ordinary Settled

cases will be found in L. T. A. 1897, s. 6, and L. T. E. l^"^'

78 to 82, the practical result being that the land may be

registered at the option of the tenant for life in his own

name ; or where there are trustees with power of sale (0,

(r) Brick. & S. 394 ; L. T. E. 95. under S. L. A. 1882. s. 38, of a

(s) Brick. & S. 403; L. T. E. settlement not containing a power

lYj

'

of sale, have not a power of ealo

(t) I.e., trustees with present except on behalf of an infant

power of sale. Trustees appointed tenant for Ufc.
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Investiga-

tion of

title of

land in a
compul-
sory dia-

trict.

Searches.

in their names ; or wliere tliere is an overriding power of

appointing the fee, in the names of the donees of the power.

There must also be entered on the register such restrictions

or inhibitions as may be prescribed, or may be expedient for

the protection of the beneficial interests in the land. As to

the restrictions on first registration, see L. T. E,. 78 to 81

;

on transfers to the uses of a settlement, see L. T. E-. 128,

129 ; and as to settlements arising on death, see L. T. R.

186 to 190. No inhibitions are prescribed by the rules.

The forms of the ordinary restrictions will be found in the

first schedule to the L. T. R., forms 6 to 12. It should be ob-

served that no special provision is made by the Acts or rules

for the registration of a person having the powers of a tenant

for life. Probably he may be registered as being a person

who has power of selling the land, and the proper restriction

ought to be entered on the register.

Where unregistered land, in a district where registration

is compulsory, is purchased, the title will be investigated

by the purchaser exactly in the same manner as if it were

not intended that the purchaser should be registered.

Possibly it may in some cases be proper for the purchaser,

as soon as the contract is executed, to lodge a caution

against first registration (L. T. R. 88), so as to avoid

the risk of losing his lien for his deposit on the vendor

selling to another person who has no notice of the contract.

The conveyance will be in the ordinary form, but if possible

a map should form part of it, giving the particulars required

by the office. If it is inconvenient to have a map on the

conveyance, a copy of the Ordnance map on the largest scale

had better be procured to produce to the registrar ; but it

will suffice for the purchaser or his solicitor to attend at the

registry, and to point out the boundaries of the property on

the Ordnance map kept there. If the map forms part of the

conveyance, it will be convenient to have it apj^roved at the

registry before completion. Immediately before completion,

the index map should be inspected at the registry for the

purpose of ascertaining that the land has not already been
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registered, and search sliould bo niaJo for cautions against

first registration. It is apprehended that if the result of tlie

inspection and search is satisfactory, there Avill be no appre-

ciable risk in completing, but the application for first regis-

tration should be made forthwith. If the jim-chase money
is large, a priority notice should bo lodged within a fortnight

before completion (L. T. E-. 95).

On the sale of registered land, registered with possessory Sale of

title, the purchaser must investigate the title prior to first
[j^n^

*/*)

registration, and all estates and interests arising thereout in

the same manner as if the land were not registered ; but so

far as regards the interest of the registered proprietor, he need

only see that his vendor is registered as to the parcels which

he sells (see Brick. & S. 631).

Immediately that the contract is signed the purchaser

should lodge a caution against dealings with the land (Ij. T. 11.

226). Immediately before completion the purchaser should

require the vendor to give him authority (.r) to inspect the

register (L. T. E. 284), and an official search can be obtained

(L. T. E. 289).

If the result of the search is to show that any caution

affects the land, it must be warned, and completion must bo

delayed till the notice to the cautioner has expired or the

caution is withdi-awn (L. T. E. 233). If a restriction or

inhibition is found, the transfer must be made in accordance

thereto.

If the result of the search is satisfactory the purchaser may

safely complete on having the land certificate handed to him

or lodged in the registry. Strictly speaking, he sliould, at

the time of making the search, lodge a priority notice under

L. T. E. 117, and apply for registration within a fortnight.

But in many cases the purchaser completes without any

(«) As to tlie evidence of title {x) A telegram to the registrar

to which a purchaser is entitled, purporting to come from the regis-

see L. T. A. 1897, s. 16 (1). tered proprietor maybe sufficient

:

Brick. &S. 461.
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priority notice on receiving a transfer ready for registration,

and having the land certificate handed to him or lodged at

the registry.

Absolute The only investigation that is necessary of the title to land

registered with absolute title is that of incumbrances or

rights exemi^ted from first registration.

Statutory Whatever be the nature of the title the purchaser is entitled

tion. to a statutory declaration as to existence of matters which are

declared by L. T. A. 1875, and L. T. A. 1897, not to be

incumbrances (see L. T. A. 1897, s. 16 (ii)).

Sale of Where part only of registered land is sold, the very con-

registered venient procedure under L. T. E.. 157 may be adopted, by
land.

^j^Q effect of which on the joint application of the vendor and

purchaser, the purchaser can be registered provisionally ; but

the land certificate is handed to the vendor and handed by

him to the purchaser on completion. If the land certificate

is returned to the office within the time, not exceeding

twenty-one days, mentioned in the transfer, the registration

is cancelled ; but if it is not returned within that time, it takes

effect as on the day on which and of the priority in which

the application for provisional registration was made at the

registry. If this scheme is not adopted the vendor must

produce the land certificate to the registrar (L. T. A. 1897,

8. 8 (4)) for endorsement, and must either liand it to the

purchaser or deposit it at the registry to enable the purchaser

to be registered as proprietor.

Eestric- Considerable difficulty occurs where restrictive conditions,

dilions
' easemcuts, or pro/its a prendre, or powers of re-entry or rights

&c. (y). of reverter, are granted over registered land, or where regis-

tered land is sold with the benefit of them.

It must be remembered that the proprietor of registered

land has no statutory power to bind it by restrictive con-

ditions, or to grant easements or profits a prendre over it, or

powers of re-entry or rights of reverter; and it is by no

means clear that he can do so as owner of the statutory fee

{y) Williams, Y. & P. IIOS d srq.
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simiDle, which he acquires by being registered as proprietor,

as it is possible that he may be only a trustee, or that he may
have parted witli the legal estate by an unregistered assurance.

If no cautions, restrictions or inhibitions, appear on the

register, it may be fairly assumed that a person registered as

proprietor with absolute title is seised in fee simple for his

own benefit, and that he has not dealt with the land so as to

disable him from bmding the land by a restrictive condition,

or granting the easement, &c. If, however, there is a caution,

restriction or inhibition, or if the proprietor is registered with

possessory title only, inquiry ought to be made as to his title,

and unless it appears that he is seised in fee simple, for his

own benefit, the purchaser should require the covenant to be

entered into, or the easement, &c. to be granted, by the proper

person.

By the effect of the L. T. A. 1875, s. 84, as amended b}- Restrir-

L. T. A. 1897, Sehed. I., restrictive conditions, i.e., conditions *''T
^°"'

or covenants capable of affecting assigns by way of notice, may
at any time be annexed to registered land, and every person

deriving title under the registered proprietor at the time of

the condition being annexed is ali'ected with notice of it.

As to annexing conditions on first registration with possessory

title, see L. T. R. 19 ; with absolute title, L. T. li. 46; on

transfer, L. T. E. 153 ; on other occasions, L. T. R. 223. As
to registering the benefit of conditions, see L. T. 11. 3.

"Where registered land is sold with the benefit of existing

restrictive conditions, easements, or jjrofits a prendre, it

must be shown that they are annexed to the land. Two
cases may occiu' : First, they may have been granted prior

to first registration, in which case all that is necessary

is to prove that they were annexed to the fee at the time of

first registration. There may sometimes be an exceptional case

where a mortgage existed before the benefit of the covenant,

easement, ov profit a prendre was annexed to the land, and

subsequently to first registration some person acquired the

land by foreclosure or sale by the mortgagee, and the register

is rectified in consequence, in which case it may happen that
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Should
unregis-
tered

assurance
accom-
pany
transfer

Solicitor's

liability.

tlie new registered proprietor may not acquire the beuefit of

the conditiou, &c. Secondly, where the condition, easement,

or profit a proidrc, was granted subsequently to first registra-

tion, the title of the person granting it should be investigated

down to the time when it was annexed to the land, for as

above pointed out it by no means follows that because a

person is registered as proprietor of the land he can bind it

by a restrictive condition, &c.

The question whether a registered transfer should be

accompanied with an unregistered assurance is one of con-

siderable importance, not only to the parties to the transfer,

but also to the purchaser's solicitor, as if he prepares an

assurance which is not necessary he may lose his costs on

taxation ; and on the other hand, if he neglects to procure

the execution of an unregistered assurance which is necessary,

he may be liable for negligence.

No recital can be inserted in a transfer, and therefore, if

recitals are necessary to explain the transaction, an unregis-

tered assurance is necessary. For example, a sale to a

trustee by his cestui que trust is liable to be set aside, unless

it can be proved that they dealt at arm's length ; the best

manner of keeping evidence that this was the case is by insert-

ing appropriate recitals in the conveyance. Again, where a

conveyance is made to the uses of a settlement, the trans-

action can hardly be made intelligible without recitals.

Where an easement, profit d prendre, or right of entry is

created over registered land, it appears proper to take an

unregistered assurance containing recitals, showing that the

registered proprietor can create it.

Where on the sale of land the vendor or purchaser enters

into covenants of any nature, or where the registered pro-

prietor of lands covenants with respect to the land, it is

proper to take an unregistered assurance containing the

covenants. Without going into the question discussed in

50 Sol. J. 91, whether there may not be covenants which

(;j) 50 Sol. J. 91 ; Williams, V. & P. 109j.
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the registrar would not allow to be added to the transft-r, it

must be remembered that the covenantee must, if ho sues
•

on the covenant, produce it to the Court. If the covenant

is contained in the transfer, it will have to be produced in

Court by an officer of the registry, which occasions trouble

and expense, and it is perhaps doubtful whether the covenantee

can obtain production without an order of the Court. The rules

as to the inspection of entries on the register and instruments

filed or deposited in the register, will bo found in L. T. A.

1875, s. 10 ; L. T. A. 1897, s. 22 (7) ; and L. T. 11. 284 to

288. They are discussed in Brick. & S. 462, where the

learned authors, one of whom being the registrar speaks

svith authority, state that leave to inspect the register has

been refused to a person seeking to enforce a restrictive

covenant (a). The conclusion at which we arrive is that in

every case where covenants are entered into, either by the

vendor or the pui-chasers, on the sale of registered land, they

ought to be contained in an unregistered assurance.

In all these cases, the better plan will be to take an

unregistered assurance, containing the conveyance of the

land, the grant of the easement, &c., and the covenants, and

a covenant to execute the transfer as on the assurance

properly stamped being handed in at the registry, no stamp

need be affixed on the transfer (L. T. E. 12(3).

In simple cases, where the covenants are of such a nature

that they can be inserted in the registered assm-ance, it will

sometimes be convenient, instead of taking an unregistered

assurance in the same form as if the land were not registered,

to execute the assurance intended to bo registered in dupli-

cate ; one copy will be lodged for registration and the other

will be retained by the covenantee, and wiU suffice to show

his rights to sue on the covenants in it without obtaining the

production of any document in the custody of the registrar,

or of any document filed or deposited in the registry. This

scheme cannot be adopted where covenants are implied by

(a) See, however, Be Nishet and FoUs, [1900] 1 Ch. 391.
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the registered transfer, as on the transfer of leasehold land,

or of land subject to a rent {h).

Mort- We have already stated that the statutory method of mort-
g-iges [c).

gj^gjjjg registered land is by means of a registered charge.

There are several objections to relying on a registered charge

alone (see the discussion, 2 K. & E. 918 et seq.). The

difficulties are :

—

Fii sf, that it is by no means clear whether

the charge may not be affected by certain unregistered rights

from which a registered transfer would be free. Second, that

the registered proprietor of the charge does not acquire the

legal estate ; it will be seen from the discussion in 2 K. & E.

91*J, that this gives rise to doubts as to the right of the

registered proprietor of the charge to sue on the covenants or

to enforce a power of re-entry contained in certain leases of

the land. Third, where the proprietor of the registered

charge goes into possession of the land, no length of time

will give him a title to the fee ; but where he would have

acquired a title by possession of the land were it not regis-

tered he may apply for rectification of the register (L. T. A.

1897, s. 12).

It can hardly be said that the practice as to the proper

method of taking a mortgage of registered land is settled.

Any of the following schemes may be adopted :

—

First. The mortgage of freeholds or leaseholds may be

effected by a registered charge only. This plan is open to

all the objections above stated.

Second. The mortgage may be effected by a registered

charge, to which is added a conveyance of the land in fee, or

an assignment or demise of leasehold laud, subject to

redemption (see the form in 2 Iv. & E. 922). This Avill

obviate the difficulty as to the legal estate, but will leave the

other objections in force.

T/iird. The mortgage may be effected by a mortgage off

the register (r/) in fee simple, or for a term of years, protected

{b) L. T. A. 1875, s. 3d ; L. T. E. (c) Williams, V. & P. 1125.

132, 138. {d) It is not possible to make a
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by a registered cliarge. This will have the same effect as if

the second plan were adopted, with the advantage that tlie

mortgagee has in his possession an instrument containing the

covenants.

Where the second plan is adopted, the conveyance of the Objei tiona

land is contained in the same document as the registered and third

charge and will not be retained by the mortgagee, and there-
*'^"'^''™<^"-

fore if he wishes to enforce his rights under it he will have

to apply for production. Where the second plan is adopted,

the conveyance of the land is in a separate document which

will be retained by the mortgagee. A conveyance of the

land subject to redemption, whether contained in the same

document as the registered charge or in a separate docu-

ment, has no statutory efficacy, and therefore a trans-

fer of the land by the registered proprietor of the land,

or by the proprietor of a subsequent charge on sale of the

land, will destroy the legal estate conferred on the mort-

gagee (e). There are two methods of preventing this: (a) A
restriction may be lodged providing that as long as any

money is due on the registered charge no transfer of the land

shall be registered without the consent of the proprietor of

the charge, and that no charge shall be registered except

with a similar restriction on a transfer on sale by the pro-

prietor of the charge (see 2 K. & E. 929) ; or (b) the land

certificate may be deposited with the mortgagee ; in which

latter case, as the mortgagor is unable to deal with the land

on the register without the production of the land certificate,

the mortgagee will be able, if he allows a transfer or charge

to be made, to insist on such provisions for his protection as

he may consider proper, provided that the mortgagor should

consent to transfers being made on certain conditions (see

the form, 1 Prid. 840).

mortgage strictly so called on the an assurance is called a moitgago

register, as an assurance of land off the register,

subject to redemption cannot be (f) Capital and Couuiics Dank

completed by registration, such v. Rhodes, [1903] 1 Ch. 631.
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Fourth. The mortgage, either of freeholds or leaseholds,

may he effected by a mortgage by demise off the register

protected by a registered charge. Eegistration of notice of

the mortgage, which is a lease, must be applied for (L. T. A.

1875, ss. 50, 51 ; L. T. E. 201 d seq.), and the land certificate

must be produced for endorsement (L. T. E. 202). The
mortgagee will have the legal estate during the term, ai5d

will be able to sell the fee by vii'tue of his registered charge.

This form of mortgage may be useful where, as in the case

of a mortgage of a public-house, it is intended to make sub-

sequent mortgages. If the mortgage is taken in this form

there appears to be no reason for entering up a restriction or

handing the land certificate to the mortgagee.

Still further security might be given by inserting a de-

claration of trust by the mortgagor of the fee, or where he is

only a lessee of the nominal reversion retained by him, in

favour of the mortgagee, with power to the latter to appoint

new trustees, and a power of attorney enabling the mortgagee

to transfer the land to himself by registered disposition.

The form at 2 K. & E. 29 can readily be adapted for this

purpose, but if this is done it Avill be necessary for the land

certificate to bo handed to the mortgagee so as to prevent the

mortgagor from dealing with the legal estate, of which he is

trustee, or to enter up a restriction in the form above

referred to.

F/ffh. If a legal estate pai-amount to the registered title is

under the control of the registered proprietor, the mortgage

can be effected by a deed in the same form as if the land

were not registered. In this case it should be supported by
a registered charge, so as to enable the moi-tgagee to sell by
registered transfer, as if this is not done the mortgagee would
be bound on sale either to obtain a transfer from the regis-

tered proprietor to the purchaser, or himself to be registered

and make the transfer (L. T. A. 1897, s. 16 (2)), and he

would be unable to do so without having the land certificate.

Sixf/i. The safest manner of taking a mortgage of regis-

tered land is to take a mortgage off tlie register in the same
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form as if the laud were not registered, and to support it Ly

a registered transfer (,/'). Objection is sometimes taken by

the mortgagor that if this is done he will be unable to create

a registered charge in favour of a second mortgagee. This

is correct, but a second mortgagee Avould bo in the same

position as if the land were not registered ; that is to say,

his mortgage would be equitable only, but he would have a

safeguard that the mortgagee of unregistered land does not

have, as by lodging a caution he would be certain of receiving

notice of every intended dealing with the land.

Where a mortgage of registered land is effected by an stamp,

unregistered assurance protected by a registered charge or

other entry on the register, it is proper to show in the un-

registered assui^ance, by recital or otherwise, that the entry

on the register is to be made for the purpose of carrying the

mortgage made by the unregistered assurance into effect, so

as to obtain the benefit of the provision as to stamps already

mentioned ante, p. 571 (L. T. li. 123).

Where, in addition to other securities, the land certificate

is deposited with the mortgagee, a provision should be inserted

in the unregistered assurance to the effect that the security

made thereby by the registered charge, and the deposit of the

land certificate, should form one security (2 K. & E. 924).

Seventh. The registered proprietor of land or a charge may, Lien by

" subject to all registered estates, charges or rights, create a
,.,„j ^.^.^i.

lien on the land or charge by deposit of ihe land certificate iicutely).

or certificate of charge, which is equivalent to the lien created

by the deposit of title deeds or a mortgage deed of um-egis-

tered land by an owner in fee simple, or for the term created

by the lease for his own benefit or by a mortgagee bene-

ficially entitled to the mortgage (L. T. A. 1897, s. 8 (G)).

Where the land is registered with possessory title there

(/) While these sheets were If this claim is supported, th..

passing through the press, we cost of a inortgago in this form

were informed that the Inland will be prohibitoiy.^

Eevenue authorities claim an ad {(/) Sec ante, p. 559.

mlorem lOs. stamp on the transfer.
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may be equities existing in respect of estates or interests

not bound by first registration, and it will therefore be

safer where the title is possessory only to obtain, in addi-

tion to the land certificate, all the deeds relating to

the title to the land prior to first registration. The words

"for his own benefit" are of importance. They enable a

fraudulent trustee to charge the land, and therefore it ought

to be the invariable practice where land is vested in trustees

to put the appropriate restriction on the title.

Any person with whom a land certificate or certificate of

charge is deposited as security for money, may, by registered

letter or otherwise, in writing, give notice to the registrar of

such deposit in the manner mentioned in L. T. R. 243. Such

notice operates as a caution.

Charge There are some very convenient provisions (L. T. E,. 244

before (^^ «^!?-) authorising a person applying for registration as

registra- proprietor of land or a charge, whether the land or charge

is already registered or not, to create, before he is regis-

tered as proprietor, a lien on the land certificate or certificate

of charge to which he will be entitled when registered.

It is often decided by the purchaser of land to borrow part

of the purchase money on mortgage. If the land is in a

compulsory district and has not been registered, considerable

difficulties occur.

Mortgage In order to understand this subject, it must be remembered
to secure

^^^^ until registration a purchaser on sale does not acquire

money of the legal estate (L. T. A. 1897, s. 20 (1)), and that under

land!
^^^

L- T. R. 9G, a person having the right to apply for registra-

tion as first proprietor, may transfer or charge the land before

he is registered as proprietor in the same manner as if he

were registered. Without discussing the many difficult

questions which this rule gives rise to (see Brick. & S. 395),

we may say that where the purchaser of land executes

a charge before he is registered, and the charge is delivered

for registration together with the application for first regis-

tration, it has the same effect as if it were executed im-

mediately after the registration of the proprietor of the land.
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The different modes iu whicli a mortgage can l)o made

before first registration are the following :

—

First. Where the vendor has the legal estate and tlie

mortgage is to be made to him. Take the conveyance to

the purchaser in the ordinary form : this leaves the legal

estate in the vendor. Then make a mortgage to him in the

ordinary form, but including a covenant by the purchaser

against any person being registered as proprietor of the land

(see the form, 2 K. & E. 51). The mortgagee should lodge

a caution against first registration. It will be observed tliat

if the land is leasehold this leaves the vendor liable to the

covenants in the lease.

Second. If the legal estate is outstanding. The best jjlan

is not to get in the legal estate by the conveyance to the

purchaser, but to get it in by the mortgage deed, which will

be in the ordinary form with the addition of a covenant by

the purchaser against first registration. The mortgagee should

lodge a caution against first registration.

27iird. AVhere the legal estate is in the vendor and he is

willing to concur in the mortgage, it may be made before the

conveyance to the purchaser (see the form, 2 K. & E. 925).

Fourth. Immediately after the conveyance to the pur-

chaser he makes a mortgage in the same form as if he

had already been registered and the mortgage was to be

supported by a registered charge (see the form, 2 K. &, E. 930).

The mortgage is delivered as an escrow, to take effect on the

purchaser being registered as proprietor of the land. There

are serious objections to adopting this plan, as doubts, with

which the editors agree, have been raised as to its validity

(see the discussion in Williams, V. & P. 1135, note {ii)), but

it is believed that it has been largely adopted in practice.

Fift/t. Let the mortgage be made immediately after the

conveyance to the purchaser containing a covenant by the

mortgagor to be registered, and when registered to stand

seised to the use of the mortgagee for a long term of years

subject to redemption, the effect of which will be that, as

soon as the mortgagor is registered, the mortgagee will

E.I.C.
"'
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obtain the former by the Statute of Uses {/i). The other

provisions of the mortgage will be those of a mortgage

supported by a registered charge, with the addition of a

conveyance of the fee subject to redemption, the object

of which is to give the legal estate to the mortgagee

till the mortgagor is registered. As soon as this happens,

the legal fee given to the mortgagee is destroyed, but he

takes the legal term of years. Notice of the mortgage as a

lease will have to be entered supported by a registered charge

on the register. The objection to this plan is that the mort-

gagee will have a long term only, not the fee. It must,

however, be remembered that he can sell the fee by virtue

of the charge, that he can take proceedings against tenants

for non-payment of rent as being the legal reversioner,

and that on foreclosure he will acquire the fee (L. T. A.

1875, s. 26; L. T. E. 164). Where it is intended that

the mortgagor should deal with the land by making subse-

quent charges, this scheme ^ill be found convenient, as it

will not be necessary to lodge any restriction or for the

mortgagee to hold the land certificate. If desired, additional

security may be given in the manner stated, ante, p. 574, in

discussing the fourth form of mortgage of registered land,

but if this is done the land certificate must be handed to the

mortgagee.

Sixth. The safest plan is that given at 2 K. & E. 927,

929 ; 1 Prid. 843. Immediately after the transfer to

the mortgagor is executed, he makes a mortgage nearly

in the ordinary form, containing covenants by him to

apply for registration of himself as proprietor, to execute a

charge iu favour of the mortgagee and have it registered, to

apply for a restriction in the form above referred to, to

deposit the land certificate with the mortgagee, and to

execute a deed of confirmation. The mortgage also contains

(/i) Tliis scheme can only be adopted where the land is freehold, on

account of the reference to freehold land only in the first section of

the statute.
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an irrevocable power of attorney from the mortgagor, enabling

the mortgagee or his solicitor among other things to

execute the deed of confirmation. Immediately after the

execution of this deed the mortgagee's solicitor, acting

for the mortgagor, takes the necessar}^ steps to have him

registered and to have the charge registered. It will

be observed that the equitable fee that the mortgagee

acquires on the execution of the mortgage is divested on

the registration of the transfer. Therefore, immediately

after the completion of the registration, the deed of con-

firmation is executed hy the attorney. It is supplemental

to the mortgage and recites what has been done under it,

and " in pursuance of the covenant in this behalf con-

tained in the principal indenture, and by way of collaterally

securing the payment of the said principal sum of /. and

interest," the mortgagor grants and confirms unto the mort-

gagee all the land of which he is registered as proprietor as

aforesaid, to hold to the mortgagee in fee simple- subject to

redemption, in the same words as those in tlie original

mortgage.

It must be remembered, that though it is the practice for

the mortgagee not to be content with the restriction, but

also to require to have the custody of the land certificate,

the only reason for which he can require the latter is in case

of foreclosure, and that therefore he may in some cases

dispense with it.

The modes in which mortgages of registered land can

be made by a purchaser before he is registered are the

following :

—

First. Where the purchase money is advanced by the

vendor. A conveyance to the purchaser and mortgage by

him to the vendor will be made in the same form as if the

land were not registered, except that the latter will contain

provisions that on payment of the mortgage debt the mort-

gagor will deliver to the mortgagee a transfer to him ready

for registration and will hand the land certificate to Inm.

The purchaser should put a caution on tho register.

37 (2)
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Second. Where a legal estate paramount to the registered

title is outstanding, in a trustee or mortgagee for instance.

The purchaser will, immediately after the transfer to him is

executed, make a mortgage in which the outstanding legal

estate is conveyed by the person in whom it is vested to the

mortgagee. The mortgage will be nearly in the same form

as if the land were not registered, but it will contain a covenant

by the mortgagor to be registered and to execute and deliver

a registered charge to the mortgagee. It will not be neces-

sary to enter up a restriction in the form above referred to

or to hand the land certificate to the mortgagee, because the

legal estate in the mortgagee will not be taken out of him by

a registered transfer.

Third and Fourth. The fourth and fifth schemes suggested

for a mortgage by a purchaser of unregistered land before he

is registered may be adoj)ted with the modification that the

unregistered mortgage will be made immediately after the

transfer to the purchaser is executed.

Further "Where a further advance is made, the form of instrument
advance. . p i • • i i

securmg it depends on the natm^e of the origmal mortgage.

In every case where a registered charge forms part of the

original security a fresh charge for the advance must be

registered. If the legal estate was conveyed to the chargee

by incorporating a conveyance in the charge, some words

may be added to the new charge showing that the legal estate

is not to be redeemed till payment of the new advance.

If the original mortgage was effected by an unregistered

assurance of the legal estate accompanied by a registered

charge, a deed charging the new advance on the legal estate

should be executed containing a covenant by the mortgagor

to execute and register the new charge.

If the original mortgage was effected by a registered

transfer of the land, accompanied with a deed off the register,

all that will be necessary is to make a new deed saying that

registered land is not to be redeemed till payment of the new

advance.

Transfer Wliere the security is effected ^^'holly or partially by a
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registered charge, tlie charge must he transferred hy tlie f»f mort-

registered proprietor (L. T. A. 1875, s. 40), and a transferee
^^^^'

for value will not be affected by any irregularity in the

original charge (L. T. A. 1897, Sched. I.). L. T. II. 108

directs the transfer of the charge to be in form 49 of the

first schedule thereto, which requires registration (L. T. A.

1875, s. 40), and the charge can be transferred by a person

entitled to be registered as proprietor thereof before he is

actually registered (L. T. A. 1897, s. 9 (6) ; L. T. II.

104).

An alteration in the terms of a registered charge, such for ^^^'^^'"|_'"'*

example as a change in the rate of interest, can be made by

the registrar on an application under L. T. A. 1897, s. 9 (5),

L. T. E. 165, in the form 47 in the first schedule to L. T. E.,

executed by the registered proprietors of the land and the

charge and of every charge of equal or inferior priority

prejudicially affected by the alteration.

Where a conveyance or demise of the legal estate is con-

tained in the original charge, the legal estate may be trans-

ferred by a conveyance in the transfer of the charge (Brick.

&S. 595).

In every case where part of the security consists of a con-

veyance of the legal estate by an unregistered assurance, the

legal estate must be conveyed to the transferee in the appro-

priate manner. The deed should for the purpose of avoiding

stamp duty contain a covenant to transfer the charge {ante,

p. 571).

If the mortgage was effected by an unregistered assm-ance,

supported by a registered transfer, an unregistered assur-

ance should be executed containing a covenant to procure the

registration of the transferee as proprietor of the land, and

a registered transfer must be made to him.

In every case in which the laud certificate forms part of the

security, it must be handed to the transferee. If the mort-

gage is supported by a restriction in the form above referred

to, no new restriction will be required ; but if any new restric-

tion is required, the transferor must not advance his money
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of mort
gage

until an application for the proper restriction is handed to

him (L. T. E. 240).

Discharge A registered charge can be discharged in whole or in part

on the requisition of the registered proprietor thereof (L. T. A.

1875, s. 28 ; and see L. T. E. 166, and form 48 in first

schedule to L. T. E.). If the legal estate was conveyed by
the registered charge, it can be re-conveyed by the instrument

of discharge ; and if it was conveyed by an unregistered

assurance, it must be re-conveyed in the appropriate manner.

If the mortgage was effected by a registered transfer of the

land, all that is necessary is to re-transfer the land ; but a

receipt should be endorsed on the accompanying unregistered

assurance, if any.

Where a charge is paid off on a transfer of the land, the

transfer and discharge can be contained in one instrument

(L. T. E. 182).

SCHEDULE OF FOEMS.

Form 20.—Instrument of Transfer of Land(0.

Land Eegistry.

Land Transfer Acts, 1875 and 1897.

District

Parish

No. of Title

[Dale.^ In consideration of pounds (£ ), I, A. B.,

of, &c., hereby transfer to 0. D., of, &c., the land comj)rised in

the title above referred to.

Signed, sealed, and delivered by ~

the said A. B., in the presence
j- \_Si(jnature of A. BJ] [^Seal.']

of E. F., of, &c. )

Note.—Where the transfer is made under sect. 9, sub-sect. 6

(?) See L. T. E. 12G.
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of tlie Act of 1897, and deals with part only of the laud com-

prised in a title, or is made under liule 96, tlie numltor of the

title must be left blank, and instead of tlie words " tlio title

above referred to" a reference to the last preceding document of

title containing a description of the land must be inserted.

When the consideration is advanced by different persons ia

separate sums, or does not consist, or wholly consist, of money,

its nature, or the separate payments made, may be concisely

stated.

When the transfer is to two or more jointly, no addition need

be made to the form.

Where it is to two or more as tenants in common, one of the

following forms may be used: "to C. D. and E. F. in equal

shares," " to C. D. four-fifths, and to E. E. one-fifth of," and so

on. Where the transferor retains a share, add the words " and

I, the said A. B., retain share or shares."

The amount of the consideratiou should be stated in words,

and repeated in figures— as, for instance, " three hundred and

seventy pounds (£370)."

EoB.M 44.—Instrument of Charge {j).

\_Headhuj an in Form 20.]

[^DateJ] In consideration of pounds (£ ), I, A. B.,

of, &c., hereby charge the laud comprised in the title above

referred to with the payment to C. D., of, &c., on the of

,19 , of the principal sum of £ , with interest at

per cent, per annum, payable [Intlf-yrarli/, qnartcrhi'] ou

the of , &c. in every year.

[7b he executed an Form 20.]

>^'0TE.—Where the charge is made under sect. 9, sub-sect. 6

of the Act of 1897, and deals with part only of the land com-

prised in a title, or is made under Eulo 96, the number of the

title must be left blank, and instead oS the words '^ tlio title above

referred to " a reference to the last preceding document of title

containing a description of the land must be inserted.

(,/) Sec I,. T. 1!. l.J8.
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AVliere tlie consideration is advanced by different persons in

separate sums or does not consist, or wholly consist, of money,

its nature, or the separate payments made, may be concisely

stated.

The amount of the consideration should be stated in words,

and rejieated in figures—as, for instance, " three hundred and

seventy pounds (£370)."

"Where the charge is to two or more jointly, no addition need

be made to the form.

Where the money is to be held in separate shares, the following

variation may be used :
—

After " payment to " insert " C. D., of, &c., and E. F., of, &c.,

on the of , 19 , of the respective principal sums

of and with interest," &c., as in the above form.

\_Insert in this place any stijJidations.']

Restriction.

Except under an order of the registrar, so long as any money
remains due on the registered charge No. 1 , no transfer of the

land or any part thereof shall be registered without the written

consent of the registered proprietor of the said charge, and no
charge shall be registered against this title except with a restric-

tion against a transfer on sale by the proprietor of such charge

without the like consent.
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NOTE.

The case of Attorney-General v. Odell, [190G] 2 Ch. 47, was

reported too late to enable the editors to notice it in the proper

place. In that case C. was the registered proprietor of a charge

on registered land, and Odell became registered as proprietor of

the charge pursuant to an instrument of transfer purporting to

be executed by C. It was afterwards discovered that the instru-

ment of transfer was a forgery by C.'s solicitor. C. had not

been negligent, and Odell had acted honestly. When the fraud

was discovered, C. obtained an order for rectification of the

register, removing Odell's name and restoring that of C.

Odell thereupon applied for indemnity under sect. 7 of the

L. T. A. 1897.

The Court of Appeal, however, hold that Odell was not

entitled to indemnity, on the ground that, by taking the in-

strument of transfer to the registrar for registration, he had

warranted it to be a genuine document, and had accordingly

"caused or substantially contributed to the loss;" and further,

that Odell had not taken a transfer from a registered proprietor (/:),

and therefore had not suffered loss by the rectification.

The loss that Odell suffered was due to the forgery, and not

to the rectification.

The question is left open whether, if before the register was

rectified Odell had made a transfer for value to another person,

that other person when registered would have been in a position

to make a successful claim for compensation under the Act.

(/c) As an instance of the dangers attending vegistvation with a

possessory title, see the strong remarks of "Warrington, J., in Marshall

V. Iiobertson, 50 Sol. J. 75.
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ABEOAD,
devises of land, 486

ACCESSION,
deed of, 314, 315

ACCRUER, 498

ACCUMULATIONS ACT, 408. See also Thellusson Act.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT,
by married -women, 146, 320, 51o, ')20

of right to production of deeds, &c., 122, 123

ADMITTANCE, 133, u., 189

ADVANCEMENT,
power of, in settlement, 369

where parent's life interest is protectee!, 361, 373

in will, 301

ADVANCES,
to be brought into hotchpot, 498

when taken as part of portions, 399

ADVOWSON,
settlement of, 388, n.

AFTER-ACQUIRED PROPERTY,
covenant to settle, 335—338

AGREEMENT AND DECLARATION,
effect of, 162, 335

ALIENATION,
restrictions on, 357

ALL ESTATE CLAUSE, 102

AMBIGUITY, PATENT AND LATENT, 33, 34
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ANNUITY,
bequest of, 471

charge of, in strict settlement, 389

covenant to pay, in settlement, 339

for life of legatee, 472

2)ri)nd facie payable out of income, 471, n.

ANTICIPATION, RESTRAINT ON, 147, 356, 357, 374

imposing, on wife's interests, 357, 392

income of property subject to, paid to husband, 358

APPOINTMENT,
by wiU of married TToman, 376

execution of, 364

frame of, 365

maintenance authorized by, 371

of new trustees, 378. Sec New Trustees.

specific fund, 365

on marriage, form of, 366

perpetuity rule affecting, 363, 364

power of, among issue, 364

after determinable life interest, 373

where eldest excluded, 367

ultimate, over wife's property (in settlement), 374

under power, how it operates, 83

APPORTION BLENDED TRUST FUNDS,
power to, 354

APPURTENANCES, 98, n.

ASSIGNMENT. See aho Teansfee.

covenant against, 284—286

of chose in action, 200—206

leaseholds, 129—131

ASSIGNS. See also Lease.

covenants binding, 125, 261

of covenantee, 126, n.

lessee, 262, 263

ATTESTATION, 51, 78

ATTORNEY, POWER OF,

in assignment of chose in action, 201—203

transfer of mortgage, 220

irrevocable, 203

trustees giving, 204
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ATTORNMENT CLAUSE, 174

AVERAGE CLAUSE, 271

BANKRUPTCY,
conveyances, avoided by, 76

by trustee in, 149

disclaimer by trustee, 192

of lessee, 252, n., 256, 28G

trusts determinable on, 360

BARGAIN AND SALE,
before and after the Statute of Uses, 4, 12, 81

by executors, 84

to A. and his heirs, to the use of B. and his heirs, 10

BASE FEE, 529

enlargement of, 531

" BEQUEATH," 467, n.

BILL OF SALE, 196, 197

assignor remaining in possession, 197, 198

differs from pledge, 196

BLANK TRANSFER, 212

BLENDED TRUST FUNDS,
power to apportion, 354

BOND DEBT,
assignment of, analysis of, 208, 209

BONUS,
liberty to apply, in keeping up policy, 342

BUILDING,
agreements as to, 248

leases, 248, 292

under S. L. Acts, 442

restrictive covenants as to, 124, 247

BUSINESS. See Paetnersiiip.

bequest of, 470

executor carrying on, 470

CAUTIONS, 562, 563

CHARGE,
forged transfer, 584, u.

registered, 558

transfer of registered, 559
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CHARITABLE BEQUESTS, 478

CHATTELS,
transfer of property in, 196

"CHILDREN," 497

illegitimate, gifts to, 506

religion of, 456

trusts for, 366, 491. See Tetjsts.

CHOSE IN ACTION,
assignee of, takes subject to equities, 204

assignment of, at law, 201, 202

form of, 202

in equity, 201

form of, 202

under Judicature Act, 203

inquiries before taking, 205

notice after taking, 206

mortgage of, 209, 211, 213

of married woman, 215—218, 321

"reduction into possession," 215, 321, 460, 461

CLASS,
gift to member of, dying in testator's lifetime, 488, 489

nomination, 498

vesting of gifts to, 480—482

CODICIL, 510

CONCURRENT LEASE, 245

CONDITIONAL SURRENDER, 187, 188

CONDITIONS,
in restraint of marriage, 476

"precedent" and "subsequent," 473

CONSENT,
of xDrotector of settlement, 529

to assignment of lease, 284, 285

exercise of powers under S. L. Acts, 142, 143, 333, 446

settlement, 343

CONSIDERATION, 72—77
valuable, 72

good, 73

nominal, 77

penalty for omitting to state, 77

why expressed, 73, 74

CONSOLIDATION, 136, 230—232

contrasted with tacking, 232, 233
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CONSUMABLE ARTICLES,
bequest of, 469

CONTINGENT INTERESTS. S>e (iho'Lmi.CfY.

conveyance of, 129

CONTINGENT REMAINDERS, 401—403

supporting estate, 403, n.

CONTRACT FOR SALE,
effect of, 145

CONTRIBUTORY MORTGAGE, IGG

by trustees, 349

CONVERSION,
trusts for, in will, 492—40')

faUare of objects of, 493, 494

CONVEYANCES. See Deed, Deai't.

kinds of, 79

of contingent interests, 129

operating at Common Law, 1—4, 10, 11

by transmutation of possession, 16, 80

'
' unto and to the use of A. and his heirs," 1

1

CONVEYANCING ACTS, 1881 and 1882. See Tablk of Statutes.

COPYHOLDER,
power to grant licences to, 416

COPYHOLDS,
conveyance of, on sale, 132, 133

by mortgagee, 138

devolution on death of mortgagee, 189, 228. 229, 210

disclaimer of legal estate in, 514

disentailing assurance of, 530

lease of, 293, 417

minerals under, conveyance passing, 98, n.

mortgage of, 187—189

discharge of, 190

new trustees of, appointment of, .'521

of married woman, 148, 320

power of enfranchisement of, 417

reconveyance of, 238, 240

"seised of," recital as to being, 8, n.

settlement of, 420

transfer of mortgage of, 226—230

will devising, on trust for sale, 492
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CORPORATIONS,
limitations to, 106

CORPOREAL HEREDITAMENTS,
"lie in livery," 2

COSTS,
of appointment of new trustee^, 527

lease, 251

marriage settlement, 40

1

mortgage, 195

portions, raising, 397

release, 519, 520

solicitor-trustee, 384

transfer of mortgage, 230

COVENANTS,
binding heirs, 125, 156

and assigns, 125

collateral, 261

for payment, in mortgage, 155— 157

production of deeds, 121, 122

on assignment of leaseholds, 129— 131

restrictive, 125

to stand seised, n, 73, 82

surrender to mortgagee, ISS, 189

with two or more, devolution of benefit of, 166

For Title,

"demise" implies what, 289

express, 111, 112

"grant," implies what, 92

implied, 113— 118

by maiTied woman, 110

tenant for life, 118

trustees or mortgagees, 116, 117, 290

in assignment of leaseholds, 130

conveyance of copyholds, 133

lease, 289—291

mortgage, 186, 187

settlement, 330, 424

transfer of mortgage, 223

on sale by trustees, whether beneficiaries give, 117, 118

recital will not enlarge, 63,64

with whom, 117

qualified, do not warrant title, 112

solicitor's duty to see to insertion of, 111
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COVENA'NTS-ccwthnu'd.

In Lease,

in agricultural lease, 277, 279, 281, 281

brick-field lease, 277

house lease, 277, 278, 280, 283, 284

mining lease, 274, 277, 279, 284

public-house lease, 281

quarry lease, 277

lessees, as to accounts, &c., 274

assignment or under-letting, 284—28U

auction, 282

cultivation, 281, 282

delivery up, at end of term, 282

fixtures, 282, 283

gardens, 293

insurance, 278

rates and taxes, 274, 275

rent, 274

repairs, 277, 278

roads, 292, 293

trading, 280

waste, 279, 280

breach of, remedies for, 251, 252, 258, n.

waiver or licence for, 257—259

reason for insertion of, 273

who bound to perform, 260—262, 281, n.

entitled to benefit of, 262—264, 281, n.

lessors, as to use of adjoining property, 292

for quiet enjoyment, 290

renewal, 293, 294

implied by word " demise," 289

to sell property to lessee, 291, 292

who bound to perform, 2G2

negative, 262, 279-281, 284, 292

"usual," 250, 290

CREDITORS,
conveyances void against, 74—76

CROSS REMAINDERS, 403, 404

CULTIVATION,
covenants as to, in lease of farm, 279, 281, 282

CURTESY,
estates by, 319, 322

registration of notice of, 562

tenant by, has powers under S. L. A., 433

38
E.T.C.
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CUSTODY OF DEEDS, 118-120

CUSTOM,
distinguished from prescription, 100, 101

DAMAGES,
for breach of covenant to repair, 275, n.

DATE OF DEED, o3, o4

"DEAD RENT," 271

DEBTS. See also Equitable Debts.

terms for raising money to pay, 485

"DEDUCTIONS, WITHOUT ANY,"
annuity payable, 394, 395

DEED. See Peoductiox of Deeds ; Geant ; Title Deeds.

benefit under, who can take, 64

date of, 53, 54

defined, 47

delivery of, 49

endorsed on, supplemental, 60, 61, 224, 237, 238

execution of, 50, 364

parties to and descriptions of, 53—60

claiming under, must give effect to provisions of, 105

DEED ,POLL, 53

parties to, method of stating, 55

DEFEASANCE, 259

DELIVERY, 49

"DEMISE,"
covenant implied by word, 289

words excluding covenant implied by, 290, 291

DEPOSIT, MORTGAGE BY, 559, 560

" DEVISE," 467, n.

in fee, 484

htrict settlement, 485

trust for division, 486

of land abroad, 486

trust and mortgage estates, 509

since L. T. Acts, 482, 483
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DISCLAIMER, 511

by executor and trustee, 512, 513

executor of executor, 515

heir of trustee, 514

married woman, 515

trustee, 512

in bankruptcy, 191

of strict settlement, 513

form of, 513

of legal estate, 513, 514

in copyholds, 513

power, 515, 51G

trustee cannot bo compelled to execute, 513

DISCRETIONARY TRUST, 3C1

alterations in trusts for children where, for parent, 373— 375

DISENTAILING DEEDS, 528—532

of copyholds, 530

money, 531, 532

preparatory to resettlement, 534

DISTRESS. See also Rent Chakge

for rent reserved on assignment, 290, n.

power of, in lease, 251, 288, 289

mortgage, 174

DIVORCED WOMAN,
description of, 58

DOCUMENTS,
ambiguities in, 33, 34

contradictions in, 32, 30

rectification of, evidence on, 23, 24

inaccuracies in, 36

interpretation of, 25—33, 3G. See Paeol Evidench.

DOWER,
notice of estate in, registration of, 5G2

uses to bar, 109

DRAFT,
alterations in, 41, 43

approval of, 46

form of, 38—46

skeleton, 40

who prepares, 41

88 (2)
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EASEMENT, 99—102
acquiring compulsorily, 86, n.

created by way of use, 136

distinguished ivom iirofit a prendre, 99

equitable, 102

grant of, 134, 135

lease should specify when, 266

purchased under S. L. Acts, 452

."reputed" or "quasi," 101

ELDEST SON,
trusts excluding, 367, 368

ELECTION, 460

ENDOESED DEED, 60, 224, 237

ENFRANCHISEMENT,
power of, in settlement, 417, 452

EQUITABLE DEBTS, 200

EQUITABLE INTERESTS IN LAND,
conveyance of, 145, 146

EQUITABLE POWER, 175

EQUITY OF REDEMPTION, 152. n., 160, 161

conveyance of, 136, 137

danger in purchasing, 136

reserved to person other than mortgagor, 161, 162

EQUIVOCATION, 34, 35

ERASURES, 51, 52

ESCROW, 49, 50

ESTATE DUTY, 520

on jointure, 394

ESTATE TAIL,
disentailing deeds, 528

limitation of, 400, 401

preceding estates to, 529, 530

tenant in tail, not in possession, 531

ESTOPPEL, 62, 63

EVIDENCE. See Paeol Evidence.

to construe document, 20—28
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EXCEPTIONS AND RESERVATIONS, 103, 104, 272

EXECUTION OF DEED, 50, 364. See Peesumption.

EXECUTOR,
bequest to, of another person, 490

carrying on testator's business, 470, 471

renunciation by, 514, 515

special, 470, 471

EXECUTORY TRUST, 485, 486

EXTRINSIC EVIDENCE, 22, 23, 25. See Paeol Evidence.

rules as to employment of, 25—28, 37

FEE SIMPLE,
limitation of, 105, 106

FEOFFMENT, 2, 80

to uses, 5, 80, 81

tortious operation of, 80, 81

FINE,
"arbitrary" or "certain," 416, 417

on lease of settled land, 415, 416

FINES AND RECOVERIES, 3, 87

FIRE,
destruction of property by, -who repaii-s, 277, 278

FIXTURES, 282—284

"FOOTAGE RENT," 271

FORCIBLE ENTRY, 253

FORECLOSURE, 160, 101

FORFEITURE OF LEASE. Svc aim Waivkk.

relief against, 254-256, 285, n.

ejectment action, not a condition precedent to, '.ol, n.

FREEHOLDS,
applications for registration of, 547, 548. Sec nho Registkation.

compulsory registration of, 545, 546^

effect of first registration of, 548—550

mortgages of, 572 ct seq.^

registered transfer of, 555—bbl

FUNERAL EXPENSES, 465, 406
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FURNITURE,
settlement of, by will, 169

FURTHER CHARGE, 233-237

"GALEAGE RENT," 271

GENERAL WORDS, 98

GRANT,
analy-sis of deed of, 87, 88

covenants for title, not implied by word " grant," as a rule, 92, 93
deed of, 82, S3, 87

construed as, 83

" GROUND RENT," 249, 2r)0

GUARDIAN,
appointment of, by will, 505

HABENDUM,
in conveyance, 104, 105

lease, 269, 270

HEIR,
gift of shilling to, 465

HEIRLOOMS, 423

"HEIRS," 146, n.

HOTCHPOT, 368, 309

valuation for, 499

HOUSES FOR WORKING CLASSES, 444

HUSBAND. Hcc Makeied Wouax.
payment to, of wife's income, 358

ILLEGITIMATE CHILDREN,
gifts to, 505—508

"IMPROVED GROUND RENT," 250

INCOME,
gift of, when it gives the corpus, 475

INCOME TAX, 394, 395

INCORPORATED DOCUIVIENTS, 27

INCORPOREAL HEREDITAMENTS,
conveyance of, 2
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INCUMBRANCES,
covenant against, extends to what, 116, 117

discharge of, under C. A. 1881.. 137, i;!8

shifted under S. L. A., 138

INDEMNITY,
by assignee of leaseholds, 1151, 149, 150

to mortgagees, 186

trustees, 387

INDENTURE, 52, 53

"INEVITABLE ACCIDENT," 273

INFANT,
powers exercisable by, 343

settlement on marriage of, 459—461

tenant for life, 434

INHIBITIONS, 564

INQUIRIES, 205, 206, 225, 243, 248

INROLMENTS, STATUTE OF, 13

INSTALMENTS,
mortgage repayable by, foi-m of, 103, 164

"INSTROKE," 267

INSTRUCTIONS,
for draft, 38, 39

will, 463

INSTRUMENT,
of charge, 583

transfer of land, 582

INSURANCE. See aho Policy ox Life.

provisions as to, in lease, 278

mortgage, 168—170

INTENTION,
direct evidence of, to interpret document, 23, 34, 3a

See Paeol Evidence.

INTEBESSE TEEMIXI, 4, 77

INTEREST,
in lieu of notice, 100

on mortgage, 157

reduction of, on punctual payment, 102, 163
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INTERPRETATION, 18-37. See Documents.

INTERPRETATION CLAUSE,
in lease, 2G.5

mortgage, 193, 19i

settlement, 3-13

INTRINSIC EVIDENCE, 23, 30—32, 2.50, u.

rules for employment of, 31

INVESTMENT. See also Trustees.

express power of making, 34.5— 3-17

on "real securities," 349

power to invest in purchase of land, 3.50— 352

statutory powers of, 344, 345

under S. L. Acts, 451—453

ISSUE,

gift to, 488, 489, 497

meaning of word, 23

power of appointment should extend to, 363, 364

JOINT ACCOUNT CLAUSE, 164—166

JOINT TENANTS,
purchasers whether, 150

JOINTURE,
deed charging, 538

estate duty on, 394

limitation of, 392

"without any deduction," 394

power to charge for future wife, 405

powers for securing, 392, 393

LAND. See also Accumulations Act ; Devise.

direction in will to purchase and settle, 485

foreign, devise of, 48G

power to invest in, 350—352

LAND CERTIFICATE, 553, 554

lien by deposit of, 559, 560

mortgage by deposit of, 573

LAND TAX, 394

LAND TRANSFER ACTS. See also Registeatiox.

assent under, to devise, 483

devise since, 482
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LAND TRANSFER ACTS-coiiti,med.

objects of, 544

provisions of the Acts and Rules made under tlie Actf, .j J4—585
absolute title, 544, 549, 568

alteration of charge, 581

caution, 562, 563

certificate, 653, 559

charge, 558

compulsory registration, 545, 546

conditions, restrictive, 568—570

curtesy, 562

deposit of certificate, 559

dower, 562

easement, 562

forms, instrument of charge, 583

transfer, 582

indemnity, 585

inhibition, 564

investigation of title, 543, 552

lease, 557. 561

liabilities, not incumbrances under the Acts, 554

lien, 575, 576

manner of applying for first registration, 551

notices, curtesy, 562

dower, 562

easement, 662

lease, 561

priority, 564, 565

possessory title, 550, 557, 585, u.

proprietor, registered, 544, 547, 549

qualified title, 549, 556

register, form of, 546, 547

rectification of, 547

registrar, 547, 551

restriction, 564

settled land, 565, 566

signature to application, 553

stamp, 571, 575

stipulation, 584

title, absolute, 541, 549, 568

possessory, 550, 557, 585, n.

qualified, 549, 556

transfer, 555, 556

of charge, 559

transmission on death, 557

voluntary transfer, 557
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LANDS CLAUSES CONSOLIDATION ACT, 85-87, 93

LAPSE, 488—490, 503, u.

of share of residue, 490

•whether applies to gift to class, 489

LEASE. Sec aho Leaseholds : Eent ; Underlease.
agreement for, 246, 248, 250

agi-icultural, provisions in, 267—269. See also Covenants ,

analysis of, 265

building, 249, 267, 447—449
by mortgagor and mortgagee, 172, 289

not under a power, 172

commencement of term of, 250, n.

concurrent, 245

costs of, 252

covenants in. See Covenants.

distress, power of, in, 287—289

entry by lessee before grant of, 248

expired, not a title deed, 119

forfeiture of, relief against, 253—256

habendum in, 269

implied covenant by assignee of, 131

inquiries before taking, 247

licences in, 267, 268

mining, provisions in, 269, 271, 277. Sec also Covenants.

under S. L. Acts, 442, 448, 449

of copyholds, 293, 294

parcels, 266

parties to, defined, 265

power to grant, in mortgage, 170— 172

settlement by trust for sale, 333—335

strict, 413—416, 447—449
will, 508

recitals in, 266

registration of notice of, 561, 562. Sec also Eegistkation.
remedies of landlord under, 251, 252

reservations and exceptions in, 268, 269

reversionary, 244, 245

title to be shown on contract to grant, 246—248, 291

under S. L. Acts, 442, 443, n.

S. E. Acts, 413

"void," proviso that it shall be, 253

who prepares, 41, 251

LEASE AND RELEASE, 3, 14, 15, 81, 83
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LEASEHOLDS,
assignment: of, 1 29— 131

by trustee in banki'uptcy, 149

part of, 131, 132

mortgage of, by demise, 192, 193

of married woman, 148, 320, 321

registered, cliarge of, 558

transfer of, 557

registration, applications for first, 549, 550

compulsory, of what, 545, 546

effect of first, 548, 549

if prohibition on alienation, 545

what leaseholds incapable of, 545, and n. (ec)

settlement of, 420-423

title to be shown on sale of, 132, 24G—248, 384

LEGACY,
"demonstrative," " general," or " specific," 468

income of, when legatee takes, 499, 500

settled, 479, 503, 504

vested or contingent, 474, 475

LEGAL ESTATE. See also Moetgagee.

devise passing, 484

LESSOR AND LESSEE, Sec CovEXANTa ; Lease.

LICENCE, 267

to assign, 284, 285

copyholder, power to grant, 41(i

lessee, to commit breach of covenant, 257—259

work minerals, 267

LIEN,
on policy for premiums, 342

LIFE INTEREST, 356, 357

charged with maintenance, 362

determinable on bankruptcy, 360

limitation of, 356, 391, 392

mortgage of , 193, 211

protected, 361

alterations in subsequent trusts where, 373

restoration of, in resettlement, 536

LIMITATION, STATUTES OF,

title under, how affected by L. T. Acts. 554
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LIMITATIONS. Sec also Coxveyances ; Settlement, Strict.

equitable byway of trust executed, 14.5, 146

in conveyance to partnership, 150, 303

fee simple, 94, 105, 106

tail, 400, 401

to corporation, sole or aggregate, 106

" LIVERY OF SEISIN," 2, 3

MAINTENANCE,
common fund for, 501

Court controlling trustees' discretion as to, 502

express trust for, -when to be inserted, 371, 37-, 499

life interest charged 'with, 361

of childi'en of another person, 501, 502

statutory powers of, 371, 372

where parent's interest is determinable, 373

"MALINS' ACT," 217, 218, 321

MANAGEMENT,
power of, during minorities, 372, 373, 406, 411

in settlement of land in trust for sale, 332, 333

MANSION HOUSE,
conveyances of, imder S. L. A., 142

provisions of S. L. A. as to, 441

MARRIAGE. Sec also Settleiiexts.

brocage, 355

conditions in restraint of, 476—478

MARRIED WOMAN,
chose in action of, 215— 218, 321

conveyance of copyholds of, 148, 320

freeholds of, under old law, 146, 147, 319, 320

leaseholds of, 148, 320, 321

money to be laid out in land, 320

proceeds of sale of land, 218, 320

reversionary interests of personalty, 217, 218, 35£

separate property of , 147— 149, 218, 322

under M. W. P. A. 1882. .147

covenants for title, 116

disclaimer by, 515

husband's interests in chattels personal, 321

chattels real, 320, 322

chose in action, 321, 322

copyholds, 320

freeholds, 319, 320, 322
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MARRIED WOMAN—co»<;h/(«/.

mortgage debt due to, 215—217

release of power by, 520, 521

separate property of, 147—149, 322, 323. See oho SErAEATis Estate.

income of, paid to husband, 358

tenant for life, 434, 435

wiU of, 324

exercising power, 376

MARRIED WOMEN'S PROPERTY ACT, 1870.. 147, 148, 322, 323

MARRIED WOMEN'S PROPERTY ACT, 1882.. 323, 324

efPect of, on alienation of joiature, 393

conveyance of freeholds, 146

settlements, 324

MERGER, 529

of charges, 136, n., 239

MIDDLESEX REGISTRY, 550

MINES AND MINERALS. See also Lease.

incumbrances, not, right to, 556, n.

registration of, 545, n.

surface, right to let down, in working, 267, 268

tenant for life working, 391, 392

MINORITIES,
powers to manage during, 406, 411

MISTRESS,
gifts to, 506

MORTGAGE. <S'ce fl?«o Teansfee ;
Reconveyance.

analysis of, 154, 155

attornment clause in, 174

by deposit of land certificate, 559, 560

of lease, 285, 286

contributory, 166, 167, 349

costs of, 195

covenant for payment in, 155—157

defined, 152

definition of mortgagor and mortgagee in, 193, IJl

for term certain, 163

investment on, 346, 349. See Teustees.

notice to pay off, 160

of all a man's property, 198, 199

chose in action, 201, 202, 203

copyholds, 187—189

leaseholds, 190, 191
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MOmGACiY,-con(imed.
of life interest, 193

policy, 202, 203, 20(5

shares in companies, 212—214

" once a mortgage always a mortgage," 153

power of leasing in, 170—172

f^ale in, 175—183

proviso for redemption, 158

reduction of interest, 162, 163

repayable by instalments, 163, 1G4

small trader, 199

statutory, 187

who prepares draft, 41

MORTGAGE DEBT,
keeping alive, on payment, 136, n., 239

MORTGAGEE. See also Reconveyance ; Teansfee.

conveyance by, under power of sale, 138, 175 et seq. See also MoET-
GAQOE.

devolution of estate of, 138, 158, 159, 176, 228, 229, 239, 240, 509

in copyholds, 189, 190, 229, 230, 240, 509

disclaimed lease vested in, 191, n.

duty of, exercising power of sale, 177, 178

in possession, ti-ansfer by, 237, n.

leases by, 170—172

parcels, description of, by, 222, 237, 238

production of deeds by, 121

to, acknowledgment for, 123

MORTGAGOR,
conveyance by, and mortgagee, 135, 136

analysis of, 40

leases by, 170—172, 289

NAME,
change of, .58

NEW TRUSTEES,
analysis of power to appoint, 378, 379

appointment of, 521 et scq.

by disclaiming trustee, 51

G

increasing or diminishing number on, 380, 382

vesting trust property on, by declaration, 383,

524, n.

costs of appointment of, 527
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NEW TRUSTEES—co«/i'«?/''(?.

of copyholds, 527

land held on trust for sale, 525, 520

mortgage security, 524, 525

strict settlement, 52G, 527

statutory powers of appointing, 380—383

transfer of mortgage to, 224, 350

"NEXT OF KIN," 376

NOMINAL REVERSION, 190, 227

NOTICE,
of dower or curtesy estates, 562

lease, registration of, 547, 561, 562

sub -mortgage, 243

on assignment of chose in action, 205, 20S

transfer of mortgage, 225

priority, kinds of notices, 564, 565

to lessee before re-entry, 255

pay off mortgage, 160, 161

under S. L. Acts, 439, 440

OFFICE COPY LEASE,
now superseded, 553, n.

OPERATIVE WORDS, 91-94

OPTION TO PURCHASE,
in lease, 291, 292

sale with, not a mortgage, 153

ORDER AND DISPOSITION, 198, 207

ORIGINATING SUMMONS, 255, n.

OUTGOINGS,
covenant to pay, 274, 275

"OUTSTROKE," 267

PARCELS,
in conveyance, 94—97

lease, 266

settlement before 1882. .388

transfer, 222

recitals referring to, 66, 130

reversionary, 127
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PAROL EVIDENCE,
of circumstances, &c., allo^ved to show primary meaniug of words,

23—25, 34, 35

of intention unexpressed in document not allowed, 23, 25

one exception, 34, 35

PAETIE3, 53—60

description of divorced woman, 58

in indorsed deed, 60

peers, 56

persons assuming titles, 57

holding courtesy titles, 56, 57

privy councillors, 58

wife of baronet, 57

order of, 59, 60

PARTNERSHIP,
accession, deed of, 314, 315

accounts, 307, 308

analysis of deed of, 299

arbitration clause, 312

articles, how to be framed, 298

operative clauses in, 299

banking account and cheques, 304

business, nature of, 299, 300

capital, 302

interest on, 304

conveyance to, form of, 150, 151, 303

definition of, 297

dissolution, 300, 308—311

duration of, 300

firm, not a legal persotia, 298

loan to, bearing interest varying with profit, 315—317

management of business of, 306

outgoings, 305

partner, bankruptcy of, 300, 301

binding firm, 298, 299, 300

death of, 300, 301, 308, 310, 311

duties of, 306—308

engaging in other business, 306

expulsion of, 301

family of, provisions for, 311, 312

insolvency, 301

new, introduction of, 312, 314, 315

option to, to acquii'e further share, 305, 313

take over business, 311

proving against assets of firm, 311, 312

"share" of, 310, 311
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FARTNERBKIV—conlhiiwd.
partner, -will of, 471

premises of, belonging to one partner, 302

profits, 305, 306

an-angements by solicitors and others for sharing, 303

special, of one partner, 303, 305

style of, 298, 301, 302

PEERS, .

description of, 56

PENAL RENT, 270

«'PER, IN THE," 6

PERPETUITIES, RULE AGAINST, 407, 408

affecting appointment, 364
"^

gift by will, 496

right of re-entry, 125

effect of, on power of sale, 418

PERSONAL PROPERTY,
assignments and mortgages of, 196—199

"PIN-MONEY," 390, 391

deed providing, 538, 539

securing in settlement, 390, 391

POLICY ON LIFE,

assignee of, can sue in his own name, when, 202

creditor effectiDg, on life of debtor, without bargain, 211

mortgage of, 210

settlement of, 341, 342

trust to pay premium on life of stranger, 408, n.

trustees keeping up, out of their own moneys, 342

PORTIONS, 395—400

analysis of trusts of term for raising, 399, 400

costs of raising, 397

deed providing, 540, 5il

insurance for providing, 397, 398

power to charge, for chUdren of future marriage, 406

raising all at once, 398

POSSESSION OF DEEDS, 118, 119

"POST, IN THE," 6

POWERS. See also Settlement.

classification of, 84, 85

disclaimer of, 515, 516

equitable, 175

execution of, 60, 364

39
E.I.C.
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POWERS—continned.

of appointment, 363, 3G4. -SVe Appointjiext.

investment, 345, 346. See Trustees.

leasing, 170—172, 414, 415, 447, 448. See Lease.

management, 332, 333. See Management.

sale, 175, 176, 417, 450. Sec Sale.

operating at law, 84—80

preservation of, in re-settlement, 536

release of, 520

PRECATORY TRUST, 491

PREMISES, OF DEED, 97, 98

PREMIUMS,
payment of, by trustees, 342

PRESCRIPTION, 100

PRESUMPTION,
as to erasiu'es, 51, n.

order of execution of deeds, 53, n.

ownership of land, 543

PRIMARY MEANING, 25—30

PRODUCTION OF DEEDS, 120—124

FEOFIT A PRENDRE, 99, 101, 267, n., 268

whether can be claimed by custom, 101

PROPERTY TAX, LANDLORD'S, 274

PROTECTOR OF SETTLEMENT, 529, 530

consent of, to disentailing assurance, 529

PUBLIC-HOUSE,
"free" or "tied," 281

mortgage of, by registered charge, 574

"PURCHASE, BY," 407, 421, n.

PURCHASE-MONEY,
payment of, to solicitor, 90, 91

on conveyance by married woman under old law, 146,

147

on purchase of copyholds, 132, 133

PURCHASERS,
conveyances void against, 74, 75

QUARRY, 277

QUASI EASEMENTS, 101
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QUESTIONS,
power to determine, S.U, ?ioo

QUIA EMPTOItES, STATUTE OF, 107

QUIET ENJOYMENT,
covenant for, in conveyance, 112, 115

lease, 289, 290

RATES AND TAXES,
covenant to pay. 274, 275
tenant deducting- from rent, 275

"REAL SECURITIES," 349

RECEIPT,
in conveyance, 89, 90

indorsed, 89, 90

mortgagees, 178, 179, 190

power to give, 353, 354

under S. L. A., 438

RECEIVER,
deed appointing-, 184—186
power in mortgage, to appoint, 173
statutory power to appoint, 183, 184

RECITALS,
estoppel by, C2, 63

frame of, in conveyance, 61, 63—G5, 88, 89

under a power, 88, 89
in appointment of new trustees, 522
assignment of leaseholds, 129, 130
disentailing assurance, 530

lease, 266

mortgage, 154

release, 518, 519

transfer of mortgage, 223, 224

introductory, 66, 67, 88, 89

narrative, 64, 65

of contract to sell " free from incumbrances," 64, 89
deed of even date, 71, 72

"that vendor is seised or other-vvise well entitled," 63
unnecessary, 4o, 44

RECONVEYANCE, 237—241
indorsed, 237

of copyholds, 238, 240

equitable mortgage, 238

on payment by limited owner, 239

where the mortgagee is dead, 158, 176. 177, 239, 240

39 (2)

(Jl
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RECOVERY, 3, 87

REDDENDUM, 270

REDEMPTION. See Equity of Redemption.

proviso for, 158

who hare right of, 160

REDUCTION INTO POSSESSION, 215, 216, 321, 461

REDUCTION OE INTEREST,
proviso for, in mortgage, 162, 163

RE-ENTRY, PROVISO FOR, 252, 253, 258, n.

notice to lessee before proceedings under, 255

restricted within perpetuity limit, 108, 125

statutory relief against ejectment under, 254—256

of underlessee, 256

REGISTER,
inspection of, shows what, 546, 547

rectij&cation of, 547

REGISTERED CHARGE, 558

instrument of, 583

transfer of, 559

REGISTERED PROPRIETOR, 544

title of, 548—550

REGISTERED TRANSFER, 555—557

REGISTRATION. Sec also Land Transfer Acts.

applications for, 551—553

caution against first, 562, 563

cautions, generally, 563, 564

compulsory, when, 545, 546

covenant against, by mortgagor, 186

easements, of, 562, 568—570

effect of, with absolute title, 548, 549

good leasehold title, 549

possessory title, 550

qualified title, 549, 550

estates and interests excepted from, 562

in Middlesex or Yorkshire Registries, 550

incumbrances, whether they appear on the register, 550

inhibitions, 564

" liabilities which are not incumbrances," 554

mines and minerals, 556, n. (e)
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REGISTRATION—to«^;w«<rf.

mortgages, before first registration, 577—579

of registered land, 572—57G

by purchaser before he is rogistored,

579, 580

of charges, 558

freeholds, title to, 548—550

incumbrances created prior to first registration, 650

leaseholds, title to, 549

mortgagee, 548

nominees, 548

several persons entitled concurrently, 565, 566

trustees, 548

profits a prendre, 562, 568—570

protection of restrictive covenants affecting unrogislercd laud, 5Jl.

552

restrictions, 564

restrictive conditions, 568—570

statutes of limitation, effect of, 554

what is capable of, 544, 545

who may apply for, 547, 548

" RELATIONS," 506, n., 507, n.

RELEASES, 516-521. Sec also Lease a.vd Remass.

by whom prepared, 519

of powers, 520, 521

RELIGION OF CHILDREN,
agreement as to, on marriage, 456

REMAINDERS,
contingent, 401

cross, 403, 404

• •RENDER," 271

RENEWAL,
, ^ ^ .,-,

covenant for, in lease, not invalid for remoteness, J91

RENT, 271,415
, , _^ ., , .,=;«

acceptance of, ^vaiver of forfeiture by, 2o8

.' additional," or " penal." 270, 29:{

best, 415
_ _

covenant to pay, 250, 270, 271, 2<

4

-i u„„i, ••

'"dead," "footage," "galeage," - wav-leavo. ' or '• spo.l-bnnk.

271

of freeholds and copyholds demise 1 together, 288, n.

re-entry for non-payment of, 252. See Rk-e>tbv.

remedies of landlord for, 251 ct srj.
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BElHT—conlimied.

reservation of, 270— 272

on assignment, 296, n.

suspension of, in case of fire, 272

"yielding' and paying," 274

KENT-CHARaE. Sec also Joixtuee ; Pin-Moxey.

given as qualification, 13

limitation of, 13

remedies for, 107

statutory provisions for securing, 392, 393, 405

"RENT-SECK," 107

"RENT-SERVICE," 107

RENTS AND PROFITS,
gift of, passes corpus, 475

RENUNCIATION,
by executor, 514

of executor, 515

REPAIR,
by tenant for life, 391, 392

covenant to, in lease, 275—277
" good tenantable, " 270, n.

notice of Avant of, 276

of way, 135

"reasonable wear and tear" excepted, 276, n.

RESERVATIONS AND EXCEPTIONS, 103, 104, 268, 269. See aho

Rext.

RE-SETTLEMENT, 532—542

analysis of, 539

father and son separately advised, 533

form of, 534

powers, preserving in, 534, 538

restoration of life estate in, 530

RESIDUE,
gifts of, 487

lapse of share of, 490

trust for conversion of, 492

RESTRAINT ON ANTICIPATION, 140, 356

imposing on limitations in settlement, 392

RESTRICTIONS, 564

RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS. &c «/,so Teade.

in conveyance, in fee, 125

lease, 261, 292
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RESULTING USE, TJ, 71. 101

REVERSION,
conveyance of, 126

duties on, 127

lease of, 2-lo

purchased at under value, 128

purchaser of, how affected by S. L. Acts, 128

severance of, 264

REVERSIONARY LEASE, 244

REVOCATION AND APPOINTMENT, 4 IS

conveyance by, lio

ROADS, REPAIR OF, 291

ROYALTY, 271

SALE, POWER OF,

conveyance under, 143

duty of mortgagee exercising, 177

in mortgage, 175—177, 242

statutory, 180

in settlement, 417

consent to exercise required by S. L. Act, U.i

under S. L. Acts, 139, 442, 450

SALE, TRUST FOR. See Teust foe Sale.

SCHEDULE, FORM OF, 70, 71

SEAL, 48

"SEISED," 7, n.

SEPARATE ESTATE, 322, n., 3oG, 359, n. Sec al.o Mabeied AYostAX.

husband's interest in, 322

under old law, 359, n.

SETTLED ESTATES ACT, 1877.. 413

SETTLED LAND ACTS,

analysis of strict settlement made since 1882. .4.)3

capital money, application and investment of
,
4o 1

in discharge of incumbrances 451 ,
n.

devolution of money made applicable as, 451
^

payment of, to sole trustee, 438

receipt of, 438

concurrent interests, 433
, , , , , r

consent under, to exercise of power by trustees, 14-, 4 15
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SETTLED LAND ACT&—continued.

conveyance under, 139, 446

where charges on fee, 446

differences between tenant for life and trustees, 441

incunabrances on fee, 429

life estate, 429

investments under, 451

lease, power to, under, 447

mansion house, sale of, under, 441

notices under, 439

powers under, 442

additional, 445

cease to be exercisable when, 435

charges, effect of, on, 430

disclaimer of, 431

express, how affected by, 444

how operate, 446

incapable of assignment, 429

indestructible, 430

restraining exercise of, 431

right to exercise after release of life estate, 431

purchased land, settlement of, 451

receipts under, 438

reversion is comprised in settlement for purposes of, 427

sale, power of, under, 139, 442, 460

" settled land," 427, 435

"settlement," 424

"compound," 425

instruments forming part of, 425

tenant for life, 428

infant, 434

"in possession," 428

married woman, 434

trustee for remainderman, 440

who has powers of, 432

timber, power to cut, under, 391

trustees for purposes of, 140, 436

appointment of, 437

sole, 438

of compound settlement, 437

undivided shares, powers affecting, 433

SETTLEMENT,
confirmation of, by will, 4G8

costs of, 461

proposals for, points on, 455

who prepares, 461
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SETTLEMENT—coH^iJ«<«^.

Peesonal,

advancement provisions, 3G9, 372

analysis of, 324

assignment of property when by separate instrument, 427

settlement, 429

covenants for title in, 330

investment clause, 343. Sec Investments.

maintenance provisions, 371

of after-acquired property of wife, 335

annuity, 339

infant's property, 375, 459

land by trust for sale, 330

life policy, 341

mortgage, 328

reversion, 329, 35o

powers, donees of, 342

powers of appointment, 363, 375. See Appointkent.

investment, 343. See Investmeot3.

leasing, 333

management, 332

to appoint new trustees, 377

apportion blended trust funds, 354

arrange and compromise, 354

withdraw part of property, 338

receipt clause, 325, 3o3

settle on futui-e marriage, 358

trustee clauses, 377-384. See New Tbvstees.

trusts in. See Teusts.

Steict,

analysis of, 385

since 1882.. 453

covenants for title in, 388

devise in, 485

Umitations of cross remainders in tail 403

jointure rent-charge, 392

life estates, 391

pin-money, 390

terms, 388

for raising portions, 395

to different trustees, whether necessary, 38 ,

of advowsou, 388, n.

copyholds, 420

heirlooms, 423

leaseholds, 420
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SETTLEMENT—cw«i!J««erf.

Stpjct—co)i t in tied.

power of enfranchisement, 417

leasing, 413—416

management during minorities, 407, 411

sale, 417

to charge jointure, 405

portion for children of subsequent marriage, 406

grant licences to copyholders, 416

SHARES,
mortgage of, 212

SOLE TRUSTEE,
danger of trusting, 377

payment to, under S. L. A., 438

SOLICITOR,
payment of purchase-money to, 90, 3.54

sharing profits Avith rmauthorised person, 303, n.

trustee, costs of, 384

SPECIAL EXECUTOR, 470

SPECIALTY DEBT, 155

"SPOIL-BANK RENT," 271

SPORTING, 2G8

STATUTES,
interpretation of, 28

STOP ORDER, 207, 208, 378

"STRIKE CLAUSE," 271

SUB-LEASE. Hce Underlease.

SUB-MORTGAGE, 241—243

SUBSTITUTIONARY GIFTS, 497

SUCCESSION DUTY, 520, n.

covenant to pay, on purchase of reversion, 127

on jointure, 394

SUPERSTITIOUS USES, 478

SUPPLEMENTAL DEEDS, 60, 61, 238

SUPPORT,
right to, 267

SURRENDER. See also Copyholds.

covenant to, constitutes good equitable security, l'89

limitations in. 401

of part of property leased, 273, n.
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SURVIVORSHIP AND ACCRUER CLAUSES, 36G, 3G7

TACKING, 232, 233

TAIL,
cross remainders in, 403

limitation in, 400

TAXES,
annuity xaayable free from, 394, 395

covenant in lease to pay, 274, 275

by landlord, 275

landlord's property tax, deducting, 274, n.

TENANT FOR LIFE. See also Settled Land Acts.

assignee for value of, rights of, 193

covenant to pay interest on mortgage, 157

lease by equitable, 334

registration of, 548

sale by, restraining, 128, 431

waste by, 3W

"TENANTABLE REPAIR," 269, n.

TENANTS IN COMIVION,

exercise of powers under S. L. Acts by, 433

powers of settlement exercisable by whom, where, 419

purchase by, 150

TENENDUM, 104

TERM,
cesser of, proviso for, 389

in lease, commencement of, 250, n.

limitation of, in settlements, 388, 390

wills, for payment of debts, 485

TERM CERTAIN,
mortgage for, 163

TESTIMONIUM, 78. Scr Attestation.

THELLUSSON ACT, 408

trusts exceeding term allowed by, 400, u.

excepted from operation of, 409

TIMBER,
tenant for life cutting, 391

TITLE. See also Covenants toe Title.

lessor's, danger of not investigating, 246

registration of . &^ Registeation.

to be shown on contract to grant lease, 246-148

mortgage of leaseholds, 190

sale of leaseholds, 129
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TITLE DEEDS,
expired leases are not, 119

on contributory mortgage, 167

right to possession of, 118, 22G

production of, 120—124

vendor bound to retain what, 119

TRADE,
covenants in lease in restraint of, 280

TRANSFER,
Of Mortgage, 218—230

and further charge, 236

assignment of debt in, reason for, 220

powers in, as to, 221

belonging to married woman, 216

by mortgagee in possession, 237, n.

supplemental or endorsed deed, 224

conveyance of property in, form of, 222, 226

costs of, 230

inquiries before taking, 225

mortgagee may be compelled to execute, 159, 220, 237

mortgagor should be party to, 225

notice of, to mortgagor, 225

of copyholds, 226, 228

personalty, 228

several mortgages on different properties, 225, 231

on appointment of new trustees, 224

statutory, 225

to trustees of settlement, 328

where mortgagee is dead, 227

Op Registered Chaege, 580

Of Registered Land, 555

TRANSFERS IN BLANK, 212

TRANSMUTATION OF POSSESSION,
appointments operating by, 80

conveyances operating by, 14, 79

deed of grant, operates by, 82

TRUST FOR SALE,
conveyance under, 144, 145

settlements of land by, 330

powers in, 332—334

TRUSTEES,
appointment of new, 378—382. See New Trustees.

separate sets, 382, 509
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TRUSTEES—c««i!(«w<;.
. o-w -n.>

clauses in settlements and wills with reference to, 3<«, oOJ

contingent remainders, to preserve, 401

conveyance by, U2, 144

defined in settlement, 342

devise of estate of, 509

disclaimer by , 5 11 . Sec Disclaimer.

for purposes of S. L. Acts, 140, 436

sale, duty of, 440

indemnity and reimbursement of, 3S3, 438

inquiries of, 204

investments by, 343. Seo aho IxvEsraENT.

in purchase of land, 350

unauthorised, 352

on mortgage, 347

contributory, 349

for term certain, 163

of leaseholds, 347

lease by, covenants in, 290

mortgage to, 164

of compound settlement, 438

terms, whether different sets necessary, 387

release of powers by, 521

retiring, 382

solicitor, 384

TRUSTS
breaches of, agreements condoning, 355

determinable on bankruptcy,^ 360 c< seq-

•'executed" or "executory," 48y

for accumulation, 408

for children in settlement, 363

excluding eldest, 367

where parent takes protected life interest.

373

inwiU, 492, 496

excludmg eldest, 497

nominatim, 498

unequally, 498

for conversion, 493

of portions term, 395

precatory, 491

ULTIMATE TRUSTS,

in settlement, 374

wUl, 504
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UNDEELEASE, 294—296. Sec also Uxdeelessee.

comprising' whole tenn in head lease, 296

covenant not to grant, 284

mortgage by way of, 190

title to be shown on contract to grant or assign, 246

UNDERLESSEE. See also Uxdeelease.

covenant in restraint of trade binding, 280

liability of, in damages on covenants to repair, 275, n.

relief against forfeiture of head lease, 256

UNDERTAKING FOR SAFE CUSTODY, 122

UNDIVIDED SHARES,
donees of powers under settlement where, 419

land in, powers under S. L. A., 433

"UNMARRIED," 376

UNREGISTERED ASSURANCES, 560

USES,
before and after the Statute of Uses, 5—16

consideration necessary to raise, 73

conveyances operating under Statute of Uses, 14, 81, 82

declaration of, 9—12

defined, 5

seisin necessary for raising, 7

statute of, and its effect, 7 et seq.

to bar dower, 109

"USUAL COVENANTS," 250

VALUATION,
on investment by trustees, 347

VALUER,
liability of, 348, n.

•'VESTED," 474, n.

VESTING,
of children's shares, 496

gifts to class, 480

legacies, 474

power to apply income, whether affects, 475

VESTING DECLARATION, 383

VESTING ORDER,
as to lease, 256
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"VOID,"
proviso that lease shall iu certain events be, 2.')3

VOLUNTARY CONVEYANCE, 74—7G, 197

of registered land, 557

set aside against trustee iu banki-uptcy, effect of, 70

title depending on, 7')

WAIVER,
"implied" and " actual," 257, 258

of breacli of covenant to repair by notice. 27G

WASTE,
by lessee, 2G7, 279

tenant for life, 391

covenants by lessee as to, 279

permissive, by lessee, 279

tenant for life, 391

WAY,
grant of right of, I'Si

who bound to repaii', 135

"WAY-LEAVE RENT," 271

WIDOW, . ,-Q

provisions in settlement for children of former marriage, 4n8, n.

WILL,
analysis of, 460

annuity given by, 471

commencement of, 467

confirmation of settlement by, 408

conversion, trust for, in, 493, 494

devises by, 482. See Devise.

execution of, 51, n.

funeral, directions as to, in, 4G5

instructions for, 463

legacies by, 408. Sec Lkgacy.

letter left with, 479

of land abroad, 480

religion, reference to, in, 461

residuary gift by, 487, 499

revocation of prior, 407

strict settlement, by, 4S5

trustee clauses in, 508

trusts in. See Trttst.-^.

where marriage of testator is invalid, 505
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WILLS, STATUTE OF, 16

WITNESS,
gift to attesting, 510

WOEDS,
"devise," "bequeath," 467, n.

meanings of, how arrived at, 21 et seq.

primary meaning of, 2b et seq.

"YOUNGER CHILDREN," S£6

THE END.

PEINTED BY C. F, UOWOETH, GEEAT NEWSTEEET, FETTEELANE, E.C.
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2nd Edit. 5*. net. 1906.
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